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This Master Index Volume completes the Data Catalog Series for Space Science and Applications
Flight Missions, NSSDC's current major paper catalog series. The other ten volumes in this series
have been distributed widely. Five of the volumes contain descriptions of the spacecraft and the
investigations (experiments), and are designated the "A" volumes. The five corresponding "B"
volumes contain descriptions of the data obtained from the flight investigations described in the
"A" documents. The five pairs of volumes are designated as: Planetary and Heliocentric, which
includes planetary fly-bys and probes (1A and 1B); Geostationary and High-Altitude Scientific (2A
and 2B); Low- and Medium-Altitude Scientific (3A and 3B); Meteorological and Terrestrial
Applications (4A and 4B); and Astronomy, Astrophysics, and Solar Physics (5A and 5B).
Each individual volume contains an index, ordered alphabetically, by spac .ec.raft common name,
which shows the page number in that volume where the appropriate aescnpuons are rounct, in the
initial planning for this series, it was decided that a single last volume would contain the
appropriate indexes for the entire set. The complete series has descriptions of more than 270
spacecraft, 1100 investigations, and 2300 data sets.
In addition to the textual descriptions of spacecraft, investigations, and data sets, each catalog
volume contains several fixed field entries. For the "A" volumes, the spacecraft-related fixed fields
are: spacecraft common name, alternate names, NSSDC ID (this is defined below in the
description of the first index), launch date, launch weight, launch vehicle, sponsoring
country/agency, initial orbit parameters (orbit type, epoch date, orbit period, periapsis, apoapsis,
inclination), project personnel (program and project scientists, program and project managers), and
personnel affiliations. The investigation-related fixed fields are: investigation name, NSSDC ID,
investigative program, investigation discipline(s), and personnel (principal investigator (PI), co-
investigator or other investigator (OI), team leader (TL), etc.). For the "B" volumes, the fixed
field entries are: data set name (full name), NSSDC ID, data set name (33 character short name
used in NSSDC data listings), time period covered by the data, quantity and form of the data
(magnetic tape, photographic film, microfiche, microfilm, hard copy, etc.).
This eleventh volume was prepared to facilitate searching for information and to permit reading, in
an orderly fashion, of the descriptions contained in the series. It is a reference document
permitting the reader to view the contents of the entire series in "quick-look" mode. The indexes
contained here should significantly assist a researcher in selecting the appropriate NSSDC-held
data sets for his or her intended research project.
Following this introduction, there are four indexes, in this sequence: Data Sets Ordered by
Spacecraft Common Name/Principal Investigator Last Name; Data Sets Ordered by NSSDC ID
(temporal order); Data Sets Ordered by Principal Investigator Name/Spacecraft Common Name;
and Ephemeris Data Ordered by Spacecraft Common Name.
The first is the "bread and butter" index of the catalog series. Ordered alphabetically first by
spacecraft and then by PI last name, it shows at a glance the name of the data set, the volume and
page on which to find a brief description of it, and the time coverage, quantity, and form of the
data. The launch date of the spacecraft, the page number in the appropriate catalog on which to
find a description of the spacecraft, the investigation name, and the page on which to find the
investigation description are all included. The page numbers are alphanumeric, with the first two
characters identifying the catalog volume and the last two characters showing the page number in
that volume. A page designation "xxx" means that there is no description for the investigation in
the series, although there are data sets from that investigation described in the catalogs. Included in
this index is the NSSDC ID for each line item. Assigned to all catalog entries, the NSSDC ID is an
identification code used in the NSSDC information system. In this system, each successfully
launched spacecraft and experiment is assigned a code based on the launch sequence of the
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spacecraft. This code (e.g., 73-085A for the spacecraft Mariner 10) corresponds to the COSPAR
international designation. The investigation codes are based on the spacecraft code. For example,
the investigations carried aboard 73-085A are numbered 73-085A-01, 73-085A-02, etc. Similarly,
data sets corresponding to investigation 73-085A- 01 are coded 73-085A-01A, -01B, etc.
The second index contains the same information as the first, except that the entries are ordered by
NSSDC ID, i.e., they are in time order. By simply scanning the time span of the data column, the
user can determine the data availability for any given time period.
The third index is ordered alphabetically, In'st by the principal investigator's last name, then by the
spacecraft name. Within the spacecraft heading, the investigation and data set names are ordered
by NSSDC ID. This index provides science discipline information about a data set (all the data
sets provided by the PI are shown here under his or her name) and also provides one more linkage
between the various catalog volumes, because many PIs flew investigations on several spacecraft
that were described in different volumes.
One final observation regarding the identification of principal investigators with investigations
should be made here. In the time interval between the publication of the "A" volume and the "B"
volume of a particular set, for example between volumes 2A and 2B, there could be a change in PI
assignment for a particular investigation. Hence, two different PI names would appear for the
same investigation, depending on whether one looked in the "A" or "B" volume. The indexes
show only the name currently assigned to the investigation, as determined by the NSSDC
Automated Information Management system.
The final index in this volume, Ephemeris Data for Data Catalog Series Spacecraft, Ordered by
Spacecraft Name, shows spacecraft NSSDC ID, spacecraft launch date, epoch date, orbit type,
apoapsis, periapsis, inclination, and period. With reference to the second index, a user can find
the names of the spacecraft providing the appropriate discipline data in the time period of interest
and can then use this index to see which spacecraft are in the proper region of geospace (i.e., have
the appropriate orbit parameters) for the study. The purpose of this index is to provide ephemeris
information in a general sense, without attempting to assess the measurement accuracy of each
orbit parameter. The apoapsis and periapsis are expressed in kilometers, except for heliocentric
orbits where the distances are in astronomical units. Inclination angle is given in degrees and the
period is in minutes, except for heliocentric orbits where the period is given in days.
Two appendices consisting of a bibliographic listing of the individual volumes in each volume set
in the series (Appendix A), and a fold-out listing of form code definitions (Appendix B), have been
included at the end of this volume.
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Requestsfor copiesof anyof thecatalogvolumesor additionalcopiesof this indexshouldbe
addressedasfollows:
For requests originating within the United States
National Space Science Data Center
Code 633.4
Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, MD 20771
Telephone: (301) 286-6695




For requests originating outside the United States
World Data Center A for Rockets and Satellites
Code 630.2
Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, MD 20771 U.S.A.
Telephone: (301) 286-6695





DATA SETS BY SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME/
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR LAST NAME
,-_.-_-"L_LANK NOT FILMED _j_t_.__iR ',Ei';IIO'_"'L:LYBLANII

: SPACECRAFT _ LAUNCH DATE : DATA SET INFORMATION
************************************************************************ NSSDC ID ................................... TIME SPAN
• INVESTIGATOR _P_IN_ _ FORM qUN_FT_ OF DATA PACE
• DATA SET NN_E •
.... ;:4_:o_ ......... 07/,0/,B . .-o_ • : _; :
PRIOR 1963-030D.BALLOON ATHOS _AO D_E__. • 63-0_-01A : FR 1 01/02/$4 04/13/71 * 3813 *
DRAG DENSITIES + TD_ °S. FICHL s ¢,.=-vou_-v__ ................................................
......................... : _;_ :.......................................................... . 63-0380 •
1963-0380 09/28/63
80STRON 1963-0380, _ PARTICLE • 63-0380-01 * --"
TIHE-ORDERB) COUNT RATES, TAPE . 63-0380-01D • DO 103 Oel2elS3 12/31/68 • 3813 •
SORTE]) INDEX OF DATA, TAPE • 63-0380-01E • DO 6 09/28/63 12/31/58 • 3813 •
COUNT RATES VS T. B (PLOTS).HFILM ,m, 63-038C-01F * 140 2 09/28/68 12/31/67 • 3813 •
L-ORB EL. COUNT RATES.PLOTS.HFILM . 63-0380-010 • HP 1 09/28/63 04/18/66 * 3813 •
...................................................................................................................................
- 1984-0830 12/13/64 . 64_-0030_ • . 3All •
1964-0830.RUBIDIUH VAPOR HACNET. • 64 0830 01 • ,,, 3All •
_,,,.,oA .,BIDIURVAPOR_o. DATA.TAPE . o4-o_-o1A:___'2_...... 1_.... l_2-/_L,_/6-,___ot__/_/___L__.___L___"
................................ -....................................... ;-7_-_ ..... • " _,_ :
,97,-032A 04/;_;_%_2A.HAONETRON_ .7,-o_2,-o1 . • --"
CARTIER DB,,ISITY OBS. 150-300KH0 FICHE • 72-032A-Ol_A ______F:__ ...... 2 .... 04/_2_1/7_2-___o-r)_/_og_/72-__e__38__13_ e-
........................................................................ ;-7;:o_;;--- • * 2*" "
1976-059A 06/26/76 • • 2All *
HICBIE 1976-OSgA,E]ME_GETIC pART DETECTOR e 76-059A-01 ........................................
..................................................................... _ ..... • 2All •
................. • 77-007A • 2All •
-O07A 02/06177
1977 HICBIE 1977-OGTA.ENERCETIC PART Dt-TECTOR • 77-DO7A-01 • .....................................
..................................................................................... _ ........ • 3A12 •
- AD-A 12/19/63 • 63-053A • 3A12 •
AIR DE]MSITY • 63-053A-01 •
JACCHIA AD-A.NONSYST.CHANCES ...... ^=a._,'_.l • FR 6 12/23/63 08/2S/71 • 3814 •
ATHOS DRAO DBN TABLJES. FI_,_tt:- • u• _ _-- - .............................................
...................................................................
.... _:_ ........... 11/21/o, . ,,-OT,A • : _ :
IR DB, ISITY ,, 64-076A-01 •
JACCHIA AD-B,NONSYST.CHANCES A ....... _=. r,.t,. • FR 6 11/27/64 10/15/68 • 3814 •
ATHOS DRAO D_4 TABLES, FICHt; • o,-.-v...-v.- _ ..........................
...................................................................................... _ .................. • 3A13 •
AD-C 08/08/68 • 68_-066A_
AD-C.NONSYST.C]'tA_CES AIR DENSITY • 88 066A 01 • • 3A13 •
JACCHIA ATHOS DRAG; DE]N TABLES. FICHE • 68-066A-OIA _____F::R ...... 6 .... _08__/_08__/6-8___01__/1_3/_73__•___3B1_4__•
........................................................................ ;-;_:_;;, ..... . : _ :
AE-A 04/03163
BRACE AE-A,ELECTRDSTATIC PROBES • 63-009A-02 •ELEC. TB4P. ION DE]MSITY° HFIU4 • 63-O09A-O2A • HO 1 04104/63 07/10/63 3814 •3A13 •
- LICE • 63-DOgA-03 •
N_dTON AE A. PRF_.,-_JR_L_ ...... _H_ FICHE ,m, 63-O09A-O3A • FR 1 04/03/63 06/08/63 • 3714 •
• 63-009A-01
RE.BBR AE-Aj*H_S"_T_SI_nEL-_RnOu_EI_-_r.TTTF_ c, FICHE • I;3-OOgA-OIA . FR _' 04/03/53 045/01/63 i, 3814 •
................... 1_-----_ .................................................................. --
.......................... :[.]_.._=._ ...................... . 66-044A • : 3_14 •
AE-B ,JOl,COlO- • 66-044A-05 • _
BRACE AE_B,FIECT.TEHP.AND Dt_SITY • 66-044A-01 • • 3A14 •
BRINTON AE-8,RF ION MASS 06/09/68 01/17/67 • 381S •
1ON MASS SPE_TRON. DATA. TAPE • 68-044A-OIA • IX) ]
1ON MASS SPECTRON. DATA, NFlt-_ • 66-044A-018 • HO 1 06/09/66 01/17/87 • 381S •• 3A14 •
N_e'TON AE-B,RE_)HE/_) IBNIZ.GAUCES • 66-044A-04 • 3A14 •
R_ AE-B,NEIJTRAL MAC MASS SPE_'_ • 66-044A-0_ • •
NEIITRAL PARTICLE OE]_SITIES. BOOK • 66-044A-O2A • EFT 1 05/26/86 0S/31/66 • 3815
_JLF-HATHIES AE-O,ATHOSPHE_IC DRAC • 66-044A-03 • * 3AIS •
ATNOS DRAC DBN TABLES, FICHE * 66-044A-OBA * FR 4 12/23/66 00/25/71 * 3B15 *
............................................................
........................................................................ * 73-IO1A * * 3A15 *
AE-C 12/18/73 • 3AIS •
BARTH AE-C. _ NITRIC OXIDE EXP. (L,N'N0) • 73-101A-13 •
NITRIC OXIDE DATA, UA TAPES • 73-101A-I3A • DO 6_ 12/16/73 12/11/78 • 3B15 •
LN NITRIC OXIDE, UA HFItJ4 • 73-101A-138 • HP 8 12/19/73 09/23/75 : 3B16 "
_1S •
BI_ACE AE-C, CYL.ELECTROST.PROBE (CEP) • 73-101A-01 •
CEP DATA, UA TAPES • 73-101A-OIA DO 62 12/16/73 12/11/78 • 3816 •
CEP DATA, UA NFlLJq • 73-101A-01B • NP 8 1_/19/73 09/23/7S • 3816 •• 3A16 •
BRIN]ON AE-C.BE]MN_I-T ION MASS SPEC. (BIHS) • 73-101A-11 •
ION MASS SPEC DATA. UA TAPES • 73-101A-11A • DO 62 12/16/73 12/11/78 • 3816 •
BE]_N_T ION-RASS SPEC, UA NFILM • 73-101A-118 • NP 8 12/19/73 09/23/7S _ 3B16 •3A16 •
CHAMPION AE-C, TRI.-AX.ACC.SYS. (MESA) • 73-101A-C_2 •
HE_A DE]NSITY DATA. UA TAPES • 73-101A-O_A • DO 62 12116/73 12/11/78 • 3816 •
HESA DBqSITY DATA, UA HFILM • 73-101A-0_8 • HP 8 12/19/73 09/23/75 • 3017 •• 3A16 •
DOERINC AE-C, PHOTOELECT .SPEC. (PES) • 73-101A-03 •
PES DATA. UA TAPES • 73-101A-O3A • DO 62 12/16/73 12/11/78 • 3817 •
PHOTOFIECT SPEC DATA, UA NFILM • 73-101A-03B • NP 8 12/19/73 09/23,/75 • 3817 •
* _16 •
_L_NSON AE-C, RETARD POT_L ANALYZE_ (RPA) • 73-101A-04 •
RPA DATA, UA TAPES • 73-101A-O4A • DO 62 12/16/73 12/11/78 • 3B17 •
RET POTE_TIkL ANALVZ_, UA MFILJq • 73-101A-048 • HP 8 12/19/73 09/23/7S • 3818 •
• 3A17 •
HAYS AE-C, VISIBLE AIRGLOW EXPm(VAE) • 73-101A-14 *
VISIBLE AI_LOW DATA, UA TAPES • 73-101A-14A • DO 62 12116/73 12/11/78 • 3BIB •
VISIBLE AIRCLO_ DATA. UA NFIL-H • 73-101A-148 • HP 8 12/19/73 09/23/75 • 3818 •
• 3A17 •
HEATH AE-C.EKTREHE SOL.UV HONITOR(ESUM) • 73-101A-0SSOLAR FLUX HEASURB_ENTS, FICHE • 73-101A-0SB : FR 1 03/14/74 11/27/74 3818 •
AES. U.V. SOLAR FLUX, FICHE • 73-101A-050 • FR 1 12/2)0/73 12/31/73 : 3818 •
• 3A17 •
HII_FrEREGG_ AE-C, SOLAR E1N SPECTROH.(BJ_S) • 73-101A-06 •
ABSORPTION DATA. TAPE • 73-101A-06B • DO 1 0"2/02/74 02/28/74 • 3819 •3A17 •
HOFFHAN AE-C. MAC. ION HASS SPEC. (MIHS) • 73- lOlA- 10 •
HAC ION HASS SPEC DATA. UA TAPES • 73 lO1A-1OA IX) 62 12/16/73 12/11/78 3819 •
HAG ION HASS SPEC, UA HFILM • 73-101A-108 • HP 8 12/19/73 0g/23/75 • 3819 •• 3A17 •
HOFFHAN AE-C, L01# I_GY ELECT.EXP. (LEE) • 73-101A-12 :
LFF DATA. UA TAPES • 73-101A-12A DO 82 12/16/73 12/11/78 • 3B19 •
LFF DATA, UA HFIL.H • 73-101A-12B • HP 8 12/19/73 09/23/75 • 3B19 •• 3A18 •
NIER AE-C. OPE_4 SOURCE SP_CT. (OSS) • 73-101A-07 •
OP SDURCE-NE_LIT M.S.DATA, UA TAPES • 73-101A-O7A • DO 62 12/16/73 12/11/78 • 38'20 •
OPEN SOURCE SP_C. UA MFILM • 73-101A-078 " HP B 12/19/73 09/23/75 • 38"20 •• 3A18 •
pFJ_Z AE-C. NEUT.ATROS.CBHP EXP.(NACE) • 73-101A-08 •
CL SOURCE-NEUT M.S.DATA, UA TAPES • 73-101A-OBA • DO 82 12/16/73 12/11/78 • 313"20 •
NEI_T ATHOS COHP DATA, UA NFILM • 73-101A-08B • NP 8 12/19/73 09/23/75 • 3820 •
r,_._..;:_: _:_ _ i:,_: ,.,LC;_I(NOT FII.!_PED
SPACECRAFT NAHE _ DATE _ DATA SET INFORMATION
• •° ••• °*•o*••'m'*o'm'oloooo•o••oo••e••••o•**•o.e.eoe.o.eo.oo.e********ooo.oo NSSOC ID
• INVESTIGATOR EXPBIMENT NAME • ...................................
TIME SPAN
e, DATA SET _ • FORM (_UANTITY OF DATA PAOE
SPIBMCB AE-C, NBJrT. ATHOS. TE)IP. EXP. (NATE)
ATHOS TE]wIP AND COHP,UA TAPE_ _ 73-101A-09 m 3A18 •
73-IOIA-OqA •e DO 62 12/16/73 12/11/78 • 31320 •
.................................. NI_IT ATHS TE]NP-COHP DATA,UA _ • 73-101A-OgB • lIP 8 12/19/73 09/23/75 • 3B21 •
.......................................................................................
AF-D 10/06/75 ......... - • 75-096A •
3A19 •
BARTH AE-D. UV NITRIC OXZDE EXP. (UVNO) * 75-Oq6A-11 • •e 3A19 •
NITRIC DXIOHE DATA, UA TAPES • 75-096A-11A • DO 4 10/06/75 01/29/76 • 3W21 •
BRACE AE-D, CYL.EI_ECTROST.PROBE (CEP) • 75-096A-01 •
CE_ DATA, UA TAPES " _19 •
C]'tAHPION AE-D, TRI-AX.ACC.SYS. (MESA) ee 75-096A-OIA • DO 4 10/06/75 01/2q/76 • 3B'21 •
75-096A-02 • • 3A19 •
MESA DENSITY DATA. UA TAPES • 75-O96A-O2A • DO 4 10/06/75 01/29/76 • 3B21 •
DOI3RINC AE-D, PHOTOELECT.SPEC. (PIES) • 75-096A-03 •
• 3A19 •
PES DATA. UA TAPES • 75-096A-O3A • DO 4 10/06/7S 01/29/76 3B22 •
HANSON AE-D, RETARD POT=L ANALYZB (RPA) • 75-096A-04 • • 3A20 •
RPA DATA, UA TAP1E_ • 7S-096A-O4A • DO 4 10/08/7S 01/20/76 • 3B2_ •
HAYS AE-D, VISIBLE ATROL_d EXp. (VAE) • 7S-096A-13 • • 3A20 •
VZSZOLE AIRCLOW DATA, UA TAPE_ * 75-096A-13A • DO 4 10/06/7S 01/29/76 • 3B22 m
HB)IN AE-O, NBJT.ATHOS.C01qP.EXp. (NACE) • 75-006A-08 • * 3A_O •
N_JT ATHOS COHP DATA. UA TAPES • 75-096A-OOA • DO 4 10/06/7S 01/29/76 • 3B_2 •
HINT_ AE-D, SOLAR _ SPEC. (BJVS) • 75-096A-06 •
3A21 •
HOFFHAN AE-D. HAG. ION HASS SPE£. (Him) ; 75-096A-10 ee ; 3A21 .
MAC ION MASS SPE£ DATA. UA TAPES 75-096A-lOA DO 4 10/06/75 01/29/76 • 3823 •
HOFFHAN AE-D,LON E_Y ELECTRON EXP(LEE) • 75-096A-12 • • 3A21 •
LEE DATA, UA TAPES • 7S-O96A-I2A • iX) 4 10/06/75 01/29/16 • 3B23 •
NI_ AE-D, OPE_ SOURCE SPEC. (OSS) • 7S-096A-07 •
3A21 •OP SOURCE-NE:UT H.S.DATA. UA TAPES I 75-096A-O7A • DO 4 10/06/75 01/29/76 3B23 •SPENCER AE-D, Na,'T.ATHOS.TE_IP.E_(p. (NATE) • 7S-096A-09 •
NI_rT ATHOS TEMP COMP UA TAPES • 7S M_ ...... • 3A21 •
................................................... , -v-Bu_-u,J^ • L]U 4 10/06/7S 01/29/76 • 3_3 •
AE-E 11/_0/75 ..................... ;-75-107A ..... --................................... ;--_--
BRACE AE-E,CE_-CyL ELECTROSTATIC PROBE • 75-107A-O1 • • 3A22 •
CEP DATA. UA TAPES • 7S-IOTA-OIA • DO 68 11/21/75 06/07/8] • 36_4 •
_IN]'ON AE-E,BE]_NETrT ION HA_ SPEC.(BIHS) • 7S-IOIA-IO • • 3A22 •
BE]NN ION MASS SPEC DATA, DA TAPES • 7S-107A-lOA • DO 68 11/21/75 06/07/81 • 38"24 •
CHAMPION AE-E. TRI-AX.ACC.SYS. (HF-SA) • 75-107A-(Y2 • * 3A22 •
HF-SA DATA. UA TAPES • 75-107A-O2A • DO 68 11/21/75 06/07/81 • 38*24 •
DOERINC AE-E,PES-PHOTOEL_CI SPECTROHETE_ • 75-107A-03 • • 3A23 •
PES DATA, UA TAPES • 75-107A-O3A • DO 68 11121/75 06/07/81 • 36r24 •
HANSON AE-E.RPA-RETARDINC POTE]NT ANAL • 75-107A-04 • • 3A23 •
RPA DATA, UA TAPES * 7S-107A-O4A • DO 68 11/21/7S 06/07/81 • 3B25 •
HAYS AE-E, VISIBLE AIRGLOW EXP (VAE) • 75-107A-11 •
3A23 •VAE DATA, UA TAPES • 75-107A-11A • iX) 68 11/21/75 06/07/81 36r25 •
HEATH AE-E, EXTRN SOLAR UV HONIT (ESUH) • 75-107A-0S • • 3A_3 •
SOLAR FLUX MFJLSURE]N_]NTS. FICHE * 7S-107A-OSB • FR S 12/03/7S 09/24/76 3B2S •
ABS. UY SOLAR FLUX. FICHE • 7S-107A-05C • FR 1 12/_0/73 12/31/73 •° 3B25 s
H_ATH AE-E,BACKSCA_-rI_ UN SPE:C. (BLN) * 7S-107A-16 •
3A23 •ttBDIN AE-E, NBJT.ATHOS.COHP.EXP.(NACE) * 7S-107A-06 • 3A24 •
NBJT ATHOS EOMP DATA, UA TAPES * 75-107A-OOA • DO 68 11/21/7S 06/07/81 3_6 •
HINTE]_ECCER AE-E, SOLAR E]JV SPEC. (BJ_S) • 7S-107A-06 • •e 3A24 •
EUV ABSORPTION DATA, TAPE • 7S-107A-O6B • DO 1 12/27/76 12/30/79 • 3B_6 •
B3VS SOLAr-FLUX DATA, TAPE • 7S-107A-06C • DO 1 06/03/77 09/25/80 • 3B_6 •
NIE_R AE-E, OPEN SOURCE SPECTRO_.(OSS) • 75-107A-07 • * 3A24 •
OSS DATA. UA TAPES * 75-107A-OTA • DO 68 11/21/7S 06/07/81 36r26
SPENCE_ AE-E, _. ATMOS. TB4P. EXp. (NATE) • •
• 75-107A-09 • • 3A24 •
........................... NE]JT ATMOS T_P E_P, UA TAPES • 75-107A 09A • DO 68 11/21/75 06/07/81 • 3B26 •
................................... _'_':;0OA.... - -AEROS 12/16172 ---; : .......................... ; 3A24 -e
SO4HIDTKE A_OS, SOLAR _ RADIATION • 72-100A-04 • • 3A_5 •
BJV SPECTRA DATA, TAPE • 72-100A-O4A • DO 1 12/23/72 08/05/73 • 36r27 •
SPE)4CB A_0S,NI_LFfRAL D_/.AND TI_NPERATURE * 72-1OOA-OS • • 3A_5 •
NQJT TE_P * DENSITY DATA, HFILH • 12-100A-OSA . HP 1S 12/26/72 08/09/73 3B27 •
SPB_N_ A_0S, RETARDING POTENT ANALYZ_ • 72-100A-02 s
RPA PLaSmA HEA_, TAPE 3A25 •
......... • 72-100A-O2A • DO 1 01/04/73 08/03/73 • 36_7 •
AE_OS 2 ............ 07/18/74......................................................................- - - • 74-05,_A - ; • 3A_ ;NESKE
A[-:ROS 2. IHPE])A_K_E PROBE * 74-055A-03 • • 3A25 •
ELECTRON DENSITY DATA, TAPE • 74-055A-O3A • DO 2 07/23/74 0q/2_/75 . 3B_7 •SCHHIDTKE AEROS 2, E1JV SPEC_ROHETB
: 74-055A-04 e_ • 3A25 •
_UV SPECTRA DATA, TAPE 74-OSSA-O4A O0 1 07/21/74 07/03/75 • 3B_7 •
SPI_ICER A_ROS 2, N_ITRAL ATMOS_E TE]qP. • 74-OSSA-OS • • 3A26 •
SP_ ,A_OS 2, R_TAROZNC POT ANALYZE_ • 74-0SSA-O2 •
• 3A26 •
RPA PLASMA H_A_, TAPE * 74-05,_A-O_A • DO S 07/20/14 09/04/7_, • 3_7 •
....................................
.................................
ALOU_-rE 1 09/29/6_ • 62-04gA ..............................
• • 3A26 •
TIHE CHARTS, TAPE • 62-049A-OO0 DO 9/ 09/29/62 12/18/68 • 31]'28 •
JO(_Tf_D_ WORLD i4APS. TAPE • 62 O4qA-OOE • DO 67 12/03/67 0_/28/72 • 3B'28 •
TIME CHARTS, FICHE * 62 049A-OOF • PR 39 09/29/6:? 12/31/6S • 3_8 •
INDEX 0F AVAILABLE DATA. TAPE • 62 049A-00C • DD 2 01101/66 12/31/67 • 36r28 •
CRPI _<_r_NDED WORLD HAPS, HFILN • 62-049A-OOH • MP 17 09/29/62 06/30/64 3028 •
INDEX OF AVAILABLE DATA, FICHE • 62-049A-001 • Fl4 .5 01/01/66 12/31/68 ; 36r28 •
CSFC ORBIIAL FI E_E]NTS, TAPE • 62 049A DOJ * DO ] 10/07/62 02/13/72 • 36r28 •8E..LROSE ALOUETTE I,VtF RECEIVE_
: 62-049A-03 : * 3A26 •
VIF SPFCrROGRABS, HFIL._ 62 049A 03A MO 0 11/00/62 09/00/72 . 3_8 •
HARTZ ALOUETTE 1,RAD]0 ASTR0, I .S-IONHZ * 62 049A--04 • 3A26 *
COSMIC RADIO NOISE-AGE LEV. ,HFILM * 62 04gA-O4A • HO 5067 09/29/62 11/30/_0 ; 3B'2q •
HCOIA_qID ALDUt_FTE 1._CR]C PART. DETECI • 62 049A-02 * • 3A26 •
E CT 40-.P CT 500K_V IBS AV,TAPE • 62-049A-O_A • DO 2 09/29/62 03/26/64 • 3_0 •
WARRE_M ALOU_TrE 1, SWEEP FREJ_ SOtJ_ • 62-04qA-01 • • 3A27 •
SW_J_P-FREQUI_Cy IONOG_AHS, HFILH • 62 04qA-OIA • 140 5067 0q/_9/62 11/30/70 * 3B'2q •
ALOSYN SCALED DATA. HFILJq • 62 O40A-OID • NO 9 09/29/62 08/31/64 * 31Y_9 •
ALOSYN SCAL_ DAIA, TAPE • 62-040A-0|C • DO 6 09/29/62 06/30/6/ * 3_Y_q •
N(H) TNT PROFILES, FICHE * 62 049A-01[ * F_ 9 11/26/62 07/31/63 • 3_9 *
DRTE N(H) SCALE]) PROFIL#-._, FICHE • 62-049A 01F * FR 73 09/30/62 07/28/68 3830 e
ARC N(H)_H SUMMARIES. TAPE * 62-04qA-011 • DO 1 10/31/62 01/27/64 so 3B30 •
ARC N(H)ttt lhq PROFILES. FICHE • 62 049A OlJ • F_ 71 11/01/62 01/_)8/64 • 3B30 $
ALDSYN-SCAL_O DATA, FICHE • 62-049A-OIK • FR 311 09/29/62 12/31/68 • 3B30 •
10
• * DAT• SET INFORI_TION
• SPACECRAFT _ LAUNCH DATE ••••••.•0 NSSOC ID ...................................
• INYESTIC*ATOR EXPBRIHB_T NAHE F01_H QUANTITY OF DAT• pACE
• D•T• SET NAME •
CRC N(H) INT PROFILE_, FICHE • 62-049A-OIL • FR 47 09/30/62 07/28/68 • 3B30 •
NSSOC IONOGRAH INVE]_TORY.TAPE * 62-04QA-010 • IX:) 6 09/29/62 11/30/70 • 3630 •
UCLA N(H) INT PRDFILJE_.T•PE • 62-049A-DIP • DO 2 09/30/62 05/02/64 3831
CRC INDEX OF DUCTE]D ECHOES. TAPE • 62-049A-OIQ • DO 1 12/01162 12/31/88 _ 3B31 ee
RSRS N(H) INT PROFILES. MFILN • 62-049A-OIR • NP 7 10/03/62 09/04/66 • 3B31 •
SOUNDBR •CC VS TIME PLOTS. NFILH • 62-049A-015 • MT 51 01/21/63 06/27/64 • 3B31 •
CRC N(H) DATA,SCALE_ POINTS.TAPE • 62-049A-01T • DO 2 09/29/62 03/30/66 • 3B31 •
CRC N(H) DATA. N * HGT COEF. TAPE • 62-049•-01U • DO 1 11/19/62 11/06/71 • 3B31 •
..........................................................................
.......................................................... • 65-098A • • 3A27 •
ALOUETTE 2 11/29/65 08/06/67 03/31/73 • 3832 •
EXTE]MDE_) WORLD HAl>S. TAPE • 66-098A-000 • O0 91






INDEX OF DATA AV•ILABLE,FIQtE
OSFC ORBITAL ELEHENTS, TAPE
ALOUE-TTE 2,VLF RECEIVE]:(
VLF SPF_CTROQRAHS, NFILM
KASHIHA VLF DATA, BoOK
AL_E 2.LANGHUIR PROBE
ELECTRON DB4SITY * TB4P. TAPE
ELECTRON DE_ISITY _, TEHP. NFI[-H
E1JECT DENSITY * TE)4P PLOTS, NFILH
ALOUETTE 2.RADIO NOISE..2-13_SNHZ
COSMIC RADIO NOISE-•CC LEV..RFIU4
COSHIC RADIO NOISE-SUI'I4ARY, MFILM
COSMIC RADIO NOISE. HC ROLLS
ALOU_E 2.ENE]:(GETIC PART. DETECT
COUNT RATE DATA. TAPE
PARTICLE BOUNDARY DATA. TAPE
• L_JETTE 2, SWEFJ ° FREJ_ SOUNDE]:(
SWEEP-FREQUENCV IONO_AHS, HFILN
RRL N(H)*H INT PROFILES, FICHE
ERC INDEX OF DUCTED ECHOES, TAPE
E_C DUCTE]) E_CHCES,BXIO-IN. PRINTS
CRR N(H) INT PROFILES, MFICHE
CRC N(H) SCALED PROFILES. RFICHE
NSSDC IONOGRAM INVE3qTORY,TAPE
ARC N(H) INT PROFILES,PACKED TAPE
ARC N(H) INT PROFILES, MFIU4
• 6S-098A-DOF • FIR 7
• 65-098•-00C • DD 1
• 6S-098A-02 •
• 65-098A-O2A • NO 0
• 65-098A-O2B • BI 1
• 65-098A-05 •
• 65-098A-OSA • DO 1
• 65-09BA-0S8 • 1'10 1
• 65-098A-0SC • NO I
• 65-D98A-03 ee
• 65-098A-O3A 1'!0 2188
• 65-098A-O3B • RP 1
• 65-098A-03C • ST 1625
• 65-098A-04 •
• 65-098A-O4A • DO 8
,*, 65-OqBA-04B • DO 1
• 65-098A-01 •
• 65-098A-OIA • NO 2571
• 6S-098A-OID • FR 22
• 65-098A-01E • DO 2
• 65-098A-OIF • M1 2451
• 65-098A-01C • FR 6
• 65-09BA-OIH • PR 10
• 65-098A-011 • DO 3
• 65-098A-OIJ • DO 2
• 65-098A-OIK • NP 8
11129/65 12131/68 3832 •
1210516.5 03121173 : 3632 *
• 3A27 •
12100165 O61OO173 . _632 *
02125171 09126171 * 3832 •
02121/66 11113167 = 3A27 *6L32
02/21/66 11/13/67 • 3633 •
02121/66 03/01167 . 3633 *
• 3A27 *
11129165 06100173 * 3633 *
06/30/66 07/01/69 * 3833 •
06/30/66 07/01/69 * 3B33 *
• 3A26 *
11/29/65 06/18/69 • 3833 *
11/29/65 06/18/69 * 3833 *
• 3A28 *
11129165 01131175 , 3634 •
10/12/66 12/27/68 * 3B34 *
12/01/65 04/21/69 * 3834 *
12/01/65 04/21/69 * 3834 *
12/15/65 03/09/70 • 3B34 •
12/15/65 03/09/70 • 3B34 •
11/29/66 04/23/73 • 3B3.5 •
11129/6S 06108172 • 363,5 *
11/29/65 03/11/70 • 3635 •
CRC INDEX OF [X)CTED ECHOES. TAPE * 65-098•-01N * DO 1 11/29/65 10/30/71 * 3835 *
CRC N(H) DATA. N * HGT COEF. TAPE * 65-098A-010 * DO 3 12115165 07110/72 • 3835 •
RSRS N(H) 1NT PROFILES. NFILR • 65-098A-OIP • HI > 5 12/12/66 08/11/68 • 3835 •
.__, • 3_ •soUNDER AGC VS TIME PLOTS. NFILN . 65-098A-OIQ * NP 0 ...........................
.............................................. • 2B136 •
..................................................... . 84-088A •
ANPTE/CCE 08/16/84 * 2B138 *
CLOECKLE]:( AHPTE/CCE,CHARGE-E-HASS SPECTROH * 84-088•-03 *
COLOR SPECTROCRAHS,SLIDES * 84-088•-03A * RO 16353 08/17184 06128186 • 21611 *
CHARCE-ENE]:(CY-HASS SPECTRUR SFDU . 84-088A-038 • DO 8 08127184 12130184 * 2BIZ *• 28138 *
HCI34TIRE ANPTE/CCE,HED. ENERGY PART ANALYZ • 84-088A-02 : RO 15813 08117184 06/28/86 * 2811 *
COLOR SPECTROCRAHS,SLIDES * 84-088A-02A
6.4-HIN.HASS-ENERCY SPECTRA, POOL • 84-088A-O2B • DO 12 08/16/84 12/31/84 • 2011 •• 20138 *
POTEMR• AHPTE/CCE,CCE MACNE--TDMETE]:( * 84-088A-05 *
SURVEY PLOTS, MICROFICHE • 84-088A-OSA * FR 142 08/27/84 06/28186 • 2Bll •
NAQNETIC FIELD VEC]OR SFDU • 84-088A-OSB * DD 6 08/18/84 12/29/84 * 2B12 •• 26138 *
SCA4tF AMPTE/CCE,PLASHA WAVE EXpE]:(INENT . 84-068•-04 :
SURVEY PLOTS, NICROF]CH[ , 84-088A-O4A E]:( 142 08127184 06128186 • 2612 ,
62-S AVERAGE • pEAK VALUES. SF[_U * 84-088A-04B * DO 6 08/28/84 12/30/84 • 21612 *• 70138 *
SItELLEY AMPTE/CCE,HOT pLASMA COMPOSITION * 84 088A-01 *
COLOR SPECTROCRANS.SLIDES • 84-088A-OIA • RO 16353 08/17/84 06/2B/86 • 2B12 •
6.4-MIN. R•SS-ENE]_CY SPECTR•,POOL * 84 088A-OIB * DD 17 08/16/84 12/31/84 * 2B12 •
................................................................................................................ • 28138 *
AHPTE/I1_4 08/16184 . 84-088B eeORBITAL PLOTS FOR PROMIS pERIOD * 84-088B-OOD FR 3 03/2¢)/86 06/16/86 • _B13 *
flAUSLER 1R14, pLASMA WAVE INSTF_UHENT . 84-088B-04 * * XXX *
5-S AVE]:( pLASHAWAVE ANPLITODES.TP * 84-0886 04B • DO 30 03/21/85 0"2108186 • 2B13 *• XXX *
HOVESIADI IRR,SUPRATHE]_4AL IONIC CHARC ANAL * 84-088B-06 *
5-S AVE]:( SUPRATHRI'_L IONS. TAPE . 84-0880-06A * IX) 23 03/2118_ 0"2108186 * 2B13 *• XXX *
LLJ_HR IF{M. HACNE_OI'IETE]:( • 84-088B-02
5-5 AVE]:( HAG.FIELD VECTORS, TAPE • 84 088B-028 DO 30 03/21/8.5 0"2/08/86 * 21313 *
• 84-088B-03 • XXX •
p_ANN IRH. pLASMA I_IRIJMENT ; 03/21/8.5 02/08/86 • 2B13 •
5-5 AVE]:( pLASHA pARAHETERS. 1APE • 84-088B-O3B DO 30 • 20139 •
VAL_NZUF_ ]Rlq. ION RELEASE EXpE]:(IMENT • 84-__0___B_-01_ • .......................................
.................................................... • 6AOg •
.................. • 74-070A • * DA09 •
ANS 08/30174
CRINDLAY ANS. HARO(2-40 KE_V) X-RAY EXP. * 74 070A-03 *
REDUCED DATA BASE * 74-070A-O3A * DO 0 N/A * 511109 *
HXX OBSE]:(VINC CATALDC * 74-070A-036 * FIR 1 N/A * ,511109 *• ` AOg
VAN D_JINEN ANS. 1500-3300A ULTRAVIOLET EXp. • 74-070A-01 •
UV POINTSOURCES CAT * 74-070A-OIA • DO 1 N/A • sBog *
UV INTl.'STELLAR E_TINCIlON EXCESS * 74-070A-01B * O0 1 N/A * 5609 *
...............................................
- - * 2All *
...........................................................................
APOLLO 15 SUBSAIELLITE 08/04/71 • 71-063D • 2All •
ANDf_SON APOLLO 150.PART.SHADOW LAYE]R.S173 * 71-0630-01 *
IOHIN AND 2HR AVE COUNT R•TE.IAPE • 71-0630-01A * DO 2 08104171 01123173 * 21B13 •
246EC AND IOHIN AVE CO_ RATE,RF • 71-0630-010 • 140 21 08/04/71 01/23/73 * 2613 *
2_R.AVE.CNT RAT_(ORB.SUHRY).RFIJq . 71-0630-01C * 140 1 01/26/72 02/0,5/72 * 2B13 •• A 2 *
COLEHAN. JR APOLLO lSD.HADNL-IONETE]:(, S174 • 71-063D-02 *
24-S VEC10R HAGNEIIC FIF_LO TAPES • 71-063D-02A • DO 20 08104171 0,2103172 • 21314 *
192 S VEC'TOR B-FIELD PLOTS. HFIlJ4 * 71-0630-02B * NP 6 08104171 0"2103172 * 21114 *
192-5 VEC10R O-FIELD LSTNCS, MFLM . 71-0630-02C • Re 6 08/04171 0"2/03/72 • 2814 •A 2 *
SJOCREN APOLLO 150.S-BAND TRANSPONDER * 71-0630-03 •
JSC RAW DOPPLE]:( FIRE:_.DATA TAPES * 71-0630-03A * O0 703 08105/71 08108172 . 2B14 •
SUB-SATELLITE ACCELE]:(AT]ON TAPES , 71-063D-080 * DO 3 07/30/71 07/30/71 • 2B14 *




APOLLO 16 SU_AILLtITE 04/24/72 . T2-O31D
• NDE]:(SON APOLLO 16D.PART .SHAD0_ LAyE]:(.S173 * 72-031D-01 _ * 2A12 *
11
: SPACECRAFT NAME LAUNCH DATE
• •*••••••••••••••••0•••••o••••••••••••••••0•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• o
• INVESTIGATOR EXPBIMENI" NAPE




FORM QUAhrFI_ OF DATA PAOE
1OLIN AND _ AVE COUNT RATE,TAPE • 72-031D-OIA • DD 1 04/25/72 05/29/72 • 2814 •
24560 AND 10NIN AVE COUNT RATE. NF • 72-031D-018 • NO 4 04/25/72 05/29/72 . 2B15 •
2HR.AVE.CNT RATE_(ORB.SIJMRY).MFLM • 72-031D-010 . NO 1 04/25/72 05/29/72 . 2815 .COUE)IAN. JR. APOLLO 16D,NAQNETONETB_, S174 • 72-031D-02 •
2A12 •24-S VECTOR MAGNETIc TAPE_ • 72-031D-O2A • IX) 10 04/25/72 05/29/72 2815 •
172-S VECTOR @-FIELD PLOTS. HFILN • 72-031D-028 • NP ] 04/25/72 05/29/72 • 2815 •
192-S VECTOR B-FIELD LSTNCS, NFLN • 72-031D-020 • PIP 1 04125/72 05/29/72 • 2815 •SJOGRB¢ APOLLO 16D. S-BAND _ • 72-031D-03 •
RAW DOPPLE_ FRF__UENCY DATA TAPES • 72-031D-O3A • DO mT, ,..,,,...) ........... * M_-.13 •
SUO-SATELLITE ACCELERATION TAPES * 72031D _D • _ _ T_l_./.z VOllOl.,_ ,b zux: •
- -v_ _, ; o4/20/72 04/21/72 • 2B]5 •
.................................. _S__-SAT ACCEL PLOTS+LISTINCS.MFLM • 72-031D-030 • NP 1 05/02/72 OS/19/72 • 2815 •
............................................................................. L__- .............
AR]EL 1 04/26/62 • 62-015A •
BOWLES ARIEL 1,LYHAN ALPHA GUAGE • 62-015A-05 • • 3A28 •
3A28 •
ELLIOT ARIEL 1.COSHIC RAy DETECTOR • 62-015A-03 • : 3A28 •
CBE]NKOV, OEIQBR CR DATA. TAPE • 62-015A-O3A • DO 1 04/27/62 07/12162 • 3836 •SAYBRS ARIEL 1,RF CAPACITANCE PROBE
ELECTRON DENSITY. TAPE : 62-015A-01 * 3A28 .
62-015A-OIA • DO ] 04/27162 07/06/62 • 3836 .
.................................._______?_____':__?_...............•6_-OI_A-010.No I o.2.,2 07/o./62. _.6 •
ARIEL 3 05105/67 •............................................................67-042A • • 3A29 •
_IS_ ARIEL 3,VLF FF RECEIVB_S • 67-D42A-05 •
VLF RECEIVER DATA, #film • 67-042A-DSA • NP 4 05/05/67 09/30/67 : 313363A29••
VLF SICNAL STRBMTH AT 8 FREQ.TAPE • 67-042A-0_B • DO 29 05105167 04/14/60 • 3836 •
MURPHY ARIEL 3,H.F. _T01q_4 NOISE • 67-042A-04 • • 3A29 •
THUNDERSTORM NOISE. TAPE • 67-042A-O4A • DO 5.3 05/05/87 04/14/68 • 3036 •
PLOTS TSTH NOISE VS. LAT. HFILM • 67-042A-04B • NO 11 05/05/67 04/14/68 • 3837 *SAYERS ARIEL 3.LA.NCHUIR PROBE
: 67o,2, Ol : • _A2O.
ELECTRON TEHPERATURES. TAPE 67-042A-OIA DO 1 05/05167 10/12/67 • 31537 •
F-J-ECTRON TE_P PLOTS. WILM • 67-042A-01B • NO 11 05/05/67 04/14/68 • 3837 •
ELECT DE3NSITY + TB4P PLOTS, MFILM • 67-042A-010 • NO 12 05/05/67 04/15/68 • 3B37 •
ELECT DB_ITY .P TEMP LISTS, NFILM • 67-042A-010 • No 3 05/06/67 12/31/67 • 3837 •SAYERS ARIEL 3, RF CAPACITANCE PROBE
PLASHA FREQUE]NCY VALUES. TAPE _e 67-042A-06 • 3A29 •
67-042A-O6A : DO 53 05/05167 04/14/68 . 31137 *
P_ FRF__ PLOTS. BEILM * 67-042A-068 • MO 11 05/05/67 04114/68 . 3837 *STEWART ARIEL 3,MOLECULAR OXYQEN * 67-042A-03 •
M0L 0XY VOLT OUTPUT TAPE * 67042A 03A * DD ..... * 3A30 *
' - - z u_/05/'_7 01112168 * 3B38 *
HOL OXY DEN PROFILES, NFTLN * 67-o42A-0a0 . NO 1 05/05/67 ]1/21
.................................................................. /67 • 3838 •
ARIEL4 12/./71 .......-_;--;o;X.....: ...............................:--_k_G-.
FRANH ARIEL 4,LOW-E]N_RCy CHARD.B) PART. * 71-1DqA-04 • • 3A30 •
LOW EN. CHARD. PART DATA, TAPE * 71-10qA-O4A * DO 476 12/01/71 12/09/73 • 3838 *
KAISER ARIEL 4,VLF/ELF PROPAGATION • 71-109A-03 *
VLF/F1F PROPAC DATA. TAPE * 3A30 *
SMITH ARIEL 4.HHZ BAND RADIO NOISE(E-F) : 71-109A-O3A . DO 476 12/01/73 12/09/73 . 3838 •
71-109A-02 • • 3A30 •
HItZ RADIO NOISE DATA. TAPE * 71-109A-O2A • DO 476 12/01/71 12/09/73 • 31338 •MILLMORE ARIEL 4, LANCMUIR PROBE
• 71-109A-01 * * 3A30 •
................. _ZR PROBE DATA, TAPE * 71-lOOA-OIA * DO 476 12/01/71 12/09/73 • 3839 *
................................................................ : ................................... : ;A_;.AST P - _t.LO 07/IS/78 • 75-066A .... -- -
354qH COLOR FILM RACS.-MISC. EXPS * 75-066A-000 • LO 75 N/A * 489 *
SCIENCE OEHONSTRATIONS-16HM COLOR • 75 DS6A-OOE • LP 1000 N/A 4B9 *
SPACECRAFT OICITAL TAPES * 75-056A-OOF • DO 0 07115/75 D7124/75 : 4R9 •
APOLLO-SOYUZ EP_IS DATA • 75-068A-000 • DD 1 N/A • 4Bq *
_IS DATA ON HAG. TAPE • 75-066A-OOH • DO 0 07116175 07124175 • 489 •
EPHEHERIS OATA ON MICROFILM • 75-066A-00I • NP 103 07/]6/75 07/24/75 489 •
AKOEV ASTP. ZONE FORMINC FUND1 (HA-147) • 75-066A-24 • : 4All •
BOVYER ASTP, BJV SURVEY (NA-083) • 75-066A-01 •
4A11 •
EUV DATA ON HAG TAPE * 75-066A-OIA • DO 1 07/16/75 07/24175 ee 489 •
ROIIrYBR ASTP. HEJ-IUM CL_0V (HA-OO8) * 75-066A-02 •
• 4All *
EIJV DATA ON TAPE 75-066A-O2A . DO I 07/16/75 07/24175 4810 .
BUO(ER ASTP, BIOSTACK (HA-I07) : 75-066A-15 * : 4All *
EL-EAZ ASTP, EARTH ORS ,t PHOTOS (HA-136) 75-066A-21
ee : • 4A11 •EARTH ORS + PHOTOS, 35NM COLOR 75-066A-21A LO 75 N/A • 4810 •
70P94 COLOR FILM • 75-066A-21B * Wt 2 .N/A 4810 *
LIND ASTP, CRYSTAL OROWTH (HA-028) * 76-066A-18 . : 4A12 *
PEPIN ASTP. STRATOSPH ABOSOLS (HA-DOT) * 76-066A-19 *
4A12 *
SECOND CENE]9_TION POS 70 NM FILM * 75-O66A-19A . UH 2 N/A * 4810 *
_0T8M_B INTBqSITIES VS TIME,TP * 75-066A-19B • DO 1 07/26/75 07/26/75 : 4010 •
SCHELD ASTP,KIEIFI_ HATCH+ORNT(RA-161) * 75-066A-23 * * 4A12 *
VONOUN ASTP, CEODYNAJqICS (HA-128) • 75-066A-17 •
CEOOYNAHICS. 35HM COLOR • 76-066A ]7A • "n _" • 4A12 •
............................................................ - LU _"0 N/A * 4810 *
ASTP SOYUZ 07115/75 ........... +--7_--G6._ ..... : ................................... +---4A1+-:
IV,MqO¥ ASTP, _ RATI_RIAL MELT (HA-150) * 75-065A-0_ .
4A13 *




2A13 *ORO1W4 ATS 1,PARTICLE TELESCOPE * 66-110A-05 : 2A13 •
BLT PART.TE1.E.CNT RATE PLOTS,NFLM • 66-110A-O5A • NO 7 12109166 03/01/67 • 2816 •
COLE)tAN. JR ATS 1,RIAX FLXCTE HAGNTNTR • 66-110A-02 • * 2A13 •
_ 5 HIN AVC VECT. NAG. FIELD-FILM • 66-110A-0"28 * N#) 2 11/17/67 12/2q/68 • 2B16 *
25 MIN AVC V_.'T HAG FIELD-TAPE • 66-110A-020 • DO 3 12/07/66 12/_9168 • 2016 •
15 SEC VECT HAG FIELD CIX4[R. -FILM • 66-110A-O2D * MO 4 12/10/66 12129/88 • 2816 •
15 SEC VECT MAC FIELD C_. -TAPE • 66-110A-026 • DO 2"2 12/07/66 12/29/68 • 2016 •
OCTAL COHMAJ_ LOGS ON TAPE • 66-110A-020 • DO 1 12/07/66 ]2/3]/68 • 2816 •
OAROSA ATS 1,RAD%0 BEACON • 66-110A-15 • XXX •
T0TAL [J-ECTROR CONTB4T PLOTS * 66-]IOA-15A • B_ 4 01101/67 12/31170 : 2817 •
TEC. PLOTS +,+ TABULATIONS H/FICHE • 66-110A-158 • FIR 14 01/01/71 12/31/71 2817 •
TOTAL ELECTRON CONT[_/I" DATA * 66110A-150 • DO l 01101/70 12/30171 • _'B17 •
FREJ_4AN ATS I,SUPRATHE]qb_tAL I0N _E_-_[OR • 66-110A-01 • * 2A13 *
18SHIN INTErVAL,O-50 _/ ION DATA • 66-110A-O1A • DO 55 12/10/66 0"2/18/67 • 2B17 *
PAULIKAS ATS I,OMNJ SOLID STAT_ PART.SPEC • 66 110A-03 • * 2A14 •
PROTON • ELECTRON FLUX DATA TAPES * 66 110A-O3A • DO 40 12/17/66 12/05/68 • 2017 *
F_kP FLUX VS T PLTS,APE_TURE CARDS * 66 110A-038 • AQ 0 12/17/66 12105/68 • 2B17 *
SCO PBLSHD HRLY AVG PROTON FLUX[_S * 66-110A-030 . 8T 32 01/01/70 08131172 • 2817 •
12
me SPACECRAFT NAME LAUNCH DATE me
....... ..;;;_;;_;;_ ......... _;_;_;'_ .......................... .




FOf_ QUANTITY OF DATA PACE
SUOMI ATS 1, SPIN SCNW CLIXID CAMERA * 66-110A-09 ee • 2A14 •
ATS METE0 DATA CAT ON MICROFICHE * 66-11OA-O9A FR 42 01/O1/67 05/25/70 • 21EI18 •
WINCKLE]R ATS 1,ELEC SPEC _W_H.o.05-.16-.5-1 • 66-110A-O4 • • 2A14 •
6-MIN.AVE.COUNT RATE ON HAP-.TAPE * 66-110A-O4A • DD 1 12/1Q/66 12/30/67 • 2918 •
6 NIN AVE COUNT RATES ON HFILM • 66-110A-048 • MO 1 12/19/66 12/30/67 • 2818 •
....................................................................................................................................
ATS 2 04/06/67 • 67 031A • • 2A14 •
HCILWAIN ATS 2,0MNI PROT-ELEC DETECTORS • 67-031A-05 • • 2A14 •
RI_DUCED _,,,F_OT _ RATFS,TAPE • 67-031A-OSA • IX) 31 04/07/67 10/23/67 • 2B18 •
STONE ATS 2,RADIO ASTRO,7 STEP.5-3HC • 67-031A-01 me • 2A15 •
7 STEP .5-3 HHZ HAG TAPE • 67-031A-OIA IX) 34 04106/67 10/2"2/67 • 2818 •
7STEP .5-3MHZ PRINTOUT (3514M) • 67-031A-01B • MO 3 04/07/67 10/23/67 • 2818 •
7STEP .S-3MHZ 1FRF-_ PLOTS (35#g4) • 67-031A-010 • HO 8 04/09/67 10/23/67 • 2q818 •
6CHAN .5-3HHZ MULTIFREIt PLTS,MFLM • 67-031A-01D • NO 1 04/07/67 10/23/67 • 2818 •
....................................................................................................................................
ATS 3 11/05/67 • 67 111A • • 4A13 •
BRANCHFLOWE_ ATS 3,IMAGE DISSECTOR CAMERA • 67-111A-03 • • 4A13 •
ATS 14_-TEO DATA CAT ON MICROFICHE • 67-111A-O3A • FR 49 11/07/67 07/31/6Q • 4810 •
DAROSA ATS 3,IONS PROPACATION EXPBR. • 67-111A-02 • • 4A13 •
SUONI ATS 3,SPIN SCAN CLOUD CAMERA • 67-111A-01 I • 4A14 •
METEOROLOCICAL DATA CATALOG • 67-111A-010 81 .5 11/05/67 OS/25/70 • 4B10 •
.................................................................
................................................................... • 69-069A • • 2A15 •






ATS 5, ELECTRIC FIELDS,DC-IOKHZ
ATS 5,BdRG. PART. (E/.5-5,P/12-24)
ATS 5, LOW ENRG PROT, ELECTRONS
_/PROTON SP_RO_
PLASHA SPECTGHS _ILE S/C CHARCNG
OF-DS_ PLASMA _IR_. PIO ATLAS
ATS So _. PART. E + P OT _EV
40-120 _ ELo60-165 KV PROllN,TAPE
40-120 KV EL,60-165 KV PROTN,NFLN
ATS 5, MA(bNETIC FIELD MONITOR
B-FIEELD COHPONE_rTs°N/FILM PLOTS
HR AVG HAC FIELD DAILY VAR-PU6LIC
B-FLD COMP. ON PARTICLE PLOTS-FILIq
• 69-069A-01 •
• 69-069A-03 • • 2A15 •
• 69-069A-11 • • 2A15 •
• 69-069A-11A • NO 8 08/18/69 12/31/72 • 2819 •
• 69-069A-11B • NO 2 0"2/26/75 04/01/78 • 2819 •
* 69-069A-110 • DO 1 11/08/6Q 11/24/70 • 2B19 •
• 69-069A-04 • • 2A15 •
• 69-069A-O4A • DO 319 0q/16/69 04/09/71 • 2B19 •
• 69-06QA-048 • NO 3 09/17/69 10/01/70 • 2819 •
• 69-069A-13 • • 2A15 •
• 69-069A-13A • NO 1 12/04/69 05/09/70 • 2181q •
• 69-069A-138 • PR 1 09/01/60 09/30/71 • 2Blq •
• 69-069A-130 • NO 8 08/18/69 12/31/72 • 2820 t
............................................................. • 74-039A • • 2A16 •
ATS 6 05/30/74
ARNOLDY ATS 6,LOW E]ME]RCY PRTN-ELECTRON • 74-039A-03 • • 2A16 •
ELECT. *PROTON SPECTROCRAJ_5, NFILM • 74-039A-038 • NO 1 06/30/77 02/21/79 • 2t_ •
COLEPIAN, JR. ATS 6,HAONETOHETE]_,3AXIS FLUXGTE • 74-039A-02 • • 2A16 •
64-SEC AYC B IN DIPOLE cOORDINATE • 74-039A-O2A • MP 1 05/31/74 09/09/75 ; _ •
64-SEC AVC PC-1 BAND ULF INDEX • 74-039A-028 • MP 1 05/31/74 OR/O•/75 2B20 •
FRITZ ATS 6,LOV I_IE_q_Y PROTONS • 74-039A-01 • • 2A16 •
1-MIN AVGD 1ON FLUX SUN PLOTS,FU4 • 74-039A-018 • MP 16 06/11/74 09/08/76 • _820 •
HI-RES PRDTON'_ION FLUX PLOTS,MFLM • 74-039A-010 • HI> 150 06/11/74 08/27/75 • 21_20 •
HASI-EY ATS 6,SOLAR CDSHIC-RAY EXPEl. • 74-039A-06 • • 2A17 •
NCILWAIN ATS 6,AURORAL PRTCLS. EXPE_IHE]qT • 74-039A-0.5 • 2AI7 •
PLASMA SPECTCHS WHILE S/C CtlARCNC • 74-039A-OSA • NO 3 07/18/74 04/09/77 • 21_21 •
CEOSYN PLASMA 1_4VIRON. PICT ATLAS • 74-039A-05B • DO 1 07/05/74 02/17/76 • 2821 •
PAULIKAS ATS 6,0HNIDIRECTIONAL SPECT. • 74-039A-07 • • 2A17 •
ENERGETIC PARTICLE SPECTROHETER • 74-039A-O7A • DO 4 06/14/74 12/31/77 • 2821 •
ATS 6,VE]RY HICH RES. RAD. (YHRR) • 74-039A-08 • • 2AI7 •
8/W VISUAL IHAQES ON FILM • 74-039A-OSA • IM 750 06/07/74 08/15/74 • 28_21 •
B/q# INFRARED IMAGE'S ON FILM • 74-039A-088 • IM 750 06/07/74 08/15/74 • _B_21 •
CVHRR IR DIGITAL IHACE DATA.TAPE • 74-039A-000 • DO 1176 06/17/74 08/_0/74 • 2Et21 •
k/INCKLE_ ATS 6,PRTCL. ACCFI . MEASURE_ • 74-039A-04 • • 2A17 •
ELECTR-PROT PLOTS VS TIME, HFILM • 74-039A-O4A NO 4 06/14/74 03/31/75 • 2821 •
..................................................................................
................................................ • 64-064A • • 4A14 •
BE- B 10/10164
BLUNLE BE-B,RF BEACON • 64-064A-01 me • 4A14 •
TOTAL ELECTRON CONTENT (NFILM) • 64-064A-OIA HP 4 10/13/84 04/17/69 • 4811 •
TOTAL ELECTRON CONTE_"fT (BOOKS) • 64-064A-01B • B] 27 10/16/64 12/31/67 • 4811 •
LAT VS TEC PLOTS ON NICROFICHE • 64-064A-010 • FR 4 10/21/64 03/17/65 • 4811 •
BRACE BE-B,LANCMUIR PROBE • 64-064A-0_ • • 4A14 •
ELECTRON DENSITY (MICROFILM) • 64-064A-O_A • MO 1 10/10/64 05/31/65 * 4811 •
......................................................................................
............................................ • 66-032A • • 4A14 •
BE-C 04129/65
B_E BE-C,RF BEACON • 66-03_A-01 • • 4A16 •
TOTAL ELECTRON CONTEmPT(PRINTOUT) • 65-032A-OIA • MP 1 0_/03/65 02/10/68 • 4811 •
• 4A15 •
BRACE BE-C,LAN_IR PROBE • 66-032A-0_ •
....................................................................................................................................
COSMOS 49 10/24/84 • 64-069A • * 3A31 •
DOLCINOV COSMOS 40, PROT. PRECS. HAQNETOHTR • 64-069A-01 • • 3A3I •
SCALAR HAG. FIELD DATA, MFILM • 64-069A-OIA • NO 1 10/_4/64 11/03/64 • 3839 •
MACN_TOHETE]R DATA, TAPE • 64-069A-01D • DO 1 10/_4/64 11/03/64 • 3B3Q •
.................................................................................
.................................................. • 70-006A • • 3A31 •
COSHOS 321 O1/20/70
DOLGINOV COSMOS 321,HACNETOMETE3R • 70-006A-01 • • 3A31 •SCALAR HAG FIELD LIST., FICHE • 70-O06A-OIA FR 5 0"2/08/70 03/13/70 • 3839 •
............................................................................
........................................................ • 77-023A • • 3A31 •COSMOS '_00 03/30/77
S0SNOVETS COSMOS 900,DIFF E AND P _Y SP • 77-0_3A-OS • • 3A31 •
............................................................
....................................................................... • 61-014A • • 3A32 •
01SCOVE_E']_ 25 06/16/6]
HCISAAC DISCOVERE_ 2S,AE_OSPACE DE]MSITY • 61-014A-03 • • 3A32 •
DE_MSITY CAUCE DATA, MFILM • 61-O14A-O3A • NP 1 06/18/61 06/18/61 • 3839 •
.................................................................................................................... ;--_;_-:
cx,_-A 11/_/66 me6s-o_88 •BRACE Ot4E-A, CYL. ELECTROSTATIC PROBES 66-0988-02 • 3A32 •
DONLE_t Dt4E-A,THERMAL ]ON PROBE • 66-0988-01 • • 3A32 •
THE]_4AL ]ON PROBE DATA, MFILM • 65-OQ8B-OIA • HP _ 1_/14/65 06/02/69 • 3839 •
TABULATED NEASURE]qENTS, HFILM • 6S-09BB-OlB • NP 3 01/01/66 06/09/89 • 3840 •
pARTIALLY ROCD MF_SUREHENTS,MFILM • 65-0988-010 • HT 1179 12/25/65 08/31/67 • 3840 •
OONLEY DME-A, THETINAL ELF-_L"TRON PROBE • 65 O98B-06 • • 3A32 •




• INVESTIGATOR E_PERIHBqT NAHE •





FORH QUANT_ OF DATA PAGE
TABULATE]) NFJ_URBC_/TS, Hl:ILl_ • 65-0988-06C • NP 3 01106166 06109169 • 3B40 •
PARTIALLY RDCD HEASURI_BITS,IfILH • 65-098B-06D • MT 1179 12/14/65 06109169 • 3840 •
HOFFHAN DI_-A,HAQN[TIC ION NASS SPECT • 65-0988-05 • • 3A33 •
ION COHP. + DENSZTY PLOTS, NFZLN • 6S-OQ8B-OSA • HO 66 12101165 03/03188 • 3840 •
ION COHP. * DEfd_ZTY HEAS.. TAPE * 65-0988-058 • IX) 100 12101165 03/03168 • 31341 •
INDEX OF ION DENSITY DATA, HFII_H • 85-0988-05C • MP 1 12/01/65 03/03/68 • 3841 •
HAIBR DHE-A,ENEROETIC ELECTRON CURR NON • 65-0988-07 _ * 3A33 •
RETARD. POT. ANAL. DATA, NFIUq • 65-0988-07A HO 42 12102165 03106/66 • 3841 •
....................................................................................................................................
ONSP 58/F2 03/24/72 • 72-018A ; • 4A39 •AFt_#C STAFF DHSP, SCANNINC RAD]OI_-TE3R (SR) * 72-018A-01 * 4A40 •
AURORAL ZHACI3RY • 72-018A-OIA • Pig 16 06/16172 02123174 • 4Bll •
NIGHTTIME POLAR IHACE3RY • 72-018A-018 * HO 16 06116/72 04/30175 • 4Bll •
AFG_C STAFF DHSP, VERT TI_tP PROFILE PAD I_l • 72-O18A-O2 * * 4A410ROTH_RI DHSP, ELECTRON SPECTROQRAPH • 72-018A-03 • • 4A41 •
....................................................................................................................................
DHSP SB/F3 11/09/72 • 72-089A
AFGWC STAFF DHSP, SCANNINC RADIOHErBR (SR) * 72-089A-01 ; • 4A39 •4A40 •
AURORAL 1HADleY • 72-089A-OIA • NO 3 02/01/73 05/31/7S ; 4B12 •
NIOHTTIHE POLAR IHACERY • 72-089A-018 • NO 3 02/01/73 06/31/7S • 4812 •
AFO#C STAFF DI_)P, VB_T TE_IP PROFILE RAD (SSE) • 72-089A-02 • • 4A41 •
ROTHMELL DI_, ELECTRON SPECTROGRAPH (SSJ) • 72-069A-03 • • 4A42 •
....................................................................................................................................
DNSP 58/F4 08/17/73 • 73-054A
AFCM_ STAFF DHSP, SCANNINC RADZ0HETB (SR) • 73-054A-01 ; ; 4/,31 *4A40 •
AURORAL IHAGI_Y, HIOROF]LM * 73-054A-OIA • H0 50 09/21/73 04/30/77 • 4812 •
NICIt1-rIHE POLAR ]HAOERY * 73-054A-01B • HI > 50 09/21/73 04/30/77 • 4B12 •
RO_ DMSP, • 73-054A-03 • • 4A42 •ELECI'RON SPECTROCRAPH (SSJ)
SUPP_ARY SB_>(]R O(SSB)DHSP. * 73-054A-02 • • 4A42 •
...................................................................................................................................
DHSP SO/F5 03/16/74 • 74-015A _ • 4A39 •AFCMC STAFF DI_>P, SCANNING RADIOHETE3R (SR) • 74-015A-01 • 4A40 •
AURORAL 1HACERY, HFU4 • 74-01_A-OIA • HO 36 03/23/74 05107/76 • 4812 •
NIGHTTINE POLAR I_Y • 74-OlSA-01B • HO 31 03/23/74 04/30/75 • 4812 •
A_ STAFF DHSP, Vl_rT TEMP PROFILE RAD (SSE) • 74-016A-02 • * 4A41 •
AF-(_C STAFF DHSP, L10HTNING DETECTOR (SSL) • 74-01_)A-04 • • 4A40 •
ROTt_FII DO_)P, ELECT SPECTRO(_APtl (SSJ/2) • 74-01_A-03 * • 4A42 •
.................................................................................. . ...............................................
DHSP 5C/F1 08/09174 • 74-063A _ • 4A39 •
AFCWC STAFF [_ISPo SCANNINC RADIOlt_TB_ (SR) • 74-063A-0] • 4A40 •
AURORAL IHACORY. HFUq • 74-063A-OIA • NO 5 10/01/74 11/28/74 • 4812 •
NIGHI_IME POLAR 1HAQERY • 74-063A-01B • NO 4 ]0/01/74 11/28/74 • 4812 •
AFCt_ STAFF O_P, V_RT TI_IP PROFILE RAD (SSE) • 74-063A-02 • • 4A41 •
ROTFIdELL DHSP, R_"T SPECTROCRAPH (SSJ/2) • 74-083A-03 • • 4A42 •
...............................................................................................................................
[W_P 5CIF2 0S12417S • 76-043/I, ; : 4A39 •AFCVC STAFF []_ISP, 5CANNING RADIDHETER (SR) • 75-043A-01 4A40 •
AURORAL IHADERy, NFL_ • 7S-043A-OIA • HO 34 05130/75 07/31/77 • 4013 •
NICttTTI_ POLAR IHAGERY • 75-043A-01B • NO 34 05/30/75 07/31/77 • 4813 •
AFG_C STAFF DMSP, V_RT TE_P PROFILE RAD (SSE) • 75-043A-0_ • 4A41 •
ROTFfMELL DHSP, ELECT SPECTROCRAPH (SSJ/2) * 7S-043A-03 * _ 4A42 •
.......................................................................................................................
01'¢S,P 50-11F1 09111176 • 76-O91A ; ; 4A43 *AF-G_C STAFF DHSP-50,OPI_R LINF-SCAN SYS (OLS) * 76-091A-01 4A44 *
AURORAL 1HACERY ON MIOROFILH * 76-OQIA-OIA * HO 43 05101177 09130179 • 4013 •
AFO#C STAFF DNSP-5OoHULTCHAN FILT RADHTR(HFR) * 76-091A-0_ _ * 4A45 *
TOTAL OZONE 4 CALXBRATED RADIANCE * 76-091A-O2A DO 13 03/25177 07/23177 * 4813 *
NFR TOTAL OZONE *RID POINT DATA * 76-091A-028 • DO _ 03/_5/77 07/23/77 • 4813 *
BLAKE DHSP-50, QFE-3R OOSINETB_ (SSJ) * 76-091A-03 • • 4A47 •
SHRUN [_qSP 50,C J UI HA RAY DETECTOR (SSB) * 76-01]A 04 • • 4A49 •
..........................................................................................................................
DHSP 5D-l/F2 06/06177 * 77-044A _ * 4A43 •AFO_C STAFF 0NSP-DO,OPE_ LINE.SCAN SYS (OLS) * 77-044A-01 * 4A44 •
AURORAL ZHAQ_RY ON HZCROFIIJH • 77-044A 01A * MO 37 08/01177 06/05/78 * 4B13 •
AFC_C STAFF DI_P-SD,HUITCHAN FILT RADI(rR(HFR) * 77-044A-0_ * * 4A45 *
TOTAL OZONE +CALIBRATEO RADIANCE • 77-044A-O2A • DD 97 07113/77 02/16/80 * 4B13 •
I_R TOTAL OZONE (:RIO POINT DATA • 77-044A-028 • DO 2 07/13/77 02/16/80 • 4B13 •
NIZE_A DHSP-50,RE]_OTE X RAY SENS (SSB/O) • 77-044A-06 • • 4A48 •
ROTI_dELL DHSP-50,PRECIP _ SPED (SSJ/3) * 77-044A-03 * * 4A49 *
SACALYN DHSP-50,IONOS PLASPIA HON (,_SI/E) * 77-044A-05 * * 4A49 *
SNYDB_ [_4SP-60,PASSZVE 1DNOS NON (SS]/P) * 77-044A-04 * * 4A50 *
.....................................................................................................................
DHSP 5D-l/F3 os/o1/78 • 78-O42A : • 4A43 •
AFG_C STAFF D_P-_,OP_R LIN_SCAN SYS (OLS) • 78-042A 01 4A44 •
AURORAL 1HACERY ON NIC_OFIL_I • 78-04_A-OIA • NO 26 0S/_0/78 09/30/79 _ 4814 •
AF-C_C STAFF DHSP-5D,MULTCHAN FILT RADI_TR(NFR) * 7B-O42A-O'2 • • 4A45 *
TOTAL OZONE • CALIBRATED RADIANCE • 78-042A-O'2A * DD 56 07/23178 0"2/05/80 * 4814 *
HFR TOTAL OZON_ CRID POINT DATA * 78-042A-02B • DO 2 07123178 021o518o • 4814 .
ROTH_Fll DMSP-50,PRE_IP FIE(: SPED (SSJ/3) * 78-042A-03 * * 4A49 •
SHRUH DHSP 50,CA/4HA-RAY DETECTOR (SSB) * 78-042A-04 * • 4A49 *
.......................................................................................................................
D_SP 50-1/F4 06/06/7g * 79-O5OA
AFGI#C STAFF OHSP-50,OPI_ LINESCAN SYS (OLS) * 79-050A-01 _ _ 4A43 •4A44 *
AURORA[ IHAG_RY ON NICROFZL_ * 79-050A-O]A * HO 9 07/01/79 09130179 * 4814 *
A_ STAFF DMSP-SO,HULTCHAN FILT RADHTR(NFR) • 79-050A-02 * * 4A45 •
TOTAL OZONE + CALIBRATED RADIANCE * 79-050A-O2A * DO 2] 06117/79 02/06180 * 4B)4 •
HFR T0TAL OZONE *RID POINT DATA • 79-O5OA-0"28 • DO 2 06117/79 02106180 ; 4814 *
AFC_C STAFF DHSP-50,HICROI#V TE]qP SOUND(SS_'I/T) * 79-050A-06 _ 4A46 *
AFC_C STAFF [)NSP-50,SN0_/CLOUD 01SCRIM (SSC) * 79-050A-08 * 4A46 •
NORSE OHSP-50,ATNO_ D_MS SE]qSOR (SSO) • 79-050A-07 • • 4A48 •
ROTH_ELL DI_P-50.PRECIp F.LEC SPF_ (SSJ/3) • 79 050A-03 * * 4A49 *
SAQALYN DI"ISP 50.IONOS PLASHA HON (SSZIE) * 79-05OA-O5 * * 4A49 *
SNYDB D_SP-_,PASSIVF ]ONOS NON (SSI/P) * 79-0_0A-04 * * 4A50 *
..........................................................................................................
I_Ie4SP 5D-2/F6 12/21182 * 82 118A ; • 4A50 •
AFG_C STAFF ONSP-F6, OPER LINESCAN SYST, OLS * 82-113A-0] • 4A5] •
14
: SPAC[-¢_AFT NAME LAUNCH DATE _ DATA SET IIqF:_TI_
TIME SPAN
• INVESTI_T_ D(_IM_ NAME FDIquH QUANTITY OF DATA PAGE
• DATA SET NAME •
AFGVC STAFF DMSP-F6.IR T PROFILE SDUNDR,S.._q-2 Eff2-118A-02 4A.55 •K0_Z_KZ _-FS.SC_I_ X-NAYSP_,_O/A : 82-118A-Oe" " "_ •
ROTItWELL DHSP-F6,PREC.EI-EC/IDN SPE_,SSJ/4 • 82-118A-05 • : 4A55 •6
SACALVN DMSP-F6, ZONOS. PLSMA MONITOR,SSI/E . 82-1_18_A_-04_ _".............................................
................................................................. • 4_50 •
............... • 83-113). • =.r. •
DMSP 50-21F7 11118183
AF_C STAFF DHSP-F7, OPER LINESCAN SYS, OLS • 83-113A-01 • • 4r._*
AF(_C STAFF DHSP-F7,HICRO TB4P SOUNDE_,SSH/T • 83-113A-03 • • 4AS3 •
AFC_ STAFF DMSP-F7, SPACE RAD DOSIHETER,SSJe • 83-113A-07 • • 4A._4 •
ROTIIrdELL DHSP-FT,PREC.E]-EC/ION SPECT,SSJ/4 • 83-113A-05 • • 4A5.S •
SA_LYN DMSP-F;,IONOS.PLSMA MONITOR,SSI/E • 83-113A-04 • • 4A56 •
SACALYN DMSP-FT, MACNETOHETER, SSM • 83-113A-06 • : 4A-$1 •4A.56
_-_. x-NAYDETECTS,S._/S __;_"___I_LSA_-___"-.............................................
...................................................................... • 81-O70A • • 3A33 •
DYNAMICS EXPLORER 1 08/03/81 • 3A33 •
EURCH DE-A,HI ALT.PLASMA INSTRUM.(HAPZ) • 81-070A-05 • • 3A34 •
CHAPPELL DE-A,RETARD. ION HASS SPEC. (RIMS) • 81-070A-04 •
PRANK DE-A,SPIN SCAN AUROR.IMAOER(SAI) • 81-070A-03 • • 3A34 •
HELLIWELL DE-A,CONT.*NAT.WAVE-PART.INTBRACT • 81-070A-08 • • 3A34 •
MACCS DE-A, AURORAL PHYSICS ZNVESTIC • 81-070A-07 _ • 3A34 •
SHAVHAN DE-A,PLASMA WAVE IMSTRUME]qT (PWI) . 81-070A-02 ; 3A35 •3A35 •
I0N COMP SPEC EICS) • 81-070A-06 •SHELLEY DE-A. ENERGET. - ( ...... • _ *
SUCIURA DE-A,MACNETIC FIELD OB_5. (NAG-A) • 81-O/UA-Ux • .................................
............................................................................. ;.:,_ ..... ; ............ , 3A38 •
• 81-_
DYNAMICS E'XPLORER 2 08103181 * 81-0708-09 • • 3A36 *
BRACE DE-B LANGMUIR PROBE INSTR. (LAF_) , 3A36 *
CARICNAN DE-B NB3T.ATNOS.COHP.SPECTR(NACS) • 81-0708-03 *
HANSON DE-O RETARDING POTE]N.ANALYZ. (RPA) * 81-070B-07 • * 3A36 •
HAYS DE-B FABRY-PEROT INTERFE_. (FPI) . 81-0708-05 • : 3A36 •
HFRIS DE-B ION DRIFT METER (IOH) . 81-0708-06 * 3A37 •
HOFFMAN DE-B LW ALT.PLAS. INVEST-HI RESOL • 81-0708-13 • : 3A37 •
MAYNARD DE-B VECTOR E FIELD INSTR. (VEFI) * 81-0708-0"2 • 3A37 •
MAYR DE-B ATMOS.DYNAH.AND B_ERGET,INV • 81-0708-12 • * 3A37 •
NAGY DE-8 MACNETO.E-_4ER.COUPLING TO ATM • 81-0706-10 • • 3A37 •
RDBLE DE-B,NI3L/T.-PLASHA INTERACT.INVEST • 81-0708-11 • : 3A37 •8 *
SPENCER DE-O WIND AND TERP.SPE£TR. (VATS) * 81-070B-04 •
5UCIURA OE-B MAGNETIC FIELD 08S. (MAC-B) • 81-0708-01 * : 3A38 *•
WINNINCHAM DE-B L0W ALT.PLASHA INSTR. (t_PI) _o__8_1_-_07_0_B:_08__e_ ............................................
....................................................................... • 64-004A $ • 4A15 *
ECHO 2 01/2S/64 ....... A 03 * • 4A16 •
JACCHIA ECHO AT2I,_:[_D_AF_IE_ _S ID_T_C T D BLE_E_lit : ;:-_)04A--O3A • F_ ..... 6_.... _01/_31_/6-4_ __0,6__/_0,.5__/6-_9_ __e__ 4 _BI_4___e
........................................................ • 71-071A • • 4AIS •
EDLE 1 08116171 • • 4A15 •
ANDEBq EOLE 1,UPPER ATHOS WEA RELAY SYS • 71-071A-011• . nn 1 08/27/71 07/04172 • 4815 •
8 RAW 'STATE _ AND LOC. DATA TAPE • /l-v.*_-- ...... - - - _L .............
.............................................................................
.................................... • 61-0_0A • • 2A17 •
EPE-A 08116/61 * 61-020A-0_ * • 2A18 •
CAHILL, JR. EPE-A.3-AXIS FLUX. NAGNET.
10-SEC AVC HAG FLD COHPS PLOTS HI: • 61-020A-028 • NO 1 08/16/61 12/05/61 • 26r2_ •
10-S AVC B-FIELD COMP*EPHE_. TAPE • 61-020A-0"2C • DO 1 08/16/61 12/05/61 • 26_12 •
DAVIS EPE-A,O. 1-10MEV PROT*ELEC SCINT • 61-O*JOA-OS • • 2A18 •
RE]_JCE3D ELECT4PROT CN_ RATES,TAPE • 61-O_OA-OSA • DO 2)0 08/16/61 12/06/61 • _82"2 •
ORBIT PLOTS OF PEAK RATES, HFILM * 61-0_0A-05B * HP 1 08/16/61 12/06/61 • 26r22 •
• 2A18 *
MCDONALD EPE-A,C.R. SCINT+DBL 5CINT TELE • 61-020A-04 _o
(_4,SCINT OR CN_ DATA,ENCYCL TAPES • 61-O_OA-O4A DO 7 08/16161 12/06/61 • 26C2_ •
CH_,SCINT 1-HR CNT DATA LOCOK TAPE • 61-O_DA-04B • DO 1 08/16/61 12/06/61 • 282"2 •
• 2A18 •
VAN ALLB EPE-A,CHARCED pARTICLE EXP. • 61-0"_0A-03 •
PARTICLE COUNT RATE * EPHE_, TAPE • 61-O_OA-O3A • DO 3 08/16/61 12105/61 • 26_23 •
PART DECT MICROFILM) • 61-020A-03B • HO 1 08/16/61 12106/61 • 2823 •CHARCE_ - - ( ......... r_ 1 08/15/61 12/06/61 • 2823 •
L-OROE_I_) ELECTRN COUNT RATE,TAPE • oz-u_-v_- - _ - - ...................
.............................................................................
................................ • 62-051A • • 2A18 •
E.PE-R 10/0_/62 * 62-0SIA-0"2 • • 2A19 •
CAHILL, JR. EPE-B,FLUX-CATE MAC
B-FLD COHP010 SEC AVC EVERY 5 HIN • 62-0SIA O_A • DO 6 01/01/63 05/30/63 • 26_3 •
• 2A19 •
DAVIS EPE-B,O.I-IOHEV PROT+ELEC SCINT * 62-051A-05 •
TRAPPED RAD R_DUC DATA, 69 TAPES • 62-051A-OSA * DO 69 10/02/62 08110/63 • 21]'23 •
• 2AI9 •
MCDONALD EPE-BoC.RSCIN'T*OBL SCINT TELE • 62-0SIA-04 •
G_SCINT CR CNT DATA,E_VCL TAPES * 62-051A-O4A DO 17 10/0_/62 0_/11/63 • 21_3 *
CM_SCINT 1-HR CNT DATA LOGBK TAPE • 62-051A-048 • DO 3 10/0"2162 08/11/63 • 28_3 •
• 2A19 *
ART 1CLES • 62-051A-03 •
VAN ALLEN EPE-B,TRAPPE_) _PA ................. _ • 62 051A-03C • DO 2 10/02/62 08/11/63 • 2B24 •/uut t,Ni r_lE.O* .COMPACTED _ unu_ ....... o_ n_ • 10/02162 08111/63 • 2B'24 •
L-OROE]RED ELECTRN COUNT RATE,TAPE • oz-ua*_-_J • _ - - - -__" ...........
..................................................
............................................. • 62-059A • • 2A1Q •
_E rC 10/27/62 • 2A20 •
BROWN EPE-C,ELECTRDN ENERCY DISTR • 62-05,QA-01 *
L-ORDE]RED PROTN.ELECTN COUNT TAPE • 62-05gA-OIA * DO 1 10127/62 01/01/63 • 2824 •
DAVIS EPE-C,O.I-IOHE'V,PROT*ELEC SCINT $ 62 05@A-Ob $ 2A20 •
TRAPPED RAD REI_JC DATA, 18 IAPES * 62 O5QA-OSA * DO 18 10/28/62 01127163 : 26r24 •2A_D •
• R E 5 5 P 40 110 * 62-059A-0_ *MC]LWAIN EPE-C,OMNI DI ( I .- ...... _. _ nn 6 10127162 01130/63 • 26_24 •
TIME-ORDERED pARTICLE COUNT RATES • oz-u_-v_ - _ - • ...... • ................
......................................................................................... • 2A_O •
............ • 64-086A •
EPE-D 12/21/64 • 64-086A-01 • • 2A20 •
BROWN EPE D,CHARGED PARTICLE
0.3 - 3.5 HE_ ELECT CNT RATE,TAPE * 64-086A 01A * DO 68 12/21/64 05/15167 * 2B24 *
L-ORDERED R ECTRDN CNT RATE TAPES . 64-086A-010 * DO 6 12/21/64 05/15/67 * 2824 •• 2A_D *
CAHILL. .JR. EPE D,NAGNETIC FIELD • 64-086A-03 *
HAGNET]C FIELD VCTRS, HFILM PLOTS . 64-086A-O3A * HO 1 0'2/01/65 06/30165 • 2825 *• 2A21 *
DAVIS EPE-D,O.I-IOHEV PROTtFIEC SCIN . 64-086A-04 •
MC]LMAIN E,PE-D,ELECTRON PROTON • 64-086A-02 * * 2A21 •
L-ORDERED PART]CLE CN] RATE TAPES . 64-086A-(Y2A • DO 2 12/21/64 02128166 * 2Er25 *
TIHE-ORD(_ED pARTICLE COUNT RATES • 64-086A-0"28 • DO 42 12/21/64 05121167 * 2R25 *
.....................................................
.............................................................. • 84-1080 • * 4865 •
ERB_3 10/05184 * 4855 *
BARKSTROM BBS,FJ_RTH RADN'BUOCE-T EXP/EROE • 84 1088-01 •





FORM _ OF DATA PACE
PROC ARCH TP(PAT) IKAOES ON OP DK ,, 84-108B-010 • OK 4 04/01185 01/31186 • 4B15 •
TOTAL SOLAR ZRRADIANCE * 84-108B-DID • H1 S 03/01185 10131186 • 4815 ,,
SOLAR I_IDNBqCE (S-2) ON OP DZSK • 84-1088-01E • OK 1 N/A
ON]DOE]) EARTH PAD _ O0 (S-4) • 84-10_B-OIF • OK 1 N/A •e 4B154B15 ••
SCAN F-ARTH(Sg)RAD EXI"TANCE.ALBE_DO • 84-108B-010 • OK 1 N/A q, 4B16 •
N S EARTH(SIO)RAD EXI"TANCE,_ALBB)O m 84-108B-OIH • OK 1 N/A • 4B16 •
HCCORNICK ERBS,STRATO AROSOL • GAS EXP/SAOE * 84-1088-02 * • 4B55 •
NET,E]_IE_,RAM /_IV TAPE (ME_DAT • 84-108B-O2A • DO 95 11101/84 09/30/88 • 4B16 *
SAOE 11 OZONE PROFIIF ARCH. TAPE • 84-106B-O2B * DO 3 N/A • 4016 •
.................................. S_A_CE__II____S_OL__I_OFIL ARCH. TAPE * 84-1088-020 * IX) 3 10/05184 11130106 * 4B16 *
ORS 13 07117164 .................... e-84--()4_. ..... ; .............................................
• 2A21 .
VET-rE _ 13,0"lARGO) PARTICLE DETECTORS _ 64-0400-01 • 2_.1 •
_ON+_OTON COUNT RATES, TAPE 64-0400-01A ; DO 1 07/17/64 11/29/64 • 2B25 •
......... ELECTRONS ABOVE 700 KEY,L-ORO_RED * 64-040C-01B * DD 1 07/18/64 11/29/64 * 21325 *
_s 1_................. o7_;_ ..................................... ;-:'_:o_ ..... ; .................................... ;--_-;
HOUSE)(E]EPING DATA PLOT-tO) YS TIHE • 6S-OSeC-OOF . MP 1 0712o166 11104165 . 2BO5 .
VET-rE E_S 17,_ PARTICLE DETE_'TORS • 65-0580-01 • • 2A21 •
HERCE_D,4,5 SEC AVC, .OS SEC TAPE • 65-0580-01A • DD 32 07/20165 11/03/65 • 2B'2S •
COUNTING RATES PLOTTED VS TIlE * 65-058(:-018 • NP 1 07120165 11/03/65 * 2B2S *
L-ORDi_B) ELE£*PROT CN'T RATES.oTAP • 65-0580-01D • DD 1 07120/85 10131/65 * 2B"26 •
VET-rE ORS 17. X-RAY ONETECTORS • 65-05_C-02 • • 2A2"2 •
V--_ -- NBqroED,4.S SE£ AYC, .05 SEC TAPE • 6S-0580-02A • DO 32 07/20/65 110365 • 2B26 •
ICl I_ I=H317,CAHNA RAy DETECTORS • 65-0580-03 • / / • 9A,:m
.................................. _: 415_s____v,::_:05.__TAPE • 6S-OSgC-O.,. DO S_ 07/2O16S11103165• _ :
ES_A -CEOS I 04/20177 ........ ;- _--C_)A ..... ; .................................. ;--2_-;
MAGNETIC CONJUNCTIONS, NFILN * 77-029A-OOD . NP 2 05101177 01/la/7Q . 2B'26 •
BEGHIN ESOE01.¥AVE FLD.IHPED.S300 • 77-029A-11 • • 2A22 •
OEISS ESCED1,L01# ENE_RCY ]ON COI_P.S303 • 77-0"29A-03 • • 2A2S •
LOW-E3_E_CY ION COHPOSZT]ON PLOTS • 77-O_gA-O3A • lIP 1 08/17/77 06/23/78 • 2B26 •
OB_K)RIN EsCFnl, _]H YAVE FIELDS $300 • 77-029A-06 • • 2A23
RAONET]C WAVE FIELD DATA SUN PLTS • 77-O_gA-OSA • HP 1 08117/77 06123/78 • 26r27 •
HUITQVIST ESCFnI,E+P(2-2OKEY)PITCH ANO.
LGt_-E3qB_y ELECTRON_PROT PTCH ANC _ 77-D'29A-04 * 2A23 •
77-(Y2QA-O4A : MP ] 06/17/77 06/23/78 • 2B'27 •
M_RIANI _')CEO],TRIAX.FLUXG.RAC.,S331
IX: MAGNETIC FIELD CON_ PLOTS _ 77-029A-OR • 2A23 •
77-029A-OOk ; lip 1 08/17/77 06/23/78 • 2B27 •
PB)E]RSEN ESGE01. DC FIELDS
; 77-10"29A-07 ; * 2A24 •
DC FIELD BY DOUBLE PROBE PLOTS 77-O_FgA-O7A HP 1 0_/171T7 06123178 * 2B27 •
PETIT F-SCEOI,VLF TI'I_q_AL PLASMA $300 • 77-0"29A-05 • 2A24 •
UNCSTRUP ESCEO1,ELr:::C.MAVE FLDS.S300 • 77-029A-10 • _ 2/*,.24 •
ELECTRIC WAVE FIELD PLOTS • 77-(Y29A-lOA • HP 1 08/17177 06123/78 • 2B27 •
WILK_N ESCEDI,E(BO-2OOKEV)P(.O4-1.4H) • 77-029A-01 • • 2A_4 •
_R ....... EJ-ECTRON AND PROTON CNTRATE PLOTS * 77-(Y29A-OIA • PIP 1 06117177 06/2378 • 2B'27 •
_.:)GE01,THBq_tAL PLAS4qA,F_A,S.'302 • 77-O*29A-(Y2 • / • 2_ •
_L PLA,TJqA FLOW PLOTS • 77-O'2QA-O*2A • NP 1 tldRII71"r7 _10_'_" n_
............................................................ - _v_.__,. _-i--_fzo • Z_l •
_A-G_ 2 07114178 ............ ;-781071A ..... ; ................................... ;--_-;
PREDICTED NAG CON.qJNCTIONS, HFIL_ • 78-071A-000 • NP 1 03/15/7_ 02117181 * 2B_7 *
ESCED2,MAVEFLD.IIqPED.S3(X) • 78-071A-11 * * 2A_5 •
YAVE FIELD IMPEDANCE PLOTS • 78-071A-11A • NP 3 08115/78 07/01/82 • 2B_8 •
C_ISS ESC_02,LOW ENERCY ION C_P.$303 * 78-071A-03 • • 2A26 •
C,_MDRIN F-SCED2,EH WAVE FIELDS,S.3(X) • 78-071A-06 • • _A_5 •
HA(_N_[1C MAVE FIELD SUHHARY PLOTS • 78-071A-OSA • MP 3 06/15/78 07/01/82 • _Br28 •
HULTQVIST ESCF-O_,E_P(_-2OKEV)PITCH ANC. • 78-071A-04 • • 2A25 •
LON-EN_RCY ELECTRON PROT PTCH ANC • 78-071A-O4A • HP 3 08/15/78 07/01/82 • _B'28
NARIANI ESCE02,TRIAX.FLUXC.NAC.,S331 • 78-071A-09 • • _A26 •
DC HAGNETIC FIELD COHPOMBNT PLOTS • 78-071A-oga * HP 3 08115178 07/01/82 • 2B_8 •
PEDt_SE_4 ESCE02,DC FIEI3)S,S3_ * 78-071A-07 • • 2A_6 *
DC FIFIn BY DOUBLE PROBE PLOTS • 78-071A-O7A • NP 3 08/15/78 07/01/02 • 2B_28 •
PETIT F_CEO2,VLF THBq_iAL PLASHA $300 • 78-071A-05 • 2A_E •
UI_CSTRUP ESCEO_,ELEC.MAVE FLDS.,S300 • 78-071A-10 ; • 2A_6 •
ELECTRIC WAVE FIELD PLOTS • 78-071A-IOA • HP 3 08/]5/78 07101/82 • 2BO8 *
MILK_N ESCFJ)2,E(30-200KEV)P(.O4-1.4N) • 78-071A-01 • • 2A26 •
ELECTRON AND PROTON CNTRATE PLOTS • 78-071A-OIA • HP 3 08/15_70 07/01/82 • _8 •
Im_ENN _2,TH_"IAL PLASMA ESA $30'2 • 78-071A-0_ • • 2A27 •
- TIt_R_tAL plA_ FLO_ PLOTS • 7B-O71A-O2A . NP 3 08/15/78 07/01/0_ • 2B28
.................................................................
F_o 4 11/_/7_ -;-_:_ ..... ; ...........................................
RAITT F-.SRO 4.POSITIVE-ION SPECTRMTR,S4S • 72-092A-01 • ; 3A38 •3A39
POS.ION DATA, TAPE
• 7_-O92A-OIA • DO 3 11/2"2/72 04/14/74 • 3B41 •
...................................................................................................................
ESSA-1 - 012/03/66 - - - • 66-00_A -- * ...... • 4A57 •
NF_SDIS STAFF F-SSA 1,VIDICON CAHB_A SYS. (AVCS) • 66-008A-01 •
............................................................ • 4A59 *
ESSA 2 02128166 ...............................................................
• 66-016A .
NESOIS STAFF * 4AS7 *
ESSA 2, APT * 66-016A-01 * * 4A68 *
.........................._A _ ;_;_ .................................................................................; "':_'" ; • ,_7 •
NF_ROIS STAFF ESSA 3,VIDICON CAMERA SYS. (AVCS) * 66-Oe7A-O] *
SUO_I ESSA 3,FLAT PLATE RADIOML_TBR * 66_06_A_r, o * * 4A561 *
................................ _" * 4A60 *
_A • ol/_6/_ ..................................... ;-6_:_)_ ....; ............................................
• 4A_7
NE.SOIS STAFF F_SA 4,AUr_o. PICTLIRE TRANS. (APT) • 67-006A-01 * * 4A5.8 *
o;/_/_ _:_6, .............
.... _-5 ................................................. ; ...... ; ........................... • 4AS7 •
NE.._DIS STAFF ESSA 5,VIDICON CAN_RA SYS. (AVCS) * 67-036A-01 * 4A58 *
SUOI'I] ESSA S,FLAT PLATE RADIDI'IETER *
• 67-036A-0_ • * 4A60 *
...._:_-_................;;_;_;; ...................................;-_;:;;;_.....; .........................................
• 4_7 *
_1S STAFF ESSA 6,AUTO. PICTURE _. (APT) * 67-114A-01 * * 4A58 *
...._:_-_................_;;_18 .....................................;-_:_;;_.....; ...........................................
4A_7NESOIS STAFF ERSA 7,VIDICON _ SYS (AVCS) • 68-069A-01 * 4A58 *
SUO_I ESSA 7,FLAT PLATE RADIOHETBR * 68-069A-02 * • 4A60 *
16
: SPACECRAFT NAME LAUNCH DATE : DATA SET INFORMATION
• ********** •**************•. • •.•***•****** ••********************• • • •***: NSSDC ID ................................... TINE SPNM
• INVESTIGATOR EXpERIHEN'r NANE FoRM QUANTITY OF DATA PAGE
. DATA SET NAHE *
...........................................................................................................
.... _SA-8 ............. 12/15160 * 88-114A * : 4_ :
NESDIS STAFF ESSA O AUTO. PICTURE TRANS. (APT) * 6B-II4A-01 * ....................
............... -' .......................................................................... * 4A57 •
..................... • 69-016A • • 4A58 •
ES_A q 0212616c;I
NESDIS STAFF ESSA 9,VIDICDN CAH_ SY5. (AVCS) • 69-016A-01 • • 4A60 •
SUDRI ESSA 9,FLAT PLATE RADIORETE_ * 69-016A-02 • ..........................
...................................................................................... • 3A3q *
.................... . ,$8-001A * • _A39 •
EXPLORER I 02101158
JACCHIA EXPLORER 1, ATHOS DRAG DENSITY * 58-001A-03 *
ATHOS URAO DEN TABLES, FICHE * 58-O01A-O3A * ER 4 02/01/58 03121/70 • 3841 *• 3A39 •
HANRINC EXPLORER 1, MICROMETEORITE * 58-001A-0"2 *
TRANSDUCER DATA, FICHE * 58-OOIA-O2A * FR 1 0"2/01/58 0"2/12/..5,8 • 3B41 •
WIRE CRID DATA, FICHE * 58-0OIA-O'20 * ER 1 02/0115,8 04101158 • 3841 *
VAN ALLEN EXPL 1, ENERCETIC PARTICLES EXP * 58-001A-01 * * 3A39 *
ANION 314 GH COUNTS, FICHE * 58-OOIA-DIA * FR 20 021011.T>8 03/15/5_ * 3842 •
TAB OF ANION 314 CH COUNTS. MFILM * 58-001A-010 * 1'4P 1 02101158 03115158 • 3842 •
............................................................................
......................................................__oos, . : ._,%:
EXPLORER 4 07/26/58 * 50-005A-01 •
VAN ALLEN EXPL 4,CHARCE3) PARTICLE DETECIOR ..... =- _'= • _ 2 07/26/58 09121/58 * 3842 •
ST. ORDERB) UCSD COUNT RATE, TAI"L * ,:>o-wo_-v_ w
ATE.S. TAPE . 58-005A-018 * CO 1 07/26/58 09121/58 • 3842 •TIHE ORDERE1) COUNT R ..... ^.e . NO 1 07126/58 09/21/58 • 3842 *
COUNT RATES-RECAL. 0 AND L, TAPE • ._o-wo_-v*_ - -- - _L .......................
........................................................................................................
-- EXPLORE3R 6 08/07/$9 ........... T,--r : 5_-_44_ COF : HO 1 (_B1071S9 10/07/5q : _ :
GEDCEN.DIST VS u_JJPU_u !.-o_uz uqJc- -_ .-.. • . 2A27 •
_I,,_ON EXPL6._I"_CE___O_._O_ER : _-_o,'_-_;A• H* I 0_/07/591010,/5"• _ *
PLU/_ /IXXt'. *_JLPI_LE I.s_e_ _ TIRE • ZP._# •
SONE_I EXPL 6,SCINTILLATION COUNTER * 69-004A-02 *
PLOTS OF COUNI RATE,POSITION, T * 59-O04A-(Y2A * HO 1 08/08/59 09110/59 • 28"2_ *
MULTI-EXPT T_, LISTINC, S*EPHEN • 59-CO4A-02B * RP 3 08/07/59 10102/59 * 28"29 •
SANBORN O_ILLO_ (FILTERED) * 59-004A-020 * NO 13 08/08/59 09/_ND/59 • 28"29 •
L-ORDERED COUNT RATE VS TIHE,TAPE ,8, 59-(X)4A-O2F * DO 1 08/08/59 09/04/59 • 28r29 *• 2A28 •
SONE_ EXPL 6.SEARCH COIL MACHETOH • 59-004A-04 •
PLOTS OF B (AMP.PHASE) VS T,ORBIT • 59-O04A-O4A * 140 1 08/08/$9 09/10/59 * 28"29 •
WINCKL_ER EXPL 6,ION CH*CM(E/1-5_*2-86,P) • 59-004A-03 * • 2A28 •
COUNTS,PULSES -,, EPHER LSTNG,HFILM • 59-O04A-O3A * NO 2 08107159 10106159 • 2B2'9 •
CH*ION-CHARO ChIT RATES VS T,RFILM * 59-004A-038 * HO 2 08107/$9 10/02/59 • 2B_9 •
ELEC CNT RATE&IDN PULSE RATE PLTS • 59-004A-030 * RO 2 08107159 10106159 • 2830 •
HERDED L-ORDERED COUNT RATE TAPES • 59-004A-030 • CO 1 08/07/59 10/06/59 • _ •
......................
........................................................................... ; .................. • 3A40 *
......... • 5g-OOQA • 3A40 •
EXPLORER 7 10113159
POHERANTZ EXPL 7.HEAVY PRIMARY COSMIC RAY * 59-009A-03 *
ION CHAMBER cOUNTS, TAPE . 59-COQA-O3A * CO 1 10/13/59 05/31/60 * 3B42' •• 3A40 •
SUORI EXP /,THERMAL RADIATION * 59-009A-01
WHITE SENSOR TEHP(NICHT). lAPE • 59-OOQA-O1A : CO ) 11/15/59 0.5/24/60 • 3B43 •
ALL SCISSOR TE_P, TAP[ . 59-009A-018 • CO 2 10/19/59 06/04/60 * 31343 *3A41 *
EXPL 7,RADIATION+SOLAR P_DTDN , 59-009A-04 * 14 10/13/59 0"2/28/61 : 3843 *
VAN ALLEN RADIATION+SOLAR PROTON DATA. TAPE * 59-OOQA-O4A * CO ..................................
.............................. • 3A41 *
.................................................... • 60-014A *
EXPLORBR 8 11/03/60 * 3A41 *
JACCHIA EXPLORER 8,ATHOS DRAG DE]WSITY • 60-014A-O7 *
ATHOS DRAC DEN TARLES. FICHE . 60-014A-OTA * FR 4 11/07/60 031_'0/70 * 31343 *
.........................
.............................. • 3A41 •
..................................................... . 61-004A
EXPLORER g 02/16/61 * 61-004A-01 : * 3/*,41 *
O'S43LLIVAN, JR. EXP 9. ATMOSPHERIC DRAC F_ 3 02117161 04/09/64 * 3843 •
ATMOS DRAG DE_4 TA8LES, FICHE . 61-O04A-OIA * --- " "_..... L--'- ............
...............................................
............................................. • 65-101A * * 3A4_' *
FR 1 12/06/65 * 3A4_ *
FR 1 VLF RECEIVER * 65-101A-01 *
STOREY _UICK-LOOK VLF HAG FLD DAIA,HFILM • 65 101A-OIA * HO _ 12/07165 08101/68 • 31343 *
..............................
........... - ................................ * 4A60 •
............................ • 65-0_4A *
GEHINI 3 03123165 * 4A6I *
LOWI4AN, JR. CEHIN1 3,SYNDPT]C TERRAIN PHOTOS * 65 0_4A-03 *
.......................................................... ;-65-043A * * 4A60 *
CEHIN] 4 06/03165 * 4A61 *
LOMMAN, JR. C_HINI 4,SYNOPTIC IERRAIN PHOTOS • 65-043A-01 * 4A62 *
NACLER CE341NI 4. SYNOPTIC WEATHER PHOTOS * 65-043A-02 * *
............................................................................ • 4A60 *
GERINI 5 08/21/65 * 65-068A : 4A6I *
LOWMAN, JR. CERINI 5, SYNOPTIC TERRAIN PHOTOS * 65-068A-02 * 4A62 *
NACLER GEMINI 5, SYNOPTIC WEATHER PHOTOS . 65-068A-03 * : 465.5 *
N_Y CERINI 5,ZODIACAL LICHT PHOTO * 65-068A-01 *
ZODIACAL LICHI PHOIOGRAPHY * 65-068A 01A * YO 1 08/21/65 08/29/65 * 4816 *
........ - ............................ * 6S-104A * * 4A60 *
CERINI 6A 12115165 * 4A61 *
LOWHANo JR. CEHIN] 6A,SYNO_T]C TERRAIN PHOTOS * 65-104A O1 * 4A6_ *
NACLER GEMINI 6A.SYNOP1]C Wt:ATHER PHOIOS * 6_-)04A 0_ * *
....................... 4A60
...............................................GEMINI 7 12104165 * 65-100A : 4A61 "_
CERINI 7,SYNOPIIC TERRAIN PHOTOS * 65-1OOA 01
LOWRAN, JR. GEMINI 7 SYNOPTIC WEJ_IHER PH010S * 65-100A-02 '* * 4A6___
NACLER .................................... O *
........................................... • 4A6
........... . 66-0"20A * .
CERIN, 8 03/1_N61 8,SYNOPTIC TERRAIN PHOTOS : 66___0_0A_007 _ : • 4_1.LOWMAN, JR.
NACLER CERIN] 8,CLOUO PHOTO_APHY (SIDS) ..........................
......................................................... • 4A60 *
CERIN] q 06/03/66 * 66-047A * 4A6I *
LOWRAN, JR. CERINI 9, SYNOPIIC TERRAIN PHOTOS * 66-047A-05 * * 4A62 *
NACLER CERINI 9.CLOUO PHOIDDRAPHY (SIDS) * 66-047A-06 * : 48_5_ *
NEW CERINI 9,ZODIACAL LICH1 PHOTO * 66-047A-01 *
ZODIACAL [ ]CHI PHOTOCRAPHY * 66-047A-OIA * Y0 ] 06103166 06106/66 • 4816 *
........................................................................ • 4A60 •
CERIN] 10 D7/18/66 * 66-066A • 4A61 •
LOWMAN, JR CERINI lO,SYNOPIlC TERRAIN PHOTOS • 66 066A-02 * * 4A62 *
NAG| ER CERINI IO.SYNOPTIC WEATHER PHOTOS * 66-066A-03 * *
17
.* SPACECRAFT NAHE LAUNCH DATE : DATA SL_T INFORMATION
• s• •*m •o* •o* •• •*• om••m 0• 0,*• ,e•oe•oo•o•••,o*****•••,•, •••••00••,•**•0 •0 NS._K_ IO
• INYESTICATOR EXPERIMENT NAME • ...................................
TIME SPAN
• DATA S_ NAME * FORM QUANTITY OF DATA PACE
OBINI IO,ZODIACAL LIDEFT PHOTO • 66-086A-01 . * 4855 *
ZODIACAL LIGHT PHOTOGRAPHY • 66-066A-O1A * YO I 07"18 "_" ............
...................................................... [ [oo _,J,rj_l_OfJ Q 4_1/ *
D,_INII 09112166 ...................-;;;_;_.....• ............................................
LOWHAN. JR. CEHINI I1.SYNOPTIC TERRAIN PHOTOS • 4A60 *
• 66-081A-06 * * 4A61 •
NACLE]R CEHINI ll. SYNOPTIC t/FATHER PHOTOS * 66-081A-07 • • 4A62 *
.....................................................
G_INI 12 11/I1/66 ..................... 1-66--]_A ..... e ............................................
L_o JR. CEHINI 12,SYNOPl'IC TERRAIN PHOTOS • 4A60 m
• 66-I04A-02 * • 4A61 •
NAQLJE3R GE]HINI 12,SYNOPTIC WEATHE_ PHOTOS • 66-104A-03 *
___ CEDS 3,RADAR ALTIMETE_ SYSTB4 • 75-027A-01 * • 4A16 •
............................................................ • qAID *
..............................................................
GOES I 10/16/75 * 75-100A * • 4A74 *
LEINBACH GOES 1, SOLAR E3NI_G_TIC PARTICLES * 75-100A-02 •
LEINBAOI GOES 1, SOLAR X-RAY MONITOR • 75-100A-03 • • 4A76 •
• 4A76 •
LEII_BACH GOES I.BIAXIAL FLUXGATE HACNETOR • 75-100A-04 4A7S •
NESDIS STAFF GOES 1.V/IR SPIN-SCAN RAD (VISSR) • 75-100A-01 : : 4A77 •
- VISSR DIGITAL DATA TAPES * 75-100A-OIA e DO 285 04/16/76 05/29/77 • 4B17 *
VZSSR VISIBLE IHAGERY.70_IH FIU4 • 75-100A-018 • IN 1483 04/11/76 10/28/76 • 4B17 •
VISSR IR IHACERY.7OMH FILM • 75-100A-01C • 1M 1441 04/I1/76 ]0/28/76 • 4817 •
VISSR IR/VIS AOIPS IMAGE TAPES • 75-100A-DID • DO 460"2 07/19/75 06/11/78 , 4817 •
IDAHS VISIBLE • IR IHADE DATA.TP • 75-1ODA-O1E * DO 4 01/26/76 0"2/02/76 • 4817 •
.... G6_-_............... 0;};;_; .................................... .-_:0;_ .... . .................................... .--4_74-.
LEINBACH GOES 2. SOI_AR E_GETIC PARTICLES • 77-048A-02 •
LF-_NOACH GOES 2. SOLAR X RAY MONITOR • 77-048A-03 • * 4A76 *
LEINBACH GOES 2,BIAXIAL FLUXCATE MACNETOMR * 77-048A-04 . * 4A76 •
4A75 *NI_SOIs STAFF DOES 2.SPIN-SCAN RADIOMETER VISSR * 77-048A-01 • 4A77 *
AOIPS IR * VISIBLE IMAGE DATA * 77-048A-OIA • DO 2912 12/07/77 03/05/78 • 4017 •VISS_ VIS IMAGERY ON 70HH FILM
• 77-048A-018 + IN 48 01/03/79 0_/0317g • 4BIB ,
........................ VISSR 1R IHACERy ON 7OHM FI[J4 • 77-048A-01C • IM 47 01/03/79 01/03/79 • 4818 •
DoES3 --0;_;_;78................................ ;-_:O_A ..... ; .......................................
4A74 •
LIEIN8ACH GOES 3.SOLAR ENERGETIC PARTICLES • 78-062A-02 • • 4A76 •
LEIN_ACH GOES 3.SOLAR X-RAY MONITOR • 78-062A-03 * : 4A76
LEINBACH GOES 3.BIAXIAL FLUXCATE MACNETOMR • 78-062A-04 *
NF-_IS STAFF GOES 3.SPIN-SCAN RADIOME_ER-VISSR • 4A75 *
; 78-062A-0] ; • 4A77 •
VISSR IR IMACI'RY ON 70#4#4 FILM 78-062A-O1A IM 405 05/0"2179 06/05/79 • 4818 •
VISSR VIS IMAGERY ON 70#'I#'1 FILM • 78-062A-018 • IN 435 05/20/79 OT/C_/TQ • 4818 •
AOIPS IR _, VISIBLE IMAGE DATA • 78-062A-01{ * DD 618 06/11/78 OS/02/79 • 4818 •
DO 4 .......................................................................................
0Q/09/80 • 80-074A • 4A74 •
LEINBACH GOES 4. SOLAR ENI_RCETIC PARTICLES • 80-074A-02 • • 4A76 *
LEI_A_ GOES 4, SOLAR X-RAy MONITOR • 80-074A-03 . • 4A76 •
LEINBACH QOES 4,BIAXIAL FLUXCATE MACNE_0HR * 80-074A-04 •
4Alb *
NESOIS STAFF GOES 4.VISSR ATHOS SOUNDER (VAS) • 80-074A-0] * : 4A78 •
......................................
.............................
GOES S 05/2P2/8] • 81 049A ............
: 4A74 •LEINBACH GOES 5, SOLAR _II_RCETIC PARTICLES • 81-049A 0"2 : 4A76 •
LEINBACH GOES 5. SOLAR X-RAY MONITOR • 81-049A 03 • • 4A76 •
LEINBACH GOES 5,OIAXIAL FLUXCATE HAONETOHR • 81-049A-04 •
NCSOIS STAFF • 4A75 •
GOES 5,YISS_ ATHOS SOUNDE_ (VAS) • Rl-O49A-Ol • • 4A/B •
.....................................................................
..............................CO_ 6 04/28/83 • 83-041A •
: 4A74 •LEINBACH GOES 6,SOLAR ENERCE-TIC PARTICLES • 83-041A-02 * 6
LEINBACH GOES 6.SOLAR X-RAY NONITO8 " B3-041A-03 •
LEINBACH GOES 6,M_rE0 DATA cnlJ._C"TZON SYS • 83-D41A-04 • • 4A76 •
me 4A75 •NESOIS STAFF COES 6, VISSR ATHOS SOLINDER (VAS) • 83-041A-O] • 8
...........................................................
GRS-A 11108169 * 69-097A ....................
; ; 3A42 •HOVESTADT _S-A,P.eA T_LE. 1.4-100_,EI8B • 69-097A 02 3A42 •
PARTICLE COUNT RATES. TAPE • 69-097A-O2A • DO ]4 11/16/69 03/15/70 • 3843 •
HOV_STADI ORS-A, P_tOION ELECTSON D_T. E]Q3 : 6QOQ_A-O4 : 3A42 •
PARTICLE COUNt RATES. TAPE 69 097A 04A DO ]4 11/25/69 03/15/70 : 3844 •
MORITZ CRS A,P_0TON TELE 0.2 _O.MFY.EI92 • 69-097A 03 • • 3A43 •
PROTON * ALPHA COUNT RATES, TAPE • 69-097A O3A • DD 2 11/10/69 06/28/70 • 3044 •
COUNT RATE,FLUX.ORBIT PLOTS,MFILJH * 69 097A 03B • MP 1 11/09/69 06/28/70 • 3844 •
P.A COUNT RATE.P FLUXES. MFIU4 • 69_097A_03C • MO ] 11/10/69 06/26/70 • 3844 •
_OTONoALH CT RATE*FLUX, MFIL_ • 69-097A ODD • MP 1 11/(}8/69 06/28/70 • 3844 •
NUSNANN GRS A,2 FLX-CT MAGNFTONEIERS,EI]5
• 69-OQTA-O] • * 3A43 •
10 SEC MAC FLD VECTORS TAPE • 69-OQ7A-OIA • DO 30 11/08/69 06/28/70 • 3845 .
HAVKEYE I 06/03/74 • /4-O40A ---; .....................
2A28 •FRANK HAWKE-YE, LEPE_DFA • 74 O40A 02 * 2A28 *
CUI_NET_ ftAWKE_'E, IJ-F VLF * 74-040A-03 •
............. • 2A28 *
04/26/78 * 78-041A • * 4A16 *
BAJ_NES HCH_,RADIOMEIER (HCHR) * 78 041A-01 * * 4A17 •
RAJ_IOMETE_ DATA ON FILM * 78-041A-OIA • IN ISl02S 06/06/78 09/07/80 * 4B18 *
IHACf DATA ON HAG TAPE • 78-04]A-018 • DO 304 05/11/78 1_/06/79 • 4818 •
DAY/NICeST RECISI[RED DATA ON FILM * 70 041A-01C * IN /800 07/]1/78 09/16/79 * 4819 *
DAY/NIGHT RECISTE_ED DATA
.......... • 78-041A-OID * DO 330 05/11/18 06/17/79 • 4819 *
• _A9 •
: 77075A02 : • _A_O.
_[S[ EIO_ DATA ON MAC TAP[ 77 075A 02A OD ]) 09/14/77 10/04178 • 589 •
DI_OQBY _A[ ER ON MAD TAPE • /7-075A-0_O • DO 6 _/17117 01/04/78 • 589 •
STATUS INFORMATION DATA ON 1AP_ * 7Z 075A-02C • DO 1 08/11/7l 02/17/18 • bR9 *
NEd HARD X RAY SOURCES * II 075A O2D • DO l 00/01/11 03/09/78 • 5810 •
EXTRAGALACTIC X RAY SOURCE CATA[C • 77 OZSA (Y2E • DO ] 09/05/77 09/ll/78 • SOlO •
A _ I_i) so_r X RAY S_y CATA| OG • Z7 O7SA 02F • DO ] N/A • 5H10 •
SDL/HC[ TARC_ L]ST.TIMFJL_A ORDER * Z/-OlSA O2C • DO ] 11/15/77 12/29/78 bBlO •
PttA DAIA BASE * 71-O/SA-O_H . DO _6 08/15/77 0]/09/79 : 5810 •
XRAIE_ DATA BASE • 77-075A-O23 * DO 26 08/15/1/ 01/OQ/79 • S010 *
BOLD1 HEAO 1, COSMIC X RAY EXP
18
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• INVESTIGATOR EXPERIMENT NAME
• DATA SET NAME •
FRIEDMNW
pETER'SON
HEAD 1 ,LARGE AREA X-RAY SURVEY
HEAO A-1 X-RAY SOURCE CATALOG
ONE-DAY SCAR SUMMATIONS DATA
HEA0 1, NE_ RANGE GAMMA RAY TELE_
DATA PLOTS AND TABLES
SKYMAP DISPLAY FIL_
RE]_UCED DATA BASE, .Nit * .FIB FILE




FoRM QU_ OF DATA PACE
• 77-075A-01 • • 5A10 •
• 77-075A-OIA • FR 4 N/A • 5Bll •
• 77-075A-01B • DO 1 08/19/77 04/28/78 • .5811 •
• 5AlO •
. 77-07EA-04 ee
. 77-075A-O4A FR 9 08/14/77 01/13/79 • 5811 •
• 77-075A-040 • DO 2 08/21/77 01/08/70 • 5811 •
* 77-075A-04C • DO 4 08/21/77 01/08/79 • SBII •
• 77-OTSA-O4D • YG 9S 08/2"2/77 12/30/78 * 5Bll •
• 77-075A-O4E • DO 1 08/22/77 12/30/78 • S812 •
• 5AIO •HIGH-_ERCY X-RAY SOURCE CATALOG
SCHWARTZ HEAO 1,SCANNING MODULATION C0LL. • 77-075A-03 •
RI_UCI_) : $812 •COUNT DATA • 77-075A-O3A • DO 3 N/A 5B12 *X-RAY
X RAY REDUCE]) SCANNI_ DATA • 77-07EA-038 • DO 100 N/A
- - .............................................................................
.............................--:=-: .... . .......... . 78-io._. • . _!o •
HEAO 2GIACCON] 11/H1_0152, HONITOR pROPORTIONAL CNTR • 78-103A-01 • • _;"
CATALOG OF OBSERVED TARGETS-TAPE * 78-103A-OIA • DO I 11/16/78 04/25./81 • 5812 •
CATALOG OF 00SE_'VED TARGETS-FICHE . 78-103A-01B * FR 4 11/16/78 04/2S/81 * SO12 =
01ACCON1 _0 2, HIGH-RESOLUTION IRAGER • 78-103A-0"2 *
CATALOG OF OBSERVED TARGETS-TAPE • 78-103A-O2A * DO
CATALOG OF 0_ERVED T_S-FI_ * 78-103A-028 • FR
X-RAY DATA DF JOVIAN AURORAE • 78-103A-0"2C • DO
OIACCONI HEAD 2, CRYSTAL XRAY sPECTROMETER • 78-103A-03 •
CATALOG OF OBS[_qVBD TARGETS-TAPE • 78 I03A-O3A • DO
CATALOG OF OBSERVE]) TARGETS-FICHE • 78-103A-03B • FR
FPCS R[_)UCED DATA TAPES • 78-103A-03C • DO
CIACCONI HEAO 2, IHAGINC pROPORTIONAL CNTR * 78-103A-04 •
CATALOG OF 0_ERVED TARG_S-TAPE * 7B 103A-O4A • DO
CATALOG OF O_ERVED TARGETS-FICHE . 78-103A-04B ,D FIR
• 5All *
1 11/16/78 04/2SI81 * 5812 •
4 11/16/78 04/25/81 • 5812 •
1 N/A * 5813 •
• 5A11 •
1 11/16/78 04/2S/81 • 5813 •
4 11/16/78 04/25/81 • 5813 •
17 N/A * 5013 *
• SAll •
1 11/16/78 04/2S/81 * S813 •
4 11/16/78 04/2S/81 • 5813 •
• SAIl •
CIACCONI HEAD 2, SOLID-STATE SPECTRM (SSS) * 78 103A-05 •
CATALOG OF OBS_RVE_) IARCETS TAPE $ 78-103A-OSA • DO ] 11/16/78 04/25/81 • 5B13 •
CATALOG OF OBSERVED TARGETS-FICHE $ 78-103A-058 * FIR 4 11/16/78 04/2S/81 • 5814 •
......................
....................................................................................... • 5All •
.................. s 79-082A •
.EAo3 0._o/79 : _]_ :
ISRAEL HEAO 3, HEAVY NUCLEI $ 79-082A-03 •
HEAVY NUCLEI RI_XJCED DATA-COLD • 79 082A-O3A • DO 21 N/A
HEAVY NUCLEI REDUCED DATA-COBALT • 79-082A-03B • DO 11 N/A • 5814 •
HEAO C-3 VERIFY pROGRAM • 79-082A-03C • DO l N/A : 5814 •5A12 *
. RAY LINE SPECTRMTR • 79-O82A-01 •
JACOBSDN HEAO 3, GAMMA- - _. ^_. _= • _12 •
KOCH HEAO 3,COSHIC RAY ISOTOPE &C_GE • r_-,,,_¢_-u_ • ..........................



















ORBIT ALTITUDE DATA ON MAC TAPE
HELIOS-A, 81CROMEIEOROID
MICROHETEOROID IMPACT DATA
SOLAR WIND pLASHA WAVE
24-HR SURVEY PLOTS. MFIL.H
HELIOS-A,FINE WAVE SPECTRUM ANALS
SURVEY PLOTS,1HZ 10 207KHZ, MFILM
HELIOS-A,27-KHZ - 3-HHZ RADIO NVE
L0G AN1 TEHP VS TIME,24 HR PLOTS
LOG AN] TERP VS lIME ON 1APE
LOG ANT TE_'IP,MONTHLY PLOTS
HELIOS-A, ENRCTC ELECT -,,PROT DEI
HOURLY AVERAGE:D ELECTRON-PROTON
HELIOS A.1ME-V-1GFV CR PROT.,,ALP14A
HOURLY AVC cOUNT RATE DATA
H_IOS-A, ZODIACAL L71 _0T 0METER
8_ED DATA TAPE
ZODIACAL LIGHT DATA ON TAPE
HELIOS- A ,TR IAX .FLUXGATE MACNETHTR
HOURLY AVERAGE]) MAONETIC FIELD
HELIOS-A,TRIAX. FLUX_TE MACNIMTR
8 SEC AVC MAC FIELD VECTOR DATA
HOURLY AVC NAG FIELD VECIOR DATA
M_]_GFD HOURLY AVC_ FIELD "_ pLASMA
I-H AVE PL01, PLASMA ",,MAC MEI_CED
HELIOS A,TBIAX SRCH COIL MAGNTMFTR
O S AVC SPELT DEN 8 CHAN 6.8-1470
HEL 10S- A , PLASMA DE1 ECI ORS
HOURLY AVG. pLASMA DATA
MERGED HOURLY AVGD FIELD ",, pLASMA
I-H AVE PL01, PLASMA ._ MAC MERCE_
HFL IDS- A,COSMIC RAY DEIECIORS
SECIORED X RAY PL01S, MEILM
• 74 097A-OOE
* 74-097A-12 •
* 74 097A-12A • DO
• 74 097A-N •
• 74-097A-O4A • NO
• 74-097A-OS •
• 74-097A-OSA • NO
• 74-097A-06 •
• 74-097A-O6A • NP
$ 74--097A-068 • DO
• 74-097A-06C • MP
• 74-097A-10 •
* 74-Oq7A-1OA • DO
74-097A-07
* 74-097A 07A * DO
• 74-097A 11 •
• 74-097A-IIA * DO
• 74-097A 118 • DO
• 74097A-0_ •
• 74 097A-O2A * DO
• 74-097A-01 •
• 74-097A OlA $ DO
• 74-097A OlB • DO
• 74-097A-01C • DO
• 74 097A OlD • R0
• /4 O97A 03 •
• 74-097A-O3A • DO
• 74 097A-09 •
• 74-OqlA-OgA * DO
* 74-097A O9B * DO
• 74-097A-09C • R0
• 74 097A 08 •
• 74 097A 08A • NO
• 74 OqTA 08B • DO
HOURLY AVERACI_) FLUXES 0# PRDI0NS
01/15/76 - -- * 76 OO3A
• 76 O03A 000 : DO
ORBIT ATIlTDOE DATA ON MAC TAPE
SOL_R WIND PLASMA WAVF
74 HR SU_VE_ PLOTS, MFILM
H_LIOS B,EIN[ WAVE SPECTRUM AMALS
SORVET PLOIS, lk_ 10 _OZKHZ,MFILH
HELIOS B,27-KHZ 3 HHZ RADIO WVE
L0G AN1 TI_P VS TIME,_4 HR PLOIS
L0O ANT IEHP VS IIHE DN 1APt
L0C AN1 T EHP,MUNIHLY PLOTS
HLLIOS. B, ENROTC ELECT + pROI OFf
HDURLY AVERAGED ELECIRON-pROTON
HECIOS B,IME_ IG_V CR pR01._ALPHA
HOURLY AVC COUN1 RATE DATA
HELIOS B,ZODIACAL LI. PHOIOMLTER
Rf]_L_ED DATA TAPE
ZODIACAL LICH1 DATA
H_ ]0S B,TRIAX FLUXGATE MAGNETMrR
HOURLY AVERAGED MACHEI1C FInD
H_10S-O,IRIAX FL UXCAI[ MACNETM_8
76 O03A 04 :
• 16 O03A 04A HO
• 76-003A 05
• 76 OO3A-O_A NO
• 76 003A-06 •
• 16-OO3A O6A $ NP
• 76 O03A O6B • 00
* 76 003A_06C * HP
76 O03A 10 •
• 76 O03A-IOA • DO
. 76-003A-07 •
• 76 O03A-O7A * DO
• 76-003A 11 •
• 76-003A IIA * DO
• 76 003A-11B • DO
• 76 O03A 02 •
• r6 O03A O2A • DO
• 16 O03A 01 •
• 1Al16 •
1 12/19/74 01/0"2/80 • 1Bll •
• IA108 •
3 12/10/74 12/31/77 • 1011 •
• 1Al15 *
35 12/10/74 12/31/77 • 1Bll *
• 1Al16 •
3 12/10/74 04/30/76 IBli •
1 12/13/74 04/25/76 : 1Bll •
1 12/10/74 04/30/76 * 1Bll •
• 1A110 •
4 12/10/74 1_/31/80 • 1B11 •
• 1Al14 •
4 12/11/74 12/31/83 _ 1B1_ •1Al16 •
72 12/11/74 0_/18/85 1812 •
72 12/11/74 0_/18/8S : IB1_ •
• 1Al10 •
1 1_/14/74 12/31/7_ * 101_ •
• IA111 •
4 1_/10/74 04/30/76 • ]01_ •
2 12/10/74 06/30/79 • 1B1_ •
1 12/10/74 12129/80 • 1812 •
14 I_/]0/74 l_/_g/8D • IBI3 •
• IAIII •
9 1_/10/74 Oq/_O/7b • 1B13 •
• IAIO7 •
1 12/12/74 12/31/80 • 1813 *
I 12/10/74 12/29/80 • 1813 •
14 12/10/74 12/29/80 : 1813 •IAII3 •
1S 12/17/74 02/12/84 • 1B13 •
2 12/15/74 02112/84 • 1814 •
• 1A106 •
1 01/1_/76 03/31/78 • 1814 •
• 1A10,8 •
5 01/19/16 03/08/80 * 1814 •
• IA115 •
PO 01/15/76 12131/17 : 1814 •1A116 *
3 01/23/76 10131177 1B14 •
1 02/0_/16 10131177 : 1014 *
1 11/01/16 12/31/71 * 1814 •
• 1Al10 •
3 01/1_/76 03/08/80 • 1814 *
• IA114 *
p 01/16/76 03/08/80 * 1815 •
• IA116 *
37 01/17/76 12/2"2/79 • IB15 •
37 01101/76 12123/79 : lOtb *IAIII •
1 01/17/76 12/31/17 • 1815 •
• IAII1 •
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HOURLY AVC MAD FIELD VECTOR DATA
8 SEC AVO MAC FIELD VECTOR DATA
ME_OED HOURLY AVCD FIELD ._ PLASMA
I-H AVE PLOT, PLASMA + MAC H_ED
HEIOS-B,TRIAX SRCH COIL HCNTHTR
8-S AVO SPY DE_ 8 CHAN 6.8-I470HZ
HELIOS-B, PLASMA DETECTORS
HOURLY AVO. PLASMA DATA
MERCED HOURLY AVOD FIELD * PLASMA
] H AVE PLOl, PI-ASHA * HAD MERGE])
HELIOS-B, COSMIC RAY DETECTORS
• 78-O03A-OIA . DO I 01/15/76 06/26/79 1B15 •
• 76-003A-01B • DO ] 01/15/76 04/30176 : 1815 •
* 76-003A-010 • DO ] 01/15/76 03/04/80 • 1B15 •
• 76-O03A-OID • RO 14 01/15/76 03/04/80 • 1B16 •
76-DO3A-03 • 1Alll •
76-O03A-O3A ; DO 9 01/15/76 ]1/21/76 * 1816 *
• 76-003A-09 • • 1A108 •
• 76-O03A-OgA • DO 1 01/17/76 03/08/80 • 1816 •
• 76-003A-09B • DO 1 01/15/76 03/04/80 • 1B16 •
• 76-003A-090 • RO 14 01/15/76 03/04/80 * 1B16 *
• 76-OO3A-O8 • • 1Al14 •
S_'70RI3D X RAy PLOTS, MFII-M • 76-003A-OOA • NO O 01/19/76 12/23/79 • 1816 •
HOURLy AVERAGe) FLUXES OF PROTONS • 76-003A-08B • DO ] 01/18/76 03/07/80 • 1817 •
.............................................. -
.................................................
.Los I i2/05/68 .................... ; 68:;G;; ; • 2A2g•
OEI,CSE+CE00 EPHEH LISTINOS.MFIU4 • 68-109A-OOE • MP 1 12/05/68 09/06/70 • 21330 •8AROUCH
ELL IOT
HFJ]S 1,DR PARTICLE FLUX, S72
PROTON FLUX PLOTS. HC
PROTON COUNTS ON HA(_-NETIC TAPE
27 DAY PARTICLE FLUX PLOTS,M FILM
HEDS 1, INTI-J_PLAN.HAC.FIELDo $24A
HR-AVCO INTPL B-FIELD VECTS,TAPE
FIR AV INPL O-FIELD VECI PLTS,MFLM
I D PLOTS B-VEC3,STIP PERIOD,MFLM
REFORMTD HR AV INPL B-FIELD VECIS
• 68-109A-06 •
• 2A29
• 68-IO9A-O6A • HK 3 01/01/69 11/06/71 • 2B30 •
• 68-109A-06B • DO ] 01/01/69 12/24/72 • 21330 •
• S8-IOgA-06C • HP 1 01/04/69 12/19/72 2830 •
• 68-109A-02 • ; 2A29 •
• 68-109A-O2A . DO 4 ]2/11/68 10/27/7S • 2830 •
• 68-109A-028 • NO 2 12/11/68 10/27/7S 2831 •
• 68-109A-020 • HO ] 09/08/7S 09/25/75 ; 2B31 •
• 68-109A-OQO . IX) ] 12/10/68 10/2S/75 . 2B31 .
SINCE POINT MAC FIELD DATA. TP • 68-IOgA-O2E • DO S 12/11/68 12/31/75 • 2031 •
..............................................................................................
HEOS 2 01/31/72 • 72-DOSA ---* -
• 2A29 •
ELLJ0T HEOS 2,FLUXCATE HAC,,NEXOMETER,S_O] _ 72-005A-01 _ * 2A29 *
FIR AVCD ]NTPL B-FIELD VECTS. TAPE 72-DOSA-OIA DO 3 01/31/72 08/01/74 • 21331 •
HR AVCD ]NTPL B-FIELD VECTS.MFILJN • 72-OOSA-018 • HO 2 01/31/72 10/27/75 • 2831 •
RD=ORHTD HR-AV INPL B-FIELD VECTS • 72-005A-010 • DO ] 01/31/72 10/2S/75 • 2831 •
SINCLE POINT MAC FIELD DATA • 72-OOSA-OID • DO 8 02/05/72 08/02174 • 2B31 •
RFJ-ORHAI_ED SINCLE POINT HAG FLD • 72-O05A-OIE • DO 2 0"2/05/72 08/02/74 • 2032 •
ROSENBAUL=R HEOS 2,F_CSTAT.AN.SOIJ_R WIND,S21* • 72-OO5A-O6 •
• 2A29 •
I FIR AVCS SOLAR WIND PROTON DATA • 72-OOSA-O6A * DO ] 02/06/72 08/11/74 • 2832 •
IE-A .........................................................................
08/25164 * 64 051A .........................
BOYD IE A,ION PROBE • 64-051A-02 : • 3A43 •
3A43 •K]M_:HT IE A,FIXE_ FR_ ION*SONDE • 64-051A-01 • 3A43 •
FF IONOCRAHS,CHRONOLOCICAL, MFILH • 64-OSIA-OIA • MO 1017 08/25/64 ]2/29/65 • 3845 •
FF IONOCRAHS, SCP AND MNK, MFILH • 64-051A-010 • NO 110 08/27/64 32/22/65 • 3045 •
NSSOC FF IONOCRAH INVBqTORY,]APE • 64-O5]A-OID • DD 1 08/25/64 12/22/65 • 3B45 •
STONE. IE-A,COSMIC NOISE * 64-051A-03 • • 3A43 •
...................................
.......................................
IMP_A ]1/27/83 • 63 046A
2A30 •
HULT-COOI_ SYS EPHEH&B MODEL TAPE * 63 046A-000 IX) ] 12/21/63 12/30/64 ; 2832 •






TIME SORTED C_ION.CHAM CNTS,TAPE
GRAPHS OF C.M+IDN.CHAMBIJ_ DATA
CHAION.CHAMB. 4-H RATE PLOTS,MFLM
t ORDERE]) ELECTRON CNT RATE TAPE
IMP-A.FARADAy CUP
3 HR AVCS. OF PLASMA PARAMS.,TAPE
PLASMA P_{AMETrE_S,IRREC. INTERVAL
PLASHA CURRB4T VS LOOK DIR. PLOTS
Cl_ PAR]. FLUXES VS E &TIME,TAPE
IMP A,COSHIC RAYS (E VS DE/DX
]-H AVO C.R. ION_ELEC-r RATES,TAPE
HRLY C.R. ION&ELEC RATE LIST,MFLM
5MIN C.R. ]0N&F=LEC RATE LIST,MFLM
C R SCINT DE/DX-E MATRICES,MFILM
IMP-A, FI UXGATE MACNETOMETE_
HERDED HACNEIOM_ER . EPHEHERIS
INIPIAN B FIELD HOURLY AVGD TAPE
MSPHERIC B FIFJLD HOURLY AVQD.TAPE
IMP A,RE-[ARD POTEN ANAL,E*P
PLOTS OF I VS VOlT(]l/21/63 ONLY)
IMP A,C R.PROIONS(R VS DE/DX
C.R COUNT RATE PLOTS,4 E INTVALS
REDUCD C.R. COUNT ACCIJMLATNS,TAPE
CR P.H.ANAL EVEN/ SUMHARY,TAPE
5 MIN AVC CR.CNI RATE SUt4Ry TAPE
• 63-046A-05B • DO 1 11/28/63 03/26/65 • 2832 •
• 63-046A-050 • 140 1 11127163 12/28/64 • 283_ •
• 63-046A-050 • MP 1 ]1/27/63 02/28/64 • 2032 •
• 63-046A-OSE • DO 1 ]1/27/63 0S/27/64 * 2832 •
• 63-046A-07 • • 2A30 •
• 63-046A-07A • DO ] 11/27/63 12/16/64 _832 •
• 63 046A-07B • DO ] 11/27/63 12/16/64 : 2B33 •
• 63-046A-070 • MP 2 11/27/63 72/28/64 • 2B33 •
• 63-046A-OTD • DO S 11/27/63 01/13/6S • 2833 •
• 63-046A-04 • • 2A30 *
• 63-046A-O4A . DO ] 11/27/63 0S/26/64 • 2B33 *
• 63 046A-048 * MP ] 11/27/63 03/]8/64 * 2B33 *
• 63-046A 040 * HP ] 11/27/63 03/]8/64 • 2833 •
• 63 046A 04D * MP ] 11/27/63 03/14/64 * 2B33 *
• 63-O46A-O2 * * 2A30 •
• 63-046A-Ce2B • DO 1 ]1127163 05130164 • 2833 •
• 63-046A-O2D * DO l 11/27/63 02/15/64 * 2833 •
• 63-046A-O2F . DO l 0212816@ 05/26/64 2834 •
• 63-046A-01 * : 2A30 *
• 63-046A-OIA • MO ] 11/27/63 11/27/63 * 2034 •
• 63-046A-03 * * 2A31 *
• 63-046A-038 • NO ] 11/27/63 0S/30164 • 2B34 *
• 63-046A-030 * DO ] 11127163 06/06/64 * 2834 *
• 63 046A 030 * DO 1 11/27163 06107/64 . 2B34 *
• 63 046A-O3E * DO l 11/27/63 05/3]/64 * 2834 *
WOLFE IMP A.FI ECTROSTATIC ANALYZ * 63-O46A-O6 *
• 2A31 *
PLOTS OF ION FLUX VS TIME R CYCE * 63-046A-O6A * MP ] 11/27/63 04/03/64 * 2834 *
.......................... "_" .........................
IMP-O 10/04/64 * 64 O6OA • * 2A3] *
HULl C00RD SYS EPHE]_R MODEL TAPE * 64-060A-000 • DO l 10/05/64 09/30165 2834 *








TIME SORTED CM&IONCHAM CNTS,TAPE * 64 O60A-050 * DO
CRA_ OF C_q, ION CiIAMBER DATA * 64 060A-OSC * MO
IMP B,FARADAY CUP * 64-060A-01 •
CF_CD PART FLUXF_ VS [ ITIME,TAP[ * 64-060A-O/A • DO
IMP B.FLUXGATE MAGNITOMETER
MERCED HACNLTOMETER _ _11[_qERIS : 64-060A-0_64 060A 0_0 : DO
IMP B,RETARO POTE,%I ANA,E*P * 64--O60A-O1 *
ECIRDN ],N,V,PLUS ORBIT * 64 O60A-OIA * DO
IMP B.C.RPROT ONS(R VS DE/DX * 64 060A-03 *
E R COUNT RAIL PLOTS.4 E INTYAL_ * 64-060A-03C * NO
REDUC_ C.R COUN_ ACCUNLATNS,TAPE * 64 060A-O3D * DO
C R P H.ANAI EVEN[ SUMHARY.TAP_ * 64-060A 03E • DD
5 WIN AVC C.R CNT RATE SUMRY TAPE • 64 060A-O3F * DO
IMF' B,|J LCFROSIATIC ANAIYZ * 64 060A-06 *
POS ]0N ] VS TIMfJ_.MfIL.N PLOTS • 64-060A 06A • MO
05/29/65 * 65 042A *
1 10/05164 04/05/6_ * 2835 *
] 10/04/64 09/23/6S * 2835 *
• _A31 *
4 10/04/64 09/24165 * 2B35 *
2A32 *
1 10/04164 04/05/65 . 2B3S •
• 2A32 *
1 10/04/64 04/05/65 * 2835 *
• 2A32 *
l 10/04164 04/07/65 * 2835 *
1 10/04/64 04/02/65 * 2_35 *
] 10/04/64 03127165 * 2835 *
] 10/05/64 04/0_/65 * 2836 *
• _A32 *
1 ]0/05/64 12/23/64 * 2B36 *
• 2A32 *
_O
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SPACECRAFT t4A/_E LAUNCH DATE
°°*°°**°eoe*eeeooeeeeeeeoeeoo*oeeeooeeoooooooooeoeoeeoeesoeoeeeeeoeooseo
• INVESTIOJ4TOR EXPERIMENT NANE •




FORN QUANTITY OF DATA PACE
MICROFILM OF S7-O70A-O1B • 67-070A-01C • NO 10 07/26/87 05/28/70 • 2B45 •
SOFT X-RAY BURST L/STING • 67-070A-OID • DD 1 07/26/67 08/13/69 • 2845 •
SOFT X-RAY BURST-LISTING-H/FILM • 67-070A-018 • NO 1 07/26/67 08/13/69 • 2845 •
SOFT X-RAY C0VERACIE PLOTS, HFILH • 67-070A-OIF • NO 1 07/26/87 09/18/68 • 2845 •
PLOTS OF AlL SUI DETECTORS • 67-070A-01C • NO lO 07/19/67 12/31/68 • 2B45 •
HALF HOUR SUHHED DATA ON HAG TAPE • 87-070A-OIH • IX) 3 07/18/67 06123/73 • 2B45 •
...................................................................................
INP-F 05124167 * 67-051A ---; ................................... _--2Z::--SOL EeL • SOL HAGNSPH ORBIT _oo •
PLOTS • 67-OSIA-OOD • MO 1 OS/24/67 05/03/69 • 2846 •
VAN ALLB_
SOLAJ_ ECLIPTIC F-PIB PLOTS NF]CHE • 67-051A-00E • FR 1 05/24/67 03/00/69 • 2B46 •
CHICAOO MULTI-COORD _ TAPES • 87-051A-OOF • DD S OS/24/67 05/03169 • 2B46 •
INTI_PLAN. TINES BY • • - SECTORS • 87-051A-00C • NP 1 05/25/67 12/24/67 • 2846 •
1HP-F, 1DNINTERPLANcI_ T 1NES, T- ORDEAL), W/SECTOR •• 67-051A-O267-O51A-OOH•• HP 1 05/25/67 12/24/87 • 21146 •
• 2A36 •
ION C_ +(_ TUBE COUNT RATES.I_ • 67-OS1A-O2A • 140 1 05/24/67 09/15/67 • 2846 •OOSTROH 1HP-F,SOLAR PROTON MONITOR • 67-051A-07 •
2A36 •
DAILY AVERAGE]) PROTON COUNT RATES • 67-OSIA-O7A • lip 1 05/24/67 05/02/69 ; 2846 •
SCO PBLSHD HRLY AVQD PROTON FLUXS • 67-051A-07B • BT ]7 05/24/67 05/02/69 • 21146 •
COUNT RATES ON ENCYCLOPEDIA TAPES • 67-051A-07C • DO 2"2 05/24/67 05/03/69 • 2B47 •
HOURLY AVERACED COUNT RATES, TAPE" • 67-OSIA-OTD • DO 1 05/24/87 05/03/69 • 21147 •
BROWN IHP-F,LOW ENE_CY TELESCOPE • 67-051A-01 •
• 2A36 •
REIXEED COUNT RATES ON TAPE • 67-051A-DIA • DD 33 05/24/67 06/03/69 • 21147 •
COUNT RATE PLOTS ON HICROFILJ4 • 87-051A-01C • 140 90 05/24/67 05/03/69 • 2B47 •
DATA SET -OlA IN IBM 7094 FORNAT * 67-051A-OID • DO 34 05/24/67 05/03/69 • 21147 •
HARRISON INP-F,EJ-ECTROSTATIC ANALYZ • 67-051A-06 • 2A37 •
HCCRAO(E3N IHP-F,COSH]C RAy ANISOTROPY _ 67-051A-05 ee • 2A37 •
HOURLY AVCO COUNT RATES ON TAPE 67-OSIA-OSA DO 1 05/24/87 05/0"2/89 • 2B47 •
t_T-.DONALD IHP-F,LOW EN_.PROTON_ALPltA DE-T • 67-051A-09 • • 2A37 •
SOLAR C.R. EVENT CATALOG. NFI[J4 • 67-051A-OOA • _tO 1 05/25/67 05/02/69 • 2847 •
2,73 RIN COUNT RATES ON TAPE • 67-051A-09B • DO 6 05/24/67 05/03/69 • 21148 •
6-HR AVCO PROTON FuJrXES, MFILH • 67-051A-09C • HP ] 05/24/67 04/30/89 • 2848 •
HCDONALD IHP-F,COSMIC RAYS(E YS DE/DX) • 67-051A-10 • • 2A37 •
SOLAR C.R. EVE/N] CATALOC, HFILH • 67-051A-lOA • MO 1 05/25/67 OS/(Y2169 • 2B48 •
2.73-RIN COUNT RATES ON TAPE • 87-051A-106 • DO 6 05/24/67 05/03/69 • 21148 •
6-HR AVCO PROTON FLUXES, HFILH • 67-051A-10C • H! ) J 05/24/67 04/30/69 • 2848 •
NF_SS IRP-F,RACNETIC FIELD EXPI_. • 87-051A-11 • • 2A37 •
20-SEC HAG FLD VECXORS, RAG TAPES • 67-OSIA-IIA • DD 13 05/24/67 12/06/68 • 2848 •
20 SEC HAG FLD VECTORS, HFII_H • 67-OSIA-IIB • NO 3 OS/:P4/67 03/07/69 • 2B48 •
HULTI S/C HR AVC IRF ¥_CTORS,TAPE • 67-051A-11C • DD 1 05/24/67 12/27/68 • 2848 •
2.S SEC HAG FIJD VECTRS, HAG TAPES • 87-051A-11D • DO 136 05/24/67 0"2/10/69 • 2D49 •OCILVIE IHP-F.FJ_-CT ANALYZ.+V SELECT * 67-051A-08 •
.e 2A37 •ENERGY SPECTRA .t PLAS4qA PARAHS • 67-051A-OBA • HT 5 05/27/67 01/30/88 2849 •
3-BIN PLAS_ PARANETE]_S, HAD TAPE • 67-OSIA 088 • DO 6 05/24/67 0"2/08/68 • 2B49 •
HOURLY AYI_AGI_ PLAS_ DATA • 67-051A-OBC • DO 1 06/03/67 12/0"2/67 • 21149 •
SIMPSON IRP-F,C.R.PROTON(R VS DE/DX • 67-051A-03 •
2A38 •
RATES FOR ALL NONOVE_LAP SF_. • 67-051A-D3A • DD 6 OS/24/67 OS/0"2/69 • 2D49 •
PHA EVI_ SLIHHARZES (NONOVBRLAP) • 67-051A-03C • DO 9 05/24/67 05/0"2/69 • 2B49 •
5-MIN AYE COUNT RATES(NONOVI_LAP) • 87-051A-030 • DO 2 05/24/67 05/0"2/69 • 2B49 •
CNT RATE PLTS,SOLAR ROTATION,MFLH • 67-OSIA-03E • HO 1
DATASET-O3A IN ION 7094 FORMAT • 67-051A-O3F • DO 11
DATA SET-O3C IN ION 7094 FORNAT • 67-051A-O3G • DO 17
IMP-F,LEPEDA,LON ENE]_Cy PARTICLES
05/24/67 04125/69 • 2B50 •
05/24/67 OS/02/69 • 2850 •
05/24/67 06/(Y2/69 • 2B5,0 •
LEPEDEA FLUX VS EN. "OVI[ FILM : 67-05IA-04
67-051A-O4A : UP 400 06/30/67 07/04/67 : 2B502A38.e
tEPEDEA COUNT RATES ON MAC 1APE
....... • 67-051A-04B • DO 35 OS/26/67 06/17/68 • 2BSO •
.....................................................
IHP-G 06/2]/69 • 69-053A • • 2A38 •
SOL ECL * SOL MACNSPH ORBIT PLOTS • 69 053A OOD• MO 1 06/21/69 08/25/70 * 2850 *
CHICAGO NULT]-COORD EPHBq TAPES • 69-053A OOE• DO 9 06/21/69 12/23/72 • 2B50 •
SOLAR ECLIPTIC EPt_EH PLOTS MFICHE • 69-053A-00C • FR 1 06/21/69 12/23/77 2D50 •
ANI_E_SON IMP-C,ION CHAHBI3R • 69-053A-02 • ; 2A38 *
1ON Q_HB[IR * CM COUNTS, RAG.TAPE • 69 053A 02A • DO 54 06/21/69 02/18/72 2BS1 •
40 S AVC COUNT RATES ON HICROFILM • 69-053A 028 • RO 5 06/21/69 08/31/72 ; 2B51 •
BOSTRON IRP-C,SOLAR P_0TON HONIT0_ • 69-053A-O7 •
2A38 •
SC_ PBLS_ HRLY AVCD PROTON FLUXS • 69 053A-O7A • BT 28 06/21/69 12/23/72 ; 2B51
COUNT RATES ON E]_YCLOPI]DIA TAPES • 69053A 07B • DO 3! 06/_1/69 12/23/72 • 2851 •
HOURLY AVI_RACE) COUNT RATES, TAPE • 69-OS3A 07C • DO 1 06/_1/69 12/23/72 • 2851 •
_R[_ IHP C,[ON E]_E}_CY TELESCOPE • 69-053A-01 •
• 2A39 •
Rr_Dl_]_ COUN1 RATES ON TAPE • 69-063A-OIA • DO _ 06/21/69 03/23/72 • 206] •
DAIA SET OIA IN IBH 7094 FORHAT * 89-0_3A-01C • DD 23 06/21/69 08/1S/70 • 2B5] •
LIN ]HP C,CHANNFITRON PRTCL.DET. • 69-053A-12 • 2A39 •
I_:DONALD IHP C,LOW _NCY PROT_ALPHA _ • 69-053A-09 • _ 2A39 •
SOLA_ C.R. P4E_rT CATALOG, RF ILH • 69-053A 09A • NO l 09/09/69 1]/29/72 • 2B62 •
2.73 HIN COUNT RATES ON TAPE
MCDOHAL_D IMP-C.CO_H]C RAYS(E VS DE/DX) _ 69 053A-OOB • [X) 12 06121169 11129172 : 2852 •69 063A lO • 2A39 •
SOL_J_ C R EVENT CATALOG• HFILM • 69 OS3A IDA • NO 1 09/09/69 11/29/72 • 2852 •
2.73 HIN COUNT RATES ON TAPE • 69 0S3A-108 • DO 12 06/21/69 11/29/72 • 2B52 •NESS IHP-C,HACNETIC FIELD EXPER.
: 69053A-11 : • 2A39 •
_0 SE:C HAG FLO VECTORS, MFILM 69-Ob3A-]IA HT 8 06/21/69 12/23/72 • 2B52 •
25 SFC MAC FLD VECTRS, MAC TAPES • 69053A-]18 • DO 367 06/21/69 12/23/72 • 2852 •
OCILVIE IMP C,D.-ECTRDSIAT PLASMA ANALY • 69063A 08 • • 2A39 •
SIMPSON IMP G,C.R.PROTS[R VS DE/DX) • 69053A-03 • $ 2A40 •
RATES FOR ALL NONOVE]RLAP S[gUE_[ • 69-O_A-O3A • [X) 13 06/21/69 10/14/72 • 2B52 •
_tA LV{]_ SUttHAJ_][_ (NONOVF_IAp) • 69 OS3A 038 • DO 20 06/21/69 12/23/72 • 2D52 •
5 MIN AVE COUNT RATES(NONOV_RIAp) • 69 OS3A 03C • DO 4 06/21/69 12/23/72 • 2B53 •
ON[ RATE PLTS,SOLA_ ROIATION,MFLM • 69 OS3A 030 • R0 1 06/21/69 12/23/72 • 2B5_3 •
VAN AL[E_ IMP G,LLP[])A,LO EN_ PROT.ELEC3 • 69063A-04 • • 2A40 •
[_EPE_EA COUNT HATES ON MAC TAPE • 69 053A O4A • DO 32 06/28/69 08/19/70 $ 2B53 •
..........................................................
IHP-H 09/23/72 • 72-073A .............
• 2A40 •
SOLAR ECLIPTXC EPHE]_PLOTS MF]O_ • 72 073A-000 FR 1 09/26/12 04/06/73 2B53 •
SOLAR ORII_NTATION I_ONS, HFILM • 72-073A-008 • HP 4 09/23/72 ]]/04/74 : 2B53 •
SOLAR ORIO_[ATION I_ORS- TAPE • 72-073A OOF • DO 13 09/28/72 I]/04/74 • 2853 •
PR[1JICTED ORBIT PLOTS • 72-073A-OOC • RP 4 09125172 1213]178 , 2B53 •
BAHE IMP-H,PLASM_ _ECTRD. ANALYZ _ 12 O73A-10 • • 2A40 •
MERCF_ IMP I,H,J 3 H_ PLA_HA PARR = 72 073A IDA • DO 1 09/23/72 12/31/74 , 2D54 •
H,J H[_CE_ HRLY SOLAR WIND PLASHA • 72-073A 108 • DO 4 01/01/75 12/31/78 • 2854 •
22
: SPACECRAFTNAME LAUNCH DATE
• INVESTICATDR EXPERIMENT NAME
















IMP-H, SOLkR pLASMA, FARA. CUP
H,J HOURLY AVCD SOLAR pLASMA,TAPE




COLOR E-T SPECTROGRAMS, SLIDES
plASMA DATA ON TAPE
164 SEC RESOLUTION pLASMA TP
INP-H,SOLR IONS*ELEC, 1OOKEV
10 MINo120 KEV PROT CT RTES.MFILM
ALL COUNT RATES ON E_dCYCL0. TAPES
SUHMARY DATA ON HAC TAPE
IMP-H, PART .TEE. +ON TUBES
ARCHIVE TAPES OF ALL DETECTORS
RASTER SCIENCE TAPES,5.5 MIN AVE.
X-RAY DATA(IO-MIN 24-HR AVO)MFILH
lO-MIN TO 24-H AV P- X-RAY DATA, TP
24-HOUR SURVEY PLOTS.ALL DET-FILM
2-HOUR SURVEY PLOTS,ALL DET. ,FILH
12-DAY PLOTS ON MICROFILM
HR AVC 1-2.14-25 NEV PROT FLX,TPE
HGI) HR AVD 1-2,14-26 MEV FLX PLT
DAILY AVGD PRO FLX OT 10.30.60 HV
IMP-H, TRI-AXIS MAGNETOMETER
15 SEC AVOD RACNETIC VECTORS.TAPE
1.3 SEC AVGD RAC FLD PLOTS. MFILM
I5 SEC AVGD RAG FLD PLOTS, NFILM
IMP-H, ION COMPOSITION
IMP-H,PLAS_tA WAVE EXP.
B-SPECTRAL DENS ABOUT lO HZ
PLASHA WAVE LOW B ENVELOPE DATA
LOW B WAVE AMPLITUDES(LISTINK_5)
IMP-H,COS.RAY MELR CONP.
SOL. ROT. COUN_-RATE PLOTS, MFILM
5.46-MIN AVC COUNT RATERS ON TAPE
SECTORED RATE AND PHA TAPES(HOST)
IMP-H, EJ.-EC. *H.HE SLD
HALF HR RES CNT RTE PLOTS. MFILH
HOURLY AVERAGE COUNT RATES, TAPE
IMP-H, ELEC. "_PROT TE_E CR. SOKEV
30 MIN AVERAC;ED COUNT RATES, TAPE
5.46 MIN. AVG. DATA ON 1APE.
PAGE
• 72-073A-02 * : 2A40 *
• 72-073A-O2A • DO 1 01/03/76 Ol/24/T/ 2B54 *
• 72-073A-O2B • HI 26 08/03/76 10/31/78 • _ •
. 72-073A-020 • DO 2 07/16/77 09/08/77 • 2BL_4 •
• 72-073A-13 • • 2A40 •
• 72-073A-04 • • 2A41 •
• 72-073A-O4A • RO 1372 10/13/72 09/17/78 • 2BS4 •
• 72-073A-O4B * DO 2 07/28/77 12/12/77 • 2B54 •
• 72-073A-040 • DO 1 12/01/77 i2/12/77 • 2B54 •
• 72-073A-03 • • 2A41 •
• 72-073A-O3A • NO 2 09/27/72 11/01/74 • 2B.54 •
• 72-073A-O3B • DO 32 09/25/72 05/09/74 • 2B55 •
• 72-073A-03C • DD 11 09/25/72 06/06/78 • 2B55 •
• 72-073A-08 • • 2A41 •
• 72-073A-OSA • DD 230 09/28/72 08/20/75 * 21355 •
• 72-073A-080 • DO 1 09/26/72 10/19/72 • 2B5.5 •
• 72-073A-08C • MP 16 06/12/13 01/22/75 • 2B55 •
• 72-073A-OOD • DO 64 09/23/72 01/25/75 • 2B55 •
• 72-073A-080 • MP S 09/26/72 03/11/76 • 2B5,5 •
• 72-073A-OOH • MP 20 09/26/72 0"2/13/73 • 2B55 •
• 72-073A-06I • MP 2 09/26/72 12/61/73 • 2B56 •
• 72-073A-OOJ • DO 2 08/01/75 05/07/78 • 2B56 •
• 72-073A-OOK • DO 2 08/01/75 08/31/78 • 2B56 •
• 72-073A-OOL • DO 1 09/26/72 05/0_/82 • 2B56 •
2A4I •
• 72-073A-01
• 72-073A-OIA ; DO 13 09126172 04103173 _ 2BS6 •
• 72-073A-OIB • MP 4 09/25/72 04/02/73 • 2B56 *
• 72-073A-010 • MP 2 09/25/72 04102/73 • 2EL56 •
• 72-073A-12 * • 2A4I •
• 72-073A-11 • . 2A42.,
• 72-073A-11A • W] 69 10/26/72 08/03/77 ; 2B56 •
• 72-073A-11B • DO 1 N/A 2EL57 •
• 72-073A-110 • MP 2 01/01/76 04/15/76 * 2B57 •
• 72-073A-07 • 2A42 •
• 72-073A-O7A • NO 6 09/26/72 09/25/78 • 2BS,7 •
• 72-073A-O7B • DO 10 09/27/72 09/25/78 • 2B57 •
• 72-073A-070 • DD 3OI 09/25172 09/25178 • 2B57 •
• 72-073A-06 • • 2A42 •
• 72-073A-O6A • NO 1 09/29/72 06/24/75 * 21357 •
72-073A-O6B • DO 7 09/28/72 07/31/78 • 2BS7 •
• 72-073A-0S • * 2A42 •
• 72-073A-OSA • DO 4 09/27/72 09/25/78 * 2BS7 •
• 72-073A-OSB • DO 13 10101/73 11/30/77 • 2B58 •
3-DIMENSIONAL CONTOUR LIST .MFILM • 72-073A-05C * MO 12 12/23/75 07/06/76 * 2B..$8 *
HISTOCRAM PLOTS.MFILM • 72-073A-OSD • MO 12 00/26/72 06/07/77 • 2B58 •
................................................
........................................................... • 71-OlgA • • 2A42 •
IMP-I 03/13/71 03/13/71 12/31/72 * 2B5.8 •SOLAR ECLIPTIC EPHEM PLOTS MFICHE * 71-019A-000 • FR 1
AP.,CSON IMP-I,DC ELECTRIC FIEH)S * 71-019A-O2 • • 2A43 *
DC ELECTRIC FIELD ON TAPE . 71-019A-O2A • DO 3 03/14/71 11/25/72 * 2B58 •
• 2A43 •
ANOEI_SON IMP-I,CM DIEI".PROT.*ELE CT * 71-019A-06
ELECTRONAPROTON CouNrf RATES,MFILM = 71-O19A-OSB NO 11 03/18/71 10/02/74 * 2B58 •
BANE IMP-I.PLASMA • 71-OlgA-11 • • 2A43
HR. AVG. ION pLASMA PARAM.-FILM . 71-019A-IIA • MO 2 03/18/71 07/26/13 • 2B58 *
HR. AVG. ION pLASHA PARAM.-TAPE • 71-019A-IIB • DO 2 03118/71 07/27/73 • 2B59 •
MERCED IMP I,H,J 3 HR pLASHA pARM * 71-019A llC • DO 1 03/18171 12/31/74 : 2BSg •
BOSTROM IMP-I,SDLAR PROTON MONITOR • 71-019A-07 • 2A43 •
COUNT RATES ON ARCHIVE TAPES • 7I-OlQA-OTA • DO llO 03/14/71 06/11/72 : 2BS9 •
SCD PBLSHD HRLY AVDO PROTON FLUXS * 7I-OlQA-O/B • BI 11 11/01/71 05/31/73 21359 *
• 2A43 •
CLIME IMP-I.SOLAR ELECT SCINIILATOR * 71-019A-10 •
ERICKSON IMP I,UHD/CSFC RADIO ASTRONOMY * 71-019A 1S • : 2A44 •
SLII'@IARY SPECTRA ON MICROFILM * 71-O19A-ISA • MP 2 04/20/7I 09/26/72 2B59 •
SUMMARY SPECTRA ON MAGTAPE • 71-019A-16C • DO 1 04/_0/71 09/26172 • 2BS9 •
• 2A44 *
FRANK 1MP I.FIECT.*PROT,25E_ 5_KEV • 71-OIgA-OS • • 2A44 •
C_ IMP I,IOWA AC ELECT*RAG F_S * 71-019A-03 *
E • O SUMHARY PLOTS ON FILM . 71-019A-O3A * NO 19 03/13/71 10/01/74 * 2B59 *
E • B SONOCRAMS ON 70 HM FILM • 7)-019A OSB • IN 1700 02/03/72 05131173 • 2BS9 *
HIGH TIME RES PLOTS ON FILM . 7I-OIDA-03C * NO 16 03/17/71 07123/74 * 2BS9 *
E AND B SPIN PLANE FILLD DIST.FLM * 71 019A-030 * MO 5 03/29/71 03/16/74 * _B59 *
POWER SPECTROCRAMS, SPECIAL TIMES * 7I-OlgA-O3E * NO 9 03/17171 06/20172 * 2860 •
HADDOCK IMP-I,MICH.RADID ASTRONOMY * 71-019A-13 • • 2A44 *
MULTIFRE_. INT. VS lIME,PLOTS,FIN . 71-019A-13A * MO 40 03/14/71 06/30/74 • 2D60 *
KELLOGC IMP-I,MINN AE ELEC+RAC FIELDS . 71-019A-12 * . 2A44 *
30 SEC AVC ELEC*RAC FLD PLOIS,FLM , 71-019A-12A * MP 21 03/13/11 09/28/74 * 2B60 *• 2A44 *
NESS IMP I.THR_E AXIS MAGNETONETR * 71-019A-01 *
15 SEC MAC FLD vECTORS, MFII_ • 71-OIgA-O1A • MP 8 03/13/71 09128/74 * 2B60 •
15 SEC B VECTORS ON TAPE . 71-019A-OIB • DO 27 03/13/71 08/30174 : 2B60 *
1.28 SEC NAG FLD VECTORS, MFILM * 71-OIgA-01C * MP 33 03/13/71 10/01/74 2B60 •
DEIAIL DATA (80 RS) 1.P8 AVC VECT * 71-OlQA-OID * DD 57 02/08/73 10/02/74 : 2B60 •
OClLVlt IMP ],SOLAR pLASNA E3_EC.ANAL * 7101DA-04 * * 2A45 *
SIMPSON IMP I,COSHIC RAYS NUCLEAR COMP * 71-019A-09 *
COUNT RATES * PHA (SST), RACIAPE * 71-O19A-ODA • DO 79 03/13/71 10/02/74 • 2861 •
5 MIN AVC COUN_ RATES. MAC TAPE * 71-019A OgB • DD 4 03/13/71 10/02/74 * 2B61 •
SOL. ROT COUNI-RAT[ PLOIS, MFILM . 71-019A ogc * M* 3 03/14/71 10/02/74 * 2B61 •
..................................................... • 2A4S *
IMP J 10/26/73 * 73 OZSA :
PRH)ICIED ORBIT PLOTS * 73+078A-OOD MP S 10/29/73 12131/79 • 2B61 *
TRAJECIORY PL01S. MFICHE • 73+078A-00[ * FR 16 10/30/73 01/11188 * 2B61 *
ORBIIAL PLOTS FOR PROMIS pERIOD . 73-078A-OOF * FR 1 03/29/86 06/16/86 • 2B61 •
• 2A45 *
AGCSON IMP J,DC ELECTRIC FIELDS • 73-078A-11 *
DC E FIELD AND RMS ELF NOISE FILM • 73 OF8A-1IA * MP 5 12118/73 10/25/14 • 2B61 *
HICH TIME RES. E FIELD _VE_S FLM • 73-078A-lIB • MP 13 12/I8/73 10/2)0/74 • 2B61
• 2A45 *
BAMt IMP J,pLASMA.E[ECTRO.ANALYZER * 73 OZOA-lO *
MERGED IMP I.H.J 3 H_ pLASHA PARH • 73-078A 10A * DO 1 10/26/73 12/31/74 * 2862 *
MERGED HOURLY SOLAR WIND plASMA • 73 OT8A lOB * DO 4 01/01/75 12/31/78 • 2B62 •
S WIN 14_AIL PARAM PtOI+tlST,MFIIM • 73-078A-IOC • MO 64 11/01/73 08/11/80 * 2B62 *
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HR-AVC SM DBq, V, PROT TE]qP, TAPE • 73-078A-10D * DO 1
HI(_H RESOLUTION PLASMA,PROHIS PRO • 73-078A-lOE • DO I
IMP-J,ELEC+PROT,25EV-50KEV • 73-078A-04 •
PLASHA DATA ON TAPE • 73-078A-O4A • DO 2
164 SEE RESOLUTION PLASHA • 73-078A-048 • DO 1
COLOR E-T SPECTRDGRAJ'_, SLIDES • 73-078A-04C * RO 3377
IHP-J.AC F-LBCTRIC.HAG.FIE]_DS • 73-078A-12 *
24-HR ELEC*HAG SURVEY PLOTS,MFILM • 73-078A-12A • MO @
1HP-J.SOL.IONS+ELECT,]OOKEY • 73-078A-03 •
]0 MIN.2"20 KEY PROT CT RTES,HFILH • 73-O/8A-O3A • MO 1
ALL COUNT RATES ON BNCYCLO. TAPES • 73-078A-038 • DO 15
IMP J SUHHARy DATA TAPES • 73-078A-03C • DO 35
LOW ENERCY PROTONS (.16-.2"2 HE3/) * 73-078A-030 • DD 2
IMP-J.PARTTELE.*CM TUBES • 73-078A-08 •
ARCHIVE TAPES OF ALL DETECTORS • 73-078A-OOA • DO 39
HR AVC 1-2.14-25 HEV PROT FLX.TPE • 73-078A-088 * DO S
SURVEY PLOTS OF ALL DETECTORS • 73-078A-0_ • MP 4
HGD FIR AVC ]-2.14-25 HEV FLX PLT • 73-078A-088 • DO 2
DAILY AVE FRO FLX CT 10,30,60 MEV * 73-078A-OOE • DO 1
IMP-J,SOLAR PLASHA,FARA.CUP * 73-078A-02 •
INTFRPL_ANETARy HOURLY AVERAGES * 73-078A-O2A * DO 5
SCD PBLSHD HRLY AVDO PLASMA PARAM • 73-078A-028 * HI QO
SOLAR PLASHA-HIGH RESOLUTION • 73-078A-02C • DO 2
SMIN RESOLUTION PLASHA PARAMETER • 73 078A-028 • DO 6
S-MIN AVE IMF • P_, ON TAPE • 73-078A-O2E * DO ]
S-HIN AVC IMF • PLASMA, ON FICHE • 73-078A-O'2F • FR 52
1-2 MINUTE RESOLUTION PLASMA PARA • 73 O/8A-O2G * DO 5
IMP-J.TRI-AXIS HACNE-rOMETER • 73-078A-01 •
15 SEC AVCI) HACNETIC VECIORS.TAPE * 73-078A-OIA * DO 48
HR AYE HAO VECTORS ON TAPE • 73-078A-018 • DO 1
15 SEE AVCD HAD FLD PLOTS. HFILM • 73-078A-01C • MP 24
15 SEC PLOTS. INS SPECL PE_S.HFILH • 73 078A-OlD • MP 1
24HR NAG FLD SUHHARY PLOTS.FICHE • 73-O78A-OIE * ER 33
5-MIN AVE INF • PLASI_o ON TAPE * 73-078A-D1F • DO 1
5-MIN AVC IHF * PLASHA. ON FICHE • 73-078A-01C • FIR $2
.32 SEE CSE MAGNETIC FIELD DATA • 73-078A-OIH * DO 1
IMP-J.COSHIC RAYS(E ¥S DE/DX) • 73-078A-09 •
I-HR AVCD,20-40 HEY PROTON FLUX • 73-078A-OOA • DO 3
1-HR AVCD.40-80 NEV PROTON FLUX • 73-078A 098 • DO 3
IHP J.COSMIC RAY NUCLEAR COHP • 73-078A-07 •
RATE AND PHA DATA TAPES • 73-078A-OlA • DO 538
5.46-MIN AYC COUNT RATES ON TAPE • 73 078A-078 • DO 18
SOL. ROT. C0UNT-RATE PLOTS. MFILJ4 * 73-078A-07C • NO 12
HOURLY AV(_ ALPHA PART(11-OO ME'V) • 73-078A-OTD * DD 1
IMP J.ELE-C+H*HE SOLID ST.TELE • 73 078A-06 •
HALF HR RESCNT RTE PLOTS. MF]LH * 73-078A-O6A * MO 1
HOURLY AVERACE COUNT RATES, TAPE * 73-O78A-O6B * DO 8
HOURLy AVERACED ELECTRON 1 5 ME-V • 73-078A-06C • DO 1
HOURLY AVQ9 PROTONS 4-12.5 MEV • 73-078A-06D • DO 1
IHP-J.FJ-EC+PROT.TEIJE.GR * 73-078A-05 •
30 HIN AVE COUNT RATES, ALL HOD_ • 73-078A-OSA • DO 4
3 DIMENSIONAL CONTOUR LIST.MFILH * 73-078A-058 * MO 13
01/12/79 12131185 . 2B62 •
03/lS/86 06/17/86 • 2862 •
2A46 *
01128177 12/12/77 • 2B62 •
12/01/77 12/12/77 * 2B62 *
11/15/73 07/01/86 • 2862 •
• 2A46 •
10131173 1210818] • 2863 •
2A46 •
10/31/73 05/01/74 • 2B63 •
10/30/73 05/0"2/74 • 2B63 •
10/30/73 07/31/88 • 2863 •
02/01/76 04/30/85 = 2B63 •
• 2A46 *
10/30/73 04/19/74 • 2863 *
08/01/75 07/31/85 • 2863 *
10/30/73 03/15/76 • 2D64 •
08/01/75 08/31/78 • 2864 •
09/26/72 05/02/82 • 2964 •
• 2A46 •
01101176 08107187 • 2B64 •
08/01175 06129184 • 2864 •
07/05177 09104177 • 2864 •
1D/31/73 OalooleO • 2864 •
04/11/77 05123/80 • 2864 •
04112/77 ]2131/79 • 2B65 •
10/31/73 ]1/14/86 • 2B65 *
2A47 •
10/30/73 07/06/88 . 2B65 *
01/02174 05/20175 * 2865 *
10/30/73 12/13/86 • 2865 *
01/01/76 03/2P2/76 * 2865 •
10/22/77 04/22/83 • 2865 •
04/]1/77 05/23/80 • 2865 *
04/12/77 12/31/79 • 2866 •
03/22/79 03/2"2/79 • 2866 •
• 2A46 *
08/01/75 12/31/84 * 2866 •
09/01/75 12/31/84 • 2866 •
• 2A47 •
10/30/73 09111185 • 2866 •
1D/30/73 09/29/85 • 2B66 •
10/30/73 08/2"2/85 • 2B67 •
08/01/75 08/31/85 • 2B67 •
• 2A47 •
|0/31/73 0"2/02/75 • 2867 •
]0/28/73 12/31/80 • 2B67 •
08/01/75 12/31/80 • 2867 •
08/0]/75 12/31/80 • 2867 •
2A47 •
10/30/73 03111180 • 2867 *
01/03/76 07/13/76 2B67 •
HISTO(_RAM PLOTS.HFILM • 73-078A-05C , MO ]2 10/30/13 06/25/77 : 2868 •
546 MZN. AVE DATA ON MAC TAPE • 73-078A-050 • DD 1 12/01//7 12/12/71 2B68
..................................
....................................................
INJON 1 06/29/61 • 61-015B
BOSTROH ]NJUN I-C_EB 3. SILICON PN JUN/ • 61-0158-D6 : : 3A44
P-N COUNTS. TAPE • 61-0158 O6A • DO ]7 06/30/61 08/3]/62 • 3845 •
F-_/_NK INJUN 1 _REB 3. CEICER COUNTER • 6]-0158 Ol • • 3A44 *
TAB. OF C_ COLIN]S, FICHE • 61-0158-01A • FR 1 06/_9/61 08/12/62 * 3845 •
CH COUNTS. TAPE • 61 015B-018 • DO 17 06/30/6] 08/31/62 • 3845 •
!RE[_4AN ]NJUN ]-_EB 3. CDS DETECTOR • 6]-0158-02 • • 3A44 •
DETECTOR COUNT RATES. TAPE • 6]-0158-02A • DO 17 06/30/61 08/3]/62 * 3B46 •
KREPLIN INJUN ]-CRFJ33,_=20A X-RAY DE_. • 61-0158-07 • • 3A44 •
8 _OA FLUXES. FICHE • 61-0158-07A • FR 1 06129/61 12114161 • 3846 •
LALX_tlIN INJUN ]-CREB 3. C_4 SPECTROMETER • 61-0158-03 • ' • 3A45 •
ELECTRON COUNT RATES. TAPE • 61-0158-03A • DO 11 06/30/61 08/31/62 * 3846 •
O'BRIBN ]NJUN 1GREB 3.PHOT AURORA.AIRGLO • 61-0158-04 • * 3A45 *
VAN ALLEN INJUN 1-CREB 3,FLUXCATE MAC_ETOH • 61-015B-05 •
• 3A45 •
NACNE_OHETER DATA, TAPE • 61-015B OSA • DO 17 06/30/61 08/31/62 * 3846 •
...........................................
.....................................................
INJUN 3 12/13/62 • 62-067B 3A45 •









VLF REC SIC 5TRENCTH. TAPF
INJUN 3. ATHOS DRAC DENSITY
ATHOS _AC DENSITY TABLES. FICHE
INJUN 3. PROTON-ELECTRON DE_ECTDRS
SOLAR SOFI X-RAY. FICHE
COUNTS, TAPE
P_]C_ FLUX PLOTS. MF]_
INJUN 3, PULSE SCINTILLATOR
SCINT. COUNTS. TAPE
INJUR 3.NAC.DIFFRN_IAL-ELEC SPED
El FCTRON COUNT, TAPE
OETECTOR FLUX PLOTS, HFILM
INJUN 3, ]NTEJP-RAL MAD ELECTN SPED]
ELEC COUNT(STARFISH). TAPE
INJUN 3. DC. SCINTILLATOR
D C. SCINT. COUNTS, TAPE
INJUN 3, ELECTRON PA,,q-TIPLIER
,ELECTRON MULTIP COUNT, TAPE
INJUN 3. PROTON SPECTROMETER













• 62 0678 04 •
• 62 O6IB-O4A •
• 62-067B 05 *

















5 10/25/63 , 3B46 *
3A45 *
3 04115167 * 3846 *
• 3A46 •
l 10/]3/63 * 3846 •
5 10/28/63 • 3847 *
1 10/20/63 • 3B47 *
• 3A46 *
5 10/28/63 * 3B47 *
• 3A46 *
5 12/14/62 10/28/63 • 3847 •
1 01/01/63 05/15/63 • 3847 •
• 3A46 •
5 12/14/62 10/25/63 • 3841 *
• 3A46 *
5 12/14/6_ ]0/31/63 * 3848 •
• 3A46 •
5 12/14/62 10/25/63 • 3848 *
• 3A46 •
5 12/14/6_ 10/31/63 * 3848 *
O'BRIEN INJUN 3.AURORA AIROL0W PHOTOMETER * 62 O678 08 * * 3A47 *
RtOIOHEIER COLIN[. TAPE • 6_ 0678 08A * DO 5 12/J4/62 10/28/63 * 3848 •
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• INVF_STICATOR EXPERIMENT NAME *
DATA SET NAME
INJUN 4 11/21164 : 64-0768
VAN ALLEN INJUN 4,OH DETECTORS (71 * 64-0768-03 :64-078B-03A •
OH COUNTS, TAPE
VAN ALLEN INJUN 4.P-N JUNCTION DETECTOR • 64-076B-04 •• 64-076B-04A •
P-N COUNTS, TAPE





FORM QUANTITY OF DATA PAGE
DO 47 o2113165 07/zq/s6
DO 47 o2/13/65 07/19/86









VAN ALLEN INJUN 4,CDS DETECTOR 02113/65 07119/66 : 3A47 •COS COUNTS, TAPE • 64-0768-05A • DO 47
VAN ALLEN INJUN ,,pLASTIC SCTNTILLATORS : _:-_;_::O_BA : DO 47 O"2/13/65 07/19/6' " 3649 •
SCINTILLATOR coUNTS, /ArL - _ ................................
........................................................... • 3A48 •
........................................ • 68-066B • ....
• 68-0668-01 * • o_-,_ •INJUN 5 08/08/68
FRANK INJUN 50L B_CR PR+EL DIFFEANAL 08/09158 0.5/29/70 • 31349 •
LF_POEA COUNT RATES, TAPE . 68-066B-01A * DO 949 • 3A48 •
GURNE_ INJUN 5,VLF RECEIVER.300PS-16KC • 68-0668-O2 •
VL.F SIGNAL STRENGTH. TAPE • 68-066B-02A • DO 949 08/09/68 05/29/70 • 3849 •
SAGALYN INJUN S,SPHERIC.R_-F.POT.ANAL • 88-0668-04 • * 3A48 •
RET. POT AN. DATA. TAPE . 68-068B-04A • DO 949 08/09168 05/29/70 • 3849 •
• • 68-086B-03 • . 3A48 •
INJUN 5 S.S.DET (PROTON,ELEC.) ..... _a n¢¢B 03A • DO 949 08/09/68 05/29/70 • 3849 •
VAN ALLEN S S'PROT.AND ELE_T.CNT.RA/_, m^r_ " g°-v';=-_n nn 17 08/29/68 O5/30/70 • 3850 •
15-S AVO cOUNT RATES, TAPE • 68-O6_-w_ • :: ............. : ..........................
................................................. ;.... _;i ..... ;- . _12 •
....................... 70- • _12 •
COSHOS 4 10/14/70 • 70 084A 01 •
INTERTIND 0 INTB_COSHOS 4. X-RAY POLARIH_B__ • 70-084A_OIA • FR 1 10124/70 11/16/70 • 5814 •
SOLAR X-RAY pOLARIZATION UAI^ _ .......................................................
................. : _ :........................................................... • 83-004A •
IRAS 01/25/83 . 83-004A-01 •
JOINT IRAS _dG IRAS, IR TELESCOPE N/A • 5814 •
SKYPLATE IHADES 3RD HCON, COLOR • 83-O04A-Otk • ZC 188
SKYPLATE IRACES 3RD HCON, 8/1# • 83-004A-01B • UN 188 N/A $ 5B14 •
• B3-O04A-OlC • YC 20 N/A • SB1S *
SKYPLATE OVERLAYS
POINT SOURCE CAT VER 2.0
POINT SOURCE CATALOG ON TAPE
WSOB ANCILLARY DATA
HIGH SOURCE DENSITY BINS CATALOG
ZODICAL HISTORY FILE (VI_SION 3)
WORKING SURVEY DATA BASE (WSDB)
PRESS RELEASE COLOR PHOTOS
SKY PLATE (HCON 3) DATA DNTAPE
ALL SKY RAPS DATA ON TAPE
ALL SKY IHACI_ 1,2.3 HCDN, B/W
ALL SKY IHAOES 1,2,3 HCON, COLOR
ALL SKY oVERLAYS
SKYPLATE IHAOES 1ST HC0N, B_
SKy PLATE (HCON 1) DATA ON TAPE
GALACTIC PLANE INCES 1ST HCON,Br d
CALACIIC PLANE OVERLAY
CALACTIC pLANE DATA ON MAC TAPE
SMALL SCALE STRUCTURE (SSS) CAT.
POINTED OBSERVATIONS DIRECTORY
POINTED OBSERVATIONS ON TAPE
SMALL SCALE STRUCTURE CAT. MFICHE
SKYPLATE IMAGES 2NDHCON, B/W
SKY PLATE (HCON 2) DATA ON TAPE
DALACTIC pLANE IHGES 2ND HCON,B/W
GALACTIC pLANE IHCES 3RDHCON,B/W
ASTEROID AND COMET SURVEY
• 83-O04A-O1D • PR 24
• 83-O04A-O1E * O0 2
• B3-OO4A-O1F • DO 1
• 83-004A-010 • DO 1
• 83-O04A-OIH • DO 1
• 83-004A-01I • DO 1
• 83-004A-OIJ $ ZO 4
• 83-O04A-O1K • DO 24
• 83-O04A-OlL • DO 1
• 83-O04A-OIM • YV 24
• 83-O04A-OIN • ZC 6
• 83-004A-010 $ YC 2
• 83-004A-DIP • YV 212
• 83-O04A-O1Q • DO 27
• 83-O04A-OIR • YV 24
• 83-004A-01S • YC 1
• 83-O04A-OIT • DO 6
• B3-O04A-OIU • DO 1
• 83-O04A-OlV • DO 1
• 83-O04A-O1W • DO 66
• 83-OO4A-OlX • FR 3
• 83-O04A-OIY • YV 212
• B3-004A-OIZ • DO 27
• 83-O04A-O1a • YV 24
• 83-004A-O1b • YV 24
• 83-004A-01c • DO 1
• BS-O04A-Old • FR 10
N/A • 5815 •
N/A • SB15 •
N/A • SBIS •
N/A • 5815 •
N/A • 5B15 •
N/A • SBIS •
N/A • 5BIS •
N/A • 5B16 •
N/A • 5B16 •
N/A • _816 •
N/A • S816 •
N1A 5B16 •
N/A : 5816 •
N/A • 5816 •
N1A • 5B17 •
N/A • 5817 •
NI A • 5B17 •
N/A • 5B17 *
N/A * 5817 •
N/A • 5B17 •
N/A • 5B17 •
N/A • 5B18 •
N/A SBI8 •N/A ; 5B18 •
N/A • SBI0 •
N/A • 5B18 •
N/A $ $818 •
5810 •SERENDIPITOUS SURVEY CAT. N/A
SERENDIPITOUS SURVEY CATALOG • 83-004A-01• • DO 1 : 5A13 •
JOINT IRAS SWO IRAS_k_L_!___L]___RS__P!!T__R_!!N__S_PECTRA ..... !_8__!__O!!!O__A_!___[__ ...... 1 ......... N/A ........... !___;_!
.......................... _ .... _ ........ • 77-102A •1 /22/ .... • 77 _O2A-000 • H_ 2 10/1S/77 12/31/78 • 2868 •








PREDICTED HAC CONJUNCTIONS, NFIU4 • 77-1o2A-0OF • HP 1
AltITUDE-ORBIT LISTINCS, NFICHE • 77-102A-000 • ER 701
FJ_HERERIS. DATA POOL TAPE • 77-102A-OOH • DO 21
C,ND MAD FLD LINE INTE]:_CEPT PLOTS ,, 77-I02A-001 • _
0RBITAL PLOTS FOR PRONIS pERIOD • 77-I02A-OOJ • ER 3
• 77-102A- I0 •
ISEE 1 .ELECTRONS AND PROTONS
ELECTRON*PROTON DP00L PLOTS.NFILH • 77-I0*2A-1OA * N0 109
8-2OOKEV ELEC+PROT FLUX POOL DATA • 77-102A-100 • DO 21
3_-SEC AViD SURVEY PLOTS. MFILH • 77-102A-1DO • NP 5
• 77-1O2A-lOE • NO 2
24-HR SURVEY PLOTS, NFILM
32 SEE AVC SURVEY PLOTS ON MFICHE • 77-102A-lOP • ER 84
ISFJ_ 1,FAST pLASHA * SOL WIND ION • 77-102A-01 :
FAST plaSHA+SOLAR WIND DP00L,RFLN * 77-1O2A-010 NO 109
pLASMA VEL. ,DER.'I'TE]4P- DPOOL,TAPE . 77-102A-OlD • DO _1
PROION FLUID PANAN 6RE-BOW SHOCK • 77-102A-01I • O0 1
S-HIN AVGD SOLAR WIND I0N DATA • 77-102A-OIK • DO 1
HR-AVG SW DE)I, V, PROT TEHP, TAPE • 77-1o2A-OIL • DD 1
HR-AVC SW N. V. T PLT&J-IST, FICHE • 77-1o2A-OIR • ER 4
• 77- lo2A- 14 •
ISEE 1 CAHHA-RAY BURSTS
, • 77-102A-03 •
ISFF 1,HOT plaSHA
ION • ELECTRON DB41SITY OPOOL,TAPE • 77-1o2A-038 • DO 21
E-T SPECTCHS CHAN+ 4P • 4E.SLID_S • 77-102A-030 • RO 2747
E-T Sp_'TGHS.CHAN 1P,1F_k6P.SLIDES • 77-1o2A-O3D • RO 3206
HOT pL_SHA DATA POOL PLOTS, HFILJ4 • 77-Io2A-03E o NO 109
• 77- lo2A-07 •
ISFF 1.plaSHA WAVES
562 HZ WAVE E + B FIELD P00L DATA • 77-1o2A-070 • DO 21
24-HR ELEC SPED ANALYZER PLTS.FU4 • 77-10_A-OTD • NO 7
24-HR MAD SPED ANALYZER PLOTS,FLH • 77-102A-071 • NO 7
PLASHA WAVE DATA POOL PLOTS,MFILH • 77-1O2A-O7J • 140 109
• 77- lo2A-08 _'
ISEE 1,PLASHA DB4SITY


























o2/17/81 * 2B68 •
12120/86 * 2868 •
09/26/87 * 2868 •
09/14/87 2B69 •
06/16/86 ; 2869 •
• 2A48 •
09/26/87 • 2B69 •
11/12/86 • 2869 •
07/31/78 • 2869 •
06/30/70 • 2869 •
06/30/80 • 2B69 •
• 2A48 •
09/26187 • 2B70 •
09126/87 • 2870 •
O1/19/79 • 2870 •
01/O8/78 • 2870 •
12/31/79 . 2B70 •
12/31/79 • 2B70 *
• 2A48 •
• 2A48 •
09/25/87 • 2B70 •
12/30/81 • 2871 •
09/26/87 • 2B71 •
09/26/87 • 2B71 •
• 2A4B *
09/26/87 * 2871 •
12/31/84 • 2B71 •
12131/84 . 2871 •
09/26/87 • 2B72 *
• 2A48 •
09/26/87 • 2872 •
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• IIWNESTICATOR EXPERIMENT NAME











PLASHA OEN.ON-OFF DPOOL PLTS.HFIJH
ISEE 1,VLF WAVE PROPAGATION
SO.EDgeD SPE_TROCRAHS, PAPIE_
SE]-ECTE_D SPECTROCRA/4S. 3f>HM FILM
ISEE 1.DC ELECTRIC FIELDS-QSFC
3-S AVCD PLASHASPflI_IC ELEC.FIELD
IS4E]E 1,1-0 BNE]RCY COSMIC RAYS
LO-E COS/qIC RAY C_T.RTE.DATA POOL
LO-E COSMIC RAy DPOOL PLOTSoMFILM
IS£E 1,_IASI-STATIC ELECTRIC FILD
E-FIELD ELECTRON GUN ON-OFF,DPOOL
SPIN-PERZO0 AVI_IADED DATA
E]-ECTRN GUN ON-OFF DPOOL PLT,HFLM
ISEE 1 ,FAST ELECTRONS
5 MIN AYG ELECTRON PARAJqETBRS
IS(t 1, FLL_CATE RACNETOHETBR
RAGNETIC FIELD DPOOL PLOTS.HFILM
3-COHP_ HAQNETIC FIELD DATA POOL
S4 SEC RAG FLD OPOOL PLOTSoMFICHE
24-HR HAD FLD SUHHARy PLOTS,FICHE
HACNt:-TOPAUSE XZNC. B VS T, HFICHE
BOW _ CROSSING,B VS TIHEE,FICH
4-SEC HACNETIC FIELD PLOTS,HFICHE
ONE-MINUTE AVB_ACE]D HACNE'rIC FLD
24-HR DETRE]_DED SUItlARy PLDTS.FCH
1S_ 1. ION CQNPOSITION
PLASHA DATA POOL PLOTS,NFILJ4
ELECTRON D(3NSITY DATA POOL TAPE
SOL.WIND E348qrC;y_ SPECTRA.FIC_
TttERMAL 1ON HF-ASURI_II_WS DATA
_L ION DATA PLOTS, NFICHE
SUItHARy: R-FILE_ (FORMAT4)
ISE]E 1 ,ENRTC E1.EC AND PRTNS







































FORM QtJANTI-rY OF DATA PACE
fir 272 10/22/77 12/31/82 . 2872 •
NO 109 10/22/77 09/26/87 . 2872 •
SO 2 06/20/79 08/20170 : 2A49 .21372 •
NO 2 07/12/83 07/31/83 . 2B72 •
2A49 •
IX) 1 12/02/77 11/30/78 : 2872 •
• 2A49 •21 lO/99177 o_12_187 2873
NO 10_ 10/2_/77 09126187 _ 287S
• 2A49 •
DD 21 10/22/77 09/26/87 • 2873 •
DD 148 10/2_/77 05/05/84 , 2873 ,
140 109 10/22/77 09/28/87 • 2873 •
2A4Q •DD 2 10130177 10108178 2874 •
NO 109 10/22/77 09/28/87 _ 2A50 •21174 •
OD 21 10/2"2/77 09/26/87 • 2B74 •
FR 49 10/22/77 02/02/84 , 2B74 •
FIR 125 10/22/77 12/27/85 , 2874 *
FR 4 10/24/77 12/29/78 . 2874 •
FR 12 07/O3/78 01/0.5/80 , 2874 *
FR 402 10/2_/77 12131/79 2875
DD el Ol/13/8o Ol/lO/84 : :2B75
FR 30 01/12/80 12/17/83 • 2875 •
• 2A50 •
NO 109 10/22/77 09/26/87 , 2875 •
DO 21 10/2_/77 09126/87 , 21B75 ,
FR 77 11/11/77 11/22/78 • 2875 *
DO 29 11/29/77 12/25/79 • 21376 •
FR 15 11/29/77 11/30/77 . 2876 •
DO 13 12/30/77 12/30/79 , 2876 •
• 2/_50 .
PIG _8 10/_/77 08/15/79 . 2B76 •
FIE£TRON . PROTON DATA POOL TAPE • 77-102A-09C e DD 17 10/22/77 08/15/79 • 2B76 *
.............................. PARTICIF DATA SURVEY PLOTS, MFILM • 77-102A-09E • NO 5 11/01/77 01/19/79 • 2876 •
...........................................;;:_=,_ __ _
IS_EE 2 10/22/77 *- ° .................................... : 2_r_ :MULTI-COOeD
PLOTS, HFICHE • 77-1028-00D • FR 184 10/212/77 09/26/87 * 2B77 •
AT-rITUD£-ORBIT LISTINGS. MFICHE * 77-102B-001 , FR 700 10/22/77 12/20/86 , 2877 e
QND HAD FLD LINE INTERCE_PT PLOTS * 77-1028-00G • FR 23 10/24/77 09/14/87 • 2877 •
ORBITAL PLOTS FOR PROMIS PERIOD * 77-1028-00H • FR 3 03/29/86 06/18/88 • 2877 •
ISEE 2.ELECTRONS AND PROTONS * 77-1028-0e •
2A50 •
PARTICLE FLUX•CNT. RATE DATA,TAPE * 77-102B-OOA • O0 6 11/03/77 04/01/79 ; 2877 *
32 SEC AVDD SURVEY PLOTS, MFILM • 77-1028-088 • Nf> 5 10/23/77 07/31/78 • 2877 •
24-HR SURVEY PLOTS. NFILM • 77-1028-00C • NO 2 10/28/17 06/30/78 • 2878 •
32 SEC AVC SURVEY PLOTS ON NFICHE • 77-102B-080 • FR 109 01/02/79 12/31/80 • 2878 •
ECIDI ISFF 2,SOLARWIND IONS • 77-1028-02 •
F_Af_ ISE]E 2.NOT PLASMA • 77-1028-03 * • 2A51 •
2A51 •
128- &512-S RI_. PLASMA DATA.TAPE • 77-10"2B-03A • DO 1 12/01/77 12/12/77 ; 2B78 *
COLOR E-T SPECTROCRAHS. SLIDES * 77-102_-030 . RID 140 11/01/77 01/10/78 • '2870 •
ISE_ 2.PLASMA WAVES * 77-102B-0S •
24-HR SPED ANALYZER PLOTS, MFIL_ * 77-1028-050 • ttl] 7 10/2_/77 12/31/84 ; 2AS1 •2878 •HARVE_ ISEE 2,RADIO POOPACATION • 77-1028-06 •
PASCHI'UkNN 1_ 2,FAST PLASMA 2A51 •
: 77-1028-01 : ; 2A5] .
FAST PLASMA I_PERIHENT 77-1028-01A DO 1 12/01/77 12/12/77 • 2B78 •
SPECTROQRAI_ ON tlFItJq • 77-1028-011 • MO 2 10/26/77 09/20/78 • 2B79 •
PROTON FLUID PARA/4 6 RE-BOW SttOCX • 77-1028-01F • DO 1 10/27/77 01/19/79 • 2879 *
RUSSEIA_ ISFF 2,FLUXGATEHACNET0t4L=-rER * 77-102B-04 •
2A5) •
24-HR HAG FLD SUHNARy PLOTS,FICHE * 77-102B-04D • FIR 125 10/22/77 12/27/85 ; 2B79 •
HACNETOPAUSE XINC. B VS T° P_FICHE • 77-1028-041 • FR 4 11/17/77 11/11/78 • 2879 •
BOW SHOCK C_OSSZNG,B VS TINE,FICH * 77-1028-04F • FIR 8 10/25/77 12/31/8] • 2879 •
4-SEC AVCD HAC FIELD PLOTS.NFICHE • 77-1028-04K • FR 615 10/2"2/77 06/29/86 • 2879 •
I-MIN AWDO MAC. FLD.(JNCLD PROMZS * 77-1028-04M • DO 63 10/212/77 0"2/06/87 • 2879 •
24-HR DETR[_IDED SUMMARy PLOTS,FCH • 77-10_B-04N • ER 17 10/:2"2/77 01/13/80 • 2880 •
WZLLIA/'I_ ISEE 2._qRCTC ELECTRONS _ PITTNS • 77-1028-07 •
SURVEY PLOT_ ON MFIL_ 77 1_028-07C_. NO 5 11/01/77 01/19/79 ; _ :
.... L;,_-_................. _ ..........................................._- :
/12/78 • 78-079A .... , .................................... _--_-_
_IS, DATA POOL TAPE • 78-079A-000 • DO 10 08/12/78 01/10/87 2880
JPL TRAJ COROT C-Z _NCOUNTER • 70-079A-0OE • DO 1 09/10/85 09/1_/85 ; •
_880 •ANDERSON ISF_E 3.INTPLAN _ SOLAR ELECTRONS • 78-079A-09 •
2A52 •
8-HR ELECTRON SUMMARy PLOTS.NFIUq • 78-079A-O9A • 14(] 4 08/18/78 11/2'2/79 ; 2880 •
I P.& SOLAR ELECTRONS DPOOL TAPES • 78-079A-O98 • DO 8 08/1_/78 10/03/86 • 21381 •
I.P.&SOLAR ELECT DPOOL PLOTS.NFUq • 78-079A-09C • NO 72 08/12/78 02/07/87 • 2881 •
ANDERSON ISEE 3, X- AND CAHHA-RAy BURSTS * 78-079A-14 •
2A52 •
32-$4_C A¥CD WFA_KLy PLOTS,MFICH_ • 78-079A-14A • FR 407 0_/12/78 02/07/87 ; 2881 •
32-SEC AVCO t_E_(LY LISTINC,HFICHE • 78-OlQA-14B • FR 20_0 08/12/78 0"2/07/87 * 2B81 •
X- A GAMHA-RAy BURST OPOOL TAPES • 78-079A-14C • DO 8 0e/12/78 10/25/86 . 211381 •
X- • GAMHA-RAY DPOOL PLOTS, HFILH • 78-079A-140 • NO 6g 08/12/78 02/07/87 • 2B81 •ISEE 3,SOLAR WIND
PLASHA*SOLAR WIND DPOOL PLOTS,FL;q ; 78-079A-01
7B-O79A-O1A _ N() 72 04_/12/78 0"2/07/87 : 2A52 .2B81 *
5-MIN PLASMA*SOLAR WIND,DATA POOL • 78-079A-01B * DO 10 08/12/78 01/10/87 2882 •
SOLAR WIND DATA, 5-MIN. HAG TAPE * 78-079A-010 . DO 1 08/16/78 02/19/B0 ; 2882 •
SOLAR WIND DPOOL PLOTS. MFICHE • 78-079A-OIF * FR 50 08/12/78 0413018_ • 2OR2 •
Pt.ASHA PARAHETER OPOOL PLOTS,FICH • 78-079A-01C • FR 43 08/12/78 03/02/84 • 2882 •
SOLAR WIND PARN4ETER LISTING,FICII • 7B-OTgA-OIH • FIR 7 0_/16/70 02/19/80 • 2882 •
OIST GI(IAIL ELECTRONS, COLOR SPEC • 78-079A-01J . RO 278 10/17/82 04/20/83 • 2B82 •
HRLY S.W. PARNS BASED ON ELECTNS • 78-079A-O1K * DO 1 0_/16/78 10/18/82 • 2882 •
tl_CKHAN ISEE 3.H1EN(_y COSMIC RAYS • 78-079A-05 •
HOVE_TADT ISEE 3,LO_-[_RCy COSMIC RAYS • 78-079A-03 • • 2A_ •
2A_ •
LOW I_RCy C.R. DPQOL PLOTS.MFILM * 76-079A-O3A • NO 72 0_/12/78 02/07/87 _ 2_83 •
15-NIN L[_d ENERCY C.R..DATA POOL * 78-079A-038 • DO 10 08/12/78 01/10/87 • 2883 *
612 S RATES H. HE. AND Z>2, TAPE • 78-079A-03C * DO 2 01/01/80 12/31/81 • 21_3 •
HY'NDS ISEE 3.1_II_ETIC PROTONS • 78-079A-08 •
• 2A,53 •
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F_ QU_ OF DATA
3-OH PROTN FLUX.256-S OHNIASE_CTOR . 78-079A-OBA • DO 1
EMETIC PROTON DATA POOL TAP5 . 78-079A-088 • DO 8
ENE_RCETIC PROTON DPOOL PLOTS,HFLH • 78-079A-OeO • 140 72
ISEE 3,CSMC RAY ELTRNS,NUCLEI • 78-079A-06 •
C.R.ELECT&NUCLEZ DPOOL PLQTS,HFI-M • 78-079A-O6A • 140 72
C.R.ELECT+NUOFT DATA POOL TAPE • 78-079A-06B • DD 10
C.R.E13ECT&PROTN CNT RTE PLTS,14FLH • 78-079A-060 • HP 1
ISFF 3,SOLAR ¥IND ION COMPOSITION • 78-079A-11 •
ISEE 3,Pt.ASHA WAVES * 78-079A-07
_4-H _ WAVE SUHRY PITS, FICH • 78-079A-O7A _ FR 57
pLASMA VAVES, DATA POOL TAPE • 78-079A-07B • DO 10
pLASMA WAVE DATA POOL PIOTS,NFILM • 78-079A-070 • 140 72
ZSFF 3,MAGNETIC FIELDS • 78-079A-02 •
MAGNETIC FIELD,DPOOL PLOTS.HFILH • 78-079A-O2A • 140 72
64-S AVC B-FIELD, DATA POOL TAPES • 78-079A-028 • DO 10
64 SE£ RAG FLD DPOOL PLOTS,HFICHE • 78-079A-020 • FR 50
1-NIN,I-H &I-D AVOD RAGNETOM DATA • 78-079A-O2D • DO 40
HI-RES. REDUCE_) B-FIELD DATA(RDR) • 78-079A-O2E • DO I
64-5EC CSM HAG FLD D.P. PIOT,FICH j 78-079A-020 • FR 43
ANGLES * E-FIELD DPOOL PLOTS,FICH • 78-079A-O2H • FR 43
I NIN. AVERACJBD FIELD WITH SPEH) • 78-079A-O2J • DO 2
1-H &I-D B-FIELD AVCS (FROM -02D) • 78-079A-0_ • DO 2
5-MIN AVG S.WIND HAG. FIELD, TAPE • 78-079A-O2L • DO 1
• 78-079A- 10 •
ISE]E 3,RADIO HAPPING
RADIO HAPPING DPOOL PIOTS,NFILM • 78-079A-IDA • HO 72
RADIO HAPPING, DATA POOL TAPE • 78-079A-104D • DO 10
90-MIN * 24-HR SURVEY PlOTS,FICHE • 78-079A-100 • FR 2902
ISFF 30HICI_-ENERCY COSMIC RAYS • 78-079A-12 •
15-MIN AVO FLUX: H, HE • Z>2;TAPE • 78-079A-I2A • DO 1
1-HR AVC FLUX: H, HE • Z>2; TAPE • 78-079A-128 • DO 4
• 78-079A- 1S •
IS_ 3, GAHMA-RAY BURSTS
• 78-079A-ISA • DO 1
PACE
08115/78 12/31/78 • 2883 •
08112178 10/03/86 • 2883 •
08112/78 02/07/87 • 2883 •
08/I2/78 iOe112/78 OI/lO/8t 2984
0011S/78 12121/85 2H84
06/I2/78 12/31/88 • 2984 •
0e/12/78 01/10/87 • 2984 •
08112178 o2107187 ,_ 2884 •2A53•





08/12/78 03102/84 • 298S •
08/12/78 03/02/84 • 21_85 •
08/13/78 06/28/79 • 2888 •
08113/78 I2/B1/83 • 2868 •
06/2_/79 12/31/83 • 2886 •
06/12/78 02/07/87 t, _ •
08/12/78 10/2S/86 • 2986 •
08/13/78 02/07/87 • 21_8 •
08/18/78 12/01/78 ; 2A54 •2887 •
12/01/78 01/04/8I • 21_7 •
• 2A54 •
11/04/78 12/0S/80 • 21_87 •
G/_ttA-RAY BURS1 sPECTROHETER DATA • 2A54 •
• 78-OTgA-04 •
VON ROSENVINCE ISFF__N_L-_vE_YoCO_nXC|_ptY_T_ 14_TI N • 78 079A-O4A • 140 72 08/12/78 02/07/87 • 2887 •
.r_-_,c_ ................ ,'"-_--_ _.- .... _*n . nn 10 08/12/78 01/10/87 • 2887 •
HBDIUM-E_Y C.R. DATA POOL,TAPt= • to-_*_-_- - -- - .............................
....................................................................................................
ISIS 1 oi13o169 ; 69-009A • • 3A49 •
• 69-0C_A-000 * DO 100 061061_Q 10119173 • 3850 •
EXTENDE_ V08LD HAPS, TAPE .... n_N_ea--_ E • DO 1 02107/89 01/23/75 • 3850 •
CSFC ORBITAL ELE)4Bq'rs, IAI-'L . ._ w.- --
BARRINGTON ISIS 1, VLF EXPE3IMEErT • 69-009A-03
VLF sPECTROCRAI_, HFIL_ . 6Q-O09A-O3A 140 0
KASHIHA AND SYOWA VLF DATA, BOON • 69-DOOA-03B • BI 14
BRACE ISIS 1,CYL. ELECTROSTATIC PROBE • 89-DOOA-07 •
ELECTRON Dt_ISITY * TE_IP, TAPE • 69-O09A-O7A " DD 1
ELECTRON DE_NSZTY + TEMP. FICJtE • 69-009A-07B • FR 32
ELECT DENSITY * TB4P PLOTS, FICHE • 69-009A-070 • FR 3
• 69-009A-02 •
CALVERT ISIS 1,FIXED FRF-_ SOUNDER
FIXED-FREI; IONOCRAHS, HFILM • 69-009A-O2A • NO 2422
HARTZ ISIS 1,COSMIC RADIO NOISE • 69-DOOA-10 •
COSMIC RADIO NOISE-ACC LEV. ,MFILH • 69-O09A-10A • 140 1196
HEII_ILA ISIS 1,SOFT PARTICLE SPECTROMETER • 69-009A-OS •SOFT PARTICLE SPECTRDGR_, HFILJ4 • 69-O09A-OSA • MO 32
HCDIARMID ISIS I°ENI_IC pART.0_rECTORS • 69-009A-04 •
ELECTRON * PROTON DATA, TAPE • 69-O09A-O4A • DO 35
NARCISI ISIS 1, ION HASS SPECTRDMETFR • 69-009A-06 •
NELI4S ISIS I ° SWEEP FREQ SOUNOER • 69-009A-01 •
S_dEEP-FREQUE]NCY IONOCRAHS, MFILM • 69-O09A-OIA • 140
_SDC ]ONO_AM I_P_E_4TORY, TAP_ • 69-009A-010 • DO
ARC N(H) 1NT PROFILES, TAPE • 69-009A-010 • DO
CRC 1NDEX OF D(X/TED ECHOES, TAPE • 69-O09A-OIE • DO
CRC N(H) SCALED PROFILES, TAPE • 69-O09A-OIF • DO
• 69-009A-01C • HT
• 3A49 •
01/30/89 00/00/75 • 3850 •
11/21/72 08/27/84 • 3850 •
• SA49 •
01130169 06101171 3850
OZ/30/E9 06/OZ/7I ; 3850 •
01/30/69 06/0S/70 • 8851 •
• 3A49 •
01/30/69 10/12/73 • 3BSI •
• 3ASO
01/30/69 10/12/73 • 3851 •
02/03/69 I0/27/69 _- 3ASO •SOS1 •
02102169 12/29169 • 3BS1 •
• 3A_O •
242*2 03116169 12/3O/81 • 38S2 •
1 O]/30/69 10/12/73 • 38S2 •
1 02/13/89 06/07/72 • 38S2 •
1 02/01/89 12/27/71 • 3852 •
6 02/01/69 05130180 • 38_2 •
0 NI A • 3852 •
SOUHDER ACC VS TIME PLOTS, HFIU4 • 3ASO •
SACJ_L_ ISIS 1,SPHER ELECTRO. AHALYZER • 69-009A-0_ •• • 69-OOgA-O8A • 140 10 01131169 11120/69 • S853 •
1ON DI_ISITY, MFILM ...... =n • DO 4 01131/69 11130169 • 3853 •
ION TE]4P AND DENSITY, TAPE • o,*-w_,_-_- ................................
.................................................................... • 3A5.1 •
............................. • 71-0"_4A •
_sIs2 o4/011,_........ HA,_TAPE . ,I-_4A-0DO. DO _, o,,o1,. _o_.__,_;_: _ :
_wt:m.,_ wun_ , = 71-024A-OOE • OD 1 04/08171 U1/Z:_/OSFC ORBITAL ELB4EHTS, TAPE
EXP 0PERAT10N LOG. 1APE • 71-024A-OOF * DO
B(P 0P_A]ION LOG, NFIL.M • 71-0"24A-0OG •
D(P 0pI_,ATION LOG (PLOTS), MF]tM • 71-0_4A-0OH •
COORD. ISIS 2 OBSERVATIONS, BOOK • 71 -Oe24A-O0] • B1
AN(_ ISIS 2, 3914 5,577 A PIt0TOHETER • 71-0"24A-11 •
• 71-024A-11A • DO
3g14-A AND 5577-A DATA, TAPE
• 71-024A-11B • 140
POLAR E)415SlON PLOTS. NFIUq
COORD. 1SIS 200SERVATIONS, BOOK • 71-024A-110 • BI
• 71-0"24A-03 •
BARRINGTON ISIS 2, VLF EXPERIME]NT
• 71-024A-O3A • 140
VLF SPECTRO08N'q_, NFILH
KASHIHA AND SY08A VLF DATA, BOOK • 71-024A-03B • BI
COORD. ISIS 2 OBSERVATIONS, BOOK . 71-024A-030 * BI
BRACE ISIS 2,CYLING. ELECTROSTATIC FROB • 71-024A-07 •
ELECTRON DENSITY * TE)_P. 1AP'_ • 71-024A-O7A • DD
ELECTRON DI_ITY + TEMP. MFILM _ 71-024A-07B • MP
COORD. ISIS 2 OBSERVATIONS0 BOOK • 71-024A-070 • 81
CALVFRT ISIS 2, FIXED FREJ_JE]_CY SOUNDER • 71-0"24A-02 •
• 71-O24A-O2A • 140
FIXED-FREQ IONOCRAHS, HFIL_
• 71-0"24A- 10 •
HARTZ ISIS 2,COSMIC RADIO NOISE
COSMIC RADIO NOISE-AOC LEV, HFILM • 71-024A-IDA • NO
HEIKKILA ISIS 2,SOFt PARTICLE SPECTROHETFR • 71-0"24A-05 •
SOFT PARTICLE SPECTROCRNI4S, HFIL_ • 71-O*24A-O6A • 140
COORD. ISIS 2 OBSERVATIONS. BOOK • 71-024A-058 • BI
HOF_ ISIS 2,ION-HASS SPECTROKETER • 71-024A-08 •
ION MASS SPECTROI¢_-TER DATA, MFILM • 71-O_4A-O6A • MP
1ON HASS SPECTROH_TFR DATA, TAP_ • 71-0"24A-088 • DO
COORD. lSlS 2 OBSERVATIONS. BOOK • 71-Ce24A-06C • BI
1 12101/71 12131/74 • 3853 *
1 01101/81 12131/82 • 3853 •
1 12101171 06130176 , $853 •
4 10122/71 08/02/72 • $853 •
• 3A51 ,J,
1 04123171 12/31/71 • 38S4 •
1 0110_/73 01/29/74 • 31354 •
4 10/17/71 12/13/75 • S854 •
0 04/08/71 • 38S4 •
14 11/08/7"2 06/23/83 * 38,5.4 *
4 05/15/71 01101/74 • 3EL_ •
• 3AS1 •
B 04/14/71 03/31/73 • 3855 •
8 04/14/71 03/B 1/73 • 3855 •
4 OS/15/71 12113175 ; 385_ •3A51 •
2083 04/08171 07109175 • 385_ •
• 3A52 •
1137 04/06/71 11/30/73 • 3B55 •
• 3A52 •
10"2 04/21171 04102173 • 3856 •
4 07102171 10/12/72 • 3858 •
• 3A52 •
83 04/21/71 11/15/72 • 3856 •
18 04/21/71 12/31/72 • 38S8 •
4 10/19/71 06/18/73 • _BS8 •
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FOR_ qUANTITY OF DATA PAGE
ISIS 2,R_. PDTEN. _LYZER
O+ ,H*,HE+,AND TERP PLOTS,MFI_
O+,H*,E_,_ T_ LISTIZ,_I_
COON*. ISIS 20B.S_VATI_. BOOK
ISIS 2o_ETIC PARTICLE DETECT.
+ PROTON DATA. TAPE
I_ OF PROCESSED DATA, MFI_
CO_. ISIS 20_ERVATI_o BOON
ISIS 2o 6300 A _T_BR
i_-A I_ITY MAPS, TAPE
POLAR BISI_ PLOTS, NFILM
COORD. ISIS 2 OBSERVATIONS, BOOt(
ISIS 2,SWEI_ > FRF_y SO_
S_EEP-FREI_CIB_Cy IONOCRANS, MFILN
NSSOC IONOGRAN INVEnTORy, TAPE
ARC N(H) INT PROFILES, TAPE
CRC INDEX OF DUCTED ECHOES° TAPE
ee 71-024A-08 _ • 3A52 •
71-024A-ODA NP 2 04/28/71 12/22/72 • 38S7 •
• 71-024A-088 • PIP 2 04/28/7] 12/22/72 • 3857 •
• 71-024A-080 • BI 4 05/16/71 07/04/73 • 3857 •
• 71-024A-04 • • 3A52 •
• 71-024A-O4A • DD 176 04/19/71 03/30/7B • 38S7 •
• 71-024A-04B • PIP 1 04/19/71 04/24/74 • 3857 •
• 71-024A-040 • BI 4 07/02/71 12/13/7S • 38.57 •
• 71-024A-12 • 3A53 •
• 71-024A-12A • DO 1 04/23/71 12/31/71 ee 3857 •
• 71-024A-12B • NO I 0]/06/73 01/29/74 3858
• 71-024A-120 • BI 4 11/23/71 12/13/75 •e 3858 ••
• 71-024A-0I • • 3A.53 •
• 71-024A-OIA • MO 2427 05/28/71 06/17/83 • 3858 •
• 71-024A-018 • DO ] 04/08/7] 11/30/73 • 36L68 •
• 71-024A-010 • DO 1 04/09/7I 06/07/72 • 3858 •
• 71-024A-016 • DO 1 04/09/71 06/22/72 • 31359 •
CRC N(H) INT PROFILES, TAPE • 71-024A-OIF • DO 7 04108171 08/26/79 • 38S9 •
CRC N(H) SCALE_) PROFIL.ES, FICHE • 71-024A-010 • FR 8 04/08/71 10/13/72 • 3BS9 •
SOUND(_ AOC VS TIME PLOTS, MFIU4 • 71-024A-OIH • Mr 0 N/A
..................... COORS). ISIS 2 DBSERVATIOP¢_, BOOK • 71-_4A-01I • BI 4 I0/13/71 12/13/75 : 3_: •
iss-o ...... _;_;_ ..................................... ;-7_:o;_ ..... ; ................................... ;--_;_-;
AIKYD ISS-B,SWEPT-FRE_ TOPSOE SOUNDER • 78-018A-0I •
3A53 •
11#ANOTO ISS-B.BE_ ION MASS SPECTROH • 78-018A-04 • • 3AS3 •
ATLAS-H,HE,O, ION D_ITIES.FICHE • 78-018A-O4A • BI 1 10/22/78 08/22/79 3859 •
KATDH ISS-B,RADID NOISE RECEIVER • 78-018A-02 •
SACAWA ISS-B,S_ICAL RL_r" POTI3NT TRAP 3AS4 •
............................................................... • 78-018A-03 • • 3A54 •
-_o:_ ...............................................ITOS 1 01/23/70 ......... ; ; • 4A62 •
NESOIS STAFF ITOS 1,SCANNINC RADIOMETER SYSTE]N • 70-008A-03 • * 4A6S •
NF.SDIS STAFI: ITOS 1,VIDICON _A SYS. (AVe) * 70-008A-04
NE_IS STAFF ITOS 1,APT CA/_ SUE_YSTE)t • 70-O08A-O_ e° • 4A63 •
_I ITOS 1, FLATPLATE RADIOHETER • 70-008A-02 • • 4A64 •
WILLIAM5 ITDS J,SOLAR PROTON NONITON • 70-008A-0] • • 4A67 •
• 4A68 •
....................................................................
iuE Ol/26/78 ---;-7_:o_ ..... ; .............................................
• 5A13 •GUEST INVESTICATORS IUE, ULTRAVIOLET SPECTRO_PH • 78-012A-01 • SA13 •
ASSI_
IUE SPECTROSCOPIC IMAGE DATA,
SPECTROSCOPIC IMAGE DATA ON TAPE
BO_ SP_. I_CE DATA
EXTRACTED SPECTRA ON TAPE
IUE (NASA/VII_SpA) NISRCBD OBS LOO
IUE (NASA/VlLSPA) M_ED OBS LOG
V]_PA PHQT OtCR ITES
SPECTRAL ATLAS(1983) ON MAC TP
LOW DISPERSION ATLAS VI_PA 1984
ATLAS O-TYPE SPECTRA (1987)
IUE. PARTICLE FLUX NONITOR
• 78-012A-OIA • YI 50583 06120/78 06122188 5819 •
• 78-012A-01B • IX) 723 04/01/78 06/30187 _ 5819 •
• 78-012A-0IC • DO 276 04/01/78 06/30/87 • 5819 •
• 78-012A-OID • DO 272 04/01/78 06/30/87 • 5819 •
• 78-012A-01E • FR 21 04/01/78 03/31/85 • 58"20 •
• 78-012A-O1F • DO 1 04103/78 05/31/87 • SB'20 •
• 78-012A-010 • YI 753 10/03/78 04/04/82 • SB20 •
• 78-012A-OIH • DO 1 N/A • 5820 •
• 78-012A-011 • DO 1 N/A • SB'20 •
• 78-OI2A-O1J • DO 1 N/A • SB20 •
_I.LBO TELEHETRY CHkRTS, NFICHE ; 78-012A-02 • 5A14 •
78-012A-O2A _ FR 84 0"2/03/78 07/21/83 • SB20 •
S MINUTE HFr)IAN COUNT RATE DATA
....................................... • 78-012A-02B • DO 34 11/06/80 07/09/88 • SB20 •
KYO_O o'2/04/78 ................................. ;-;_:_;;_ ..... ; ...................................... :-:---
IWANOTO KYOKKO, ION PASS SPECTROMETER • 78-014A-06 • • _Ab4 •
3AS4 •]ON CONPOSITION PLOTS, NFIL/4 • 78-014A-O6A • HD 6 0"2/04/78 06/29/79 3860 •
_A KYOKX0,UV AURORAL TV IRACINC • 78-014A-03 •
3AS4 •
HUKAI KYOKKO,ELECTRON E]qE_rCy ANALYZER • 78-014A-02 • : 3A54 •
ELECTRON FLUX SPECTROCRA/_. MFILN • 78-O]4A-O2A • NO 6 0"2/04/78 06/29/79 3860 •
NAKAHURA KYOKK0,t.N CLOV SPECTROFETER • 78-014A-05 • ; 3A54 •
ULTRAVIOLET AIRCLOW PLOTS, NFIL_ • 78-014A-OSA • NO 6 02/Cul/78 06/29/79 • 3860 •OYAJ_A KYOKKO, EI_RON PROBES
ELECTRON TE_*D_ITY PLOTS,MFILM ; 78-014A-01
78-OI4A-O1A : NO 6 02104178 06129179 ; 3A55 •YOSHINO KYONKO.ES PLASMA WAVE 3860 •
• 70-014A-04 • • 3A55 •
.................................. ___o(___:_,-.,', • 7B-01,A-O4A. No • o,/o4/7o 0,/29/79 . _D,O•
LANDSAT 1 07123/7_ ................. ;-7_:O_A ..... ; .................................. ;--_-;
ARLUSKAS IJtNDSAT 1,NLTSPCTRL SCAN_ SYS
• 72-058A-o, • • 4A69 •
WEINSTEIN LANDSAT 1,RTRN BF_AH VDCN CHRA SYS • 72-058A-01 • • 4A70 •
........................................................................
'-"_._B_ 01/_/7_ ;-;_:_;_ ..... ; .................................. ;--4_8-;
LANDSAI _,NLTSPCTRL SCAN_ SYS
• 76-004A-02 • • 4A69 •
....... WEINSTEIN LANDSAT 2,RT!RN BEAM V1X]M CNRA SYS • /S-O04A-Ol • • ....
..................................................... _/u •
............................................................
LANDSAT 3 03/05/78 • 78-026A • - .... ; 4A68 ;
FRE_ L.ANDSAT 3,RTRN BEAM _ SYS(REW) • 78-026A-01 •
FREDE_N LANDSAT 3,NLTSPCTRL SCANNER (HSS) • 78-026A-02 • ; 4A70 •4A69 •
............................................................
LANDSAT 4 07/16/82 ......................................................................
BARKER • 82-072A •
........ ........... : i iiiii
BARKER LANDSAT-E, THEHATIC MAPPER (TM) • 84-021A-O] • 4A7] •
SALDMONSON LANDSAT-E NULTISPECT._(BSS) • 84-O21A-o, ; • 4A73 •
.............................................................. • 4A72 •
LDCACSBRUCE1, ACE_ ..... 051_2161 .... ; 81:0_- ...............................................; 4A17 •
LOGAC_ 1, ATNOSPttE_RIC 0t_NSITY SYS * 67-0SO0-01 • _ 4A]7 •
PLOTS, 140-240 KM, HAY 67, FICHE • 67-0508-01A • FR 9 05/23/67 05/26/87 • 4B19 •
ACCELERONETER PLOTS, MAy 67,FICHE • 67-0508-018 • FR 9 05/23167 05/26/67 • 4819 •CHIU LOGACS 1. WIND ANALYSIS
• 67-0.50B-02 • • 4A17 •
.................... WIND COHP BELOW 200 KM,NICROFICHE • 87-050B-o,A • FR 9 05/25/67 05/27/67 • 4819 •
............................................................... __ _
MACSAT 10/30/79 • 79-094A ---; .................................. ; 3A55 ;
ORBIT POSITION LISTING. F]CH_ • 79-O94A-000 • FR 1 11102/7_ 06108180 _ 3B61 •LANCEL _T. SCALAR MACNI_I'OI, q_TER • 79-094A-01 * 3ASS •
CHRONINT(CHRONICLE INTERNE])),TAPE • 79-094A-OIA • DO 34 11/0"2/79 06/10/80 • 3861 •
28
• SPACECRAFT NAME LAUNCH DATE
• INVESTIGATOR EXPERIMENT PLeJSE •




FORM QUANTITY OF DATA PACE
LANCEL
CHRONSC(CHRONICLE SPACECRAFT)TAPE • 79-094A-OIB • DO 29
HA(SAT ORBIT RET. SUBROUT., TAPE • 79-094A-010 • DO 1
PURDUE MAD. FLD. ROUTINES, TAPE • 79-094A-OZD • DO 1
USE_ F_OCR._t_, TAPE • 79-094A-0IE • DO 1
CHRONFIN (CHRONICLE FINE), TAPE * 79-094A-OEF • DO 29
INV-B (INVE_TIOATOR-B) DATA, TAPE * 79-094A-010 • DO 5
CONDENSE]) ORBIT/AlTITUDE, TAPE • 79-094A-OIH * DO 7
SELECT DATA FOR MODEL W/ADd, TAPE • 79-094A-011 • DO 1
SELECT DATA FOR FIELD HODEL, TAPE m 79-094A-OIJ • DO 1
INVESTIC.-B QUIET TIME DATA, TAPE • 79-094A-OIK • DO 3
LATITUDE PLOTS-INT All', MFILM • 79-094A-O1L • HT 5
LOW-LATITUDE SCALAR ANOMALY, TAPE • 79-094A-DIM • DO 1
LOW-LAT SCALAR ANOHALY DATA,HFILM • 79-094A-DIN • MP 2
ANOMALY HAP'S, 8XIO-IN. NECATIVE5 * 79-094A-010 • ZI 4
HACSAlo VECTOR HACNETONETER * 79-094A-02 •
CHRDNINI'(CHRONICIF INTERHED),TAPE • 79-094A-O2A • DO 34
CHRONSC(CHRONICLE SPACECRAFT)TAPE • 79-094A-O_B • DO
HACSAT ORBIT RE'[. SUBROUT., TAPE • 79-094A-020 • DO 1
PURDUE MAC. FLD. ROUTINES, TAPE • 79-094A-O2D • DO 1
LATITUOE PLOTS-IN[ AI-[. HFILM • 79-094A-021E • MT S
USER PROGRAMS, TAPE • 79-094A-(Y2H • DO 1
CHRONFIN (CHRONICLE FINE), TAPE • 79-094A-02I * DO 29
INV-B (INVESTIGATOR-B) DATA, TAPE • 79-094A-O2J • DO 5
CONDENSED ORBTT/ATTITUDE, TAPE • 79-094A-0_( • DO 7
LATITUDE PLOTS-FINE ATT, RFILM * 79-094A-O2L $ _ 3
SELECT DATA FOR HODEL W/ADJ, TAPE • 79-094A-O2M • DO 1
SELECT DATA FOR FIELD MODEL, TAPE • 79-094A-O2N • .DD 1
INVESTIO.-B QUIET TIME DATA, TAPE * 79-094A-020 • DO 3
11102179 06109/80 • 31361 •
N/A • 31161 •
N/A • 3861 •
N/A • 3861 •
I1/01/79 05/19/80 • 3861 •
11/02/79 06/I0/80 • 3882 •
11/0'2/79 05/01/80 • 3862 •
11/05/79 04/20/80 • 3862 •
11/05/79 04/20/80 • 3862 •
11/0"2/70 05/20/80 * 3862 •
11/0"2/79 06/09/80 • 8B63 •
11/02/79 05/16/80 • 3863 •
N/A
N/A : 38633863 ••
11/02/79 06/10/80 • 3863 *
11/02/79 06/09/80 • 38_3 *
N/A
N/A : 3B63 •8
11/0"2/79 06/00/80 3864 •
N/A ; 3B64 •
11/01/79 05/19/80 * 3864 •
11/0"2/79 06/I0/80 • 3B64 •
11/0'2/79 05/01/80 • 3864 •
11/0"2/79 OS/19/80 • 3864 •
Iij05/79 04/20/80 • 3866 •
11/05/79 04/20/B0 • 3B6S •
11/02/79 05/20/80 • BB6S •
MtOLE-ORB PLT OE1.T F,X,Y,Z, MEILM • 79-094A-O21P • NO 4 11/02/79 04/15/80 * 3865 •
HLE-(_B PLT OELT F,X,Y,Z, FICHE • 79-094A-020 • FR 32 11/02/79 03/06/80 • 3865 •
ANOMALY HAl)S, 8X10-IN. COLOR NEC • 79-094A-O2R • ZI 4 N/A • 31165 •
8ES-SSN VECTOR ANOMALY PLTS,HFIU4 • 79-094A-026 • MP 4 N/A • 3865 •
..............................................................................
..................................................... • 62-041A • • 1A27 •
HARINE]R 2 08/27/82
MULTI COORD SYS EPHE]q • 62-041A-000 • DO 1 08/27162 01/04/63 • 1817 •
ANDERSON MARINE]_ 2.COSSqIC RAY IONIZATION • 62-041A-04 • • 1A33 •
QUARTE_ AND DAY AVG ION DATA LIST • 62-041A-O4A • NO 1 08/28/62 12/30/62 • 1817 •
ANDERSON HARINB 2. CELESTIAL MECHANICS • 62-041A-OR • • IA3.5 •
COLEMAN, JR. HARINER 2,3 AXIS FLUXGATE HAG. • 62-041A-03 • • 1A31 •
FIELD COMPONENTS ON HAG TAPE • 62-041A-O3A • DO 1 08/29/62 11/15/62 • 1B17 •
PLOTS OF FIELD COMPONE]_TS,2HR • 62-041A-03B • NO 2 08/2g/62 10/31/62 • 1B17 •
NEUCEBAUER HARINE_ 2, INFRARE]D RADIOHETE_ • 62-041A-02 • • 1A33 •
IR RADIATION TB4PERATURES • 62-041A-O2A • FR 7 12/14162 12/14/62 • 1817 •
NEUCEBAUER HARINER 2,ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER • 62-041A-06 • : 1A30 •
ELECTROHETER NUHBB_S,-T, V,CALI8 • 62-041A-O6A • DO 1 08/2"9/82 12/30/62 1B18 •
pLASMA PARAHETE_S T,V,DER • 62-041A-068 • DO 1 08/29/82 12/29/62 * 1818 •
HOUR AVI_ACES OF VELOCITY • 62-041A-060 • DO 1 08/29/62 12/30/62 • 1B18 •
3-HR AVG OF pLASMA PARAMETERS * 62-04IA-O6D • DO 1 08/29/62 12/29/62 • 1818 •
3HR AVGS OF PLASMA PARAH ON M/FiJ4 • 62-041A-06E • HP 1 08/29162 12/29/62 • 1818 •
• 1A32 •
VAN ALt_ER MARINER 2, pARTICLE DETECTOR • 62-041A-07 • .....................
.........................................................
.................................................... • 64-077A • • 1A47 •
MARINER 4 11/28/64
A_ON MARINB_ 4,CELESTIAL HECHANICS • 64-077A-09 • • 1AS4 •
CELESTIAL HEOtNdICS,HAG TAPES • 64-077A-OOA • DD 2 11/28/64 12/08/67 • 1B18 •
CELESTIAL HECHANICS LISTINC • 64-077A-098 • NIP 1 12105/64 12/08/67 • 1818 •
• 1A48 •
LEICHTON HARINER 4, TELEVISION • 64-077A-01
PHOTOS CALIBRATED * CORRECTED 4X5 • 64-077A-OIA YC 112 07114165 07114/65 : 1B18 •
PHOTOS OF NARS,JPL REPORT 32-884 • 64-077A-018 • ER 5 07114185 07/14/68 1B19 •
TELEVISION PICTURES ON HICROFILH • 64-077A-010 • NO 1 07/14/66 07/14/66 • 1B19 •
SIMPSON HARINE]_ 4, cOSMIC RAY TELESCOPE • 64-077A-04 • ; 1A94 •
RAW COUNT RATE(CONTAIN OVRFLOW) • 64-077A-O4A * DO 1 11/28/64 10/01/65 1819 •
PHA DATA(MEET JPL HI I_JL_L.LVL) • 64-077A-04B • IX) 1 11128/64 10/01/66 • 1B19 •
D(1)RATE(1.4 HR.A¥E)_DIS.SUN. • 64-077A-040 • DO 1 11/28/64 10/01/85 • 1819 •
D(1)D(2)RATE(4.24 HR.AVE)*D.S. • 64-077A-O4D • DO 1 11/28/64 10/01/66 • 1B19 •
SHITH HARINE_ 4,HAQNE_1oNIE'TER • 64-077A-02 • • 1k..%O •
INTRPLNTRY. HAG. FIELD-3 H AVCS. • 84-077A-O2A • DD ] 11/28/64 10/01/65 • 1820 *
INTRPLNTRY.MAC.FIELD-50.4 S AVCS. • 64-077A-O2B • DO 3 11/28/64 10/01/66 • 1820 •
INTRPLNTRY.MAO.FIELD-2.8 WIN AVCS • 64-077A-020 • 140 1 11/29/64 10/01/65 • 1820 •
INrTRPLNTRY.MAG.FIELD-4.2 S AVCS. • 64-077A-O2D • NO 1 11129/64 01/03/65 • 1820 *
1NTRPI_NTRY.HAC.FIELD-16.8 S AVC:S. • 64-077A-026 • NO 1 01/03/86 10/01/65 • 1820 •
...........................................................................................................................
• 67060A • • 1/_.7 •
.... MI_INER S 06114167 - • 1A3.5 •
ANDERSON MARINE_R S, CELESTIAL MECHANICS • 67-060A-07 •
CELESTIAL MECHANICS HAO,TAPES • 67-060A-O7A • DO 2 06/14/67 11/20/87 • 1820 •
BI_IDGE MARINER 5, FARADAY CUP • 67-060A-03 • : 1A31 •
ONE HOUR AVG. pLASHA pARAR. -FILM • 67-060A-O3A • 1413 1 06/14/67 11/21/67 1BI_D •
ONE HOUR AVC PLASMA PARRS.ON TAPE • 67-060A-038 • DO 1 06/14/67 11/21/67 • 1820 •
LISTINCS OF COUNTS/FRAHE-FINE RES • 87-060A-03¢ • HP 1 06114/67 11/21167 • 1821 •
PLASMA PARAN tITH B-FINE TIHE TAP • 67-060A-030 • DO 1 06/14/57 11/21/67 • 1821 •
ESHLE_N MARINER S. TWO FREQUENCY BEACON • 87-060A-02 • • 1A3.5 •
TOTAL ELECT CONTENT,HRLY VAL (CQ) • 67-060A-O2A • DO 1 06/14/$7 11/21/67 ; 1B21 •
TOTAL ELECT CONTBqT,HRLY (H0) • 67-06OA-02B • NO 1 06114187 11/21/67 1B21 •
CORRECTED ELECTRON OENSITY, TAPE • 67-060A-020 • DO 1 09101/67 10/26/67 • 1821 •
SMITH HARINE]R 5,HELIUM HAGNETOHETER • 67-060A-OS • • 1A32 •
TRIAX. HA(_Nt-TIE FIEJ-D ON TAPE • 67-060A-OSA • DO 1 06/14167 11/21/67 ; 1821 •
TRIAX HH. AVC. HAONETIC FLD. TAPE • 67-060A-OSB • DO 1 06/14/67 11/21/67 18"21 •
B-FIELD AVCS. 1 DAY, 3 HR, 1HR * 67-060A-050 * NO 1 06/14167 11/21/67 • let21 •
B WITH pLASMA pARAR-PLAS SCALE TP * 67-060A-OSE * _ _ Ubll4101 XZlZJlU* ..........
........................................................................ ::-:::; ..... ; ................................... • 1A47 •
HARIN_R 6 02/24/6_ • o_-u*_ • • 1A54 •
ANDERSON HARINER 6, CELESTIAL HECHAN]CS • 69-014A-05
2 WAY DOPPLER RADIO TRACKING,TAPE • 69-014A-OSA • DO 2 03/05/69 09/02/6q • 18"_2 •
BARTH MARINER 6,UV SPECTROMETER EXPER • 69-014A-04 1B2P 2 •
UPPER ATMOS. UV SPECTRA, HAG.TAPE , 69-014A-O4A : DO 2 07/31169 07/31/6_ : IA50 *
KLIORE MARINER 6,S-BAND OCCULTATION • 69-014A-06 • • 1A54 •
29
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FORM QUAbITITY OF DATA PAGE
LF-ICHTON
NIBUCIE_B_
S-BAND OC_TATION DATA, HAG TAPE
MARINER 6,NAI_ SURFACE TV
PHOTOS, RAW ANALO0 NEAR 8_COUNTER
PHOTOS.RAV ANALOC FAR ENCOUNTER
PHOTOS, BtlNtCEl) NEAR BiCOUl(I'B_
PHOTOS, ENHANCE]) FAR ENCOUNTBR
PHOTONETRIC DEs_ALIB NEAR ENCOUNTR
PHOTOMETRIC DECALIB FAR _Q_JlCT_
DI_IM CONTRAST _
MAX DISCRIM CONTRAST I_ED FIE




* 69-014A-O6A * IX) 2 07/00/69 08/00/69 ; 16122 *
• 69-014A-01 * 1A48 •
* 69-014A-OIA • YM 25 07/31/69 07/31169 • 16r'2"2 .
• 69-014A-01B • YM 50 07/29/69 07/30/89 _ 16r22 •
• 69-014A-010 • YM 25 07/31/69 07/31/69 1622 •
• 67-014A-OID • YN 49 07/29/69 07/&0/69 • 1623 •
* 69-014A-01E • YN 50 07/31/69 07/31/69 • 16123 •
• 69-014A-OIF • YN 98 07/29/69 07/30/69 • 1623 •
• 69-014A-010 • YH 72 07/31/69 07/31/69 • 1B23 •
• 69-014A-OIH • YH 195 07/29/69 07/30/69 • 1623 •
• 69-014A-01I • YO 2 07/31/69 07/31/69 • 16r23 •
• 69-014A-OIJ • IX) 2 07/31/69 07/31/69 • 16r23 •
• 69-014A-OIK • DD 2 07/31/69 07/31/89 • 1B23 •
• 69-014A-OIL • DO 4 07/29169 07/29/69 • 1624 •
NARINE_ 6,0-1N_ IR RADIOHETBR * 69-014A-03 * * 1A52 *
2 CHANNEL I8 R_OIOE-Ti3R DATA * 69-014A-O3A * DO 1 07/31/69 07/31/69 • 1624 *
PINBdTFI HARINi_ 6.IR SPECT 1.5-15 MICRON • 69-014A-02 • • 1A52 •
............. IR SPECTROHETE3R DATA • 69-014A-O2A • FR 6 07/31/69 07/31/69 • 1624 •
.ARZNER;.............G_;; .....................................;-_G:GZ_X ._ ..................................._--_X;;-_





_AY DOPPLi_ RADIO TRKINO ON TAPE
H/,qlNER 7DiN SPECTROMETER EXPtE_.
UPf>l_ ATHOS. UV SPECTRA, MAO.TAPE
HARINE]R 7,S-BAND OCCULTATION
S-BAND OCCULTATION DATA, MAC TAPE
HARINBR 7,HARS SURFACE TV C_
PHOTOS,RAV ANALOC NEAR E]NCOUNTBR
PHOTOS,RAM ANAL(X:; FAR 8qlC{X/N'TE_R
PHOTOS. I_IHANCED NEAR ENCOUNTER
PHOTOS, E]qI_NCE3) FAR E]N_COUNTER
PHOTOMETRIC DECALIB NEAR E_ICOUNTR
PHDTOME'[RIC _LIB FAR ENCOUNTER
MAX DIS CONTRAST BNHN_CED NE
HAX DIS CONTRAST _ED PE




PRESS RELEASE PHOTOGRAPHS 4X5
#4ARIN_ 7.2 C_ IR RADI0¢$E-TER
• 69-030A-OSA * DO 2 04112/69 09107/69 * 1624 *
• 69-030A-04 * • 1A51 •
• 69-030A-O4A • DO 2 08/05/69 08/05/69 • 16r24 •
• 69-030A-06 • • 1A54 •
• 69-030A-O6A * DO 2 08/00/69 08/00/69 • 1624 •
• 69-0_0A-01 • 1A49 •
• 69-030A-OIA • YM 33 08/05/89 0_/05/69 _ 1625 •
• 69-030A-016 * YM 93 08/02/69 08/04/89 . 1625 •
• 69-030A-010 • YM 32 08/05/69 08/05/69 • 16"25 •
• 69-DO•A-DID • YN 91 08/02/69 08/04/69 • 1625 •
• 69-030A-016 • YN 62 06/05/69 08/05/69 * 16r'25 •
• 69-030A-OIF • YM 91 08/02/69 08/04/69 • 1625 •
• 69-030A-010 • YM 93 08/05/69 08/05/69 • 1625 •
• 69-030A-OIH • _ 379 08/02/69 08/04/69 • 16_5 •
• 69-030A-011 • YG 5 06/05/69 08/05/69 • 16_26 •
• 69-030A-OIJ • DD 3 08/0,5/69 08/05/69 • 16*26 •
• 69-030A-OIK • DO 3 08/05/69 08/0,5/89 • 16126 •
• 69-030A-OIL • DO 7 08/0"2/69 08/04/69 • 18"26 *
• 69-030A-OIM • VC 1 08/0"2/89 08/04/69 • 1628 •
• 69-030A-03 • • 1A53 •
P- 2 CHANNEL IR RADIOMETER DATA * 69-030A-O3A • DO 1 08/05/69 08/05/69 * 16@6 *
INB4TEL MARINER 7,IR SPELT 1.5-15 MICRON • 69-030A-02 • * 1A52 *
IR SPECTSOMt:-TER DATA • 69-030A-O2A • FR 14 08/05/69 08/05/69 • 1626 *
................................................................................................................................
NAJRIN_ 9 05/30/71 • 71-051A • • 1A47





HARINI_ 9 ORBIT DATA TAPES, * 71-051A-00E
19.RINI_ 9,UV SPECTRDIETER * 71-051A-02
L_d_R ATM_SPH_E DATA ON FICHE • 71-051A-O2A
UPPER ATHOSPHE_E-AIRCL[Td. FICHE * 71-051A-0"216
1216. 1304 A LIMB/DISC DATA,FICHE - 71-051A-020
STEUJ_ DATA ON MICROFICHE * 71-051A-(Y2D
LOCAL TO_PHY-ATLAS • 71-051A-O'2E
PRESSURE ALTITUDE MF-JESURE_ENTS • 71-051A-O2F
MARINER 9,INFRA INTE3_F SPECT • 71-051A-03
MARIN_ 9 IR INTBR. SPELT. (IRIS) * 71-031A-O3A
HARIN_R 9,S-BAND OCCULTATION • 71-051A-08
OCCULTATION DATA,PLOT_TABLES,FILM • 71-051A-OSA •
HARIN_R 9, TELEVISION PHOTOCRAPHY • 71-051A-04
PHOTOS, HTVS RAW * 71-O51A-O4A
PHOTOS,NTVS ALEII_DO • 71-051A-04B •
PHOTOS.HTVS MAX DISCRIMINATION * 71-051A-040 •
IPL ORTHOC_PHIC CONTRAST ENHANCE * 71-051A-O4D *
IPL ORTHOCRPH1C MAX DISCRIM. • 71-031A-046 •
NTVS PHOTOS M/SUP DATA, ON HFIC_ * 71-051A-O4F *
BLACK • MtIITE PANORAMIC MOSAICS • 71-051A-040 *
SEDR SUPPORT DATA 16-MM M/FILM * 71-05]A-O4H *
TELEVISION INDICES 16-144 M/FILM * 71-051A-04I *
IPL/RDR HICROFICHE CATALOC * 71-051A-O4J •
SI_DR FINAL DATA TAPE * 71-051A-O4K *
CATALOG OF MTVS PHOTOS ON HFILM • 71-051A-O4L *
BLACK • WHITE PRE_S RELEASE PHOTO • 71-051A-O4M •
MOSAIC CATALOG • INDEX ON MFILM * 71-051A-O4N •
LIH8 INDEX M/SUPPORT DATA, MFICHE • 71-051A-040 •
LIMa MICROFICHE CATALOC • 71-051A-O4P •
CAL TECH SFJ.JECTD NT¥S*IPL PHOTOS • 71-051A-049 •
USCS SEHICONTROLLED NOSAICS • 71-051A-048 •
SHADBD RELIE_ RAPS • 71-051A-046 •
PICTURE _ ENHANCE)_ENT DATA TAPE • 71-051A-O4T •
JPL HOSAIC CATALOC * INDEX HFICHE * 71-051A-O4U •
ROR PROOUCTS (STATUS) * 71-061A-04¥ *
IPL ENHANCE]qENT CATALOC • 71-OSIA-O4M *
MARS CLOBE PHOTONOSAICS • 71-051A-O4X •
MARS •LOBE PHOTOHOSAIC INDEX * 71-051A-O4Y •




























05130171 10/25/72 * 113"27 *
• 1A51 *
11/27/71 01/21/72 * 1627 *
11/]4/71 02/08/72 • 1Br_7 •
11/12/71 12/06/71 * 1627 .
11/14171 01/16/72 * IB'28 *
01/22/72 02126172 . 18'28 .
01/23/7_ 03101172 • 11_28 *
• 1A52 *
11/14/71 10/16/72 * 1628 *
• 1A54 *
11114171 10/26/72 * 1628 *
1A49 *11/13/71 10/27/72 1628 *
11/13/71 10/27/72 * 16_29 *
11/13/7] 10/_7/72 • IB'29 .
11113171 10/27/72 • 11_26
11/13/71 10/27/72 . 1629 *
11/13/71 10127172 . 1B29 .
11/14/71 10/27/72 * 1629 *
11/14/71 ]0/27/72 • 113"29 •
11114171 10127172 * 1830 •
11/14/71 08/06/72 * 1630 •
11112171 10118172 • 1630 *
11/09/71 10/27/72 * 1830 .
11/10/71 06/06/72 • 11330 •
11/13/71 10/27/72 * 11530 *
11/13/71 10127172 • 1630 *
11/13/71 10/27/72 * 1630 *
11/13/7] 10/27/72 * 1630 *
N/A * 1B31 *
01/01172 10/28/72 * 11331 *
10109171 10117172 * 1631 •
11/10/71 10/27/72 * 11331 •
11/09/71 10/27/72 * 1631 *
11/09/71 10/27/72 * 1631 •
01/01/72 10/27/72 * 1831 •
N/A • IBOI •
N/A * 11331 •
IMACINC DATA ON MAONETIC TAPE • 71-051A-043 • DO 34 11114/71 10/2"2/72 1B32 *
NEIJCEBAUE_R MARINER 9,INFRARBD RAD. * 71-051A-01 • ; 1A53 *
10 AND 2_MICRON BR]O-(T TI_IP-HTAPE * 71-061A-OIA * DO 1 11/14/71 03/27/72 * 11132 •
.................................................................................................................................
MARINE_ 10 11/03/73 * 73-085A ; ; 1A19 *ORIOCE HARIN_R IO,SCAN.F-J-CTOSTAT ANALYZR * 73-085A-03 1A19 *
MVt4 PLASNA D_TAIL TAPE * 73-085A-O3A * DD 1 03128174 03116/75 • 1832 *
BROADFOOT NARINER 10, BJV SPECTROSCOPY * 73-085A-06 * • 1A_O *
INTERPLANETARY *4IS H-HE, ON TAPE * 73-085A-OSA * DO 1 11/05173 01125174 • 1832 •
CHASE. JR. HARIIq_R 10, IN RADIONETSY * 73-085A-06 • * IA_O *
3O
SPACECRAFT NAME LAUNCH OATE
**oos.eoelool.oos.olI**oeeoeoeeoelosoeeso**leeIleoooeoeols°*I°ele**°**°_
• INVESTIOATOR EXPERIMENT NAME




IR RAD. DATA OF HB_'URY ON TAPE
IR RADIOHETRIC DATA OF VE]t_
IR RADIORETRIC DATA OF HERCURY
HN_INSR 10, RADIO SCIENCE
VE]MU_ OCCULT-FINAL PLTS/LSTS HFI-H
R_D TELE SIGNAL DATA. VillUS OCCLT
VENUS OCCULTATION. INTE]R_I_D. DATA
HIBRC,OCCULT - RA).TH SIGNALS,TAPE
MARINE_ IO.TELE. PHOTO.
EARTH/MOON CALIBRATION SE_ 70-144
EARTH/MOON CALIBRATION SE_, FICHE
vENUS ENCOUNTER PHOTOS. 70-HN
MERCURY 1ST ENCOUNTER 70-HM
PR PHOTOS OF ME_C AND VBqUS
HB_'CURY 2ND E3qCOUNTER 7O-MM
VBWUS E_COUNTER MICROFICHE
MBRCURY 1ST E_COUNTER MICROFICHE
HE_CURY 2ND ENCOUNTB_ MICROFICHE
INDEXE_ OF DATA
MBRCURY 3RD BqCOUNTER 70-1414
MTCF SE_R SUPPORTING DATA R/FIU4
IPL SEDR SUPPORTING DATA, M/FILJq
HE_JRY BqCOUNTD_S IPL/RDR 7O-NH
%PL HB_URY STEREO 7O-NN
SFDR SUBSET SUP. DATA FOR ALL PH0
HBRCURY IPL CALTECH MICROFICHE
HBRCURY 3RD E]qCOUNTBR HICROFICHE
PHOT0(_U_PHY FROM ATLAS OF MBq[CURY
IMAOINO DATA ON MACI_-TIC TAPE
MARINE_ 10, FLUXOATE MAOIWETOMETE_
1 .g SEC PLOTS. SFJ_ cOORDS. NFILH
HR AVG INPL HAG VECTOR PLOTS
FIR AVG INPL HAG VECTORS ON TAPE
42 SEC DATA, SE_ C00RDS. TAPE
42 SEC DATA, VENU_ CODRDS. TAPE
6 SEC LISTS. SF-_ C001qDs, MFILM
6-SEC NEAR-VBqUS FIU PLOTS
1.2 SEC PLOTS, VB_IJS COORDS, MFIJ4
1.2 SEC PLOTS. MERC. COORDS. MFLM
6 SEC LISTS, VENUS COORDS0 HFILM
6 SEC LISTS, NI_RC. COORDS. MFILH
1.2 SEC PLOTS, CSE COORDS. MFILH
6 SEC LISTS, CSE COORDS0 MFILM
HW4 pLASHA DETAIL TAPE
HAG FLD_TRAJ DATA PLOTS_LISTINCS
HRLY-AVC FLD-STND IMF/SOLAR WIMD
I HOUR AVE]RADE_) PLOTS




FDRM QUANTITY OF DATA
• 73-085A-O6A • DD
• 73-085A-06B • FR
• 73-085A-06C s FR
• 73-085A-02 •
• 73-085A-O2A • NP
• 73-085A-028 • IX)
• 73-085A-02C • IX)
• 73-08SA-O2D • IX)
• 73-085A-01 De 111
• 73-085A-OIA
73-065A-01B • ER
• 73-085A-01C • TH
• 73-085A-DID + TN
s 73-0_5A-01E + UC
• 73-085A-OIF • TN
73-085A-DIG s FR
s 73-08.SA-OIH * FR
• 73-085A-01I * FR
• 73-085A-OIJ • 14P
• 73-085A-OIK • TH
• 73-085A-OIL s MP
• 73-085A-DIM • HP
s 73-085A-DIN • TH
• 73-08SA-010 • UM
• 73-085A-DIP • DO
s 73-08.5A-019 • FR
• 73-085A-OIR • FR
73-085A-01S • YT
• 73-085A-OIT • IX)
• 73-065A-04 •
• 73-085A-O4A • MP
• 73-085A-048 • MP
• 73-085A-04C • DO
• 73-085A-040 • DO
• 73-O_SA-O4E ,, DO
• 73-085A-O4F * MP
• 73-085A-O4G * BI
• 73-085A-O4H • 141)
• 73-085A-04I • HP
73 -085A-04 J * MP
,, 73-085A-O4K • MP
• 73-085A-O4L • HP
• 73-085A-O4H * HP
• 73-085_-04N • DO
• 73-085A-040 • FR
• 73-085_-04P • DO
• 73-085A-049 • RO
• 73-085A-O4R * DO
pACE
1 03/29/74 03129/74 1B3_ *
2 02/05/74 02105/74 ee 1B32 •
2 03/29/74 03/29/74 • 1B3_ *
,, 1A20 •
1 12/04/73 02/05/74 • 1833 •
27 02/05/74 02/05/74 • I833 ,e
2 N/A • 1833 s
4 03/29/74 03/29/74 • lm *
• 1A19 •
918 11/03/73 09/23/74 • 1833 •
16 11/03/73 04}/23/74 1B33
7187 02/0.5J74 02110/74 eo 1834
2946 03/29/74 04/02/74 • 1834 •
44 02/04/74 04/03/74 i 1834 •1518 09/23/74 09/23/74 1834 •
120 02105174 02105174 1B34 •
50 03/29/74 03/29/74 * 1B34 *
26 09/21/74 09/21/74 • 1835 •
1 02/05/74 09/21/74 • 1835 •
1047 03/12/75 03/17/7S • 1B35 •
1 11/03/73 09/23/74 • 1B3.5 •
1 11/03/73 09/24/74 183.5 *
§55 N/A • 183J5 •
264 03/29174 09126/74 1835 •
1 11/03/73 09/23/74 • 1835 •
17 03/16/74 09/21/74 • 1836 •
18 03/16/7S 03/16/7S • 1836
316 N/A • 1836 •
57 11/03/73 03/16/7S * 1836 *
• 1A19 •
11/03/73 04/14/74 • 1836 •
11/03/73 04/11/74 • 1836 •
11/03/73 04/15/74 • 1836 •
11/03/73 04/09/74 • 1836 •






18 11/03/73 04115174 * 1837 •
1 02104174 02105174 • 1B37 •
1 01/20/74 02/05/74 • I837 •
1 03/25/74 03/30/74 • 1837 •
2 01/19/74 02/0_/74 • 1837 •
1 03/2S/74 03/30/74 • 11337 •
1 11/03/73 11/06/73 • 1EB7 •
1 11/03/73 11/06/73 1B38 •
1 03/2)8/74 03/16/75 ; 1838
2 03/29/74 03/16/75 * 1838 •
1 11/03/73 0_/18/74 1838 •
S 11/03/73 09/18/74 _ 1838 •
1 03/26/74 03/31/74 • 1838 *
• 1_o0 *
SIHP£-ON HARINE_ 10 ENB_GET]C pARTICLES . _3-=O8_=-_. ; DO 45 11/03/73 03/21/75 • 1838 •
' TA ON TAPE • _o-_-_-- •PULSE H_ICHT DA -_ MR& _7R m I_ 11/03/73 09123/74 • 1839
RATE DATA ON TAPE * t_-_- .... ___ ...... 6 ...... L__L ...... - ................
............................................................................._;_ .._- . _ •
MIDAS 2 0S/24/60 * 80-u.._ • 3AS5 *
ENSITY • 60-006A-02 •
14CTS/_C MIDAS 2,A_ROSPACE D ..... _. _ M_ • 0S/24/60 05/24/60 • 3866 *
'-- ATMOS_IC DENSITY, MFIL.H s _u-uuo_-u_-, - _ - - .... ____ .......................
...................................................................................... e ............. • 4A1764-052A
NIMBUS 1 08/2S/64 • 64-052A-01 • • 4A18 •
BURD_TT NIMBUS 1, AVCS • 4A18
FOSHF-_ NIMBUS 1.HRIR • 64-052A-03
NIMBUS HRIR NET. RADIATION TAPES • 64-OS2A-O3A DO 238 08/29/64 09/2"2/64 * 4819 •
HRIR PHOTOFACSIMILE FILMSTRIPS o 84-0S2A-038 • 1M 186 08/28/64 09/2"2/64 • 4B19 •
HRIR FILM STRIP CAT ON MICROFICHE • 64-052A-03C • FR 4 08/28/64 09/2"2/64 • 4B19 •
HRIR RAD. TAPE CAT ON MICROFICHE • 64-052A-O3D • FR 2 08/28/64 09/2*2/64 • 48r20 •
- AFT • 64-052A-02 • $ 4A18 *
HUNTER NIHEUS 1 .....................................................
................................................................................. • • 4A18
IH8US 2 0S/1S/66 * 66-040A
N DATA CATALOC OF E:XPERII'I'4_ OPERATN5 . 66-040A-000 • FR _9 0S/15/66 07128/66 ; :AIB_q ;
FOSt_-E NII_ 2,HRIR • 66-040A-03 •
NIHDUS HRIR MET. RADIATION TAPES • 66-040A-O3A • DO 1760 05/1S/66 11/1S/66 • 4B'JO •
HRIR PHOTOFACSIMILE FILM STRIPS • 66+040A-038 * IN 1977 05/15/66 11/15/68 _ 4820 •
HRIR WORLD MONTAGE CATALOG . 66-040A-O3D • FR 4 05/20/66 11/15/66 4820 •• 4A19 •
MCCULLOCH NIVdBUS 2,HRIR • 66-040A-04 •
NIHBU_ HRIR ME-[. RADIATION TAPES • 66-040A-O4A • DO 93 05/1S/68 07/28/66 • 4820 •
• 66-040A-040 • YQ 979 05/1S/66 07/28/86 • 4B_D •
14_1R PHOTO DISPLAY
HRIR PICTORIAL DATA CATALOG • 66-040A-O4D • FR 10 0S/1S/66 07/28/66 • 4B20 •• 4A19 *
SCHULJ4AN NIMBU_ 2.AVCS • 66-040A-01 •
VORLD MONTAGE CAT, ON N/FICH_ e 66-040A-018 • FR 4 05/1S/66 06/31/66 • 46r20 •• 4A19 *
.FT • 66 -040A-02 •SOtUL.HAN NIMBUS _,_ .................................................
...................................................................... • • 4A20 •
............. 4 69 • 69-037A
NIMBUS 3 O4/1 / .......... 0PERATNS FIE . 69-037A-OOG • FR 5.5 04114169 05/31170 • 46r2_1






IOCS WORLD MONTAGE CAT,MICROFICHE
NIM_ 3.HIOH RES. IR RADIOHt_ER
NIGH1_TIHE PHOTOFACSIMIL_ FIL-HS
DAYTIH[ PHOTOFACSIMILE FILM
HRIR HETEOR. RADIATION TAPES
HICH RES IR DATA CAT, MICROFICHE
NIMBUS 3, IR INTERFEROt_TER SPECT.
NIHBUS IRIS ARCHIYAL TAPE_
NIMBU_ 3.SOLAR LN MONITOR
NIHSU_ 3,N_).RES. IR RADIONFTER
MRIR PHOTOFACSl141LF FILMS
HRIR HE-TEOR. RADIATION TAPES
MBD RES IR DATA CATALOGS, FICHE
NII4BU_ 3.SAT. IR SPELT. (SIRS)
• 69-037A-O6A • • 4k20 •
• 69-037A-0"2 •
• 69-037A-(Y2A • IN 323.5 04/22/69 01/31/70 4821
. 69-037A-O28 • IN 2983 04122169 01131170 ; 4B21
• 69-037A-02C • DO 1015 04/17/69 03/21/70 • 48"21 •
• 69-037A-O2D • FR 55 04/14/69 05/31/70 • 4821 •
• 4A_O *
• 69-037A-03 *




• 69-037A-OSA * IN 3962 04114169 02105170 * 48"22 *
46r22 •
• 69-037A-058 • DO 368 04/1S/69 02/04/70 ;




SPACECRAFT NANE LAUNCH DATE
I_eeeeeaeeeeoeoeeee_ooeaeleeeee_eleooeoees_eeeeeeoeeoe_oo_oeeeoes_eoe_e
* INVESTIGATOR EXPERIM_ NAME •




FORM QU_ITY OF DATA PAQE
SIRS RADIANCE TAPES
.......... • 69-037A-O4A • DO 60 04114/69 06/I9/70 . 482"2 .
NI_ 4 ............... _/_/;0 ..................................... ;-_ ..... ; .................................... ;--;_;-;
DATA CATALOC OF EXPB_MNT OPERATN_ • 70-025A-000 • FR 48 04/18/70 04/30/72 * 4BP2"2 •
BRANCHFLOVER NIMBUS 4.IHAOEDISSECTQ_CN_E3RA • 70-025A-06 .
• 4A2'2 *
IDCS WORLD _A_ CAT,MICROFICHE * 70-025A-O6A • FR 48 04/18/70 04108171 * 4_ •
NIMBU_ 4.IR INTBR. SPELT. (IRIS) * 70-025A-03 s * 4A22 •
IRIS RADIANCE TAPES • 70-O'25A-O3A • DO 486 04/09/70 01/30/71 • 482"2 •
HEATH NIMBUS 4.SOLAR UV MONITOR * 70-025A-01 • 4A22 *
HEATH NINBU54,BACKSCA]-rER LP/ SPEC(BtN) • 70-025A-05 • : 4A23 .
BUV RADIANCE VALUES (U-TAPE) * 70-025A-058 . DO 43 04110/70 05/08177 • 46"22 •
PRIMARy DATA BASE TAPES (FOB) • 70-025A-OSE • DO 188 04/09/70 05/06/77 . 4823 •
BUY DARK CURRE]_T STUDY HSTR DATA • 70-025A-OSH • DO 3 04/10170 12116171 • 45"23 •
BUY DARK CURRENT STUDY WORKINC DA * 70-025A-05I • DO 3 04110/70 12/16171 * 48"23 •
ZONAL N_ TAPE (ZHT) * 70-025A-050 • DO 1 04/I0/70 06/02/77 • 4Er23 •
CO_PRESSB OZONE PROFILE TP (CPOZ • 70-025A-OSp • DO 4 04/10/70 05/06/77 • 4823 s
TOTAL • PROFILE 03 TP (HO6UV) • 70-025A-050 • DO 15 04/10/70 05/06/77 • 4823 •
HOUghTON NII_ 4,SFJ-E£TZVE CHOPPE_RAD. s 70-025A-10 • • 4A23 *
SCR RADIANCE TAPES • 70-025A-lOA . IX) 51 07/27/70 01/30/73 48"23 *
h_YIS NIMBUS 4,FILTER WEDCE SPEC. (H_O) • 70-025A-07 ; ; 4A23 •
MCCIJLLOCH NII_ 4,TI3qP-HUHID. IR.RAD(THIR) • 70-0"25A-02 • 4A23 •
11.5-MICRON CLOUD HONTA_,FIL/4 * 70-025A-O2A • IM 8049 04/18/70 O4/O6/71 4824 •
6.7-MICRON CLOUD NON'rAGE, FILM • 70-025A-0*28 • IM 4419 04/18/70 04/08/71 ; 48"24 •
NIH_US 4 THIR DATA CATALOCS,FICHE • 70-0"25A-020 • FR 48 04/18/70 04/08/71 • 4EP24 •
11.5-MICRON CLOUD RADIANCE TAPE • 70-025A-O2D • DO 1293 04/10/70 02113/71 . 48"24
W_RK NIMBU_6"T-MICRON4.sAT. IRCLOUDsPELT.RADIANCE(sIRs)TAPE * 70-025A-O2E • DO 1032 04/14/70 03/25/71 * 4824 •
• 70-0"25A-C_4 . * 4A24 *
.................................. SIRS___RN)_I__/__E TAPES * 70 025A-O4A • DD 2)0 04/08/70 04/08171 • 4BQ4 •
NII_ 5 12111/72 ......................... ;-72:_ ..... ; .............................................
4A24 •
DATA CATALOC OF EXPE_ OP_ATNS • 72-097A-000 • FR 78 12/1917_ 07131174 * 4E@4
HOUGHTON NIHBUS 5, SELECTIVE CHOPPER PAD. * 72-097A-0"2 * * 4A24 •
SCR RADIANCE TAPE_ • 72-097A-O2A * DD 70 12113172 12/_6/74 * 48"24 =
HOVIS NIMBUS 5.SFC CO_ :_ HAPPINC RAD * 72-097A-05 * • 4A24 •
SFC CONPOSITION HAPPII_C RAD TAPES * 72-097A-OSA * DO 45 1_/11/72 12/30/72 * 4825 =
NCCULLOCH NIMBUS 5.TEHP-HU_IDITY IR PAD * 72-097A-08 • * 4A2.5 •
11.5-MICRON CLOUD NONTAOE,FILM • 72-097A-OeA * IM 18554 12/19/72 03/12/75 4B'25
6.l-MICRON CLOUD HONTAC_E_,FILM s 72-OqTA-08B * IM lg213 12/19/72 03/12/75 ; 4825 *
11.5-MICRON CLOUD RADIANCE TAPE • 72-097A-080 . DO 1866 12/19/7_ 02/07/74 . 4825 •
6.7-MICRON CLOUD RADAINCE TAPE • 72-097A-OOD s DO 1030 12/19/72 02/07/74 413"25 *
S_4ITH NIMBUS 5, IR TE_P PROFILE RAD. • 72-097A-01 * _ 4A25 s
RADIANCE OBSERVATIONS OR TAPE • 72-097A-OIA • DO 1 0"2/14/75 09/30/76 • 4825 •
STAELIN NIMBUS 5.MICROWAVE SPE£TRO_-TER * 72-097A-03 . * 4A25 *
NE_4_ OUTPUT TAPES (N_T) • 72-097A-O3A * DO 31 12/18/72 10/31/73 * 4825 *
NE)_S OUTPUT TP(NEMSOT)ON N/FICFE * 72-097A-038 • FR 168 12/10/72 12/31/73 • 48"25
N_ BR]CHTNES5 TBqP - RICROFICHE * 72-097A-030 • FR 93 12/17/72 12/31/73 • 48"25 •
WILHEIT. JR. NIMB_ 5.ELEC SCAN MICROWAVE RAD * 72-097A-04 • * 4A25 •
£,SHR CALIB BRCk_ TBP (CB'r) TAPES • 72-OQTA-O4A * DO 103 12/11/72 05/16/77 * 4826 .
SELECTED ES#4R COLOR IMAGES • 72-Og7A-048 • Zl 43 12/15/72 0"2/10/73 _ 48"26 •
70 HH PHOTOFACSINILE FILH • 72-097A-040 • 1M 9094 1_/1]/7_ 05/14/75 • 48"26 •
SATELLITE DERIVE]) OCEANIC RAINFAL • 72097A-040 • F_ 6 12/11/72 02/28/75 • 4826 *
BRICHTNESS TE)4P + SEA ICE CONCE_T • 72-097A-O4E * DO 1 01/01/73 12/31/76 * 48"26 •
OIU_E NIMBUS 6,LIMB RAD I_ RAD.LRIR
INVR TNP+OZONE PRFL ARCH TP(TPAT) _ 75-052A-04 _ 4A264A25 *•
75_052A 04A _ DO 7 06/_0/75 01/06/76 • 48"26 .
NOUO'_0N NIMBUS 6,PRESS HODULAT_ RADI0ffI'R * 75-O52A-OQ
JUCIE]M NIMBLY3 6.TRP WND E]NC CONV(I_ERLE) • 75-052A-0] ; ; 4A_6 *4A26KYLE NIMBUS 6, EARTH RADIATION 8UOCET * 75-052A-05
4A27 *NCCULLOOH NIHOUS 6, TEMP-HUMIDITY IR RAD * 75-052A-1_ _ 4A27 •
11.SMICRON CLOUD MONTAOEoFILH • 75052A 12A • IN 21893 07/14/75 0"2/13/77 . 48"26 •
6.7-MICRON CLOUD MONrTACE,FILM * 75-052A-128 = IN 21923 07/]4/76 0"2/13/77 * 48"26 *
1].5-MICRON CLOUD RADIANCE TAPE * 75-052A-12C * DO _4_ 06118/75 09/14/76 * 4B'27 *
6./-MICRON CLOUD RADIANCE TAPE • 75052A-12D • DO 111 06/18/75 05/06/77 • 48"27 •
SMITH NIMBUS 6. HIGH RE.S IR SNDER(HIRS) • /5-052A-0'2 *
4/L,_I •
HIRs BRICHTN_SS TBP ON 70 HHFILH • 75-052A-O_A , IM 1200 06/13/75 05/_6/76 _ 4827 .
HIRs/SCANS RADN, THP*HUHIDITY TP * 75 052A-(Y28 * DO _68 08/]7/75 03/04/76 = 48"27 •
STAELIN NIMBUS 6.SCANNINC MICROWAVE SI_:_C?T • 75-052A-10 •
SCPJqS OUTPUT TP OF Fr20+T_P(SDTA) * 75052A-10A * DO 87 06115/75 05/29/76 4B_7 •
SCARS RADN. H"20+THP ON 70-NM FILM * 75-05_A-108 • IM 1500 06/15/75 03/02/76 48"27 •
HIRs/SCNqS RADN,THP_HUMIDITY TP • 75-052A-100 e DO 268 08/17/75 03/04/76 _ 48_7 •
WILHEIT, JR. NIMBUS 6.ELEC .SCAN MICRO RAD,ESMR • 75-052A 03 *
4A27 •FSHR BRI(_HTNESS TMP QN 70-MM FILM * 75-052A-038 • IM _)000 06/2"2/75 08/11/77 48" 8 •
...............................................
NINBU_ 7 10/24/78 ...............................................
• 78-OqOA •
4/_8eCLO_SE]q NIMBUS 7,SMMR-SCNNC MICROWAVE RAD ; /8-098A-08 _ 4A28 •
ANT_qNA TEMPERATURE TAPE (TAT) 78-09BA-O_A DO 746 10/25/78 06/2g/_ . 48"28
HOR+VER POLRTZ BRCH TNP(CELL-ALL) • 78-098A-08_ • DO 528 10/20/78 08/_5/87 . 48_8
SEA ICE,PARt437-CHI CkL_N(PARN-30) * 78098A-080 * DO 394 101_QI78 10129186 * 48"28 .
PARAN OF LAND AND OCEAN (PAI_'I-LO) • 78-098A-OeO * DO 243 10/_9/78 10/29/86 * 4Er28 •
PARAH SEA ICE,SNOW, ICE (PAR_-SS) • 78-098A-OOE • DO 243 10/29/78 10/29/86 • 4828 s
MAPPED PARR SEA ICE*SNOW(MAP-SS) • 78-OgOA-OOF . DO 59 10/30/78 10/25/83 . 48"28 •
MAPPED PARH, 37-GHZ CHAN(MAP-30) * 78-098A-080 _ DO 60 10/30/78 10/30/83 • 48"28
HAppED PAJ_q OF LAND-OCF_AN(HAP-LO) • 78-Oq8A-OOH _ DO 60 ]0/30/78 ]0/26/83 • 4828 •
GRADIENT RATIO • 78-098A-08I * VC 175 10/30/78 10/31/82 • 4829 *
SEA 1CE CONCENTRATION • 78098A-OOJ * VG 176 10/30/78 10/31/8_ • 4EP29 •
SPECTRAL CRADIEN_r • 78-098A-OOK • VO 45 10130/78 ]0/31/82 . 48"29 •
SEA 1CE AND OCEAN SURFACE TEMP • 75-098A-OeL • VO 45 10/30/78 10/31/82 • 48"29 •
SEA SURFACE _IND SPEED * 78-098A-08_ _ VG 24_ ]0/30/78 10/31/82 • 4B_9 •
LIQUID WATER OVE]_ OCEANS * 78-098A-OON • ¥C 287 10/30/78 10/31/82 • 48"29
P_CE_'T POLARIZATION OVBR TE]_RAIN • 78-098A-080 • VC 173 10/30/78 10/31/82 • 48"29 *
WATB VAPOR OVER OCEANS * 78-OqRA-OOp * VC 280 10130178 10131182 • 4B'29 •
BRIGHTNESS TE)4PERATURE • 78-098A-OOq = VG 186 10/30/78 10/31/_ • 48"29 •
SEA SURFACE TE)4P OVER OCEANS • 78 O98A-OOR * VC 290 10/30/78 10/31/82 • 48"2q •
SEA 1CE NULTI-YEAR 1CE FRACTION • 78 O?8A-08S _ VC 174 10/30/78 10/31/8_ • 4830 •
CALIBRATE_) TEMPE3RATURE TAPE (TCT) • 78098A-OOt# • DO 535 10/25/78 08/20/87 . 4830 •
32
SPACECRAFT NAME LAUNCH DATE
• INVESTIGATOR EXPERIME]NT NAME









HIZEX IEI(_ Ti3qPE_TURE DATA
O.S-DEC CAL. TE)tP HAP (TCT) TAPE
O.2S-DEG CAL. TBqP NAP _TCT) TAPE
SHHR PARHAP DATA ON TAPE
HIZEX-W SEA ICE CONCBMTRATION
COLORADO R SNOW PAI_q ATLAS DISK
NIMBUS 7.BUV/TOHS-BACKSC t.N/OZOIWE
HDTOMS TOTAL OZONE DATA TAPE
SBUV TOTAL+PROFIL OZON TP(HDSBLN)
RAW UNITS TAPE-TONS (RUT-T)
RAW UNITS TAPE-SB_ DATA (RUT-S)
SBUV ZONAL MEANS OZONE TP(ZMT-S)
SBUV C]qPRES PROFIL OZONE TP(CPOZ)
DAILY GRID TONS 03 TP(GRIDTONS)
SBUV CONT SCAN EARTH RAD TP,EARIH
SBUV CONT SCAN SOLAR FLUX TP,SUNC
SBUV 1-DAY 03•PROFIL CONTR(PSC)TP
NIMBUS 7,CZCS-COAST ZONE COL SCAN
NIMBUS 7.FRO-EARTH RADIATN BUDQET
RADN BUDCET MASTER ARCH TP,MAT
SOLAR + EARTH FLUX DATA TP(SEJ=DT)
HAPPED RADN DATA HATRIX TP
ZONAL HEANS RADN TAPE (ZffT)
SUB-TAROE'T RADIANCE TAPE (STRT)
POST HAT CALIBRATION TP (DELFT)
SEASONAL AVG RADN BUDOET(SAVER)
ERB SOLAR ANALYSIS TAPE (ESAT)
MATRIX HON'THLY AVO SUMRY TP(E]RST)
NIHI_ 7,SAH-11,STRAT AEROSOL MEA
RADIANCE DATA ARCHIVE TAPE (RDAT)
BETA-AEROSOL NO DEN ARCH (BANAT)
NIMBUS 7oLIMB IR NON STR_TO(LINS)
TE)IP*MIX RATIO PROFXL TP(LAIPAT)
RADIANCE ARCHIVAL TAPE (RAT)
TEHP,HIX RATIO,FIT. MAP'S (LAHAT)
RADIANCE PROFIL TAPE(PROFILE-R)
9O-D TEHP.MIX RAT.HT HAPS(LASHAT)
NIHBUS 7,TE_4P-HUHID IR RAD (THIR)
ll.5-HICRON CLOUD HONTACE
6.7-MICRON CLOUD HONTAQE
CALIB.-LOCATE]) RAD DATA TP(CLDT)
CLOUD DATA ERB FONT (NCLE)
CLOUD DATA TOMS FORHAT (BCLT)
CLOUD DATA (C-HATRIX)
NIMBUS 7,SAI_-STRAT + MESO SNDR





























































































08/20187 • 4B30 *
10/31186 • 4B30 •
02/28/8S • 4B30 *
04121/88 • 4B30 *
• 4A28 •
oe/28/e8 * 4B31 *
0S/01/88 * 4B31 *
04124/88 • 4B31 *
0e/21/88 * 4B31 *
02/29188 • 4B31 *
12/31/87 • 4B31 •
06/30/87 • 4B31 *
10/15/B5 * 4B31 s
10/1SI85 • 4B32 •
09/30188 • 41332 •
• 4A29 •
• 4A2_ •
10/29186 • 4B32 •
04/30/86 • 4B32 •
05/06/87 • 4B32 •
; I/_O/OS 4B32Ol/30130: 4_2"
06/05/87 • 4B32 *
03/01/86 * 4B33 *
03/31/B6 • 4B33 *
10/3118.5 • 4B33 •
• 4A29 •
10/31/85 • 4B33 •
04/80/87 • 4B33 •
• 4A29 *
0S/29/79 * 4B33 *
05/30/79 • 4B33 *
05/29/7q 4B33 •
0S/30/79 ; 4e34 •
OS/_NJ/T9 • 4e34 •
• 4A30 •
05/07185 4B34 •
05107185 _ 4B34 •
OSlOqle5 • 4B34 •
03/31/85 • 4B34 =
10131184 • 4B3-4 •
03/31/85 • 4e34 •
• 4A30 •
06113/83 * 4B3.5 *
BRIDDEI) TEHPERATURE TAPE ((=RID-T) , 78-098A-O2B * DO 4 12124/78 06109/83 * 4B3.5 *
ZONAL MEANS N20. CH4 TAPE (ZI_F-C) • 78-098A-02C • DO 1 01101179 12130/81 • 4B3.5 •
.................................................................
................................................................... • 70-106A • * 4A62 *
NOAA 1 I2111170 • 4A6S *
NESDIS STAFF NOAA 1,SCANNING RADIOMETER * 70-106A-03 •
NESDIS STAFF NOAA I,VIDICON _ SYS (AVCS) * 70-lO6A-04 * * 4A63 *
NESDIS STAFF NB/_ 1,APT CAHERA SUBSYSTBN * 7O-106A-OS • ; 4A64 •4A67 *
NOM_ 1 FLAT PLATE RADIONETER * 70-106A-02 * .... *
WS_IO]H]_ NOAA I:SOLAR PROTON HONITBR • 7O-lO6A-Ol • _...... T--_--
...................................................................................................................2 io/,s/7 .72-O 2A• : :
NESDIS STAFF NOAA 2.SCANNINC RADIOHETER (SR) * 72-082A-02
NE_OIS STAFF NOAA 2,VERY HIGIt RES. RAD.(VItRR) * 72-082A-03 _ * 4A6S *
• 4A66 *
STAFF NOAA 2,VERT TE_4P PRFL _ (VTPR) * 72-082A-04 * .... *NESOIS .... . * 4_oo
WILLIAMS NOAA 2,SOLAR PROTON HONZTBR * 72-082A-0I ..................
..............................................................................................
.... .......... .7s-o., • : :
NET_DIS SIAFF NO_ 3, SCANNINC RADIOHETER (SR) * 73-086A-02 * • 4A6S *
NET)DIS S NOAA 3.VERY HIGR RES. RAD. (MIIRR) * 73-086A-03 * ....
NE..._OIS S_ NOAA 3,VERT.TEMP PRFL.RAD. (VTPR> • 73-086A-04 : : :_;; :
WILLIA_ NOAA 3, SOLAR PROTON HONITOR * 7S-,.,.',oo_-_ ................................................
.......................................................................... ;-::::2- . * 4A62 •
NOAA 4 11/15/74 * *4 _.o_^ * 4A65 *
NESOIS STAFF NOAA 4. SCANNIhlC RADIOHE'TER (SR) , 74-089A-0_ * • 4A6S *
NESOIS STAFF NOAA 4,VERY HIGH RES. RAD. IVHRR) * 74-069A-03 *NESOIS STAFF NOAA 4,VERT.TB4P.PRFL RAD. VTPR) * 74-089A-04 * ; 4A66 *4A68 *
WILLIAMS NO_ 4, SOLAR PROTON IqONITOR * 74-089A-01 * ..................
........................................................................ ;:::_;; ..... ; ......................... * 4A62 •
NOAA S 07/29/76 * z• u**_ * 4A65 *
NESDIS STAFF NOAA S, VERY HI RES RAD (VHRR) , 76-077A-01 * • 4A66 *
NESDIS STAFF ND/_ S, VERT TE)4P EROF RAD (Vl'PR) * 76-077A-02 * * 4A6S •
NOAA S, SCANNING RADIOMETER (BR) * 76-077A-03 *
NESOIS STAFF ..... A 04 • • 4A68 *
WILLIANS NOAA S, SOLAR PROTON HONITBR(SER) * lo-u_i - - ........
.........................................................................
.................................................. • 79-0S7A * * 4AB4 *
NOAA 6 06/27/79 • 4AB7 *
LEINBACH NOAA 6, SPACE I_N. HONITBR (SER) * 79-057A-04 *
NESDIS STAFF NOAA 6, ADV VERY HI RES RAD/AVHRR . 79-057A-01 * * 4A87 *• 4A88 *
NOAA 6,OPRATIONL VERT SOUNDR/TOVS • 7Q-O57A-02 * _.._
NESDIS STAFF , • q_*ov *
NESDIS STAFF NOAA 6. DATA COtJ-F::CTION SYS (DCS) , 79-057A-03 .........................
......................................................................... ::-::_2 ..... ; .................... • 4A_4 •
06 23 81 * o_-u_
NQSU_ 7 / / • 810SQA 04 * • 4A87 *
LEINRACH NO_U_ 7.SPACE ENV MONITOR (SB4) 4A87 *
NOAA 7,ADV VERY HI RES RAD/AVItRR • 81-0S9A-01 * *
NESDIS STAFF • -- 059A 0"2 * • 4A88 *
NESOIS STAFF NOAA 7,OPRATIONL VERT SQ_E3R/'rov_ _1-___- * 4A89 *
NESOIS STAFF NOAA 7.DATA COLLECTXON SYS (DCS) * ,]-U_A:____* .............................................
.......................................................................... :_-_,_,,._. , • 4A84 *
NOAA O 03128183 ...... : _-_ 04 • • 4A87 •
LEINOACH NOAA 8, SPACE ENY. HONITOH (_b'q) oo- - • 4A87 *
NESDIS STAFF NOAA 8,ADV VERY HI RES RAD/AVltRR • 83-022A-01 • * 4A88 *
NESDIS STAFF NOAA 8,0PRATIONL YERT _/TOVS • 83-022A-02 •
SPACECRAFT_ _ DATE
• ••••••_•*•••***e••oo•o•••e•••e•eo•••••••.•**e••••••e••••e •8•I• •• ••* ••,m,e
• INVESTIGATOR EXP1H_I_ NAME •




FORM QUANTITY OF DATA PAOE
NESOIS STAFF NOAA 8, DATA COLLECTION SYS (DCS) • 83-022A-03 • • 4A89 •
NESOZS STAFF NOAA 8. OF.ARCH AND RESCUE (SAlq) • 83-022A-05 •
..................... • 4A90 •
,OA,9 ...... ;_;_;; ..................................... .-_;-_ ..... . .................................... .--;_-.






RAW ARCH TP(RAT) 11_ ON OP
PROC _ TP(PAT)IPIqOES ON OP DSK
TOTAL SOl-kq IRRADIANCE
soc_q INCIDENCE(S-2) ONOPDlSK
ORIODO) EARTH _ BUDCET O0 (S-4)
SCAN F.ARTH(Sg)RAD EXITANCE4ALBB)O
N S EARTH(510)RAD EXZTANCE_ALBHDO
NO_ 9.SDL.AR 8KSCTR iN RAD,SBUV/2
NOAA g,ADV V HION RH5 RAD (A_fllRR)
NDAA 9.0PRATIONL VESTT SOUNDR/TOYS
NOAA 9, DATA COLLECTION 5YS (IX:S)
NOAA 9. _ AND _ (SAR)
• 84-123A-086 • OK 3 01/23/85 01/21/87 • 48.35 •
• 84-123A-05C • IN( 2 N/A • 4835 •
• 84-123A-OSD • HI 2 03/01/85 12/31/88 • 4B35 •
• 84-123A-OBE • DO( 1 N/A • 4636 •
• 84-123A-OOF • DK 1 N/A • 4636 •
• 84-123A-05C • DK 1 N/A • 4B36 •
• 84-123A-OSH • DK 1 N/A • 4636 •
• 84-123A-07 • • 4A86 •
• 84-123A-01 • o* 4NB7 •
• 84-123A-02 • 4A88 •
• 84-123A-03 • ; 4A89 •
• 84-123A-06 • 4A90 •
VILL_IAMS NOAJ_ 9. SPACE HNY. MONITOR (SO4) • 84-123A-04 • * 4A87 •
.... o_-_ .................. i_o_;_ ..................................... ;-_-_;o_ ..... •.................................... .--_;;-.
CO0(_ OAO 2, STFI LAR PHOT(Iq 900-3000A • 68-110A-02 • • 5A14 •
WHIPPLE
RBX,ICED PHOTOHL-TB_ DATA I'IkGTAPE • 68-110A-D2A • DO 414
REDUCE]) PHOTOMETER DATA.MICROFIIJ, I • 68-110A-O2B • MP 99
INDEX TO 68-110A-O2A.O2B • 88-110A-02C • liP 1
INDEX TO 88-110A-O2A (HACTAI_ • 88-110A-020 • DO 3
0A0-2, ARCHIVE MAPS. MICROFILM • 68-110A-0*_q • MP 7
ULTRAVIOLET PHOTONETRY • 68-110A-02I • IX) 1
ULTRAVIOLET FZLT_ PHOT(Xq/_I'RY * 68-110A-O2J • DO 1
OAO 2. 4 HI-RESOLUTION TELESCOPES *, 68-110A-01 •
CEI.ESCOPE CATALO(IUE - HAG TAPE • 68-110A-OIA * DO 1
CEI.E_COP_ CATALOC - HICROFILH • 68-110A-01B • 14P 1
BIBLIOGRAPHY - HACTAPE * 88-110A-01C • DO 2
BIBLI_ - HICROFIHq * 68-110A-OlD * HP O
12/11/68 02/00/73 * 58"21 .
12/11/68 02/06/73 • 5821 •
12/11/&8 12/15/72 • 5821 •
12/111_ o21o8173 . Se_l.
12/11/68 02106173 • 5621 •
N/A • 5821 •
N/A • 5B21 *
• 5A14 *
12/08/68 04/30/70 • 5B22 •
12108/68 04/30/70 . 5822 •
N/A • 5622 *
NIA ,,* 5622 •
CE]-ESCOI_E CATALOG - 8ARDCOPY • 68-110A-OIE • BI O 12/07168 01/00/70 * 5622 •
................................ CDC UTILrrY PRINT PROGRAM ON TAPE * 68-110A-OIF * DD 1 1210@/68 04/30/70 • 562_ •
DAD3 o_/_1_ ..................................... ;-7_:o;_-:---; .................................... ;--_;-;
BOYD OAO 3.STELI-AR X RAY EHISS. 1-100A • 72-065A-02 • • 5A15 *
SPITZER
RI_D_:EO DATA TAPES • 72-065A-O2A • DO 28
QUICK LOOK PLOTS FLUO( VS TIldE * 72-065A-O2B • HI ) 2
UCL OBSERVZNC CATALOC • 72-065A-02C • HP 1
0AO 3. REFL. TELESCOPIE,800-3(X)OA • 72-065A-01 •
ULTRAVIOI.-E'T DATA * 72-065A-OIA • DO 10
TAU SCORPZI iN SPECTRAL ATLAS,TPE • 72-065A-01B • DO 1
IOTA HHRCULIS LrV SPECTRAL ATLAS * 72-06,5A-01C • DD 1
UN PLOTS ON NICROFIU4 * 72-065A-DID • 14P 164
COPHRNICUS iN OBS_q[VATZON DIRECT • 72-065A-DIE • FR 4
FAR iN SPECTRA COPHRNICU_ • 72-065A-OIH • DO 1
BETA 0RIONIS iN _ ATLAS TP • 72-065A-01I • DO I
iN EXPHRII41_4T 0BSE3_VINO HISTORY • 72-065A-OIJ • HI 145
G_g4A PEGASI iN ATLAS • 72-065A-OIK • DO 1
08125172 12114180 * 5622 *
08130172 12114180 * 5623 *
08126172 12114/80 * 5623 *
• 5A15 •
08/27/72 07/29/79 • 5623 •
07102173 06127173 • 5623 •
N/A • 5D23 •
12/09/72 07/05/77 • 5823 •
08/27/72 02/15/81 • 5824 •
N/A • 56"24 •
NIA • 58"24 *
N/A • 56_4 •
N/A • 5B24 *
NqDERSON
CO_I_ iN ATLAS OF SIRIU_ • 72-065A-OIL • DD 1 N/A • 5824 •
.... _._-_.................. _; ..................................... ;-_;:_ ..... ; .................................... ;--_;-;
C_ ORBIT TAPE FOR EXPHR.lS * 64-054A-00C * DO 1 09/07/64 12102184 * 2688 *


















OGG 1. 50LAR COSMIC RAY5 • 64-054A-12 •
SOLAR COSMIC RAY COUNTS. TAPE * 64-O_4A-12A • DO
ODO 1. INTHRPLAN DU_T PARTICLES • 64-054A-07 •
OCO 1, FARADAY CUP • 64-054A-14 •
OCO loPOSITROR SF_ARC_-RAy • 64-054A-15 •
OCO 1,RADIO ASTRO, .2-.414C,2-4MC • 64-054A-09 •
(]CO 1, RADIO PROPAGATION • 64-0_)4A-05 •
I(]NOSP * EXOSPH _ CONY, FICHE • 64-054A-OSA • FR
OCO 1° VI-F RF_JEIVE_R • 64-054A-08 •
LO-RES VLF SPECTRO(IRMS.351qM PAP1HR • 64-054A-OOA • 50
SELECTED HI-RE_ VLF SPEC'rQMS,HFI.Jq * 64-054A-060 • HO
VLF SIGNAL STRI_KITH YS FRE_(CINE) • 64-054A-O4K: • UP
OCO 1, RB VAPOR * FLUXGATE MAC • 64-054A-02 •
OCO 1,O.I-IOMEV PROT+8-E£ SCINI. • 64-054A-16 •
PROT_dE]..EC RTES,ALL 114 EJ_IV 1 KBS • 64-O_4A-16A • DD
PROT_J-'IJ_C,H]-RATE DATA ONLY,TAPES • 64-054A-166 • DO
OCO 1. OF-D LYI4AN ALPHA • 64-0_4A-10 •
OCO 1. SPHHqICAL _ROST ANAL • 64-054A-03 •
OGO 1, C.R. SP_'_RA AND FLUXES • 64-G54A-18 •
REDUCED COUNT RATES ON MAC. TAPE • 64-O_4A-18A • DO
•SH-ECTED 30-M AVG RATE PLOTS,HFLM • 64-0_4A-186 • 140
PROTON-ALPHA TELESCOPE PHA DATA • 84-054A-10C • DO
OCO 1,TRIAX SEARCH COIL HA(:NTHTR • 64-054A-01 •
37-S SEARCH COIL HAD. DATA. TAPE • 64-O_>4A-OIA • IX)
SEARCH COIL DATA NOT TIHE _ED • 64-054A-010 • 140
PHASE-M_Pt_ZTUDE B-FIELD PLTS.HFLI4 • 64-054A-01C • HO
OGO l, ATHOS MASS SPECT • 64-054A-06
OG0 1.ON DE'T. (TRAPPED RAO,PROTON) • 64-054A-19 •°
OGO 1 o PLANAR ION-_RON TRAP • 64-054A-04 •
OCO 1. ION _ • 64-054A-20 •
I-HIN AVC RATE VS T(1/3 ORB)PLOTS • 64-054A-20A • HP
RFI)UCED _ RATE,CONDEmN. TAPES * 64-05,4A-20B * DO
IO-50K_V SOLAR FLARE X-RAYS * 64-054A-20C • 140
ION CHAII4BE]R RATES YS L. _II_H • 64-054A-20D * MP
HOURLY AY(:D RATE.S (PRINTOUT) I'IFU't • 64-O&4A-I_)E • NP
1-HZN AV(:D _TPF; (PRINTOUT) MFLJ4 • 64-054A-_OF • 14P
2-HIN AVe) RATE VS R (PLOTS) MF'UM • 64-0.54A-20G • HIP
2-HIN AVC RATE YS T(1/2 ORB)PLOTS • 54-054A-2_tt • HP
I-HIN AV(I) RATE VS T(PLOT)PHRIOIH_ • 64-054A-20J • HP
OGG 1. ELECTRON SP_:_rROHETHR • 64-054A-2] •
* 2A550






2 12/12164 05120/67 • 2688 •
• 2A56 •
39 11/10/64 12/15/85 • 2B88 •
16 o3/21/r_s 11124165 • 2688
46 09/07/64 12129165 . 2689.
• 2_U56•
• 2A56*
4 09107/64 11116165 • 2B89 •




35 09/06/E4 11125/67 • 2B89 •
1 09/07/84 11/25/67 * 21389 •
3 09/04/66 11/25/57 • 2689 •
• 2A57•
29 09/23/64 11/17/67 * 2689 •
1 09/23/64 06/05/67 • 2690 •





1 o9/12164 06105167 • 2690 *
17 09/05/64 12/08/67 • 2B90 •
1 05/02/_5 05/28/67 • 2890 •
1 09/07/64 06/04/67 • 2690 •
1 09/08/64 12/06/67 • 2B90 •
4 09/05164 12/06167 • 2690 •
] 09107164 06/04167 * 2691 *
1 09/10/S4 06105167 • _9) *
1 09115/64 05127/66 * 2691 *
• 2A58 *
34
SPACECRAFT NAME LAUNCH DATE
• INVE_STIGATOR EXPE_II4B_T NAME
• DATA SET NAHE •
2-HIN AVCD RATE VS T (PLOTS)
]5-NIN AVOD RATE VS R (PLOTS)MFt.M
REDUCED COUNT DATA, CONDB_ TAPES
S-NIN AVOD RATE (PRINTOUT) RFILM
2L_ HIN AVOD RATE VS L PLOTS,NR-M
DISCRETE L VALUE RATE LISTS,14FILM
SHIN AV ELECT RTE VS T PLT,PE_IOE
RATE VS DAY, INNER ZONE (PLOT)MFLR




F(]RH (]FU_ OF DATA PACE
• 64-054A-21A • HP 1 09/15/64 05/27/66 • 2891 •
• 64-054A-21B • 141= 1 09/07164 06/04/67 • 28911 •
• 64-054A-210 • DO 11 09/07/64 12/06/67 _ 2891 •
• 64-054A-21D • HP S 09/07/64 06/05/67 2891 •
• 64-054A-21E • HI: 1 09/07/64 06/04/67 • 2991 •
• 64-OS4A-21F • RP 1 09/15/84 12/05/65 • 2892 •
• 64-054A-210 • HiP 1 09/07/64 06/0,5/67 • 2892 •
• 64-054A-21H • 140 1 09/21/64 12/05/85 • 2892 •
• 64-054A-21I • DO 1 09/15/64 07/07/67 • 2B92 •
• 2A58•
OCO 1, ELECTROSTATIC /_ALYZB • 64-054A-13 • , _ .
WOLFE .............. TOHETRY * 64-054A- 1] •
MOLFF 000 1, _J.n _ .................................................
.................................................................. • _ •
................. • 85-081A • * 3A56 *
000 2 10/14/65
ANDI_SON OCO 2. COS#4IC RAY IONIZATION * 66-081A-OG •
IONIZATION RATES VS INV i_AT,NFILH • 85-081A-O6A • NO S 10/14/66 04/02/66 • 3866 •• 3A56 •
CAIN OCO 2,RU6IDIUH VAPOR RA(_ETOHETBR • 65-081A-05 •
O.S-SEC NAG FLD AVRG, TAPE • 85-081A-058 • DO 10 10/14/65 12/30/66 • 3866 •
B R_D.DATA + CSFC 12/86 HDL°RFllJ4 • 65-081A-050 • HO 1 10/14/65 01/22/66 • 3886 •
COI4PRESSEI) HAC FLD AVG DATA, TAPE • 65-081A-056 * DO 4 10/14/65 12/22/66 • 3866 •
B FI_D,DATA -t PDCO 10/68 HD_,MFII-H • 65-081A-OSF • NO 2 10/14/65 10/02/67 * 3866 •
COMPRESSBD HALF SEC HAG FLD, TAPE • 65-081A-050 * DO 4 10/14/65 10/02/67 * 3866 *
XO-SEC HA* FLD AVRG. TAPE • 65-081A-051t * DO 1 10/14/86 10102167 * 31367 *
DONLE_ 00(3 2,POSITIVE ION STUDY • 66-081A-19 • 3A57 •
HELLIVELJ- 000 2,VLF RE£EIVERS(O12-100t(HZ) * 65-081A-O*J * *
VLF SPECTROCRAHS, 35-HH PAPE_ • 65-081A-028 • SO 2'26 10/17/65 09/0'2/86 • 3867 •• 3A57 •
HINTBI':Gx_ 000 2,SOLAR UV SPECrROHETER . 65-081A-17
HOFFN/_ OCO 2. lO-IOOKEV ELECT-+PROT SCINT • 65-081A-09 _ • 3A57 *
KRE_-IN OCO 2,SOLAR X-RAYS . 85-OelA-16 • 3AS7 *
SOLAR X-RAY PLOTS. PFZB • 65-081A-16A * HO 1 10/14/66 10123165 ; 3867 *3A57 •
HANGE OCO 2.CED LYNAN ALPHA • 85-081A-11 •
NEWTON OGO 2,NEUTRAL PARTICLE STUDY . 65-081A-20 * ; 3AS7 *
NILSSON OCO 2,HICROHETEORITES . 65-081A-14
RlCROHETEDRITE OATA, BOOK • 65-081A-14A • 8T 1 ]0/16/65 04/08/66 • 3B67 •
RE]_ OCO 2.AIRCLOW STUDY • 65-081A-10 •
SIMPSON OCO 2,ENE_RCETIC PARTICLE SURVEY , 65-O81A-07 _ • _ *
COSMIC-RAY COUNT RATES, TAPE * 65-081A-O7A DO 22 10114165 11103166 • 3867 •
COSHIC-RAY COUNT RATES. HFlUq • 65-081A-078 • I90 6 10/15/65 ]2/13/66 • 3887 •• 3A58 •
SMITH OGO 2,SEARCH-COIL HAGNETOHETER • 65-061A-04 • 3A58 •
TAYLOR, JR. OGO 2.]ONOSPHERIC COMPOSIT • 66-081A-15 • • 3A59 •
OCO 2.0ALACTIC + SOLAR COSHIC RAY • 65-081A-08 * *
MEBBER ..... p_ • 65 08]A 08A • DD 1 10/16/66 10/24/66 • 3868 •
PARTICLE COUNT HA/_._, /A _ ..... -^...-_n • NP 1 10/15/65 10/24/66 • 3868 •
PARTICLE COUNT-RATE PLOTS, MFILM • o=-uo;M-_ ...........................
...............................................
.......................................................... • 66-049A • • 2A58 *
OGO 3 06/07/66 06/07/68 01/29/67 • 2892 *CONDE_SE]) ORBIT TAPE FOR EXP. 10 * 66-049A-000 • DO 1
HUt_T]COORDINATE SYSTM ORBIT PLTS • 66-049A-OOH * I90 3 06/07166 04/02/68 * 2892 *
ANDERSON 000 3,SOLAR COSHIC RAYS * 66-049A-01 *
SOLAR CDSMIC RAY COUNTS. TAPE • 66-049A-OIA • DO 30 06/24/68 02/27/67 ee 2892 •A59
BO_ OCO 3, INTE_PLAN DUST pARTICLES * 86-049A-21 • 2A.59 •
CLINE OCO 3,POSIT SEARCIt+CAHMA RAY SPEC * 66-049A-04 * * 2A.59 *
EVANS OC.O 3.LOW _E]q'OY PROTON ANALYZBq_ * 66-049A-07 • * 2A60 •
FRANK 000 3.LOM BqB_OY Rr:-('TRON'*PROTOR . 66-049A-08 * *
LON-E PROTAJELECT FLUX VS E0 MOVIE • 66-04qA-OBA * TP 400 07/14/66 07116166 . 2896 *• 2A80 *
HADOOCK OCO 2.4-2 MI_ SOLAR BURSTS • 66-049A-18 •
4-2 RHZ SOLAR BURST TABLES, RFIU4 * 66-049A-IBA • HI) 1 06/13/68 09/29/67 • 2893 •
4-2 RHZ RADIO NOISE,HICROF|L-M • 86-049A-18B • 140 86 08/09/68 08/16/68 • _93 •
DATA SET CATALOC FOR 66-049A-18B • 66-049A-180 * H I) 1 06/09/66 10/03/67 • _93 *
HELLIWELL OCO 3, VLF RECEIVE_ * 86-049A-17 • * 2A60 *
HEPPNER OCO 3,RUBIDIUM * FLUXGATE RACNET. * 86-049A-11 J • 2A80 •
R'FLR PLTS SCALAR B FIELD VS TIlE * 86-049A-11A R* 32 06/09/66 06/14/88 • 2893 *
30-S AV TRIAX. FLUXCATE MAC. ,HFLH • 66-049A-1]B * HO 3 06/09168 07/21/66 • 2893 •• 2A60 *
KONRADI OCO 3.0.1-10MEV PROT+ELECT SCIN1. • 66-049A-10 •
PROT&ELEC RTES,ALL TM F_UIV 1 KBS . 66-049A-lOA * DO 14 06109168 01126167 * 2893 •
PROT*ELEC,HI-RATE DATA ONLY.TAPES * 66-049A-108 • DO 9 06/09/68 01/16/67 * 2893 *• 2A61 *
_E OCO 3,0_3 LYHAN ALPHA • 66-049A-19 •
SACALYN 000 3.SPHERICAL RET-POT ANALYZBRS * 66-049A-13 • • 2A61 *
SIMPSON *CO 3, C.R. SPECTRA AND FLUXES • 86-049A-03 * * 2A61 •
RiSDUCED C.R. COUNT RATES, TAPE * 66-049A-OSA • DO 66 06/09/66 12/01/69 • 2894 *
112-HR AVC COUNT RATE PLOTS, t4FLIq • 66-049A-03B * H'[ 2 06/09/66 12/01/69 ; 2894 •
PROTON-ALPHA TELESCOPE PHA DATA * 66-049A-030 • DO 27 06/09/66 08/16/68 2994 *
2A61 *SHITH 0CB 3. TRIAX SEARCH COIL HA(NET * 66-049A-12 •
SEARCH COIL MAC. BCD DATA TAPES * 66-049A-12A * IX) 41 06109186 04/27168 2894 •
SEARCH COIL DATA NOT TIHE ORDE_E_ • 66-049A-128 * I90 1 06109186 02112168 * 2894 *• A81
TAYLOR, JR. *CO 3.ATH HASS SPECT * 66-049A-15 •
ION CONCENTRATIONS VS L-ST8 FILM • 66-049A-15A • U_ 167 07124166 10117167 • 2B94 •A81
WHIPPLE 000 3.Pt_NAR ION-ELECTRON TRAP . 86-049A-14 • 2A62 *
WI_KLBq_ DGO 3.ELEC SPF-C _* CHANNFL..OS-_ . 86-049A-_2 • *
2-14IN AVDO RAD B_LT RATES (PLOTS) • 86 049A-2'2A • MP 2 06111166 04127168 . 2894 *
15HIN-AV SPECTROH RATE VS R PLOTS * 66-049A-228 • HP 2 06/09/86 04/0"2/68 • 2895 •
E_J._CT SPECTRHTR CNTS.CONDEN TAPE_ * 66-049A-220 * DO 18 06/09/66 0S/03/68 • 2895 *
5-HIN AV SPECTROH RATE LISTSoRFLH • 66-049A-22D • HI ) 7 06/09/66 OS/01/68 • 299S •
2_-MIN AVDO RATE VS L PLOTS,MFLM * 66-049A-226 * RP 2 06/11/66 04/0"2/68 * 2B95 *
SPECTR RTE LIST,DISCRETE L'S,NFLM • 66-049A-22F * MP 1 06/11186 12127167 • 2895 •
S-MIN AVGD RATE VS T PLOTS, HFIL.H • 66-049A-2"20 • HP 2 06/09/66 04/30/68 • 2896 •
RATE VS PITCH AN_LE (INNER ZONE) . 66-049A-22H • RO 1 01/00/67 12/00/67 * 2B95 •
Oq-Y AVDO RATE V_ T (DISCRETE L) * 66-049A-2"21 * RO 1 12100168 06100/67 * 289,5 *
AVC RATE VS DAY (INNER ZON_).RFL/4 • 66-049A-2"2J * MO 1 06100166 02100168 • 2896 *
L INTERPOLATED COUNT RATES • 66-049A-2"2K * 130 1 06111166 12127167 • 2896 *• 2A62 *
W]NCKLER BOO 3,ION CHAHBER(E•O.7,P•12t4EV) . 66-049A-23 •
I NIN AVDO RATES VS T. MFTLH • 86-049A-23A • N I) 3 06108168 08111168 • 2896 *
1ON CHAHBER COND(_.PULSE RTE,TAPE • 66-049A-238 • DO 31 06/09/66 08/12/68 • 2B96 •
1-HIN ION CHAMBER RATES VS L.HFLH . 66-049A-230 * NP 2 06/11/66 04/0"2/68 • 2896 *
10 50K_ SOLAR FLARE X-RAYS,14FILR . 68-049A-230 * R* 1 06125188 12129167 ee _D96 *
2-MIN ION O-IAHBER RATES VS R,RFLH . 66-049A-23E • MP 2 06/09/66 04/02/68 2B96 •
1-H AV 1ON CHAHBER RATE LIST,HF_q • 66-049A-23F • MP 1 06/09/66 08/10/68 • 2896 •
2-HIN AVO RATE VS T(1/2 ORB)PLOTS • 86-049A-230 * HP 2 06/09/66 08/10/68 * 21_96 •
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36.9-S AVO B-FIELD VECTORS, MFII-H
OGO 5, SOLAR XFLAY,2T(320KEV,PRO.CT
SOLAR X-RAY VARIATION ON HFILN
OO05, PART .TE]-E., OR ELECTRONS
PROTON -P B_ECTRON FLUX PL(3TS,RF1.H
1MIN CHARGBD PART ACCUHStPHA,TAPE
(3005, TRIAX 10 TO IOKEV ELECTRON
(300 5, SPHBR. PLASMA TIEMP+DB_+FLUX
(3GO 5,RETARDINC P(3TB4 ANAL,E.z.P
OGO 5, MAD. ION MASS SP_'TROI4ETER
(3, HE, + H ION CONCS + EPttE]q,TAPE
00(3 5,HI-Z,LD-E PART. ,SS TELE.
HI-Z,L(3-E,C-R COUNT RTET_EPttA DATA
HI-Z,LO-E,C-R CNT RATE PL(3TS,MFLM
(3005,TRIAX.SRCH.C(3IL HAONETOMTR
SEARCH COIL PLOTS .03-1000ttZ,HFLM
SEARCH C01L DATA .03-1000 HZ TAPE
O-1KHZ SEARCH C01L SONO(]_J_HS,RFL•4
INDEX TO 68-O14A-16D
(3005, 3EV TO 16KEV PLASMA ANALYZ
1-HR AVG pLASMA pARAHETERS,MFICHE
HR. A¥G pLAT)HA PARAM ON TAPE
pLASHA PARR4 LISTINC ON MICROFILM
H1-RES pLA._4A SPE_I'RA+PARAH, TAPE
FINE TIME PLA_ P_ PL(3TS,MFLM
(3005,CNTR.TELE. ,CR ELECTRONS
0.5-10 _ ELCTRN CNT RATE, TAPE
0.5-10 GEV ELCTRN CNT RATE, HI=IL.H
(3005,FLECTRON SPELT+PROTON TELE.
COUNT RATES _ TIME, 20 HIN PLOTS




FORM QUNMT_ OF OATA PAC;E
• 68-014A-158 • HI ) 141 03/15168 03/06/70 • 28100 •
• 68-014A-23 • • 2A65 •
• 68-014A-23A • NP 1 03/08/88 12/27/69 • 28101 •
• 68-014A-09 • • 2A66 •
• 68-014A-OgA • HO 1 03/05/68 07113/72 • 2B101 •
• 68-014A-098 • DO 106 03/05/68 07/14172 • 2B101 •
• 68-014A-11 • • 2),86 •
• 68-014A-02 * • 2A66 *
• 68-014A-03 • • 2A66 *
• 68-014A-18 * • 2A66 •
• 68-014A-IRA • DO 14 03/07168 05131169 • 28101 •
• 68-014A-27 • * 2A66 *
• 68-014A-27A • DO 6 03/05/68 07/14/72 • 28101 •
• 68-014A-278 • HO 1 03/05/88 07/13/72 • 28101 •
• 68-014A-16 • • 2A67 •
• 68-014A-16A • MO 6 03/07/68 03/07/71 • 28102 •
• 68-014A-16B * DO 45 03/07/68 01/01/71 • 2B10"2 *
• 68-014A-16D • Vd] 27 03106168 10127/68 • 28102 •
• 68-014A-166 • MP 1 03106168 04/25/68 • 28102 *
• 68-014A-17 • • 2A67 *
• 68-014A-17A • FR 2 03/0S168 04/30171 • 2810'2 •
• 68-014A-17B • DD 2 03105/68 04/30/71 • 28102 *
• 68-014A-170 • NP 2 05/0e168 04130171 * 28102 •
• 68-014A-17D • DO 12 03/05/88 04130171 • 29102 •
• 68-014A-17E • 140 5 03/05/88 04/30/71 • 213103 •
• 68-014A-12 * • 2A57 •
• 68-014A-12A • DO 1 03/05/68 08/31/71 2B103
• 68-014A-128 • MP 1 03105168 08131171 ; 28103 ;
• 68-014A-06 * • 2A67 •
• 68-014A-O6A * HO 30 03104/68 06/13/68 • 28103 •
• 68-014A-068 • HO 93 03106/68 11106171 • 28103 •
000 6ACCSON OQO 6,DC ELECTRIC FIELD MEASUR. • 69-051A-23 •
8ARTH OCO 6,UN PHOTOHTR.1304A*1216A • 69-051A-13 • • 3A63 •
AIRGLOV DATA (1304A,1216A), TAPE • 69-051A-13A • DO 110 06/09/89 07124170 • 3874 •
CALCOMP PL(3TS UV AIROLOM, NFILH • 69-051A-13B • NO 1 06/09169 11/05/70 • 3B74 •
BE_O OLD 6,S(3LAR UV,170-1700A • 69-051A-09 • • 3A63 •
CAIN (3C06,HAG.SURVEY,RU(3ID.VAP-HAC- • 69-051A-21 • • 3A63 *
CLARK (3006,LYHAN-ALPItA PHOTOMETBR • 69-051A-12 • * 3A64 •
DET. CURRBqT,AT-rITUDE.ORBIT, TAPE • 69-051A-12A • DO 1 06108169 06/0e169 • 3874 •
EVANS 0006,AUR(3RAL E_P,1-2OKEV. • 69-051A-15 • • 3A64 *
FARLEY 0006,TRApp_)_PRE£IP.ELECTRONS • 69-051A-16 • ; 3A643A64 ••
HANSON (}CO 6,PLANAR ION TRAP * 69-051A-03 •
ION DI3N,CONP,TE)qP+R FLUX, HFILM • 69-O51A-O3A • NO g 06/07/69 04123/71 * 3B74 •
COMPOSITE 1ON/EL PL(3TS. MFIL$4 • 69-051A-03B • NO 13 06/07/69 04123171 • 3874 •
ION OBqSITY, FLUX + TEMP, TAPE • 69-051A-030 • DO 30 06/07169 04123/71 • 3(374 •
• 3A64 •
HANS(3N (3C06,ION HASS SPECT • 69-051A-06 :
ItELLIWFIL OLD 6,VLF RECEIVB,2OHZ-3OKOZ • 69-051A-24 • 3A65 •
VLF •PECTROCRAHS. 35-HM PAPE3R • 69-051A-24A • 0 06125/69 06/2)8171 * 3875 •
KREPLIN OLD 6,S(3LAR X-RAY, 0.15-6.2A * 69-051A-Oe • • 3A653A65e•
L).ASPERE (30(36oVLF RECEIVB,50ttZ-540KItZ • 69-051A-25 •
VLF N015E INTENSITY, NFILH • 69-051A-25B • NP 8 12/30/69 12131170 3(375 •
VLF DATA (JAPAN), 8X10-1N. PRINTS • 69-051A-25D • W1 45 10/06/71 01111172 • 3875 •
LOCKWOOD (3G(36,NEtffRDN MONITOR • 69-051A-18 • • 3A65 •
1-MIN AVE_AGEI) COUNT RATES, TAPE • 69-051A-18A • DD 2 06107169 12131169 • 3875 •
• 3A65 *
HASLE_ DCO 6,LOV ENERO C(3SHIC RAY NEAS. • 69-051A-19 ;SOLAR EVENT SUNMARY PL(3T5, NFILN • 69-051A-19A 140 1 06/07169 08126170 • 3B75 *
TIME AND SPECTRAL PLOTS, MFILJ4 • 69-051A-198 • HO 38 06107169 08128/70 • 3875 •
NAC't 0006, LAN(_4UIR PROBES . 69-051A-02 • • 3A65 •• 3A66 •
REQBI_ (3G(36,NEIJT. ATH.C(3HP,QUADRUP ANA • 69-051A-04 :
DATA-CONP(3SITION, TB4P, FICHE • 69-051A-O4A FR 1 06127169 05/13171 • 3B75 *
NI_JTRAL ATHOS. COMPOSITION, TAPE • 69-051A-048 • DD 6 06106169 06126171 • 3875 •
SHARP •CO 6,MICROPHONE ATN DE_ GAGE • 69-051A-01 • • 3A68 •
ATN(3SPHE_IC DENSITY OATA, TAPE • 69-051A-OIA • DO 8 06111169 01131/70 • 3B76 •
SMITH OOO 6,TRIAX.SRCH. COIL HAQNE'TON • 69-051A-2"2 • • 3A66 •
SEARCH C(3IL DATA 10-1000 HZ,MFIt-M • 69-O51A-22A • NI ) 5 06110169 1(3/13170 • 3876 •
STONE DOG 6,COSHIC RAY EXPERIMENT • 69-051A-20 • • 3A66 •
cOUNT RATES 4 PULSE HEIOHT, TAPE • 69-O51A-20A • DO 349 06/07169 05125170 • 3(376 •3876 •
RATE, E PHE)g_-FIELD DATA. TAPE • 68-014A-060 • DO 35 05/23/68 05/01169 • 28103 •
L(--SORTED FIECT FLUX,CHAN 1-5,TAPE • 68-014A-060 • DO 1 03/04/68 ?}{?}{69__:_28}_04__:
......................................................
......................................................... • 69-051A • • 3A63 •
06/05/89 • 3A63 *
COUNT RATE PL(3TS, MFII._ . 69-051A-208 • NO 37 06107/69 03/17/71 : 3A67 •
TAYLOR, JR. OOO 6,BEnNETt I(3N HASS SPECTRONET • 69-051A-05 •
BENNETT ION MASS SPECTR(3MTER,TAPE • 69-051A-O5A • DO 10 06111/69 12131170 • 3B76 •
I(3N I_.$5 SPECTROMETE_ PLOTS,NFILM • 69-051A-058 • HP 13 06/11/69 12/31/70 • 3B76 •
WILLIAHS OGO 6,TRAppED.PRECIP.ELECT.SSDT . 69-051A-17 • - ............... :___3__67_:
......................................................................... ==_._=_ ..... _.................... . s_15 .(3_oI 03/07162 : _ _o_-o_ • • _15.
FAZIO (35(31, HIOH ENBROY CANNA -
HIOH E_ERGY GANHA 50 MEV • 62-O06A-OgA * NP 13 03117/62 09/22162 * 5824 *
• 5A15 *
OSO 1,20-100KEV SCINTILLATION DET * 62-006A-02 *
FROST X-RAY C(3UNT RATE VS UT,LAT,L(3NG * 62-O06A-O2A • NO 4 03/07/62 05/15182 * _5 *
TABULATED VALUES (3F 62-O06A-O2A • 62-DO6A-(Y2B • NO 3 03107/62 05/15162 • 5825 *
• 5A15 *
FROST (3SO 1o CAPE4A RAY MONITOR * 62-006A-03 :GAMMA EYENI AVBACJE VS CHANNEL NO • 62-OOIA-O3A NO 9 03/07162 05115162 * 5825 *
• 5A16 *
HALLAH (3SO 1,SOLAR FLUX HONITDR * 62-006A-06 :
3800-4800A SOLAR FLUX HONITOR • 62-O06A-O6A MO 9 03107162 05115152 • S_S *
• 5A16 *
HALLAH OS(31, SOLAR LYMAN ALPHA ION CH • 62-DO6A-07 :
LYHAN-ALPHA • 62-O06A-O7A NO 9 03107162 05115162 • 5B25 •
HESS OSO 1, BF3 PROP CNTR NE_TRONDET. • 62-006A-10 • • 5A16 •
CNTS VS TINE,L,SUN ELEVm/RICROFU_ • 62-O06A-lOA • NO 21 03107162 07/14/63 • _825 •
• 5A16 *
N_LJPE]RT OSO 1, 10-400A UV SPECTRONETER • 62-006A-01 :SOLAR UV, 170-340 A, COUNT RATE * 62-O06A-OIA NO 12 03107162 05115162 * 5B25 •
pETE_SON (3501, 50-KV 3-NV GAHRAY • 62-006A-08 * • 5A16 •
C,AHHA-RAY FLUX IN COUNTS PER SQ C • 62-OOSA-OSA • DO 3 03107162 05115162 • SB25 *
SCHRADE_ (35(31,INNE_ VAN ALLBq BELT EXP * 62-006A-11 * * SAI6 *
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FOR_H Q_ OF DATA PACE
PROTONS,ELECTRONS,CLEAN TAPES • $2-O06A-11B * DO 4 03107/62 07108/62 • 5826 •
PROTON E']-ECTRON,RICROFILH • 62-006A-110 • HO 21 03/07162 07114163 5B26 •
WHITE OSO 1,1-8A ION _ • 82-006A-04 • • 5A16 *
X-RAY FLUX PlOT VS UT,LAT.LO_C
...................................................... • 62-O06A-O4A * NO 1 03/07/62 05115/62 • 56_8 •
2 o_/o3/. .................. .-;_:_7A ..... : .................................... • -_;7-.
CHUBO OSO 2,SOLAR X-RAY BURST • 65-007A-02 .
• 5A17 *
.................................. _SO__L.___X-_I_,Y(_2-_8-20Ao44-80) • 65-DOTA-O2A • NO 2 02104165 03/08/65 • 5B26 •
OSO 3 03/08167 .................... ;-8_r--_'_ ..... ; .................................... ;--_;_-;
ORBIT-ATTITUOE TAPE • 57-020A-000 • DO 60 03/08/67 04/29168 • _ •
CLARK 050 3,CELESTIAL OAHHA-RAY OET_L-T • 67-020A-01 * • 5A17 •
REAL+ARTIFICIAL EVE_NTS,AT'rITUDE • 67-020A-OIA * DO 19 03/06157 06/28/68 • 5826 •
OSO 3, 1-400A SOLAR SPECTROHETB;t • 67-020A-08 • * 5A17 •
RBXJCED SPIE£TRDIETER DATA-TAPE • 67-020A-OSA • DO 8'2 03/08/67 08/06/68 • .5827 •
PET_RSON OSO 3, HARD X-RAY SP_B_ • 67-020A-07 • • 5A17 •
SO*ST EVENTs VS TIME + E.CH.NO. • 67-020A-O7A * IX) 100 03/09/67 04/0@/68 • 58"27 •
TESKE OSO 3,SOLAR X-RAY DETECTORS • 67-020A-06 • • SA18 •
CORRECTB) 8-12A X-RAY FLUX VS T • 67-020A-O6A • DO 20 03/09/67 07/16/68 • 5B27 •
.................................. _%7:__O___A:_*___Z_N_ST_,=m • 67-o'_-o50 . 08 12 08/09/. o,/15/6o • ._7 •
•so 4 10115167 .................... ;-_.:;_._ ..... ; .................................... ;--._;;-;
FRII3DffAN OSO 4,SOI-AR X-RAY SPECT,1-RA • 67-100A-09 •
• 5A18 •CIACCONI OSO 4,SOLAR X-RAY TEI_PE • 67-10OA-0@ • 5A18 •
COUNTS/_ VS RASTER P, UT • 67-100A-ORA • DO 7 10/20/67 05/12/68 • 5827 •
AVE BKCND COUNTS/FRAHE YS RASTER • 67-100A-ORB • DO 2 10/26/67 05112/68 • 58"27 •
GO_ OSO 4. 300-1400 BJV SPECTROHETER • 67-100A-07 • • 5A18 •
EtJN RASTER _ • 67-100A-O7A • IX) 6 10/25/67 11/29167 • 5827 •
300-1400A POINTED SPECTRAL SCANS • 67-100A-O7B • DD 1 10/25/87 11/27/87 • 5B27 •
ATLAS EtJV RASTER SCANS • 67-100A-070 • DO 1 )0/25167 11/29/87 • 5B28 •
300-1400A QUIET SUN SPECTRUM • 67-100A-070 • DO 1 10/25/67 10127/67 • 5828 •
WAGCONER OSO 4.PROTON-ELECTRON TELESCOPE • 67-100A-04 * * 5AIQ *
.................................. _(__ _F___OT_(__ COUNT RATES,TAPE5 • 67-100A-DAA • DO 1] 10/23/67 12130/67 • 5B28 •
•so 5 011_/. : ........................ ; 6;:_A ;o-,..,_ • 5A1_•...................................................
OSO 5, SOLAR X-RAY, 0.5-60A • 69-006A-04 • • 5A19 •
X-RAY PLOTS, 4 CHANNELS.MICRDFIUq * 69-(X)6A_-O4A • HI/ 13 01/23/69 08102/70 • 5B28 *
NEUPERT OSO 5.SOLAR UV_X-RAY SPELT. • 89-006A-08 • • _19 •
RI_DUCED SPECTROHETER DATA-TAPE • 69-O06A-O3A • DO 393 01/28/89 01/12/73 • 5_28 •
NE_ OSO 5.ZODIACAL LCT+TBq_S.AIROI__d • 69-008A-07 • • 5A19 •
ZOOIACAL LGT * AIROL(Td. PLOTS • Bg-OO6A-OTA • NP 400 01/27/69 03/15/71 • 5B28 •
ZDOIACAL LDT _ AIRCJ..I_. TABLES • 69-O06A-OTB • _ 300 01127169 08115/71 • 54B_9 •
ZODIACAL LOT * AIRCLOV. HAC TAPE • 89-(X)6A-07C • DO 78 01/26/69 07/12/70 • 5B29 •
RBNSE OSO 5.$OLAR,UY,280-1030A • 69-006A-08 •
.................................. _R_E____E_:_ 3-CH.U'V DATA TAPES • 69-O06A-OBA . DO 28 02/05/69 07119/71 ; _ ;
0506 08/09/" .................... ;-_;:_ ...........................................; ; ._7_-;
ARCO OSO 6.SOLAR X-RAYS. 16-40A • 69-068A-04 • • 5A20 •
COUNT RATES.6 (}IAJItELS, RAG. TAPE
OSO 6,HE RESONANCE RAO._>B4*_O4A
EXPERIHE]k#T ASPE_-T TAPES
FLUX VS TINE, FINE TIHE RES TAPE
2 MINUTE AVERAGES (NAOTAPE)
OSO 6,SPE_TRO HELIOHTR,300-1400A
RASTER SCANS
300-14DOA POINTED SPE£TRAL SCANS
CORHAND l_
7, 1970 SOLAR _L]_E DATA
COHHAND LOC SEARCH PROORJ_q
CALIERAT]I_*4 FACTOR CO_ATI(]_4
• 69-068A-O4A • DO
• 69-068A-06 •
• 89-068A-O6A • DO
• 69-068A-O6B • DO
• 69-06BA-060 • DO
• 69-068A-01 •
• 69-068A-OIA • DO
• 69-068A-OIB * DO
• 69-068A-010 • DO
• 69-06RA-01D • DO
• 69-068A-01E • DD
• 69-068A-OIF • DD
1 0_/14/69 0112)0170 . 5Er29 .
5A20 .
3 08/11169 08108/70 . 5829 •
9 08/14/69 10/03/70 • 58"29 •
1 08/15/69 09/29/70 • 5829 •
• 5A20 •
_1 08112169 05112170 • 5B30 •
15 08/11/s9 05/11/70 • 5B30 •
1 08112169 05112170 • _30 *
1 03107170 03/08170 * 5B30 *
] NIA * 5830 •
] N/A • 5830 *
KRE.PLIN OSO 6.SOLAR X-RAY,SPEC*CN_SCINT_ • 69-068A-02 • • 5A21 *
..... 050-7 .......................................................................................................................- 09/219/71 • 71-Oe3A • • 5A21 •
CHUPp OSO 7, GANHA RAy SPECT.O.3-1OeqEV • 71-083A-06 • • 5A21 •
X-RAy (7.8-120KEY) OATA * 7]-083A-O6A • DO ]9 09/30/71 12127172 * 5B30 •
GA/,I,,tA-RAy EXP. RESPONSE FUNCTION • 71-083A-O6B • DO 1 06/12/71 06117/71 5B31 •
CAMHA-RAy (O.3-9.1HEV) DATA • 71-0_3A-060 • IX) 48 10/03/71 12/25/72 ; 5B31 •
CLAR_ OSO 7, X-RAY SOURCES, 1.5-9A • 71-083A-04 • 5A21 *
1-60KEV CELESTIAL XRAY DATA TAPES * 71-O_lA-O4A • DO 66 10/0'2/71 05/24/73 _ 5B31 •
MICROFILH PLOTS 1-6OKAY XRAY DATA • 71-O_3A-O4B • NT 115 03/27/72 01/11/74 • 5B31 •
PETE_RSON OSO 7, X-RAY SKy SURVE_.1O-550KEV • 71-0@3A-08 • • 5A_ *
UCSOo CDSMIC X-RAY SKYHAP • 71-083A-O3A • FIR 67 09/29/71 05/18/73 • 51331 •
PE-rI_RSON OSO 7, SOLA_ X RAYS, 2-323 KEY • 71-0_3A-08 • • SAW •
UCSO 5OI-A_ X-RAY CATALOG • 71-063A-OSA • PR 9 10/0"2/71 02/27/73 • 5B31 •
TOUSE'Y 0,50 7, MtITE + EI)V CORONAORAPHS • 71-083A-02 • • 5A22 *
SYNOPTIC OBS OF SOLAR CORONA • 71-083A-O2A • BI 1 10/11/71 01116/73 • 5B32 •
................................................................................






SKY HAPS OF SPACE_RAFT POSITIONS •
DSO 8, HAPPINC X-RAY HELIO_4ETER •
DA]LY SOLAR X-RAY DATA •
OSO 8,HI_It-RESOLUTION UV SPECTRON •
SPECTR[]_F_LIOCRA#q ON MAC. TAPE •
LINO BRICh'TENII_ ON MAC. TAPE •
VELOCITY STUDy ON HAG. TAPE •
SPECTRUM SCAN ON HAG TAPE •
SPECTRUM RANGE SCAN ON HAG. TAPE •
S]NCLE WAVE_E]MCTH MONITORING DATA *
MISCELLANEOUS DATA ON MAC. TAPE •
CAT. OF SORTED FINAL DATA TAPES •
DATA RI_)UC-IION PROCRAJN5 ON TAPE •
OSO 8,HIOH ENE]_CY CELESTIAL X RAY •
CF-L_STIAL X-RAY SOURCES QBS •
OSO 8,SOFT X-RAY BK_ND R_IATZON •
R_r)ucED DATA TAPES •
DSO 8,ST_sSOL X-TAL SPECTROSCOP *
75-057A-000 • PR 5 NJA • 5832 •
75-057A-04 • • _Ju?_ •
75-057A-O4A • FR 101 06/24/75 09/30178 * 5B32 •
75-057A-01 • • 5A_3 •
75-057A-OIA • DO 38 06/28/75 09/30/78 • 5832 •
75-057A-OIB • DO 15 09/28/75 09/30/78 • 5B32 •
75-057A-010 • DO 16 06/25/75 09130/78 • 5B33 •
75-057A-01D • DO 18 06/23/75 09/30178 • 5833 •
75-057A-016 • DO 7 06/23/75 06/24/78 • 5B33 •
75-057A-OIF • DO _ 06/23/75 09/18178 * 5B33 •
75-057A-010 * DO 4 06/28175 07/2"2178 * 5833 •
75-057A-OIH • IX) ] N/A ; 5B33 •
75-057A-01I • DO ] N/A ,_134 •
75-057A-07 • * 5A23 •
75-057A-O7A • HZ 1 0612]/75 D9130/78 • 5834 •
75-057A-05 • * 5A23 *
75-057A-OSA • DO 1_0 06/25/7_ 09130/78 _ 5B34 •75-057A-03 • 5A23 •
38
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OSO 8, COSMIC X-RAY sPECTROSCOPY








QUANT rT'Y OF DATA PACE
O0 370 07/24/7 r, 09/15/78 • 5834 •
FIR .15 07/02/7S 10/01/78 • 5834 •
JR OSO 8 EIN FROH EARTH + sp_.ACE..E_.;__, • 75 057A OBA _ RO 30 N/A • 5_
° " COl_ DATA PLOTS ON W _x_zumJ - ------- -- =q NJA • =°'I° "
B/V DATA PLOTS ON UV EMISSION . 75-05/A-_ •____ ..... _ ............ C .....................
........................................................................ ; .... _. ..... ; . _67 •
OV1- 2 IO/05/6_HE_ERIS DATA, TAPE • :_:078A-000 • IX) $ 10/05/65 12/01/'5 : _67_7 :
FARLEY OV1-2,Elr-CTRON÷PROTON DETECTORS • 6S-O7DA-02 •
ELECTRON, PROTON FLUXES, TAPE • 65-078A-O2A • DO 7q 10/05/65 12/01/85 3877 •
ELECTRON ETCH ANCL DZSTRB, HFZUN • 65-078A-02B • HP 1 10/05/65 11/00/85 ; 31977 •
ELECTRON. PROTON FLUXES0 TAPE • 65-078A-0_C • DO 3 10/05/68 12/01/65 3877 •
PROTON PITCH ANCLE DISTRIB, NFILM • 85-078A-O2D • HP 1 11/01/65 11/30/$5 ; 3877 •• 3A68 •
FORTNEY 0Vl-2. SI,CS1,AND TEIC DOSIHETERS • 65-078A-03 *• 65-078A-O3A • FR 1 10/05/65 12/01/65 • 3877 •
DOSIHETRY DATA FICHE - 79 10/05/65 12/01/65 • 8877 •
..... ATA' TAPE • 65-078A-038 - DO - - - .........
utu_ _Pir_ i i:n _ . ........................................
.................................................. • 3#,68 •
................................ • 86-1118 * • 3A88 •
0v1-io 1_/_{_0._ o _ _ :__:_:_-___ .................................... ;;__;
........................................................................ • 68-026A
0V1-13 04/06/68 • 68-028A-02 • • 3A68 •
KATZ 0V1-13. HAGI_-TIC ANAL, ELECTRONS
H1 TIME RES ELCTRN CNT RTES, TAPE • 68-026A-O2A • DD 12 05/18/68 07/11/68 • 3878 •
• 68-026A-028 • DO 3 05/18/88 07/11/88 • 3878 •
COUNT RATES. TAPE • "" _SA 04 • • 3AS.B •
KATZ 0V1-13. 1-10HEY, FI SCINT SPEC.__ .-_ . _6A_A . DO 12 05/13/68 07/11/_ " 3878 •
HI I_Y ELEE. COUNT _mr_, m_r_ "_ r_=A 048 • DO _ 05/13/68 07/11/68 • :Sue* •
C[XJNT RATES, TAPE ...... °____ ..................................................
............................. _:_ ............................... . .O.A • : _: :
OV1 15CHAHPION 07'_;_-15. TRZAXZAL ACCELBROHETER : _ _ _A : FR 1 07/14/68 09/28/88 • 3878 •
ATMOS DE_I PLOTS, FICHE " OS9A 05 • • 3A69 •
ELLIOTT 0V1-15. RAM ATHOS DENSITY ....... _ _8:059A:OSA • FR 1 07/13/68 07114/68 • 3MB78 •AT.OSC_SITY.2SO-400,,,,.___'__...................................................................
............................. _-:_;; ........................ . ,0-o_: • : _'_ :
OVZ-Z_LAXE 03"_;_:Z,.EI(:mOMNI PROTIcTREc.mL_-ToNEmOEr-TAPE: _:-_-_A : DO _, o_1181- o1/_5/7o : _7_ :
OMNI PROT/ELECT SPECTR . - -
BLAKE 0V1-19, PROTON-ALPHA TELESCOPE • 69-025(:-11 •
PROTON-ALPHA TB.ESCOPE DATA, TAPE • 69-0280-11A • DO 34 03/18/69 01/25/70 • 3879 •
• 69-0250-04 • 3A89 •
FREDBN 0V1-19. HICH RE_OLUTION TELESCOPE
HI-E_Y PROTONS,DE/DX TEL..TAPE , 89-025C-DAA ; DO 34 03/18/69 01/25/70 • 3B79 *
MCPHE_ON 0V1-19, VI-F P_ WAVE C_CT. • 69-0250-0_ • • _1_8-1 •
VLF pLASMA _AVE HEASURE_E_TS,TAPE • 69-0250-06A • DO 34 03/18/6_ 07/27/69 ; 3879 •38B-1 •
MIZI_A 0V1-19. LOW E_Y PARTICI-E_ • 69-025(:-03 • • 3B8-1 •
STEYEHS 0V1-19, DIR PROTON SPELT .2-3MEV • 69-0250-02 •
DIRECTIONAL PROTON 5P_:L'TRON.,TAPE • 89-0280-02k * DO 3,4 03/18/69 01/25/70 • $879 •
0V1-19. DX5T. OF 81_ 53KEV-SMEV * 89-0_50-0_ * • SBB-1 •
VAHPOLA -- ROt4ETE_ DATA TAPE • 89 0250 05A • DO 34 03/18/69 01/25/70 • 3879 •
BJ_mKON SP_"T , - - _ ..........................................
............................................................ • 3A6q •
............................. • 66-070A • • 3A6q •
ov3-3 oe/o4/ss
JACCHIA OV 3-3. ATN05 DRAG DENSITY . 66-070A-09 *
ATHOS DIMITY TABLES. FICHE • 65-070A-OgA * FR 1 01/01/89 01/14/70 • _879 •
• 66-070A-05 • • &ATO •
VAHPOLA OV3-3,HAG. ELECT SPECT 08/04/66 09/06/67 3BeO
ELECTRON FLUXES. TAPE • 66-070A-OSA • DO 17
• $6-070A-058 • DO 8 08/04/$6 09/0_/67 ; 38_0 :
PERP ELECTRON FLUXES. TAPE ........ A-05C * IX) 1 08104166 09/0_/S7 • 3B___ •
PE_RP ELECTRONS AT L .LT. 10. /A_ • _-_. ^_ - ra_ 1 08104/68 09/06/67 • 3_ •
E_I_UATORIAL ELECTRON FLUXES. TAPE • oo-u_v_-v_ - _ _____ ..........................
.....................................................................................................
• $4-045B • • SATO*
0_/14/64 , DA70 •
p 11-AS .... VLF ELECTRIC FIEI_ • 84-0458-06 • .........SCARF r _z-_ ..............................
................................................................ • 28189 •
........................... _/25/61 e $1-010A • • _B18q •
P 14 - PROBE • 61-010A-02 • •
BRIDGE P 14, FARADAY CUP PLAS/_ ........ "" 010A 02A • f40 3 03/25/61 03127/61 • _8104
TELE)4_TRY RECORDS., F SHIPI _L_O e _-- - - ...........................
........................................................................ . 5A24 *
............................... • 65-009A * .
PEGASU_ I 02116165 • 65-009A-01 • • .5A24
NN_ PECASU_ 1.METEOROID DETECT_ORS - _c _gA-OIA • DO 1 0_/17/65 03/29/68 . 583_ •
CARDS AND TAPE 1RAGES O_ _ . _-w - ......................................
' _ ..................................................... * 5A24 *
............................. :_;:;; .... . _-.OA . . ,_., .
PEGASUS _ 051 / ITE . 65-03qA-01 *
NAUMANN PECASU_ 2 MICROH_TEDR ..... A O'A * DO 1 05/25/_5 10/31/07 * 583_ *
C_'AND TAPE IHACES OF CARDS • o0-_o_ - . ..............................
.................................................... • 5A24
........................... _so/85 . _S-O_OA * . _s •
PECASUS 3 * 85-060A-01 • .
_i_ PECASUS 3. HICROMETEDRITE .__ ..... _.* . r_ 1 07/30/65 08/15/57 * 5835
"-'----- CARDS AND TAPE XRACES OF CARDS .... _:_:_:_:___.__ ........................................
PIONEE_R 5 03111180
CRF_NSTADT pIONBE_ 5o SEARCH COIL HAG • 80-001A-02 •
TABLES AND ORAPHS OF T, MAC AMIP . 60-OOIA-O_A • HP 1 03/11/60 05/06/60 • 1B39 •
COHPU'TER LISTIN_ OF TELB4ETRY • 60-001A-028 * HP 5 03111160 07111160 • tB3q *
S_i#IBOlq_ OSCILLOCRAHS AND CALIBRAT . 80-O01A-O_C • NO 1_ 03/11/60 07/05/60 * l_q •• 1A112
SIMPSON PIONEE_ 5,TRIP COINC PROP COUNTI_R * 60-001A-01 *
PLOTS TRIP._SINCLE DATA _r3 TINE . 6O-DOIA-OIA * NO 1 o_/11/so o_1101_o 1B3_
DZCITAL TRIP.,SINOLE DATA(tXNE) . 60-O01A-OZB * NO S 03111160 05/16/_0 : 1B3_
PION 5.ION CH_CM(E/1.55.2.86 P) • 60-DOIA-03 • • 1A112 •
WINCKLE_ -- - ------ • 80001A 03A • 140 1 03/11/60 04/29/60 • 1839 •
TABULATIONS RATES _r3 ! _tJ_ o--_.._ . _m 9 03/11/60 05/17/60 • 1840 •
C(]HPU'T LSTNIC RATES VS T 14FLM * ov-w___v.._,___:____ ........................................ i
.... P_oN_ , 1_11_/'L_is _DIT PLOT : __]o°_._DGo: .i 1 1.1.,_ _q_/_
rJ_n_J_c_ , - =a _K_-OOE • DO q 12/16/6 / / __._
EPHE_4E_IS TAPES ___ " :_-:_'_-OOF • DO 1 12/18/65 05/16/72 * xu4u *
COHPRESSE_' F_PHBqERIS TAI_r._ * _-:_ OOC * liP 1 12101/65 05101172 * _II_I0 *
C_OTATION DELAY TINE LISTI_ * g_-;vun- • 1A114 •
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FORM QUAJ'4'TI_ OF DATA
PRELIMINARY TRAJ. CHARTS • 68-1OOA-00C
PIONEE_ 9,TWO FREQUENCy BEACON • 68-100A-03
TOTAL ELECT CONTBNff, HRLY VAL(DO) • 68-100A-O3A
TOTAL ELECT CONTE_MT,HRLY VAL (MO) • 68-100A-03B
CORRECTED ELECT DISNSITY, TAPE • 68-100A-030
CORRECTE_} ELECT DENS. PLOTS, 35MM • 68-100A-O3D
PUBLISHED BEACON SCINT OB5 • 68-100A-O3E
BEACON SCINTILLATION OBS ON TAPE • 68-100A-O3F
PIONEJ3R 9, COSMIC RAY ARISOTROPY • 68-100A-05
PRTCL COUNT MATES NFILM LISTINCS • 88-100A-OSA •
PIONEB_ g,ELECTRIC FIE]-D DETECTOR • 68-100A-07 •
E-FLD HR AVG BROAD BAND,4OOHZ,AP • 68-100A-O7A •
FINE TIME SCALE E-FIELD SPECTRUH • 68-100A-07B •
E-FIELD SUNHARY PLOTS ON M/FILM • 68-100A-070 •
E-FIELD (I00,400,3.E4 HZ) ON TAPE • 68-100A-O7D •
PION_J-_ 9,3-AXIS FLUXC.ATE HACMETO • 68-100A-01 •
30 SEC AVC HAG FIE1.D VRS ON NFIU4 • 68-100A-O1A •
PIONEER 9,COSHIC-MAY GRADIE_ • 68-100A-06
S(=D PBLSHD PROTON COUNT RATES • 68-100A-O6A
PION Q,DAILY AVC MATE M/F LISTINC • 80-100A-06B •
DAILY AVGD RATES,NFIU4 PLOTS • 68-100A-060 •
PACE
• HJ 1 11/08/68 ; 1B51 •1Al16 •
• DD 1 11/08/68 07/16/89 * 1651 •
• NO 1 11/09/68 07/16/69 • 1EL51 •
• DO 1 11/11/68 03/07/71 • 1651 •
• 140 1 04/04/69 08/27/70 • 1B.51 •
• BI 3 12/00/68 00/00/73 • 1ELS2 •
• DO 1 12/00/68 00/00/73 * 1652 •
• IAl13 •
14P 2 11/08/68 09/26/70 • 1652 *
• 1AIOg •
PIP 1 11/08/68 02/27/69 * 1652 *
NO 9 11/09/68 09/07/69 1652 •
HO 2 12/03/68 OQIO616Q ; IB52 *
DO 4 11108168 07/03/69 ; 16.52 •1Al10 •
HO 2 11/08/68 06/13/69 * IEL52 *
• 1Al13 *
OT 49 12/01/6Q 08118174 • 1653 •
M;" 1 11108168 09104171 . 1653 •
HO 1 11/08/68 09/04/71 * 1653 •
• 1A107 *
DETECTOR • 68- lOOA-O_ •WOLFE PIONEER Q,SOLAR pLASMA ..... _* _ *iT '_K 11108168 08/18/74 * 1663 •
PIA._IA pARARETE]F_ $ _O--JL_-.ar,--v¢_ ....... _ .......
........................ __--__ .....................................................................................
.......... • 72-012A * • 1A67 •
PIONEER 10 03/03/72 O31O3172 05100174 * 1653 •
PRELIMINARY TRAJ. CHART • 72-012A-000 • HJ 0 • IA76 •
ANOERSON PIONEER 10,CELESTIAL MECHANICS • 72-012A-09 *
DOPPLER ll_ACKINC DATA ON MAD TAPE • 72-012A-OgA • DO 1 10105/73 I2/26/73 • 1653 •
DOPPLER TRI<INC / SOLAR OPPOSITION . 72-012A-09B * DO 1 11/13/81 12/09/81 • 1653 •
BARNES PIONEFtR 10,2 QUAD'SPHERE ANALYZRS • 72-012A-13 * • 1A69 •
PLOTS OF BULK SPE_ VS TIRE-FILM • 72-012A-13A • 140 1 04118/72 12/12/73 * 16L53 •
SOLAR MIND PROTON BULK SPE_ DATA . 72-012A-136 • DO 8 04/18/72 12/31/79 • 16.54 •
FULL HISTORY. SOLAR MIND PROTONS • 72-012A-130 • DO 1 04/18/72 12/15/86 • 1BLS4 •
HR ArC SOLAR WIND PROTONS*MONE]_TS * 72-012A-130 * DO 1 04/18/72 12/13/86 • 165.4 *
DAILY AVO SOL WIND PROTON_MOME]kFrS . 72-012A-13E • DO 1 04/18/72 11/04/86 e_ 1654 •
FULL HISTORY SOL WIND PROT PLOTS * 72-012A-13F • ER 7 04/18/72 06/25/83 1654 •
54 DAY S W PROTON T,N,V PLOTS • 72-012A-130 • FR 2 04/18/72 06/25183 • 1654 •
LIST DAY AVO S M PROTON*MOMENTS • 72-012A-13H * PR 1 04118/72 06/25/83 * 1B54 •• 1A72 *
FILLIUS PIONEER IO.JOVIAN TRAPPED PARTICL • 72-012A-06 •
ENcoUNTER DATA _Y TAPES • 72-012A-OSA • DO 6 11/25/73 12/19/73 * 1654 •
O_COUNTER DATA ANALYSIS TAPE • 72-012A-056 * DO 1 12/04/73 12/0.5/73 * 165.5 *
INTERPLANETARY DATA SUHMARY TAPES • 72-012A-050 • DO 3 O3/03/72 05/30/77 * 16.55 *
INHOHOCENEDUS DAILY SLIM INTERPLNT • 72-012A-OSD * DO 1 03/03/72 12/31/80 * 18.$5 *
INTERPLANETARY DATA PLOTS.MFILM • 72-012A-OSE • _ 1 01101172 0"2109182 • 1B55 •
24-HOUR COMPRESSED SUHMARY DATA • 72-012A-OSF * DO 2 02101172 12/31/86 • 1B.55 •
CE}tRELS P10NEE_ 10. IMAGE PHOTOPOLARIHTR • 72-012A-07 * • 1A68 •
COLOR PRESS RELEASE PHOTOGRAPHY • 72-O12A-OTA * VC 25 11/01/73 12/15/73 * 1B5.5 *
POLARIZATION DATA ON MICROFICHE • 72-012A-07B • FR 185 04/26/72 07/20/75 • 1655 •
BLACK AND WHITE PHOTOCRAPHY . 72-012A-070 • YH 165 12/02/73 12/05/73 * 1BE.5 *
B/M 8X10 PHOTOGRAPHY • 72-012A-OTD • YI 52 12/0"2/73 12/05/73 * 16.55 •
INDEXES OF DATA * 72-012A-O7E • FR 1 01/26/73 0"2/15/73 • 16.56 •
POLARIZATION DATA ON TAPE • 72-012A-O7F * DO 10 04/26/72 07/20/75 * 16.56 *
JUPITER 1HACE LOG ON MICROFICHE • 72-012A-070 • FR 1 11/26/73 12/15/73 • 1656 •
COLOR PHOTO(_APHY • 72-012A-OTH • ZT 40 12/01/73 12/05/73 • 1656 •
INDEX OF JUPITER IMAGES * 72-012A-O7J * HI 5 N/A * 1656 •• 1A74 *
JUOCE PIONEER IO,UV PItOTOMETER,200-800A * 72-012A-06 *
DJY EDR PHOTON EHISSION DATA , 72-012A-O6A * DD 46 03111172 05130181 , 1656 *
USe ULTRAVIOLET DATA PLOTS . 72-012A-068 * HP 1 03/30/72 09/25/80 • 1657 •1A96 *
KINARD PIONEE]_ Io,ME3EOROID DETECTOR * 72-012A-04 *
METEOROID GNVIRONHE]_'T OATA/JUP • 72-012A-O4A * FR 1 N/A • I657 •
KLIORE PIONEER 10. S-BAND OCCULTATION • 72-012A-10 • ; 1A75 •
JUP.OCCULT - FINAL PLTS/LS]S MFLM • 72-012A-IDa • HP 1 12/04/73 12/04/73 1BLS7 *
IO OCCULT - FINAL PLTS/LISIS MFLM • 72-012A-106 * HP 1 12/04/73 12/04/73 • 1657 *
10 OCCULT -- IN'[E]_ED.DATA, TAPE • 72-012A-1OC * DO 1 12/04/73 12/04/73 * 1657 *
IO OCCULT -- RED.TM SIGNALS, TAPE * 72-012A-1DO * DO 2 12/04/73 12/04/73 * 1B57 *
JUP.OCCULT -- INr[E_4ED.D ATA, TAPE $ 72-012A-1OE * DO 1 12/04/73 12/04/73 * 1BS7 *
JUP.OCCULT RED.TM SICNALS, TAPE • 72-012A-lOF * DO 2 12/04/73 12/04/73 • 1657 •
- * 1A73 *
HCDONALD PIONEER 10,ClIARCED pARTICLE TELE. • 72-012A-12 *
16-MIN AVERAOED JUPITER I-_,,ICOUNTER • 72-012A-12A • DO 1 11126/73 12115173 * 1658 •
6-HR AVERAGED INTERPLANEtARY DATA . 72-012A-126 * DO 1 03/06/72 12/31/87 * 16.58 *
SIMPSON PIONEE]_ lO,CHARGED PARTICLE COMP • 72-012A-02 • ** 1A71 *
SOLROT coUNT RATE PLOTS, NFILM • 72-OI2A-O2A • NO 2 O3103/72 01/14/74 1658 •
PULSE HEICHT ANALYSIS DATA, TAPES • 72-012A-026 * OD 60 03103172 12/31/87 * 1B58 •
6-MIN AVC. COUNT RATE TAPES . 72-012A-020 • DO 27 03/03/72 12/31/87 • 1658 *
SMITH PIONEl-3R IO.3-AXIS HELIUM HAGNETOM • 72-012A-01 • .e 1A71 •
ENCOUNTER 1 WIN AV DATA PLOTS.FLM . 72-012A-DID * NO 1 11/26/73 12/15/73 1868 •
1 MIN, HOURLY. DAILY AVG. CRUISE • 72-012A-OIE * DO 49 02127172 11117175 • 1B58 *
1 WIN AVCD VR HAG FIELD DATA.FILJq * 72-OI2A-OIF * NO 1 09/03/72 0g/30/72 • 1658 •
JUPITER ENC.TRAJ.INSIDE 7RJ JC CO * 72-012A-01G • DO 1 12/03/73 12/04/73 * 1B5g *• IAg5 *
SOBERMAN PIONEE]_ lO,ASTEROID ASTRONOMY • 72-012A-O3 •
ASTEROID/MEIEOROID/SKY EMISSION5 * 72-012A-O3A • DO 55 03109172 01107176 • 18.59 •
DAIA ANALYSIS. FINAL REPORT * 72-012A-03B * F_ 6 N/A • 13.5g *• 1A72 •
VAN ALLEN PIONF_E]_ IO,JOVIAN CHAROED pARTICL . 72-012A-11 •
PION-IO JUPITER O_K;OUNTER TAPES • 72-OI2A-11A * DO 3 11/25173 12/18/73 • 1BSg •
ONE HOUR CRUISE AVERACES * 72-012A-11B * DO 3 03/03/72 03/23/88 * 1B59 *
l LICITT PHOTON • 72-012A-14 * • 1A96 •
W NBE]_C pIONEER lO.Z_OIACA • _ 05117172 10 06 76 * 1859 •
El BACKCrOUND SKY TAPES . 72-012A-14A * DO ...... _ ...... .___ ...... / _/ .............
...................................................................... ;-_:01.;;_..... ;..... * 1A67.
P10NEER )1 04106173 0`2127172 0510O174 * 1B60 •
PRELIMINARY TRAJECTORY CI-U4121 * 73-019A-000 • HJ 0 • 1A71 •
ACUNA PIONF/E]R 11. FLUXCATE NACNETONFTER * 73-01ga-14 •
JOV. ENCOUNTER 5 RIM AVCS, TAPE , 73-OIgA-14A * DO 1 1210.2174 12103/74 • 1B60 *
SATURN ENCOUNTER 5 RIN ArC DATA • 73-019A-148 • DO 1 09/01/79 09/01/79 • 1660 •• 1A76 *
ANDENSON PIONEE_ 11, CELESTIAL MECHANICS • 73-01ga-09 *
DOPPLER TRACKINC (.H.IPITER ENCNTR) • 73-019A-OgA • DO 1 04/17/74 12/25/74 • 1660 *
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RADAR MEASUREMENT (UADS -U=D FILE)
RADAR ALTIM. COMPOSITE DATA
ALTIHETRIC • RADIOMETRIC, LFO
PIO780R,INTERNAL DD_S.DIST.(OIDD)
LINE-OF-SIGHT ACCL PLOTS + LIST
GRAVITATIONAL ACCELERATION DATA
V_US CRAVITY AT BETA 8SIO
ORAV.FIE_D OF VEnUS,PRELIM.ANAL.
GRAVITY ANOMALIES ON VE_JS
GRAVITY ANOM. CORREL. WITH TOPOC.
LINE-OF-SIGHT DATA ON TAPE
PIO180R-TRIAX FLUXC MAONETOHETEM
24 SEC AVGO DATA (UADS-tJ:D FILE)
CD 32 SEC. TOTAL MAC FIELD DATA
32 SEC _ MAC * PF./g( ELEC FLD
SB)R LIST OF EPHEHBRIS DATA
H1-RES, 12-S, • 2-MIN 8 • E PLOTS
12-S B*E FIB-D, pEMIAPSIS
2-MIN OVERLAPPED AVO,EVERY MIN.
PIO780R-_RIC FIELD _-
24 SEC AVGD DATA (UADS-LFO FILE)
CD 32 SEC HRC MAG * PEAK E1.EC FID
HI-RES, 12-So • 2-MIN B • E PLOTS
2-MIN OVEMLAPP_ AVG,_EMY MIN.
PIO780R, CELESTIAL MEDICS
HI(_H-RESOLUTION V_ (_VITY DAT






COMP ENHANCHNT OF THERHAL B4ISSON
ZONAL AIR TEMP. VS LATITUDE
PIO180R, ION MAS SPEC_. (1-60 AMU)





















































FORM QUANTITY OF DATA PACE
WI 1 o512818o _/28/_ • 1B71 •
10 12105/78 11/26/81 1B71 •
DO 1 12105178 09/o1/8I _ 1871 •
DO 1 12/08/78 _/19/81 • 1871 •
• 1_6 •
2 05/01/79 08/30/80 1B71 •
DO 5 12/09179 08129180 _ IB71 •
B1 1 N/A • 1872 *
BI 1 NI A • 1872 *
BI 1 N/A • 1872 *
8I 1 NIA 1B72 •
DO 1 N/A ; 1B72 •
• 1_2 •
DO 10 12/05/78 11/26181 • IB72 •
DO 1 04/04/79 06/03/79 * 1B72 •
DO 1 _/_/79 08/08/79 • 1B72 *
EM 95 0310518"2 07123183 • 1873 *
EM 1612 12/05/78 09/05/84 * 1B73 *
DO 4 12/05/78 05/28/83 • 1B73 •
DO 24 12/06/78 09/30/84 • 1B73 •
• 1_1 •
DO 10 12/05/78 11/215/81 • 1873 •
EM 1612 12/05/78 09105184 • 1874 •
DO 24 12/_/78 09/30/84 * 1B74 *
• 1A35 •
DO 1 04125179 05128179 * 1874 ,,
DO 1 _/26/79 05/28/79 • 1B74 •
• 1A33 •
YG 4 05/_/79 05/_/79 • 1874 *
DD 10 12/05/78 11/26/81 • 1B74 *
• 1A34 •
DD 2 12/12/78 0"2/14/79 * 1875 •
YC 1 N/A • 1B75 •
DO 1 12/08/78 01/13/79 • 1875 *
• 1_2 •
DO 10 12/05/78 11126/81 • 1875 •
DO 3 12/05/78 0"2/18/87 • 1B75 *
ZC 17 12/13/78 05/28/79 • 1B75 *
DO 67 12/08/78 06/14/86 • 1B7S •
YC 4_ 12/05/78 07/15/7q • 1876 •
• IA37 •
VOa PIDlBOR,ATM.SOL.CORONA TURBL.OTUR
RADIO OCCULT ATM TURBULE]MCE • 78-051A-2"2A • DO 1 12/13/78 02/05/79 • 1876 *
......... .............................................................. _ ............................ 0--11_7--
.... PIONEBR ¥BMU5 2 08/08/78 ........... TRONETER : ;_:_88_A-_ • • 1A32 •
TAYLOR JR. PIO78PA, IUN-M/_>-_ +rc_
• BIMS DATA, 850-140KM DATA ON TAPE • 78-078A-028 • DO 1 12/09/78 12/09/78 • 1876 •1/_36 •
pART.MASS SPECTMR • 78-078A-08 •
TPIOTBPA,NEUTRALHI 2 1210q,178 12/0q/78 ; 1876 *VON ZAHN UPPB ATM. MORNINC CONDITIONS , 78-078A-038 ..................................
................... • 1_8 •
.................................................... • 78-07_ • 1A_ •










(LIR) SEI) PRE, DESC, CALIB DATA
PIOlBPBoATMS.CIRCULAT1ON pAlIE_NS
CD REL. CRUSTAL • ATMOS.VEL.COMP
P1078PB,ATMOS. PROPAGATION (MPRO)
SPECTRAL AMPS, SIC*NOISE SPECTRA
PROBE SPECTRA OF SIGNAL * NOISE
GAS * pLASMA ENVIR. sICN1 STRNCTH
PIO78PB,NEUTRAL pART.MASS SPECTRH
GAS _PLC TBLS,]-IS_*IS-_
PIO78PB,CLOUD PART .SIZE SPE_
PIDY8PB, GAS CHROMATOCRAPH
LOWE8 ATMOSPHERE COMPOSITON (SED)
PIO18PB,CLOUD EXTENI,STRUC.,DISTR
SET) NEpHFI. BACKSCAI_EM CHAN DATA
PIOTBPB,ATMOSPHERIC STRUCTURE
• 78-07_-05A • DO 1 12/09/78 12/09/78 • 1B76 *
• 1_9 •
• 78-07_K)-Og *
• 78-0780 OgB * DO 1 12/09/78 12/09/78 • 1B78 *
• 1A38 *
• 78-0780-11
• 78-078D-IIA ; MP 1 12/21/87 02/26/87 • 1877 *
• 78-07_-11B * MP 1 12/21/78 02/26/79 * 1877 *
• 78-07_ 11C * DO 1 12109178 12/09178 * 1B77 •
• 1A36 •
• 78-07_-06 •
• 78-07_-06A NP 1 12/0g/78 12/09/78 * 1B77 •
• l A40 ,,
• 78-07_-03 • 1A40 •
• 78-0780 04 *
• 78-07_-04A • DO 1 12109/78 12/0q/78 1877 •
• 1A37 •
• 78-0780-0"2 •
• 78-07_-_A • IX) 1 12/09/78 12/09/78 * 1B77 •1A38 •
• 78-07_-01 * =_
• 78 07BO-OIA * DO 1 12/09/78 12/0g/78 IB77 ,=
PRESSL_E AND TI_PEMATLIRE DATA • 1A40 *
PIO78PB,SOLAR ENERGY pENETRATION • 78-0781)-07 •
TOMASKO (LSFR) SED SOL., UP, ON, NET FLUX • 78-0780-07A * DO 1 12/0_/78 12/09/78 • I878 •
.................................
................................. • 1A28 •
.............................................. • 78-078E •




SPECTRAL AMPS, SIC*NOISE SPECTRA
CAS * pLASMA ENVIR. SIC.'INI1 STR_ICTH
RACENT PIO78PC,CLOUD EXTE1q],STRUC..OISTR
SNI(NP) S[D BACKSCI _1 DATA
SED AMB. BKGR. RAD., Sp_CT. _J_.
SE_) TENP VS TIME DATA
SEIFF p]O78PC,ATMOSPHEMIC STRUCTURE
(SAS) S_D LOW ATMOS PROPERTIES
SUOM1 PIO78PC, INFRARED RADIOHETER
SNFR SED NE1 FLUX RADIOMETEM
* 78-078E 03
• 78-078E-_B • DO 1 12/09/78 12/0q/78 • 1878 *
• 1A39 *
78-078E-07 •
• 78-078E-OTA • RP 1 12/21/78 02/26/78 • 1878 •
• 78-078E 07C * DO 1 12/_/78 12/09/78 • I878 *
• 1A37
• 78-078E-02 •
• 78-078E-O2A • DO 1 12/0g/78 12109/78 1878 •
• 78 078E-028 • DO 1 12/09/78 12/09/78 _ 1B79 *
• 78-078E-0_ * DO 1 12/0g/78 12/09/78 • 1BZq *
• 1A_ •
• 78 078E-01 :* 78-078E 01A DO 1 12/09/78 12/09/78 IBTg *1A34 •
• 78-078E-04
• 78-078E-O4A O0 1 12/09/7B 12/09/78 * 1879 •
1A37 •
WOO PIO78PC,ATMOSPH.TURBULI_ICE(MTUR) • 78-O78E-06 • ......................
.............................
................................................ $ 78-078F • • 1A28 *
PIONEER vENUS PROSE _08/_/78 * IA39 *
COUSIN FlO78_,AT_.CIRCUIATION pAT-IE]_NS • 78-078F-03 *SN2 CD RF3 .CRUSTAL+A]MOS.V_ COMP • 78-078F-03B * DO 1 12/09/78 12/09/78 • 187g •• IA39 •
cRoFT PIOZOPO,ATMOSPH.PROPAGATION(MPRO) • 78-078F-07 •SP[CTRAL AMPS, SIC*NOISE SPECTRA , 78-078F-O7A • MP 1 12/0g/78 12/09/78 • 1879 •
PROBE SPECTRA Of S]CNAL + NOISE • 78-078F-02B • MP I 12/09/78 12/09/78 • 1880 •
CAS , PLASMA E]NVIR. S]ONt STRNCTH * 78-078F OTC * DO I 12/0g/78 12/09/78 • 11380 *• 1A37 •
RACER1 PIO78PD,CLOUO E.,_(TENI,SIRUC ,DISTR * 78 078F 02 •
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FORM QUANTITY OF DATA PACE
(SN) $8) BKSt_J_T., /_¢. It'r. IN. • 78-078F-O2A • DO ] 12/09/78 12/09/78 1B80 •
(SN) SESD TE]4P. YS TIME DATA • 78-078F-O2B • DO 1 12/09/78 12/09/78 : 1B80 •
(SN) S_D AJ4B. BKCR. PAD., SP. FN. • 78-078F-02C • DO ] 12109/78 12/09/78 • 1BOO •
SEIFF PIOI8PO,ATROSPHE_IC STRUCTURE
(SAS) SE]D LOW ATHOS PROPERTIES : 78-07_-01 • 1A38 •
78-OZBF-O]A ; iX) ] 12/09/78 12/09/78 • 1B80 •SUOMI PIO7BPD, INFRARE_ RADIOMETER
SNFR SED NET FLUX RADIOMETER _ 78-078F-04 • 1A34 •
WOO 78-078F-O4A _ DO ] 12/09/78 12/09/78 • 1B81 •
PIOI8PD,ATMOSPH.TURBUt_E (HTUR) • 78-078F-06 • • 1A37 •
........................................ _PZoN_ VENUSPROBE_oe/o8/78 ................................ ; _ ..... ; ............................................
1A.?.8 •
COUNSF-J_HAN PIO78PE,ATNS.CIRCULATION PA]_E_b_S • 78-078G-03 . ; 1A39 •
SN3 CD REI-.CRUSTAL*ATNOS.VEL.COHP • 78-078G-O3B • DO 1 12/09/78 12/09/78 • 11581 •
CROFT PIO78PE,ATMOSPH.PROPAGATlON(14PRO) • 78-078(3-07 • 1A39 •
SPECTRAL &HI'S, SIC+NOISE SPECTRA • 78-078C-07A • HP ] 12/21/78 02/26179 ; 1B81 •
PROBE SPECTRA OF SI(_NAL * NOISE • 78-078C-07B • NP ] 12/09/78 12/09/78 11181 •
C.AS , PLASMA E]NYZR. SICNL STRNCTH • 78-078C-07C • DO 1 12/09/78 12/09/78 ; 1B81 •
RACIeSt PIO18PE,CLOUD EXTENT,STRUC.,DISTR • 78-078C-02 • • 1A38 •
(SN) SE]D BACKSCA'I-rER CHANNEL DATA • 78-078C-02A • DO ] 12/09/78 12/09/78 • 1B81 •
(SN) SI_ /d4B. BKGR. RAD., SP. IN. • 78-078C-02B • DO ] 12/09/78 12/09/78 • 1[]81 •
SOD TE)4P VS TIME DATA • 78-078C-0"2C • DO ] 12/09/78 12/09/78 • 1B82 •SEIFF PIO78PE,ATMOSPH6RIC STRK_E
: 78-078C-01 : • 1A38 .(SAS) SE_) LOW ATHOS PROPERTIES 78-078C-01A DO 1 12/09/78 12/09/78 • 1B8"2 •
SLK]MI PI078PE, I_ RADIOMETER
78-078C-04 ; • 1A34 •SNFR $8) NET FLUX RADIOMETER 78-078C-04A DO ] 12/09/78 12/09/78 1[]82 •WOO •
PIO78PE.ATROSPH.TURSUL_E (HTUR) • 78-078C-06 • • 1A37 •
.... _;_}--_ ............. _-/;_ ................................... .-_;_;_ ..... • ....................................
• 2A67 •
LOCACH_V PROCNOZ 3,ENERCETIC PART.D_ECTOR • 73-009A-01 • • 2A68 *
FIR AVE ENE_C PARr FLUXES ON FICHE • 73-009A-OIA • FR 3 0_/1S/73 02/24/74 • 2B104 •
EROSr._O PRDC_dOZ 6,3-AXIS FLUX HACN_OMETR • 2B140 •
5-MIN AVER B-FI rl r, uc_= ..._ * 77-Og3A-01 • • 2B]40 •
............................................... _ ._,_,t^r_ • 77-093A-O1A • DO 1 09/26/77 01/24/78 • 2B104 *
.......................................PRoc_z 7 _o/so/78 ........................ : 7:':-_o-x;_ : 28140•
DOLCINOV PROC_IOZ 7,THRFF-AXIS FLUX MAC • 78-101A-04 • : 28140 •
S-MIN AVERACED MAC FIELD VECTOR • 78-IO1A-O4A • DO 1 11/10/78 06/02/79 • 2B104 •
VAISSERC PRO(NO/ 7. PLASMA SPECTROMETRR • 78-]01A-01 •
H'* • I'_** FLUX, V, T. • D_ TAPE • 78-101A-OIA • DO 1 11 03 78 06 12 79 ; XXX •
......................................................... :_ I I I I 20]o4 •
PROGNOZ _ 07101183 ......... ---_-_TA ..... ; ..................................
SA2S •
SOLAR X-RAY SPECTROHETER • 83-067A-02 • : SA_S •
SOLAR X-RAY SURVEY PLOTS, HFICHE • 83-067A-O'_A • F=R S 07101/83 01/]3/84 • SB3_ •
............................................................................................................
PRO("'-NOZ 10 04/26/85 • 8_ 033A
EROSHENKO PRIO,TRIAXIAL FLUXCATE MAC, SC-76 • 85 033_-03 : • 2B140 •
_B141 •
lO-HIN AVeR B-FIF_ VECTO_ • 85-033A-OSA • DO 2 04/27/85 11/04/85 -_ 2B]OS •
HR-AVC B • IN_CETIC E-,H*,HE*+ • 85-033A-O3B • DO 1 04/26/8.5 ]1/05/85 • 2B1OS *
LU_SENKO PRIO,E_IE]_G PARTCLS/SHOCKS. F_CHNU1/ • _-0_3A-02 • • 28141 •
............... HR-AVC ENE!K'GETIC E-,H+,HE._*,&B • SS-033A-O2A • DO ] 04/26/8S 11/05/85 • 2B105 *
R_.._T - -1o}_}_ ................................... ;-_2:_}_ ..... ; ..................................
• 3A70 •
KATZ RADSAT,TRAPPD,PRECIP PROTS,ALPHAS 72-076B-0] * 3AIO *
LAT.LONC.SORT,TRAP PROT.DATA TAPE : 72-076B-OIA : DO 1 10/02/72 0_/2B/73 * 3B80 •
.......................................................
RAE-A 07/04/68 .....................................................
STONE RAE-A,RADIO ASTRO. 9PR_.V ee 68-O._A60 - O._A -O] : : SA2S •5A25 *
RYLE YONBE_C RE_:EIYER PLOTS • 68-055A-OIA • NO 308 091_S/68 12/2S/72 • 5036 =
STONE RAE-A,RADIO BURSTS RECEIVERS • 68-055A-02 •
5A25 •
SWEPT FRF_u(_ICy BR CONTOUR PLOTS • 68-05SA-O'2A • MO 79 05/2S/69 03/13/71 : 5836 •
SWEPT FRF-_UB_Cy B_ NULTIGRID PLOT • 68-055A-028 • NO 530 0(]/26/68 12/03/72 • 5836 *
BR HULTICRID ]O-MINUTE PLOTS • 68-055A-0"2C • NO 1041 07/23168 07/_0/71 • 5B36 •
FULL ORBIT BURST RECEIVER PLOTS • 68-05SA-0"20 • NO $23 07/23/6B ]2/_2172 • 5B36 •
..........................................
................................
RAE B 06/10/73 • 73-039A ............
STONE RAE B,RADIO AST g EREJ_.V ANT • 73-039A-0] :
RYLE-VONOE]_C 24-HOUR PLOTS * 73-039A-OIA * MP
RYLE-VOND_}_C 24-NOUR TAPES • 73-039A-010 * DO
STONE RAE H,RADIO BURST RC_ • 73-039A-0_ *
Lfil#E_ ANT, DATA SUHMARy, M/FILM • 73-039A-O2A • HP
LOWER ANT, DATA SUMMARy - f"tACTAP_ * 73-039A-O2B • DO
BURST RECEIVER HOLILY PLOTS,MFILM * 73-039A-02C * NP
BJRST RECEIV[_ 24-HOUR PLOTS
• 73-039A-O20 * HP
SPECTRAL BURST RECEIVER HRLY PLOT * 73-039A-O'2E * NP
.........................................................................
RELAy I 12/13/62
BROWN RELAy 1,CHARCRD PARTICLE DETS : 62-068A62-068A -0"2 :
L-OFIff). ELECTRON-PROTON DATA, TAPE • 62-068A-O2A * DO
HCILWAIN RFJ-AY 1,PROTON-ELECTRON COtJNTI_% * 62-068A-03 *
PROTON-ELECTRON L SORTE_, TAPE * 62-068A-O3B • DO
lOS AVE_.CNT RATES TIME ORD. ,TAPE * 62-068A-03C . (X)
10 S AYG COUNT RATE, TAPE • 62-068A-030 * DO
LOW ]MERCY PROTON PLOTS, HFILM * 62-068A-O3E * MO
H]QH-INERCY PROTON PLOTS, NFILM • 62 068A-03F • 140
RELAy 2 .........................................................................................
0]/21/64 • 64 O03A •
• 3A71 *
BROWN RELAY 2,P-N .KJNC'I ELEC,PROT DETS * 64-003A-0_ • * 3A71 •
ELECTRON-PROTON DATA,L-ORD., TAPE • 64 O03A-O2A • DO 6 01121164 12/31165 * 31)81 •
...............................................................................................................
S 15 4/27/61 • 61-013A
SA26 •C,ARHIRE S 15,CHARCED PARTICLE • 61-013A-02 : _/_.6 *
COUNT RATE, LONE, LAT, B,L, UT * 61-013A-O'2A * DO ] 04128161 11/12/61 • SB37 *KRAUS_ S IS.CAHHA RAY TELESCOPE
• 61-013A-01 * * 5A_7 *
12/16/6_ • 62-070A * * SA2/ *
• SA26 *
• SA26 *
8 10/31/74 04126/77 • SB36 •
11 07/12/73 06/28/75 • 5B37
• SA26 •
] 07/12/73 06/30/75 • SB37 •
2 07/12/73 03/09/76 . $B37 •
49 07112/73 04/26177 • SB37 .
12 07/12/73 04/26/77 • SB37 .
1 05/07/75 04/24/77 * S_7 *
.............................
• 3).71 *
3A71 *2 12/13/62 03/31/64 3BOO •
• 3A71 *
1 12114162 10/_0164 • 3[]81 •
3 1_/14/62 10/20/64 . 3081 •
12/14/62 10/_0/64 • 3[]81 •
1 12114162 05/]0/63 , 3B81 ,
1 12/]4/62 09/_2/63 • 3B81 •
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S 55B, MICROHETEOR ITE
MICROPHONE IMPACT PLOTS
S 55B,_RID DETECTORS
ORID DET pBETRATION PLOTS, FIE
S 558,PRESS_IZED CELLS
PRESSLRE CELL pENETRATION PLOTS
DETECTOR pENETRATION LISTINGS
S 5SO.COPPER WIRE CARD








• 62-O70A-O4A : ER 1 12/16/62 04/20/63 • 5838 •
• 62-070A-0"2 • 5A27 •
• 62-070A-O2A •° FR 2 12/16/62 05/30/63 • 5838 •
• 82-070A-01 • • 5A27 •
• 62-070A-OIA • FR 2 12/16/52 07/02/63 • 5838 •
• 62-070A-01B • B1 4 12/16/62 07/Z2/83 • 51338 •
• 5A28 •
• 62-070A-03 •
• 62-070A-O3A • FR 1 12/16/62 07/2_/63 • 5B38 •
• 5A28 •
SECRETAN .CADIUM .SULPHIDE CELL • 62-070A-05 •
5 5SB S DETECTOR TABULATIONS • 62-070A-OSA • ER 1 12/16/62 02/09/63 • 5838 •CO- 12 16 62 02 09/63 • 51338 •CO-5 DETECTOR PLOTS, MICROFICHE • 62-070A-058 • FR 2 / / / .........
............................................................................. :::: .......................................... . 5A28 •
S 55C 11/06/64 • 64-U¢4A • • 5A28 •
CURTLER S 5..SC,ERESSURIZBD CEIJ_ • 64-074A-01 •
PUBLISHED REPORT TN-D-4284 • 64-074A-OIA • FR 2 11/06/64 11/05/65 • 5839 •5A28 •
HOLDI_ S SSC,INPACT DE'rECTORS • 64-074A-02 •
PUBLISHI_ REPORT TN-D-4284 • 64-074A-O2A • ER 2 11/08/64 11/05/85 51139 •
• 5A28 •
SECRETAN S 55C,CAD_IUM SULFIDE CELLS • 64-074A-03 •
CADHIUH-SULFIDE-CRI HETEOR D_CT. • 64-074A-03B • FR 2 11/06/64 11/05/65 • S839 •5A29•
SIVITER S 55C.CAPACITY DETECTORS , 64-0_4A-04 : I:D 0 11/06/64 11105/65 : 583Q •
PUBLISHED REPORT TN-0-4284 • o4-v_-_- " '" - - " _:__: .............
.............................................................................................
...._:_-_ ........ 11/i_/7i .7I-O_A • : _ :
CAHILL, JR. S-CUBED A,FLUXOATEHAC_ETOHTRS • 71-096A-04 •
COHMON CONDB_SEO EXpERIHNTR TAPES • 71-096A-O4A • DO 191 11/15/71 03/05/73 • 2B105 •
COHHON UNCONDE_4SED EXPI_4NTR TAPES • 71-OQ6A-04B • DO 1879 03105/73 09/30/74 • 28105 •
COHHON SUMMARy PLDT TAPES • 71-096A-04C • DO 246 11/17/71 03/07/73 • 2B105 •
COHHON SUMMARy PLOTS, MFILH • 71-096A-040 • HP 5 02/10/72 03/07/73 • 28106 •
coMMON QUICK LOOK PLOTS, HFILH * 71-095A-04E • HP 69 12/09/71 07/20/74 • 28106 •
CQHHON QUICK LOOK LISTINGS. HFILH • 71-O96A-O4F • RP 77 12/09/71 07/20/74 • 28106 •
• 2A68 •
CAHILL. JR. S-CUOE_ A,SRCH COIL HACTOHTRS • 71-096A-05 ;COHHON CONDENSED EXPE_IHNTR TAPES • 71-096A-OSA DO 191 11/15/71 03/05/73 • 28106 •
COHHON UNCONDENSE_ EXPRHNTR TAPES • 71-096A-0SB • DO 1879 03/05/73 09/30/74 • 28106 •
COHHON _Y PLOT 1APES • 71-OQ6A-OSC • DO 246 11/17/71 03/07/73 • 20106 •
COHMON SUHHARY PLOTS, MFII-H • 71-OQ6A-050 • HI ) 5 0'2/10/72 03/07/73 • 2B106 •
COHMON QUICK LOOK PLOTS, HFILH • 71-096A-0SE • RP 69 12/09/71 07/20/74 • 2B106 •
COHHON QUICK LOOK LISTINGS, HFILM • 71-Oq6A-OSF • HP 77 12/09/71 07/20/74 • 28107 •
FRITZ S-CUB_]3 A,25-872KEVPROT*ALPDET • 71-096A-02 • • 2A68 •
COMMON CONDENSED EXPERIHNTR TAPES • 71-096A-O2A • DO 191 11/15/71 03/05/73 • 28107 •
COHHON UNCOND(_ISE_ EXPRHNTR TAPES • 71-096A-028 • DO 1879 03/0.5/73 09/30/74 • 2B107 •
COHHON _Y PLOT TAPES • 71-O96A-(Y2C • DO 246 11/17/71 03/07/73 • 28107 •
COPe4DN SUMMARY PLOTS. MEILM • 71-096A-0"20 • HP 5 02/10/72 03/07/73 • 2B107 •
CDHHON QUICK LOOK PLOTS. MFILH • 71-096A-02E • MP 69 12/09/71 07/20/74 • 28)07 •
COMMON QUICK LOOK LISTINGS. MFILH . 71-OQ6A-O'2F • HP 77 12/09/71 07/20/74 • 29107 •
PITCH ANGLE PLOTS .5 L VAL, HFILH • 71-096A-O2H • HO 31 11/27/71 11/01/72 • 28108 •
S-MIN P+ • E- DIFF SPECTRA, HFILH • 71-OQ6A-O2J • NO 2 12/03/71 08/04/72 • 28108 •
GURNETT S-CUBED A,AC ELCT.FLD. HSRE • 71-096A-07 • • 2A69 •
COHMON CONDENSED EXpERIHNTR TAPES • 71-096A-OTA • DO 191 11/15/71 03/05/73 • 2B108 •
COHt40N UNCONDENSED EXPRHNTR TAPES • 71-Og6A-07B • DO 1879 03/05/73 0g/30/74 • 2B108 •
COMMON SUMMARY PLOT TAPES • 71-096A-07C • DO 246 11/17/71 03/07/73 • 28106 •
COHMON SUF_4ARY PLOTS. MFIL_ • 71-096A-07D • MP S 0"2/10/72 03107/73 • 28108 •
COMMON QUICK LOOK PLOTS, MFIt-H • 71-OQ6A-07E • HP 69 12/09/71 07/20/74 • 28108 •
COMMON QUICK LOOK LISTINGS, MFILH • 71-096A-OTF • NP 77 12/09/71 07/20/74 • 28]08 •
HOFFHAN S-CUBED A,O.B-25KEV FIE-PRTANA • 71-096A-01 • • 2A6Q •
COMMON CONDENSE]) EKPE_IHNTR TAPES • 71-OQ6A-OIA • DD 191 11/15/71 03/05/73 • 2BIOQ •
COMMON UI_ONDI_ISE_ EXPRHNTR TAPES • 71-096A-01B • DO 1879 03/0S/73 09/30/74 $ 28109 •
COMMON SUF/1ARY PlOT TAPES • 71-096A-01C • DO 246 11/17/71 03/07/73 • 2B10_ •
COHHON SUHHA_Y PLOTS, HFIL_ • 71-096A-01D • RP 5 02/10/72 03/07/73 • 2B109 •
COMMON QUICK LOOK PLOTS. HFILJ4 • 71-096A-01E = MP 69 ]2/09/71 07/20/74 • 28109 •
COMMON QUICK LOOK LISTINGS, HFIL_ • 71-096A-OIF • MP 77 12/09/71 07/2)0/74 • 28109 •
PITCH ANGLE PLOT5 .S L VALo MFIL_ • 71-O98A-OIH • 140 31 11/27/71 11/01/72 • 28109 •
5-MIN P_ • E- DIFF SPECTRA, HFILH • 71-O96A-OIJ • NO 2 12/03/71 08/04/72 • 29110 •
MAYNARD S-CUBED A,DC ELCT.FLD. HSRE * 71-096A-O6 * • 2A6Q *
COMMON CONDENSED EXP_IHNTR TAPES • 71-096A-O6A • DO 191 11115171 03105173 • 28110 •
COMMON UNCONDE_¢SED EXP_HNTR TAPES • 71-096A-068 • DO 1879 03/0S/73 09/30/74 • 28110 •
COMMON SUMHARY PLOT TAPES • 71-096A-06C • DO 246 11/17/71 03/07/73 • 28110 •
COMMON SUHHARY PLOTS, MFILH • 71-OQ6A-060 • MP 5 02/10/72 03/07/73 • 20110 •
COMHON QUICK LOOK PLOTS, MFILM • 71-OQ6A-O_E • MP 69 12/09/71 07/20/74 • 2B110
COMMON qUICK LOOt( LISTINOS, HFILH • 71-096A-O6F • MP 77 12/09/71 07/20/74 • 2B110 •
WILLIAMS S-CUBED A,3_-4OOKEVELCT-SS _ • 71-096A-03 • • 2A69 •
COMMON CONDENSED EXpERIHNTR TAPES • 71-096A-O3A • DO 191 11/15/7) 03/0S/73 • 2Blll •
COMMON UNCONDENS_D EXpRHNTR TAPES • 71-OgSA-03B • DO 1879 03/05/73 09/30/74 • 28111 •
COMMON SUHMARY PLOT TAPES • 71-OQ6A-03C • DO 246 11/17/71 03/07/73 * 28111 *
COMMON SUF_4ARY PLOTS, NFIt.H • 71-OQSA-030 = MP 5 02/10/72 03/07/73 $ 28111 •
COMMON QUICK LOOK PLOTSo MFIU4 • 71-OQSA-03E • HP 69 12/09/71 07/20/74 • 29111 •
COMMON QUICK LOOK LISTINGS. MFILH • 7I 096A-O3F • HP 77 12/09/71 07/2)0/74 • 2Blll •
PITCH ANGLE PLOTS .5 L VAL, MFIIJ4 • 71-OQ6A-O3H • MO 31 11/27/71 11/01/72 • 2Blll •
5-MIN P* • E- DIFF SPECTRA. MFILH • 71-OQ6A-O3J • NO 2 12/03/71 08/04/72 • 28111 •
.......................................................
............................................................ ;-76-O65B • • 3A72 •
$3-3 07/08/76 • 3A72 •
FENNEL $3-3, ION-_J-ECI SPECT CRLS-218 • 76-0658 08 •
MOZER S3-3,DC ELECTRIC FIELD ONR-lO4 • 76-0658-01 • • 3A72 •
SHARP $3-3,L0_ ENERCY PART SPEC,OMM-118 • 76-065B-02 • • 3A72 •
VAMPOLA S3-3,E_B_C ELEC1 M SPELT CRL-217 • 76-06SB-07 • • 3A72 •
........................
................................................................................ 4A30 •
SAGE 02/18/79 * 7Q-O13A • •
HCCORMICK SAGE, STRAT AERO • GAS EXP • 7Q-O13A-01 • • 4A30 •
METEOROLOCICAL,EPHEH,RAW DAT ARCH • 79-013A-O1A • DO 233 (Y2/21/79 11/18/8] • 4B36 •
PROFILE DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE • 79-013A-01C • DO 2 0"2/21/7Q 11/18/8] • 4836 •
...............................
..........................
................................................................SAN MARCO 3 04/24/71 * 71-036A • ; 3A723A73 ••
N_dTON SAN MARCO 3,ND._.ATM.COMP.SPECTR. • 71-036A-02 • $ 3A7S •
sPENCER SAN MARCO 3, ATM.NITRDC_ DENSITY • 71-036A-03 • ........
............................................................................................... • 3A73 •




• INVESTICJ&TOR EXPI3RINI_ NAME





FORM QUANTITY OF DATA PACE
N_'TON SAN HARCD 4, N_LrrRAL ATHOS. COHP. • 74-009A-02 * * 3A73 *
......... SP__I___I__ SAN HARCO 4, NEUTRAL ATHOS. TEMP. • 74-009A-03 . • 3A73 •
s,s-A ............_;_ .....................................;-_ ....._ ...................................;--_;-;
QIACC(]_II SAS-A,XRAY ALL-SKY SURVEY • 70-107A-01 _ • 5A29 *
SOURCE LIBRARY TAPE • 70-107A-01B DO 1 N/A • 5839 •
DAILY SUHMARY DATA ON TAPBS
• 70-107A-010 • DO 350 12/16/70 05/17/71 • 5839 •
40 CATALOG OF X-RAY SOURCES • 70-107A-010 • FR 2 12/12/70 03/18/73 • 5840 *
...._L_ ..................;_;_ ....................................._-_;;_ .....; ..................................._--_;_;-_
FICHTEL SAS-B,HI-ENERCy CANNA-RAY TELE • 72-091A-01 • • 5A30 •
CJU4HA RAy EVB_T DATA ON HICROFILN • 72-091A-OIA • NP 1691 11/20/72 06/03/73 • 5B40 •
COUNT RATE OF CAHHA RAY BURSTS • 72-091A-01B • HP 15 11/20/72 06/08/73 * 5840 •
ANTI-COINCID SCINT CNT RTS, HFILH • 72-091A-010 • HP 30 11/19/72 06/08/73 • 5840 •
A-RATE SUMMARy TAPE • 72-091A-010 • DO 1 11/18/72 06/08/73 • 5840 •
CJU4NA-RAy TABULATE]) DATA, PUe • 72-091A-OIE • BT ] 11/19/72 06/08/73 • 5840 •
...._ .................._);_ ......................................;_;_ .................................................; • 5A_O•
CLARK SAS-C, EXTRACALACTIC 1.5-10KEY • 75-037A-01 • • 5A30 •
QUIC]< LOOK DATA PLOTS • 75-037A-OIA • F_ 751 01/25/76 04/07/79 • 5841 •
CLAR_ SAS-C, SCORPIO MONITOR O.4-80KEV • 75-037A-02 • • 5A_) •
QUICK LOOK DATA PLOTS • 75-037A-O2A • FR 751 01/25/76 04/07/79 • 5841 •
Y-AXIS POINTED OBSO_VATION LOG • 75-037A-02B • HI 8 05/30/75 03/23/79 • 5841 •
CLARK SAS-C, GALACTIC ADS. O.2-10KEV • 75-037A-03 • • 5A30 *
QUICK LOOK DATA PLOTS • 75-037A-O3A • FR 751 01/25/76 04/07/79 5841 •
Y-AXIS POINTED OBSERVATION LOG • 75-037A-038 • HI 8 05/30/75 03/23/79 ; 5841 •
CLN_ SAS-C, CALACTIC MONITOR 1.8-OKEV • 75-037A-04 • 5A30 •
QUICK LOOK DATA PLOT5 • 75-037A-O4A ; FR 751 01/25/76 04/07/79 • 5841 •
Y-AXIS POINTED OBSERVATION LOG • 75-037A-04B • HI 8 05/30/75 03/23/79 • 5B41 •
...................................................................................................................................
SEASAT I 06/27/78 • 78-064A • • 4A31 •
NCLAIN SF_SAT 1,SCAN VlS/1R RADIONE'rER • 78-064A-04 • • 4A31 •
PIERSON SF_ASAT 1,H_ WIND SCATTERONETER * 78-064A-03 * • 4A31 •
ROSS SEASAT I,SCAN HULTI/_ RADIDHETER • 78-064A-05 ; • 4A3I •TkPLEY SEASAT 1 ,COMPRESS PULSE RADAR ALT • 78-O64A-O1 • 4A31 •
TELB(I SEASAT I, IHACINC RADAR • 78-064A-02 * • 4A32 *
..............................................................................................................................








ATM SOLAR CDV_RAC_E (FILM) • 73-027A-000 ; HO 1 • 5B42 •
ATM MISSION OPERATION LOC ON TAPE • 73-027A-OOE • DO 5 • 5B42 •
ATM MISSION OPERATION LOG - FICHE • 73-027A-OOF • ER 48 • 5B42 •
MISC. ATM _P_TIHO DOC., FICHE • 73-027A-000 • FR 15 • 5842 •
SKYLAB,IR SPECTROH_TER-EREP(51911 • 73-027A-18 • * 4A32 •
SKYLAB,M-SPEC_.PHOTOC.-EREP(S190) • 73 027A-17 • • 4A33 •
INDEX OF EREP PHOTOC_APHS, NFICHE * 73-O_7A-]7A • FR 1 11/01/74 4836 •
SKYLAB,MICROWAVE SCAT_-ER_P(51931 • 73-0_7A-20 • ; 4A33 •
SKYLAB,L BAND RADIDN. .EREP(51941 • 73-027A-21 • 4A33 •
SKYLAB,CDRONAC_PH CONTARIN. (TO_5) * 73-027A-45 • _ 5A31 •
SKYLAO,UV STELLAR ASTRONOHY(SO]9) * 73-027A-02 * * 5A31 •
UV SPECTRA/IMAOERY 4X5 B/t# • 73-027A-O2A • UC 469 06/05/73 01/11/74 • 5B42 •
SKYLAB 5 019 FAR-UV DATA (1979) • 73-027A-028 • DO ] N/A • 5842 •
SKYLAO,13 8AND SCANNER-ER_:'(SI921 • 73-027A-19 • * 4A33 •
SKYLAB,X-RAy SPECT. TF-L.ESC.(S054) • 73-027A-05 • 5A31 •
RED.CONTRAST,3RD CE_.NEC. 70F/4 • 73-027A-OSA • 1M 8400 05/28/73 01/31/74 _ 5043 •
FILM IHAC_ CATALOG (FIC) 16HHFIUq • 73-027A-058 • HP 1 05/28173 01/31/74 • 5843 •
SELECTED FRAMES, ONE/DAY - (7OHM) • 73-027A-050 • TM 7OO 05/29173 11/27/73 • 5843 •
SELECTED FLARE DATA,SET I • 73-O_7A-OSE • TM 600 06/14/73 09/08/73 • 5B43 •
SKYLAS,k_HITE LT. CORONADPH (S052) • 73-027A-04 • • 5A31 •
WHITE LICHT CORONAORAPHY-_ FLH • 73-027A-O4A • YO 9 05/28/73 02/12/74 • 5B43 •
SEJ_.CTED FLARE DATA,SET 1 • 73-027A-O4B • HO 1 07/29/73 01/21/74 • 5B43 •
SKYLAB,UV SCAN.POLYCHRON. (S055A) * 73_7A-_ * * 5A32 *
SOLAR _ DATA ON IAPE * 73-027A-O6A • DO 1163 05/28/73 02/08/74 * 5843 *
GRAY LEVEL HICROFICH_ * 13 0_7A-068 • F_ 3601 05/29/73 0"2/08/74 • 5844 •
DICITAL DATA ON MICROFICHE • 73 027A-O6C • FR 13214 05/29/73 0"2/08/74 • 5844 •
HLO SUPER RASTER DATA • 73 027A-060 • FR 17 01/28/74 01/29/74 • 5844 •
SUPER RASTER DATA ON TAPE • 73-027A-O6E • DO 4 01/28/74 01/29/74 • 5B44 •
SELECTED FLARE DATA, SET ] • 73 027A-O6F • FR 12_ 08/15/73 01/21/74 • 5844 •
SKYLAB,HALPHA TELESC.I(PHOT0)HA1 • 73-O27A-15 • • 5A32 •
H-ALPHA DATA ON 35HH FILM * 73-027A-]SA • NO 103 05/29/73 0_/03/74 * 5B44 •
ATM H ALPHA ATLAS IN 47 VOLUMES • 73 027A-15B • BI 47 06/29/73 0"2/03/74 • 5B44 •
SKYLAD,UV AIRCL(]_ HOR.PHDTO(S0631 • 73-027A-08 • 5A32 •
DIGITIZED AIRCLON DATA ON TAPE • 73-027A-OOA • DO 2 03/0"2/74 03/03/74 _ $B45 •
DICITIZE]) OZONE DATA DN TAPE • 73 027A-OOB • DO 4 02/26/74 0"2/26/74 5B45 •
DIC[TIZED AURORAL DATA ON TAPE • 73 027A-080 • DO ]4 03/14/74 04/05/74 ; 5B45 •
AIRCLO¥ PHOIOGRAPH_ ON FILM • 73-027A-080 * YD 135 08/14/73 09/01/73 • 5845 •
OZONE PHOTOC_APHS ON FILM • 73 027A-O_E • YO 95 01/31/74 01/31/74 5B45 •
PHOTOCRAPHS OF COMET KOHOUTER * 73-O27A-O_F * YO 190 12/09/73 01/09/74 ; 5B45 •
AURORAL PHOTOS. (O-W) ON FILM • 73-027A-080 • YO 134 09/11/73 02/07/74 , 5B45 •
AURORAL PHOTOS. (COLOR) ON FILM • 73 027AOOH • VO 134 09/11/73 0"2/07/74 • 5046 •
SKYLAD,F_V CORONA S-HELIO.(SO82A) • 73 027A 10 • • 5A32 •
SPECTHOHF-LIOC_APH 1NACES ON 7OHM • 73 027A IOA• TM 1750 05/28/73 01/31/74 • 5846 •
5LLEC_P_ FLARE DATA,SET I • 73-027A-108 * TM 70D 06/15/73 01/2"2/74 • 5846 •
FRAME CATALOC ON HAGTAPt • 73-027A 100 • DO 1 05/28/13 01/31/74 5846 •
FRAME CATALOC ON MICROFICHE • 73-0_7A-100 • FR ] 05/28173 01/31/74 ; 5846 •
HE 304 5YNOP1]C NAPS, ItARDCOPY • 73-027A IOE • 81 1 05/23/73 0"2/02/74 • 5046 •
5KYLAB,I_N SP_CTROCRAPH (SOe2B) * 73027A-1I * * 5A32 *
SOLAR UV SP_RA ON 7OHM FILM • 73 027A-11B • IM 1600 N/A • 5B46 •
FRAH[ CATALOC ON MA(_IE-rIC TAPE • 73-027A-110 • DD ] 05/29/73 02/03/74 • 58A7 •
FRAHE CATALOC ON NICROFICME • 73-C_27A-11D • FR 5 N/A • 5847 •
SKyLAO,DUAL X RAY T_LESCOPE(S0561 • 73 027A-07 • • 5A33 •
SOLAR X RAY INAC, E_-BLACK/WHITE • 13-027A-OlA • TO 6370 N/A • 5847 •
XR_A PI_INTOUT ON HICRQFILM • 73 0_7A-070 • NP 50 05/29/73 02/05/74 • 5847 •
B_CK+_-_ITE VB_SION OF 73-027AO/B • 13-027A-DIE • TO 500 N/A • 5047 •
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LIMB VI_ING _ OZONE SPECTRONETR
DAILY AVG OZONE MIX RATIO FI:L.,TP
OZONE RADIA_IEE DATA, TAPE
SHE, INFRARED RADIOMETER
NEAR IR(1.27-MICRON) SPECTROMETER
DAILY AVO OZONE MIX RATIO PFL,TP
RADIANCE DATA, TAPE
E, VISIBLE NITROGEN DIOXIE
DAILY AVO COLUHN NO2, TAPE




FoRM QU_I_ OF DATA
• 81- IOOA
. 81-100A-01
,, 81-100A-OIA • DO
. 81-100A-01B ,, DO
. 81-100A-0"2 •
• 81- IOOA-03 •
* 81-100A-O3A * DO
* 81-100A-036 * DO
• 81-100A-04 •





3 12130181 09130185 • 31_61 •
17 12/16/81 12/18/86 • 3E_"2 *
• 3A74 •
• 3A74 •
3 12130181 09130185 3B82
52 12116181 o913018s _ 3882
• 3A74 •
25 01/01/8_ 12/31186 • 306"2 •
• 3A74 •
1 01/01/82 09/30/85 • 3862 •
SOLAR IRRADIANCE DATA, TAPE • 81-100A-OSA • • 3A75 •
BARTH SHE, SOLAR PROTON ALARM • 61-100A-06 • .............................................
........................................................................;-_:_;4_ .... • _ •
SMM 0"2/14/80 • 80-014A-000 • FR B 02114180 11123180 • 5847 ,,,
POINTING L0C • 5A33 •
DE JAGER SHM. HARD X-RAY IMAGING SPECTRON • 80-014A-05 •
HARD X-RAY HIHSEL FORINT DATA • 80-014A-OSJ_ • DO 2 06/29/80 06/29/80 • 5648 •
FROST SMH,HAI_ X-RAY BURST Sp_'C'T(HXRI_) • 80-014A-O6 •
PULSE I_EICHT SPECTROMETER DATA • BO-014A-O6A • DO 3 06129180 06/29/80 • 5648 •
X-RAY ERISSION CURVES FOR R_ARES • B0-014A-06B • ER 196 02/19/B0 0_/04/85 • 5848 •• 5J_ •
HACQUF-EN St'IH CORONACRAPH/POLARIMETER • 80-014A-01 •
COLOR, PR PHOTOGRAPHY (DFIETB)) • 80-OI4A-OIA • VG 3 N/A • 511148 •
TANDBERC-HANSSER SMM. UV 5PECTROHETER/POLARIHETER • 80-014A-02 • 5J_34 •
U.V. SPECTRONETER DATA • 80-014A-O2A _e DO 1 06/29/80 06/29/80 5848 •
UVSP OBSERVING CATALOG ON NICROFL • 80-014A-0"2B • PIP 1 0"2/20/80 0"2/05/81 : 5B48 •
UV_P nFr.%F}_VINC CATALOC ON TAPE • 80-014A-0"2C • DO 1 0"2/20/80 0"2/05/81 • 56___ e_
................................................................................................
• 74-033A * • 4A74 •
SHS 1 05/17/74
NESDIS STAFF SHS I,SPIN-SCAN RADIONETER(vISSR) • 74-033A-01 • • 4A77 •
EHT - VISSR DIGITAL DATA TAPE_ • 74-033A-OIA • DO 303 05/17/74 101210/75 • 4637 •
VISSR VISIBLE IMAGERY, 7OHM FILM • 74-033A-018 • IN 1362 08/30/74 04/19/79 • 4637 •
VISSR IR IHACERY. 70HH FILH • 74-033A-01C • IM 2963 08/29/74 04/19/79 • 41137 •
AOIPS IR • VISIBLE IMAGE TAPES • 74-033A-OID • DO 5472 05/17/74 09/26/75 • 4637 •
IDAMS VISIBLE + IR IMAGE DATA • 74-033A-OIE • DO 786 05/17/74 09/06/74 • 4637 •4A76 •
WILLIAMS SHS 1. SOLAR E]_4ERCETIC pARTICLES • 74-033A-0"2 • • 4A76 •
WILLIAMS 5HS 1, SOLAR X-RAY MONITOR * 74-033A-03 • : 4A75 •
WILLIAMS SMS 1.BIAX FLUXGATE MACNETOHETER • 74-033A-04 • ............... _ ........
................................... - ........ • 4A74 •
.................................................. • 75-011A •
._ 2 0"2/06/75 • 4A77 •
NESDIS STAFF _ 2,SPIN-SCAN RADIOMETER(vISSR) • 75-011A-04 •
EHT - VISSR DIGITAL DATA TAPES • 75-011A-O4A • DO 334 02/17/75 08/28/75 • 4637 •
VISSR VISIBLE IMAGERY, 7OHM FILM • 75-011A-046 • IM 1959 04/19/79 0"2/01/80 • 4637 •
VISSR IR IMAGERY, 7OHM FILM • 75-011A-04C • IM 18.50 04/19179 09/12/79 : 4B38 •
AOIPS IR * VISIBLE IMAGE TAPES • 75-OllA-O4D • DO 4278 08/12/74 09/12/79 4638 •
IDAMS VISIBLE ", IR IMAGE DATA • 75-OllA-O4E • DO 1760 02106/75 10/27/75 • 413.38 •
• 4A76 •
WILLIAHS SM_ 2,SOLAR ERE_GETIC PARTICLES • 75-011A-01 •
WILLIAMS : : 4A76.SHS 2, SOLAR X-RAY MONITOR • 75-OI1A-(Y2 5 •
WILLIAMS SHS 2,BIAX FLUXCATE MAGNETOMETER • 75 OllA-03 .........................................
......................................................................... • ._ •
......... • 60-007B •
SULRAD 1 06/_2/60 • 60-0076-01 • • 5A34 •
FRIEDMAN SOLRAD 1, X-RAY AND LYHAN ALPHA • 60-OOlB-01A • FR 1 06/2"2/60 11/01/60 • 51349 •
X-RAY 2-8Ao UV 1050 - 1350A ................
......................................................
...................................................... • 64-001D • • 5A34 •
SO_AD 7A 01/11/64 • 5A35 •
KREPLIN SOLRAD 7A, X-RAY (2-60A), UV DE'r. • 64-001D-01 •
MACHINE RE]_ 3 POINTS PER PASS e 64-O01D-OIA • DO 1 01/12/64 08/31/64 • 5649 •
HAND RE]) 1 POINT PER PASS • 64-DO1D-01B • DO I 01/11/64 02/03/65 • 5B49 •
.....................................................
............................................................... • 65 0160 • • 5A35 •
5DLRAD 7B 03/09/65 • 5 A_.$ •
FRIEDMAN SOLRAD 7R,X-RAY*U'V DEf. • 65 016D-01 •
PLOTS OF SOLAR X-RAY FLUXES • 65-016D-OIA • FR 1 03/10/65 10/31/65 • 56A9 •
IABLES OF SOLAR X-RAY FLUXFS • 65-016D-016 • FR 1 03/10/65 10/30/65 • 5B49 •
................................................................................................ ; 5A_-;
SOLRAD e 11119165 , 65-093A : 5A35 •
KREPLIN SO_AD 8.SOLAR RADIATION ,m, 65 093A 01 *
1 MIN FLUX AVC FOR 12 DETECTORS • 65-093A-OIA • DO 19 11/27165 08/24/67 • 5650 •
COMPACT AND EDITED 1 HIN FLUX AVC • 65-093A-018 • DO 1 11/27/65 08/24/67 • 5B50 •
_)IT CARDS • 65-093A-01C • DO 1 11/19/65 08/24/67 56.10 •
STATION LISI .START/STOP * PASS NO • 65-O93A-OID • DO 1 11/27/65 08/23/67 •e 58.50 •
DAILY X-RAY FLUXES IN PUBL. RPT. . 65-Og3A-OIE • FR 1 12/01/65 11/05/67 • 5BSO •
................................................................
.............................................. . 68-017A " .m, 5A33_6 :so,_AD9 D_/05/68
KRF_LIN SO_AD 9,SOLAR RADIATION • 68-017A-01 • • o^o
3 X-RAY FLUXES*BKCND VS TIHE • 68-O17A-OIA • NO 2 03114168 12131171 • 58.50 •
HOURLY AVERAGES PUDL1SHE_ 1N SOD • 68-017A-016 • HI .533 02/01/69 04/24/74 • 5650 •
3-CHANNEL X-RAY FLUXES IN PUB.RPI" • 68-017A-01C * ER 1 03/08/68 12/31/68 • 5,851
5 CHANNEL X-RAY FLUXES IN pUB RPT • 68-017A-OID • FR 1 01/01/69 11/0"2/69 • 58.51 •
REfILlED SOLAR X-RAY FLUXES (TAPE) • 68-OI7A-OIE • DO 36 03/14/68 09/30/7"2 • 5651 •
SOLAR X-RAY FLUX PLOTS, F]CH_E • 68-017A-OIF • FR 70 01/01/70 04/30/74 • 5B51 •
X RAY HBORY DATA, MICROFILM • 68-O17A-OIG • NP 1 11/19/69 12/09/70 • 5651 •
....................................
..................... - ...................... • 5A36 •
50LRAD 10 07/08171 .................................. • 71-05,8A * • 5A36 •
KREPL]N 50LRAD TO.SOLAR X-RAY-UVDFICTS • 71-058A-01 •
SOLAR X RAY FLUX PLOTS (FICHE) • 71-058A-O1A • FR 18 01/01172 06130/73 • 5652 •
........................................................................ ;- 3A75-;
SPUTNIK 3 05115/58 •e 58 004B :58-0046-12 • 3A75 •
UNKNOWN SPUTNIK 3, BEACON 08/30/58 12/21/59 • 3682 •
TOTAL FJ_ECTRON CONTE_WFI, FICHE • 58-O04B-12A • FR 2
..........................................
.............................................. • 3A75 •
STP P78-) 02/24/79 • 79-017A : 3A75 •
BOWYER STP P78 1, _ SPECTROHEXER • 79-017A-04 • 3A75 •
IHHOF STP P78-1,C_ RAY SPECTROMETER • 79 01/A-O1 • • 3A75 •
HCKENZIE STP P78 1,50_ X-RAY SPECTRON. • 79-017A-03 • • 3A76 •
NICHELS STP PlB-1. SOL/_ WIND MONITOR • 79-017A-0"2 • • 3A76 •
PEPIN STP PTB-1,PR[J-IM.AEROSOL MONITO_ • 79-017A-07 • •
47
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FOR_q QUANTITY OF DATA PAGE
SHUU4AN STP P78-1, X-RAY MONITOR ; 79-017A-06
VANCOUR STP P7B-1,HICH LAT.PART.SPECTROH • 3A76 •79-017A-05 _ * 3A76 •
.........................................................................STPP78-2 Ol/3O/7O .... • _;:oo_-- -_............................................
• 2A89 m
PRI_)ICTED MAC CONJUNCTIONS, HFILPI • 79-007A-000 • RP I 03/15/79 0"2/]7/81 • 28112 •
ORBITAL PLOTS FOR PROMIS PB_IOD • 79-O07A-OOE • FR 1 03/29/86 06/16/86 • 28112 *
AGCSON STP P78-2,ELE FD DET/SAHSO-402-10 • 79-007A-05 * • 2A70 •
BLAKE STP P78-2,B_ PR DE-r 5AHS0-402-2 * 79-007A-]4 . • 2A70 •
FENNELL STP P78-2,SC SHTH FLD/SAHSO-402-2 * 79-007A-06 • • 2A70 •
Pt/d_Y STP P78-2,HI T RES PR SAHSO-402-5 * T?-OO7A-12 • • 2A70 •
JOHNSON STP P78-2,BN ION SPEC/SAMSO-402-8 * 79-007A-13 • • 2A70 •
LB)LE'f STP P78-2.MAGNETIC FIELD MONITOR • 79-007A-08 • * 2A70 •
REAC.AN STP P78-2,HICH E]_E_tCY PART DETECT • 7q-OO7A-15 •
WHIPPLE STP P78-2,H] E RES PR SANS0-40"2-9 • 79-007A-1] • * _ •
........ " • z_/u •
...................................................
STS 2/OSTA-1 11/12/81 .............. ;-8;_111A ..... ; .................................... ;--;A_-;
BR,O_I STS 2.HEFLEX 8IOENCINR TEST (HOT) * 81-111A-07 • 4A34 e
COETZ
STS 2.SHUTTLE IMC RADAR-A(SIR-A) ; 81-IllA-01 ; ; 4A34 *
RADAR ZMACBRY 81-111A-O1A UV 1400 N/A • 4838 •
SIR-A HOVIE, COLOR * 81-111A-0IB • EP 300 N/A * 4B38 *
SIR-A MOVIE ON VIDE9 TAPE • 81-111A-010 • DT 1 N/A • 4838 •
STS 2.SHUT HULT INFRA RAD(SNIR_) • 81-111A-02 • * 4A34 •
RADIONETRIC CALIBRATION DATA • 81-111A-O2A • DO 1 06/09/81 03/01/82 • 4838 •
UNCALIBRATEt) RADIOHETB DATA * 81-111A-028 * DO S 11/12/81 11/14/81 • 4838 •
BLACK AND _tlIITE IMACBRY * 81-111A-0"20 • IP 250 N/A • 4B39 •
COLOR IMAOI3RY • 81-111A-O2D • _ 25,0 N/A * 4/339 *
STS 2.OCEAN COLOR EXPERIME_rT/OCE * 81-111A-05 • • 4A34 •
CALIBRATE]) RADIANCE DATA * 81-111A-O.SA * DO 2 11/14/81 11/14/8] • 41339 •
STS g,_E OF AIR POLU FR SAT • 8I-IllA-N • • 4A34 •
TROPOSPHERIC CO HIXINC RATIO TAPE • 81-111A-O4A • DO 2 11/14/81 11/14/81 * 4839 •
,,_31"M_PELL STS 2,FEATURE ID + LOG EXP (FILE) * 81-111A 03 • * 4A35 •
VONNECUT STS 2,NIGHT/DAY OPT SURV OF LITN • 81-11]A-06 • • 4A35 •
................... ...............................................................................................
STS 3/0SS-1 03/2"2/82 • 82-022A
3BB-2 •SHA_'_hl STS 3,PLASHA DAICNOSTIC PACKAGE • 82-0_2A-01 _ 388-2 •
PLASHA SURVEY. COLOR SLIDES • 82-02"2A-O1A = RO 342 03/22/82 03/27/82 * 3[382 •
W.B. ANALOG DATA (0-30 KHZ), NEC • 82-02"2A-01B • YH 2"240 03/_2/82 03/28/8"2 • 31383 •
......................................................
..............................................................
STS-41G 10/05/84 * 84-108A
ELACHI STS-41CoSHUTrLE IHC RADAR-B/SIR-B • 84-108A-01 ; ; 4856 •4856 o
RADAR IMAGERY ON FILM * 84-108A-O1A • YI 2_8 10/07/84 10/13/84 • 4B39 •
IMAGE DATA A ANNOTATION ON TAPE * 84-108A-018 • DD I62 10/07/84 10/I2/84 • 4839 *
MOLLBE_C STS 410,LARCE FORMAT CAMERA (LFC) • 84-108A-02 • • 4BS6 •
IMAGERy ON FILM • 84-108A-O2A * IN 21000 10/05/84 10/13/84 • 41339 •
COLOR 1HACERY ON FILM • 84-108A-02B • LN I5000 I0/08/84 10/11/84 • 4839 *
I_E]CJ41_E, JR. STS-41C,MEASUR AIR POLU FROM SAT
: 84-108A-03 : • XXX .
TROPOSPHRIC CO • N20 MIX RATIO TP 84-108A-O3A DO 10 N/A • 41340 •
.... s_-_;;_;_LL_ 3..... _;_;/_ .................................. _-_;; .... ; ...............................
FA/_qER SPACELAB 3 ATHOS TRACE MOL_ULES • 8S 034A 14 • • 41356 •
TRACE_H " - - • 48S6 •
INR GAS MiX RATIO PROFILES * 85-034A I4A • DF l 04/01/85 05/31/85 * 4B40 •
--V_._-_ ...... _;)_6_ .......................... .-_:_,;_ .... . .......................
BR_N T_I_TA_ I,CHARGE]) P/_RTICLF_ • 62-029A-01 • • 2A71 •
• 2All •
PROTN&ELEC COUNT RT&F_PHH,OESYS TP • 62-029A OIA • DO 5 07/I0/62 02/21/63 * 2B112 *
.................................................................TELSTAR_ ...... _/0,/6_ ........... .-_:o_ ; ; 2;_ ;
BROWN TELSTAR 2,CHARCE_ PART
• 63-013A-0I • * _A7] •
PROTN&ELEC COUNT RT_ILPHM,BESYS TP • 63 O13A-O]A • DO 8 05/07/63 0S/07/65 • 2B]12 •
....................................................................
.... _z; ;........... o_)o_/;2 • 72-O6_A .
3A76 •POT_A TIP 1, TRIAXIAI FLUXCATE MACNTNTR • 72-069A-01 • 3A76 •
..............................................................
................................
TIROS 1 04/01/60 * 60-00"28 . • 4A7_ •
BUTLER TIROS 1.TV • 60-00"28-01 _ • 4A81 •
............................................................
--- T_Ros2-- I1/23/60 • 6O-O16A
4A79 *BAR_SOALE TIROS 2,SCANNINC RADIOMETER • 60-016A-02 : 4A80 •
FINAL MET RADIATION TAPES • 60-016A-(Y2A * DO 126 11/_3/60 04/26/61 • 4840 *
CAT OF HE_RO RADIATION DATA,FIOIE • 60-016A 0"2B • FR 7 11/23/60 04/13/61 = 4040 •
B_JTLER TIROS 2, TV • 60-016A-03 • • 4A81 •
HANEL TIROS 2,WIDEFIELD RADIOMFTER • 60-016A-0I • • 4A82 *
.................................................................................................
--;;ROS 3 0711216I • 61-017A
• 4A79 •HANE_ TIROS 3._IDEFIELD RADIOMETER • 61-017A-02 * 4A82 •
NE_IS STAFF TIROS 3,TELEVISION • 61-017A-04 •
4AB] eRADOS TIROS 3,SCANNING RADIONETER • 61-017A-03 • 80 •
FINAL HE_. RADIATION TAPES • 61-OIlA-O3A e DO 74 07/12/61 10/01/61 4840 •
CAT OF METRO RADIATION DATA,FICHE • 61 017A-038 * FR 8 07/I2/61 09/30/6I ; 4B40 •
S_1 TIROS 3, OMNI RADIOMETER
OMNIDIRECTIONAL RADIOMETER TAPES _ 61-017A-01 • 4A84 •
61017A-OIA _ DO 5 07/12/61 ]O/_O/6I . 4840 *
..................................................................................................
TIROS 4 02/08/62 * 62-002A * 4A79 •
TIROS 4 ATTIFUOE SUMMARY • 62-002A 000 _ FR 4 02/08/62 06/12/62 41)41 •
BARKSDALE TIROS 4,SCANNINC RADIOHE_ER • 62 00"2A-03 * _ 4A80 •
FINAL HET RADIATION TAPES • 62-002A-O3A • DO 132 02/08/62 06/30/62 • 484I •
RAD DATA CATALOG + _ MA_N,FI_ • 6_ 00"2A-038 • F_ 5 0"2/06162 06/30/62 • 41341 •
HANE_ TIROS 4.WIDEFI_LD RADIONETE_ • 62-002A-02 : • 4A82 •NESDIS STAFF TIROS 4,CLOUD COVER IV • 62-002A-04
• 4A81 •
SUONI TIROS 4, OMNI RADI_ER * 62-002A-01 • • 4A84 •
0MNIDIRECIIONAL RADIOHETER TAPES • 62-O02A-OJA • DO 10 02/08/62 06/28162 . 484] •
RADIANCE VALUE- TAPE_ • 6_-00_A-018 • DO 2 02/08/62 06/I0/62 • 484] •
................................................
..........................




SPACECRAFT NAHE LAUNCH DATE * DATA SET INFOflHATION
************************************************************************ _ ID ................................... TINE SPAN
• IHVESTIDATON _pERII_4T _ FI]AH _1-I"¥ OF DATA PA n_:
• DATA SET _ •
"62 . 62-047A • : :_: :
TIROS 6 09118/ . T_/ • 62-047A-01 •
NESOIS STAFF /x_u_, o, - .................................................................................. _._--
............................. : :TXR_ 7 .......... 061191SS --y ODD ** PR 10 o61191r_s Oel2elS5 *
TIROS VII ATTITUD_ _ -M.. _ • . 4A80 •
IOHErE_R • 63-v,c._.-v. .
BARKSOALE TIROS 7.SCANNING RAD . 63-0"24A-O2A * DO 692 06/19/83 06119/65 * 4B41
FINAL MET RADIATION TAPES
TIROS 7 RADIATION DATA CAT. FICItE • 63-024A-O2B • FR 14 06/19/63 06119/65 • 4B42 *
BRACE TIROS 7.ELECTROSTATIC PROBE • 68-024A-03 • • 4A81 •
LANCHUIR PROBE DE]NSITY DATA . 63-024A-O3A • 140 1 06,/19/83 07/09/83 ** 4B42 •4A81 *
NESDIS STAFF TIROS 70TF_LEVISION • 63-024A-04 * I 4A84 •
TIROS 7 OHNI RADIOFETBR • 63-024A-01 •
SUORI m_/_nTRFL-TTONAL OHETER TAPES . 63-O'24A-OIA • DO 9 06/19/63 08/29/63 * 4B42 *,
............ RAD1 ..............................
..................................................................... _ ............... • 4A7g •
................. • 68-0.54A * 4A83 *
TIROS 8 12,/21,/63
HUNTE]R TIROS 8, AUTO PICTURE TRANS (APT) • 63-054A-02 • • 4A81 •
NESOI5 STAFF TIROS 8,TV e___8_3_-_O_54__A-O1___e .............................................
........................................................................ - * * 4A79 *
TIROS 9 01/22/65 • 65 O04A * 4A81 *
NESOIS STAFF TIROS 9 TV • 65-004A-01 • --
..................................... '_ ............................................................................................
• 65-051A * * 4A79 *
TIROS 10 07/02/65 • 4A81 •
NE_DIS STAFF TIROS IO.TV • 65-051A-01 • ---
........................................................................... . .................................... .;;_.
........... * 78-096A
R -N 10,//13/78 * • 4A87 *TI OS . 78-09§A-01
_F_._T-_ STAFF TIROS-N,ADV V HIGH RES PAD. AVItRR ._ _=. _ . . 4A88 *
TIROS-N. SPACE _. HONITOR (SB4) • *o-u'*oa-_WILLIAHS ...................................................................
.................................................................
TRANSIT 2A 06/22/60 • 60-007A • * &A76 •
• 60-007A-03 * * 3A77 *
UNKROMN TRANSIT 2A. IONOSPHERIC BEACON
PLOTS. TIC VS T. NR STNFORD,FICHE • 60-O07A-O3A • FR 3 07/23/60 10/13,/60 • 3B83 *
................................................................
.................................................................... . 61-015A * * 3A77 •
TRANSIT 4A 05/2Q/61 • 3A77 •
UNKNOtCN TRANSIT 4A. IONOSPHBRIC BEACON * 61-015A-03 *
IONO .TOTAL ELECT. CONTE_fT. HFILH . 61-015A-O3A * 140 1 09/13161 12/24/61 • 31383 *
TE£ + 5LAB TH OVER BANGKOK. FICHE . 61-015A-O3B • FR 2 03/25/_64 12/18/64 * _3B__ *
..............................................
.......................................................... * 74-077A * * SA36 *
UK 5 10/15/74 * 5A36 *
POUNDS ; 5,2-10 KEV SKY SURVEY * 74-077A-02 •
3A CATALOCUE OF X-RAY SOURCES * 74-077A-O2A * DO 1 10/18/74 03114/80 * 5B52 •
3A CATALOCUE ON MICROFICHE . 74-077A-O2B • F_ 1 10/18/74 03/14/80 • 5OS2 •
..........................................................................
.............................. _-7; ....................... • 79-047A • __ _77 ee
UK 6 061 /
POUNDS UK 6, .X-RAY PROPORTIONAL COUNT E____ * 79-O47A-_. : HI 1 06111179 03/_),/81 * 5B_2 *
X-RAY PROP cOUNTER SOURCE L15/ * ;v-,,.,4/_-_L_ - - .......................
......................................................................................
.... v_;_l ........ o3,/17,/_ . _oO'aB . . _77 .
A VANGUARD 1, ATHOS DRAC DENSI-rY • 58-O_B-_n.)a • FI_ . 051171. 10110161 : 33_ :
JACCHI ATHOS DER TABLES, FICHE * c)o-w..---_ * .........
............................................................................
................................= ........5o-ooi,• : :
VANOUARD 2 02/17/=v
D_AO DE]NSITY * SO-DOIA-02 *
JAC(]IIA VANC_A_nc2_M_T_SI_ FZCH_ * 59-001A 02A * FR 13 02/23/59 03,//20,/70 * 3OS4"
_,_ ....... * ......................................................................
.......................................................... * 59-007A * * 3A78 *
VANCUAR_ 3 09/18,//59 * 3A78 *
HEPPNI_ VANCUARD 3.PROT PREC MACNETOHETER * 59-007A-01 •
SCALAR MAGNETIC FIELD VAL, TAPE . 59-OOTA-OIA * DO 1 09/18/59 12111159 * 3B84 •
SCALAR MAC FIE.LD VAL., FICHE * 59-O07A-OIB * FR 3 09118159 12111159 * 3B84 •• 3A78 *
J_M_OPIIA VANCUARD 3, ATHOS D_q_kC D_ITY * _9-_t_77A-_A : FR 6 09123,/59 09121,/62 • 3B84 •
ATHOS _ TABLES, FICHE ....... *__-,'-_-_-_-_-_---_:_ .................... _ .........................
................................................................. * 65-058A * • 2A71
VE.LA 3A 07/20,/65 * 2A71 *
BM'IE VELA 3A,ELECT'ST ANALY "_ 014 TUBES * 65-058A-04 *
SOLAR CEOPHYS DATA PBLSD SOLAR MD * 65-O_A-O4A * BT 17 01,/01/69 05,/21,/70 • 2Bl12 *
3HR AV-DER,V FI , DIR. TERP.ON HFIJ4 • 65-058A-048 * HO 1 07126/85 12,/06,/67 * 2Bl12 *
3-1t_-AVC DE]N,VEL,DIR,*TBqP, TAPE • 65-058A-04C * DO 1 07,/26/65 12,/06/67 • 2B112 •
...........................................................................................
......................................... * 65-058B * * 2A72 *
VF-J-A 3B 07,/20/65 . 65-0580-04 * * 2A72 *
BAHE VELA 3B,ELECT'ST ANALY * QM TUBES
3-HR-AVG DE]N,VEL.DIR._TE)IP. HFILM • 65-058B-O4A • NO 1 07125/65 12,/06,/67 • 28113 •
SOLAR OEDPHYS DATA PBLSO 50LAD MD . 65-058B-O4B * BT 17 01/01/6_ 05,/21/70 * 2Bl13 *
3-HR-AVC DE]NoVEL.DIR,*TBqP, TAPE • 65-058B-04C • DO 1 07126165 12/06167 * _113 *
.........................................................................................
........................................... * 89-0480 * * 2A72 *
VELA _ 05,/23,/6? .......... _r', R THE'TA PHI • 69-046D-OOF * _ 1 05/23,/69 02128/7_1 • 2BBl13 •
L_ _ ....... , • .^ ^.=_ N',," . HI> 2 01101178 12131/19 * t_x._ *
PRE_ICTEI) ORBIT PLOTS * _.*-v_u-_ - " " * 2A72 •
BAHE VELA 5A.ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZE]R * 69-046D-05 •SOLAR OEOPHYS DATA PBLSO SOLAR _ • 69-045D-OSA * BT 31 09/14/69 04,/11/72 • 28113 •
• 2A73 •
CHANEIE_S VELA 5A.SOL X-RAYS,4 BANDS .5-6OA • 69-046D-_.._. • nI 3 05127/69 05115170 * 2Bl13 •
3-_ SOLAR X-RAY ATLAS • •v-u_o_.,-v._ - _ - ...... .___._ .......................
..................................................................................................
• 89-046E * • 2A73 •
V_ 5O 05,/23/69 0_/24/69 02/28,/71 28113
LISTINCS OF SOL ECL RoTHETA.PHI • 89-048E-OOF * ME 1 2Bl14
PRE_)ICTE]) ORBIT PLOT5 • 69-046E-00C • MP 4 01/01/76 12,/31/79 ; ee
BAME VELA 5B,ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER . 69-046E-05 • 2A73 *2Bl14SOLAR CEDPHYS DATA PBLSD SOLAR VD . 69-046E-O.SA • EfT 33 09/14/69 06/12,/72 _ *
VELA 5B SOL X RAYS 4 BANDS 5-60A . 69-046E-02 • 5-27-89 05"15"70 : 2_2A1:: :
O tAMB_RS - _-'-2::_;-_-,;'_ - DAY ATLAS • 69-046E-O2A * BI 5 0 / / / /
.... _._,__.-___.........................................................................
..................................................... • 70-027A • • 2A73 •
VEJ-A 6A 04,/08,/70 04101,/70 02,/28,/71 • 2_114 *
LISTINGS OF SOL ECL R,THETA.PHI • 70-027A-OOF • MP 1
PREDICTED ORBIT PLOTS • 70-027A-006 • MP 4 01/01/76 12,/31,/79 * 28114 *
BAHE VEJ-A 6A,RECTROSTATIC ANALYZER • 70-027A-05 • •e 2A73 *




• INVESTIGATOR EXPBII_ NAME *




FORM _I'I'Y OF DATA PAC;E
3-CHANNEL SOLAR X-RAY ATLAS
................ * 70-O'27A-O2A • BI 2 04111/70 01/01/71 * 2B114 *
_;_ ...................................................
VELA 6B ................................................ * 70_CP27B e • 2A74 •
LI$TINCS OF SOL ECL R,THETA.PHI * 70-027B-00F • HP 1 04/01/70 02128171 * 28114 •
PRE])ICTE_D ORBIT PLOTS * 70-027B-000 • NP 4 01/01/70 12131/70 * 2BI14 *
BAHE VELA 6B,ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER * 70-027B-05 •
CHAHBERS YELA 680SOL X-RAYS.4 BANDS .5-60A • 2A74 •
* 70-0270-02 * * 2A75 •
.................................. 3__SO__L___X:_RAY_AT__L__ .... • 70-027B-02A . BI 2 04/11/70 01/01171 • 2B115 •
YENBtA g O6108/75 ......... ::-::-: ...................................................
VAI " • /D-_ • *
SBBRC VENETIA 9, PLASMA ELECTRST SPECTRM • 75-050A-10 • XXX •
1-HR AVE SOLAR WIND V • T NFICHE * 7= ^= ...... • XXX •
.......................................................... , _-_-,-_-_v_ • PN 2 06/09/75 10/31/75 • 1882 •
VE_A _ OF_rr O_A_Oe/Oel7S ..............;-_:_ .....;.......................................::ZZ--
UNKNOWN VE]_E3qA 9. PANORAHIC TELEFHOTONETR * 75-05(X)-01 • * x,,,.,zv *
P_DTOGRAPHY * 75 050D 01A * Y" - * 1A30 •
.............................................. - - z z 10/2_/75 10/22/75 • 1882 •
VB_ERA 10 06114175 .......................... ;-75:_A ..... ; .................................... ; ........
VAISB_RC VI_ERA IO,P_ ELECTRST SPECTR_ * 75-054A-10 • XXX
I-HR AVE SOLAR WIND V * T I<FICHE * 75-054A IOA • m _ _1_ A. I4A._. * X_ e
YENBRA IO DESCB_T CRAFT06114/75 ................. ;-_:_ ..... ; .................................... ;--;;;;-:
V_ IO,PANORAHI¢ TELEPHOTOMETR .....
* 75-054D-01 . * 1A30 *
.................................. __L_______PHOT_(_RAPHY • 75-0540-01A * y] I 10/25175 10125175 • 11383 *
vB,,B_ 1_ O_CB4Tc_rlo/_o/8i ............................ ;-_:;_ ..... ; .................................... ;--;;;;-:
UNKN(TdN VE_ERA 13, PANORAMIC TELEPHOTDHTR * 81-106D-OI . .....
B/d SURFACE PHOTOS PANDRAHA • 81-106D O1A • v_ o _*_.*o_ ^o.^..._ • 1A30 •
COLOR SURFACE PHOTDS PANORAMA * BI-IOOD-O;B . 07 _ _"_¢X:¢=_ X_¢_¢_ z " 1883 .
..................................................... ' -- ---- . w/vx/o_ _olu£1o 2 I 1_3 •
VE_ER_ 14 DE_CB_T CRAFT11104/8I ................... ;-81:11_ ..... ; ................................... ;--;_;;-:
UNKNOWN VENERA 14, PANORAMIC TELEPHOTDMTR * 81-1100-01 * .....
* 1A30 *
....... B/_t SURFACE PHOTOS. PANORAMA * 81-1100-01A • YO 2 03/05/82 03 .........
,1Ki_-:-_ ........ _;}_ ..................................... ;-_-_ ..... ; .................. :--: ......:___:__L_"____
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF VIKING MARS SCI * 75:0750 OOD• _' ._ .... * 1A48 *











VIKING 1LANDE_R.LANDE_ IMAGING * 75-0750-O6 .
BLACK • VHITE PRESS RELEASE PHOTO
• 75-0750-06A * YG 16
COLOR I-AM)E]R PRESS RELEASE PHOTOS
• 75-0750-06B * YO 12
TDR B/W PHOTOGRAPHY * 76-0750-060 • yy 907
B:)R O_q# PHOTOORAPHY * 75-0750-06D * IV 902
PIC CAT OF PRIME,XTND * COT E]DR • 75-0750-08E * FR 5
TOR COLOR PHOTOCRAPHY • 75-0750-06F • ZY 201
LANDER HI-RES HOSAICS * 75-0750-06H • YI 16
LANDER DONUT PROJECTION IMAGE
• 75-0750-06I * YI 4
HULTI-CE-LABEL LANDI_ PHOTOS • 75-0750-06J • ZY 7
TOR-IPL PRII_ MISSION CATALOG
• 75-0750-06K * FR 3
CATALOC OF PRIMARY TOR COL IMA_ * 75-0750-06L * FR 2
HI-RES MOSAIC INDEX * DESCRIPTION
• 75-0750-06M * MP 1
PRIM"E, EXT. CONT MISSION PIC CAT • 75-0750-06N * FR 66
IHAOE DATA ON TAPE
• 75-0750-060 . IX) 90
HICH RESOLUTION MOSAIC
• 76-0750-06P * IX) 16
STEREO HICH RESOLUTION * 75-07&C-O6_ * DO 8
STEREO MOSAICS
• 75-0750-06R * YI 32
TOPO MAP ATLAS-LANDING SITE
• 75-O75C-O6T • 8T 1
HIQH RESOLUTION LITHO MOSAICS • 75-0750-06¥ • PIT 5
RANGE DATA SET OVERLAYS DATA
• 75-0750-06X * DD g
PLANETARy IMACING DATA ON HAG TAP * 75-0750-06Y • DO 40
YIKINC 1 _. MOLEC. ANALYSIS * 75-0750-04 *
SOIL ANALYSIS FLIGHT DATA * 75-0750-04A * DD 2
SOIL ANALYSIS HASS SPECTRA
• 75-0750-048 * DO 1
SOIL ANAL CONSECUTIVE HASS SPECTR
• 75-0750-O40 * _ 1
ATHOS_E FLJCH_ DATA
• 7S-0750-040 * DO O
VIKING ] _, MACNETIC PROP. * 75-075(:-10 *
INDE_ OF MACNEI" IMAGF-_ ON M/FICH_ * 75-07_-10A * FR 1
MAGNET IMAGES ON ROLL FILM * 75-0750-1OB * UY 37
VIKING 1 LANDER, BIOLOGY * 75-075(:-03 *
COX. LR. AND PR HEA.SURBqB_TS * 75-0750-03F . HP 13
VIKINC 1 LAM:)B_, RADIO SCI£_4CE
RAN(_ _ DOPPLJ_ DATA ; 75-0750-1I75-0750-1IB _ DO ]
DECALIBRATED RAI_,E DATA TAPES * 75-07_C-110 * DO O
VIKING 1 LANDOR. ATMOSPH. STRUCT. • 75-075(:-0"2 •
ATNOS TE_P + PRESS LSTNOS. MFICH * 75-07_C-02A • FR 1
VIKING 1 LANDER, ATNOSPH. COMP. * 75-07_-12 *
NE_r. ATNGS. HASS SPBL'TRA ON FIB
• 75-0750-12A * lIP 1
TABLES OF N.S. CURRI_TS ON FILPI * 75-0750-128 . tiP l
VIKING 1 LANDER, IONOSPHERIC PROP * 75-075(:-14 •
EXP.TRAJECT.-A]-rITUDE DATA. TAPE * 75-0750-14A • DO 1
RPA ION-ELECTRON DATA ON TAPE • 75-0750-148 • DO 1
RPA ION-ELECT. DATA ON 35HN FILM * 75-0750-140 * NO 2
VIKINC 1 LANDER, PHYSICAL PROP. • 75-0780-0I *
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES REPORTS • 75-0750-01A * FR 2
VIKINC 1LANDE_. HETEOROLOCY • 75-075¢:-07 *
SANI_-T TE)4P*VCTR WND YS TIP'E-LIST * 75-075C-07A • FR 15_2
VECTOR VIND/TE_qP VS TIHE(SEC)PLTS * 75-0750-070 • MP 17
VECTOR VINDITE]Np YS TIME(HRS)PLTS * 75-0750-070 . NP 5
ff_-_EJ)ROLOGy PR_E TAPE * 75-0750-07D • DO I
M_TEgROLOCY VNDTHP TAPE • 75-0780-07E • DO I
DAILY PLOTS OF _NDTNP + PRESSURE • 75-0750-07F • HP 1
PRINTED PRESS * WINDTHP CATALOC • 76-0750-070 • HP 1
WIND AND TE)_ERATURE CATALOG * 75-0750-07H * DO l
SOL AVG PRESS,PLOTS • LISTING • 75-0750-07I • FR 3
S0l AVERAGE PRESSURE TAPE * 75-0750-07J • DO ]
VIKING 1LANDE_,INORCCHE_INVEST * 75-0750-13 •
SPECTRA PLOTS ON M/FICHE * 75-07E_-13A * FR 44
COHMAND. SPECTRA. TEtqP HIST M_APE * 75-0750-13E * DO 3
* 1A50 *
07/20/76 07/25/78 * 1883 *
07126176 10106/76 * 1883 •
07/20/76 0"2/24/82 . 1884 •
07/20/76 08106/82 * 1884 .
N/A
07/2"2/76 I1/03/76 ** 1884 ,*1884 •
N/A
08/09/76 08/19178 ; 11384 •1884 •
03111/77 03/12/77 • 1884 •
NIA * 1884 *
N/A
N/A ; 188.5 •1885 *
N/A * 1[]85 •
07/20176 08108178 ]88.5 ,,
N/A ; 1B85 •
N/A * 111185 *
N/A * 1885 •
N/A * 1B85 •
N/A * 1 SS5 •
N/A 1886 *
N/A ee 1886 t
• ]A57 •
NIA * ] 886 *
N/A * 1886 *
N/A oe 1886 *N/A 1886 •
* IA_ •
07/'30176 10/06/76 * 1886 •
07/20176 10/06/76 . 1B86 •
• 1A58 •
07/20/76 05/30/77 .. _ee7.1A55 •
06/20/76 01/28/77 1667 ,t,
N/A • 11387 •
07/2o/76 07/20/76 -" ;Ass •1887 •
* 1A.56 •
07/20/76 07/20/76 . 1887 •
07120176 07120176 * 1B87 .
• 1/_6 *
07120176 07/20/76 * ]887 e
07/20/76 07/20/76 . 1B88 .
07/20176 07/20]76 * I888 *
* 1A4g *
N/A * 1888 e,
• 1A57 ,*
07/_'0/76 05116/77 11388 •
07120178 07120178 • 1B88 •
07120176 08129178 1888 .
07119176 0g102176 _ 1888 •
07/19/76 09102/76 I888 •
07/20176 00101176 • IORg *
07120176 10118176 1880
07/20176 09114/78 _ •1889 •
N/A * 11189 *
07120/76 11112/82 * ]BBg •
• IAS7 •
11113/75 0"2123/78 . 1B90 *
07/20/76 10/20/76 • lOgO ,.,
5O
INDEX BY LAT/LON AND 10 DE_ BOX • 75-075A-011 • Ffl 6
NOSAIC SUItlkqY AM) INDEX.IfIUI • 75-075A-OIJ • NP 1 N/A • 1B91 •
INDEX TO PHOBOS. DEII_)S. STAR • 7S-07SA-OIK • MP 1 N/A • 1891 •
RECT * ORTHG 1NDEX BY ROLL FIL_ • 75-075A-OIL • FIR 4 N/A • 1892 •
LIST OF IMAOES BY q_D. LAT/LONC • 75-075A-OIH • NP 1 N/A • 1892 •
IPL PROCESSED PHOTOGRAPHY • 75-076A-OIN • UN 300 11/0e/76 03/26179 18_2 •
PRIHE. EXT. CONT MISSION PIC CAT • 75-075A-010 • FR 503 N/A ; 1892 •
IPL PROCI=SSED COLON PHOTOCRAPHY • 75-075A-OIP • ZY 25 07/30/76 07/30/76 • 1B92 •
USCS COLON PHOTOHOSAICS * 75-075A-01Q • ZI 94 N/A • 1892 •
USCS PHOTONOSAICS 514 • 75-075A-OIR • YI 173 N/A • 1B92 •
tJSCS PHOTONOSAICS 7514 • 75-075A-016 • Yl 117 N/A _ 1892 •
QUAD/_ PLOTS • 75-075A-OIT • FR 73 N/A 1893 •
HARS IN 30.MOVIEFIt-H • 75-075A-OIU • E_ 900 N/A • 1893 •
B/W PHOTOHOSAICS I:500 K • 75-075A-OlV • YI 120 N/A • 1893 •
USCS PHOTOHOSAICS 1:214 + 75-075A-019 • Y1 138 N/A _ 1893 •
IHAGINC DATA ON HAQNETIC TAPE • 75-075A-01X • iX) 387 06/18/78 08/15/80 I893 •• 1A55 •
FARHE_ VIKING 1 0RBITBR, SPECTROHETER • 76-075A-03 •
ATHOSPttERIC WATI_ DATA ON TAPE • 75-075A-OSA • DO 68 06/18/76 06/15/80 • I893 •• 1A53 •
Kll_:FER 91KING 1 ORBITE]Ro RADIOHETER • 75-075A-02 •
DECALIBRATED IRTH DATA ON HACTAPE • 75-075A-O2A • DO 36 06/22/76 02/23/79 • 1893 •1A54 •
HICHAEL. JR VIKINC 1 ORBITER.RADIO SCIBMCE • 75-075A-04 • i381 HHZ RELAY LINK • 75-075A-O4A • 141:' 1 07/21/76 10/04/76 1893
• 7s-oTs*-DAs • DO 7 I010_/76 11/01/76 le93 ;
SPACECRAFT NAME LAUNCH DATE eO DATA SET INFORMATION
************************************************************************ _ IO ................................... TIHE .SPAN
• INVESTIQATON EXPI_II4E]NT NAJ4E FORM QUANTITY OF DATA PAQE
• DATA SET NAME e
• 76-0750-13F • PR 2 07/21/76 11/24/79 • 1B90 •
COHHAJqD HISTORY ON H'FICHE - _ 20 07 21/76 12/05/79 • IB90 •
TE)IP_RATUR_ HISTORY ON ,'FIQtI= . 75-07_50_130___o____F__ ............. _/..........................
........................................................................ . ;_:o;_ ..... : _ :
VIKING 1 ORBITER 08/_0/7-5Tm "rnt_Z, Al_4'v I'II1= VTKTIklC MARS SCI , 75-075A-000 • FR 1 fll A * lad• •
='_ ................. , 75-075A-01 • ...... +
CARR VIKING 10RB1-TER. IHAC_Y ........... c--nlA • YC 50 04/12/76 11122178 • +_B___
BLACK • WHITE PRESS e _E____E t'_tu_./u • t--_-_=°_-_',,= • TV 33100 11/20/75 0e/15/80 • Xm •
RECTILINEAR ORBITAL PHOTOGRArtff • /o-v+_._ v.. 11)90 •
ORTHOGRAPHIC ORBITAL PHOTOGRAPHY • 75-076A-010 • TV 16743 0T/23/76 05/13/77
COLON PRE_':>S RELEASE PHOTOCRAPHY • 75-075A-OID • VG 7 06/18/76 03/03/77 •e 1891 •
SEDR SUPPORT DATA ON MICROFILM • 76-075A-01E • NP 4 06/23/76 09/20/76 • 1891 *
B/W HOSAICS • 75-075A-OIF • UC 54)4 N/A • 1891 •
STEREO PAIRO SXS-INCH FILJ_ • 75-075A-OIH • UV 28 06/23/7§ 04/22/77 • 1891 •N/A • 1891 •
RADIO OCCULTATION DATA TAPES N/A 8 1894 •
ORBIT_ TRACKING DATA ON HAC TAPE • 75-075A-040 • iX) O
DECALIBRATED RANGE DATA TAPES • 75-07SA-O4E • DO 0 N/A • 1894 •
..............................................
.................................................................... _---T,;-_._ ..... . • ZA,m •
.... .,=, -,_,mo,. • 1894 •
VIKING 2 LANDER 09/09/76 • 75-0830-00D • FR 10 N/A
BIBLIOQRAPHY OF VIKING MARS SCI
VIKING 2 LANDER, _ISHOLOGY • 75-0e30-08 ; DO 1
SEISMIC DATA PROGRAM TAPE ,B TS-OeSC-OOA
• 75-0830-0eB * DO 113SEISHIC BDR-2 TAPES
SEISMOCRAH RF-CORDS SOL 1-8 M'FILH • 76-083C-0QC • If+ 1
VIKING 2 LANDER. L_ANDi_ IHAGING • 75-083(2-06 •
BLACK • t_HITE PRESS RElEASE PHOTO • 75-083C-06A • UC 12
PRESS-RELEASE COLON PHOTOS • 75-0830-068 • ¥C 5
TDR LANDER IHACING PRODUCTS SXl2 • 75-0830-060 • YY 879
I_R BLACK AND I_IITE PHOTOCRAPHY • 7S-OeSC-OSD • IV 1138
PIC CAT OF PRIHE,EXTND.,CONT EDIt • 75-0830-06E • FR 8
TOR COLOR IHACI_ 5X12-INCH • 75-083C-06F • ZY 336
• 76-0830-06H • YI 24 N/A • 1895 •
LANDER HI-RES HOSAICS
L.AND_R DONUT PROJFCTION IHACE • 7S-OeSC-O_] • YI 6 09/21/76 10/07/76 • I895 •
HULTI CE-LAOEL LAND_R PHOTOS • 76 Oe3C-O6J • ZY 7 06/02/77 06/02/77 • lOgS •
TOR-IPL PRIME MISSION CATALOC • 75-0830-06K • FR 4 N/A • IBq5 •
CATALOG OF PRIHARY TON COL IMAC_E5 • TS-OeSC-O6L • FR 2 N/A • 1896 •
HI-RES MOSAIC INDEX <+ DESCRIPTION • 75-0e30 O6R • RP 1 10/08/77 10/23/77 • 1896 •
PRIHEo I_. CONT MISSION PIC CAT • 75-0830-06N * FR $7 N/A • I896 •
EDR IHAC_ DATA ON TAPE • 75-0830-060 • DO 87 09/02/76 05/16/78 • 1896 •
• 75-0830-06P • DO 24 N/A • I896 •
HIQIt RESOLUTION MOSAIC N/A _ IB96 •STEREO HICH RESOLUTION • 75-0e30-060 • DO 12
STEREO HOSAICS • 76-0830-0_R • Y1 34 N/A 1896 •
TOPO NAP ATi_AS-LANDING SITE • 75-0830-06T • BT l N/A • 1696 •
HIGH RESOLUTION LITHO MOSAICS • 7S-O4_-O1_ • O N/A • 1806 •
1HACING DATA ON HAQNL_IC TAPE • 76 OeSC 061 • DO 3I 09/03/76 02/01/80 • 1897 •• I_L57 •
BI_IANN VIKING 2 LANDER. HOLE£ ANALYSIS • 75 0e30-04 •
• • 75-0830-04A • DO 2 N/A • I897 •
OCHS SOIL ANALYSIS FLIQHT DATASOIL ANALYSIS HASS SPECTRA • 75-083C-04B * DO 1 N/A I897 •
SOIL ANAL CONSECUTIVE HASS SPECTR • 76-0630-040 • RP 1 N/A I897 •
(_HS ATHOSPHI_E FLIOHT DATA • 75-0_30-04D • DO O N/A • I897 •• 1A58
HAR(_AV_S VIKING _ LANDER. HAQNETIC PROP. * 76-0830-10 •
INDI_X OF MAGNET IHAC_S ON M/FICH_ • 7S-OeSC lOA • PR 1 09/03/76 10/31/76 1897 •
HACN_-T IHACES ON ROLL FILM • 75-0e30-10_ • UY 47 09/03/76 10/31/76 •e 1897 *
• IA58 •
KLFIN VlKINC 2 LANDER. BIOLOGY • 75-0e30-03 •
G_(. LR. AND PR MEJ_LIRE)tE_ITS • 76-0830-03F • MP 11 09/04/76 OS/29/77 • 1897 •IA55
MICHAEL. JR. VIKING 2 LANDER, RADIO SCIENCE * 75-0e30-11 •
RANGE * DOPPLER DATA • 76-0630 118 • DD 1 09/05/76 01/29/77 • I898 •
D_CALIBRATED RANC_ DATA TAM_ • 76-0e_C-110 • DO 0 N/A • 1898 •
NIER VIKING 2 LANDER. ATHOSPH STRUC_ • 76-0830-02 •ATHOS TEHP '+ PRI--'S,S LSTNCS. NFICH • 76 OeSC 02A • PR 1 09/03/76 09/03/76 1B98 •1A5,6 •
NIER VIKING 2 LANDER, ATHOSPH+ COMP. • 76-0e30-12 •
NEI_ ATHOS HASS SPECTRA ON FII_ • 75-0830 12A • NP 1 09/03/76 09/03/76 • 1898 •
TABLE_ OF H S CURRE_NTS ON FILH • 75-083C-12B • HP 1 09/03/76 09/03/76 _ 1B98 $1A58 •
NIER VIKIHO 2 _.]ONOSPttE_IC PROP • 75-0830 14 •e DO 1 09/03/76 09/03/78 • 1898 •
D(p. TRAJECT.-ATTITUDE DATA, TAP[- • 7S-OeSC-14A
RPA ION-ELECTRO_I DATA ON TAPE • 76-0e30-148 • DO 1 09/03/76 09/03/76 * I898 •
RPA ION-ELECT. DATA ON _ FIL/4 • 76-0e30-140 • 140 2 09/03/76 09/03/76 • 1899 •• 1A67 •
SHONTHILL VIKING 2 LAND4E_. PHYSICAL PROP, • 76-0e,3C-01 • eePHYSICAL PROPB_TIES RE.PONTS • 76-0830 O1A • FR 3 N/A I899 •IA.57 •
TILU4AN VIKINC 2 LANDE_. MIET_LOGY • 7E,-O83C-07 ; FR 1762 I1/17/76 02/I1/78 • 1Bgq •
SANffk_ TE)_"+VCTR WND VS TIHE-LIST • 7S-0S30-07A e_VECTOR VIND/T_IP VS TIME(SEC)PLTS • 76-0_30-078 • RP 20 09/03/76 06/17/7(I ee 1899VECTOR VIND/TI_IP VS. TIHE(HRS)PLTS • 75-0e30-070 • NP 7 09/03/76 05/16/79 IB99
HETEOROLOCY PRESSURE TAPE • 7S-01_3C-07D • DO 1 09/03/76 11/04/76 I899
HE-TEOROLOCY t_IDTHP TAPE • 75 OeSC-07E • DO 1 09/03/76 11/04/76 I899
N/A ; 1A59 •894 •
09103176 03/29178 • 1894 •
09/04176 09/11/76 • 1894 •
• IASO *
09/09/76 02/22/77 • I894 •
11/26/76 01/17/77 • 1894 •
09/03/76 06/07/77 I695 •
09103/76 11/05/76 ee 1B95 •





FORM qUANTITY OF DATA PAC;E
DAILY PLOTS OF t_IDTHP * PR_ • 75-083C-07F • HP 1 07/20176 09129/76 1B99 •
PRINTI_D PRESS * VNDTI4P CATALOC * 75-083C-07C • MP 1 09104/76 11105/76 ; 18100 *
VIND AND Tf_4PB_ATURE CATALOG • 75-08&C-OTH • DD 1 09/04178 12/08/78 • 10100 *
SOL AYC PRESS,PLOTS A LISTINC • 75-088C-071 * FR 3 N/A • 18100 •
SOL AVf_qAQE PRESSURE TAPE * 75-066C-07J • IX) 1 09/04/76 07/21/79 • 18100 •
TDULMIN. 3R0 VIKINC 2 LANDB_.INORG.C]tI_.INVEST * 75-083C-15 • 1A58 •
SPE£TRA PLOTS ON N/FICHE * 75-08,.qC-13A • FR 23 11/21/75 03/01/78 ; 18100 •
COMMAND, SPECTRA. TB4P HIST HTAPE • 75-083C-130 • DO 3 00/03/78 11/01/76 • 10100 •
COI4qAND HISTORY ON N'FICHE * 75-083C-13F • FR 1 09/06176 10/21/78 J 10101 •Tf_4F'IBRATURE HISTORY ON N_FICHE
.......................... • 75-083C-13G * FR 14 09/06/76 11/05/78 * 10101 •
o_/_;_ -_:_:_ .................................................vIKING2 ORSIT_ ..................................... ; ; . IA,,.•




VIKING 2 ORBITE_, IML_CEYtY
BLACK • WHITE PRESS RELEASE PHOTO ; 75-OB3A-0175-OBSA-DIA
BJ_ MOSAICS • 7S-04B3A-OIB
RECTILINEAR ORBITAL PHOTO(_APHY • 75-083A-OID
BLAO< • WHITE ORTHOCRAPHIC PHOTOS • 75-OB3A-OIE
STB_EO PAIRS 5XS-INCH FILM • 75-003A-OIF
S_)R SUPPORT DATA ON MICROFILM • 75-083A-OlD •
INDEX BY LAT/LON_ AND 10 DEC BOX • 75-083A-OIH •
NOSAIC SUMMARy AND INDEX. R/FILM • 7S-083A-011 *
INDD( TO P110BOS, DEIHOS, STAR • 75-083A-OIJ •
RECT * ORTHO INDEX 8Y ROLL FIIF • 75-083A-OIK •
PRIME, DCT, CONT MISSION PIC CAT • 75-083A-OIL
LIST OF IHAG_S BY QUAO, I-AT/LONG • 75-083A-OIM
ZPL PROCESSED PHOTO_
• 75-_A-OIN ,m,
IPL PROG_ COLOR PHOTO_Pt_ _ * 75-_3A-010 •
COLOR PRESS RELEASE Pr_TO_J_PHY * 75-OG3A-OIP
USCS PHOTO MOSAICS 5M ,* 75-083A-OIQ .
USCS PHOTOH8SAICS 1:7.5 P4 • 75-083A-OIR •
SlUR QUAD/SUB(MJAD PLOTS • 7S-083A-01S *
MARS IN 3D, HOVIEFILM • 75-OB3A-OIT •
USCS PHOTOMOSAICS 1:_4 • 7S-083A-OlY •
IHAGING DATA ON HAGNETIC TAPE • 75-083A-OIM •
VIKING 2 ORBITBR, SPECTRORETI_R • 75-04_A-03 •
ATM_.TdalqE_IC I_ATER DATA ON TAPE • 75-O_._A-O3A
VIKING 2 ORBITER, RADZOI4ETE_
DECALIBRATE_ II_M DATA ON MAOTAPE _ 75-O_3A-O2A7_-O_'_A-02,e
VIKINC 2 ORBITER,RADIO SCII_NCE
381 HI-IZ RELAY LINK e* 75-083A-0475-083A-O4A •e



























10/16/75 06117/78 • 18101 •
N/A * 18101 •
08/12176 06/24/78 • 18101 •
08/12/76 11127/77 • 18101 •
09/22/76 04/24/77 • 1810"2 •
08/11/76 07/23/78 • I810"2
N/A • 1B102 •
N/A • 1B102 •
N/A • 1B102 •
N/A • 1B102 *
08/D5/76 0"2/0"2/77 • 18102 *
N/A * 1B10_ •
11/24/78 07/05/78 • 18103 *
11/04/76 05/30/77 * 18103 •
06/14/73 06/14/78 • 18103 *
N/A * 1B103 •
N/A • 1B105 *
N/A * 1B103 •
N/A * 1B103 •
N/A * 18103 *
08/1_/76 06/_4/78 * 18103 •
• 1ASfi •
07/31/76 07/24178 * 18104 *
1A53
08/11/76 07/24/78 1B104 *
• 1A55 *
07/21/78 10/04/78 • 18104
N/A • 18104 •
ACCELf_RATION LISTS AND PLOTS • 75-083A-NF * HP 1 10/00/77 07/00/78 • 18104 *
_AYITATIONAL ACCELI_t_ATION DATA
..... • 75-08.3A-O4G . DO 1 12/16/77 09/28/79 * 10104 *
.....................................................................
VDYA_E_ ) 0910"5177 ......... * ,uo_;7-:::A -- *- ...........................................
1A67 *









JUPITEE PLASMA SUMKI_y TAPES I_l * 77-OB4A-O6A . DO 8JUPITER PLASMA _y TAPES * 77-084A-06B * DO 4
JUPITE_R _ DATA TAPE * 77-084A-06C • DO 1
PL.A..'.'.'.'._ SATURN B,_COUNT_R (F_ COOR) * 77-084A-O6D , DO 2
SATURN E_ICDtJNTE]R L1 COORD
• 77-084A-0_E • DO 2
VDYAC_ 1, UV S_RO_B * 77-084A-04 *
UY SPECTRAL DATA RECORDS
• 77-084A-O4A * DO 1
UV PHOTOHETRY FOR SATURN
• 77-084A-04B * DD 0
VOYAGER 1, IR INTE_FE_Of_ETE_ • 77-0_4A-03
JUPIT_ IRIS HBqQ_D DATA ON TAPES • 77-Oe4A-O3A * DO 9
SATUR_M IRIS RADIANCE, TAPE * 77-0_1A-038 * IX) 15
VOYAGER 1,PART.ANALYZR/TELESCOPE • 77-084A-07
LOV-1_41_Cy SECTOR-AVC. FLUX, TAPE * 77-084A-O7A * DD 10
LOW-[]M_RCy TIP4E-AVDO. FLUX, TAPE • 77-084A-078 • DO 8
SCAN AYB_J_CE,SATUI_I E_ICOUNTER * 77-0484A-07C * DO 1
VOYAOE_ 1, FLUXOATE _AQNETOMETE_S • 77-0_4A-05 •
HAGNET. JUPITE_ SUMMARY (1tC COOR) * 77-084A-OSA * DO 8
HAGNI_. JUPITER _y ($3 COOR) * 77-0_4A-058 , DO 4
48-SEC MAC FLD Pt-OTS-JUPITER,F]CH * 77-0e4A-05C • PR 2
SATURN I-_ICOUNTER DATA (HC COOR) * 77-084A-OSD • DO 2
SATUR_M B4C_ER II CO_ • 77-_A-OSE * DO
HOUR AVERACE IJ4F. HC COORD, TAPE • 77-OB4A-OSF • DO
VOYAGER 1,_ WAVE (.01-56KHZ) • 77-084A-13 •
24 HR PLASHA _A¥E PLOTS, HFILM * 77-O_IA-13A * #40 2
¥OYACI_R 1, IMAGING
COLOR PRESS RELEASE F_rlOTOCRAPrfy _ 77-0_4A-0177-084A-OIA _ ZC 115
SYSTD4ATIC NTIS ]NA(_S, JUPITER * 77-Oe4A-OIB o UY 39799
BLACK • _4ITE PRESS RELEASE PHOTO • 77-0_4A-01C * YC 120
VOYAQI_R INDEX ON HFILM
• 77-O¢B4A-OID ,* HP 1
PICTURE CATALOC OF _ E_ICOUNTER * 77-0_4A-018 * FR 200
BLACK AND WHITE NOSAICSo JUP SATS * 77-084A-OIF * YI 59
COLOR HOSAICS OF JUP'S _TS.
• 77-084A-01C * ZI 1
IP4AGERy OF SATURN'S SATELJ_IES * 77-Oe4A-OIH * YG 96
SELE_[E]D IPL IHACES OF SATURN SAT • 77-084A-011 • IV IO0
SYST_4ATIC NTIS IRACE.5,SATURN • 77-084A-OIJ * UV 42873
PICTURE CATALO_ OF SAT E_ICOUNTER • 77-04_4A-OIK * F_ 1_
FOOTPRINTS+AIRBR RAPS OF JUP SATS ,e 77-Oe4A-OIL * YI 38
IMAGING DATA ON _1C TAPE • 77-084A-DIM * DO 257
VUYA_ 1, COSMIC RAY TELESCOPE • 77-084A-08 •
JUPITER FLUX TIHE-HISTORY RT:CORDS * 77-O_4A-O_A • DO 1
VOYAGER 1, COH_RNT S*X BAND RADIO • 77-0_4A-02 •
COHPLEX E]NVELOPE OCCULTATION SIQN • 77-084A-O_A • DO 7
P4_RGE_ OCCULTATION DATA • 77-084A-028 • DO 1
RADIO OCCUi-TATION-SA_'S RINQS • 77-0_4A-02C • DO 1
SATURN RADIO OCCULTATION DATA,TAP * 77-O_4A-O2D * DO 1
TITAN RADIO OCCULTATION DATA,TAPE '_ 77-Oe4A-02E * DO 1
SATURN E)iCOUNTER DATA ON HAG TAPE • 77-Oe4A-O2F • DO 14
RADIO OCCULT,TITAN ENCOUNT (M_D) • 77-084A-02C * DO 8
RADIO OCCULT.SATURn4 BqCOUNT (NA_) • 77-Oe4A-O2H * IX) 5
03102/79 03/24/79 * 1B104 •
05102179 05116/79 * 18105 *
03101179 03107179 * 1B105 .
11/09/80 11/19/80 * 18105 •
11/09/80 11/18/80 * 18105 *
• 1A74 *
09/12/77 11/1_/79 * IBIOS *
N/A * 18105 *
• 1A74 *
02/02/79 O3/15/79 * 18105 *
10/_/80 11/18/80 • 18106 •
• 1A70 *
02/24/79 03/21/79 • 18106 •
09107177 12130179 * 1B106 *
11/12/80 11115/80 * 1BIOG *
• 1A71 *
0"2/2_/79 03/24179 • 18106 •
03/02/79 03/16/79 • 1DI06 *
02/27/79 D3/25/79 • I8107
11/09180 11/20/80 • 18107 •
11/09/80 11/18/80 • 18107 *
09/06/77 02/28/79 • 18107 *
1A70
01/19/79 11/30/80 • 18107 •
• 1A68 •
12/10/78 11/13/80 • 18107 •
01/04/79 11113/80 • 1BID7 •
01/01/79 11/16/80 * 18108 *
N/A * 18108 •
N/A • 18108 •
N/A • 18108 *
N/A * 18100 •
N/A * 18108 •
N/A • 18108 •
N/A • IB108 •
N/A * 18108 •
N/A * 1BI0e *
01/04/79 11/17180 • 181048 •
• 1A73 •
02/28/79 03117179 * 10109 •
03/08/7g 03/06179 ; 1B1091A75 **
05/05/79 07/10/79 • 1B109 •
I1/13/80 11/13/80 • 18109 *
11/13/80 11/I3/80 * I8109
11/12/80 11/12/80 • 1B109 .
10/21/80 I2/05/80 * 18110 *
11/12/80 11/12/!10 * 18110
]1/13/80 11/15/80 * 18110 •
52
DATA SET INFORMATION
SPACECRAFT NANE LAUNCH DATE ••.••••••,,•••••••••o••••o NSSDC ID ...................................
• INVESTIGATOR EXPERIMENT NAPE • FORH QUANTITY OF DATA pAGE
• DATA SE-T NANE
RADIO OCCULT,SATURN I_COUNT (HB)) • 77-084A-021 * IX) 1 N/A • 1B110 •
OPACITY AND PHASE OF RINKS . 77-084A-O2J * IX) 1 N/A * 18110 •• A76
WARWICK VOYAGFR 1, LF RF RCVR(.O2-4OHHZ) , 77-084A-10 •
LOW BAND DYN SPECTRA PLOTS,JUP . 77-084A-lOA * PIP 1 09105177 12131179 ,J, 1B110 •
HIGH BAND DYN SPECTRA PLOTS, JUP . 77-084A-108 * HP 1 02/01/79 04129179 * 1B110 *
PLANETARY RADIO ASTRONOHY DATA , 77-084A-100 * DO 4 09105177 03131180 * 18111 *
DF_ANETRIC E)4ISSION CAT.15-40 14tZ • 77-084A-lOD • DO 1 02101179 04105179 . 18111 *
SAT • 77-084A-108 • HP 1 01101180 05/16/81 * 1Blll *
LOW BAND DYN SPECTRA PI:_OTS. ....... "_AJA-ln¢" * HP 1 Ol/Ol/BO 05116181 • 18111 •
Hi,_D_ DY.__s___E_Z____C__"_'_.......... _........................................•
.............................. • 1A68
.......................... • 77-076A *
..................... 77 * 1A70 *
VOYAGER 2 08/20/ ER • 77-076A-06 •
BRIDGE VOYAGER 2. PLASMA SPECTROHET * 77 076A-O6A * DO 15 06119179 08118179 • 18111 *
JUPITER pl_k.9"lA SL,It'P_Y TAPES (HG tJUPITER PLASMA SLI14ARY TAPES ($3 , 77-076A-068 • DO 10
JUPITE]R pLASMA ANALYZED DATA TAPE- • 77-076A-06C • DO 1
PLASHA SATURN E]_COUNTER (HC C00R) . 77-076A-OSD * DO 2
SATURN E]MCOUNTER L1 CoORD • 77-076A-068 * IX) 2
BROADFOOT VOYAGE_ 2, UV sPECTROSCOPY • 77-076A-04 •77-076A-O4A • DO 1 10/27180 10127100 • 18112 •
UN SPECTRAL DATA RECORDS NIA * 18112 *
UV INTBRPLAN. DATA TAPE • 77-076A-048 * DO O • IA74 '0
HANEL VOYAGER 2, IR INTERFIEI:_0METE]:_ * 77-076A-03 *
JUPITER IRIS 141_GED DATA ON TAPES • 77-076A-O3A * IX) 6 06121179 07118179 * 18112 *
SATURN IRIS RADIANCE, TAPE • 77-076A-03B • DO 11 08113181 09104181 * 18112 •• 1A70 *
KRIHICIS VOYAGER 2, PART ANALYZER/TELESCOP • 77-076A-07 *
LOW-I_IEROY SECTOR-AVO- FLUX, TAPE • 77-076A-OTA • DD 6 07/03/79 07/25/79 * 1B112 *
LOW-_II_CY TII4E-AYGD. FLUX, TAPE • 77-076A-078 • DO 2 06109179 07123179 • 1B113 •
SCAN AVErAGE,SATURN ENCOUNTER * 77-076A-070 * DO 1 08/24/81 08/25181 * 1B113 *
• 77-076A-11 * * 1A76 *
LANE VOYAGI_ 2,PHOTOPOt.ARXNETER 06126179 07110179 * 28113 *
PHOTDPOL.ARIHETER JUPITER ENC DATA , 77-076A-11A * DO 1
SATURN.TITAN.DFJ-TA SCORPlI I_iCNTR • 77-076A-118 • DO 1 08/12181 08/25/81 • 1B113 •1A71
NESS VOYAGER 2. FLUXGATE MACNETOML'-TER • 77-076A-05 *
HACNE'T. JUPITER SUHHARY }S_3 COOR) • 77-076A-OSA • DO 15 06119179 08118179 • 18113, •HAChlE_. JUPITER SUHI d.ARY COON) , 77-076A-05B • DO 10 07/04/79 08/12/79 1B113
48-SEC HAG FLD Pt_OTS-JUPITER,FICH • 77-076A-050 * FR 2 07102179 08114179 •° 18114 °o
HAG_-T. SATURN E_ICOUNTER(HC COOR) • 77-076A-OSD * DO 2 06/23181 0910218I • 18114 *
SATURN E_COUNTER L1 COORD • 77-076A-05E • DO 2 08123181 08/29181 18114
HOUR AVERAGE IHF, ItC COORO, TAPE • 77-076A-OSF • DO 1 08/20/77 09/06179 _ 18114 ;• 1A70 •
VOYAOER 2,pLASHA MAVE(.01-56 KHZ) • 77-076A-13 •
24-HR PLASMA WAVE PLOTS, MFItJ4 * 77-076A-13A * 140 2
• 77-076A-01 •
VOYAGER 2, IHAGINC
BLACK • WHITE PRESS R FI EASE PHOTO • 77-076A-O1A • YC 129
COLOR PRESS RELEASE PHOTOGRAPHY • 77-076A-01B • VC 98
VOYAGER INDEX ON 14FIU4 , 77-076A-010 * MP 1
SYSTE)4ATIC HTIS IHAC,_S,JUPITER • 77-076A-OlD • UV 29272
PICTURE CATALOG OF JUP ENCOUNTER • 77-076A-01E • FR 169
BLACK • WHITE HOSAICS OF JUP SATS . TT-O76A-O1F * YI 39
SELECTE_) IPL IHAQES OF SATURN SAT • 77-076A-OIH * IV 900
SYSTI_4ATIC NTIS IHAGES,SATURN * 77-076A-011 * UV 24026
PICTURE CATALOG OF SAT ENCOUNTER * 77-076A-OlJ * FR 150
FoOTPRINTS*AIRBR HAPS OF JUP SATS * 77-076A-OIK * YI 38
IHACINC DATA ON HAONETIC TAPE • 77-076A-OIL • DO I97
SYSTE}4ATIC HIPL IHAGES, URANUS • 77-076A-O1M * U'V 13414
VOYAGER 2. COSMIC RAY TELESCOPE * 77-078A-06 *
JUPITER FLUX TIHE-HISTORY RECORDS • 77-076A-OSA * DO 1
VOYAGER 2. COHE]_NT S*X BAND RAD0 • 77-076A-02 •
COHPLEX BWELOPE OCCULTATION SIGN . 77-076A-O2A * DO 20
MERCEI) OCC1,A._TATIDN DATA . 77-076A-O2B * DO 1
SATURN RADIO OCCULTATION DATA,TAP • 77-076A-020 • DD 1
SATURN E_COUNTER DATA ON MAC TAPE • 77-076A-O2D * DO 6
RADIO OCCULTATION. SATURN ENCOUNT * 77-076A-028 * DO 2
VOYAGER 2, LF.RF RCVR(.O2-40_4HZ) . 77-076A-10 *
LOW BAND DYN SP_'TRA PLOTS,JUP • 77-076A-lOA • 14P 1
H1(_t BAND DYN SPECTRA PLOTS,JUP * 77-076A-108 * t4P 1
pLANETARY RADIO ASTRONOHY DATA * 77-076A-100 * DO 4
DECAHETRIC ERISSION CAT. 15-40 _ • 77-076A-100 • DO 1
LOW BAND DYN sPECTRA PLOTS.SAT • 77-076A-108 • liP 1






07104179 08112/79 • 18111 *
07104179 07112179 • 1Blll *
08/23181 09/02/81 • IB112 •
08/23/81 08/29/81 • 18112 •
• 1A74 *
05125179 09/05181 * 1B114 *
02/06/78 091O4181 _ IA8918114
06/25/79 08/29/81 • 18114 •
N/A • 1B115 •
05/01/79 06/25/81 • 18115 •
N/A * 18115 *
N/A * 1Bl15 •
N/A • 1BI1S *
N/A • 18115 *
N/A • 18115 *
NI A • IB115 *
04/24/79 06/30/81 * 1BIlS •
N1 A • 18115 *
• IA78 *
07/03/79 08104179 * 1BII6 •
• 1A75 •
07/10179 07/10/79 • 1B116 •
03/05/79 07/10/79 • 1B116 •
08/26/81 08126181 * 18116 *
08/07/81 09/18/81 • 1B116 •
08/26/81 08/26/81 • 18116 *
i IA76 *08/20/77 12/31/79 1B116
05/01/79 08/10179 18117
08/20/77 04/30/80 • 18117 •
08/04/79 07/23/79 • 18117 •
01/01/80 12/31181 • 18117 •
01/D1/80 12/31/81 • 18117 •
53
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EXPL 1, B_IC PARTICL_ EXP
ANTON 314 GH cOUNTS. FICHE
TAB OF ANTON 314 GH COUNTS. MI:ILM
EXPLORER 1, HICROHETEORITE
TRANSDUCER DATA, FICHE
WIRE GRID DATA, FICHE
EXPLORER 1, ATHOS DRAG DI_¢SITY
ATHOS DRAC DER TABLES, FICHE
VANCUARD 1, ATHOS DRAG DE3NSITY
ATHOS DE]M TABLES, FICHE
SPUTNIK 3, BEACON
TOTAL ELECTRON CONTE_T, FICHE
EXPL 4,CHARCi3) PARTICLE DETECTOR
ST. ORDBRED UCSO cOUNT RATE, TAPE
TIME ORDERI'I) COUNT RATES, TAPE
COUNT RATES-RECAL. B AND L. TAPE
VJd_CUN_D 2,ATMOS DRAG DI_NSITY
ATHOS DE]W TABLES. FICHE
OEDCEN.DIST VS OEOHAO LATITUDE
EXPL 6.TRIPLE COINC PROP CIXJNTE]R
PLOTS TRIP.'+SINGLE DATA YS TIME
EXPL 6.SCINTILLATION cOUNTER
PLOTS OF coUNT RATE, POSITION. I
HOLTI-EXPT TELl, LISTINCS*EPHI_
SANBORN OSCILLDGRAMS (FILTI3RI_)
L-ORDERI-_ COUNT RATE VS TIME.TAPE
EXPL 6,ION CH+CM(E/1.55.2.B6°P)
COUNTS,PULSES + _ LSTNG.HFILM
GH*ION-CHAHB CNT RATES VS T,HFILM
EI-EC CNT RATFJt1ON PULSE RATE PLTS
MERGED L-ORDERED COUNT RATE TAPES
EXPL 6,SF._RCH COIL HACNETON
PLOTS OF B (AHP.PHASE) VS T,0ROIT
VANCUARD 3,PROT PREC HAONETOHET FtR
SCALAR RAQNETIC FIELD VAL., TAPE
SCALAR MAC. FIELD VAL., FICHE
VANCUARD 3, ATHOS DRAG DEtqSITY
ATHOS DEN TABLES, FICHE
EXp 7.THG_4AL RADIATION
WHITE SENSOR TE_tP(NICh'T), TAPE
ALL S_OR TD4P, TAPE
EXPL 7,HEAVY PRIHARY COSMIC RAY
1ON CHAHBER COUNTS, TAPE
EXPL 7.RADIATION+SOLAR PROTON
RADIATION+SOLAR PROTON DATA, TAPE
PIONEJBR 5.TRIP COINC PROP COUNTER
PLOTS TRIP *SINCLE DATA YS TIHE
D101TAL TRIP.*SINQLE OATA(TIME)
PIONEJ_ 5. SF_ COIL HAG
TABLES AND CRAPHS OF T, HAG AMP
CONPUTER LISTINCS OF TELEMETRY
sANBORN OSCILLOCRN_S AND CALIBRAT
PION 6.10N CH+CI4(E/1.55,2.86 P)
TABULATIONS RATES VS T MFLM




TRAN_SIT 2A, IONOSPHE]RIC BEACON
PLOTS, TED VS T. NR.STNFORD,FICH[
SOLRAD 1. X-RAY AND LYHAN ALPHA
X-RAY 2-HA, UV 10580 - 13SOA
EXPLORE]R O,ATHOS DRAG DENSITY
ATHOS DRAG D_H TABLES, FICHE
TIROS 2,WIDEFIELD RADIOOqL:-[ER
TIROS 2.SCANNIHO RADIOt4_ER
FINAL MET. RADIATION TAPES
CAT OF METRO RADIATION OAIA.FICHE
TIROS 2. TV
EXP 9. ATHOSPIHERIC ONAC
ATHOS DRAG DEN TABLES, FICHE
P 14, FARADAY CUP pLASMA PROBE
TELE_RY RECORDS, F SHIFT CALIB
S 1S,GANHA RAY TELESCOPE
ASPECT+OBSERVE TIME _ EVBNTS
S IS,CH._ED pARTICLE





58-001A _ 3A39 •3A3q *
58-001A-01
58-O01A-OIA 02101/68 03/15/58 • 3B42 •
58-OOIA-OIB O2/01/58 03/15/58 • 3842 •
58-001A-0"2 • 3A30 •
58-O01A-O2A 02/01/58 0"2112158 • 3B41 •
58-O01A-O2B 02/01/58 04/01/58 • 3841 •
58-001A-03 • 3A39 •
58-OOIA-O3A 02/01/58 03/21/70 • 3B41 •
58-O0"JB • 3).77 *
58 -00*'2B-O2 • 3A77 •
58-O02B-O2A 05117158 10/10/61 • 31183 •
58-0048 • 3A7S *
58-0048-12 • 3A7S •
58-004B-12A 0e/30/58 12/21/69 • 3B82 $
58-005A • 3A4,0 •
• 3A40 •
58-005A-01
58-O0,SA-OIA ' 07/26/58 0_/21/58 • 31142 ,J,
58-O05A-01B 07/26/58 09/21/58 • 3B42 •
58-005A-01C 07/26/58 09/21/58 * 3B42 *
59-001A • 3).77 •
3A78 •
59-001A-025_-001A-02_ 02/23/S* o312o17o ; aee4 •
59-004A * 2A27 *
59-004A-OOF 06/07/59 10/07/59 • _ *
• 2A27 *
59-004A-01
59-O04A-OIA 08/07/59 10/06/59 • 2B29 •
$9-004A-0"2 • 2A27 •
59 -O04A -02A 08/08/89 09/10/59 • 2B29 •
59-004A-020 08/07159 10/02/59 * 282_ *
59-O04A-O2D oe/oe/59 o9/2o/$9 * 2B2_ .
59-004A-0_ 06108159 oq/O4/Sq * 2B29 -
59-004A-03 • 2A28 •
59-O04A-O3A 08/07/59 10/06/S0 • 2'8"29 •
59-O04A-O3B 08/07/59 10/02/$9 • 2B2'_ •
59-004A-030 08/07/59 10/06/59 • 2B30 •
59-O04A-O3D 08/07/59 10/06/$9 • 2B30 •
59- 004A-04 • 2A28 •
59-004A 04A 08/08/$9 00/10/$9 • 2B29 •
3A78 •
59-007A ; 3A78 •
59-007A-01
S9-O07A-OIA 09/18/$9 12/11/59 • 3E_4 •
59-O07A-OIB 09/18/$9 12/11/5 ¢) . 3B84 •
• 3A78 •
59-007A-04
59-O07A-O4A 09/23/50 09/21/62 • 3B84 *
$9-009A • 3A40 •
• 3A40 *$9-009A-0]
59-O09A-OIA 11/15/59 05/24/60 • 3B43 •
69-009A-DIB 10/19/$9 06/04/60 • 3B43 •
• 3A40 •
5g-oogA-03
$9 -O09A-O3A IO/13/SQ 0.5/31/60 • 3B42 •
59-009A- 04 • 3A41 •
59-O09A-O4A 10/13/59 0"2/28/61 • 3B43 •
60-001A • 1AIOS •
• 1Al12 •
60-001A-01
60-O01A-OIA 03/11/60 05/10/60 11339 •
60-O01A-OIB 03/11/60 05/16/60 _ 1B39 e,
60-001A-0_ • 1AIll •
60-001A-O'2A 03/11/60 0S/06/60 • 1B39 •
60-001A (Y2B 03/11/60 07/11/60 • IS30 •
60-OOIA 0110 03/11/60 07/05/60 * 1B39 ,,
• IAl12 •
60-001A-03
60-O0]A-O3A 03/11/60 04/29/60 * 1B39 •
60-O01A-O3D 03/11/60 05/17/60 • IB4O •
60-00_ * 4A79 •
• 4A81 •
60- O02B OI
60-006A • 3A5_ *,
60_006A_O_2 • 3A_ •
60-O06A-O2A 05/24/60 05/24/60 • 3866 •
60-007A * 3A76 •
60-007A-03 • 3A77 •
60-O07A-O3A 07/23/60 10/13/60 _ 3B83 •5A34 •
60-007B
60-007B-01 • 5A3.4 •
60-0070-01A 06/2"2/60 11/01/60 • .5849 •
SO-OI4A • 3A41 •
60-014A-07 • 3A41 •
60-OI4A-O_A 11/07/60 03/20/70 • 3B43 •
60-016A • 4ATQ •
60-016A-01 • 4A82 •
60-016A-02 • 4A80 •
60-016A-O2A 11/23/60 04/26/6I • 4B40 •
60-016A- 02B 11/23/60 04/13/61 • 4B40 •
60-016A-03 • 4A81 *
61 O04A • 3A41 •
61-004A-01 • 3A41 •




61-OIOA 02A 03/26/61 03/27/61 * 2B104 *
61-013A * 5A26 *
61-013A-01 * 5A27 •
61-013A-OIA 04/27/61 11/17/61 • 5838 •
61-013A-02 • 5A26 •
61 -O13A-O'2A 04/28/61 11/I2/61 • 6B37 •
61-014A • 3A32 •
-::- ._" = _" _,--.," 13_.hl'_K NOT _
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DBNSI-rY CJUJOE DATA. HFII_/4
TRANSI-r 4A, IONOSPHERIC BEACON
IONO.,TOTAL E_=CT. CONTI_iT. NFIU4
TEC • SLAB TH OVE]R BANCKOK. FICHE
INJUN I-GREB 3. C_I(_EH COUNTI_
TAB. OF OH COUNTS, FICHE
OH COUNTS, TAPE
1NJUN 1-CREB 3. CDS DETECTOR
DEFECTOR COUNT RATES, TAPE
INJUN 1-GREB 3, OM SPECTROMETER
ELE£TROR COUNT RATES, TAPE
INJUN 1-OREB 3,PHOT AURORA,AIRGLO
INJUN 1-ORt_ 3,FLUXCATE HAC_-TOH.
NAONETOMETBR DATA. TAPE
INJUN 1-GREB 3, SILICON FR JUNT.
P-N COUNTS, TAPE
INJUN I-GREB3,2-20A X-RAY DL_T.
8-20A FI-UXE_, FICHE




FINAL HET. RADIATION TAPES
CAT OF HETRO RADIATION DATA,FICHE
TIROS 3.TF_ISION
EPE-A,3-AXIS FLUX. MAONET.
IO-SEC AVG HAG FLD COMPS PLOTS If
10-5 AVC B-FIELD COMP*EPH84, TAPE
EPE-A,O4AROI_ PARTICLE EXP.
PARTICLE C(XJNT RATE + EP_, TAPE
CHAR_ PART.D_:CT. (MICROFILM)
L-ORDeRED ELECTRN COUNT RATE,TAPE
EPE-A,C.R. SCINT*OBL STINT TELE
OM+SCINFT CR C_ OATA,E_ICYCL TAPES
OH*SCINT I-HR CNT DATA LOOBK TAPE
F-PE-A,O.I-IO_ PROTtELEC SCINT
R_ED ELECT*FROT CNT RATES.TAPE
ORBIT PLOTS OF PEN< RATES, HFILM
TIROS 4 ATIITUDE SUHHARy





FINAL I_. RADIATION TAPES
RAD DATA CATALOG + USBRS HAN,FICH
TIROS 4,CLOUD COVEH TV
OSO 1, 10-400A UY SPECTROMETER
SOLAR LN. 170-340 A. COUNT RATE
OSO 1.20-100KEV ScIWrILLATIO_W DET
X-RAY COUNT RATE V_ UT,LAToLONC
TABULATE3D VALUES OF 62-O06A-O2A
OSO 1, _ RAY HONITOR
EV_MT AVE3RAOE VS CHANNEL NO
OSO 1,1-OA ION
X-RAY FLUX PLOT VS UT,LAT,LONC
OSO 1,SOLAR FLUX MONITOR
3800-4BOOA SOLAR FLUX MONITOR
OSO 1, SOLAR LYMM_ ALPHA ION CH
l YP_MM -ALPItA
OSOl, SO-KV 3-HV GAHRAY
CAHHA-RAy FLUX IN COUNTS PER SQ C
O_ 1, HIQH _y CAHHA
HIGH I_NE_GY _ _0
OSO 1, 0F3 PROP CNTR N_JTRON DEF.
CNTS VS TIHE,L,SUN FJ_./MICROFt.M
OSO l. I_l_ VAN _ BEJ-T E_P
PROTONS, ELJ_CTRONS. CL__AN TAPES
PROTON _RON, NICROFILM
ARIEL 1,RF CAPACITANCE PROBE
ELECTRON DIMITY, TAPE
ELECTRON DI_SITY. HFILq
ARIEL I.COSHIC RAY DETECTOR
CERE_KOV, C_I_3R CR DATA, TAPE
ARIEL 1, LYMAN ALPHA OUAOE
TIROS 5.TV
TELSTAR 1 ,C_ PARTICLES
PIROTN&ELE£ COUNT RYe, BESTS TP
_TI COORD SYS E_
)_RINE]R 2. INFRARED RADIOI_-TE_
IR RADIATION TEXTURES
HARIB 2,3 AXIS FLUXGATE HAG.
FIELD COt4PON_NTS ON i'tAO TAPE
PLOTS OF FIELD COHPO_s.2HR











































































































03125164 12118164 : 3083
• 3A44 *
• 3A44 *
06/29/61 06/12/i62 • 3045 *
06/30/61 0_/31/62 • 3045 •
3A44 •
06/30/61 08/31/62 • 3B46 •
• 3A45 •
06/30/6I 08/31/62 . 3046
; 3A48 •3A45 •
06/30/61 08131/62 • 3046 •
• 3A44 •
06/30/61 08/31/62 • 3045 •
• 3A44 *
06/_9/61 12/14/61 • 3B46 •
• 4A7q •
• 4AB4 *
07/I2/61 10/20/61 • 4B40 .
• 4A82 •
• 4A80 •
07112/61 10101/i61 * 4B40 .
07/12/61 09/30/61 • 4040
4ARI *2A17 *
2A18 *00/16/61 I2/05/6I 202_ .
08/16/61 12/06161 * 2022 •
08/16/61 12106161 : 2),18 •2023.
08/16/i61 12106161 . 2023 •
08116161 12/06161 * 2023 .
• 2A18 *
08116161 12106161 * 2022 *
08/I6/61 12/06161 . _ .
• 2A18 *
08/18/61 12/06/61 * 2022 *
08/16/6I 12/06/61 _ 2022 ,
4A79 *
0"2108/62 06/12162 * 4B41 *
• 4A84 *
02108162 06128162 * 4041 *
02108/62 06/10/6_ . 404I .
• 4A82 *
• 4ABO *
02108162 06130162 * 4041 *




03107/62 05/15/62 * 5825 *
• 5AIS *
03/07162 05115/62 * 5825 .
03/07/62 05115/62 . 5,8'25 .
• 5A15 *
03107162 05115162 * ._25 *
03/0T/62 05/15/62 _ 5AI6 •5B'26 *
• 5A16 *
03/0?/62 06/15/62 * 5_25 *
5A16
03/07162 05/15/62 . .5825 .
• SAlE *
03/07/62 05/15/62 . 5025 •
• 5A15 *
0311T/62 09122162 * S024 *
• 5A16 *
03107162 07/]4/63 * 5825 *
• SAlE •
03107/62 07/08/62 * 5826 *
03107162 07114163 • 58"25 .
• 3A28 *
04127162 07108162 _ 3A28 •38_6*
04127162 O7/06/62 _ _0363A28






071101i62 02121/63 * 20112 .
• 1A27 *
06/27/62 01104/i63 . I017 *
• IA33
12/14162 12114162 • 1017 *
• IA31 *
08129162 11115/i62 * 1017 *
08129162 10131/62 * 1017 *
• IA33 .
SO
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HOUR AVERAOE_ OF VFI OCITY
3-HR AVO OF PLASMA pARAMETERS
3HR AVCS OF PLASMA pARN4 ON M/FLM
MARINI_ 2. PARTICLE DETECTOR
HARINI3R 2. CELESTIAL MECHANICS
TIROS 6,TV
TIE CHARTS, TAPE
_ WORLD NAPS, TAPE
TIE _S, FICHE
INDEX OF AVAILABLE DATA, TAPE
CRPL EXTBqDE]D wORLD PAPS, HFILH
INDEX OF AVAILABLE DATA, FICHE
CSFC ORBITAL ELI_BMTS. TAPE




N(H) INT PROFILES, FICHE
DRTE N(H) SCALED PROFILES, FIE
ARC N(H)+H S_ I_-_, TAPE
ARC N(H)*H INT PROFILES, FIE
ALOSYN-S_ DATA, FIE
_C N(H) INT PROFILES, FICHE
]O_AN I_ORY ,TAPE
_la N(H) I_ PROFILe,TAPE
_C INDEX OF _ED ECHOES, TAPE
RSRS N(H) INT PROFILES. NFILM
SOUNDER A_ VS TIME PLOTS, MFILM
CRC N(H) DATA,SCALED POINTS,TAPE
CRC N(H) DATA, N • HCT COE_, TAPE
ALOUErTE 1,_CETIC PART. DETECT




COSMIC RADIO NOISE-A_ L_. ,MFI_
EPE- B, FLUX-CATE NAG
B-FLD CONP,IO SEC AVe E_/ERY 6 MIN
EPE-B, TRAPPED pARTICLES
CO_AETED CH TUBE CNT RATES-*ORBIT
L-ORDERED ELECTRN COUNT RATE,TAPE
EpE-O,C.R.SCINT+DBL SCINT TELE
OH*SCINT CR CNT OATA,E_ICYEL TAPES
ON_,SCI_ 1-_ C_ DATA LOC_ TAPE
EPE-B,O.I-IONEV PROT-+ELEC SCINT
TRAPPED RAD Rlt_JC DATA, 69 TAPES
EPE-C,ELECTRON ENERGY DISTR
L-DROERED PROTN_ELECTN COUNT TAPE
EPE_C,OHNI.DIR(E/S, .5 P 40-110
TIME-ORDERED PARTICLE cOUNT RATES
EPE-C,O. 1-10HEV.PROI'tELEC SCINT
TRAPPED RAD REDUC DATA, 18 TAPES
INJUN 3,PROTON-ELECTRON DETECTORS
SOLAR SOFT X-RAY. FICHE
ON COUNTS. TAPE
pARTICLE FLUX PLOTS, MFILM
INJUN 3, PULSE SCINTILLATOR
SCI_. C_S, TAPE
INJ_ 3, NAG. DIFF_ IAL-ELEC. SPEC.
R _TRON COUNT, TAPE
DETECTOR FLUX PLOTS, _IEN
INJUN 3. INTECRAL NAG EI_ECTN SPECT
ELEC COUNT(STARFISH) , TAPE
INJON 3, D.C. SCINTTLLAT(_
D.C. SCIN_. COUNTS, TAPE
INJUN 3, ELECTRON MULTIPLIER
ELECTON NUITIP COUNT, TAPE
INJUN 3, PROTON SPECTROMETER
P-N cOUNTS, TAPE
INJUIN 3,AURORA AI_LOV PHOTOHETER
_OTOMETER COUNT, TAPE
INJUN 3,VUF DETECTORS
VLF RE SIC STRENCTH, TAPE
INJUN 3. ATHOS DRAG DE]N_ITY
ATMOS DRAG DB_ISITY TABLES, FICHE
RELAY I,CH_ pARTICLE DE'IS
L-ORO. ELECTRON-PROTON DATA, 1APE
RELAY 1, PROTON-ELECTRON COUNTERS
_DTON-_ECTRON l S_TB, TAPE
lOS AVER.CNT RATES TIME DRO. ,TAPE
10 S AVC cOUNT RATE, TAPE
LOW ENBq_Y PROION PLOTS. MFILM
HIGH-BhlB_GY PROTON PLOTS. HFIUM
S 65B.PRET>.SURIZED CELLS






































































































08128162 12/30/62 : 1817 •1_30 •
08129/62 12130/62 • 1B18 •
08/29162 12129162 1018
081291S2 12/30162 : 1818 :
08/29/62 12129/62 • 1B18 •





09/29/62 12/16166 3828 •
12/03/67 02128/72 : 3B28 •
09/29/62 12/31/65 • 3828 •
12/31/67 • 38Q8 •oI/ox/s6
09/29162 06130164 ! 3B28 !1/01/ 6 12/ 1/68 8
10/07/62 0'2/13/72 3828
• 3A27 •
0Q/29162 11130/70 _ 3829 •
09/29/62 08/31/64 • 382Q
06/30/67 • 36r29 ,,09/29/62
11/26/62 07/31/63 • 3829 •
09/30/62 07/28/68 • 3830 •
10/31/52 01/27/64 • 3B30 •
11/01/62 01/28/64 • 3B30
09/29/62 12/31/88 • 3830 •
09/30/62 07/28/88 • 3830 •
09/29/82 11/30/70 • 3B30 •
09/30/62 05/02/64 • 3831 •
12/01/62 12/31/68 • 31131 •
10/03/62 09/04/66 • 3831 •
01/21/53 06/27/84 • 3831 •
09/29162 03/30/66 • 3831 •
11/19/62 11/06/71 • 3831 •
• 3/_6 •
09/29/62 03/26/64 • 36'29 •
• 3A26 *
11100162 09100/72 • 3828 •
• 3/_6 •
09/29/62 11/30/70 • 38"29 •
• 2AI8 •
• 2A19 •
01/01/63 OS/30/63 • 2823 •
• 2A19 •
10102162 08111163 2B24
1010.2162 08111163 : 21324 :
2A19 i
10102162 08111163 _ 2823 •
10/02/62 08/11/63 ,, 2823 •
2A19 •
1010.2/62 08/10/63 : 2823 •
• 2A19 •
• 2A20 •
10/27/62 01/01/63 • 2B24 •
• 2A_D •
10127/62 01130/63 • 26_4 •
• 2A20 •
10/28/62 01/27/63 • 28_4 •
• 3A45 •
• 3A46 •
12/20162 10/13/63 • 3846 •
12114/62 10/28/63 • 3847 •
01/01/63 10/20/63 ; 3EM7 •3A46 •
12/14/62 ]0/28/63 • 3847 •
3A46 •
12/14/62 I0/28/63 ; 3847 •
01/01/63 0.5/16/63 • 31147 •
• 3A46 *
12114162 10/25/63 * 3847 *
• 3A46 *
1211416_P 10/31/63 * 3848 *
• 3A46 •
12114/62 10/25/83 * 3848 *
• 3A46 *
12/14/82 10/31/63 * 3848 *
• 3A47 •
12114162 10128163 . 3848 *
• 3A45 *
12125162 10125163 * 3846 *
• 3A45 *
1211516_ 04115/67 . 3846 *
• 3A71 *
• 3A71 *
12/13/62 03/31/64 * 3880 *
3A71 •
12/I4/62 I0/20/64 : 3881
12/14/62 10/20/64 * 31181 *
12114/62 10/20/64 • 31381 *
12/14162 05/10/63 * 3B81 *
12114/6_ 09/22/63 • 3B81 •
• 5A27 •
• 5A27 *




• INVESTIGATDRNA/qE EXPI_IMBWT NAME
















































GRID OET PENETRATION PLOTS, FICHE
S 558.COPPER MIRE CARl)
MIRE CARD DETECTOR PLOT
S 558, HICRONETEORITE
MICROPHONE INPACT PLOTS
S S58,CADIUN SULPHIDE CELL
CD-S DETECTOR TABULATIONS
CO-5 DETECTOR PLOTS. NICROFICHE
AE-A, MASS SPECrRONET ER
TAB ATHOS COHP DBMSITIES, FICHE
AE-A,ELECrROSTATIC PROBES
ELEC. TEMP, I0N DENSITY, MFILM
AE-A, PRESSURE CAUCE
NEUTRAL DENS (260KM-900KN). FICHE
TELSTAR 2, CHARGED PART
PR0_ COUNT RT_:J>HM,BESYS TP
TIROS VII AT-[ITUDE SUHHARy
TIROS 7, OHNI RADIOHL_rER
OMNIDIRECTIONAL RADIOHETER TAP15S
TIROS 7.SCANNIRO RADIOHETE_
FINAL MET. RADIATION TAPES
TIROS 7 RADIATION DATA CAT, FICHE
TIROS 7,ELECTROSTATIC PROBE
LANCHUIR PROBE DE]MSITY DATA
TIROS 7,TELEYISIOR
I963-03OD,BALL00N ATHOS DRAC DBq
ORAO DENSITIES * TI_4PS, FICHE
1963-0380, CHARCED PARTICLE
TI_-ORI)B_8) COUNT RATES, TAPE
SORTBD INDEX OF DATA, TAPE
COUNT RATES VS T. B (PLOTS).HF:IIJ4
L-_ EL. COUNT RATES,PLOTS.HFII_M
HUIT-COORD SYS _-HOOEL TAPE
INP-A,RETARD POTE]N ANAL,E+p
PLOTS OF I VS V0LT(11/27/63 ONLY)
INP-A, FLUXGATE MAONET_qETBR
HI3_rCED HAONETONETISR . EPHE]qERIS
INTPLAN D-FIELD HOURLY A¥OD TAPE
MSPHE_IC B-FIELD HOURLY AV(:D,TAPE
IHP-A,C.R.PROTONS(R VS DE/DX
C.R. COUNT RATE PLOTS,4 E INTVALS
RI3DUCD C.R. COUNT ACCUMLATN_,TAPE
C.R. P.H.ANAL. EVB_T SUHHNRY,TAPE
5-NIN AVG C.R.CNT RATE SUHRy TAPE
IHP-A,COSHIC RAYS (E VS DE/DX
1-H AVC C.R. ION_.LECT RATES,TAPE
HRLY C.0. ION&ELE£ RATE LIST,HFLN
E_qIN C.R. ION&ELEC RATE LIST.NFI_N
C.R. SCINT DE/DX-E NATRICI_ NFILH
INP-A,END_-TIC PARTICLE E_P '
TINE-SORTEI) GM&ION.CHAJq CNIS,TAPE
ORA_ OF CM+ION.CIIAHBB DATA
HION.C]-IA_IB. 4-H RATE PLOTS,HF_
L-ORDERE]D E.LECTRON CNT RATE TAPE
INP-A,ELECTROSIATIC ANALYZ
PLOTS OF I0N FLUX YS TII'qE_,R,CYCLE
I_-A.FARADAy CUP
3-HR AVOS. OF PL.ASHA PARAHS.,TAPE
PLASHA PARAMET_,IRREC. INTE]RVAL
pLASMA CURRB_I VS LOOK DIR. PLOTS
CHCO PART. FLUXES _ E &TINE,TAPE
AD A,NONSYST,OUU_ES AIR DENSITY
ATHOS D_AC D_ TABLES, FICHE
TIROS 8,TV
TIROS 8, AUTO PICTURE TI_ (APT)
S0_ 7A, X-RAY (2-6OA), _ _.
MACHI_ R_. 3 POINTS pER PASS
REZ). ] P01_ PER PASS
RELAY 2,P-N JUNCT ELEC,PROT DETS
ELECTRON-PROTON DATA,L-ORD., TAPE
2,ATHOSPHE_]C *RAG DE_3ITY
ATHOS DRAG OE3_ITY TABLES
ERS 13,CJFLARCED PARTICLE DETEC10RS
ELECTRON*PROTON COUNT RATES, TAPE
ELECTRONS ABOVE 700 KE_V,L-0RO_R_])
P 11-AS, YLF ELEdCXRIC FIELDS
IE-A,FIXI_) FRF3_ ]0NOSONDE
FF ION_CRAHS,CHRUNOLOG]CAL,MFILM
FF IONODRAHS, SCP AND WNK, RFII_H






62-070A-01B 12116/62 07122163 ; 5038 •62- - 2
5A27•
62-070A-O2A 12/16/62 05/30/63 _ 5B38 •62-070A-03 SA28 •
62-070A-O&A 12/16/62 07/2"2/83 ; 5038 •62-070A-04 5/*27 •
62-070A-O4A 12/16/62 04/20/63 • 5038 •
62-070A-OS
5A28 •
62-070A-OSA 12/16/62 02/09/63 _ 5038 *
62-070A-058 12/I6/62 02/09/63 . 5838 •
63-009A
63-009A-01 • 3A13 •
• 3A13 .
63-OOqA-OIA 04/03/63 06/01/63 _ 3814 .63-009A-02 3A13 *
63-O09A-O2A 04/04/63 07/10183 • 3814 •
63-009A-03 • 3A13 *





63-OI3A-OIA 05107/63 05/07165 _ _0112 .
63-0_4A • 4A79 •
63-024A-000 06119/63 08/28/85 • 4041 *
63-024A-01
• 4AB4 *
63-024A-OIA 06119163 08129163 * 4B42 •
63-024A-02
4A80 •
63-024A-O2A 06/19/63 06119165 ; 4B41 •
63-024A-0_8 06119163 06119165 • 41142 •
63-024A-03
4A81 *
63-O_4A-O3A 06/19/63 07/09/63 _ 4042 .
63-024A-04




63-0300-01A 01/0"2/64 04/13/71 ; 3013 •
63-0380
63-0380-01 • 3All •
• 3All •
63-0380-01D 09128163 12131160 3B13
63-0380-01E 09/28/63 12/31/68 ; *3B13 •
63-0380-0IF 09128/63 12131/67 3813 .
63-0380-010 09/28/63 04/16/66 ; 3013 •
63-046A
• 2A30 •
63-048A-000 12121163 12130164 * 2B..32 *
63-046A-0I * 2A30 *
63-046A-OIA 11127163 11127163 * 2034 *
63-046A-02
• 2A30 *
63-046A-02B 11/27/63 05/30164 * 2B33 •
63-046A-020 11/27/63 0"2/15/64
63-046A-(Y2F 02/28/64 05/26/64 _ 2B33 .2B34 *
63-046A-03 • 2A31 *
63-046A-038 11127/63 05/30/64 . 2834 .
63-046A-030 11/27163 06/06/64 * 2B34 •
63 046A-030 11/27/63 06/07/64 . 2034 .
63-046A-03E 11127163 05131164 . 2834 •
63-046A-04
2A30 •
83-046A-O4A 11127163 05/26/64 ; 2033 •
63-046A-040 11/27/63 03/18/64 • 2033 •
63-046A-040 11/27183 03/18/64 • 2033 •
63-046A-040 11/27/63 OS/14/64 _ 2B33 .5
2A30 •
63-046A-05B 11128163 03/26165 2B32
63-046A-050 11/27/63 12/28/64 _ *2832 •
63-046A-050 11/27163 0"2/28/64 2032
63-046A-05_ 11127/63 05/27/64 _ *2B32 •
63-046A-06
2A31 *
63-046A-O6A ]1/27/53 04/03/64 ; 2034 •
63-046A-07
2A30 •
63-046A-07A 11/27/63 12/16/64 _ 2032 •
63-046A-07B ]1/27/83 12/16/64
63-046A-07C ]1/27/63 12/28/64 _ 2033 .2033 •
63-046A-OTO 11/27/63 01/13/65 2833
63-053A _ *3A12 •
63-053A-01
3A12 *
63 053A-OIA 12123/63 08/25/71 ; 3814 •
63-054A
63-054A-01 * 4A79 •
63-0S4A-02 • 4A01 •




64 OOID-01A 01/12/64 08131/64 _ 51149 *
64-001D-010 01111/64 0"2/03/65 • 5049 •
64-003A
64-003A-0_ • 3A71 •
3A71 *
64-O03A-O2A 01121164 1_/31/65 _ 3B81 •
64 O04A
64 O04A 03 • 4A15 *





64 040C-OIA 07/17/64 11/29/64 . 2025 •




64-051A * 3A70 *
• 3A43 *
64-051A-0] * 3A43 *
64-051A-OIA 08/2S/64 12/29165 3B45
64 O51A-010 00/27/64 12/_>_/6_ : *3845 *
64-051A 010 08/25/64 12/2_/6_ • 304S •
60
LAUNCH DATESPACECRAFT N_ .... ••o•.•••.o•••,e,•.•.•*•••o••••••••••*•*•




















































NIMBUS HRIR NET. RADIATION TAPES
HRIR PHOTOFACSIHILE FILM STRIPS
HRIR FII-H STRIP CAT ON MICROFICHE
HRIR RAD. TAPE CAT ON MICROFICHE
CONDENSE]) 0RBIT TAPE FOR EXPER. 16
MULTICOORDINATE SYSTH ORBIT PLTS
[}GO 1 ,TRIAX sEARCH COIL HAGNTHTR
37-S SEARCH COIL NAC. DATA, TAPE
SEARCH C01L DATA NOT TIME ORDI_RED
PHASE-AHPLITUDE 8-FIELD PLTSoHFU4
{}CO 1, RB VAPOR + E_C.ATE HAG
{)GO 1, sPH_ICAL ELECTROST ANAL
000 1, pLANAR ION-ELECTRON TRAP
OCO 1, RADIO pROPAGATION
IONOSP + EXOSPH ELEC cONT, FICHE
_O 1, ATHOS HAd SPECT
000 1, 1NT_pLAN DUST pAR_ICLE_
0C0 1, VLF RECEIVB
L0-RES VLF SPECTR0(_'_RS,35HPI PA_
SELECTE]) HI-RES VLF SpECTCIdS.HFLM
VLF SICNAL STRi_CTH VS FREQ(CINE)
000 1,RAD10 ASTRO, .2-.4HC,2-4NC
0C0 1, C,EO LYHAN ALPHA
0C0 1, CE(;ENSCHEIN PHOTOMETRY
OCO 1, SOLAR COSMIC RAYS
SOLAR coSMIC RAY COUNTS, TAPE
DG0 1, EL_ROSTATIC _LYZ_
OO0 1, FARADAY
000 1, POSITRON SF.AF_t_-RAY
000 1,0.1-1ONEV pROT_ELEC SCINT-
PROTJkELEC RTES,ALL TR F._JIV 1 KBS
PROT,,ELEC,H1-RATE DATA ONLY.TAPES
OO0 1 o C .R. SPECTRA AND FLUXE_
RI_ED COUNT RATES ON HAG. TAPE
SELECTE_) 30-M AVG RATE PLOTS,RF1J4
PROTON-ALPHA TELESCOPE PHA DATA
OO0 I,C#4 DET. (TRAPPED PAD,pROTON)
OCO 1, 10N CHAHBBR
l-BIN AVG RATE V* T(1/3 ORB)PLOTS
RE])UCt_ PULSE RATE,CONDOM- TAPES
10-50KEV SOLAR FLARE X-RAYS
ION CHAMBER RATES VS L, REILM
HOURLY AVCD RATES (PRINTOUT) HF1J4
l-BIN AVCD RATES (P_RINTOUT) BFLM
2-BIN AVCD RATE VS R (PLOTS) HFLM
2 BIN AVC RATE VS T(1/2 ORB)PLOTS
1-HIN AvCD RATE VS T(PLOT)P_RlOEJE
000 1, EJ_EC]RON SPECTRONETBR
2-BIN AVCD RATE VS T (PLOTS) MFLH
IS-RIN AVGD RATE VS R (PLOTS)NFtJ4
RE]_JCED cOUNT DATA, CONDOR TAPES
S-BIN AViD RATE (PRINTOUT) MFILH
2&5 MIN AViD RATE VS L PLOTS,MFLM
DISCRETE L VALUE RAIE LISIS,MFILM
5MIN AV ELECT RTE YS I PL1 ,PERIQE
RATE VS DAY,INNER ZONE (PLOT)MFLM
L INTERPOLATED COL_I RATES
_LI-CO0_ SYS FJ°HEPMEB-MODEL 1APE
]Hp-B,R_ARD POTD4 AI_,E+P
ELECTRON I.N,V,PI_ ORBIT
IMP-B, FLUXGATE MAGNET*RE-{ ER
MERGF[) MAGNETOMETER _ EpHE)4ERIS
1HP-B,C.R.pROTONS(R VS OE/OX
C.R. COUNT RATE PLOTS.4 E 1NTVALS
REDUCD C.R. cOUNT ACCUMLATNS,TAP't
C.R.p.H.ANA1. EVE]qT SU_Y,TAPE
S-BIN AVC C.R.CNT RATE S4JI4RY TAPE
1RP-B,TOTAL IONIZATION E_P
TIRE-SORTED CI4&ION.CHAH CNTS,1APE
CRA_ OF ON*ION. CHAMBER DATA
IMP-B, ELECTROSTAT ]C ANALVZ
POS ION I VS TIMEJ_R,NF1LR PLOTS
IMp- B, FARADAY CUP
CHGD pAR1. FLUXES VS E &TI_,TAPE
OF - B, RF BEACON
TOTAL ELECTRON CON_ (_IIJ4)
TOTAl ELECTRON CONTE_4_ (BOOKS)
t_AT VS TEC PLOTS ON M]CROFI_
0E-B. L.ANCHUIR pROBE
ELECTRON DENSITY (MICROFILM)
COSMOS 49, PRO1 . PRECS. HACNE] 0NTR
SCALAR NAG. FIELD DATA, HFILM
RAONtC_OI4N-TER DATA, 1APE
S 5SC.P_ESSURIZED CELLS












































































































0812a164 09122164 ** 4B19 :
os/26164 o912_I64 * 4B19 •
08128164 o9/22/64 • 4B20 •
0gi07164 12102164 • 2Ba8 •
04;I/07164 06103167 * _ _
• 2A57 •
091_3/64 11117167 2R89 *
09123164 06/05/$7 ; 2890 *








11/10/64 12/1S/6.5 * 2B88 •
03/21/65 11/24165 28_8 *










09107164 11/16/65 * 21189 •
09107164 1210"2/64 • 2889 •
• 2A57 *
09/06/64 11/25/67 * 2B89 *
09107/64 11125167 • 2889 •
09/04/66 11/25/67 . 2[389 *
• 2AS7 *
. 2A58 *
09112/64 0.6105,167 • 2R90 *
09105164 12/0_/67 * _ •
o61O'2165 05128/67 . 2_90 *
09107/64 06104167 • 2B90 •
09/05184 12/06/67 . 2B90 •
09/05/64 12/06/87 * 2890 *
09/07/64 06/04/67 . 2891 *
09/10/64 06/05/67 * 2891 •
09/1S164 0SJ27/66 * 2891 *
• 2A.58 •
09/15184 0,5/27/66 * 2891 *
09/07/64 06/04/67 * 2891 *
09/07/64 12/06/67 * 2B91 *
09107164 06/05/67 . 2891 *
09/07184 06/04/67 * 2891 *
09/15164 12105165 2892 *
09107164 06105167 _ 2892 •
09/21164 12/0b/65 * 2092 *
09/15/84 07/07/67 • 2892 *
• 2A31 *
10IOS164 09/30/65 * 2B34 *
• 2_32 •
10/04/64 04/0S/6S • 2835 •
• 2A32 *
10104164 O410516,5 . _B3,", *
. 2A32 *
10104164 04107/65 . 283_ *
10/04/64 04/0'2/65 * 2_35 •
10/04164 03127/6_ . 283.5 •
10/05/64 0410216:5 . 2836 *
• 2A31 *
10/06164 04/0S165 . 2_3.5 *
10/04/64 09/23/6b . 283._ *
• 2A32 •
10105/64 12/23/64 • 2836 *
• 2A31 *
10/04164 09/24/65 * 2B3,5 *
• 4A14 •
• 4A14 •
10/13154 04/17/69 * 4811 •
10116164 12/31/67 • 4011 •
10/21/64 03/17/65 * 4011 •
10/10/64 0S/31165 __ 4A144Bll
• 3A31 •
• 3A31 *
10124/64 11/03/64 • 3B39 •
10/24164 11103/64 . 3B39 •
• 5J__8 •
• 5A28 *




* INVESTICATOR NAJqE EXPE_IHENT NAME






















































S 550, IMPACT DETECTORS
PUBLISHED REPORT TN-D-4284




AD-B.NONSYST. C_F_ AIR DI_ISITY
ATHOS DRAG DER TABLES, FICHE




PROTON COUNT RATE PLOTS, MFILM
INJUN 4.COS DETECTOR
COS COUNTS, TAPE
INJUN 4, PLASTIC SCINTILLATORS
SCINTILLATOR COUNTS, TAPE
MARINI_ 4, TELEVISION
PHOTOS CALIBRATED . COI_b_ECTED 4X5
PHOTOS OF HARS,JpL REPORT 32-884
TELEVISION PICTURE_ ON MICROFILN
MARINER 4. HACNE_DMETSR




INTRP_RY-MAO-FIn n-16.8 S AV=.
MARINER 4, COSMIC RAY TELESCOPE
RAW COUNT RATE(C_AIN O_FLOV)







RUBIDIUM VAPOR NAG. DATA. TAPE
EPE-D.C_CED PARTICLE
0.3 - 3.5 MEV ELECT CNT RATE.TAPE
L-OI_DE_ED ELECTRON OMT RATE TAPES
EPE-D. ELECTRON PROTON
L-ORDBRED PARTICLE _ RATE TAPES
TIME-ORDERED PARTICLE COUNT RATES
EPE-D,HAGNE[IC FIELD
HA(:NETIC FIELD VCTRS, MFILM PLOTS
EPE-D.O.I-IOH_/ PROT•E_C SCIN
TIROS 9,TV
OSO 2,SO_ X-RAY BURST
SOLAR X-RAY(2-B-20A,44-iO)
P_.ASU_ I,NETFJ)ROID DETECTORS
CARDS AND TAPE IMAGES OF CARDS
SO_ 7BoX-RAY+tN DET.
PLOTS OF SOLAR X-RAY FLUXES
TARLF_ OF SOLAR X-RAY FLUXE5





CARDS AND TAPE IMAOES OF CARDS
S.ECLP'TIC N_D HSPt_IC F-_ TAPE
HOURLY SOLAR E_LIPTIC EPH, LISTNC
IMP-C,REIA_I) POTER _LoE+P
ELECTRON I,N.V, PLUS ORBIT
IMP C.MAGNETOMET_RS
5.46 MIN AVC VECTOR MAG FIELD




MACNE-[OSPHE_IC B FIELD,HRLY AVCS
MICROFILM OF 65-042A-O2G
HULTI-SIC FIR AVC INPL B _, TAPE
]HP-C,C.R.PROTONS(R V5 DE/DX)
RATES _ P.H. REDUC.DATA,HAO. TAPE
COUNT RATE PLOTS ON MIEROFIIJ_
REDUCED PHA (PtIAEST) DATA. TAPE
COSMIC RAY COUI_T DATA. TAPE
RATE SUHRYS (5 MIN AVE)
IMP C.TDIAL IONIZATION EXP
ORIG. CH&ION. CHAMBER COUNTS,TAPE








64-074A-O2A 11/06/64 11/05/65 ee SA28 *5639 •64 -074A-03
• 5A28 •
64-074A-036 11/06/64 11/05/65 • S639 •
64 -074A-04
SA29 •
64-074A-O4A 11/06/64 11/05/65 _ 5639 •
64-076A
64-D76A-01 • 3A12 *
3A12 •
64-076A-OIA 11/27/64 10/15/68 ; 3D14 •
64-076B
64-076B-03 • 3A47 •
3A47 *
64-076B-03A 0"2113/65 07/19166 • 3B48 •
64-076B-04 _ 3A47 .
64-076B-04A 0"2/13/65 07/19/66 . 3648 •
64-076B-04B 11/23/64 D7/19/66 • 3648 •
64-0766-05
• 3A47 •
64-D76B-OSA 02/13/65 07/19/66 • 3849 •
64-076B-06
3A47 .
64-0766-06A 02/13/65 07/19/66 ee 3849 •
64-077A
64-077A-01 • 1A47 •
1A48 •
64-077A-OIA 07/14/65 07/14/65 • 1018
64-077A-OIB 07/14/65 07/14/85 _ •1619 *
64-077A-010 07/14/65 07/14/65 • ]B19 •
64-077A-02
64-O77A-O2A 11128/64 10/01/65 _ 1A50 .1B20 .
64-077A-0_B 11/28/64 10/01/65 . 1620 .
64-077A-020 11/29/64 10/01/65 . 1620 .
64-077A-O2D 111_9164 0110316S 1Er2'O
64-077A-026 01103165 10101165 ee ee1B'2064-077A-04
• 1A94 •
64-077A-O4A 11128/64 10101165 • 1B19 *
64-077A-04B 11128/64 10101165 * 1B19 *
64-077A-040 11128/64 10101165 • IB19 *
64-077A-O4D 11/28/64 10101165 ** ID19 *09
1A54 *
64-077A-O9A 11/28/64 12/08/67 • 1618 *
64-077A-098 12/05/64 12/08/67 . 1818 •
64-083C
64 -0830-01 * 3All •
• 3Al1 •
64- 0830-01A I2/I 7/64 06/30/65 . 3613 •
64-086A
64-086A-0] * 2A20 .
2A20 •
64-O86A-OIA 12/21/64 05/15/67 ee 2824 •
64-086A-DID 12/21/64 05/15/67 • 21324 *
64-086A-0_
2A21 *
64-086A-O_A 12121/64 02/28/66 * 2625 *
64-086A-0"26 12/21164 05/21/67 • 28"25 *
64-086A-03
2A20 *
64-086A-O3A 02101/65 06/30/65 ee 28"25 .
64-086A-04
65-004A * _A21 •
65-004A- O1 * 4A79 *
65-007A • 4A81 *
65-007A-02 • 5A]7 *
65-O07A-O2A 02104/65 03/08165 _ 5A17 *56"26 *65-009A
65-009A-01 ee SA24 •SA24 *
65-O09A-OIA 0"2/17/65 03/29/66 ee SB3S •016D
65-0160-01 5A35 •
• 5A35 *
65-OI6D-O1A 03/10/65 10/31/65 • 5649 .
65-016D-016 03/10/65 10/30/65 . 5B49 .
65-0_24A
65- (X24A-03 * 4A60 .
65-032A * 4A61 •
65 032A-0] * 4A]4 •
65-032A-O1A 05103/65 0"2110168 _ 4A15 •
65-032A- 02 4611 .
65-039A * 4A15 •
65-039A-01 * 5A24 *
5A24 *
65-039A OIA 05/25/65 10/31/67 ; SB3_ .
65-042A
• 2A,:32 .
65 042A-00C 06129/65 05111167 * 2636 .
65-042A-0011 05129/65 05/11/67 * 2B36 •
65-D42A O]
2A33 *
65-042A-O]A 05/29165 05/05/67 ; 2037 •
65-042A - (Y2
2A33 *
65-042A O_A 05/29/65 05/11/67 * 2636 •
65-042A-0"20 05129/65 05/11/6"/ _ 2637 .
65-042A-0"_ 05129/65 OS/11/67 • 2837 *
65-042A 02E 06/01/65 0]/29/67 21137
65 042A-O2F 06/01/65 01/29/67 * .21337 *
65-042A-020 05/29/65 05/10/67 . 2B37 .
65-042A-O2H 05/29/65 05/10/67 . 2637 *
65 042A 0"21 06/01/65 05106/67 * 2B37 •
65-042A 03
2A33 •
65-042A-O3A 05129165 04129167 : 21337 .
65-042A-030 05129/65 05/02/67 . 2838 *
65 042A-030 05/29/65 04/28/6? • 2638 •
65-042A 03D 05/29/65 04/28/67 . 2638 ,
65-042A - O3E 05129165 04/29/67 . 2B38 .
65 -042A-05
65-042A- DSA 05/29/65 01/03/67 e_ 2A32 •2636 •
65-042A 05R 05129/65 01/01/86 • 2836 *


















CE_INI 4oSYNOfrrIC Tt_RRAIN PHOTOS
OJE]HINI 4, SYNOPTIC WEATHE_ PHOTOS
TIROS IO.TV
VELA 3A,_'ST ANALY * OH TUBES
SOLAR OEOPHYS DATA PBLSD SOLAR
314R AV-DEN,VE]-, DIR. TB4P,0N MFLN
3-HR-AVO D_M.VEL.DIR,+TEMP. TAPE
VELA 38,ELECT'ST ANALY * C_4 TUBES
3-HR-AVG DEN,VEL,DIR,+TEHP, HFILN
SOLAR GEOPHYS DATA PBLSO SDLAD _I)
3-HR-AVC DEN,VEL,DIR,+TEHP° TAPE
HOUSEKEEPINC DATA PLO_B _ TINE
ERS 17,CHARCBD PARTICLE DETECTORS
































COUNTINO RATES PL01_ED VS TIRE
L-ORDEREO ELEC*PROT CNT RATES.TAP
ERS 17. X-RAY DETECTORS
ME_,4-5 SEC AVG, .05 SEC TAPE
17.CAHMA RAY DETECTORS
MERGED. 4.5 SEC AVO. .05 SEC TAPE
PECASUS 3, HICROMETEDRITE
CARDS AND TAPE IHAGES OF CARDS
CEHINI 5,ZODIACAL LIOHT PHOTO
ZODIACAL L]OHT PHOTOORAPHY
CI_4INI 5, SYNOPTIC TERRAIN PHOTOS
GEMINI 5o SYNOPTIC ¥_THER PHOTOS
_BIS DATA, TAPE
OV1-2,ELECTRON+PROTON DETECTORS
ELECTRON, PROTON FLUXES, TAPE
ELECTRON PTCH ANGL DISTRB. MFILM
ELECTRON, PROTON FLUXES, TAPE
PROTON PITCH ANGLE DISTRIB, HFILM




VLF SPECTROCRAHS, 35-HH PAPER
OGO 2.SEARCH-COIL HA_NETOME'rER
OOO 2,RUBIDIUM VAPOR HAGNE'TOHETER
0.5-SEC HAG FLD AV1RG° TAPE
B FLD,DATA * CSFC 12/66 HDL,MFILH
COMPRF-SSED HAC FLD AVO DATA. TAPE
B FLD,DATA * POCO 10/68 HDL,HFIUq
COMPRESSED HALF SEC HAG FLD, TAPE
IO-SEC MAC FLD A_C, TAPE
OOO 2, COSMIC RAY IONIZATION
IONIZATION RATES VS INN LAT,NFIIJWI
OO0 2,EN_GETIC PARTICLE SURVEY
COSMIC-RAY COUNT RATES. TAPE
COSMIC-RAY COUNT RATES. MFILH
OGO 2,GALACTIC * SOLAR cOSMIC RAY
pARTICLE COUNT RATES, TAPE
pARTICLE COUNT-RATE PLOTS, MFILM
OCO 2, IO-IOOKEV ELECI*PR01 SCIN1
000 2.AIRGLOW STUDY





SOLAR X-RAY PLOTS, HFILH
OGO 2,SOLAR UV SPECTRONETBR
000 20POSITIVE ION STUDY
OCO 2,NEUTRAL PARTICLE STUDY
SO_ 8,S0_ RADIATION
1 MIN FLUX AVG FOR 12 DETECTORS
COMPACT AND EDITED ] MIN FLUX AVO
EDIT CARDS
STATION LISTSTART1 STOP * PASS
DAllY X-RAY FLUXES IN PUBL. RPT.
_ED WORLD NAPS, TAPE
CRC INDEX OF DATA AVAILABLE, TAPE
CRC INDEX OF DATA AVAILABLE,FICHE
CSFC 0ROITAL F_LE_tE]4TS, TAPE
ALOUE"FTE 2, SWEEP FRF_ SOUNDE]R
SWEEP-FREQUENCY IONOQRANS, NFILH
RRL N(H)_H INl PROFILES, FICHE
E_C INDEX OF OUCTED ECHOES, TAPE
ERC DUCTED ECHCES,8X10-IN. PRINTS
CRR N(H) IN1 PROFILES, MFICHE
CRC N(H) SCALED PROFILES, MFICHE
NSSO<: IONOC_AH INVEN3DRY,TAPE














































































































01101189 05121170 • 28112 •
07/26165 12/06/67 * _112 *
07/26165 12/0_/67 • 28112 •
2A72 •
2A72 •
07126165 1210_167 • 211118 •
01/01169 05/21/70 • _B113 ,,
07/26/65 12/06/67 , 28113 •
• 2A21 •
07120165 11/04/65 • 21_25 •
,_ 2A21 •
07120165 11103/65 . 2825 •
07/20/65 11/03/65 • 2825 •
07/20/65 10/31/65 • 2826 ,,
• 2A_ •
07/20/65 11/03/65 • 2f_26 •
07/20/65 11/03/65 • 26_26 *
6A24 •5A25 •
07/30/65 08/15/67 • 51335 *
• 4A60 •
• 48.5S *




10/05/65 12/01/65 * 3B77 •
• 3A67 •
10/0S/65 12/01/65 * 3877 *
10105165, 11100166 . 3B77 *
10/0516.5 12/01/65 * 3B77 *
11/01/66 11/30/65 e_ 8B77 *3A68 *
10/0.5/65 12/01/65 • 3877 •
10/0S/65 12/01/6S • 3877
3A57 *
10/17/6_ 09/0"2/66 * 3B67 *
• 3A58 •
• 3A66 *
10/14165 12/30/66 • 3866 •
10/14/65 01/2_/66 * 3B66 •
10114/6S 1212_166 * 3B66 *
10114/65 10/0'2/67 ,= 3866 •
10/14/6S I0102/67 • 3B66 •
10/14/65 10/0"2167 , 3867 *
• 3A56 ,,
10114/6S 04/0"2/66 _ 3866 •3AS8 *
10/14/65 11103/65 • 3867 s
10/15/65 12113/66 • 3867 *
IO/1S/6S 10/24/65 •e 3A59 *3868 •





10/16/65 04/08/66 • 3B67 *
• 3AS8 •
• 3A57 *





11127/6S 08/24/67 ; 5J_35 *BSO
11/27/65 08/24167 • SBSO •
11/19/6S 08/24/67 • 5BSO •
11/27/65 08/23/67 SBSO •
12101/6S II105167 ; 58.50 •
• 3A27 *
08/06/67 03/31/73 * 3832 *
11129/65 12/31/66 • 3832 •
11129/65 12/51/68 • 3832 *
12/05/65 03/21/73 • 3832 •
• 3A28 *
11/29/85 01/31/75 * 3834 *
10/12166 12127/68 , 3B34 *
12/01/85 04/21/6 (} , 8834 *
12/01165 04/21/69 • 3834 •
12/1S/65 03109/70 • 3834 •
12/1S/6S 03/09170 • 3834 _.
11/29/65 04123/73 • 3836 •
11/2_/6S 06108172 . 383.5 •
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ARC N(H) INI PROFILES, NFILN
CRC INDEX OF DUCTED ECHOES, TAPE
CRC N(M) DATA, N * HOT COB=. TAPE
RSRS N(H) INT PROFILES, NFIUN
SOUNDE_ AGC VS TIME PLOTS, NFILM
ALOUETTE 2,VLF RECEIVER
VLF SPECTRO(_'_J, HS, NIFILM
KASHIMA VLF DATA, BOOK
ALOUE1-TE 2.RADIO NOISE, .2-13.SNHZ
COSMIC RADIO NOISE-AOC LEV. ,NFILM
COSMIC RADIO NOISE-SUMMARY, MFILM
COSMIC RADIO NOISE, HC ROLLS
ALOUErrE 2,BqEROETIC PART. DETECT
COUNT RATE DATA, TAPE
PARTICLE BOUNDARy DATA, TAPE
ALOUETTE 2,LANCHUIR PROBE
ELECTRON D_NSITY * TE]4P, TAPE
ELECTRON DENSITY .,- TEHP, HFILM
ELECT DBN_ITY * TW PLOTS, HFILM
DME-A.THE]R$_L ION PROBE
THE]RNAL ION PROBE DATA, MFILM
TABULATE]) HEASLRB4E]MTS, MFILM
PARTIALLY RDCD HEASUREMENTS,NFILN
DHE-A, CYL. ELECTROSTATIC PROBES
DNF---A,MAONETIC I0N PASS SPECT
ION C01_P. + D_ITY PLOTS, BEILM
ION C0tqP. "," DENSITY HEAS., TAPE
INDEX OF ION DI_NSITY DATA. NFILM
DHE-A, TI'ER$4AL ELECTRON PROBE
THERN_L ELECTRON PRODE DATA.NFILN
TABULATED HEASUREHE_4TS. NFILH
PARTIALLy RDCO MEASUREHBq_S,NFILN
DME-A,E_OR_-TIC ELECTRON CUIq_ M_
RETARD. POT. ANAL. DATA, MFII_
GE]qINI 7,SYNOPTIC TERRAIN PHOTOS
CEllINI 7. SYNOPTIC WEATHE3R PHOTDS
FR 1.VLF RECEIVE_
qUICK-LODK YLF MAC FLD DATA,NFILN
GEMINI 6A,SYNOPTIC TERFL_IN PHOTOS




COROTATION DELAy TIRE LISTINCS
PIONB 6,SINOLE AXIS MAGNETOHETE
30 SEC VR MAONETIC FIELD AVC.TAPE
HOURLY AVOD VR NAG FIELD, NFILJq
FIR A¥C PION-6 * 7 VECTORS ON TAPE
PIONEER 6. FARADAY CUP
PLOTS OF VFI DE_o TE]_P, _S TIRE
NIT PLASHA PARAN I HR AV OEOPHYSB
RSSDC PLASNA PUBLICATION-MIT DATA
HOUR AVC PLASMA PARAM_-T_ ON TP
PIONF-BR 8,C05MIC RAY TEI_ESCOPE
COUNT RATE ,,,, PULSE HEICH_ DATA
COUNT RATE PLOTS,21 DAY EACH
PIONFJ_ 6,TWO FRFJ_y RECEIVER
TOTAL ELECT CONTENT.HRLY VAL (DO)
TOTAL ELECT CONTE_T,HRLY VAL(N0)
CORRECTED ELECT DE]NI$ITY,TAPE
CORRECTED ELECT DE3N_. PLOTS, 35HM
PIONE_ 6,COSMIC RAY DETEC[0R
HOURLY COUNT RATES, NFILN LISTINC
HOURLY COUNT RATES, MFILH PLOTS
P]0NEE]_ 6, ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZBR
PLOTS OF PLASHA PAR/d_ETE_RS
SOLAR CEOPHYS DATA PBISD SOLAR _D
HR AVC PLASMA pARAR ON NAC TAPE
HOURLY AVEROD PLASMA PARAM M_LM
PIONEER 6,CEJ-ESTIAL MECHANICS
CELESTIAL MECHANICS MAC IAPES
PIONEER 6, SUP. CONJUNC. FARADAY ROT
SUpE_IOR CONJ FARADAY ROTATION
ESSA I,VIDICON CAMERA SYS. (AVCS)
ESSA 2, APT
GEHINI 8,SYNOPTIC TERRAIN PHOIOS
OBINI 8,CL04JD PHOTOC_APHy (SIDe)
DATA CATALOC OF EXPOneNT 0PI_ATNS
NIMBUS 2, AVCS
WORLD HONTAO[ CAT, ON N/FICHE
NIMBUS 2,APT
NIHBUS 2,HRIR
NINBUS HRIR M_-T. RADIATION TAPES
HRIR PHOTOFACSIMILE FILM STRIPS
HRIR WORLD MONTAGE CATALOG;
N ] HBUS 2, MRIR





65-098A-016 11129/65 03111170 • 3835 •
65-O98A-OIN 11/29/65 10130171 3635 •
65-098A-010 12115165 07110172 •_ 3835 *
65-098A-OIP 12112165 08111/68 . _ •
65-O98A-Olq N/A • 3836 *
65-098A-02 * 3#.27 •
85-O98A-O2A 12/00/65 06/00/73 * 3632 •
65-098A-026 0"2/25/71 09/26/71 • 3632 •
&5-098A-03 * 3A27 .
65-OqRA-O3A 11/29/65 06/00/73 • 3833 •
65-098A-036 06/&0/66 07/01/69 • 3633 •
65-098A-030 06/30/66 07/01/69 • 3633 •
fls-OqRA-04 • 3A28 •
65-Oq8A-O4A 11/29/85 06/18/69 . 3633 •
65-096UE-046 11/29/65 06/18/69 • 3633 •
65-098A-05 • 3A27 •
65-098A-OSA 02/21/66 11/13/67 * 3B32 .
65-098A-068 02/21/66 11/13/67 • 3633 •
65-098A-050 02/21/66 03/01/67 . 3633 .
65-0986 i 3A_2 •
65-098B-01 • 3A32 •
65-0988-01A 12/14/65 06/02/69 363q
65-0986-018 01/01/66 06/09/69 _ 3640 •*
65-0986-010 12/25/65 08/31/67 • 31)40 *
&5-098B-02 * 3_32 *
65-0986-05 • 3A33 *
65-0986-05A 12/01/65 03/03/88 • 3640 •
65-0081]-058 12/01/65 03/03/68 • 3841 •
65-0986-050 I2/01/65 03/03/68 • 3841 •
65-098B-06 • 3A32 •
65-098B-066 12/14/65 06/02/69 • 3B40 •
65-OQ88-08C 01/06/66 06/09/69 • 3640 •
65-0980-060 12/14/65 06/09/69 • 3B40 •
65-098B-07
• 3A3_ •
65-0986-07A 12/0"2/65 03/06/66 • 3841 •
65-100A
65-100A-01 _ 4A60 •4A6] •
65-100A-02 • 4A62 •
65-101A * 3A42 *
65-101A~01 • 3A42 •
65-101A-OIA 12/0"/165 08/01/68 • 3643 •
65-104A * 4A60 *
85-104A-01 * 4A61 •
65-104A-02 * 4A62 •
65-105A * IA105 *
65-105A-000 12/16/65 03/11/70 • 1B4O •
65-105A-00E 12/16/65 05/]6/72 . 1640 •
65-105A-OOF 12/16/65 05/16/72 • 11340 •
65-105A-OOC 12/01/65 05/01/72 * 11340 •
65-105A-01 * 1A110 *
65-105k-OIk 01/26/66 07/26/66 • 1642 ,
65- lOS_-OIB 12/17/65 09/05/67 • 1642 *
65-105A-010 12/15/65 09/]5/67 • 1B42 •
65-105A-0"2 • 1A107 •
65- IOSA-O2A 12/18/65 04/03/69 • 11341 •
65-105A-02B 03101169 02/28/70 * 1641 •
65- 105A-O_C 12/16/65 05/18/71 • 1641 *
65- IOSA- 020 12/16/65 05/09/71 • 1B41 *
65-105A-03
• 1A112 •
65-105A-O3A |2/]6/66 ]2/30/70 • 11143 •
65-105A-030 12/16/65 12/26/68 • 1643 •
65- ]05A 04
• 1Al14 •
65- lO5A-04A 12/16/65 07/11/66 • 1H41 •
65-105A 046 12/16/65 07/11/66 • 11)41 •
6S-IOSA-04D 01/09/66 05/25/66 • 1B4] •
65-105A 04E 01/10/86 06/0]/66 • 11)42 •
65-105A 05
• 1A112 •
65- lOSA-OSA 12/16/65 0*2/08/67 * 1642 •
65-105A -050 12116/65 01125167 • 1642 •
65-105A-06 • ]A109 •
65- ]05A-O6A 12/16/65 03/18/74 • 1643 •
55-105A-D6B 12/16/65 05/05/75 • 11343 •
65-105A O6C 12/18/65 03/04/66 • 1B43 •
65-105A O6D ]2/18/65 03/04/66 • I643 •
85-105A-07 • IAII4 •
65- I05A-OTA 12/]8/65 09/24/67 * ]B41 *
65-105A-08 * 1A107 *
65-1OSA-ORA 10112/66 11/24/66 • 1642 •
66- O08A • 4A57 •
66-008A-01 • 4A_q •
66-016A • 4A57 •
66-016A-01 • 4ASO *
66 -020A • 4A60 •
66-020A - Ol • 4A61 *
66 020A-07 * 4A62 •
66-040A • 4A18 •
66-040A 000 05/16/66 07120/66 • 4620 •
66-040A-01
66-040A-OIB 05115166 08131166 ; 40_4A19 .•
66-040A-02 • 4A19 •
66-040A-03 • 4A19 •
66-040A-03A 05/15/66 11/15/66 • 4620 •
66-040A-036 05/15/66 ] 1/IS/66 • 46r20 •
66-040A-030 05/20/68 ] 1/15166 • 4620 •
66-040A- 04 * 4A19 •
66-040A-O4A 05115166 07128166 • 4Br20 .
64
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MRIR PICTORIAL DATA CATALOG
AE-B,RF ION HASS
ION MASS spECTRON. DATA, TAPE
ION MASS sPECTROH, DATA, HFIt.M
AE-B,NEIJTRAL NAG HASS SPECT
NEUTRAL pARTICLE DE_ISITIES, BOOK
AE-B, ATHOSPHERIC DRAG
ATMO5 l_tAC DE]q TABLES, FICHE
AE- O , RI_)HEAD IONIZ . OAUC, E_
AE- B, F_.LECr. TEHP. AND DI_S ITY
GEHINI 9,ZODIACAL LIQHT PHOTO
ZODIACAL LICHT PHOTOCRAPHY
C.E_INI 9, SYNOPTIC TBq_AIN PHOTOS
GBqlNI 9,CLOUO PHOTOGRAPHY (SIDS)
coND_HS_D ORBIT TAPE FOR EXP. 10
MULTICOORDINATE SYSTR 0RB1-T PLTS
0C0 3,SOLAR COSMIC RAYS
SOLAR COSMIC RAY cOUNTS, TAPE
{)CO 3, C .R. spECTRA AND FLUXES
REDUCED C.R. cOUNT RATES, TAPE
112-HR AVC COUNT RATE PLOTS, MFLM
PROTON-ALPHA TELESCOPE PHA DATA
0CO 3,POSIT SEARCH_.G_ RAY SPE_
(3G0 3, FIECTROSTATIC ANALYZE_t
0CO 3,LOW ENERGY PROTON ANALYZER
OCO 3,LOW ENE_0Y ELECTRON*PROTON
LOW-E PROT&ELECT FLUX VS E, MOVIE
000 3,O.I-IOHEV PROT*ELECT SCINT.
PROT_ RTES,ALL TM F__JIV 1 KBS
PROT+ELEC,H1-RATE DATA ONLY,TAP_
OOO 3oRUBIDIUH + FLUXCATE HA(_.
M'FLM PLTS SCALAR B FIELD VS TIME
30-S AV TRIAX. FLUXGATE NAG. ,MFLM
OCO 3, TRIAX SEARCH COIL NACNET
SEARCH COIL NAG. G DATA "[APES
SEARCH COIL DATA NOT TIME 0_DEREI)
000 3oS_ICAL RE'T-POT ANALYZEr'S
OCO 3,PLANAR ION-EL[_.-'-I'RON TRAP
000 3,ATM MASS SPECT
ION CONCBqTRATIONS VS L-SIS FIB
(}CO 3, VLF RECEIVER
0G0 3,4-2 _ SOLAR BURSTS
4-2 HHZ SOLAR BURST TABLE_, MFILM
4-2 HHZ RADIO NOISE,MICROFILM
DATA SET CATALOO FOR 66-049A-18B
OCO 3,GEO LYI_ ALPHA
DCO 3,GECENSHEIN PHOTOMETRY
OCO 3. INTERPLAN DUST pARTICL_
000 3,ELEC SPE_ S CHANNEL.OS-4HE_P
2-RIN AVC_ RAD BELT RATES (PLOTS)
1SMIN-AV SPECTROM RATE VS. R PLOTS
ELECT sPECTRHTR CNTS,CONDE_4 "TAPES
5-MIN AV SPECTROM RATE LISTS.MFLM
2&5-RIN AVCD RATE VS l PLOTS,MFUq
SPECTR RYE LIST,DISCRETE L'S,MFUq
6-MIN AVOD RATE VS T PLOTS, NFILM
RATE VS PITCH ANOLE (INNER zoNE)
DL¥ AVGD RATE VS T (DISCRETE L)
AVC RATE VS DAY (INNER ZONE),RFLM
L INTERPOLATED cOUNT RATES
000 3, ION CHAHBER (E•O. 7, P* 12MEV)
I HIN AVOD RATES VS l, HFILN
ION CHAMBER cONDE_,PULSE RIE.1APE
1-MIN ION CHAHBER RATES VS L,MFLM
IO-.S_EY SOLAR FLARE X-RAYS,HFILM
2-MIN ION CHAMBER RATES VS R,MFLM
I-H AV ION CHAMBER RATE LISI ,MFUM
2 MIN AVD RATE V* T(1/2 ORB)PLOTS
1-MIN AVC ION CHAR RATE LIST.HFIJ_
1 MIN AVDD pERIOF-E RATE VS T HFLM
2 MIN AVGD RATE VS T MICROFILM
SOL ECLPT,SOL NACSPHRC EPHH PLOTS
SOLAR ECLIPTIC EPHE)4 PLOTS MFICHE
MULTI-C00RD SYS _IS TAPES
12-HR SOLAR ECLIPTIC EPH, LISTINC
COMPACT VERSION OF DATA SET -OOF
I Hp- D, RACNEIOHL'-T ER
5. 12 SEC VECTOR RAG FIELD DATA
82 SEC VR MAC FLD DATA ON TAPE
MULTI-S1 C t4R AVG INPL 8 Vtq_, TAPE
82 SEC MAC VCTR PLOIS ON HFILM
H_G_ NF__SS/SONE_ 82 SEC AVG
IHt__D,RETARD POTE)I ANAL,E+P
IMP-D,3 AXIS FLUXCATE MAC
PLOT OF B,1 SI(_A B,LAT,LO_
HoUR AVO B-FIELD VL-CIORS ON TAPE
82 SEC AVGD VECTORS, DSC TAPES
6.12 SEC HAD VECTORS ON NAG IAPE
HI_ICED N_SSISONEI-I 82 SEC AVO







































































































05115166 07128166 • 4820 •
0_11S166 07128166 • 4_0 •
• 3A14 •
• 3A14 *
06/09/66 01117/67 • 3B15 •
06/09/66 01117167 : 3815 •
_A14 •
05126166 05131186 . 3815 •
• 3A15 •









D6107166 01/29/67 * 2892 •
06107166 04102168 • 2892 •
• 2A59•
06124166 0"2127167 • 2m)2 •
• 2A61 •
06109166 12101169 • _q894 *
06109186 12101/69 * 2894 •





07114166 07118/66 • 21893 •
• 2A60 *
06109166 01/26/67 • 2893 *
06109/66 01/16/67 * 2893 *
• 2A60 *
06109166 08114188 • 2893 *
06109168 07121166 _ 2893 *2A61 *
06/09166 04127166 . 2894 *




07124166 10117167 . 2894 *
• 2A60 *
• 2A60 *
06113168 D912_167 • 2893 *
06109166 oe116188 * 2B93 •




06111166 04127168 * 28q4 *
06/o_/86 o_/o2/88 289506109166 05103188 : 289s ;
06109186 05101188 . 2895 •
06111/66 0410"2/88 * 2895 *
06111166 12/27167 * 2895 *
06109166 04/30188 . 2895 *
01/00167 12100167 • 2895 *
12100166 06100167 , 2B95 *
06100166 0,2100188 • 2896 •
06/11166 12/27/67 • 2896 •
• 2A62 •
06/08/66 08111168 . 2896 *
06109166 08112168 * 2896 *
06111/66 0410,2188 . 2896 *
06/26/66 12/29/67 • 2896 *
06109/66 04/02/68 * 2896 *
06109166 08110168 . 2096 *
06/0_166 08110168 . 2B96 *
06109186 08110168 • 2897 *
08111166 O8110188 * 2B97 *
06109166 08110168 ; 2897 •2A33 •
07/01168 10129171 . 2838 *
07101166 o2128170 . 21338 .
07101186 03101170 . 2838 *
071O1168 O212817O • 2_ •
07101186 12131170 . 21139 *
• 2A34 *
07/01166 10105168 * 2839 *
07101186 10105168 * 2840 *
07101166 10/05188 . 2840 *
07/01166 10128165 * 2840 •
07101166 08103168 * 2840 *
• 2A34 •
• 2A34 *
07101166 09/13/70 • 2840 *
01/01167 12/31169 * 2840 *
07101188 09114170 • 21340 *
071O1166 0911417D • 2B,,,I •
07101166 08103168 • 2041 •
07101166 09/14170 . 2041 *
• 2A34 *
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ORIO OP_ION.CHANBE_ COUNTS, TAPE
INP-D,QN CNTR.SLD STATE DETR
SOLAR SOFT X-RAY PLOTS
SOLAR SOFT X-RAY, HAG TAPES
NICROFILH OF 66-058A-058
SOFT X-RAY BURST LISTINC, 0N TAPE
SOFT X-RAY BURST LISTINC-N/FILH
SOFT X-RAY COVB_ACJE PLOTS, #4FILH
PLOTS OF ALL SUI DETECTORS
HALF HOUR 5UHHED DATA ON MAC YAM
IMP-D, FARADAy CUP
HR AVO IN'r PLAS_ PARAH-BLOCK BCD
3-HIN INT PLA, SHA PARAZt-BLOCK B(_)
HR.AVC.PLASHA PARN'I. FICHE PLOTS
1-HR IP PLASMA DATA M/O O'S.TAPE
HR AVD INT PLASMA PARAM-LIST-FILN
CEHINI IO.ZOOIACAL LIGHT PHOTO
ZOOIACAL LIGHT PHOTOGRAPHY
C,E]HINI IO,SYNOFTIC TBRRAIN PHOTOS
CEHINI IO,SYNOFTIC WF_TII_ PHOTOS
OV3-3,HAG. FIE:CT SPECX
ELECTRON FLUXE,S, TAPE
PI3_P FIECTRON FLUXES, TAPE
PEeP EL_ AT L .LT. 10, TAPE
EQUATORIAL ELECTRON FLUXES. TAPE
OV 3-3. ATHOS DRAO D_S1TY




COROTATION DELAY TIME IISTINCS
PIONEER 7,SINCLE AXIS HACNET01_±-TR
30 SEE VR HA_NETIC FIELD AVO,TAPE
HOURLY AVGO VR HAG FIF_U), MFILM
fIR AVO PION 6 + 7 VECTORS 0N TAPE
PIONEE_ 7,FARADAY CUP
PLOTS OF V_, OE_, T_P° VS TIME
MIT PLASMA PARAM 1 HR AV OEOPHYSB
NSSOC PI_ PUS-NIT DATA MFICHE
HOUR AVO PLASMA PARANETI_S ON TP
RAGNETOTAIL H]CH RES FLUXES-LIST
PIONF_ 7, ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZE
PLOTS OF PL_ PARA/_B_S
SOLAR CEOPHys DATA PSLSO SOLAR
HR AVO PLASMA PARAI4 ON HAG TAPE
HOURLY AVE_ PLASHA PARAH - HFLM
PIONEE_ 7, T_O FRE_y BEACON
TOTAL ELECT CONTE_To HRLY VAL(DO)
TOTAL F_ CONT_NT,HRLY VAL (H0)
CORRECTED ELECT D_MSTTY, TAPE
COR_ECTE_ ELECT DI_NS. PLOTS, 3.SHM
P]ONF_E_ 7,COSMIC RAY AN]SOTROPY
HOURLY COUNT RATES, NFILH LISTINC
HOURLY COUNT RATES, MFIlJ4 PLOTS
PIONEI_ 7,COSMIC RAY TELESCOPE
COUNT RATE * PULSE HEIOHT DATA
COUNT RATE PLOTS,27 DAYS EACH
SCD PBLS_ (_R PROTON COUNT RATES
PIONEER 7.SUPE3_IOR CONJ FARADAy
SUPERIOR CONJUN_ION FARADAY ROT
OE]qINI 1],SYNOPTIC TERRAIN PHOTOS
G_INI 11,SYNOPT]c WE_THE3_ PHOTOS
ESSA 3,VIOZCON CAMERA SYS. (AVCS)
F_SSA 3,FLAT PLATE RADI_I_TER
CI_qIN] 12,SYNOPTIC TERRAIN PHOTOS
GEMINI 12,SYNOFTIC WEATH_ PHOTOS
ATS I,SUPRATH(_RMAL ION DETECTOR
1.8_NIN INTBRVAL,O-50 EV I0N DATA
ATS 1.81AX FLXCTE MA(_ITHTR
2.5 HIN AVO VECI. NAG. FIELD-FILH
2.5 MIN AVO VEC_ MAC FIELD-TAPE
15 SEC VECT HAC FIELD C01_. -FILM
15 SEC YECT MAC FIELD CORR. -TAPE
OCTAL COltMAND LOCS ON TAPE
ATS 1.OHNI SOLID STATE PART.SPE-C
PROTON • aECTRON FLUX DATA TAP_
FLUX VS T PLTS,APE_TURE CARDS
SGO PSL:,',',',',',',','_DHRLY AVC PROTON FLUXES
ATS 1,_J_E£ SPEC 30H.,.05 .IS-.5-1
6-HIM.AVE.COUNT RATE ON HAO.TAPE
6 RIN AVE COUNT PATES ON NFILM
ATS I,PARTICLE TELESCOPE
8LT PART.TELE.CNT RATE PLOTS,NFIJ4
ATS l, SPIN SCAN CLOUD CANI_A
ATS _F-0 DATA CAT ON MICROFICHE
ATS 1,RADI0 BEACON
T0TAL ELECTRON CONTB_T PLOTS
TEC, PLOTS , TABULATIONS N/FICHE






66-058A-O4A 07/01/66 06/09/67 • 2839 •
66-058A-06 ,e 2_34 •
66-OSOA-OSA 07/02/66 09/26/68 . 2B41 •
66-058A-058 07/02/66 09/26/68 . 21341 *
66-OSSA-OSC 07102166 09126168 • 2841 •
66-058A-050 07103/66 O7/2S/67 * 2941 *
66-058A-0SE 07103166 07/25/67 . 2_41 .
66 -O.58A-OSF 07/02/66 07/26/67 • 2B41 •
66-0_8A-050 07/01/66 12131168 * 2841 ,
66 -058A-OSH 06130/66 11/0"2171 * 2842 .
66-058A-06 * 2A34 *
66-058A-O6A 07/01/66 09/30/69 * 2839 •
66-058A-060 07/06/66 10/14/71 * 2839 •
86-o'r_A-O6C 07106166 04120171 • 21339 *
86-O_A-O6D 07106166 09123169 * 21339 .
66-058A-O6F 07/06/66 09/23169 * _839 •
66-066A
66-066A-01 ee 4A60 *4BU_5 .
86-066A-OIA 07118/66 07/21/66 • 4817 •
66-066A-02
66-066A-03 • 4A61 *




66-070A-OSA 08/04/66 09106/67 * 3880 •
66-070A-068 08/04/66 09/06167 • 3880 *
66-070A-050 08/04/66 09/06/67 • 3880 •
66-070A-058 08/04/66 09/06/67 * 3880 •
66-070A-09 * 3A69 *
66-070A-OgA 01101/89 01114/70 * 3879 *
86-075A * 1AIOS *
66-07SA-00D 08117166 07/09/71 * 11343 *
66-075A -ODE 08/17/66 01/02/72 • 1843 •
66 -OTSA-OOF 08117166 0110"2/72 * 1B44 ,*
66-O7SA-0OC 08101166 O1/00/72 * 1844 •
66-075A-01 * 1AllO *
66-075A-O1A 08117166 0"2125/67 • 1B46 *
66-075A-018 08/17/66 10/29/67 , 1846 *
66-076A-010 08117166 10127/67 • 11146 *
66-*7*A-(Y2 * 1A107 *
66-07SA-O2A 08/18/66 12/02/6B • 1844 ,
66-075A-028 06102169 10131/69 • 1844 •
66-075A -020 08/18/66 12/0"2/68 • 1B44 ,e
66-075A-028 08/19/66 I1/29/68 , 1846 *
66-07SA-0_E 09119168 09/30166 _e 1846 ,*- 75A-D3 1A109 •
66-OlSA-O3A 08117186 02109169 1B47 •
66-075A-038 0S/21/7S 0_/21/75 ; 1B47 *
66-07SA-O30 08/19166 11/28/66 * 1847 •
66-075A-030 08119/66 11/28/66 • 1847 *
66-O75A-O4 * IAllS *
66-075A-O4A 08118166 11/29/67 , 1B46 *
66-075A-048 08/18/66 11/29/67 • 1845 •
66-075A-048 08117/66 10/26/67 • IB4S •
66-075A-046 09/12/66 05/20/69 • 1845 *
66-O75A-O5 * 1A113 *
66-075A-O5A 08118/66 01/31/67 * 1845 *
66-OTSA-OSB 08/17/66 01/28167 . 1846 *
66-07SA-06 * 1Al12 *
66-075A-O6A 06117166 12129/67 1846
66-O75A-O6D 08117/66 12127168 • .1846 *
66-075A-O6E 03107169 08/07/71 1B46
66-07SA-08 ; *1AI07 •






66-O87A * 4A62 *
* 4A57 ,*66-087A-01 4A58 *
66-087A-0"2
66-104A ee 4A60 •4A60 *
66-104A-02
66-104A-03 * 4A61 *
66-110A * 4A62 *
• 2A13 •
66 llOA-OI * 2A13 *
66- l IOA-O1A 12/10/66 02118167 * 2B17 •
66- ] IOA-O_ * 2A13 *
66 llOA 028 11/17/67 12/29/68 . 2816 .
66-110A-02C 12/07166 12/29/68 • 2816 *
66-11OA-O2D 12/10/66 12/29/68 • 2816 *
66-11OA-O2E 12/07166 12/29/68 • 2916 *
66- ] 10A-020 12/07/66 12/31/68 • 2B16 •
66-110A-03 2A14 •
66-110A-O3A 12117166 12/05168 ; 2817 •
66-1 IOA-038 12117/66 ]2/05/68 2817 .
66 IlOA 03D OIIDlI70 O8131/72 *- 2817 .
66-110A-04 • 2A14 .
66-110A O4A 12/19166 12/30167 • 2818 *
66-110A 048 12119166 12/30/67 . 2818 •
66-110A-D5 • 2A13 *
66- ) IOA-OSA 12/09/86 03/01/67 * 2816 •
66- t lOA-09 • 2A14 *
66-110A OQA 01101167 0"5125170 * 28]8 *
66- ||OA-15 XXX •
66 llOA-1SA O1/O1/67 12/31/70 • 2817 •
66 llOA- 158 01/01/71 12/31/7] 2817
66- l IOA- 1SO 01/01/70 12/30/71 ; *2817 *
66
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ESSA 4,AUTO. PICTURE TRANS. (APT)
ORBIT -A'l-r ITUDE TAPE
050 3,CELESTIAL C,AHHA-RAY DETECT
REAL*ART IFICIAL EVBqTS, ATT ITUDE
050 3, 1-400A SOLAR SPECTROHETBR
RE_mt.K_ED SPECTROHETER DATA-TAPE
DS0 3,SOLJkR X-RAY DETECTORS
CORRECTBD 8-12A X-RAY FLUX VS T
67-020A-O6A IN ST/_4DARD NSSOC F:NT
0S0 3, HARD X-RAY SPE_CTROH_ER
S0+ST EVENTS VS TIME + E.CH.N0.
ATS 2,RADIO ASTRO,7 STEP.5-3HC
7 STEP .5-3 HHZ HA P. TAPE
7STEP .S-3HHZ PRIIqffOUT (35MH)
7STEP .5-314HZ 1FREQ PLOTS (35HM)
6CHAN .5-3HHZ MULTIFREil PLTS,NFLJ4
ATS 2,8HNI PROT-ELEC DETECTORS
RI_[XIC_ E.I_ECT+PROT CNT RATE_oTAPE
ESSA 5,VIDICON CAHERA SYS. (AVCS)
ESSA 5,FLAT PLATE RADIONETER
ARIEL 3,L_J4CHUIR PROBE
ELECTRON TERPBRATURES, TAPE
_0N TBRP PLOTS, HFILM
ELECT DE]qSITY + TB4P PLOTS, HFILN
D_HSITY + TBP LISTS, NFILH
ARIEL 3,HOLE£ULAR OX'Y_
HOI 0XY VOLT OUTPUT, TAPE
N0L 0XY DB_ PROFILES, HFIU4
ARIEL S,H.F. THUNDERSTORM NOISE
THUNDERSTORH NOISE, TAPE
PLOTS TSTM NOISE VS. LAy, NFILN
ARIEL 3,VLF FF RECEIVB_S
VLF RECEIVER DATA, MFILH
VLF SIP.NAL STR_ AT 3 FRFJ_,TAPE
ARIEL 3, RF CAPACITANCE PROBE
pLASHA FREQUBqCY VALUE_, TAPE
plASHA FRE_ PLOTS, HFILM
LOGACS I, ATMOSPHERIC oBeSITY SYS
PLOTS, 140-240 KM, HAY 67, FICHE
ACCELEROMETER PLOTS, HAy 67,FICHE
LOGACS 1, WIND ANALYSIS
WIND COHP BEL[Td "200 KM,HICROFICHE
SOL ECL + SOL HACNSPH ORBIT PLATS
SOLAR ECLIPTIC EPHI_ PLOTS NFICHE
CHICACO HULT1-COORD EPHEH TAPES
1NTERpLAN. TINES BY + • - SECTORS
1NTERPLAN T 1MES , T- 0RDERD, V/SECTOR
1NP-F,LOW EblB_GY TELESCOPE
REDUCE]) COUNT RATES ON TAPE
cOUNT RATE PL0TS ON NICROFIL.H
DATA SET -01A IN IBM 7094 FORHAT
1HP-F, ION CHANBER
ION CHAM.÷CH TUBE cOUNq RATES,Ht:-'H
IHP-F,C.R.PROTON(R VS DEIDX
RATES FOR ALL NONOVE]_LAP SF_.
PHA EVENT _IES (NONOVE]RLAP)
5-MIN AVE COUNT RATESCNONOVERLAP)
CNT RATE PLTS,SOLAR ROTATION,HFLM
DATASET-O3A IN IBM 7094 FORMAT
DATA SET-03C 1N 1BIq 7094 FORHAT
IMP-F,LEPEOA,LOV ENERCY PARTICLES
LEPEDEA FLUX VS ER. NOVIE FIU4
LEPEDEA COUNT RATES ON HAP. TAPE
INP-F,COSMIC RAY ANISOTROPY
HOURLY Avp.D COUNT RATES OR TAPE
INP-F, ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZ
IHP-F,SOLAR PROTON NONITOR
DALLY AVERAGED PROTON cOUNT RATES
pBLSHD HRLY AVQD PROTON FLUXS
CDUNT RATES ON BqCYCLOPI_IA TAPES
HOURLY AVERACED COUNT RATES, 1APE
INP-F,ELECT ANALYZ+V SELECT
ENERP.Y SPECTRA + PLASHA pARANS
3-HIN PLASHA pARAHE:TBRS, HAG TAPE
HOURLY AVE]RAP.El) plASHA DATA
1HP-FoLOM ENER.PROTON+AIPHA DE'[
SOLAR C.R. EVENT CATALOC, NFIUq
2.73-MIN COUNT RATES ON TAPE
6-HR AVCD PROTON FLUXES, MFILM
IHP-F,COSHIC RAYS(E YS DEIDX)
SOLAR C.R. EVENT CATALOG, NFILM
2.73-MIN COUNT RATES ON TAPE
8-HR AVQD PROTON FLUXES, NFILM
IHP-F,HAGNETIC FIELD EXP..
20-SEC HAP. FLD VECTORS, HAG TAPES
20 SEC HAP. FLD VECTORS, HFILH







































































































ee 4A57 •4A58 •
• 5A17 •
03108167 04129168 • 5B26 •
• 5A17 •
0310e167 06128168 • 5826 •
• 5A17 •
03108/67 08106168 • 5827 •
• 5A18 •
03/09167 07116/68 • 5827 •
03109167 07115/68 * 5B27 •
5A17 •
O3109167 O41O6168 * _7 •
• 2A14 •
04/06/67 10122/67 _ 2A15 •2818 •
04107167 10/23/67 • 2818 •
04109/67 10123/67 . 2B18 *
04/07/67 10/23/67 * 2B18 *
2A14 •






05105167 10112167 • 3B37 •
OSIOS/87 04/14/68 • 3837 •
05/05/67 O4/15/68 • 3B37 •
05106167 12131167 : 31137 *3A30.
05105167 01112168 • 3B38 •
05/05/67 11121167 * 3B38 *
• 3A29 *
05105167 04114/68 . 31336 •
05/05/67 04/14168 • 3B37 *
. 3A29 *
05/05/67 09130167 * 3836 *
05/05/67 04/14/68 * 3836 *
• 3A29 *
05105167 04114168 • 3B37 *
05/05/67 O4/14/68 • 38_7 •
• 4A17 *
• 4A17 *
05/23167 0.5126167 4819 •
05123167 05126/67 •e 4B19 *
• 4A17 •
05125167 05127167 . 4819 *
• 2A36 *
05124167 05103169 * 2846 •
05/24/67 03100/69 • 2846 *
05/24167 05103/69 * 2846 •
05/25/67 12/24/67 • 2B46 *
05125/67 12124/67 • 2846 *
• 2A36 *
O5/24/67 05103169 * 2847 *
05/24/67 05/03/69 • 21347 •
05/24/67 05/03/69 • 2B47 •
2A36 •
05/24/67 Oq/15/67 2846 *
• 2A38 •
05124167 05102169 . 2549 *
05124167 05102169 • 2B49 •
05/24/67 05102169 • 2B49 •
05124167 04/25/69 28,50 *
05/24/67 05102/69 : 28.._0 •
05124167 05/02/69 * 2850 •
• 2A38 *
06130167 07104167 . 2B50 *
05126167 06117168 * 2B50 •
• 2A37 •
05/24167 0510216g . 2B47 •
• 2A37 •
• 2A36 *
05124167 05102169 . 2846 *
O5124/67 05102169 . 21)46 •
05124167 05/03/69 • 2847 •
05124167 05103/69 * 2847 •
• 2A37 *
05127167 01130168 • 2849 •
05/24167 02/08168 • 2B49 •
06/03167 12/02167 . 21)49 *
• 2A37 *
05125167 05102169 . 21547 •
05124167 05103169 • 2B48 •
05/24167 04130169 * 2B48 •
• 2A37 •
05125167 06102169 . 2848 •
05/24167 05103/69 • 2848 •
05124167 04/30169 • 2848 •
• 2A37 •
05/24/87 12/O6168 * 2848 *
05/24/67 03107169 2848 *
05/24/67 12127168 ; 2848 *
67
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2._. SEC HAC FLD VECTRS, HAC TAPES
HARINI_ S, TWO FREQ_y BEACON
TOTAL ELECT CONTE3NT,HRLY VAL (Cq)
TOTAl- ELECT CONTENT,HRLY (NO)
C_ED EI._ON _ITY, TAPE
HARlrNI_R ,5, FARADAY CUP
ONE HOUR AVG. PLASMA PARA/q. -FILH
ONE HOUR AV_ PLASHA PARAJq. ON TAPE
LISTINOS OF COUNTS/FRAHE-FINE RES
PLASMA PARAM VITH B-FINE TINE TAP
HARINER S,HELIUM HAGNETOI_TER
TRIAX. MAONETIC FIELD ON TAPE
TRIAX HR. AVG. HAGNETIC FLD. TAPE
B-FIELD AYQS. 1 DAY, 3 FIR, 1 HR
TRIAX MAC. FLD. VENUS ENCOUNTER
B VITH PLASMA PARAH-PLAS SCALE TP
HARZN6_ S, CEU_TIAL MECHANICS
CELESTIAL ME£HANICS HAD,TAPES
SOLAR ECLIPTIC EPItBq PLOTS,HFICHE
HULTI-COORD SYS _IS TAPES
COHPACT VERSION OF DATA SLUr -OOE
IHP-E, GM CNTR*SOLD.STATE D_-r.
SOLAR SOFT X-RAY PLOTS
SOLAR SOFT X-RAY, HAG TAPIES
MICROFILM OF 67-070A-018
SOFT X-RAY BURST LISTZNC
SOFT X-RAY BURST-LZSTINC-N/FILJ4
SOFT X-RAY COVERAGE PLOTS, HFILN
PLOTS OF ALL SUI DETECTORS
HALF HOUR _ DATA ON NAG TAPE
INP-E, I_E_'TIC PART. FLUX
ORIC GIq£ION.CHA_ COUNTS° TAPE
INP-E,3AXIS FI-UXQATE NAG.
PLOT OF O,1 SIGHA B,LAT,LON0,0RB
HOtJR AVRC B FIELD VECTORS ON TAPE
e2 _ AV(:D VECTORS, DOS TAPES
S. 12 SEE NAC VECTORS ON HAC TAPE.
NESS/SONETT 82 SEE DATA,TP
82 SEC AYI_ADE]D VECTORS REBLOCK
INP-E, RAGNETOHETER
5.12 SEC YR NAG FILD DATA ON TAPE
82 SEC YR HAO FLD DATA ON TAPE
MULTI-S/C FIR AYD INPL B MRS, TAPE
S.]2-S VECTOR B-FIELD PLOTS,HFIU, I
82 SEC MAC VCTR PLOTS ON HFILM
5 SEC AND 82 SEE LISTINCS, N/FILM
ME]RCED NESS/SONETT 82 SEC DATAoTP
1MP-E , N ][CR8HETEDR ZT ES
IHP-E, FARADAY CUP
HR AVE INT PLASHA PARAH-BLOCK BCD
3-MIN INT PLASNA-PARAM-BLOCK BCD
AVC PLASMA PARAN MFICHE PLOTS
1-_ IP PLASMA OATA W/O O'S, TAPE
AVC ZNT PLASHA PARA/'I-LIST-FIL.q
1_- E, RETARD POT_. ANAL, E_p
ORBIT ATTITUDE, TAPE
000 4,VLF RECEIVB_
VLF SPECTROQRA/_, 3.5-HH PA_
008 4, lO _F_Q RAO FLU_'TUAT
OCO 4,HACNETIC FIELD SURVEY
HACNETIC FIELD DATA, TAPE
000 4,COS,MIC RAY'_POI-AR RECION ION
IONIZATION RATES VS INV i-AT,MFIL/4
OCO 4,1_IC PARTICI_ SURVEY
COSmIC-RAy COUNT RATES, TAPE
COSMIC-RAy COUNT RATES, MFILJq
OCO 4,CALACTIC'*SOLAR COSMIC RAYS
PARTICLF COUNT RATES, TAPE
PARTICLE" COUNT RATES, MFILJq
OCO 4,TRAP. AND _ECIP. PART.
(3C0 4, LOt# E_y AUR(]_J_L PART.
AURORAL PARTICLE C(XJNT RATES,TAPE
DATA ACQUISITION TINES, NEZLM
_Y PLOTS (FINAL), NFII.M
DATA ACQSTN LOCATION PLOTS. NF1LJq
0CO 4,AIRCLOM PHOTOHIETB
AI_L_ DATA NAPS, TRANSPARENCIES
AIRCLOW DATA NAPS, NECATIVES
AIRCLOW _ISSION INTIqMSITIES,TAPE
A]RC;LOV DATA MAPS BY ORBIT, MFII.Jq
SEE. BY SEE. AIRCL0W DATA, HFILJq
CALIBRATION DATA, HFIL_
DIRECTORY PLOTS, HFILH
SYNOPTIC POLAR PLOTS, MFILJq
LATITUDE-LONCITUDE PLOTS, HFII.H





SE£. BY S_C. AIRGLI_d DATA, TAPE.
SYNOPTIC AIRCLO_ DATA, TAPE
0QO 4,C_D LYNAN ALPHA .t U'V AIRCLn




67-0_1A- 11D 05/24/67 02/10/69 • 2849 •
67-060A
67-060A-02 • 1A27 •
1A35 •
67-060A-O2A 06114167 11/21/67 • 1821
67-080A-028 06/14/67 11/21/67 i 1BQI ._67-060A-020 09101/67 10/26/67 1821
67-060A-O3
67-060A-O3A 06/14/87 11/21/67 _ 1A31 •1B20 •
67-060A-O3B 06114/67 11121187 18Q0
67-060A-030 06/14167 11/21/67 _ •1821 e
67-060A-030 06/14/87 11/21/67 • 18_] •
67-060A-06
• 1A32 •
67-060A-OSA 06/14167 11/21187 I821
67-060A-0SB 06/14/67 11/21/67 : :1821
67-060A-050 06/14/67
11/21/67!1821!




67-060A-O7A 06/14/67 11/20/67 ** 1820 •8 7D
2A35•
87-070A-000 07/19/67
12/31/72 i 2B42 !67-070A-00E 12101/"08/31/70 2B42
67-070A-OOF 11/SO/" 09/01/70 2842
87-070A-01
2A36e
87-070A-OIA 07/26/87 05/27/70 * 2846
67-070A-OIB 07/26/67 05128170 i 2B45 i
67-070A-010 07/26/67 05/28/70 2B4S
87-070A-OID 07/26/87 08/13/69 2846
67-070A-01E 07126167 08/13/69 2845
67-07DA-OIF 07/26/67 00/18/68 2845
67-070A-0]C 07/19/87 12/31/68 • 2B46 •
67-070A-OIH 07/18/87 06/23/73 • 2845 •
87-070A-02
2A35•
67-070A-O2A 07/19/67 07/24/68 *- 2B42 •
87-070A-03
2A35•
87-070A~O3A 07/19/87 12/30/71 • 2844
67-070A-038 07/26/67 12/31/69 i 2844 i
87 -07DA-03C 07/19/67 12/30/71 2844
67-070A-O_D 07119/67 12/SO171 2B44
67-070A-03E 10/01/67 DA/&O/70 2844
87-070A-O3F 07119167 12130/71 $ 2845 •
67-070A-04
• 2A_5 •
87-070A-DAA 07/19/67 0'2/23/72 • 2B43 •
87-070A-048 07/19/87 02/23/72 _ 2843 •
67-070A-040 07/19/67 12/27/88 • 21943 •
67-070A-O4D 07119/67 02/23/72 • 2843 •
67-070A-04E 07/19/67 02123172 * 2843 •
87-070A-O4F 07/19/67 02/23/72 • 2844 •
67-070A-040 10101/67 04/30/70 . 2B4.4 .
67-070A-05
67-070A-06 ** 2A36 •2A35•
67-070A-O6A 07/14/67 07/26/68 2B42 •
67-D70A-068 07/25/67 07/03/68 ** 2842 •
87-070A-060 07/25/67 07/03/68 • 2843 •
67-070A-O6D 07/25/67 07/03/68 • 2B43 •
67-070A-06F 07/26/67 07/03/88 • 2843 •
67-070A-07
67-073A * 2A3_ *
3A59 *
67-073A-000 07/28/67 05/08/68 ** 3868 •
67-073A-02
• 3A60 *
67-073A-O'2A 07/28/67 11/01/69 * 3B68 *
67-073A-06 3A62 •
67-073A-06 ; 3A59 *
67-073A-O_A 07129167 0111O189 • 3BSO .07
3A59 •
67-073A-OTA 07/30/67 08/11/67 • 3B68 *
87-073A-08
3A62 ,*
67-073A-OeA 07/2'8/67 02/02/69 • 3873 •
67-073A-0_ 07/29/67 12/07/68 . 3873 .
67-073A-09
3A62 *
87-073A-OgA 07/30/67 08/27/67 ; 3073 *
67-073A-098 07/30/67 08127167 * 3073 •
67-073A-10
67-073A- 11 ** 3A62 *
3A60 *
67-073A- 1 IA 07/30167 O1126/89 38489
67-073A- 11E O7/SO/67 01/26/69 e* *3869 •
67-073A-11F 07/30/67 01/14/69 • 3869 •
67-073A- 1]C 07/30/67 01/25/69 * 3B69 •
67-073A- 12
3A81 •
87-073A- 12A 08/30/67 01/10/68 : 3870 .
67-073A- 128 08/30/67 01/10/68 • 3B70 *
67-073A-120 08/19/67 01119/68 SO71
67-073A-1_ 08119167 01/_/68 i 3871 1
67-073A- 121_ 07/29/67 12/21/68 3871
67-073A- I_F 07/28/67 12/30/68 3871
67-073A- I_C 07/29/67 07/19/69 3871
67-073A-12H 07/29167 01/31/68 . 3871 .
67-073A- 121 08/19/67 01/29/68 3872 .
67-073A- 12J 08/30167 01/16/68 ee 3072 .
67-073A-12K 07129167 12121168 * 3072 .
67-073A- 12q4 07128167 1216OI88 . 3872 •
67-073A- 12N 07/29167 11124/68 * 3872 *
67-073A-120 08/19167 01129168 * 3872 *
67-073A- l_qP 07/29/67 10/0"2/88 • 3872 •








































OCO 4, I.N AI_OL0W SPECTROMETER
OZONE PROFILES, TAPE
000 4,ION COMPOSITION
I0N DENSITY "4'3 DIP LAT., HARDCOPY
OCO 4,NI_KRAL pARTICLE
000 4,MICROHETORITE DETECTOR
0G0 4,POSITIVE ]0N STUDY
OOO 4 ,SOLAR LN SPECTROMETBR
0C0 4, SOLAR X-RAY
SOLAR X-RAY PLOTS, NFILM
HOURLY AVGD SOLAR X-RAY FLUX,TAPE
HOURLY AVO SOLAR X-RAY FLUX,HFIU4
X-RAY FLUX DURINC FLARE_, MFILM
SOLAR X-RAY FLUXES-4 BANDS, TAPE
OSO 4oPROTO N-R ECTRON TE1_ESCOPE
EJ_E.CTRON,PROTON COUNT RATES,TAPE_
OSO 4, 300-1400 EIN SPECTROMETE]R
EIN RASTER SCANS
300-1400A POINT_ SPECTRAL SCANS
ATLAS _ RASTER SCANS
300-1400A QUIET SUN sPECTRUM
0S0 4,SOLAR X-RAY TELESCOPE
cOUNTS/FRN4E YS RASTER P, UT
AVE BKGND COUNTS/FRAME VS RASTER
OSO 4,SOLAR X-RAY SPECT,1-SA
ATS 3,SPIN SCAN CLOUD CAHERA
HETEDROLDQICAL DATA CATALOG
ATS 3,IONS PROPAGATI nN EXPBR-
ATS 3, IMAGE DISSECTOR CAHERA
ATS METF-0 DATA CAT ON RICROFICHE
ESSA 6.AUT0. pICTURE TRANS. (APT)
EPHE34ER IS TAPES
CORPI_ESSE]3 EPH_IS TAPES
C0ROTATION DELAY TIRE LISTINCS
PIONE]BR 8,SINCLE AXIS I'_(_NE "TOHLL-T
HOURLY AVERAOED VECTORS, PLOTS
30-SEC VR MAC FIELD AVCS ON TAPE
HOURLY AVERAGED VECTORS, MAC TAPE
PIONEI_ 8,ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER
pLASMA pARAI4ET _
PIONEI_ 8,TWO FRF_UENCY BEACON
TOTAL RECT CONTBNITo HRLY VAL(DO)
TOTAL ELECT CONTE]_T,HRLY VAL (HO)
coRRECTED EI._ECT DENSITY, TAPE
COK_ECTED ELECT OHENS. PLOTS, 35MM
PIONEE_ 8,COSMIC RAY ANISOTROPY
7 MIN AND I HR COUNT RATES, TAPES
7 MIN AND 1 HR cOUNT RATES, FILM
PIONEE_ O,COSMIC RAY CRADIBqT DET
2Ot41N AYO TELESCOPE RATE PLOTS
8 FIR AVO TELESCOPE RATE PLOTS
SOD PBLSHD PROTON cOUNT RATES
DAILY AWC RATE, HFILM L]STINC
DAILY AViD RATES,MFILH PLOTS
PIONEER 8,ELECTRIC FIELD DETECTOR
FINE TIRE SCALE E-FIELD SPE_TRUH
_y PLOTS, ELECT FLD. DIET.
EF_44RS PLOTS,FA)LTIC00RD SYST[_4S
LAWRNCE RN) LAB EPHEMERIS LISTNC
000 S, SPHER.PLASHA TERp•D(_N*FLUX
000 S,RCTAROINC POTEN ANAL,E_P
0C0 5,XRAY*pART.OEq ,SOLAR FLARE
1475 AV ELECT_J(-RAY Oq_ RTES,TAPE
40 SEC AVG X-RAY COUN1 RATE, TAPE
PROTON*ALPHA DOUR1 RATS,_AO.TAPES
[}CO 5, SCINT.TELE. ,EL •POSIT*P+C'aJ4
000 5,ELECTRON SPE_-T*PROTON TEE.
COUNT RATES V5 TINE, 20 MIN PLOTS
COUNT RAIES V5 lINE, 2 HR PLOTS
CNT RATE,EPHE3MMU)-FIELD DATA, TAPE
L-SORT_ ELECT FLUX,CHAN 1-5,1APE
000 5, PART.TELE., CR ELECTRONS
PROTON * ELECTRON FLUX PLOTS,NFLM
IMIN CHAR_D PN_T ACCUF_+Pt'tA,1APE
0005, TRIAX 10 TO IOKEV ELECTRON
OGO 5,CNTR.TELE. ,ER ELECTROt45
0.5-10 GL_v ELCTRN CNT RATE, TAPE
0.5-10 CEV ELCTRN CN_ RATE, HFILM
0C0 5,ELECTRON PITCH ANOLE DIST
ELECTRON FLUX (6DIR) .06-1.2
pLAYBACK ELECTRON FLUX .05-1.214EW
0C0 5,TRIAX.FLUXGATE RAGNETOI4ETB
I-MIN B-FIELD ROADI'_P PLOTS,RFIL-_
I-MIN AVC B-FIELD,S/C cOORD_oTAPE
4.6-5 AVC B-FIELD,S/C cOORDS,TAPE
4.6-S AV B-FLD PLT,S/C COORD,NFLM
1-MIN AVO B-FIELD,OSE COORD. ,TAPE
1-MIN AVO B-FIELD,(_T:,M CDORD. ,TAPE
NACNCTOSPHE]R IC- B, NOOEL -B, L, O IPOLE






































































































07129187 02112168 • 3870 *
,, 3A59 *
oe/3o/67 02/29/68 • 3868 •
• 3A62 •






07129167 07116/68 • 3069 •
07129/67 07/15/68 • 3869 •
07129167 07/15168 • 3870 •
07/30/67 12/20/67 • 31170 •
10/02/67 07/15/68 • 3070 •
. 5A18 *
• 5A19 *
10/23/67 12/30/67 . 5828 •
5A18 •
10/25/67 11/2R/67 e= $827
10/25/87 11/27/67 . 5827 t,
10/25/67 11/29/67 • 5828
10/26/67 10/27/67 * 5028 *
• 5A18 •
)0/20/67 05/12/68 • 5827




11/05,167 05/25/70 4D10 •
• 4A13 •
• 4A13 •




12/13/67 11/15/71 * 1B47 *
12/13/67 11/15/71 • 1B47 •
12113/67 11/01/71 * 1B48 •
• 1All0 •
12/23/67 12/07/68 • 1849 •
12/13/57 12/03/68 • 1B4q *
12/17/67 12/30/69 • 1B49 •
• IAIO9 •
12/14/67 01/05/74 • 10,50 •
1Al15
12/14/67 08/25/69 • 1(348 •
12/14/67 08/25/69 • 1048 •
12/19/67 03/07/71 • 1B48 •
o2/2o/so oe/3o/70 • 1B_a •$ XXX *
12/z3/67 03/31/69 • 11348 *
03/21169 12/31/70 • 1049 *
s IAl12 •
12113167 04110168 . 1B49 •
12/13/67 04/21/68 I049 *
12101169 051218175 • 1ELSO ,,
12/13167 11/05/71 1050 *
12113167 11/o_/71 : le._,o •
• 1A108 $
12/13/67 10/07168 * 1049 *
12/13/87 09/23/68 • 1849 ,m,
• 2A63 •
03/04/68 10/04/71 * 2897 •




06131168 10104169 * 2t097 •
03/08/68 10/04/69 • 2097 •
03/08168 11j17/69 ,, 2897 *
• 2A54 *
• 2A67 •
03104168 06/13168 . 20103 *
o3/o6/68 111o6171 . 2B103 *
05123168 05101/69 . 2010.3 *
03/04/68 01/01/69 • 28104 •
• 2A66 *
03105168 07/13/72 . 20101 *
03105168 07114172 . 2t]101 *
• 2A66 *
• 2A67 *
o31o._160 08131171 * 20103 *
03/05/60 08/31/71 * 28103 •
• 2A64 •
o3/0,..r..,168 04120170 . 21_0 *
03130158 02/14/71 : 2090 •2A64 *
03105168 11/18/60 • 2000 *
o3/osIse 09/01/68 * 2099 *
o31o5160 o111o169 * 2_99 *
03105168 08106169 * 2099 *
03/05/68 09/01/65 * 2099 *
o3/05/6o 05/05/70 * 2B99 *
0310,8188 08130171 . 2899 *
03/07168 03121/68 * _9 *
69
: SPkCECRAF7 NA.qE LAUNCH DATE
• ••••••••••••••••••m•••l•••••m•••••l••o•••••m••••••••••••••••e•••••••••••• i
• I_NESTICATOR NAME _I_




































000 S, TRIAX.FLUXO+RUOID V. HAO
SCALAR B-FIELD VS TII_ PLOTS,HFLN
38.9-S AVC B-FIELD VECTORS, HFIUq
{)CO 5,TRIAX.SRCH.COIL I_OMTR
SEARCH COIL PLOTS .03-IOO_,NFt.N
SEARCH COIL DATA .03-1000 HZ TAPE
0-11041 SEARCH COIL SO_,MFLM
INDEX TO 68-014A-180
OOO 5, 3L_V TO 16KEV _ ANALYZ
I-HR AVC PLASMA PARAHEXERS,HFICHE
FiR. AVC PLASMA PARAJq ON TAPE
PLASMA PARAH LISTINC ON MIC_FILH
HI-RES PLASMA SPECTRA,PARAH, TAPE
FINE TINE PLASMA PARAH PLOTS,HFUq
0o0 5, MAC. ION MASS SPECTROIIrTER
O, HE, "P H ION CONCS .P EPttE_oTAPE
ooo s. R,,mI0 ASTe0. smo-lz-3..e.,+_
PLOTS OF RADIO FlUX VS TIHE,FZ[_M
OGO S,LrV AIRCLOW, 1304A AND I21OA
R_._O__ INTE_SI"rIES (1304Ao1216A)
AZ_ PLOTS (1216AA1304A) MFtJ4
000 5,0EDCORONAL LYHAN
LYIIAN ALPHA DEOCORONA DATA, HTAPE
000 5. SOLAR XRAy,2TO2OKEV,PRO.CT
SOLAR X-RAy VARIATION ON MFILM
OCO 5. PLASMA WAVES,EI-_+HAC ANT
0-30 K}IZ E-FIELD SON_, RFIUq
3-NIN AVC E_B DIGITAL CHAN, NFILH
3-NIN AVO E*B DIOITAL a-fAN, TAPE
HSPH-PLASPH 8NDRY SONO_.NFIU4
OGO S, ELECTRIC FIELD ANTI_INAS
OCO 5.HI-Z,LD-E PARr. ,SS TELL.
HI-Z,10-E.C-R COUNT RTF_S_ DATA
HI-Z.LO-E.C-R Ckrr RATE PLOTSoI_
SOLRAD 9,SOLAR RADIATION
3 X-RAY FLUXE_+BKOND ¥S TINE
HOURLY AVERAQE5 PtJ_IS_ IN S_
3-C_ X-RAY FLUXES IN PUO.RET
5-C]4ANNEL X-RAY FLUXES IN PUB. RPT
REDUCED SOLAR X-RAY FLUXESC _)_ETT_TAP_)SOLAR X-RAY FLUX PLOTS, FI
X-RAY _y DATA. NICRCFILJq
0V1-13. HACNE'TIC ANAL. ELECTRONS
HI TIME RES FICTRN CNT RTES. TAPE
COUNT RATES, TAPE
0V1-13, I-IOMEV, EL SCINT SPEC.





SWEPT FRE(_Jq_cy BR CONTOUR PLOTS
SWEPT FREQUB_Cy ER HULTI(:RID PLOT
BR MULTI(RID 10-NINUTE PLOTS
FULL ORBIT BURST RECEIVER PLOTS
0V1-15, TRIAXIAL ACCF-JJ3_@_IZTER
AT_S _ PLOTS. FICHE
OVI-IS, RA_ ATNOS D_NSITY
AT_ DB_SITY,250-400 104, FICHE
AD-C,NONSYST.CHAh_ AIR D_I_ITY
ATNOS ORAC D_N TABLES, FICHE
INJUN S.L _ PR*R DIFFEANAL
LEPEDEA COUNT RATES, TAPE
INJUN 5,VLF RECEIVER,30CPS-16KC
VLF SICNAL STRI_ICTH. TAPE
INJUN S.S.S.DET. (PROTON,ELEC.)
S.S.PROT.AND _.CNT.RATE, TAPE
15-S AVD COUNT RATES, TAPE
INJUN S, SPHERIC. RET. POT. ANAL
RET. POT. AN. DATA, TAPE
ESSA 7,VIDICON CN'_[_t SYS (AYCS)
F-.S_A 7,FLAT PLATE RADI0_ETE_
EPItE]qE_ I S TAPES
COHPRESS_D EPHEMERIS TAPES
COROTATIOR O_J_Ay TIH_ LISTIN(_
PRELIMINARY TRAJ. CHARTS
PIONEER 9.3-AXIS FLUXC, ATE HAONE'TO
30 SEC AVC MAC FIELD VRS ON HFII_H
PIONEER 9.SOI_AR PLASHA DETECTOR
PARA.qE'T ERS
PIONEER 9,T_O FRF_y BEACON
TOTAL ELECT CONTENT, HRLY VAL(DD)
TOTAL ELECT C_II_NT,HRLY YkL (NO)
CORRECTED ELECT 01_ISITY, TAPE
CORRECTBD ELECT D_. PLOTS, 35HH
F_LI,T_IED BEACON SC]NT OBS
BEACON SCINTILLATION OBS ON TAPE







68-014A- 15A 03/05/68 05/13./70 26100
_e-OI4A- 158 03115168 03/06170 26100
66-014A-16
• 2A67 •
88-014A-IOA 03/07./68 03./07/71 26102
68-014A- 166 03/07/68 01/01./71 e_ ee26102
&8-O14A- 180 03106168 10./27./66 2B102
SB-014A- 16E 03./06./68 04./25168 : :2610_
88-014A-17
2A67 •
68-014A-ITA 03/0S168 04/30171 _ 2610"2 •
68-014A-I7B 03/05188 04./30/71 • 215102 •
68-014A-170 05108168 04/30/71 • 21310"2 •
68-014A-I7D 03/0S./68 04./30/71 • 21_10"2 •
68-014A-17E 03/05/68 04./30,/71 • 26103 •
68-014A-18
2A66 •
66-014A-18A 03/07168 05/31/69 •_ _B101 •
68-014A-20
• 2A35 •
68-OI4A-20A 03/05/68 09130'/71 • 26100 •
68-014A-21
2A63 •
68-OI4A-21A 03/04168 06,/28172 : 2698 •
68-014A-218 03/27./68 05./20/89 • 2698 •
88-014A-2_
68-014A-22A 03/0_/68 12/31/69 ee 2A64 .2698 *
68-014A-23
68-014A-23A 03/08./68 12/27,/69 _ 2A65 •2B101 •
68-014A-24
2A64 •
68-014A-24A 03/11/68 01./03/71 _ 28100 •
68-014A-240 03./11168 01111/71 2B100
S8-OI4A-24D 01100169 03100170 : :28100
58-OI4A-24E 03/14/68 05/12/69 • 26100 •
68-014A-26
68-014A-27 * 2A83 •
• 2A66 *
68-014A-27A 03/05/68 07/14/72 2B101
68-014A-27B 031051Ss 07./13,/72 : ee
_101
68-017A
68-OIFA-01 • 5A3S •
5A36 .
88-017A-OIA 03114168 12131171 : 5850 .
Se-OITA-OIR 001OILS9 04./24174 . 5B50 .
68-017A-010 03106168 12./31168 • $85I .
68-017A-01D 01/01./89 11./00/69 • SOS1 •
66-017A-0IE 03114168 09./30172 5851
88-OITA-OIF 01/01/70 04./30/74 : :5B51
68-017A-010 11/19/69 12/09/70 * 5851 *
68-026A
68-026A-02 • 3ASB •
• 3A68 •
68 -026A-O2A 05/13/68 07/11168 3B78
60-026A-026 05/13/6e 07./:11/60 : 307e :
66-026A-04
• 3A68 *
68-O'26A-O4A 05/13/68 07./11168 • 3678 •
68-026A-04B 05/13/68 07./11168 • 3878 .
68-05,5A
68-05_-01 • 5A2S •
5A25 •
68-OSSA-OIA 09/25./68 12,/2.5/72 : 5B38 •
68-055A-02
5A25 .
68-05.SA-O2A 05125/69 03.//13/71 • 5636 •
68-055A-026 09/26/68 12./03/72 i ,5836 •
66-05,5A-020 07./23./68 07/20/71 5636 .
68-055A -020 07/_3./68 12/2"_172 • 5836 •
88-059A
60-0S9A-01 • 3A69 •
3A69 •
68-OSgA-OIA 07/14./88 09./28168 •e 3878 •
68-059A-05
• 3A69 •
SS-OSgA-OSA 071131S8 0_./]41S8 • 3B78 *
68-066A
68-066A-01 * 3A13 *
• 3A13 *
60-066A-OIA 08/08/68 01./13/73 . 3614 •
68-0636
68-0666-01 • 3A48 •
3A48 *
68-0666-01A 08/09/68 05/29/70 : 3649 •
68-0666-0_
• 3A48 •
88-066R-O2A O8/09/68 0S./29170 • 3B49 •
K8-0666-03
3A48 •
68-0666-03A 0_/0q./68 0S/29/70 ee 3649 •
66-066B-038 08/29./58 05/30/70 . 3BSO .
60-066B-04
• 3A48 •
58-0660-04A 08/09/68 05./2Q/70 . 3649 .
88-069A
68-069A-01 ; 4A.,57 *4A58 *68-069A-00
68-100A : 4A60 *1A106 •
68-100A-000 11/08/36 04./16/72 1650 .
68-100A-007 1 1/08/68 04/16/72 : 1050 •
68-100A-007 11/00/66 04/01/72 • 1EL51 •
50-100A-000 11/06168 • 1B51 •
68-100A-01
1Al10 •
68-100A-OIA 11/O8/68 0_/13/69 : 10S2 •
68-100A-02
• IAlO7 *
80- IOOA-(Y2A 11/08/68 08/18/74 : 165368 100A -03 1A115 :
68-100A-O3A 11/08/63 07/16/69 • 1EL51 •
68- lOOA-03B 1 1/09./SO 07/16/69 • 16,51 •
66- |00A- 030 11/11/68 03/07/71 • 1EL_I •
68-100A-030 04/04/69 08/27170 • IB._I e
68-100A-O3E 12/00/68 00/00/73 16,52 •




































PRTCL cOUNT RATES MFILH LISTINOS
PIONE]BR 9,COSNIC-RAY GRADIB_T
SOD PBLSkD PROTON COUNT RATES
PION Q,DAILY AVO RATE N/F LISTING
DAILY A_ RATES,14FII-H PLOTS
PIO_ 9,_IC FIELD DETECTOR
E-FLD HR AVO BROAD BAND,4OOHZ,AP
FINE TIHE SCALE E-FIEI.D SPECI"IqUM
E-FI_ SUMMARY PLOTS ON M/FI_
E-FIELD (IO0,4(X},S.E4 HZ) ON TAPE
OEI,GSE+OEOG EPtIB4 LISTINCS,MEILM
HEOS 1,INTERPLAN.HAO.FIB-D, $24A
HR-AVCD INTPL B-FIELD yECTS,TAPE
HR-AV INPL B-FIELD VECT PLTS,HFUq
1-O PLOTS B-VECT,STIP pE]RIOD,HFL_
REFOR_ HR-AV INPL B-FIELD VE£TS
SINGLE POINT HAG FIEI.D DATA, TP
HEDS 1,DR pARTICLE FLUX, $72
PROTON FLUX PLOTS, HC
PROTON COUNTS ON HAGINETIC TAPE
27 DAY pARTICLE FLUX PLOTSoM FILM
OAO 2, 4 HI-RESOLUTION T_OP1ES
C_OPE _TALO_ - HAG TAJPE
CELESCOPE CATALOO - NICROFILM
BIBLIOORAPItY - HAOTAPE
BIBLIOCRAPHY - MICROFIUq
C_OPE CATALOG - HARDCOPY
CDC UTILITY PRINT PROORAH ON TAPE
OAO 2, STELLAR PttOTDH 900-3OOOA
REDUCI3D PI_3TOMETE_ DATA HAGTAPE
REDUCED I_,'IOTOME "TE3R DATA,14ICROFILH
INDEX TO SS-11OA-O2A,O_B
INDEX TO 68-1IOA -O'r2A (HAGTAPE)
DAD-2, ARCHIVE HAI_, MICROFILM
ULTRAVIOLET PHOT_Y
U__THAVIOL_ FILT_ _T_Y
ESSA 8,AUT0. PICTURE TRANS. (APT)
OSO 5,SOLAR UV.+X-RAY SPE:CT.
RE])UCIS) SpE£TROt_-TE_ DATA-TAPE
OSO 5, SOLAR XIRAY, O.S-SOA
X-RAY PLOTS, 4 _,MICI_OFIL_
OSO S,ZOOIACAL LCT*TBRRS.AIRGLOW
ZOOIACAL LOT • AIRGLOV, PLOTS
ZOOIACAL LGT * AIROLOM, TABLE_5
ZODIACAL LOT * AIROIOW, HAD TAPE
osn 5, SOLAR, UV, 280-1030A
REDUCE_D,I_ S-CH.U_ DATA TAP F_
EXTE_DBD VORLD HAl)S, TAPE
GSFC ORBITAL EL_S, TAPE
ISIS 1, SVE]EP FRF._ SOUND_
SVEEP-F_Y IONOGRAm, NFILM
IDNO0#_ INVBMTOR_, TAPE
ARC N(H) INT PROFILES, TAPE
CRC INDEX OF DUCTED EOtOES, TAPE
C_ N(H) SCAL_ PROFILES, TAPE
SOUNDER _ _ TIME PLOTS, 14FIUq
ISIS I,FIX_ _F-J[I S_
FIXED-FREq I0_, HFILM
ISIS 1, VLF EXPI_RIH_
VLF SPECTROGRAHS, _FIL_
KASHIHA AND SY(]MA VLF DATA, BOOK
ISIS 1,E_IC PARI.DETECTORS
ELECTRON * PROTON DATA, TAPE
ISIS I,SOFT PARTICLE SPECTROf_-TER
SOFT PARTICLE SPECTROGRAm, MEILM
1SIS 1, ION MASS SP_CTROIqETER
ISIS 1,CYL. FI[_rROSTATIC PROBE
V1ECTRON D_TTY • TE_, TAPE
ELECTRON DENSITY • TBqP, FICHE
ELECT OE_ISITY t* TEMP PLOTS, FIC_
ISIS 1,SP_. ELECTRO. ANALYZEIR
1ON DE_ITY. HFILIq
ION TE_ AND O_ITY, TAPE
ISlS 1,COSHIC RADIO NOISE
COSMIC RADIO NOISE-AOC LJEV. ,MEILH
HARINER 6,HARS SURFACE TV CAHIBRA
PttOTOS,RAW ANALOG NEAR [_DU_B_
PHOTOS,RAW ANALOG FAR E]MCO(J_(TER
PHOTOS, E_4ANCED NEAR E_COUNTER
PHOTOS, Dq_klqC_ FAR E_COUNTE]R
PHOTOMETRIC DECALIB NEAR E_OUNTR
PHOTOI_-TRIC DECALIB FAR _
HAX DI_IH C_RAST _ ME
HAX DISCRIH CONTRAS1 I_iHNqlC_D FIE










r_B-IOOA-OSA 11108168 0912S/70 • 1B52 •
68-100A-06 • 1Alls •
68- IOOA-OSA 12101169 08/18/74 1B53 •68-IOOA-O_B iilOe168 0_104/7I *- IBS_ •
6B-IOOA-06C 11108168 09/04/71 • 1B53 *
• IA109 •
68-100A-07
68- IOOA-O7A 11108168 02/27/6Q 1BS2 •68- IOOA-O7B I IlO_Ir_ o_1071ee : *1B52
68- IOOA-07C 12/03/88 09/061Se • 1B52 •
Ss-IOOA-OTO 11/08168 07/0316q • 1B52 *
68- lOqA • 2A29 •
68-109A-001 I2IOSISO O91O617O . 283o •
68- IOqA-02 2B30 •68-10qA-O2A 12111168 10/27/7S _ 2A2q •
68-I09A-028 12111/68 I0/27/7S • 2B31 •
68-109A-02C 09/0e17S 0_/25/75 i 2B31 i0 IOqA-O2D I2 10 68 10/2_/75 8
68- IOqA-O'_ 1211IISO 12/31/75 2831
68-10_A-06 • 2J_ •
68-109A-OSA 01/02/69 11106171 * 2B_O •
68-109A-OSB 01/01/89 12/24/72 • 2B30 *
68-109A-06C 01/04/69 12/19/72 • 2B30 •
68-110A • SA14 *
68-IIOA-OI * 5A14 *
68-110A-OIA 121o8168 0_/._0170 SB22 *
68-110A-OIB 12108/68 04/30170 ** _ .
68-110A-01C N/A • 5822 •
68-110A-OID N/A • 5822 *
68-110A-01E 12/07/SO 01100170 . 5B22 •
S8-110A-O1F 121o8168 04/3o170 • 58_2 .
68- lIOA-02 • SAI4 *
68-110A-OIA 12111168 02/OelTS * 5821 .
68-110A-028 12111168 02106173 * 5821 •
68-110A-02C 12Ii1/88 12/15/72 * 5B21 *
68-110A-O'IG 12/11168 CQIOe/73 * SB21 •
68-110AlO'IH 12/11168 02/08/73 • 5823 •
68-110A-02I N/A • 5B'21 •
68-110A-O'IJ N/A • 5B21 •
$8-114A • 4AS7 •
68-114A-01 • 4,4.58 •
69 -O06A • 5AI9 •
69 -006A-03 • 5A19 *
69-O06A-OIA 01/28/69 01/12/7S • 58_ •
69-006A-04 SB28 •69-OO_A-O4A 01123169 O810217O ** 5AIe *
69-006A-07 . _lq *
6q-OO6A-O7A 01127169 03115171 • 5B28 •
69-O06A-OTB 01/27/69 03/15/71 • 5B29 •
09-006A-07C 01/26/69 07/12/70 • ._ •
6q -(X)SA-08 . SAIO *
09-O(OA-OSA 0"210.5169 07/19/71 * 5B29 •
69-009A * 3A49 *
69-009A-000 06/06/69 10/19/73 • 3B50 •
69 -O09A-O0_ 02/07/69 01/23/7S • SELSO •
69-000A-01 • 3A.50 •
69-OOqA-OIA 03116169 12/30181 * 3B52 *
6q-OOgA-OIB 01130169 10/12/7S . 3BS2 •
6q-OOqA-OlC 02/13/6q 06107/72 • 3B52 •
69-009A-01E 0,2101169 12127/71 * 3BS2 *
69-OOqA-OIF 0"2101169 Os1_Ol8O . 38_2 .
69-OOqA-OIG N/A : 3BS2 *3A49 *
69-009A-02
69-O09A-O_A 01/30/69 I0/I2/73 • 3B_1 •
69-009A-03 3B50 •69-009A -(_IA 01/30/80 00/00/75 _ 3A49 •
69-O_A-OIB 11/21/72 0e/27/84 * 3B50 *
• SASO *
69-00qA-04
69-OOqAlO4A 0,210"2169 12/29/6q * 3851 *
6q -OOqA-OS * _ *
6q -OOqA -O._A 0,2103169 10127/69 • 38.51 •
69-00qA-_ . 3ASO •
69-009A-07 • 3A4q *
60-OOqA-OTA 01/3016q 061O1171 * SBSO •
69-OOqA-O7B 01130169 06/01171 • SBSO •
69-OOqA-OTD 01130169 06105170 • SEL_I •
6q-OOqA-Oe * ,3ASO *
6q-OOqA-OSA 01131189 11120169 . 38.53 •
69-OOqA-OSB 01/31/69 11130169 . 3B53 .
69-OOqA- 10 SBS1 *89-009A- IOA 01130169 10/12/73 : 3A50 •
69-014A • 1A47 *
6q-O14A-01 • 1A48 •
69-014A-OIA 07/31169 07/31/69 • IB2_ •
69-014A-013 07129/69 07/30169 • 1B22 *
6q-OI4A-OIC 07131/69 07/31169 • 1B22 *
69-014A-OID 07129/69 07/30/69 * 1B'23 *
6q-O14A-OIE 07131169 07131/39 • 1B23 *
69-014A-OIF 07/_9/6q 07130/69 . 1B23 •
6q-O14A-OIG 07131/69 07/$1169 . 1B23 •
69-OI4A-OIH 07/_9169 07/30169 • 11r23 •
6q-O14A-011 07131169 07/31/6q * 1B23 *
6Q-OI4A-OIJ 07131/69 07131169 * 1B2S *
6q-O14A-OIK 07131169 07131169 • 1B23 *
69-OI4A-OIL 07129169 07129/6Q * 1B24 *
69-014A-02 1A_2 •
69-O]4A-O2A 07/31/69 07/31/6Q . IEr24 •
7I
: SPACEORAFT NAME LAUNCH DATE
°***°*****°°**°°*eoee**ooooo*eeeeooee*eeoeee.e**eoeo******eso**e.e.eo.eoooi
• INVESTIGATOR NAME EXPERINgCr NANE













































MARINER 6,(34AN IR I_DIOHETI_
2 C_U_NEL IR RADIOMETER DATA
MARINER 6,UV SPE£TROHE-TI3R EXPB_
UPPI_ ATlaS. tN SPECTRA, HAG.TAPE
MARINER 6, CELESTIAL HECHANICS
2 WAY DOPPtJ_ RADIO TRACKII_,TAPE
MARINB_ 6,S-BAND OCCULTATION
S-BAND DCCULTATION DATA. MAC TAPE
ESSAQ.VZDICONCAP,_ERAsYs. (Arcs)
9,FLAT PLATE RADIOMETER
OVl-lq,EIOHT 0MNI PROT/ELECT OET.
OMN1 PROT/ELECT SPECTROHETR, TAPE
0V1-19, DIR PROTON 5PECT .2-3MEV
DIRECTIONAL PROTON S_. ,TAPE
OVI-Ig, LOt# E_y PARTICLES
0V1-19, HI_ RESOLUTION TELESCOPE
HI-E_y PROTONS,OE/DX TEL. ,TAPE
OYl-|9, DIST. OF ELECT S3KEV-,_
E_RON SPE_OI_-TER DATA, TAPE
0V1-19, VLF PLASMA WAVE CHARACT.
VLF PLASHA WAVE MEASURE)q_S,TAPE
OVl-lqo PROTON-ALJ_'L_ TELESCOPE
PROTON-ALPHA TELESCOPE DATA. TAPE
MARINER 1,MARS SURFACE TV CA_
PHOTOS,RAW ANALOG NEAR BMCOUNTER
PHOTOS,RAW ANALOC FAR ENCOUNTER
PHOTOS, EMtANCE]) NEAR ENCOUNTER
PHOTOS, E_HANCED FAR B_COUNTER
PHOTONETRZC DECALIB NEAR ENCOUNTR
PHOTONErRIC DECALIB FAR I_COUNTER
MAX DIS CONTRAST E]NI-IANCB) NE
MAX DIS CONTRAST E)61ANCED FIE




PRESS RELEASE PHOTOCRAPHS 4X5
MARINER 7,1R SPECT 1.5-15 NICRON
IR SPECTRDHE-rER DATA
MARINER 7,2 C_ IR RADIOMETER
2 CHANNR IR RADIOMETER DATA
_IS 7,UV SPE_L'TROHETER EXPER.
UPPER ATHOS. _ SPECTRA, MAD.TAPE
_I_ 7,C_TIAL [_I_
_dAY DOPPLER RADIO TRKINC ON TAPE
_IB 7,5-BAND OCCULTATION
S-BAND OCCLH-TATION DATA, MAC TAPE
DATA CAT E_PB_HNT OPE_RATNS, FICHE
NIMBUS 3,SOLAR UN HONITOR
NIHBUS 3,HICH RES. IR RADIONETER
NI(2"ITI'IHE _OTOFA_INILE FILMS
DAYTINE PHOTOFACSIMILE FILN
HRIR NETEDR. RADIATION TAPE5
HICH RES IR DATA CAT, MICROFICHE
NIHBUS 3,IR INTERFE_OHETER SPECT.
NIHBUS IRIS ARCHIVAL TAPES
NIMBUS 3.SAT. IR SPECr. (SIRS)
SIRS RADIANCE TAPES
NIMBUS 3,HED.RES. IR RAD]_qETER
HRIR PtlOTOFACSIHILE FILHS
HRIR NEIEDR. RADIATION TAPES
HElD RES IR DATA CATALOg, FICHE
NIMBUS 3, IMACE DISSECTOR CAHERA
IDCS WORLD HONTACE CAT.H]CROFICHE
LISTINC_ OF SOL ECL R,THETA,PHI
PREDICTE-1) 0RBIT PLOTS
VELA 5A,SOL X-RAYS,4 BANDS .5-6OA
3-CItANNEL SOLAR X-RAy ATLAS
VEI.A 5A,ELECTROSTAT1C ANALYZER
SOLAR GEDPHYS DATA _ SOI.JU_
LISTINCS OF SOL ECL R,THETA,PHI
PREDICTED ORBIT PLOTS
VEJ_ SO,SOL X-RAYS,4 BANDS .5-BOA
3-CHANNEL SOLAR X-RAY ATLAS
VB-A 58,ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER
SOLAR GEOPttYS DATA PBI_O SOLAR
6,NICROPttON_ ATR DE_ CAGE
ATHOSP_Ic D_ITY DATA, TAPE
000 6, LANCMUIR PROBES
0CO 6,PLANAR ]ON TRAP
ION DE_4.COMP,TB4P,,.EL FLUX, HFILM
COMPOSITE ION/EL PLOTS, NFILM
10N DIMITY, FLUX + TEMP, TAPE
OCO 6,NEUT. ATN.CONP,QUADRtJ_ ) ANA
DATA-COHPOSZTXON, TB4P, FICHE
N(_JTRAL ATHOS. COHPOSITION, TAPE
000 6,8E_NET_ ION MASS 5P_:CTROHET
1OR HAS5 SPEL'TRO_TER,TAP_
ION MASS SP_CTROI_:-rER PLOTS,HFZUq





69-014A-O3A 07/31/69 07/31/69 : 1824 •
69-014A-04 • 1ASO •
69-014A-O4A 07/31/69 07/31/69 • 16r'2"2 *
89-014A-05
1A,54 •
6q-014A-OSA 03/05/69 09/02/69 : 18"_2 •
69-014A-06
1A54 •
69-O14A-O6A 07/00/69 08/00/69 _ 1822 •
69-016A
69-016A-01 ; 4A57 •4A58 •
69-016A-02
69-0250 • 4A60 •
69-0250-01 • 3A69 •
• 3BB-1 •
69-0230-01A 03/18/69 01/25/70 • 3878 •
89-0_50-02
388-1 *
69-025C-02A 03/18/69 01/25/70 _ 3879 •
89-O25(:-O3
69-0260-04 • 3B8-1 •
RAT9 •
69-02SC-O4A 03118169 01125170 ; 3B79 •
69-025(:-05 • 38B-1 •
69-0250-05A 03/18/69 01/25/70 • 3879 •
69-0"250-06
3BB-1 •
69-0250-06A 03/18/69 07/27/69 : 3879 •
69-0230-11 • 38B-1 •
69-0250-11A 03/18/69 01/25/70 • 3879 •
69-030A
69-030A-01 • 1A47 •
1A4q •
89-030A-OIA 08/0_/69 08/05/69 • 18r25 •
69-030A-01B 08/0"2/69 08/04/69 _ 1825 •
69-030A-010 08/05/69 08/05/69 • 1825 •
69-030A-OID 08/02/69 08/04/69 • 1825 •
69-030A-01E 08/05/69 08/05/69 • lo25 •
69-030A-01F 08/02/69 08/04/69 • 182.5 •
69-030A-010 08/05169 08105169 1825 •
69-030A-OIH 08/0"2/69 08104/69 _ 11325 •
69-030A-01I 08/05/69 08/05/69 • 1B26 •
6Q-030A-OIJ 08/05169 08/05/69 • 1826 •
69-030A-OIK 08/05/69 08/05/69 • lo26 •
69-030A-OIL 08/02/69 08/04169 . 1B_6 *
69-030A-OIM 08/0"2/69 08104/69 • 1B_6 •
69-030A-0"2
1A52 •
69-030A-O2A 08/03/89 08/05169 _ 16r26 •
69-030A-03 • 1A53 .
69-030Am03A 08/05/69 08/05/69 _ 16r26 •69-030A-04
1A51 •
69-030A-O4A 08/05/69 08/05/69 • 18_4 •
69-030A-05
1A54 •
69-030A-OSA 04/12/69 09/07/69 ; 1B24 •
69-030A-06 • 1A54 •
69-030A-OSA 08/00/69 08100169 : 1824 •69-037A 4A20 •
69-037A-000 04/14/69 05131170 • 48"21 •
69-037A-01
69-037A-O2 • 4A21 •
69-037A-O2A 04/_w_/69 01/31/70 : 4O21 •
69-037A-028 04/2"2/69 01131/70 • 48'21 •
69-037A-020 04/17/69 03/21/70 • 46_1 •
69-037A-O2D 04/14/69 05/31/70 • 48r2] •
69-037A-03
69-037A-O3A 04/]5/69 07/01/69 : 4A_O •46_] •
69 037A-04
69-037A-O4A 04/14/69 06/19/70 : 4A21 •482_ •
69-037A-05
• 4A21 *
69-037A-OSA 041)4169 02105170 * 482'_ *
69-037A-058 04115169 0"2104170 * 4B'J_ *
69-037A-050 04/14/69 05/3]/70 • 46_2 •
69-037A-06
• 4A_O *
69-037A-O6A 04114/69 05131170 * 48_1 *
69-046D
69-046D-00F 05123/69 O2/28/71 : 2A72 *28113 •
69-0430-000 01/01/78 12/31/79 • 2B113 *
69-046D-0_
2A73 *
69-046D-O2A 05/27/69 05/15/70 : 28)13 •
69-046D-05
• 2A72 *
69-046D-OSA 09/14/69 04/11/72 • 2Bl13 *
69-046E • 2A73 *
69-0466-00F 05/24/69 0"2/28/71 • 28]13 •
69-046E-000 01/01/76 12/31/79 * 28114 .
69-046E-O2
69-046E-02A 05/27/69 05115/70 : _A7328114
69-046E-05
• 2A73 *
69-046E-0_A 09114169 06/1_/72 * 28114 *
69-0_1A
69-051A-01 • 3A63 •
69-051A-OIA 06/11/69 01/31/70 : 3A66 .3876 *
69-051A-02
69-051A-03 • 3A65 *
• 3A64 *
69-051A-03A 0_I07169 04123171 • 3B74 *
§9-051A-038 06/07/69 0412317) • 3874 •
69--051A-030 06/07/69 O4/23/71 * 3874 *
69-051A-04
3A66 •69-051A-O4A 0_/_7/69 _/I3/71 * 3875
69-051A-O4B 0_/06169 0_/26/7] : *3875 *
69-051A-05
6q-051A-OSA 06/11/69 12/31/70 ; 3A67 •3876 *
69-051A-05B 06/]1/69 |_/31/70 • 3876 •
72
: SPAC_ _ _0,,_DATE















































000 6,ION MASS SPECT
000 6,SOLAR X-RAY, 0.15-6.2A
000 6,SOLAR UV,170-1700A
000 6,LYMAN-ALPHA PHOTOHETBq:
DET. CURRE_IT,ATTI'TUDE, ORBIT, TAPE
OCO 6,UV PHOTOHTR.1304A*1216A
AIROLOV DATA (1304A,1216A), TAPE
CALCOI4P PLOTS UV AIRGLOW, HFILM
OGO 6,AURORAL E+P, 1-20K_.
0CID 6, TRAPPED._ PREC I P. ELECTRONS
OGO 6, TRAPPE_)+PREC IP. EL_"T. SSOT
DCO 6,NEIJTRON HONITOR
1-NIX AVERAOBD COUNT RATES, TAPE
OOO 6,LOW ENB_G COSMIC RAY HF_AS.
SOLAR EVENT SUMMARY PLOTS, HFILM
TIHE AND SPECTRAL PLOTS, _#:ILM
0OO 6,COSHZC RAY EXPERIHE]_r
cOUNT RATES • PULSE HEIGHT, TAPE
cOUNT RATE PLOTS, HFILH
OCO 6 , HAG . SURVEY , RUB ID - YAP - RAC -
000 6,TRIAX.SRQt. COIL HA(_ETOH
SEARCH COIL DATA 10-1000 HZ,HFIL.M
OOO 6,00 ELECTRIC FIELD HEASUR.
0C, O 6,VL-F RECEIVBR,2OHZ-3OKHZ
VLF SPECTROCRAMS, 35-MM PAPI_
000 6,VLF RECEIVBR,5011Z-540K]tZ
VU: NOISE INTENSITY° P_FILM
VLF DATA (JAPAN)° 8XIO-IN. PRINTS
SOL ECL * SOL RACNSPH ORBIT PLOTS
CHICAGO HULTI-COORD EPHE_ TAPES
SOLAR ECLIPTIC EPHBq PLOTS NFICHE
IHP-C,LOW E_Y TELESCOPE-
REDUCEI) cOUNT RATES ON TAPE
DATA SbT -01A IN IBM 7094 F0_T
INP-C, I ON CHA_ER
I0N C_ - O14 COUNTS, MAC.TAPE
40-S AVC coUNT RATES ON MICROFILM
IHp-C,C.R.PROTS(R VS DF_/DX)
RATES FOR ALL NONOVERLAP sEQuENCE
PHA EYI_T Su_IES (NONOVERLAP)
5-HIN AVE COUNT RATES(NONOVFI_L-AP)
CNT RATE PLTS,SOLAR ROTATION,NFLM
IHP_D,LEPL=DA,LO E]MR PROT+E1-ECT
LEPEDEA COUNT RATES ON NAG TAPE
IMIP-C,SOL.AR PROTON NONITOR
SCD PBLS_ HRLY AVGD PROTON FLUXS
cOUNT RATES ON EHCYCLOPEDIA TAPES
HOURLY AVERAO_D COUNT RATES, TAPE
IHP-O,EI_ECTROSTAT pLASMA ANALY
IHP-O,LOW _Y PROI.*ALPHA DET
SOLAR C.R. BENT CATALOG, HFILM
2.76 NIN cOUNT RATES ON TAPE
IHP-G,COSMIC RAYS(E VS DE/•X)
SOLAR C.R. EVE3MT CATALOC, HFILM
2.73 MIN cOUNT RATES ON TAPE
IHP-C,HAGNFTIC FIELD EXPER.
20 SEC RAC FLD VECTORS. MFILM
2.5 _ HAG FLD VF_CTRS, HAG TAPES
IHP-G, _TRON PRTCL. DE1.
OSO 6,SI_L-CTRO HEL.IOHTRo300-1400A
BJV RASTER SCANS
300-1400A POINTEZ) SPECTRAL SCANS
CONHM4D LOCS
HARC_ 7, 1970 SOLAR ECLIPSE DATA
coMMAND LOG SEARCH PROGRAM
CALIBRATION FACTOR CONPtLTrATION
OSO 6,SOLAR X-RAY,SPEC*GM'+SCINT.
OSO 6,SOLAR X-RAYS. 16-40A
COUNT RATES,6 CHANNELS, MAC. TAPE
OSO 6,HE RESONANCE RAD.584-..304A
EXPERIMENT ASPECT TAPES
FLUX VS TIM, FINE IINE RES TAPE
2 MINUTE AVERAGES (MAGTAPE)
ATS S, ELECTRIC FIELDS,DC-IOKHZ
ATS S,E]NRC. PAR1. (E/.6-6,P/12-24)
ATS 6, E_RC. PART. E * P CT 5KEV
40-120 KV EL°60-165 KV PROTN,TAPE
40-1_0 KV EL,60-166 KV PROTN,PIFLM
ATS 5, L0t# ENRC PROT, ELECTRONS
ELECTRON/PROT 0N SPECTROCRN4S
pLAS_tA SPECTGMS WHILE S/C CI_
CEOSYN PL._ [_MYIRON. P|CT ATLAS
ATS S. RACI4ETlC FIELD MONITOR
B-FIELD COMPONE3qTSoN/FILM PLOTS
fIR AVO NAG FIELD DAILY VAR-PUeLIC
8-FLD COHP.ON pARTICLE PLOTS-FILM
QRS-A,2 FLX-GT MACNEI0_FRS,EI15
IO-SEC RAC FLD VECTORS, TAPE
_-A.P.*A. TELE. 1.4-|00HEV.EI88
PARTICLE COUNT RATES, TAPE
(:RS- A , PROTON TELE . 0 . 2- SND. HEV , EI92





69-051A-06 • 3A&4 •
69-OSIA-Oe • 3A65 •
3A63 J
69-061A-09 _ &AS4 •
69-051A-12
69-051A-12A 06/06/69 06/08/69 • 3874 •
69-051A-13 * 3A63 •
69-OSIA-13A 06/09/69 07/24/70 • SO74 *
69-051A-138 06/09/$9 11/05/70 • 3874 •
69-051A-16 * 3A64 •
69-051A-16 • 3A64 •
69-061A-17 . 34467 •
69-051A-18 . 3A8.5 *
69-051A-18A 06/07/69 12/31/69 • &B7S •
69-0.51A-19 • 3A_5 •
69-051A-19A 06/07/69 0e/2tS/70 • 3B76 •
$9-051A-198 06/07/69 08/26/70 • 3875 •
69-051A-20 * 3AB6 •
89-051A-20A 06/07/69 05/25/70 * 3875 *
69-051A-200 06/07/69 03/17/71 * 3876 •
69-061A-2I • _A63 *
6q-051A-22 • 3A66 •
69-051A-22A 08110169 10/13/70 * _876 •
69-051A-23 . 3A63 •
69-051A-24 • 3A6,5 *
69-OS1A-24A 06/25/69 06/28/71 • 3876 •
69-051A-25 3875 •69-051A-260 12/30/69 12/31/70 _ &A_ •
6q_051A_2r, n 10/06/71 01/11/72 • 3875 •
69-053A • 2A38 •
69-053A-000 06/21/69 06/26/70 • 2850 •
69-063A-006 06/21/69 12/23/72 • 2850 •
69-053A-000 06/21/69 12/23/72 • 2850 •
69-053A-01 • 2A39 •
69-053A-OIA 06/21/69 03/23/72 • 2B51 •
69-053A-010 0_/21/69 08/15/70 * 2BSI •
69-(X53A-02 * 2_8 *
69-053A-O2A 06/21/69 02/18/72 * 2951 •
69-O53A-O28 06121169 08131172 . 28.51 *
69-053A-03 • 2A40 •
69-053A-O3A 06/21/69 10/14/72 • 21_S,2 •
69-05,3A-03B 06/21/69 12/23/72 • 21_ •
69-063A-030 06/21/69 12/23/72 * 2863 •
69-05.3A-030 08/21/69 12/23/72 • _853 •
69-053A-04 * 2A40 •
69-OS3A-O4A 06/_8/69 08/19/70 * 2853 •
69-053A-07 • 2A38 •
69-053A-O7A 06/21/69 12/23/72 • 2851 •
69-053A-078 06/21/69 12/23/72 * 21_1 •
69-053A-070 06/21/69 12/23/72 • 2851 *
69-053A-O• • 2A39 *
69-053A-00 • 2A39 *
69-053A-OQA 09/09/69 11/2)9/72 • 21_ •
69-053A-09B 06/21/69 11/29/7"2 • 21D52 *
69-05,3A-10 • 2A_9 •
69-053A-10A 09/09/69 11/29/7"2 • _ •
69-05,3A-108 06/21/69 11/29/7_ • 2B52 •
69-053A-11 • 2A39 *
69-053A-11A 06/21/69 12/23/72 • 21_2 •
69-053A-118 06/21/69 12/26/72 • 2B52 •
69-05,3A- 12 • 2A39 •
69-068A • 5A20 •
69-068A-01 • 5A20 •
69-068A-OIA 08/12/69 OS/12/70 • 5830 •
69-068A-01B 08/11/69 0,5/11/70 • $830 •
69-CNSSA-01C 06/12/69 0.5/12/70 • 5830 *
69-068A-OID 03/07/70 03/08/70 • SB30 •
69-068A-OIE N/A • .5830 •
69-068A-OIF N/A • 5830 *
69-068A-02 * 5A21 •
69-068A-04 • 5A_O •
69-068A-O4A 08/14/69 01/20/70 • 5829 •
69-068A-06 • 5A20 •
69-068A-O6A 08/11/69 0_/08/70 * 5_9 •
69-068A-06B 08/14/69 10/03/70 • 58_9 *
6q-O68A-06C 08/16/69 09/29/70 • 5B29 •
69-069A • 2A15 •
2A15 •
69-069A-01 _ 2A15 •
69-069A-03
69-069A-04 _ 2A15 •
69-069A-O4A 09/16/69 04/09/T1 2819 •
69-069A-04B 09/17/69 10/01/70 • 21_19 •
69-069A-11 2819 •69-069A-11A 08/18/69 12/$1/72 _ 2A15 •
69-069A-11B 0"2/25/75 04/01/78 • 2B19 •
69-069A-110 11/00/69 11/24/70 • 2819 *
69-069A-13 • 2A15 •
69-069A-13A 12/04/69 0,5/09/70 * 21_19 *
69-069A-13B 09/01/69 09/SO/7I • _819 •
69-069A-160 08/18/69 12/31/72 * 2820 •
69-097A • 3A42 •
69-097A-01 • _A4S *
6q-097A-OIA 11/08/69 06/28/70 • 3845 •
69-0_7A-02 * 3A42 •
6q-Oq7A-O2A 11/16/69 03/16170 • 31_t3 •
69-097A-03 * 3A43 •
69-097A-O3A II/10/69 06/28/70 • 3844 •
73
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P,A COUNT RATE, P FLUXES. HFII.Jt
PROTON,ALPHA CT RATE•FLUX, NFIUq
_-A, PROTON-EI_ECTRON DET., EIQ3
PARTICLE COUNT RATES, TAPE
COSMOS 321, MAGNETOMETER
SCALAR _ FIELD LIST., FICHE
ITOS 1,SOLAR PROTON MONITOR
ITOS 1, FLATPLATE RADIDNETER
ITOS loSCANNING RADIOMETER SYSTEM
ITOS 1,VIOICON CAHERA SYS. (AVCS)
ITOS I,APT _ SUBSYST_
DATA CATALOG OF _p) OP)T_




NIMBU_ 4 THIR DATA CATALDOS,FICHE
ll.5-RICRON CLOUD RADIANCE TAPE
6.7-RICRON CLOUD RADIANCE TAPE
NIP,BUS 4,IR INTER. SPECT_ (IRIS)
IRIS RADIANCE TAPES
NIMBUS 4,SAT. IR SPECT. (SIMS)
SIMS RADIANCE TAPES
NIHI_S 4,BACXSCATrER UV SPEC(BUV)
EMJV RADIANCE VALUES (U-TAPE)
B_M_.y DATA BASE TAPES (POe)
UJ_PO_ CURRB_ STUDY HSTR DATA
BiN DARK _E]M'F STUDY WDRKINC DA
ZONAL NEANS TAPE (ZHT)
CORPRE:S.r54EO OZONE PROFILE TP (CPOZ
TOTAL . PROFILE 03 TP (HD8UV)
NIMBl_ 4,IMACJE DISSECTOR CA_
IDCS WORLD _A_ CAT,MICROFICHE
NI_U3US 4,FILTER WI_)C,,E SPEC. (I-I_0)
NIN_ 4,S_J-ECrIVE CHOPPE_ RAD.
RADIANCE TAPES
LISTINOS OF SOL ECI R,TI_-TA,PHI
PRI_)ICTED ONOIT PLOTS
¥_ 6A,SOL X RAYS,4 BANDS .5-SOA
3-_ SOLAR X-RAY ATLAS
V_ 6A,_03TATIC ANALYZER
LISTI_ OF SOL ECI R,T_A,_I
_ICT_ ORBIT PLOTS
V_ SO,SOL X-RAYS,4 BANDS .5-IOA
3-_ SOLAR X-RAY ATLAS
VF_ 6B,_ROSTATIC ANALYZER
INT_O._S 4, X-MAy PO_INETER
SOLAR X-MAY POLARIZATION DATA
NOAA I,SOLAR PROTON MONITOR
NOAA ).FLAT PLATE RADID_-rE_
NOAA I,SCA_NINC RADIOMI:TB
NOAA 1,VIDICON CAMERA SYS (AVCS)
NOAA 1.APT CAMBRA SUBSYSTE]M
SAS-A.XRAy ALL-,T#(y SURVEY
SOURCE LIBRARY TAPE
DAILY SUMMARy DATA ON TAPES
4U CATALDC OF X-RAY SOURCES
SOLAR ECLIPTIC EPH_ PLOTS NFICHE
IMP-I,THRFF AXIS MACNETORETR
16 SEC MAC FLD VECT01_, ;4FILM
15 SE£ B VECTORS ON TAPE
1.28 SEC MAC FLD VECTORS, MFILM
DETAIL DATA (80 NS) 1.28 AVC VE%-T
IMP-I,DC ELEI_RIC FIELDS
K EUE£TRIC FIELD ON TAPE
IHP-I,IOVA AC ELECT*MAC FLDS
E * B SLay PLOTS ON FILM
E * B SON0_ ON 70-N_ FILM
HIGH TIE RES PLOTS ON FILM
E AND 3 SPIN PLANE FIELD DIST.FLM
POWER SPECTR0=ANS, SPECIAL TIE
IHP-I,SOLAR p_ ELEC.ANAL
IMP- I, EIJEC_. "*#=ROT. 25EY- 50KEY
IHP- I, CM DET. PROT. *ELECT
ELECTRONAPROTON COUNT RATES,MF1LM
IMP-I,SOLAR PROTON NONITOR
COUNT MATES ON ARCHIVE TAPES
S_ _ _y AVe* PROTON FLUXS
I_-I,C)IC RAYS NUCLEAR CN
COUNT MATES + _ (_T), _C. TAPE
b-MIX AVC COUNT RATES, HAG. TAPE
SOL. ROT. COUNT-RATE PLOTS, Vd:ILM
I_-I,SOLAR _ SCINTILATOR
I_P- I,PL_
HR. AVG I0N PLASMA PARAM.-FIB






6Q-OgTA-O_B 11109169 06128170 • 3B44 •
69-OQ7A-03C II/IO/SQ 06126/7 O 3B44
69-097A-0,30 11/0816Q 06128170 _ 3B44
6g-O97A-04 • 3A42 •
69-097A-04A 11/2S169 03115170 • 3844 .
7O-O06A
70-006A-01 • 3A31 •
• 3A31•
70-O06A-OLA 02/06170 03113/70 • 3839 .
70-008A
70-008A-01 • 4A62 •
7O-O0_A-O_ • 4A68 •
70-OO_A-O_ • 4A67 •
70-008A-04 • 4A65 •
• 4A63 •
70-(X)SA-05 • 4A64 •
70-0_5A * 4A21 •
70-025A-OOD 04118170 04130/72 • 482_ •
7O-O'2SA-OI
• 4A22 *
7O-O_SA-O_ • 4A23 *
70-025A-O2A 04/18170 04/08/71 4B24
70-025A-O2B 04/18170 04108/71 : *4B'24 •
70-025A-02C 04/13/70 04/08/71 4824 .
70-O'25A-O2D 04110/70 02113171 _ 41_24 .
7O-O_SA-O_E 04114170 03125171 * 4ff24 *
70-(Y25A-03 * 4A9O .
7O-O_SA-O3A 04109170 01130171 • 4B22 •
70-0_5A-04 * 4A24 •
70-(Y25A-O4A O41O8170 04108/71 * 48'24 .
70-0"25A-05 * 4A23 *
7O-O_SA-OSB 04110170 05106177 4022
70-025A-OSE 0410Q170 05106177 _ 4823
70-0"_5A-05_ 04110170 12/16/71 4823 •
70-0"25A-051 04110170 12116171 _ 4B23 .
70-025A-050 04110170 05/02/77 48"23
70-O'25A-O_p 04/10/70 O5/O6177 ; *48"23 *
70-O_SA-OSq 04/10170 05106/77 * 4823 •
70-025A-0_ 4A22 •
7O-(Y2SA-O6A 04118170 D4/0_/71 : 4B22 .
70-O_SA-O9 * 4A23 •
7O-02SA-lO * 4A23 *
70-025A-lOA 07/27170 01130173 * 4B23 •
70-0_7A * 2A73 •
70-027A-OOF 04101170 02128171 * 20114 •
70-027A-00C 01101176 12131179 * 2B114 •
70-0"27A-02 • 2A74 *
70-O'27A-O2A 04/11/70 011D1/71 • 28114 •
70-0"27A-05 • 2A73 *
70-(Y27B * 2A74 •
70-(Y27B-OOF 04101170 02/_B/71 • 2Bl14 *
70-0"27B-000 01101176 12131179 * 28114 *
70-027B-02
70-027B-O2A 04/11170 01101/71 ; 2A75 •2811S •
70-0"27B-05
70-084A * 2A74 •
• 5A12 *
70-O_4A-01 * 6A12 •
70-084A-OIA 10124170 11116170 • 5B14 *
70-106A
70-1OSA-Ol • 4A62 *
lO-106A-O_ * 4A68 •
70-106A-03 * 4A67 *
4A65 *70-I06A-04 4A63 •
7D-lO6A-05
70-107A * 4A64 *
70-I07A-01 * 5A2q •
5A29 *70-107A-018 N/A 5839 •
70-107A-010 12116/10 06111/71 5839
70-1OTA-01D 12/12/70 03118/73 ; *5040 *
71-O]gA * 2A42 •
71-019A-00D 03/13/71 12/31/72 • 2858 *
71-019A-01 * 2A44 •
71-019A-O1A 03/13171 09128174 • 2860 •
71-019A-DIS 03/13171 08130174 • 2B60 *
7]-019A-010 03123171 ]0101174 2B60
I]-OIQA-OlD 0_/08173 10/0"2/74 _ •2B60 •71 019A-02
71-019A-O2A 03/14/71 11126172 ; 2A43 •2B58 •
71-019A-03 • 2A44 •
71-019A-O3A 03/13/71 10/01/74 • 2859 •
71-019A-038 0"2/03/72 06/31/73 • 2039 •
71-019A-030 03/17/71 07123/74 • 20S9 •
71-019A-030 03/29/71 03/16/74 • 2039 •
71-019A-O3E 03/17171 06120172 * 2B60 *
7]-O]gA-04 * 2A4S *
71-019A-05 * 2A44 *
71-01QA-06 * 2A43 *
71-019A-068 03118171 10102174 • 2B_ •
71-019A-07 * 2A43 *
71-O]gA-OTA 03114171 06/11172 • 2869 •
71-019A-078 11/01/71 03/31/73 • 2859 •
71-019A-09 • 2A45 •
71-OIgA-OgA 03113171 10/0"2/74 2B61
71-019A-09B 03/13171 10102/74 ; •2B61 •
71-019A-090 03/14/71 10102/74 • 2061 •
71-019A-10 * 2A43 •
71-019A-11 • 2A43 •
71-019A-1]A 031181T1 0112)8/73 • 2868 •
71-019A-]18 03/18/71 07127173 • _BS9 *
14





























MI_ED IMP I,H,J 3 FIR PLAS_ PAIq_
IMP-I,MINN AC ELEC+MAO FIELDS
30 SEC AVG E]_EC+MAO FU) PLOTS,FLM
IMP-I,MICH.RADIO ASTRONOMY
HULTIFRE_. INT. VS TIME,PLOTS,ElM
IMP-I,UMD/GSEC RADIO ASTRONOHY
SUMHARY SPECTRA ON MICROFILH
S_Y SPECTRA ON IdlAGTAPE
EXTBdDED wORLD MAPS, TAPE
CSFC ORBITAL ELBRB4TS, TAPE
EXP OPERATION LOG. TAPE
EXP OP_;U_TIBN LOG, HFILM
EXP OPB_ATION LOG (PLOTS). MFILM
COOlIE). ISIS 2 oBSERVATIONS. BOOK
ISIS 2.SWEEP FRE_UD4CY sOUNDER
SWEEP-FREqUENCY IONOGRAMS, MPILM
NSSOC IONDGRAM INVENTORY, TAPE
ARC N(H) INT PROFILES, TAPE
CRC INDE)( OF DUCII_) ECHOES, TAPE
CRC N(H) INT PROFILE_, TAPE
CRC N(H) SCALED PROFILES, FICHE
SOUNDER AOC VS. TIME PLOTS, MPILM
cOORO. ISIS 2 OBSERVATIONS, BOOK
ISIS 2. FIXED PRF_QUE_CY SOUNDBR
FIXED-PRF-Q IONOGRAHS, HFILM
ISIS 2, VLF EXPERIMB_T
VLF SPECTROGRAMS, MFILM
KASHIMA AND SYOWA VLF DATA, BOOK
COORD. ISIS 2 oBSERVATIONS, BOOK
ISIS 2,EHE_GETIC PARTICLE DETECT.
ELECTRON * PROTON DATA. TAPE
INDEX OF PROCESSED DATA, MFILM
CO01_. ISIS 2 OBSERVATIONS, BOOK
ISIS 2,SOFT pARTICLE SPECTROMETER
SOFT PARTICLE SPECTROGRAMS, MFILM
COORD. ISIS 2 OBSERVATIONS, BOOK
ISIS 2,1ON-MASS SPECTROMETER
ION MASS SPECTROMETER DATA, MPILM
I0N MASS SPECTROMETER DATA. TAPE
COBRD. ISIS 2 OBSERVATIONS, BOOK
ISIS 2,CYLIND. ELECTROSTATIC PROB
ELECTRON OENSITY + TOP, TAPE
ELECTRON DE_ITY * TE_, MFILM
CO0_. ISIS 2 OBSERVATIONS5, BOOK
ISIS 2,RETARO. POTB. A_IALYZB
O+,H+,HE_,AND TI_P PLOTS,MFILM
O+,H*,HE*,A_ TOP LISTINOS,MPILM
COORO. ISIS 2 OBSERVATIONS, BOOK
ISIS 2,COSMIC RADIO NOISE
COSMIC RADIO NOISE-AOC LEV. MFILM
ISIS 2, 3914-5S77 A PHOTOMETER
3914-A AND 5577-A DATA. TAPE
POLAR EMISSION PLOTS, HFIUM
COORO. 1515 2 OBSERVATIONS, BOOK
ISIS 2. 6300 A PHOTOMETER
6300-A 1NTI_ISITY MAPS, TAPE
POLAR ERISSION PLOTS, MFILM
COORO. 1515 2 OBSERVATIONS, BOOK
SAN MARCO 3,NI_IT.ATM.COMP.SPECTR-
SAM MARCO 3, ATM.NITROOER DBqSITY
pRELIMINARY TRAJ. CHART
MARINER 9 ORBIT DATA TAPES
MARIN_ g. INFRARED RAD.
10 AND 2_DHICRON BRICHT TEMP-NTAPE
MARINER 9,UV SPECTROMETER
LOWER ATMOSPHERE DATA ON FICHE
UPPER ATMOSPIIERE-AIRDLOW, FICHE
I2IB. 1304 A LIMB/DISC DATA,FICHE
STELLAR DATA ON MICROFICHE
LOCAL TOPOGRAPHY - AT LAS
PRESSURE ALTITUDE MF_ASURERE_FTS
MARINER Q, INFRA INTERF SPELT
MARINER @ IR INTER. SPELT. (IRIS)




IPL ORTHOGRAPHIC CONTRAST ENHANCE
IPL ORTHOCRPHIC MAX DISCRIM.
NTVS PHOTOS W/SUP DATA, ON MFICHE
BLACK • 1dHITE PANORAMIC MOSAICS
SEDR SUPPORT DATA 16-MM M/FILM
TELEVISION INDICES 16-Mid M/FILM
IPL/RDR MICROFICHE CATALOG
SEDR FINAL DATA TAPE
CATALOG OF HTVS PHOTOS ON NFILM
BLACK • WHITE PRESS RELEASE PHOTO
MOSAIC CATALOG • INDEX ON MFILM
LIMB INDEX W/SUPPORT DATA. MFIOAE
LIMB MICROFICHE CAIALDC








71-019A-110 03/18/71 12/31/74 _ 2859 •2A44 •
71-019A-I2
71-OIA-12A 03/13/71 09/28/74 • 2860 •
71-019A-13 • 2A44 •
71-OIqA-13A 03/14/7I 06/30/74 • 2B60 •
• 2A44 •
71-019A-15
71-01QA-lSA 04/20/71 09/26/72 2BS9
71-019A-15C 04/20/71 09/26172 _ 2859
• 3/t51 •
71-024A
71-(Y24A-O00 04/01/71 10/24/75 • 38.53 •
71-024A-OOE 04/08/7I 01/23/7S • 3853 •
71-O'24A-OOF 12/01/71 12/31/74 • 3853 •
71-024A-000 01/01/8I 12/31/02 • 3BS3 •
71-O'24A-OOH 12/01/71 06/30/76 3853 •
7I-0"24A-001 ]0/22/71 08/02/72 _ 385.3 •
71-024A-01 • 3A53 •
71-O"24A-OIA OS/_18/71 06/I7/BS • 38548 •
71-(Y24A-O1B 04/08/71 11/30/73 • 3858 •
71-024A-OIE 04/09/71 06/07/72 • 3858 •
71-O'24A-OIE 04/09/71 06/22/72 • 3859 •
71-024A-OIF 04/08/71 08/26/79 • 3859 •
71-O'24A-OIG 04/08/71 10/I3/72 • 3859 •
71-O'24A-OIH N/A • 3859 •
71-0"24A-011 10/13/71 12/13/75 • 3BSQ •
• 3ASIe
71-(Y24A-02
71-(Y24A-O2A 04/08/71 07/09/7S • 38,$5 •
71-024A-03 • 3A51 •
71-024A-O3A 04/0e/71 • 3854 •
71-024A-038 11/08/72 06/23/83 • 3B.$4 •
71-0_4A-03_ 05/15/71 01/01/74 _ SB.55 •3A52•
71-0"24A-04
71-O'24A-O4A 04/19/71 03/30/78 • SB,57 •
71-024A-04B 04/19/71 04/24/74 • 3857 •
7I-(Y24A-04C 07/0"2/71 I2/13/75 • 3857 •
• 3A52 •
71-0"24A-05
71-024A-OSA 04/21/71 04/0"2/73 3856
71-024A-OSB 07/0"2/71 10/12/72 ; 38,56 ;
• 3A52•
71-024A-06
71-O'24A-O6A 04/21/71 11/15/72 • 3855 •
71-024A-06B 04/21/71 12/31/72 • 38,56 •
71-024A-060 10/19/71 06/1B/73 • 3856 •
71-0_4A-07 • SA51 •
71-024A-O7A 04/14/71 03131/73 3B5.5 •
71-O'24A-OTB 04/14/71 03/31/73 _ 3855 •
71-0"24A-070 06/15/71 12/13/75 • 3BS.S •
71-024A-08 • 3A52 •
71-(Y24A OSA 04/28/71 12/22/7_ • 31357 •
71-0"24A-088 04/218/7I 12/2"2/72 • 3857 •
71-024A-080 05/15/71 07/04/73 • 3857 •
• 3A52 •
71-0_4A-I0
71-O'24A-10A 04/06/71 11/30/73 • 385.5 •
• 3A51
71-0"24A-I1
71-(Y24A-11A 04/23/71 12/31/71 • 3B54 •
71-024A-lIB 01106/73 01129/74 • 3854 •
71-024A-11C 10/17/71 12/13/76 • 3854 •
71-0_4A-12 • 3A.S3 •
71-024A-12A 04/_3/71 12/31/71 • 3857 •
71 024A-12B 01/06/73 01/29/74 • 3858 •
71-024A-120 11/_3/71 1_/13/75 • 3BS8 •





71-051A • 1A47 •
71-051A-000 05/30/71 11/30/73 • 1826 =
71-OSIA-OOE OS/30/71 10/25/72 • 1827 •
71-0SIA-01 • IAS3 •
71-051A 01A 11/14/71 03/27/72 ; 1832 •1AS1 •
71-051A-0"2
71-OSIA-O2A 11/27/71 01/21/72 1B27 •
71-051A-0"20 11/14/71 02/08/72 _ 1B'27
1B27 •
71-OSIA-02C II112/71 19/06/71
71-OSlA-O2D 11/14/71 01/16/72 ; 1828 *
71-051A-O2E 01/_P2/72 0"2/26/72 • 18"28 •
71-051A-O2F 01/23/72 03/01/72 • 1828 •
• 1AS2
71-OSla 03
71-OS1A-O3A 11/14/71 10/16/72 • 1828 •
71-051A 04 1B'2871-051A-O4A 11/13/71 10/27/72 ; 1A49
71-051A-04B 11/13/71 10/27/72 • 1829 •
71-OSlA 040 11/13/71 10/27/72 • IB2g •
71-OSIA-O4D I1/13/71 10/27/72 IB2g •
71-O51A-O4E I1/13/71 10/27/72 ; 1829 •
71-051A-O4F 11/13/71 10/27/72 • 1829 •
71-051A-040 11/14/71 10/27/72 I829 •
71-OS1A-O4M 11/14/71 10/27/72 _ 1829 •
71-051A-041 11/14/71 10/27/72 • 1830 •
71-OSIA-O4J 11/14/71 08/06/72 • 1830
71-051A-O4K 11/12/71 10/18/72 • 1B30 •
71-051A-O4L 11/09/71 10/27/72 • 1B30 •
71-OSIA-O4M 11/10/71 08/06/72 • 1830 •
71-OSIA-O4N 11/13/71 10/27/7_ • 1830 •
71-051A-040 11/13/71 10/27/72 • 1830 •
71-051A-O4P 11/13/71 10/27/72 • 1800 •
71-051A-04_ 11/13/7] 10/27/72 • 1830 •
71-051A-O4R N/A 1BSI •
71-OSIA oas 01/01/72 10/28/72 _ 1BSI •
75
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PICTURE + B_HANC_ DATA TAPE




MARS CLOBE PHOTOHOSAIC IND(_
INDEX OF IHAGES BY IO DECREE BOX




SOLAR X-RAY FLUX PLOTS (FICHE)
APOllO 150,PART.SHADOW LAYER,S173
IOMIN AND 2HR AVE COUNT RATE, TAPF
24SE£ AND ]OHIN AVE COUNT RATE,NF
2HR. AVE. CNT RATES (ORB. SUHRY) , MFU4
APOLLO 1SO, NAGNETO_I'--TBR, S174
24-S VECTOR HAQNETIC FIELD TAPES
192-S VECTOR B-FIELD PLOTS, NFII_H
192-5 VFCTOR B-FIBLO LSTNGS,
APOLLO 1SO,S-BAND TRANSPONDB_
JSC RAW DOPPLBR FRF_.DATA TAPES
SUB-SATELLITE ACCELEPJLTION TAPES
SUe-SAT ACCEL PLOTS eLISTINCS,HFLN
EOLE 1 .UPPER ATHOS WEA RELAY SYS
RAW 'STATE' AND LOC. DATA TAPE
0S0 7, WHITE * ELN CORONA('_,APHS
SYNOPTIC 01_ OF SOLAR CORONA
OS0 7, X-RAY SKy SURVEY,lO-550KEV
UCSO, COSHIC X-RAY SKYHAP
OSO 7, X-RAY SOURCES, Z.5-gA
1-SONEY CB-ESTIAL XRAy DATA TAPES
MICROFILM PLOTS 1-60KEV XRAy DATA
0S0 7, SOLAR X RAYS, 2-$23 KEV
UCSO SOLAR X-RAY CATALOG
OSO 7, CW_ RAy SPEcr.o.3-1OMEV
X-RAY (7-5-120KEV) DATA
C,AHNA-RAy EXP. RESPONSE FUNCTION
C,AFI4A-RAy (O.3-9.INEV) DATA
S-CU_ A,O.B-2SKEV ELE-PRTANA
COMMON CONDE_SI_) EXPERIMNTR TAPES
COMHONN UNCONDE_SED EXPRMNTR TAPES
COMHON SUHMARy PLOT TAPES
COMMON SUHHARy PLOTS, NFILM
COHHON QUICK LOOK PLOTS, NFlIJq
COMMON QUICK LOOK LISTIIN_, NFILM
PITCH ANCLE PLOTS .5 L VAL, HFIUq
S-MIX P_. • E- OIFF SPECTRA, HFIU4
S -CUSB) A, 2S -BT_E_PROT _
COHH0_ CONDENSED EXP_RIHNTR TAPES
COHHON UNCOND_S_) EXPR_NTR TAPES
COMMON _y P10T TAPES
COMMON _y PLOTS, NFILN
COMMON QUICK LOOK PLOTS, NFILM
C01_ QUICK LOOK LISTINg, l_IL_
PITCH A_ PLOTS .5 L VAL, I_II_N
5-MIN P-_ • E- DIFF SPECTRA, NFILM
S -CUBrl_ A , 35- 400t(EVELC1- SS
COMMON CONDENSED EXP_IHNTR TAPES
COf'_40N UNCOND_ED EXPRMNTR TAPES
COMMON S4JHHARy P10T TAPES
COMMON SUHHARy PLOTS, HFILH
COPI4ON QUICK LOOK PLOTS. HFIL_
COMHON QUICK LOOK LISTINOS, NFILH
PITCH ANOLE PLOTS .5 L VAL, NFIL_
S-NIN P_ • E- OIFF SPECTRA, HFILH
S-CUBeD AoFLUXCATE NACt_-TOMTRS
C0_4ON COHOENSE-_ EXPE_II_NFTR TAPES
COMMON UN_0NDE]NSED EXPRMNTR TAPES
COMMON SUMMARy PLOT TAPES
COMHON SUHHARy PLOTS, NFIL#q
COMMON QUICK LOOK PLOTS, HFZUN
COMMON QUICK LOOK LISTINQS, NFIL_
S-CUBI_ A,SRCH COIL MACTOHTRS
COMMON CONDB_ED EXP_RIHNTR TAPES
COHHON UN_ONDI_E_ _(PRIqNTR TAPES
COMHON SUHHARy P10T TAPES
COMHON SUMMARy PLOTS, HFIL_
CO_HON QUICK LOOK PLOTS, NFXLJq
COMMON QUICK LOOK LISTINW_S, NFIL_
S CUBED A,DC ELCT.FLD. NSRE
COMMON CONDE]qSED EXPE_IHNTR TAPES
COHHON UNCONDENSE_ EXPRI4NTR TAPES
COMMON _y PLOT TAPES
COMMON SUt_A_Y PLOTS, HFIL_
COHHON QUICK LOOK PLOTS, HFIL_
COMMON QUICK LOOK LISTINOS, MFILH
S-_ A,AC R_CT.FLD. MSRE
COMM_4 CONDENSED EXPE_IHNTR TAPES
COMI41ON UNCONDENSED EXPRF/_'TR TAPES






71-051A-04T 10109171 10117/72 • I831 •
71-OSIA-O4U 11110/71 10127172 • 1831 *
71-051A-O4V 11/09171 10127172 1831 •
71-051A-O4W 11/09/71 10127172 •e 1831 ,
71-051A-04X 01/01/72 10/27/72 1B31
71-OS1A-Ny N/A ; •1B31 •
71-051A-O4Z N/A * 11531 *
71-051A-041 11/14/71 10/2"2/72 • 1832 *
71-051A-0_
71-051A-OBA 11/14/71 10/28/72 ; 1A54 •1828 •
71-058A * 5_38 •
71-058A-0]
• 5A_5
71-058A-OIA 01/01/72 06/30/73 , 5852
71-063D • 2All *
71-0630-01 • 2All •
71-06_D-OIA 06/04/71 01/23/73 • 2813 •
71-063D-01B 08104171 01123173 2B13
71-0630-01C 0Z/2S/72 o21o_17_ ,_ *2813 *
71-06aD-02 • 2A12 •
71-06_)-02A 08/04/71 02/03172 • 2814 •
71-0630-028 0e/04/71 02/03/72 • 2B14 •
71-063D-02C 08/04/71 02/03/72 • 2814 •
71-063D-03 * 2A12 *
71-063D-O_A 0_/05/71 08/08172 2814
71-0630-038 07130171 07130171 ; _2B14
71-06a0-03C 11130171 02123173 • 2B14 *
71-071A * 4klS •
71-071A-01
• 4A15 •
71-071A-OIA 0_/27/71 07/04/72 • 4815 .
71-04_A
71-083A-0_ ** _A21 *5A22 •
71-O83_ -O'JA 10/11/71 01/15/73 _ 5832 •71 -O83A -03 5A2_ ,,,,
71-083A-OSA 09/29/71 05118/73 * 5831 *
71-04_3A-04 • 5A21 •
71-083A-O4A 10/0"2/71 05/24/73 * 5831 •
71-083A-O4B 03/27/72 01/11/74 • SB31 •
71-083A-OS
71-083A-OSA 10/02/71 02/27/73 * SO31 •
71-083A-06
• 5A_1 •
71-083A-O6A 09/30/71 12/27/7f_ * SBSO •
71-O83A-OEB 06/12/71 06117/71 5831 •
71-083A-0_C 10/03/71 12/2,5172 _- 5831 •
71-096A * 2A68 •
71-096A-01
71-098A-OIA 11/15/71 03/05/73 ** 2A69 •
_8109 •
71-096A-018 03/05/73 09/30/74 * 28109 •
71-098A-01C 11/17/71 03/07/73 • 20109 •
71-096A-OlD 02/10/72 03/07/73 = 20109 •
71-096A-OIE 12/09/71 07/_0/74 * _8109 •
71-096A-OIF 12/09/71 07/20/74 * _B109 ,m,
71-096A-01H 11/27/71 11/01/72 • _'B109 •
71-098A-O1J 12/03/71 08/04/72 ,t _8110 •
71-O96A-02 • 2A68 •
71-Oq6A-O2A 11/15/71 03/05/73 • _B107 I,
71-096A-028 OS/05/73 09130/74 • _B107 •
71-098A-0_C 11/17/71 03/07/73 • _8107 •
71-098A-O2D 0_/]0/72 03/07/73 • _8107 •
71-096A-O*2E 12/09/71 07/20/74 • 28107 •
71-096A-O2F 12/09/71 07/_0/74 • 20107 •
71-098A-O2H 11/27/71 11/01/72 • _BlOe •
71-098A-O2J 12/03/71 08/04/72 • 2B108 •
71-098A-03
• 2A89 •
7]-098A-OSA 11/15/71 03/05/73 • 2811] •
71-096A-038 03/05/73 09/30/74 • _8111 •
71-096A-03C 11/17/71 03/07/73 • _8111 •
71-096A-OSD 02/10/72 03/07/73 • _81]1 *
71-096A-OSE 12/09/71 07/_0/74 • _8111 *
71 098A-OSF 12/09/71 07/_0/74 * _BIII •
71-O96A-03tt 11/27/71 11/01/72 ',, _BII] •
71-096A-O3J 1_/03/71 08/04/72 * 28111 •
I1-096A-O_
71-098A-O4A 21/15/71 03/05/73 _ 2A68 •28105 ,,
71-096A-04B 03/05/73 09/30/74 * _B]05 •
71-096A-04C 11/17/71 03/07/73 * 2810S •
71-098A-O4D 0"2/10/72 03/07/73 • _8106 •
7]-096A-O4E 12/09/71 07/20/74 • 213106 *
71-098A-O4F 12/09/71 07/20/74 * 2B106 •
71 096A-05
2A68
71 098A-OSA 11/15/7] 03/05/73 • 28106 •
71-098A-OSB 03/0_/73 09/30/74 • _B106 •
71-096A-Of_C 11/17/71 03/07/73 • _8106 •
71-096A-OSD 02/10/72 03/07/73 • 2B106 •
71-096A-OSE 12/09/71 07/_0/74 * _BIO_ •
71-096A-OSF 12/09/71 07/_D/74 • 28107 ,
71-096A-06 * 2A69 *
71 096A-O6A 11/15/71 0_/08/73 $ 28110 •
7]-096A-O6B 03/05/73 09/30/74 • 2B110 •
71-098A-06C 11/]7/71 03/07/73 • _8110 •
71-096A-0_0 02/10/72 03/07/73 • _B110 •
71-096A-OSE ]2/09/71 07/_0/74 • _110 •
71-096A-O6F 12/09/71 07/210/74 * 28110 *
71 -O96A-O7
• _69 •
71-O96A-O7A 11/15/71 03/05/73 • 2810e •
71 098A-078 03/05/73 09/30/74 • _810_ •






































cOMMON SUI'HARY PLOTS, MFII-M
cOMMON QUICK LOOK PLOTS, MFILH
COHMON QUICK LOOK LISTINCS, HFILN
ARIEL 4,LANCHUIR PROBE
LANCHUIR Pt_OBEDATA, TAPE
ARIEL 4,MHZ BAND RADIO NOISE(E-F)
MHZ RADIO NOISE DATA, TAPE
ARIEL 4,VLF/D-F PROPAGATIOK
VLF/ELF PROPAG. DATA, TAPE
ARI R 4,L_-_Y _ED PART.
LOW _- _- PART" DATA, TAPE
HEDS 2.FLUXC_TE HAGNi_TDNETER,S201
HR-AVOD INTPL B-FIELD VF_"T3, TAPE
HR-AVCD INTPL B-FIELD VECTS,NFII-N
REFOR_410 HR-AV INPL B-FIELO VECTS
SINGLE POINT HAG FIELD DATA
RE}:ORP, ATTED SINGLE POINT HAG FLD
HEOS 2,ELCSTAT.AR.SOLAR ¥1ND,$210
1HR AV_ SOLAR wIND PROTON DATA
PRELIMINARY _J-
PIONEER 10,3-_IS HELIUM HA_
ENCOUNTER I RIN AV DATA PLOTS,_
1HIN, HOURLY. DAILY AVG. CRUISE
1MIN AVOD V_ HAG FIELD DATA,FILM
JUPITE_ ENC.TRAJ.1NSIDE 7RJ JC CO
PIONEER IO,CHAJ_GED pARTICLE COMIP
SOLROT COUNT RATE PLOTS, NFILH
PULSE _1_ ANALYSIS DATA, TAPES
5-MIN AVG. coUNT RATE TAPES
PI_ IO,_TBOID ASTRONOMY
ASTEROID/HETF-J_OID/SKY EMISSIONS
DATA ANALYSIS. FINAL REPORT
PIONEB_ IO,HETEDR01D DETECTOR
METEOROID I_IVIR_ DATA/JUP
PIONEER IO,JOVIAN TRAPPED pARTICL
ENCOUNIE_ DATA SUI4HARY TAPES
E_COUNTE_ DATA ANALYSIS TAPE
INTERPLANETARY DATA _Y TAPES
INHOHOGENEOUS DAILY SUM I_B_
I_ETARY DATA PLOTS,RFILM
24-H_ cOMPRESSED _Y DATA
PIONEER I0,_ _OTO_B,_-8_A
_ _T_ _IBI_ DATA
ULTRAVIOLET DATA PLOTS
PIONF_ I0, I_E _TOPO_I_
COLOR pRESS RELEASE _OT_A_
POLARIZATION DATA ON M130FI_
BLACK AND WHITE PHOTOGRAPHY
81W 8XlO _TO_A_Y
INDBES OF DATA
POLARIZATION DATA ON TAPE.
JUPITB IMACE LOC ON MICROFICHE
COLOR _TO_A_
INDEX OF gPIT_ IHAOES
PIONEE_ 10,CELESTIAL M_L-CHANICS
DOPPLER TRACKINC DATA ON HAG TAPE
DOPPLER TOKI[ / SOLAR OPPOSITI_
PIONEER 10, S-_ OCCULTATION
JUP._C_T - FINAL PLTSILS TS _
10 OCCULT - FINAL PLTS/LISTS HFLH
10 _CULI -- INTE)q_4ED.DAIA. TAPE
I0 OCCULI -- RED.TM SIGNALS, TAPE
JUPOCCULI - INII_MBD.DAIA, TAPE
JUP.OCCULI - RED.TH S]CNALS, TAPE
PIONEER IO,JOVIAN CHAROED pARTICL
PION-IO JUPIT_ ENCOUNIER TAPES
ONE HOUR CRUISE AVI_RAOES
PIONEER 10,_ pARTICLE TELE.
15-MIN AVFRAOIED JUPITER I_ICOUNTER
6-HR AVERACED INTERPLANETARY DATA
PIONE£_ 10,2 QUAD PSPHERE ANALYZRS
PLOTS OF BULK sPEED VS TIME-FILM
SOLAR WIND PROTON BULK SPFJ_) DAIA
FULL HISIORY, SOLAR WIND PROTONS
AVC SOLAR WIND PROTO_+MoM_S
DAILY AVG SOL WIND PROTON*HOHENTS
FULL HISIDRY SOL WIND PROT PLOTS
54 DAY S W PROTON T,N,V PLOTS
LIST DAY AVG S W PROTONtHOHE]_TS
PIONEER IO,ZODIACAL LIOHT PHOIOM
BACKCROUND SKY TAPES
DMSP, SCANNINO RADIOMETER (SR)
AURORAL IHAQERY
NIOH1-TIRE POLAR IMAGERY
OHSP, VERT TE_P PROFILE RAD (SSE)
[_qSP, ELECIRON SPECTROGRAPH (SSJ)
APOLLO 180,pART.SHADOV LAyI-_,S173
IOMIN AND 2HR AVE cOUNI RATE.1APE








































































































02110172 03107173 • 2BlOe •
12/09/71 07120174 i, 20106 *
12109/71 07/20/74 i, 28108
o 3A30
3A30 •
12/01/71 12/09/73 • 31139 •
• 3A30 •
12/01/71 12/09/73 • 3838 •
3A30 •
12101/73 12/0g/73 • 3838 •
• 3A30 •
12/01/71 12/09/73 • 3838
• 2A29 •
2A29 •
01131/72 06/01/74 • 2B31 •
01131172 10127175 _831
01131172 10/"25/76 o 2831
02/05/72 08102174 • 21331 •
02105172 08102174 . 2832 •
• 2A29 •
0,2106172 08/11/74 • 2B32 •
• 1A67 •
03103172 05100174 : IB.53 •1A71 •
11126/73 12/15/73 • 18S8 •
02/27/72 11/17/75 • 1858 •
09/03/72 09/30/72 • 1858 -
12/03/73 12/04/73 • 1859 •
• 1A71 •
03103172 01114/74 * 1858 •
03/03/72 12/31/87 I' 18.58 •
03103/72 12/31/87 • 1B58 •
• 1A95 •
03109172 01/07/76 • 1B.$9 •




11125/73 12119/73 • 1B54 •
12/04/73 12/05/73 • 185.5 •
03/03/72 05/30/77 • 1855 •
03/03/72 12/31/80 • 1B55 •
01/01/72 0"2/09/82 • 1855 •
02101/72 12/31/86 • 1855 •
• 1A74 •
03/11/72 05/30/81 • 11356 •
03130172 09125180 • 11357 -
• 1A68 •
11/01/73 12/15/73 • 1B55 •
04/26/72 07/_0175 • 1B.55 •
12102/73 12/05/73 • 1855 •
12/0"2/73 12/05/73 • 1BS.5 •
01126/73 02/15/73 • 1856 •
04126172 07120175 • 113-5,6 •
11/25/73 12/15/73 • 1B56 •
12101/73 12/05/73 • 1EL56 •
N/A • 1B56 •
• 1A7S •
10/05/73 12128/73 • 1853 •
11/13/81 12/09/81 • 1B53 •
• IA7S •
12/04/73 12/04/73 • 18_7 •
12104/73 12/04/73 • 1857 •
12/04/73 12/04/73 • 1B57 •
12/04/73 12/04/73 • IBL57 •
12/04/73 12/04/73 • 1857 •
12/04/73 12/04/73 • 1857 •
• 1A72 •
11/25173 1_/18/73 • 1B.59 •
03/03/72 03/23/88 • 1859 •
IA73 •
11126/73 12/15/73 : 1858 •
03/06/72 12/31/87 • 18.58 •
• 1A69 *
04/18/72 12/12/73 * 18S3 •
04118172 12/31/79 * 1854 *
04/18/72 12/15/86 • 1854 •
04/18/72 12/13/86 * 1854 *
04/18/72 11/04/86 • IB._4 *
04118172 06125/83 . 1_ *
04118172 06125/83 • 18.5_ *
04118172 06/25/83 . 18.54 *
• 1A96 •
05/17/72 10/06/73 • 1BSO •
• 4 ,I_.,_g *
• 4A40 *
06/16172 0-2123174 * 4B11 *





04126172 05/29/72 * 2814 •
04125172 05129/72 • 2815 •




































24-S V_'10R HACNETIC TAPES
192-S VECTOR O-FIELD PLOTS. MFII_H
192-S VECTOR B-FIELD LSTNOS, NFIJ4
APOLLO 160. S-BAND TRANSPONDER




DENSITY ORS. 160-300KN. FICHE
LNtDSAT IoRTRN BEAM VDCN CHRA SYS
LANDSAT 1,HLTSPCTRL SCANNI_ SYS
OAO 3, REFL. TELESCOPE.BOO-3OOOA
ULTRAVIOLET DATA
TAU SCORPII UV SPECTRAL ATLAS,TPE
IOTA H_LIS UV SPECTRAL ATLAS
UY PLOTS ON MICROFILM
COPERNICU_ UV OBSERVATION DIRECT
FAR _ SPECTRA COPERNICUS
BETA ORIONIS UV SPECTRAL ATLAS TP
UI/ EXPE_RIHE_T OBSE_INO HISTORY
GAHt_ PECAS1 UY ATLAS
COPB_NICU_ UV ATLAS OF SIRIU_
DAD 3,STELLAR X RAY BISS. 1-100A
RE])UCED DATA TAPES
QUICK LOOK PLOTS FLUX VS TIME
UCL OBSERVINC CATALOC
TIP 1, TRIAXIAL FLUXCATE HAGNTHTR
SOLAR ECLIPTIC _ PLOTS HFICHE
SOLAR ORIENTATION E]_RORS, NFILM
SOLAR 0RIBWTATION ERRORS- TAPE
PREDICTS) ORBIT PLOTS
IHP-H.TRI-AXIS NAONETOMETBR
15 SEC AVO0 MAGNETIC VECTORS,TAPE
1.3 SEC AV_ MAC FLD PLOTS. NFIL/4
15 SEC AVCD NAG FLD PLOTS, MFILJq
IMP -H, SOLAR PLASMA, FARA. CUP
H, J HOURLY AVCD SOLAR PLASMA,TAPE
S_ PBLSHD HRLY AVOD PLAS#dA PA_
SOLAR PLASMA-HICH RESOLLrIION
INP-H,SOIJ_ IONS*REC.IOOKD/
10 HIN,120 KEV F_OT CT RTES,HFILM
ALL COUNT RATES ON ENCYCLO TAPES
_Y DATA ON MAC TAPE
IMP-H, LF-PEDEA 2SEV-5OKEY
COLOR E-T SPECTROCRAHS, SLIDES
PLASHA DATA ON TAPE
164 SEC RESOLUTION PLASMA TP
IHP-H,ELEC. *PROT TLI-E _.50KEV
30 MIN AV_AOI_D COUNT RATES, TAPE




HALF FIR RES CNT RTE PLOTS, HFIIJ4
HOURLY AVERACE COUNT RATES, TAPE
IMP-H,COS.RAY NCLR COHP.
SOl. ROT. COUNT-RATE PLOTS. MFII_H
5.46 RIN AVG COUNT RATES ON TAPE
SECTORE_ RATE AND PHA TAPES(HOST)
IMP-H, PART. TF_E. *C_ TUBES
ARCHIVE TAPF_ OF ALL OE-TECTO_S
NASTEJ_ SCIENCE TAPES,5.6 HIN AVE.
X-RAY DATA(IO-MIN 24-HR AV0)MFIt.H
IO-MIN TO 24-H AVC X-RAY DATA, TP
24-HOUR SURVEy PLOTS,ALl DET-FILN
2-HOUR SURVEY PLOTS,ALL D_-F_.FIUq
12-DAY PLOTS ON MICROFILM
HR AVC 1-2.14-25 MEV FROT FLX,TPE
NCD HR AVC 1-2.14-25 MEV FLX PLT
DAILY AVQD PRO FLX GT 10,30,60 MV
IMP-H,PLASNA ELECTRO. /_ALYZ
IMP I,H,J 3 HR PLASMA P/d_q
H.J HI_RCE_ HRLY SOLAR WIND PLASMA
IMP-H.PLASHA WAVE _XP
B SPECTRAL _ ABOUT IO HZ
PLASMA WAVE LOW B ENVELOPE DATA





NOAA 2,SOi_ PROTON HONITOR
NOAA 2,SCA.NNIINK] RADIOMETER (SR)
NOAA 2,Y_Y HlCH RES. RIU). (VHR_)
NOAA 2,VE_T.TE_P.PRFL.RAD. (VTPR)








































































































04/25/72 05/29/72 . 2815 •
04/25/72 05/20/72 . 2815 .
0412S/72 0S/29/72 . 2815 •
• 2A13 •
04/27/72 05/28/72 * 281S •
04/20/72 04/21/72 * 2815 •
05/02/72 05/19/72 • 21315 •
• 3A12 •
• _A12 •






08/27/72 07129/79 • 5823 •
07/0'2/73 08/27/73 _ 5823 *
N/A * 58"23 •
12/09/72 07/05/77 * 548r23 *
08/27/72 02/15/81 • 54824 •
N/A
N/A ; 5824 •5824 •
NIA • 54E_4 e,
N/A • SE_4 •
N/A * 5824 •
* 5A1S •
08/25/72 12/14/80 • 5822 ,
08/30/72 12114/80 , 51323 •
08/2Sl72 12114180 • 5823 •
e 3A76 •3A76 *
2A40 •09/26/72 04/06/73 2853 •
09/28/72 11/04/74 • 2853 ,
09/28/72 11/04/74 . 28.53 .
09/25/72 12/31/70 * 2B53 •
• 2A41 •
09/26/72 04/03/73 , 28S6 •
09/25/72 04/02/73 • 2qB.56 •
09/25/72 04102173 -, 2B56 •
• 2A40
01/03/76 01/24/77 • 21854 •
08/03/76 10/31/78 * 2B.._1 *
07/16/77 09/08/77 . 2854 *
• 2A41 *
09/27/72 11/01/74 * 2854 *
09/25/72 05/09/74 • 285_ •
09/25/72 06/06/70 * 28.55 ,
* 2_41 *
10/13/72 09/17/78 . 2854 •
07/2)8/77 12/12/77 = 2_54 .
12/01/77 12/12/77 e 2854 •
* 2A42 *
09/27/72 09/25/70 • 2857 ,
10/01/73 11/30/77 , 2858 •
12/_3/75 07/06/76 2q_58 •
09126172 06107177 _ 2858 •
* 2A42
09/29/72 06/24/75 ,, 218.57 *
00/28/72 07/31/78 • _BS7 •
* 2A42 •
09/26/72 09/25/78 • 2857 •
09/27/72 00/2S/78 . 2857 •
09/2.5/72 09/25/78 . 2857 ,
09/28/72 08/2)0/75 • 2A41 •28.5S •
00/26/72. 10/19/72 • 285S ,
06/12/73 01/22/7S , 2855
09/28/72 01125/75 2855
09/26/72 03/11/76 ,e •
09/26/72 02/13/73 • _ •
09/26/72 12/31/73 * 2B56 •
08/01/7S 05/07/78 . 2_6 t,
08/01/75 08/31/78 • 2856 ,,
09126/72 05/02182 * 2_856 .
e 2A40 •
09/23/72 12/31/74 • _ •
01/01/75 12/31/78 * 2B54 •
• 2A42 •
10/26/72 08/03/77 • 2BS6 •
N/A * _BS7 *












4A40 •0"2/01/73 05/31/75 4B12 .
02/01/13 05/31/7S . 4B12 *
18
: SPACECRA_ LAURCHDATE
































DMSP, VERT TE_SP PROFILE RAD (SSj_
DMSP, ELECTRON sPECTROGRAPH (SS
SAS-B,HI-BqERCY _-RAY TB-E
C,AHHA RAY EVENT DATA ON MICROFILM
COUNT RATE OF C,APISA RAY BURSTS
ANTI-COINCID SCINT CNT RTS, MFILM
A-RATE SUPI4ARY TAPE
GAMMA-RAY TABULATE]) DATA, PUB
ESRO 4,POSITIVE-ION SPE£T_MTR,S45
POS.ION DATA, TAPE
DATA CATALOG OF EXPERPICr OPERATNS
NIMBUS 5,IR TB4P PROFILE RAD.
RADIANCE OBSERVATIONS ON TAPE
NIMBUS 5, sELECTIVE CHOPPER RAID.
SCR RADIANCE TAPES
NIMBUS S,MICRI_dAVE Sp_-TRONETBR
NE}SS OUTPUT TAPES (NE]qSOT)
N_ OUTPUT TP(NE)SSOT)ON M/FIE
NEHS BRIOHTNESS TERP - NICROFICHE
NIMBUS 5,ELEC SCAN MICROWAVE RAD
ESMR CALIB BROHT TEHP (CRY) TAPES
SELECTED ES#4R COLOR INACES
ESMR 70 1414 PHOTOFACSIMILE FILl4
SATELLITE-DERIVED oCEANIC RAINFAL
BRIO4TNESSTERP + SEA ICE CONCE_rr
NIMBUS 5,SFC COMP MAPPINO RAD
SEC COMPOSITION MAPPING RAD TAPES
NIMBUS 5,TERp-HUMIDITY IR RAD
II.5-MICRON CLOUD MONTAOE, FILM
6.7-MICRON CLOUD MONTAGES,FILM
11.S-MICRON CLOUD RADIANCE TAPE
6.7 MICRON CLOUD RADAINCE TAPE
AEROS. RETARDING POTENT ANALYZER
RPA pLASMA MEASUR14NT, TAPE
AE]ROS, SOLAR EIN RADIATION
BJV SPECTRA DATA, TAPE
AIJ_0S,NEUTRAL OE_W.A_4D TERPERATURE
NELrT TERP • DENSITY DATA, NFILM
P_OGNOZ 3,E)SERGETIC pART.DETECTOR
FIR AVC EN_G PART FLUXES ON FICHE
PRELIMINARY TRAJECTORY C_V_R1
PIONEER I1,3 AXIS HELIUM H_ON-
1MIN AV_ VR RAG FIELD DATA,FILH
I NIN, HOURLY, DAILY AVG. CRUISE
HI lIME RE_ B VRS, TAPE
SATURN ENCOUNTER MINUTE AVO PE CO
JUPITER E_C.TRAJ.INSIDE 7RJ JC CO
JUPITER I_COUNTER-I MIN. AVCD TAP
HRLY • DAILY HAG FLD AVOS
pIONEE_ ll,CHARCED PARTICLE CONP
1S-MIN PULSE HEICHT TAPES
5-MIN SECTORED COUNT-RATE TAPES
SOL.ROT.COUNT RATE PLOTS, NFILH
PIONEE]_ 11, ASTEROID ASTRONOMY
ASTEROID/METEOROID/SKY ERISSIONS
DATA ANALYSIS, FINAL REPORT
PIONEER 11, METEOROID DETECTOR
NETEOROID I_VIRONMB_T DATA/JUP
HETEOROID EXP RESULTS A1 SATURN
PIONEE_ II,JOVIAN TRAPPED pARTICL
ENCOUNTER DATA SUMMARY TAPES
I_NCOUNTER BINARY RI_UCTION TAPES
INTERPLANETARY DATA SUI_SARY TAPES
SATURN ENCTR BINARY REDUCTION TPS
INHOMDCENEOUS DAILY SUM INTERPLNT
INTERPLANETARY DATA PLOTS,NFILM
24-HOUR COMPRESSED _Y DATA
pIONEE_ ll.L,N PHOTOMETER,_OO-BOOA
BJV _D_ PHOTON EHISSION DATA
USC ULTRAVIOLET DATA PLOTS
pIONEE_ 11, INAOE PHOTOPOLARIHTR
COLOR PRESS RELEASE PHOT0(_RAPHY
POLARIZATION DATA ON HICROFIC_
BLACK AWHITE POLARINETER INACERY
B/W 8XlO PHOTOCRAPHY
INDEXES OF DATA
POLARIZATION DAIA 0N TAPE
JUPITER IRACE LOG DN MICROFICHE
JUPITER COLOR INAGERY
SATURN ENCOUNTER
SATURN E}_I(_OUNTER DATA ON NAC 1APE
INDEX OF JUPITER INAGES
INDEX OF SATURN INAOES
PIONEER 11. CELESTIAL MECHANICS
DOPPLER TRACKI_K_ (JUPITER E]_W_NTR)
DOPPLER TRACKINC OATA SATURN ENCO
PIONEJ_ 11, S BAND OCCULTATION
JUP.OCCUL1 - FINAL PLTS/LSTS HFLH
JUP.OCCULT -- INTBR94ED.DATA, TAPE







72-089A-03 • 4A42 •
; SA_.72-091A 5A.30 •
72-091A-01
72-091A-O1A 11/20/7"2 06/03/73 5B40 •
72-091A-DIS 11120172 06106173 _ 5840 *
72-0_1A-010 [ 1/I9/72 06/08/73 5840 •
72-O_IA-OID 1I/I8p2 os/oe/Ta _ sa_o •
72-091A-DIE I1/19/72 06/08/73 • 5840 •
72-092A • 3A38 •
. 3A39 •
72-092A-01
72-092A-OIA 11/22/72 04/14/74 • 3B41 •
72-097A * 4A24 •
72-097A-000 I2/19/72 07/31/74 • 4B_4 •
• 4A25 •
72-097A-01
72-097A-OIA 02/14/75 09/30/76 • 4B25 •
72-097A-(Y2 ,m, 4A24 •
72-097A-O2A 12/13/72 12/26/74 • 4B24 •
• 4A25 •
72-097A-03
72-097A-O3A I2/18/72 10/31/73 • 4B25 •
72-097A-O3B 12/18/7'2 12/31/73 4B_5 •
72-097A-03C 12/17/72 12/31/73 ; 4E_5 •
72-097A-04 • 4A25 •
72-O97A-O4A 12/11/72 05/16/77 • 4B_8 •
72-097A-O4B 12/15/72 02/10/73 • 4B'26 •
72-097A-04C 12/11/72 05/14/7S • 4826 •
72-097A-040 12/11/72 02/28/75 * 4B26 •
72-097A-O4E 01/01/73 12/31/76 • 4B26 •
72-007A-05 • 4A24 •
72-OqlA-OSA 12/11/72 12/30/72 • 4B25 •
• 4A25 •
72-097A-08
72-097A-ODA 12/19/72 03/12/75 * 4B25 •
72-097A-ORB 12/19/72 03/12/75 • 4B25 •
72-097A-08C 12/19/7_ 02/07/74 * 4B2S •
Z2-Og7A-080 12/1q/72 02/07/74 • 4B25 •
72 IOOA • 3A_4 •
72-1OOA-O2 • 3A25 •
72- IOOA-O2A 01/04/73 08/03/73 • 31127 •
72-100A-04 • 3A25 •
72-100A-O4A 12/23/72 08/05/73 • 3827 •
72- IOOA-OS 3B_7 •72-100A-OSA 12/26/72 0_B/09/73 _ 3A25 *
73-009A • 2A67 •
• 2A88 •
73-009A-01
73-O09A-OIA (Y2/I5/73 0"2/24/74 • 2B104 •
73-019A • 1A67 •
73-019A-000 0"2/27/72 05/00/74 • 1B60 •
IATI •
73-01qA-01
73-019A-O1A 04/06/7S 06/(Y2/73 -_ 1B66 •
73-01qA-OIB 04/06/73 12/31/8"2 * 1B66 •
73-019A-01C 04/30/73 12/I4/74 • IB66 •
73-019A-01D 08/30/79 09/08/79 • IB66 •
73-019A-OIE 12/03/74 12/03/74 • IB66 •
73-OIqA-O1F 11/24/74 12/24/74 • 1B66 •
73-OlqA-OIG 04/06/Z3 12/31/80 • ]EN_6 •
73-01gA-02 • 1A7_ •
73-019A-O2A 04/07/73 12/31/87 • 1B65 •
73-OIqA-O2R 04/07/73 12/31/87 • 1B65 •
73-Ot9A-(Y2C 04108173 01/14/74 * 1B65 •
73-019A-03 • 1A95 •
73 OlqA-O3A 04/11/73 12/29/74 • IBm7 •
73-01qA-O3B N/A * 1B67 •
73-019A-04 • 1A96 s
73-019A-O4A N/A • 1B64 •
73-OIqA-O4B N/A • 11)64 •
73-01qA-05 • 1A72 •
73-019A-ObA 11/25/74 12/09/74 • 1B61 •
73 01qA-OSB 12/0"2/74 12/03/74 • 1BE1 •
73-019A-05_ 04/16/73 05/31/77 1B61 •
73-019A-050 08/30/79 09/04/79 _ IB62 •
73-OIqA-OSE 04/16/73 12/31/80 • IB62 •
73-01qA-OSF 04/16/73 0"2/09/82 • 1B62 •
73-019A-0SC 02/01/73 12/31/86 • 1B62 •
• IA74 •
73-01qA-06
73-010A-O6A 04/06/73 05/23/81 • 1B64 •
73-OIqA-O6B 04/30/73 09/30/80 • 1B64 •
. IA68 •
73-019A-07
73-OIqA-O7A 11/24/74 12/04/74 • 1B62 •
73-019A-OrB 0S/30/73 09/05/79 • 1B_2 •
73-019A-07C 11/30/74 12/04/74 • 1B62 •
73-OIqA-OTO 11/30/74 12/04/74 • 1B62 •
73-OIgA-OTE 11/23/74 12/06/74 • 1B63 •
73-OlqA-O7F 05/31/73 10/29/76 • 11363 •
73-019A-O7G 11/23/74 12/0q/74 • I063 •
73-OlqA-OTH 11/2)9/74 12/06/74 * IB63 *
73-01qA-07 J 08/23/79 09/05/79 • IB63 •
73-OIgA-OTK 08/25/79N/A09/05/79 • 1B83 •73-OIqA-O7L • 1B63 •
73 OIqA-OTH N/A • IB64 •
• IAIS •
73-OIgA-Oq
73-OIgA-OgA 04/17/74 12/25/74 • IB60 •
73-O19A-OgB 08/01/79 09/1B/79 • 1B60 •
73-019A- 10 • IATS •
73-OlqA-10A 12/03/74 12/03/74 • 1B64 •
73-019A- 10B 12/03/74 12/03/74 • 1B6_ •
73 OIgA IOC 12/03/74 12/03/74 • 1B65 •
Z9
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PIONEI_ 11,JOVIAN CHARQI3D PARTICL
PION-11 JUPITER 13MCOUNTER TAPES
SATURN ENC.-CHAROFn PARTICLES
ONE HOUR CRUISE AVI_ACUE_S
PIONEER 11,_ PARTICLE TELl.
15-MZN AVI_AOIHD ._PITER ENCOUNTER
15-MIN AVB_AQO) SATURN E_CDUNTER
6-HR AVERACED INTORPI-ANETARY DATA
PIONEE_ 11.2 QUAD'SPHBq_ ANALYZRS
SOLAR _IND PROTON BULK SPEED DATA
FULL HISTORY, SOLAR MIND PROTONS
HR AVC SOLAR WIND PRDTONS*MOHE]MTS
DAILY AVC SOL MIND PR()TON_HONI3MTS
FULL HISTORY SOL WIND PROT PLOTS
54-DAY S W PROTON ToN.¥ PLOTS
LIST DAY AVC S V PROTOR"eNOMENTS
PZONEE_ I1, FLUXGATE NAQNETOIME'TER
JOY. E_OUNTI_ 5 MIN AV_. TAPE
SATURN E_IC()UNTER b NIX Arc DATA
PI0_ [I.ZOOIACAL L]CHT PHOTOR.
STARLIQHT/ZOOIACAL LIGHT E_PE_R
ATH SOLAR COVI_AE (FILM)
ATH MISSION OPB_ATION LOQ ON TAPE
ATM MISSION OP_TION LOC - FICHE
NISC. ATN SUPPORTING DOC., FICHE
SKYLAB.UN STELLAR ASTRONOHY(SO19)
UV SPECTRA/IHAOI3Ry 4X5 B/W
SKYLAB 5-019 FAR-LN DATA (I97Q)
SKYLAB.WHITE LT. CORONAC.PH (S0521
_ITE lI_ CORDNA(3_APHY-35HN
SELECTB) FLARE DATA, SET 1
SKYLAB, X-RAY SPECT. TE_-__:. (SOS,4)
R_). CONTRAST, _D Cl_. NE_. 705_M
FILM IMAO_E CATALOG (FIC) IBMI_FILM
SELECTED FRAJ, IES. ONE/DAY - (70NH)
SELECTED FLARE DATA,SET I
SKYLAB.UV SCAN.POLYCHRON. (SOSJSA)
SOLAR E_V DATA ON TAPE
QRAY LEVEL MICROFICHE
DIGITAL DATA ON MICROFICHE
HLO S_B RASTER DATA
SUPE_ _STE]R DATA ON TAPE
SELECTED FLARE DATA. SET 1
SKYLAB.DUAL X-RAY TELES_OPE(S0561
SOLAR X-RAY IHAGE_-BI-AC_/MHITE
XRE.A PRINTOUT ON MICRnFILN
BLACK*_HITE VE3_SION OF 73-027AO7B
FRAME CATALDCS ON MICROFICHE
SELECTED FLARE DATA, SET %
SKYLAB,UV AIRCLON HOR.PHOTO(SO_3)
DIGITIZED AIROLON DATA ON TAPE
DICITIZI_D ()ZONE DATA ON TAPE
DICITIZE]D AURORAL DATA ON TAPE
AIRCLO_ PHOTOCRAPHS ON FILM
OZONE PHOTOCRAPHS ON FILM
PH()TOC_APH_ OF COMET KOHOUTB(
AURORAL PHOTOS. (O-W) ON FILM
AURORAL PHOTOS. (COLOR) ON FILM
SKYLAB,E_'V CORONA S-HELIO. (SOB2A)
SPE£TROHELI0_APR IHAG_S ON 70MM
SELECTED FLARE DATA, SET 1
FRA_ CATALOC ON HAOTAPE
FRANE CATALOO ON MICROFICHE
HE 304 SYNOPTIC HAPS. HARDCOPY
SKYLAB. _ SPECTROCRAPH (S08_B)
SOL_R UV SPECTRA ON 701'_ FILH
FRAME CAIALOC ON MAGNETIC TAPE
FRAME CATALOC ON MICROFICHE
SKYLAB,H.ALPHA TFJ_ESC. I(PHOTD)HA1
H-AI-PtIA DATA ON 3.SHN FILM
ATM H-ALPHA ATLAS IN 47 VOLUH_S
SKYL.AB, M- SPE_'T . PHOTOC . -I_EP (S) 90)
INDEX OF E_REF PHOTOCRAPHS, MFICHE
SKyLA(). IR SPECTROHEIB-BEP(SIQ1)
SKYLAB, 13 ()AND SCANM_R-EREP(S192)
SKYLAB. HZCRO_AVE SCANT- E_EP(S193)
SKYLAB, L-BAND RADION. . _F_P(S|94)
SKYLAB,CORONAORPH C()NIAMIN. (T025)




LO_ ANT. DATA SUMMARy. H/FILM
LOWER AN']. DATA SUHMA_y - HAOTAPE
BURS1 RECEIV_ HOURLY PLDTS.HFILJq
BURST RECFIV_R 24 HOUR PLOTS
SPECTRAL BURST RECEIV[]_ HRLY PLOT
DMSP. SCANNINC RADIONETF_ (S_)
AURORAL IHAO[_Ry, MICROFILM
NIC_IH[ POLAR IHAOBY
DMSPo SUPPL[_HU_TARy S[]NSOR D(SS())






































































































11/19/74 12/12/74 • 1B67 •
08/30/79 09/05/79 . 1B67 *
o4/o6/73 03/2_/88 • 1B67 •
• 1A73
11/26/74 12/09/74 • 1B65 •
08/31/79 09/04/79 • 11165 •
04/08/73 12/SI/87 • 11365 •
1A69 •04121/73 12/31/79 1B60 *
04/21/73 05/08/86 • 11160 •
04/21/73 05/04/88 • 1B61 ,,
04/21/73 04/17/86 • 1B61
04121173 12106101 1B61
04121173 12/06181 • 1B61 *•
04/21/73 12/06/81 • 11161 •
• 1A71 •
12/0"2/74 12/03/74 . 1B6O .
09/01/79 09/01/79 • 1B6O •
• 1A96 •
05/28/74 09/24/74 • 1B67 •
• 4A32 •
05/28/73 02/08/74 • 5B42 •
05/28/73 02/08/74 • 5B42 •
05/28/73 0Q/0_/74 • 5B42 •
03/09/73 07/D9/73 • 5B42 •
• 5A31 D
06/05/73 01/11/74 • 51142 •
N/A • 5B42 •
• SA31 •
05128/73 02112/74 • 5B43 •
07129/73 01/21/74 • 5B43 •
• 5,_31 •
0_128173 01131/74 • _3 •
05128173 01/31/Z4 , 5B43 •
05/29/73 11/27/73 • 5B43 •
06/14/73 09/08/73 • 5B43 *
5A32 •05/28/73 02]08/74 51343 •
05/29/73 0Q/08/74 • S_44 •
05/29/73 0_/0e/74 • 5B44 •
01/2B/74 01/29/74 • 51144 •
01/28/74 01129/74 • 5B44 •
06/15/73 D1/21/74 • 5B44
• SA.33 •
N/A • 5B47 •
()S/29/73 (Y2/05/74 . 5847 •
N/A • SB47 •
N/A • 5B47 •
06/15/73 01/21/74 • SB47 •
* 5A32 •
0310"2174 03/03/74 . 5B45 •
021261?'4 0"2126/74 • 5B45 •
03/14/74 04/05/74 • 5B45 •
08/14/73 09/01/73 • 5B45 •
01/31/74 01/31/74 • 5B45 •
12/0Q/73 01/09/74 • 5B45 •
0_/11/73 02/07/74 • 5B45 •
09/11/73 02/07/74 • 5B46 •
• 5A32 *
05/28/73 01/31/74 • 5B46 ,
06/15/73 01/2"2/74 • 51346 •
05/28/73 01/31/74 • 5B48 •
0-5/28/73 01/31/74 • 5B46 •
05/23/73 0_/02/74 • 5B46 •
• 5A3_ •
N/A • 5B46 •
05/29173 02/03/74 • 5B47 •
N/A • 5fl47 •
5A32 •
05/29/73 02/03/74 • 5B44 •
06/29/73 02/03/74 • 5B44 •
• 4A33 •








10/31/74 04/26177 • 5B36 •
07/1_/73 06/28/7b • 5B37 •
5A26 •
07/12/73 06/30/75 5B37 •
07/12/73 03/09/76 • 5B37 •
07/12/73 04/28/77 • 5B37 •
07/12/73 04/26/77 • 5B37 •
05/07/75 04/24/77 • 5B31 •
• 4A3Q •
• 4A40 •
09/21/73 04/30/77 • 4B1_ •
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ORBITAL PLOTS FOR PROMIS PE_IO0
IMp- J,TRI-AXIS HAONETOMETB_
15 SEC AVCO HAQI_-TIC VECTORS,TAPE
AVO HAD VECTORS ON TAPE
15 SEC AVCD NAG FLD PLOTS, NFILJ4
1S SEC PLOTS,IHS SPECL pE]_S,HFIt.H
24-HR MAG FLD SUtIHARY PL_TS,FICHE
S-MIN AVC IHF • PLASHA, ON TAPE
5-MIN AVO IHF _" pLASHA, ON FIOtE
.32 SEC QSE HACNETIC FIELD DATA
II_P- J, SO_ p_ ,F_ .CIJP
I_PRp_BY HOURLY AV_
PB_ _LY AV00 P_ P_
SOLAR pLASHA-HICH RE_SOLUTION
5 MIN RESOLUTION PLASJ_A pARAI_-'rI_R
5-HIN AVQ INF • PLASMA, ON TAPE
5-NIN AVG IMF • PLASMA, ON FICHE
1-2 MINUTE RESOLUTION pLASMA PARA
IMP-J ,SOL. IONS'+_, IOOKEV
I0 MIN,220 KEV PROT CT I_TES,MFILM
ALL COUNT RATIOS ON I_N_YCLO. TAPES
IMP-J _Y DATA TAPES
LOW ENERCY PROTONS (.16-.22 HEV)
IMP- J, FJ.EC-_ PROT, 2SEV - 50KEV
pLASMA DATA ON TAPE
164 SEC RESOLUTION pLASMA
COLOR E-T SPB_TROGRANS, SLIDES
IMP- J, EL_.+ PROT, TEE. OR
_O-MIN AVG COUNT RATES, ALL MODES
3-DII_WSIONAL CONTOUR LIST,MFILM
HISTOGRAM _OTS, _IB
5.46 MIN. AVG. DATA ON HAO TAPE
II4P-J,ELEC+H'*HE SOLID ST.TEI-E
HALF HR REdS OMT RTE PLOTS, _IB
HOURLY AVPRAOE cOUNT RAT_, TAPE
HOURLY AVERAC,_) ELECTRON 1-5 NEV
HOURLY AVGO PROTONS 4-12.5 NEV
]I4P-J,COS_IC RAY NUCLEAR COHP
RATE AND PHA DATA TAPES
S.46-MIN AVC COUNT RATES ON TAPE
SOL. ROT. cOUNT-RATE PLOTS, MFli-H
HOURLY AVGD ALPHA pART(11-90 MEV)
]MP-J,pART.TELE- +OH TUBES
AR_4IVE TAPE_ OF ALL DETECTORS
HR AVO 1-2,14-2S ME'V PROT Ft.X,TPE
SURVEY PLOTS OF ALL DETECTORS
HOD HR AVC 1-2,14-25 MEV FIX PLT
DAILY AVC PRO FL.X CT 10,30,60
IHp-J,COSHtC RAYS(E VS DE/DX)
1-HR AVQD,20-40 HEY PROTON FLLIX
1-HR AVCD,40-80 HEY PROTON FLUX
INP- J , pLASHA , ELECTRO. ANALYZBR
I,IQ_ED IMP I,H,J 3 FIR pLASHA pARH
M_ED HOURLY SOLAR WIND PLASMA
5-MIN 14TAIL pARAM PLOT._LIST,MFILN
HR-AVG SW DE]q, V, PROT TE)qP, TAPE
HIOH RESOLU110N pLASHA.PROMIS PRO
INP-J,DC ELECTRIC FIELDS
DC E-FtELD AND Rt4S ELF NOISE-FIIJ4
HIGH TIHE RI_. E-FtELD _/B4TS-FU4
IHP- J, AC FJ_ECTR 10, HAG. FI ELD$
24-HR FJ.EC_HAG SURVEY PLOTS,MFILM
_IB tO,TFJ'E. PHOTO.
_THIHOON CALIBRATION S_ 70-M
_TH/_ON CALIORA1 I0N SEI_, FICHE
Vl3NUS E]_COUNTBR PHOTOS, 70-1qM
_Y 1ST B4COUNTER 70-HN
PR PHOTOS OF NERO AND VENUS
HI3q_:URY 2ND E]NCDUNTPR 70-144
vENUS BqCOUNTER HICROFICHE
HE]_'URY IST ENCOUNTPR MICROFICHE
HI-_CURY 2NO EqM('OUNTPR MICROFICHE
I_EXES OF DATA
HI_CURY _ ENCOUNTER 70-NI4
HTCF SE_R SUPPORTINC DATA IqlFILH
1PL SEDR SUPPORIINC OATA, NIFILM
MO_CURY EIN_OUNTBq_ IPL/RDR 7O-MM
IPL MERCURY STPRE.O 70-HI4
S_ _SSET SUP. DATA FOR ALL PHO
MERCURY IPL CALTECH HICROFICI'_
MPRCURY 3_D E_ICOUNTER MICROFICHE
PHOTOGRAPHY FROM ATLAS OF MERCURY
IRAGINC DATA ON MAONE-IIC TAPE
MARINER 10, RADIO SCIBWCE
vENUS OCCULT-FINAL PLTS/LSTS NFLH
RED TELE SI_I DATA, V_ OCCLT
VE_qtJS OCCt_TAIION, INIB_qED. DATA
I,_RC.OCCULT - REI).TM SIH_,TA_
HARINPR Io,SCAN.FJ.CTOSTAT ANALYZR
p_ D_AIL TAPE
MARINE_ 10, FLUXGATE MAONETOMETE1R
1.2 SEC PLOTS, SF_ COORDS, MFIIJ4



































































































73 Oe.,%A - 04 A
73 - 085,A - 048
10129173 12/31/79 • 2861 •
10130173 01111188 • 2B61 •
O3129186 06116186 : 2BISI •2A47 •
10130/73 07/06/88 • 2B6S •
01102174 05120175 21B65
101_o/73 121131ss *- 2B65
01/01176 0312217b • 2f_5 •
lO15.9177 DA/5-_/e3 2s6s ;04111177 os1231eo : 2_5
04112177 12131179 * 21B63 *
03122179 03122/79 . 2966 *
• 2A46 *
01101176 0ei07187 • 2B34 *
D8/01175 o6129134 • 2964 *
o71os177 o_104177 • 21_4 •
10131173 Oe/O_/80 . 2B64 *
04/11/77 05/23/80 • 2864 *
04/12/77 12/31170 • _ *
10/31/73 11114186 . 21_SS *
• 2A46 •
10/31/73 05/01/74 * 2B63 *
10130173 05102174 2863
I0/30/73 07131/88 : 2S63 :
0210117S 04130/e,5 • _ •
• 2A46 *
07/28177 12/12/77 • 2tB62 •
12/01/77 12/12/77 • 2B62 •
11/15/73 07/01/88 * 2862 *
• 2A47 •
10130173 03/11/80 • 2BE7 •
01/03/76 07113/76 2967 *
I0/30173 06125177 : 2B68 *
12/01/77 12/12/77 • 2B68 *
• 2A47 *
10/31/73 02102/75 * 2B67 *
10128/73 12131180 • _67 •
0_/01/75 12/31/80 • 2B67 •
08101/7S 12/31/80 * 2B67 •
• 2A47 •
10130173 09111185 * 21_66 *
10/30/73 09/29/85 • 2B86 •
10/30/73 08/2"2/8.5 * 21B67 *
08101175 0_/31185 • 2967 •
• 2A46 •
10/30/73 04/19174 • 2963 *
00/0117b 07/31/85 * 2tB63 *
10130173 03115176 2B84 *
06101175 0e131178 : 2B64 *
0q/26172 0510,2182 • 2B64 *
• 2A4§ *
08101175, 12131184 . _66 *
0q101175 12131184 * 284;6 •
• 2A45 *
10/26j73 12/31/74 * 21BE2 *
01/01/75 12/31/78 • 21B62 •
11/01173 08/11/80 • 21B62 •
01/12179 12/31/85 * 21B62 *
03/15/8_ 06/17/86 • 2B62 •
• 2A4S *
12/18/73 10/25/74 • 2861 •
12/18/73 10/_D/74 * 2B6I *
• _J_4S •
10/31/73 t2/06/81 * _[_3 *
• 1A]9 *
• 1A19 *
11103173 09123174 . IB33 *
11/03173 09/23/74 • 1B33 *
0"2/05/74 0"2/10/74 * 1B34 *
03129174 04102174 . 1B34 *
0.2104174 04103174 * 1B34 *
09123174 09/23174 . 1B34 •
02/05/74 02/05/74 • 1B34 *
03129174 0312)9174 . 1B34 *
09121174 09121174 1 B,,..3.5 *
02105174 09121174 : 1B35 •
03/12/7S 03/17/7S • IB3.5 •
11103173 09/23/74 • 1B35 •
11/03173 09/24174 • IB35 •
N/A * 1B35. *
031_17_ 0912_174 • 1B35 •
11103173 09123174 • 1B3S •
03/16/74 09121/74 * 1B36 *
03/1617S 03/18/75 * 1B38 •
N/A . IB3.6 •
11103173 O3116175 • IB36 •
• 1A20 *
12104173 02105174 . 1B33 •
02105174 0.2/05/74 . 1B33 *
N/A * 1B33 *
03129174 03/29/74 • 1B33 •
1A19 *
03128174 o3116175 : IB32 •
• IA19 *
11/03/73 04/14/74 * 1B33 *
11/03/73 04/11/74 * 1B36 *
81
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HR AVO INPL V_O VECTa_ ON TAPE
42 SE_ DATA. SF_Q COORDS. TAPE
42 SEC DATA. VENUS CODRDS, TAPE
6 SEC LISTS. SF-Q COORDS, NFILH
6-SEC NEAR-VENUS FIELD PLOTS
1.2 SEC PLOTS, VENUS COORDS,
1.2 SEC PLOTS. M_. COORDS, MFI_M
6 SEC LISTS, VENUS COORDS, HFILH
6 SEC LISTS, MERC. CODRDS, MFILM
1.2 SEC PLOTS, CSE COOf_, NFILM
8 SEC LISTS, CSE COOROS, HFILH
M_ PLASMA DETAIL TAPE
MAC FLD+IRAJ DATA PLOTS*LISTINOS
HRLY-AVO FLD-STND IMF/SOLAR WIND
1 HOUR AVENGED PLOTS
1,2,8,_2 S_ MERCURY E]NCTR TAPE
_INI_ 10, B_/ SPECTROSCOPy
INTERPLANETARy E_IS H-HE, ON TAPE
MARINER 10, I8 RADIOHETRy
IR RAD. DATA OF HERCURY ON TAPE
IRRADIOMETRIC DATA OF VENUS
IRRAD10HETRIC DATA OF HBK%'LIRy
MARINI_ 10, ENERGETIC PARTICLF_
PULSE HEICHT DATA ON TAPE
RATE DATA ON TAPE
NDAA 3, SOLAR PROTON MONITOR
NO/_ 3, SCANNINC RADIOMETER (SR)
NDAA 3,VERY HIOH RES. SAD. (VIIRR)
NOAA 3,VE_RT.TE)4P.PRFL.RAD. (v'rPR)
AE-C, CYL. ELECTROST. PROBE (CEP)
CEP DATA, UA TAPES
CEP DATA, UA HFIL_
AE-C, IRI.-AJ(mACC.SYS.(B)
HErA DENSITY DATA, UA TAPES
HESA DENSITY DATA, UA HFILM
AE-C, PHOTOELECT.SP_:£. (PES)
P_ DATA, UA TAPES
PHOTOELECT SPEC DATA, UA MFILM
AE-C, RETA/_ POT'L ANALYZER (RPA)
RPA DATA. UA TAPES
RET POT(_TIAL ANALYZER. UA HFIU4
AE-C,E_TRE)4E SOL.UY HONITOR(E_UH)
SOLAR FLUX H_SURE)_BNffS. FICHE
ABS. U.V. SOLAR FLUX, FICHE
AE-C, SOLAR ELW SPECTROH.(BJI/S)
EIN ABSORPT]ON DATA, TAPE
AE-C, OPE_ SOURCE SPEC'r. (OSS)
OP SOURCE-NEUT M.S.DATA, UA TAPES
OPEN SOURCE SPEC, UA HFILN
AE-C, NEtR.ATMOS.COMP.EXP.(NACE)
CL SOURCE-N83T M.S.DATA, UA TAPES
NE_ ATHOS COMP DATA, UA HFILH
AE-C, N_-ATI_S.TE_P.EXP.(NATE)
NEIJT ATHOS TEIHP AND COHP,UA TAPES
NBJT ATHS TE)4P-COHP DATA,UA HFLH
AE-C, NAG.ION MASS SPEC.(HIHS)
MAC ION MASS SPEC DATA, UA TAPES
NAG ION MASS SPEC, UA NFILH
AE-C,BENNL_Ff 10N MASS SPEC.(BINS)
ION M_kSS SPEC DATA, UA TAPES
8E_T ION-MASS SPE_, UA MFILM
AE-C, LOW E_EROY ELECT.E_P.(LFF)
LEE DATA. UA TAPES
LEE DATA, UA NFILM
AE-C, UV NITRIC OXIDE E_P.(lr_)
NITRIC OXIDE DATA, UA TAPES
UV NITRIC OXIDE, UA HFILM
AE-C, VISIBLE AIRGLOW EXP.(VAE)
VISIBLE AIRGLOW DATA. UA TAPES
VISI8LE AIRCLOW DATA, UA HFILM
SAN MARCo 4. N[_-,rrRAL ATHOS. COHP.
S_N MARCO 4. NE]3TSAL ATHOS. TE)_P.
D_SP, SCANNINC RADIOHETE_ (S_)
AURDRAL INAC[RY, _FLM
NIOIII-FIME POLAR IHACERy
OMSP, VERT TE]qP PROFILE RAD (SSE)
Dt4Sp, ELECT SPECTROCRAPH (SSJ/2)
DHSP, LICHTNINIG DETECI"0R CSSL)
S_ I,SPIN-SCAN BADIOHETER(VISSR)
VISS_ OICITAL DATA 1APES
VISSR VISIBLE. IMACERy, 7OHM FIB
VISS_ IR INACERy, 70HH FILM
AOIPS IR * VISIBLE IMAGE TAPES
IDA_ VISIBLE _ IR IMAOE DATA
S_ 1, SOLAR E_CET]C PARTICLES
SNS 1, SOLAR X-RAY MONITOR
SM_ 1,SIAX FLUXOATE NACNETOHETER
ATS 6,LOW DqE_y PROTONS
i HIN AVCO ION FLUX SUM PLOTS,FL_





73-0_5A-04C 11/03/7S 04/15/74 . 1836 .
73-085A-O4D 11/03/73 04/09174 • 18S6 .
73-08SA-O4E 01/20/74 02/06/74 • loS7 •
73-08SA-O4F 11/03/73 04/1S/74 • 11137
73-085A-04C 02/04/74 02/05/74 • 1837 •
73-085A-O4H 01/2)0/74 02/05/74 . 1837 .
73-085A-04I 03/25/74 03130174 * 1837 *
73-08SA-NJ 01119/74 02/05/74 11337
73-085J_,-O4K 03/25/74 03/30/74 _ *1837
73-08SA-O4L 11/03/78 11/06/73 • 1837 •
73-085A-O4H 11103/73 11/06/73 . 1838 •
73-085A-O4N 03/28174 03/16/75 . 11338 *
73-085A-040 03/29174 03/16175 * 1B38 *
73-08SA-O4P 11/03/73 09/18/74 • 1838 •
73-08SA-O4Q 11/03/73 09/18/74 * 1838
73-08.SA-O4R 03/26/74 03/31/74 • 1838 .
73-085A-05 • 1A20 *
73-OBSA-OSA 11/06/73 01/28/74 • 1B32 •
73-085A-06 * 1A20 *
73-O_SA-O6A 03129174 03129174 * 1B32 .
73-085A-06B 02105174 02105174 los2
73-08.5A-06C 03/29/74 03/29/74 _ *1_2 *
73-085A-07 • 1A_D *
73-085A-OTA 11103173 03121/75 • IB38 .
73-085A-07B 11103/73 09/23/74 . 1839 .









73-101A * 3A1S •
73-10]A-01 3A15
73-101A-O1A 12/16/73 12/11/78 * 3816 •
73 lOIA-01B 12/19/73 09123/75 * 3B16 *
73-101A-02 • 3A16 •
73-101A-O2A 12116/73 12/11/78 • 3816 *
73-101A-0"_B 12/19/73 09/23/75 ; 3B17 *73-101A-03 3A16 *
73-101A-O3A 12116173 12111/78 3817
73-101A-038 12/19/73 09/23/75 ; *3817 *
73-101A-04
• 3A16
73-101A-O4A 12/16/73 12/11/78 • 3817 *
73-101A-048 12/19/73 09/23/75 . 3018 •
73-101A-05
• 3A17 .
73-101A-058 03/14/74 11127/74 • 3818 •
73-1OIA-05C 12120173 12131/73 * 3B18 *
73-1OIA 06
• 3A17 *
73-101A-068 02/0"2/74 02/28/74 • 3819 *
73-101A-07 • 3A18 •
73-101A-OTA 12/16/73 12/11/78 382_ *
73-]01A-078 12/19/73 09/23/7_ ; 3820 •
73-101A-08 * 3A18 *
73-101A-OSA 12116178 12/11/78 • 38"20 •
73-101A-088 12/19173 09123/75 * 3820 •
73-101A-09
73-I01A-OgA 12/16/73 12/11/78 ; 3A18 •3820 •
73-101A-098 1_/19/73 09/23/75 * 3821 *
73-]01A-10
• 3A17 •
73-101A-lOA 12/16/73 12/11/78 * 3819 *
73-101A-108 12/19/73 09/23/75 • 3819 .
73-101A-11
• 3A16 •
73-101A-11A 12/16/73 12111178 • 3816 •
73-101A-118 12119/73 09/23/75 • 3B16 *
73-101A-12
73-101A-12A 12/]6/73 12/11/78 ; 3A17 •3819 *
73-101A-128 12/19/73 09/23/75 ; 3819 *73-I01A-13 3A15 •
73-]01A-13A 12/16/73 1_/11/78 • 381_ •
73-|01A-138 12/19/73 09/23/75 * 3816 *
73-101A-14
• 3A17 •
73-101A-]4A 12116/73 12111178 * 3818 .
73-101A-]4B 12/19/73 0q/23/75 * 3818 •





74-015A • 4A39 *
74 01SA-01
• 4A40
74~OISA-OIA 03/23//4 05/07/76 . 4019 •
74-015A-010 03/23/74 04/3O/7S • 4012 •
74-015A-(Y2 • 4A41 •
74-015A-03
74-01SA-04 ; 4A4_ *4A40 *
74 O_A * 4A74 •
74-033A-0] 4A77 *
74-033A-OIA 05117174 10120/75 _ 4B37 ,
74 033A-OIB 08/30/74 04/19/79 • 41337 .
74 033A-01C 08129/74 04/19179 41337
74-033A-OID 05117174 09126175 : *41337 *







74-039A * 2A16 *
74-039A-01
74-039A 018 06/11/74 09/08/7b ; 2A1628_0 •



























































64-SEC AV¢ B IN DIPOLE coORDINATE
64-SEC AVD K-1 BAND ULF INDEX
ATS 6,LOW E_Y PRTN-_
ELECT . +PROTON SPECTROCRANS, MFILN
ATS 6, PRTCI. ACCEL. HEASURB_E3Nff
ELECTR-PROT PLOTS VS TIE, NFIUN
ATS 6.AURORAL PI_TCLS. EXP_RIHENT
pLASMA SPECTCHS WHILE S/c
CFJ3SYN PLASHA ENVIRON. PICT ATLAS
ATS 6,SOLAR COSMIC-RAY _XP_.
ATS 6.0MNIDIRECTIONAL SP_-
E_ERGETIC pARTICLE SPECTROHE'rB_
ATS 6,VB_Y HIGH RES- RAD. (VHRR)
B/W VISUAL IHAGES ON FILN
B/_ INFRARED IHAC, ES ON FILM
GVHRR IR DIGITAL IHACJE DATA,TAPE
HAWKEYE, LE_E])EA
HAWKEYE, ELF-VIE
AEROS 2, RETA_IN_ POT N_ALYZEN
RPA PLAS_ H_, TAPE
AltOS 2, IHPBDANCE PROBE
ELECTRON DENSITY DATA, TAPE
AEROS 2, BJV SPECTROMETER
E]JV sPECTRA DATA, TAPE
AEROS 2, NSJTRAL ATMOSPHERE TE34P.
DMSP. 5CANNINO RADIONETE_ (_)
AURORAL IHA_,
NIOHI-TIME POLAR IMAO_Y
DMSP, VI_T TB_P PROFILE _ (SSE)
DHSP, ELECT SPECTROGRAPH (SSJ/2)
ANS, 15(X)-3300A ULTRAVIOLET EXP.
1N POI_SOURCES CAT
UV INTERSTELJ-_ EXTINCTION EXCESS
ANS, HARD(2-40 KEV) X-RAY EXP.
REDUCED DATA BASE
HXX OBSE_VIN_ CATALOG
UK 6,2-10 KE'V SKY SURVEY
3A CATALOGUE OF X-RAY SOURCES
3A CATALOOUE ON MICROFICHE
NOAA 4, SOLAR PROTON MONITOR
NOAA 4, SCJ_INO RADIOHETE_ (SR)
NOAA 4,VERY HIGH RES. RAD. (VHRR)
NOAA 4,VERI" .TEMP.PRFL RAD. (V'TPR)
ORBIT AT-rITUOE DATA ON RAG TAPE
HELIOS-A,]RIAX- FLUXGATE HA_I4TR
8 SEC AVO RAG FIFJ-D vECTOR DATA
HOURLY AVO MAC FIELD vECTOR DATA
HE_E_ HOURLY AV_ FIELD 4 PLASMA
1-H AVE PLOT. PLASMA * RAG HE_ED
HELI OS-A ,TR IAX .FLUXGATE HACNETMTR
HOURLY AVERAGED HAG J_I_TIC FIELD
FF_J_IOS-A,TRIAX S_ COIL HA_NTR
B-S AVG SPECT DEN 8 C_AN 6.8-1470
SOLAR wIND PLASMA WAVE
24-HR SURVEY PLOTS, HFILN
HELIOS-A,FINE WAVE SPECTRUM ANALS
StJ_VEY PLOTS, 1HZ TO 207KHZ, HFILH
HEJ_IOS-A,27-KHZ - 3-HHZ RADIO I_fE
LOG ANT TENP VS TIHE,24 HR PLOTS
LOG ANT TE]_P VS TIHE ON TAPE
LOG ANT TI_P,HONTHLY PLOTS
HELIOS-A,II4EV-IGB CR PROT.*ALPt_A
HOURLY AVO cOUNT RATE DATA
HELIOS-A,COSHIC RAY DETECTORS
SECTORI_D X-RAY PLOTS, MFIL_
HOURLY AvERAO_D FLUXES OF PROTONS
HELIOS-A, pLAS_ DETECTORS
HOURLY AVG. pLASMA DATA
HBQE]D HOURLY AvQD FIELD + pLAS4_
1-H AVE PLOT, pLASMA * RAG 14E]RCED




ZODIACAL LICHT DATA ON TAPE
HELIOS-A ,HI CROH_'T EORO ID
MICROMETEDROID IHPACT DATA
LANDSAT 2 ,RTRN B_t_4 VOCN CHRA SYS
LANDSAT 2,HLTSP_RL SCANNEN SYS
S_ 2.SOLAR ENE_ETIC pARTICLES
SHS 2. SOLAR X-RAY MONIIOR
SHS 2.BIAX FLUXGATE NAON_ToHETI_R
SHS 2,SPIN-SCAN RADIOM_-TEN(vISSR)
BIT - YISSR DIGITAL DATA TAPES
VISS_ VISIBLE IHAC_Y, 70_M FILM








74 -03g A -O"J_ 05131174 00/09/7B 2g_O
74-039A-021_ 0-5131174 09108175 : 28_0
74 -03gA-O_
74-039A-OBB 061_0177 0_12117_ _ _ °2A17 I'
74-039A-04
74-039A-O4A 06/14/74 03/31175 • 2B21 •
74-03qA-0_ • 2A17 •
74-039A-OSA 07/18/74 04/09/77 2_21
74-_A-OSB 07/0s/74 0_/I7/76 ; _1
• 2A17 •
74-039A-06 • 2A17 •
74-039A-07
74-039A-OTA 06/14/74 12/31/77 • 2B21 •
• 2A17 •
74-039A-08
74 -039A-04_ 06107/74 0_/1_/74 • _B_I •
74-039A-O_B8 06/07/74 08/15/74 • 2B_21 •
74 -039A-080 06/I7/74 08120/74 • 2B21 •
• 2A2B •
74-040A • 2A28 •
74-040A-02 • 2A28 •
74-040A-03
74 -OSJ_A _ 3A25 •3A26 •
74 -05,5A-02
74-055A-(Y2A 07/20/74 09/04/75 • 3B_7 •
74-05_A-0_
74 -055A-O3A 07/23174 09/25/75 • 3_ _r7 •
• 3),25 •
74 -OS,5,A - 04
74-O_A-O4A 07121174 07103176 • 3B27 •
74 -05,SA-OS
• 4A39 •
74-063A • 4A40 •
74-o63A-01
74-O63A-OIA iO101174 II128174 • 4B1_ •
74-063A-OIB 10101/74 11128174 • 4812 •
• 4A41 •
74-063A-02 • 4A42 •
74-063A-03 • 5A09 •
74-070A * 5AO9 •
74-O70A-O1
74-070A-OIA N/A _ 5809 •
74-070A-OIB N/A 5BOg •
• 5A09 •
74-070A-03
74-070A-OBA N/A • 5,B09 •
74-070A-OBB N/A • 5B09 •
74-O77A • 5A36 t
• ,_36 •
74 -077A-(Y2
74-077A-O2A 10/18/74 03/14/B0 • _2 •
74-077A-O_O i0/1e/74 _/i4/eo ; ses2-4A62 •
74-089A ,) 4A68 •
74-089A-01 t 4A65 •
74-089A-(Y2 4A65 •




74-Og7A-OOE 12/10/74 05/31/78 • 1Bll •
• 1Al11 •
74-097A-01
74-097A-OIA 12/10/74 04/30/76 t 1B12 •
74-097A-OIB 12110/74 06/30/79 • 1B12 •
74-097A-010 12/10/74 12/29/80 t 1B12 •
74-097A-OID 12/10/74 12/29/80 • 1B13 •
• 1AIIO •
74-097A-0_
74-097A-O2A 12/14/74 12131177 • 1B12 •
• 1Alll •
74-097A-03
74-O_TA-O3A 12110174 09/20/7S • 1B13 •
• 1A108 •
74-097A-04
74-097A-O4A 12/10/74 12/31/77 • 1Bll •
• IAllS •
74-097A-05
74-097A-O-%A 12/10/74 12/31/77 • 1Bll •
• IAl16 •
74-097A-06
74-097A-OSA 12/10/74 04/30/76 • 1Bll •
74-097A-O6B 12/13/74 04/25/76 • 1BI1 •
74-097A-060 12/10/74 04/30/76 •e IBll1Al14
74-097A-07
74-097A-O7A 12/11/74 12/31/83 • 1B12 •
• IAl13 t
74-097A-08
74-097A-OBA 12/17174 02112184 • 1BI3 t
74-097A-OBfl 12/15/74 02/12/84 • 1B14 •
• 1klO7 •
74-097A-09
74-097A-0gA 12112174 12131/80 1BIB •
74-097A-OgB 12110/74 12/29180 ; 1B13 •
74-097A-090 12/10/74 12/29/80 • 1B13 •
• IAIIO •
74-097A-10
74-097A-IOA 12/10/74 12/31/80 ') IBll •
• IAI16 •
74-097A-11
74-097A-11A 12/11/74 02/1818.5 • 1B12 •
74-097A- 11B 12/11/74 (y2/18/8_ • IBI2 •
• IA116 •
74-097A- 12
74-097A- 12A 12/19/74 01/0"2/80 • 1Bll •
• 4A68 •
75-004A • 4A70 •
75-004A-01
7S-O04A-(Y2 e 4A69 •4A74 t








75-011A-O4A 0"2/17/75 08128/75 _ 41337 •
75-011A-O4B 04119/79 0,2/01180 • 4B37 •
75-011A-040 04/19/79 09/1_/79 • 4B38 •
03
SPACECRAFT NA/E LAUNCH DOTE
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AOIPS IR + VISIBLE IHA_,E TAPES
IDAMS VISIBLE + IR IHA_ DATA
OEOS 3,RAOAR ALTIMk-TER SYSTB4
SAS-C, EXTRAGALACTIC 1.5-10KEV
qUICK L80K DATA PLOTS
SAS-C, SCORPIO MONITOR 0.4-80KEY
QUICK LOOK DATA PLOTS
Y-AXIS POINTED OBSGRVATION LOC
SAS-C, CALACTIC ABS. 0.2-10KEV
QUICK LOOK DATA PLOTS
Y-AXIS POINTED O_ATION LOG
SAS-C, GALACTIC MONITOR ] . 8-8K_
QUICK LOOK DATA PLOTS
Y-AXIS POINT_ OBSERVATION LOG
I_HSP, SCANNING RADIOMETER (SR)
AURORAL IMAGERy, HFLM
NIOHT-TIME POLN_ IHAOB_y
DMSP. VinCi TE_IP PROFILE RAD (SSE)
DMSP, ELECT SPECTROCRAPH (SSJ/2)
VE_B_A 9, PLASMA ELE_RST SPE£T_q
I-HR AVE SOLAR WIND V + T, NFICHE
VENE]_A 9. PANORAMIC TR EPHOTOHETR
LANDER PHOTOCRAPIty
NIMBUS 6.TRP WND ENG CONV(TWBRLE)
NIMBUS 6. HION RES IR SNDI_(HIR_j)
HIRS BRIGHTNESS TI_P ON /O-MNFILM
HIRS/SCA_ RADN, TMP+HUMIDITY TP
NII_ 6.ELEC SCAN MICRO RAD,ESHR
FSHR BRIGHTNESS TMP ON 70-HM FILM
NIMBUS 6.LZH8 RAD INVER RAD.LRIR
N- INVR THP+OZONF PRFL ARCH TP(TPAT)
1HDUS 6, EARTH RAOIATION B_
NIMBUS 6.1_E_ _T_ RADIO_R
NIMBUS 6,SCANNINO MICROI#AVE SPELT
SCAHS OUTPUT TP OF H20+TMP(SOTA)
SC_ RADN, H20*TMP ON 70-HM FILM
HIRS/S_ RADN,TNP+HUMIDITy TP
NIMBUS 6, TE]qP-HUMZDTTY IR RAD
I1.5-MICRON CLOUD HONTADE,FILM
6.7-MICRON CLOUD HONTAOE,FILM
]I.5-HICRON CLOUO RADIANCE TAPE
6.7-NICRON CLOUD RADIANCE TAPE
V_ERA IO,P1-ASHA EIJ_CTRST SPECTRH
1-1tR AVE SOLAR WIND V + T, MFICH_
VE_#ERA 10, PANORAHIC TELEPItOTOHETR
I-ANDE_ PHOT DORAPHY
SKY MLAPS OF SPACECRAFT POSITIONS
060 8,HICH-RES8LUT]ON UV SPECTRDM
SPECTROHEL]OORA/4 ON MAC. TAPE
LIMB ORICHT_INC ON HAG. TAPE
VROCITY STUDY ON HAD. TAPE
SPECTRUM SCAN 0N MAC TAPE
SPECTRUM RANGE SCAN ON HAO. TAPE
SINCLE WAVELE_NCTH HONITORINC DATA
MISCELI_ANF_ DATA ON HAD. TAPE
CAT. OF SORTEgD FINAL DATA TAPES
DATA R[-DUCTION PROCRA/qS ON TAPE
OSO 8,ST_LL_SOL X-TAL SPECTROSCDp
H_CE]D X-RAY DATA
0S0 8, HAPPING X-RAY HF-LIOMETB
DAILY SOLAR X-RAY DATA
OSO 8,SOFT X-RAY BKONO RADIATION
REDUCE]) DATA TAPES
OSO 8, COSMIC X-RAY SPECT_SCOpy
SPIN AXIS POINTING HAPS
0S0 8,HIGII ENERGy CELESTIAL X RAy
CELESTIAL X-RAY SOURCES 086
OSO 8. EUV IRON EARTH _ SPACE EXP.
COLOR DATA PLOTS ON UV E_ISSION
8/'d DATA PLOTS ON UV B4ISSION
ASTP, MICROBIAL EXCHANOE (AR-O0_)





_PHD_ERIS DATA ON MAC. TAPE
EPHI_IE_IS DATA ON MICROFILM
ASTP, E_V SURVEY (MA-08_)
B./V DATA ON MAC TAPE
ASTP, HELIUM DLOW (HA-088)








75-011A-040 06/12/74 09/12/79 4_
75-011A-04E 02106175 10127175 _ 48_8
75-027A
75-027A-01 * 4A16 •
76-067A • 4A16 •
76-037A-01 * 5A30 •
7_-037A-OIA 01/25/76 04/07/79 * 5841 •
75-037A-02
76-037A-O2A 01/26/76 04/07/79 _ 5A30 •
75-037A-(Y2B 05/30/75 03/23/79 • 5841 •
75-037A-03 * 5A30 •
75-O_7A-O3A 01/26/76 04/07/79 5841
76-067A-038 05/30/75 03123/79 ; •5841 •
7S-037A-04 * 5A30 •
75-037A-O4A 01/25/76 04/07/79 * 5841 •




75-043A-OIA 0513017_ O7131177 • 4B13 •
75-043A-OIB 06130175 07131177 . 4B13
76-043A-02 4A41 •
75-043A-03 _ 4A42 •
75-060A • XXX •
7S-OSOA-IO • XXX •
75-050A-IOA 06/09/78 10/31/75 . 1_2 •
75-0500 • 1A29 •
7S-OSOD-OI * IA30 •







75-052A-O2A 06113175 05126176 * 4B27
75-052A-028 06/17/75 03/04176 : 48_7
75-062A-03 * 4A27
75~O5_A-O3B 06/22/75 08/11/77 ; 4828 •-062A-04
4A26 •
75-O_2A-O4A 06/2>0/75 01/06/76 • 4826 •
75-052A-06
• 4A_7•
75-052A-09 • 4A_6 •
75-052A-10 • 4A27 •
7S-OS2A-IOA 06/15/75 05/29/76 • 41_7 •
75-052A-106 06/15/75 03/0*2/76 . 41r27 •
75-052A-100 08/17/75 03/04/76 . 41r27 •
75-052A-12 * 4A27 .
75-052A-12A 07/14/7_ 0"2/13/77 * 41_26 •
75-062A-128 07/14/75 0"2/13/77 • 4B26 •
75-062A-120 06/18/75 09/14/76 4827 •
75-052A-I_D 0_/18/75 05106177 : 4827 •
75-0_4A
75-054A-10 ; XXX •XXX •
75-054A-1OA 06/16/75 04/19/76 • I882 •
75-0540
75-05AD-01 • 1A_9 •
1A30 •75-054D-OIA 10/25/75 I0/25/75 1883
75-057A * 5A2_2 •
75-057A-000 NIX • 51332 e
75-057A-01 * SA23 •
75-057A-OIA 06/28/75 09130/78 • 5832 •
75-057A-018 09/28/75 09/30/78 * 5832 •
75-057A-010 06/25/78 09/30/78 * 5833 •
75-057A-OID 05/23/75 09/30/78 • S633 *
75-OSZA-OIE 06/23/75 06/24/78 . 5833 •
75-057A-017 06/23/75 09/18/78 • 5833 •
75-057A-01C 06128175 07/2"2/78 5B33
75-057A-OIH N/A ; •5833 •
7_-057A-011 N/A
75-057A-03 _ 5834 •5A23 •
75-057A-O3A 07/24/75 09/15/78 _ 5834 •
75-057A-04 • 5A2_ •
TS-057A-O4A 06/24/75 09/30/78 . 583_ .
75-057A-05 • 5A_3 •
75-OSZA-OSA 06/25/75 0q/30/78 _ 5834 •
75-057A-06 s 5_26 s
75-OSZA-O6A 07/0"2/75 10/01/78 s 5834 •
75-057A-07
75-057A-OTA 06/21/75 09/30/78 _ 5A236_634•
76-057A-08 • 5A23 •
78-057A-OBA N/A • 5634 •
76-057A-OSB N/A 5835 •
75-065A ; 4A12 •
75-065A-01 • 4A13 •
7_-065A-0_
• 4A13 •
75-065A * 4Al1 •
75-066A-000 NIA * 489 •
75-068A-00_ N/A • 489 •
75-066A-00F 07/15/75 07/24/75 • 489 •
76-066A-000 N1 A
75-O$6A-OOH 07/]6/75 07/24/75 ; 4Bg •489 •
75-066A-001 07/16/75 07/24/75 ; 489 •1 4All
7_-065A-O]A 07/15/7_ 07/24/75 * 489 *
76-066A-0_ • 4All •
75-066A-O_A 07/]6/7_ 07/24/75 • 4810 •
75-066A-15 * 4All *
75-066A 17 4A12 *
75-066A 17A N/A _ 4810
84
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ASTP, CRYSTAL (_OVIH (RA-028)
ASTP, STR_TOSPH AERosOLS (HA-O07)
SECOND OENBLkTION POS. 70 14H FIU4
PHOTOMETER INTENSITIES VS TINE,TP
ASTP. EARTH OBS .* PHOTOS (14A-136)
EARTH 0B_; + PHOTOS, 3.5HI4 COLOR
70HH COLOR FILM
ASTP 0KILLIFISH HATCH+0RNT (HA-161)
ASTP, ZONE FORMING FUNGI (HA-147)
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF VIKINC MARS SCI
VIKING 1 ORBITER, IMAOI3RY
BLACK • WHITE PRESS RELEASE PHOTO
RECTILINEAR ORBITAL PHOTOI_J_PHY
ORXHOCRAPHIC 0RBITAL PHOTOGRAPHY
COLOR PRESS RELEASE PHOTOGRAPHY
sBDR SUPPORT DATA ON MICROFILM
B/W MOSAICS
STEREO PAIRS 5XS-INCH FILM
INDEX BY LAT/LON AND I0 DEC BOX
MOSAIC SUMMARY AND INDEX,MFILM
INDEX TO PHOBOS, DEIHOS, STAR
SECT ", ORTHO INDEX BY ROLL FILE
LIST OF IHAOES BY qUAD, LAT/LONC
IPL PROCESSED PHOTOGRAPHY
PRIME, EXT. CONT MISSION PIC CAT






BJ_ PHOTOMOSAICS 1:500 K
USGS PHOTONOSAICS 1 : 2M
IMAOING DATA OR MADlY-TIC TAPE
VIKINC I ORBITER, RADIOHETER
DECALIORATED IRTM DATA OR MACTAPE
VIKINO 1 ORBITER, SPEC TR01#ETER
ATMOSPHERIC WATER DATA OR TAPE
VIKING I ORBITER,RADIO SCIE]qCE
381 HHZ RELAY LINK
RADIO OCCULTATION DATA TAPES
ORBITER TRACKING DATA ON MAC TAPE
DECALIORATED RANGE DATA TAPES
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF VIKING HARS SCI
VIKING 1 LANDE_, PHYSICAL PROP.
pH"YSICAL PROPERTIES REPORTS
VIKING I LANDER, ATHOSPH. STRUC[.
ATHOS TE)tP + PRESS LSTNCS, MFICH
VIKING I LANDER, BIDLOGY
CEX, LR, AND PR MEASURE]qENTS
VIKING I LANDER, MOLEC. ANALYSIS
CCHS SOlL ANALYSIS FLIGHT DATA
S01L ANALYSIS MASS SPECIMA
SOIL ANAL CONSECUTIVE MASS SPECTR
CCHS ATMOSPHERE FLICJ_T DATA
VIKING 1 LANDER,I-Ahl)ER IMAGING
BLACK • WHITE PRESS RELEASE PHOTO
COLOR LANDER pRESS RELEASE PHOTOS
TOR B/W PH010GRAPHY
EDR B/W PHOTOOf_APHY
PIC CA1 OF PRIME.XTNG + COT
TOR COLOR PHOTOORAPHY
LANDER HI-RES MOSAICS
LANDER DONUT PROJECTION IMACE
MUITI-CE-LABEL LANDER PHOTOS
TOR-IPL PRIME MISSION CATALOO
CATALOC OF PRIMARY T_ COL IHAOE_
HI-RES MOSAIC INDEX * DESCRIPTION
PRIME. E)CI, CONT MISSION PIC CAT




TOPO MAP ATLAS-LANDING SITE
HIOH RESOLUTION LITHO MOSAICS
RANCE DATA SET OVERLAYS DATA
pLANEIARY IMACING DATA ON HAO TAP
VIKING 1 LANDER. METEOROLOGY
SANHE1 TE_Ip+VCTR WND VS TIME-LIST
VECTOR WIND/TE]_P VS TIME(SEC)PLTS
VECTOR WIND/TEMP VS TIME(HRS)PLTS
MEIEDROLOCY PRESSURE TAPE
METEDROLOCY t_IDTMP TAPE
DAILY PLOTS OF h_IDTMP + PRESSURE
PRINTED PRESS "+ vINDTMP CAIALOC
WIND AND TE34PERATURE CATALOO
SOL AVC pR_,PLOTS • LISTING
SOL AVERAGE PRESSURE TAPE
VIKING I LANDER, MACI_L-TIC PROP.
INDEX OF MAONEI IMAGES ON M/FICHE
MAGNET IMAGES OR ROLL FILM
VIKING I LANDER, RADIO SCIB_CE
RANOE -', DOPPLER DATA






75-066A-18 ; 4A12 •4A12 •
76-066A-19
75-066A- 19A N/A • 4B10 •
7S-066A-19B 07/28/75 07126/7S • 4810 w
• 4All w
75-066A-21
75-066A-21A N/A _ 4810
75-066A-21B N/A 4B10
• 4A12 *
75-066A-93 • 4All •
75-06&A-24 • 1A47 •
75-075A
75-075A-000 N/A • 1B90 •
• IA49 •
75-075A-01
75-075A-OIA 04/12/76 11/22/7B • 1890 •
75-075A-01B 11/20/76 0*/1S/B* • 1890 •
75-075A-010 07123178 0511317-/ ; I890 *1Bgl •
7S-075A-OID 06/1e/76 03/03/77
75-075A-01E 06123178NIAOg120176 oe 1891 •
75-075A-01F
75-075A-OIH 06/23/78 04/22/77 * I891 *
7S-075A-011 N/A * IB91 •
7S-07SA-01J N/A * I891 •
7S-075A-OIK N/A • 1891 •
75-075A-0IL N/A • 1892 •
7S-07,SA-01M N/A • 1B92 •
75-07SA-OIN 11/08/78 03/26/79 J 1B92 •
75-075A-010 N/A • 1802 •
IB92 •
75-075A-01P 07/30/78NIAO7130176 _ 1B92 •
7S-075A-019
75-075A-01R N/A * 1B92 •
75-075A-01S N/A • I892 •
75-075A-*IT N/A * 1893 •
7S-075A-O]U N/A • 1803 •
75-075A-*IV N/A • 1093 •
75-075A-01W N/A • 11193 •
75-075A-OIX 06/18/76 08/15/80 • 1B93 •
• 1A53 *
7S-07SA-02
75-075A-02A 06/22/76 02/23/79 • 1B93 •
• 1A5S •
7S-075A-03
75-075A-03A 06/18/78 06/15/80 ee 1B93 •IASA •
75-075A-O4
75-075A-O4A 07/21/78 10/04/78 * 1893 •
• 1B93 *
7S-075A-04B lO/06/78N/AI 1/01/7675-075A-04D • 1894 •
75-O75A-O4E N/A ,, 1894 •
75-075(: • IA48 •
75-0750-000 N/A • 1883 •
• 1A49 •
7S-0750-01
75-0750-01A N/A ; 1888 •IA56 •
7S-0750-02
75-0750-02A 07/20/76 07/20/76 • 1887 •$ IA_ •
7S-O75,C -O3
7S-0750-03F O712O178 O5/3O/77 ; IOR7 •1A57 •
75-075(:-04
75-075_-04A N/A • 1886 •
75-0750-04B N/A 11386 *
75-0750-O40 N/A • 1886 •
7S-0750-04D N/A • 1OR6 •
• 1A,%0 •
7S-0750-06
75-07SC-06A 07/20/76 07/2S/76 • 1883 •
75-0754:-O6B 07/28/76 10/06/76 • 1883 •
75-0750-060 07/20/76 02/24/82 • 1884 •
7S-0750-06D 07/20/76 08/0_/82 • 1884 •
75-07_C-06E N/A • 11384 •
75-0750-06F 07/2"2/76 11/03/76 • 1884 •
7._,- 0750-O6H N/A • 11384 •
75-07_C-0_ I 08/09/78 08/19/76 $ 11384 •
• I884 •
75-07,%C-06 J 03/11 / 77N/A03/12/77
75-0750-06K . 1884 *
7S-O75,C-O6L N/A • 1BB5 •
75-07_C-06M N/A * 188,_ •
75-0750- 06N N/A * 1OR5 •
7S-0750-060 07/_D/76 08/08/78 • 1885 •
75-07SC-06P N/A • 1ORS •
7S-0750-06_ N/A * 1ORS •
75-0750-O6T N/A • I885 *1OR5 •
75-0750-0_ N/A ; 1886 •
75-0750-O6X N/A
7S-075C-08Y N/A • I886 •
• IA57 •
75-075(:-07
75-0750+07A 07/_D/76 05/16/77 • 1888 •
7b-0750-07B O712)O176 0712)O/78 • 11_8 *
75-0750-070 0712,0/76 08129178 . 188_ *
75-07bC-O7D 07/19/76 09/02/76 11388 •
75 0750-078 07/19/76 09/02/76 ; I888 •
75-07,_C-07T 07/20/78 09/01/76 • I889 *
75-07SC-07C 07/20/76 10/18/76 * 1889 •
• 11189 •
75-0750-07H 07120/76N/A 09/14/78
75- 07bC-071 • 18_9 *
75-0750-07 J 07/2)0/78 11112/82 * 11389 •
• 1A_ •
7S-o7_C- 10
7S-0750-10A 07120/76 10106176 ,. IB86 •
75-0750-10B 07/2)0/76 10/06/76 • IEMB6 •
• 1A_ •
7S-075_-11
7S-0750-11B 06/20/76 01/28/77 • 11187 •
75-075(::- 110 N/A e, 11187 •
8,5
SPACECRAFT NAME LAUNCH DATE
• •••••*•*e••••••••••s••••••e•••••••••*•••••••••••e••••o••e••••••••l•••••.o •
* INYE;STICATOR NAME EXPERIMENT NAME




















VIKING 1 LAI_, ATMOSPH. CONP.
NB/I. ATMOS. MASS SPECTRA (IN FILM
TABLES OF M.S. CURREtWTS ON FILM
VIKING ) LAND_R, INORO.C_E_N.INVEST
SPE£TRA PLOTS ON M/FICHE
COMMAND, SPECTRA, TOqP HIST MTAPE
COMHA_ HISTORY ON M'FICHE
TEXTURE HISTORY ON M'FICHE
VIKINO I _, IONOSPHBRIC PROP
EXP.TRAJE_'T.-ATTITUDE DATA, TAPE
RPA ION-ELECTRON DATA ON TAPE
RPA ION-I_LJ-:CT. DATA ON _ FILM
BIBLIOORAPHY OF VIKING MARS SCI
VIKINC 20RBITI_R, IMAOSRY
BLACK • WHITE PRESS _ PHOTO
8/W MOSAICS
RECTILINEAR ORBITAL PHOTOGRAPHY
BLACK • WHITE ORTHOCRAPHIC PHOTOS
STEREO PAIRS 5XS-INCH FIB
SE3DR SUPPORT DATA ON MICROFILM
INDEX BY LAT/LDNC AND lO DEC BOX
MOSAIC SUMMARy AND INDEX, N/FIB
INDEX TO PHOBOS, DF_]HOS, STAR
RE_'T + ORTHO 1NDEX BY ROLL FILE
PRIHE, D(T, CONT MISSION PIE CAT
LIST OF INAOES BY _PJAD, LAT/LONC
IPL PROCESSED PHOTOGRAPHY
IPL PROCESSE]) COLOR PHOTOGRAPHY
COLOR PRESS RELEASE PHOTOORAPHY
PHOTO MOSAICS




IHAGING DATA ON HAONETIC TAPE
VIKING 20RBITBR, RADIDMETE_
D_CALIBRATEI) IRTM DATA ON HACTAPE
VIKIMO 2 ORBITER, SPECFRONETB
ATMOSPHIBRIC MATBR DATA ON TAPE
VIKIMO 2 ONBITE_,RADIO SCIENCE
381 NHZ RELAY LINK
DE_ALIBRATEZ) RANCE DATA TAPES
ACCE]_ATION LISTS AND PLOTS
GRAVITATIONAL ACCELERATION DATA
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF VIKING MARS SCI
VIKIMO 2 LANDER, PHYSICAL PROP.
PHYSICAL PROPE_rrlES REPORTS
VIKINC 2 LANDIS. ATMOSPH. STRUCT.
ATNDS TE)(P * PRESS LSTNCS, IqFIC_
VIKINC 2 LANDt_, BIOLOGY
GEX. LR, AND PR MEASUREMENTS
VIKING 2 LANDOr, MDLEC. ANALYSIS
OC_ SOIL ANALYSIS FLIGHT DATA
SOIL ANALYSIS MASS SPECTRA
SOIL ANAL CONSECUTIVE MASS SP_rR
CC_S ATMOSPHERE FLIGHT OAIA
VIKINC 2 LANDOr. LAND_ IHACINC
BLACK • WHITE PRESS R[LEASIE PHOTO
PRESS-RELEASE COLOR PHOTOS
TDR LANDI3R IHACING PRODUCTS 5X12
EDR BLACK AND WHITE PHOTOGRAPHY
PIC CAT OF PRINE,EXTND*CONT
TON COLOR IMAOES 5XI2-INCH
LANDER HI-RES MOSAICS
LAND_R DONUT PROJECTION IMAGE
HULTI-CE-LABEL LANDER PHOTOS
IIDR-IPL PRIME MISSION CATALOG
CATALOG OF PRIMARY TDR COL INA__S
HI-RES MOSAIC INDEX _ DES(_RIPTION
PRIME, EXT, CDNT MISSION PIC CAT




TOPO MAP ATLAS-LANDING SITE
HIC_ RESOLUTION LITHD MOSAICS
IMAGING DATA ON NAGNETlC TAPE
VIKING 2 _, METEOROLOGY
SANMET TEHP_VCTR WND VS TIME-LIST
VECTOR W IND/TI_qP TINE(S_)PLTS
VECTOR WIND/TE)_P V__ TIHE(HRS)PLTS
HE'TEOROL0_Y PRESSURE TAPE
HL_TEOROLOCY WNDTHP TAPE
DAILY PLOTS OF WNDTNP ,, P_ESSURE
PRINTBD PRESS _ tCMDTNP CATALOC
WIND AND TE)tPE_RATURE CATALOC
SOL A¥0 PRESS,PLOTS • LISTIMO
SOL AVBA_E PRESSURE TAPE
VIKING 2 _, SEISNOLOCy
SEISMIC DATA PRO(:RAN TAPE
SEISMIC E_D_-2 TAPES
SEISHOCRA_q RECORDS SOL 1-8 M'F1LM
VIKING 2 LANDE_, NAONFTIC PROP





































































































07/20176 0712)0176 : 1AS6 •1887 •
07/20/76 07120/78 • 1807 •
• 1A57 •
11/13/75 02/23/78 1800 •
07/20/76 10/29/76 ; 1890 •
07/21/76 11/24/79 • 1890 •
07/21/76 12/05/79 . 11)90 •
• 1A56 •
07/20/76 07/20/76 • 1807 •
07/20/76 07/20/76 1888
07120176 07120176 : IBB8
1A48 •N/A 18101 •
• 1A49 •
10/15/75 06/17/78 • 1BIO] •
N/A • 1BIOI •
08/12/78 045/24/78 • 1B101 •
08/12/76 11/27/77 • 18101 •
09/22/76 04/24/77 • 18102 •
08/11/76 07/23/70 • 1010"2 •
N/A • 10102 •
N/A • 1810_ •
N/A • 18]02 •
N/A 18102
08105176 0'2102177 : 1B102
N/A • 18102 •
11124/76 07105178 • 1B103 *
11/04/76 05/30/77 • 1D103 •
06/14/78 06/14/78 • ]B103 •
N/A • 1B103 •
N/A • 10103 •
N/A • 18103 •
R/A • 18103 •
N/A • 10103 •
08112/76 06/24178 • 10103 •
• 1AS3 $
08/1]/76 07/_4/78 * 18104 •
07131176 07124178 : 1A5S •1B104 •
• IAS_ •
07/21/76 10/04/78 * 1B104 *
N/A * 18104 •
10/00/77 07/00/78 • 10104 •
12/16177 09/28/79 • 18104 •
1A48 •N/A 1894 •
* 1A57 •
N/A • 109q •
* 1A56 •
09103176 09/03176 : 1898 •
1A50 *
09/04/76 05/_9/77 • 1897 •
• 1A57 *
N/A • ]BQ7 *
N/A * 1897 •
N/A • 1807 •
N/A • 1897 •
• 1A50 •
09109175 0"212"2177 • 1894 .
11126176 01/17/77 . 1B94 *
09/03/76 06/07/77 . IBg,_ *
09/03/76 11/05/76 * 189S •
N/A
09105/76 11105/76 : 1895 *1895 *
N/A 1895
09/21/78. 10/07/76 : *189_ *
06/02/77 06/02/77 • 1895 •
N/A • 1095 •
N/A • 1B96 *
10/08/77 10/23/77 • 1896 •
N/A • IBR6 •
09/02/76 05/16/78 • 1896 *
N/A • 1896 •
N/A • ]896 *
N/A * 1B9_ •
N/A • 1896 *
N/A • 189_ •
09/03/76 02/01/80 . 1897 *
11/17/76 0"2/11/78 ; 1A571B99 •
09103176 05117179 1B99 •
09/03176 05/16179 : 1899 *
09/03/76 11104/76 • 1899 •
09/03/76 11104/76 * 1899 *
07/20/76 09/29/78 • 1899 •
09/04/78 11/05/76 • 10100 •
09/04/76 12/05/78 • 1BIO0 •
N/A • 18100 *
09/04/76 07/21/79 • 18100 •
• 1A59 *
N/A • 1894 •
09/03176 03/29/78 . 1894 *
09/04/76 09/11/76 . 1B94 .
• 1AS8 •


















































KAONET IMAGES ON ROLL FILM
VIKING 2 LANDB_, RADIO SCIENCE
RANCE • DOPPLER DATA
DECALIBRATB) RANGE DATA TAPES
VIKING 2 LANDER, ATI4OSPH. COI4P.
NBJT. ATHOS. MASS SPECTRA ON FILM
TABLES OF M.S.CURRE)4TS ON FILM
VIKING 2 LANDER, INORG.O-IE]M. INVEST
SPF-_ PLOTS ON H/FICHE
COHI4A.J_, SPECTRA, TE]4P HIST HTAPE
cOMMAND HISTORY ON N'FICHE
TERPERATURE HISTORY ON R'FICHE
VIKING 2 L_ANDER,IONOSPt_RIC PROP
EXp.TRAJECT.-ATTTTUDE DATA, TAPE
RPA ION-ELECTRON DATA ON TAPE
RPA ION-ELECT. DATA ON 35F/4 FILM
AE-D, CYL. ELECTROST. PROBE (CEP)
CEP DATA, UA TAPES
AE-D, TRI-AX.ACC.SYS. (MESA)
MESA DE]_ITY DATA, UA TAPES
AE-D, pHOTOELECT.SPEC- (PES)
pES DATA, UA TAPES
AE-D, RETARD POT*L ANALYZER (RPA)
RPA DATA, UA TAPI_
AE-D, SOLAR EIN SPEC.(ELIYS)
AE-D, oPEN sOURCE SPEC.(0SS)
op SOURCE-NBJT N.S.DATA, UA TAPES
AE-D, NBJT. ATHOS. CORP. EXP. (NACE)
NEUT ATHOS CONP DATA, UA TAPES
AE-D, NBJT.ATHOS.TI_P.EXP- (NATE_
NEI]T ATHOS TE]NP COI4P, UA TAPES
AE-D, HAG.ION MASS SPEC.(MINS)
HAC ION MASS SPEC DATA, UA TAPES
AE-D, UV NITRIC OXIDE EXp.(UVNO)
NITRIC OXIDE DATA, UA TAPE_
AE-D,LOV E_BRCY ELECTRON EXP(LEE)
LEE DATA, UA TAPES
AE-D, VISIBLE AII_LOM EXP- (VAE)
VISIBLE AIRCL{Td DATA, UA TAPES
GOES 1,V/IR SPIN-SCAN RAD (VISSR)
E}'TT - VISSR DIGITAL DATA TAPES
VISSR VISIBLE IHACERY,7OHH FILM
VISSR IR I_Yo7ONH FILM
VISSR IR/VIS AOIPS IHADE TAPES
IDAHS VISIBLE "(' IR IHA_ DATA,TP
DOES I, SOLAR ENERCETIC pARTICLES
DOES I, SOLAR x-RAY NONITOR
COES 1,BIAXIAL ELUXOATE HA(NOON
AE-E,CEP-CYL ELECTROSTATIC PROBE
CEP DATA, UA TAPES
AE-E, TRI-AX.ACC.SYS- (NESA)
NESA DATA, UA TAPES
AE-E, pES-PHOTO_ SPECTROMETER
pES DATA, UA TAPES
AE-E,RPA-RETAROING POTE]qT ANAL
RPA DATA, UA TAPES
AE-E, EXTRM SOLAR UV NONIT (ESUH)
SOLAR FLUX HEASUR94ENTS, FICHE
ABS, UV SOLAR FLUX, FICHE
AE-E, SOLAR EtN ,_P'EC. (E3JVS)
EUV ABSORPTION DATA, 1APE
EUVS SOLAR-FLUX DATA, TAPE
AE-E, OPER SOURCE SPECTRON. (OSS)
OSS DAIA, UA TAPES
AE-E, NEIJT .ATHOS.COI4P-EXP- (NACE)
NEIJT ATHOS COHP DATA, UA TAPES
AE-E, NE]JT. ATHOS .TBqP. EXP • (RATE)
NEIIT ATHOS TE]4P EXP, UA TAPES
AE-E,BE]¢NETT ION HASS SPEC. (BIHS)
BI-_IN ION MASS SPEC DATA, UA TAPES
AE-E, VISIBLE AIRCLOW EXP (VAE)
VAE DATA, UA 1APE_
AE-EoBACKSCATrER UV SPEC. (B_N)
ORBIT ATTITUDE DATA ON RAG TAPE
HELIOS-B,TRIAX FLUXGATE HA(NOB
HOURLY AVC HAG FIELD VECTOR DATA
8 SEC AVG MAC FIELD VECTOR DATA
MERGED HOURLY AVCD FIELD + pLASI',tA
1-H AVE PLOT, PLASMA * HAC RE'_CED
HELIOS-B,TRIAX FLUXGATE RAGNETHrTR
HOURLY AVERAGED HAC_qE-TIC FIELD
H__IOS+B,TRIAX SRCH COIL MCNTHTR
8-5 AVC SPT DE_ 8 CHAR 6.8-1470HZ
SOLAR WIND pLASMA rAVE
24-HR SURVEY PLOTS, RFILM
HELIOS-B,FINE WAVE SPECTRUM ANALS
SURVEY PLOTS, IHZ TO _07KHZ,MFILM
HELIOS-B,27-KHZ - 8-MHZ RADIO WYE
LOG ANT TERP VS TIRE,24 HR PLOTS
LOG ANT TE)qP _ TIHE ON TAPE
LOC ANT TE)4P,HONTHILY PLOTS





































































































09103176 10131/76 ; 1B97 •1A._5 •
09/05/76N/AO1/29/T7 • IB98 •• 18
• 1A56 •
09103/78 09/03/76 1898
09103176 0gi03178 ; '_1B98
• 1A.58 •
11121/75 03101/78 • 10100 •
09/03/76 11/01/76 • 10100 •
09/06/75 10/21/70 • 10101 •
09/06/76 11/05/78 • 10101 •
• 1A56 •
09/03/76 Og/03/76 • 1898 •
09103176 09103178 • 1898 •
09103/78 09/03/76 _ 1899 •3A19 •
• 3A19 •
10106175 01129176 • 3821 •
3A19 •
10/06/75 01/29/78 • 3821 •
• 3Alq •
10/06/75 01/29/76 • _ •
10/06/75, 01/29/78 • 3822 •
• 3_21 •
• 3A_1 •
10/06/75 01129/76 • 38_3 •
• 3A20 •
10/06/75 01/29/76 • 3E_Z •
• 3A21 •
10106175 01129/76 • 3823 •
• 3A21 •
10106175 01/29/76 • 38"23 •3A19 •
10/06/75 01/29/76 • 3821 •
• 3A21 •
10/06/75 01/29/76 • 3823 •
• 3A_O •
10/06/76 01/29/76 • 38"22 •
• 4A74 •
• 4A77 •
04/18/78 05/_/77 • 4B17 •
04/11/78 10/28/76 • 4817 •
04/11/78 10/28/76 • 4B17 •
07/19/75 06/11/78 • 4817 •






11121/76 06/07/81 3B24 •
• 3A22 •
11/21/75 06/07/81 • 3B'24 •
• 3A23 *
11/21/76 06107181 * 3024 *
• 3A23 *
1112117S 08107181 . 3B2S *
• 3A_3 *
12/03/75 09/24/78 * 3825 *
1212)0/73 12/31/73 * 38"25 *
• 3A24 •
12/27/76 12/30/79 * 3B_6 *
O6/O3177 09/25/80 * 3826 •
• _,_4 *
11/21/7,5 06107181 . 3826 *
• 3A24 *
11121175 06107181 * 3826 *
• 3A24 *
11121175 06/07/81 * 3B26 *
• 3A22 *
11/21/75 08/07/81 • 3B24 •
• 3A23 *
11/21/75 06/07/81 • 3B25 •
• 3A23 •
• 1A106 •
01/15/76 03/31/78 • 1814 •
• 1Alll •
01/16/76 06/26/79 • 1816 *
01/15,/78 04/30/76 1815 •
01/16/76 03104/80 _ 1B15 •
01115/76 03104/80 * 1816 *
• 1Alll •
01/17/76 12131177 • 1815 •
• 1Alll *
01/16/76 11/21/76 * 1B16 *
• 1AlOe *
01119176 O3/O8/8O • 1814 *
• 1AllS •
01115176 12131/77 • 1814 •
• 1Al16 •
01123/76 10/31/77 • 1B14 •
02/0_/76 10/31/77 • 1B14 *





• INV_TIGATDR NAME EXPERIHE_IT NAME





















































HOURLY AVO COUNT RATE DATA
HELlOS-B, COSHIC RAY DETECTORS
SECTORED X-RAY PLOTS, NFILN
HOURLy AVE]RA, QED FLUXES OF PROTONS
HELIOS-B, PLASHA DETECTORS
EIOURLY AVO. PLASMA DATA
HE]RCED HOURLY AVQD FIELD + p_
1-H AVE PLOT, PLASMA .* MAC MB_B)






$3-3,DC ELECTRIC FIELD ONR-104
S3-3,LOW E]ME_tGY PNRT SPEC,ONR-118
S3-3,ENERG ELECt N SPECT CRL-217
53-3, 1ON-ELECT SPECT CRLS-218
NOAA S, VERY HI RF_ RAD (VHRR)
NBAA S, V_ TD4P F_OF _ (VTP_)
NOAA So SCANNING RADIOHETER (SR)
NGAA 5, SOLAR PROTON HONITOR(SPH)
DHSP-50,OP_R LINET_ SYS (OLS)
AURORAL INAOERY ON NICROFILN
DI_'>P-SO,HULTCHAN FILT RAOH'rR(HFR)
TOTAL OZONE .t CALIBRATED RADIANCE
TOTAL OZONE GRID POINT DATA
DHSP-SD. (:F'F_-3R DOSIHETER (SSJ)
D_-SD,C,_ RAY DETECTGR (SSB)
1977-O07A,E]MI_RCETIC PART DETECTOR
COSHOS 900,DIFF E AND P E_tGy SP
MAQNETIC CONJUNCTION_, HFIL_
ESCEO 1, E (30-200KEV)p (.04-1.4H)
ELECTRON AND PROTON CNTRATE PLOTS
E...%OE,O 1, _t P_, ESA, $302
PLASHA FLOW PLOTS
ESGF--OI,LOW ENERCY ION COHP.S303
LOW-_ME_RCy ION COMPOSITION PLOTS
ESOEO] ,E*P(2-2OKEV)PITCH A.NC.
LO_-I_y ELECTRON*PROT PTCH ANC
F_SCFJ)I,VLF THBq$tAL PLASMA $300
ESCE01, EM WAVE FIELDS $300
HACNI:TIC WAVE FIELD DATA SUM PLTS
ESCEO1, DC FIF-LOS
DC FIELD BY DOUBLE PROBE PLOTS
ESC, EO1, TRIAX. FLUXG. MAC , $331
OC MAQNETIC FIELD COMPONENT PLOTS
_1, _.WAVE FLDS. $300
ELECTRIC WAVE FIELD PLOTS
ESCEOI .WAVE FLD. IHPED. S300
DHSP-50, OP_R LINESCAN SYS (OLS)
AURORAL ZRACERY ON MICROFILM
DMSP-SO,HULTCHAN FILT RADMTR(NFR)
TOTAL OZONE * CALIBFtATE]) RADIANCE
TOIAL OZONE QRID POINT DATA
DNSP-SO,PRECIP ELEC SPEC (SSJ/3)
DHSP-SO,PASSZVE IONOS NON (SS1/P)
DNSP-SO, IONOS PLASHA NON (SSI/E)
DNSP-.50.RI_OTE x RAY SENS (SSB/O)
COES 2,SPIN SCAN RADIOHE[FR-V]SSR
AOIPS IR * VISIBLE IMAGE DATA
VISSR VIS IMAOBY ON 70MM FILM
VISSR IR IMACERy ON 7ONR FILM
OOES 2, SOLAR EN_;_-TIC PAWrICLES
ODES 2, SOLAR X-RAY MONITO_
GOES 2.BIAXIAL FLUXGATE MA(_NETOMR
HE, AO 1 ,LARGE AREA X-RAY SURVEY
HEAO A-1 X-RAY SOURCE CATALDO
ONE-OAT SCAN SU_TIO_IS DATA
HErO 1o COSMIc X RAY EXp.
PULSE It_ICH_ DATA ON MAC. TAPE
DISCOVERy SCALER ON HA(:;. TAPE
STATU_ INFORHATION DATA ON TAPE
N_# _ X-RAY SOURCES
E_'TRACALACTZC X-RAY SOURCE CATALC
A-2 LED SOFT X-RAY SKy CATALOC
SOURCE TARGET LIST.TIME_A ORDER
PHA DATA BASE
XRATES DATA BASE
HLAO ],SCANNING MODULATION COLL.
RE]DUCE_ X-BAY COUNT DATA
X-RAY RE_.,K_ED SCANNING DATA
HF_D 1, MEW RANCE C,AMHA RAY TELLS
DATA PLOTS AND TABLES
SKY_ DISPLAy FILES





76-O03A-O7A 01/16/78 O3/08/B0 . 1815 •
76-003A-08 • 1Al14 •
76-O03A-O8A 01/19/76 12/23/79 • 1816 •
76 -O03A-O_B 01/18/76 O3107/00 • 1817 •
76-003A-09 • 1A108 •
76-O03A-09A 01/17/76 03/08/B0 • 1816 •
76-003A-098 01/15/76 03/04/80 • 1816 •
76-003A-09C 01/1S/76 O3/O4/80 * 1816 •
76-003A-10 • 1A]10 •
76-003A- 1DA 01/1S/76 03/06/80 • 1814 *
7&-OO3A-11 • 1Al16 •
76-003A- 11A 01/17/76 12/22/79 • 1815 •
76-003A- 118 01/01/76 12/23/79 • 1815 •
76-0S9A • 2All •
76-059A-01
• 2All •







76-0658-08 • 3A72 •
76-077A • 4A62 •
76-077A-01 • 4A85 •
76-077A-(Y2
76_O]rTA_O 3 ; 4A66 •4A65 •
76-077A-O4 • 4ASO •
76-091A • 4A43 •
76~091A-01 • 4A44 •
76-091A-OIA 0S/01/77 09/3O/79 • 4813 •
76-091A~02 • 4A45 •
76-091A-O'2A 03/25/77 07/23/77 • 4813 •
76-091A-028 03/25/77 07/23/77 • 4813 •
76-091A-03 • 4A47 •
76-091A-O4
• 4A49 •
77-007A • 2Al1 •
77-007A-01 • 2Al1 •
77 -023A 3A31 •
77-023A-0S ; 3A31 •
77 -029A • 2A22 •
77 -0"29A - 000 0S/01/77 01113/79 • 2B'26 •77-029A-0] 2A_4 •
77-029A-OIA 08/17/77 06123178 • 28"27 •
77-029A-0_
• 2A24 •
77-029A-O2A 08/17/77 06/23/78 • 28"27 •
77 -(Y2QA -03
• 2A23 •
77-029A-O3A 08/17/77 06/23178 • 2Er26 •
77-029A-O4
2A23 •
77-029A-O4A 08/17/77 06/23/78 • 21Y27 •
77-02qA-OS • 2A24 •
77-O29A-O6
77-02QA-O6A 08/17/77 06123178 • 213272A23••
77-029A-07
77-029A-OTA 08/17177 06/23178 -_ 28272A24 ••
77-029A-09 • 2A23 •
77-(Y29A-O9A 08117/77 06/23/78 • 2B27 •
77-0"29A- 10 • 2A24
77-029A- IOA 08/17177 06/23178 _ 2827 •77- 02qA - 11
2A22 .
77-044A • 4A43 •
77-044A-01
• 4A44 •
77-044A-OIA O81O1177 08/0,5178 * 4B13 •
77 044A-02 • 4A45
77-O44A-O_A 07113/77 0_/16/80 • 4B13 •
77-044A-028 07/13/77 0"2/16/80 • 4813 •
77-044A-03 • 4A49 •
77-044A-04 • 4A50 •
77-044A-0S * 4A49 *
77-O44A-O6 4A48 *
77-048A • 4A74 *
77-048A-01 * 4A77 *
77-048A-OIA 12/07177 03/05/78 4017 *
77-048A-018 0]/03/79 0_/03/7q ; 4818 .






77-075A * 5A9 •
77-075A-01
• 5A10 *
77-075A-O1A N/A * 5811 *
77-075,A-0 ] B 08/19/77 04/28/78 . 5811 .
77-07SA-0"2 * SAI0 *
77-075A- 02A 09/14/77 10/04/78 . 509 *
77-07SA-(Y2B 08/17/77 01104/79 589 •
77-075A -02C 08/17/77 02/17/78 _ SBQ •
77-07`5A -020 09/01177 03/0Q/78 * `5810 •
77-07`5A- 02E 09/0.5/77 0Q111/78 • SBIO •
77-07SA-O2_F N/A * 5BIO •
77-075A-O2G 11/16/77 12129178 * 5810 *
77-075A-O2H 08/15/77 01109/79 * 5810 *
77-076A-(Y21 Oe/1`5/77 01/09179 * `5810 •
77-07`5A- 03
• `5A10 *
77-075A-O3A N/A * 5B12 *
77-07`5A-038 N/A * SB12 •
77-075A-O4
• 5A10 •
77-D75A-O4A 08114177 01/13/7Q * 5811 *
77-07`5A-048 08/21/77 01/08/79 • 5,81] .
























S_P VISUAL DISPLAY ON FILM
HIClI-E_Y X-RAY SOURCE CATALOG
VOYAPJE_ 2. IN/_II¢
BLACK • WHITE _ RELEASE PHOTO
COLOR PRESS RE]_EASE PHOTOGRAPHY
VOYAC_R INDEX ON NFIL.N
SYSTEMATIC NTIS IHAGES,JUPITBR
PICTURE CATALOG OF JUP B_COUNTER
BLACK • WHITE MOSAICS OF JUP SATS
SELECTED IPL IMAOE_ OF SATURN SAT
SYSTBCATIC NTIS IMAGES.SATURN
PICTURE CATALOG OF SAT E_NCOLMqTE_R
FOOTPRINTS-,AIRBR HAPS OF JUP SAYS
IHAOING DATA ON HAGNETIC TAPE
SYSTB4ATIC HIPL IHAO5. URANUS
vOYAGER 2. COHEq_#T S+X BAND RADO
COHPLEX B_/ELOPE oCCUlTATION SIGN
RE]R_ OCCULTATION DATA
SATURN RADIO OCCULTATION DATA,TAP
SATURN ENCOUNTER DATA ON HAG TAPE
RADIO OCCULTATION, SATURN B_COUNT
VOYAGI_R 2. IR INTERFER of4F:TER
JUPITER IRIS MB_.ED DATA ON TAPES
SATURN IRIS RADIANCE, TAPE
VOYAGS_ 2. UV spECTROSCOPY
UV sPECTRAL DATA RECORI_
UV INTERPLAN. DATA TAPE
VOYAGER 2, FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER
MAOI_-T. JUPITER SUMMARY (He COOR)
MAC;NET. JUPITER SUPICM_Y (S3 c00R)
48-SEC HAG FLD PLOTS-JUPITER,FICH
HAGNET. SATURN ENCOUNTER(HG COOR)
SATURN E_CDUNTER L] C00RD
HOUR AVERAGE INF, HO c00RD, TAPE
VOYAGER 2, pLASMA SPECTROHETER
JUPITER pLASMA _Y TAPES (HO)
JUPITER PLASMA _Y TAPES ($8)
JUPITER pLASHA ANALYZE]) DATA TAPE
pLASHA SATURN BqCOUNTER (H_ C00R)
SATURN B_COUNXER L1 C00RD
VOYAGER 2, PART ANALYZER/TELESCOP
l(Td-I_lE_CY SB-1OR-AVG. FLUX, TAPE
LO'd-ENERCY TINE-AVCD. FLUX, TAPE
SCAN AVERAGE,SATURN I_MCOUNTER
VOYAGER 2. COSMIC RAY TELESCOPE
JUPITER FLUX TIHE-HISTORY RECORDS
VOYAGER 2, LF.RF RCVR(.02-40_I4Z)
LOW BAND DYN SPECTRA PLOTS,JUP
HIGH BAND DYN SPECTRA PLOTS,JUP
pLANETARY RADIO ASTRONOMY DATA
DECAMETRIC ERISSION CAT, 1.5-40 MHZ
LOW 8AND DYN SPECTRA PLOTS,SAT
HIGH BAND DYN SPECTRA PLOTS,SAT
VOYAGER 2, PHOT OPOLAR INETER
PHOTOPOLARIMt:-TER JUPITER E_ DATA
SATURN.TITAN.DELTA SCORPI1 Bqa_R
VOYAGER 2,pLASI4A WAVE(.Ol-_ K_)
24-HR pLASHA WAVE PLOTS. MFILJ4
VOYAGER 1. IMAGING
COLOR PRESS RFI EASE Ptt0TOCRAPHY
SYSTt34ATIC HTIS IMAGES,JUPITER
BLACK A VI_ITE PRESS RELEASE PHOTO
VOYAGER 1NDrx ON NFILM
PICTURE CATALOG OF JUP E]_COUNTER
BLACK AND WttITE ROSAICS, JUP SATS
COLOR MOSAICS OF JUP'S SATS.
IRAGERY OF SATURN'S SATELLIES
SELECTED IPL IRACES OF SATURN SAT
SYST_4ATIC HTIS IMAGES.SATURN
pICTURE CATALOG OF SA1 ENCOUNTER
F00TPRINTS'tAIRBR MAPS 0F JUP SAYS
IMAGING DATA ON MACf_-TIC TAPE
VOYAGER I. COHE_I_T S*X BAND RADIO
COMPLEX D4VFJ-0PE oCCULTATION sIGN
HERCED OCCULTATION DATA
RADIO 0CCULTATION-SATURN'S RINGS
SATURN RADIO OCCULTATION DATA,TAP
TITAN RADIO OCCULTATION DATA,TAPE
SATURN E]MC04JNTER DATA ON HAG TAPE
RADIO 0CCULT.TITAN E]_DUN] (HE]))
RADIO 0CCULT.SATURN ENCOUNX (NAR)
RADIO DCCULY,SATURN I_NCOUNT (_)
OPACITY AND PHASE OF RINGS
VOYAGER 1. IR INTERFEROHETER
JUPITER IRIS RE_CED DATA ON TAPES
SATURN 1RIS RADIANCE, TAPE
VOYAGER 1, UV sPECTROMETER
UN SPECTRAL DATA RECORDS
UV PHOTOHIETRY FON SATURN
QOYACBR 1, FLOXGATE RAC_0M_-TBRS
MAGNET. J¢_PITER SU_Y (HO C00R)
MAGNET. JUPITER S_Y ($3 COON)
48-SEC MAG FLD PLOTS-JUPITER,FICH






77-075A-O4D 08/22/T7 12/30/78 5811 •
77-07SA-O4E 08/22/77 12/30/78 _ 5812 •
77-076A • 1ASq •
77-076A-01
77-076A-OIA 02/08/78 09/04/81 • 1BLI4 •
77-D76A-01B 06/25/79 08/29/81 • I0114 •
• 1811S •
77-076A-010 N/A
77-076A-OID 05/01/79 06/25/81 • IBIIS •
77-076A-DIE N/A * 1011S •
77-076A-01F N/A •IBllS •
77-076A-OIH N/A • 1011S •
77-07EA-011 N/A • 10115 •
77-076A-OIJ N/A • 10115 •
• 10115 •
77-076A-OIK N/A
77-076A-OIL 04/24/79 08/30/81 • 10115 •
77-076A-OIM N/A • 10115 •
77-076A-02 • 1A7S •
77-078A-O2A 07/10/79 07/10/79 • I0116 •
77-076A-0210 03/05/79 07/10/70 • 1B11§ •
77-076A-020 08125181 08/26/81 * 1B118 •
TT-O76A-O2D 08/07/8I 09/18/81 • 1B116 •
77-076A-O2E 08/26/81 08/26/81 • 18116 •
• 1A74 •
77-078A-03
77-076A-OSA 08/21/79 07/18/79 • 1BLI2 •
77-076A-030 08/13/81 09/04/81 • 1B112 •
77-076A-04 e 1A74 •
77-07EA-O4A 10/27/80 10/27/80 • 10112 •
77-076A-04B NIA • 1BI12 •
77-076A-0S • 1A71 •
77-076A-OSA 06/I9/79 08/18/79 1B113
77-076A-058 07/04/79 048/12179 _ 18113
77-076A-050 07/0"2/79 08/14/79 • 1B114 •
77-076A-050 08/23/81 09/02/81 • 10114 •
77-D76A-OSE 06/23/81 06/29/81 • 10114 •
77-076A-05F 08/20/77 o_1o8/79 • IBII4 •
77-076A-06 • 1A70 •
77-076A-OEA 06/19/79 0_/18/79 • 10111 *
77-076A-068 07/04/79 06/12/79 • 18111 *
77-078A-060 07/04/79 07/12/70 • 1Bl11 •
77-076A-OED 08/23/8I 09/0"2/81 • I0112 •
77-076A-OEE 08/23/81 08/20/81 • 10112 *
77-076A-07 • 1A70 •
77-076A-O7A 07/03/70 07/25/79 • 1BLI2 •
77-076A-07B 06/09/79 07/23/79 + 1B113 •
77-076A-070 08/24/81 08/25/81 • 1B113 *
• 1A78 •
77-076A-08
77-076A-0_ 07/03/79 08/04/79 • 1B116 •
• 1A76 •
77-076A-10
77-076A-10A 08/20/77 12/31/79 • 10116
77-076A-I08 05/D1/79 Oe/lO/Tq • 1B117 •
77-076A-I00 08/20/77 04/30/80 • 10117 *
77-076A-100 06/04/79 07/23/79 • IB117
77-076A-10_ 01/01/80 12/31/81 • 1BLI7 •
77-076A+107 01/01/80 12/31/81 • 1B117 •
77-076A-11 * IA76 *
77-076A-11A 06/26/79 07/10/7Q * 10113 *
77-076A-11B 08/12/81 08/25/81 * 1B113 •
77-076A-13 * 1A70 •
77-076A-1SA 0S/25/79 09/05/81 • 10114 •
• IA67 •
77-084A * IA68 •
77-084A-01
77-084A-OIA 12/10/78 11/13/80 • 1B107 •
77-084A-0IB 01/04/79 11/13/80 • 10107 •
77-084A-010 01/01/7q 11/16/80 . 1BlOe •
77-O84A-OID N/A * 1Bl0e •
77-084A-DIE N/A * 1B108
77-084A-0IF N/A • IBI0_ •
77-084A-010 N/A • 10108 •
77-084A-OIH N/A • 18106 •
77-084A-011 N/A • 1BIO_B *
N/A • 1BIO4B •77-004A-OtJ
77-084A-OIK N/A • 1B108 •
77-084A-OIL N/A • 1B108 •
77-084A-DIM 01/04/7q 11/17/80 * 1B108 •
• 1A75 •
77-084A-(Y2
77-084A-(Y2A 03/0.5/79 03/05/79 • 18109 •
77-084A-02B 03/0S/79 07/10/7_ 18109
77-084A-(Y2_ 11/13/80 11/13/80 ; 1B109 ;
77-084A-020 11/13/80 11/13/80 • 18109 •
77-084A-(Y2E I1/I2/_K) 11/12/80 _ 1BIOR •
77-084A-(Y2F ID/21/B0 12/0.5/80 • 1B110 •
77-O_4A-(Y20 11/12/80 11/12/80 • 10110 •
77-084A-O2H 11/13/80 11/13/80 • 1BIlD •
77-084A-0"2I N/A • 1B110 •
77-084A-(Y2J N/A • 1B110 •
77-084A-03 1A74
1010S77-084A-OTA 02/02179 03/15/7q : :
77-084A-030 10/2"2/80 11/18/80 • 1B10_ $$ 1A74 •
77-O8,4A-04
77-084A-O4A Oq/I2/77 11/15/79 • 1B10.5 •
77-084A-04B N/A • 10105 *
• 1A71 •
77-084A-0S
77-084A-OSA 02/2S/79 03/24/79 • 1010_ •
• 10106 •
77-084A-050 03/02/70 03/16/79
77-084A-050 02/27/79 03/23/79 • 10107 •




• INYESTIGAT0_NAME EXPERIHENT NAME

























,SATURN I_4COUNI"ER Ll COORD
HOUR AVBRACE IMFo H(: C00RD. TAPE
VOYACB_ 1, PLASMA SP_I3R
•KJFITE3R PLASMA SUMMARY TAPES tS_IJUt>IT_R PLAS A _ TAPES
JUPITER PLASMA DATA TAPE
PLASMA SATURN EJWC01UIqT_ (HC COOR)
SATURN _0tJNI'_ Ll COORO
VOYACB_ 1 oPART .ANALYZI_/T_LESCOPE
LOW-E_B@Oy SECTOR-AVO. FLUX, TAPE
LOW-E_ERCy TIHE-A_fl_D. FLUX, TAPE
SCAN AYERAOE, SATURN BNCOUNTER
VOYAQ_E_ I, COSMIC RAY T_OPE
JUPITB_ FLUX TIHE-HISTORy RECORDS
VOYACBR 1, LF RF RCVR(.O2-4_4HZ)
LOt# BAND DYN SPECTRA PLOTS, JUP
HICH BAND DYN SPECTRA PLOTS,.AJP
PLANETARY RADIO ASTRONOHY DATA
DECAMEIRIC EMISSION CAT. 15-40 HHZ
LOW BAND DYN SPECTRA PLOTS.SAT
HICH BAND DYN SPECTRA PLOTS.SAT
VOYADf_ 1,PLASHA WAVE (.01-56KHZ)
24 HR PLASMA WAVE PLOTS, MFILH
PROONOZ 6,3-AXIS FLUX NAONETONETR
5-MIN AVER B-FIELD VECTOR,TAPE
PRE_)ICTB) TRAJ PLOTS.HFILM
MULTI-CODRD PLOTS, NFICHE
P_EDICTI3D HAG CONJUNCTIONS, HFIL.M
ATTITUDE-ORBIT LISTINOSo MFICHE
EPHEH_RIS, DATA POOL TAPE
CND HAD FLD LINE INTERCEPT PLOTS
ORBITAL PLOTS FOR PRORIS PERIO0
ISFF I,FAST PLASMA + SOL WIND ION
FAST Pt.ASHA ,,SOLAR WIND DPOOL,MFL_
VEL. °B.&TEMP. OPOOL,TAPE
PROTON FLUID PARAM E-OOW SHOCK
6-HIN AVOD SOLAR WIND ION DATA
HR-AVD _ DEN, V, PROT TB4P. TAPE
HR-AVD St# N, V, T PLT&LIST, FICHE
1SETS 1,FAST ELECTRONS
.5 HIN AVC ELE£TRON PARAHETB_S
IS_ I.HOT p_
ION • ELECTRON DENSITY DPOOL,TAPE
E-T SPECTC_IS OPtN_. 4P • 4E,SLIDES
E-T SPECTQNS,CHAN 1P,1F-,IdSP,SIID_S
HOT PLASHA DATA POOL PLOTS, HFILH
ISFF 1, FLUXGATE HACI_ETONETE_R
HAGNETIC FIELD DPOOL PLOTS.NFILH
3-COHP. HACNETIC FIELD DATA POOL
64 SEC HAC FLD DPOOL PLOTS,HFZCHE
24-HR MAD FLD _y PLOTS,FICHE
HAGNEMTOPAUSE XING, 8 VS T, NFIOIE
BOW SHOCK CROSSINC,B VS TIE,FIB
4-SEC HAONETIC FIELD PLOTS,14F'ICHE
ONE-MINUTE AVB_AC,_) HA(_ETIC FLD
24-HR DE-rRI_IDIE_ SUHHARy PLOTS,FCH
ISFF l,LO E]_BRGY COSMIC RAYS
LO-E COSMIC RAY CNT.RTE.DATA POOL
LO-E COSHIC RAy DPOOL PLOTS,HFILH
ISlE I,_JASI-STATIC ELECTRIC FILD
E-FIELD ELECTRON OUN OR-OFF,OPOOL
SPIN-P_RIDD AVBRAO_D DATA
ELECTRN DUN 0N-0FF DP00L PLT,NFL_
ISLE I, PLASHA WAVES
862 HZ WAVE E _, 0 FIELD POOL DATA
24-HR EL_C SP_C ANALYZER PLTS,FLM
24-HR MAC S#>F_ ANALYZER PLOTS.FLJ, I
PLASMA WAVE DATA POOL PLOT$,MFILH
ISEE I,PLAS_A DE]MSITY
PLASMA DE_ POOPAOATN ON-0FF,DP00L
SUHHARy SPE£TROGI_JU.IS. NFICHE
PLASMA D_I.ON-OFF OPOOL PLTS,NFLJq
XSE_ 1,BetTC FlED AND PRTNS
E_IE]RC ELECI.,,PROT OPOOL PLOTS,HFL_
ELECTRON _ PROTON DATA POOL TAPE
PARTICLE DATA SURVEY PLOTS, HFILM
ISEE 1.FJ_EC_RONS AND PROTONS
ELECTRON*PROTON DPOOL PLOTS,MFIIJ'I
8-_OOKEV ELEC+PROT FLUX POOL DATA
32-SEC AV(_) SURVEY PLOTS, M_-ILH
24-HR SURVEY PL0TS, HIFILM
32 SEC AVO SURVEY PLOTS ON NFICk_
ISEE I,DC _8IC FIELDS-OSEC
3 S AVCD PLAS,HASPHE_IC F-LEE. FIELD
ISEE !, ION COHPOSITION
PLASHA DATA POOL PLOTS,HFILM
FI ECTRON DENSITY DATA POOL TAPE
SOL .WIND ENERCY_WqASS SPECTRA, FICII
THERMAL ION MEASURERENTS DATA
THI_R_L_L ION DATA PLOTS, HFICHE
SUI_ARy: R-FILE_ (FOR_AT4)
ISEE I.VLF WAVE PROPAQATION
SELECTED SPECTRO_AHS. PAPER






77-084A-OSE 111o_13o z1/13/eo ZOlO7
77-084A-OSF O_lO_/_z o212817o _ 1B107
77-084A-06 • 1ATO •
77-084A-O6A 03/02/79 03/24/79 • 1B104 •
77-084A-068 03/02/79 03/10/79 • 18105 •
77-084A-0_C 03/01/79 03/07/79 • 18105 •
77-084A-O6D 11/09/80 11/19/80 • 1B105 m
TT-08,4A-O, DE 11/09/80 11/10/80 • 1B105 •
77-084A-07 • IA70 *
77-Oe4A-OTA 02/24/79 03/21/79 * 18106 •
77-084A-07B 09/07/77 12/30/79 * 18106 •
77-084A-07C 11112/80 11/13180 * 18106 .
77-084A-08 • 1A73 •
77-084A-OeA 02/28/79 03/17/79 • 1B109 •
77-084A-10
77-084A-lOA 09/05/77 12/31/79 ; 1A76 •18110 •
77-084A-108 02/01/79 04/29/79 • 1BllO •
77-084A-10C 09/05/77 03/31/80 • 18111 •
77-084A-100 02101/79 04/05/79 • 1Blll *
77-O_4A-10E 01/Ol/BO 05/16/81 • ]8111 •
77-084A-tOF 01/01/80 05/18/81 w 18111 •
77-084A-13 • 1A70 •
77-084A-13A 01/19/7g 11/30/80 • IB107 •
77 -093A
• 2B140 •
77-Oq3A-OI • 2B140 •
77-093A-OIA 09/26/77 01/24/78 • 28104 *
77-102A • 2A47 •
77-102A-000 10115/77 12/31/78 • 2868 •
_-I_A-_ 10/_/77 09/26/87 • 2868 •
77-]02A-OOF 03/15/79 02/17/81 • 2868 •
77-102A-00C 10/22/77 12/20/88 • 2B68 •
77-102A-OOH 10/22/77 Og/_E/87 • 2B68 •
77-102A-001 10/24/77 09/14/87 2869 •
77-102A-OOJ 03/29/86 06/16/86 _ 2869 •
77-102A-01 • 2A48 •
77-102A-01C 1012:2/77 09/28/87 • 2870 •
77-102A-OlD 10/22/77 0g/26/87 • 2B70 •
77-102A-011 10129177 01/19/79 • 2870 •
77-1(Y2A-OIK 10130/77 O1/Oe/78 • 2870 •
77-102A-OIL 10/30/77 12/31/79 • 2B70 •
77-102A-DIN 10/30/77 12/31/79 • 2B70 •
77-102A-0_ • 2A49 •
77-102A-02C 10/30/77 10/08/78 • 2B74 •
77-102A-03
77-102A-038 10/22/77 09/26/87 _ 2A48 •2870 •
77-102A-03C 11/01/77 12/30/81 • 2871 •
77-102A-030 01/01/82 09/26/87 • 2B71 •
77-102A-O3E 10122177 09/26/87 • 2B71 •
77-102A-04 • 2A50 •
77-102A-048 10/22/77 09/26/87 • 2874 *
77-102A-04C 10/22/77 09/28/87 • 2B74 •
77-102A-O4F 10/_';'/77 0"2/0"2/84 • 2B74 •
77-102A-04C 10/2_/77 12/27/85 • 2B74 •
77-102A-O4H 10/24/77 12/_/78 • 2B74 •
77-102A-04K 07/03/78 01/05/80 • 2874 •
77-102A-O4N 10/22/77 12/31/79 • 287S •
77-102A-O4Q 01/13/80 01/10/84 • 287S •
77-102A-O4R 01/12/_0 12/17/83 • _B7S •
77-1(Y2A-05 • 2A49 •
77-102A-0SD 10/22/77 09/28/87 • 2873 •
77-102A-05C 10/2"2/77 09/26/87 • 2B73 •
77-102A-06
77-10_A-06B 10/2P2/77 09/26/87 _ 2A49 •2073 •
77-102A-06C 10/2S/77 05/05/84 • 2873 •
77-I02A-O6D 10/22/77 09/26/87 • 2B73 •
77-102A-07 • 2A48 *
71-102A-07C 10/_2/77 09/26/07 • 2871 •
77-10"2A-078 10/22/77 12/31/84 • 2871 •
77-102A-07] 10/_2/77 12/31/84 • 2B71 •
77-102A-O7J 10/_/77 09/25/07 • 2B7_ •
77-102A-08 * 2A48 •
77 102A-0_C 10/22/77 09/25/87 • 2872 *
77-102A-OOF 10/22/77 12/31/82 . 2872 •
I/-lO2A-08C 10/2'2/77 09/26/87 • 2872 •
77-102A-09 • 2A50 •
77-102A-098 10/_/77 08/15/79 2876 •
77-102A-09C 10/2"2/77 08/15/79 ; 2876 •
77-]02A-OgE 11/01/77 01/19/79 • 2)876 •
77-|0_A-10 • 2A48 •
77-102A-lOA 10/2_2/77 09/26/87 • 2869 •
77-102A-10C 10/2"2/77 11/12/86 • 286g •
77-]02A-100 10/23/77 07/31/78 • 2D89 •
77-102A-10E 10/23/77 06/30/78 • 2869 •
77-I02A-1OF 01/02/79 06/30/80 • 2869 *
77-102A-11 • 2A49 •
77-102A-11D 12/0_/77 11/30/78 • _72 *
77-102A-12 * 2A50 *
77-102A-12A 10/22/77 09/26/87 • 2B75 •
77-102A-128 10/2_/77 09/26/87 • 2876 •
77-1(Y2A-l_)C 11/11/77 11/2"2/78 • 2875 •
77-102A-128 11/29/77 12/25/79 2076 •
77-102A-12E 11/29/77 11/30/77 _ 2B76 •
77-102A-12F 12/_0177 12/30179 • _876 •
77 1(Y2A-13 • 2A49 •
77 I02A-13A 08/2)0/79 0_/_0/79 e 2B72 •
77-10"2A-13fl 07/12/83 07/31/83 . 2872 .
9O
















































EXPB IMl3ql" NAHE $
DATA SET NAME
ISLE 1, CAllA-RAY BURSTS
HULTI-COORD PL0TS, NFIOHE
AI_ITUOE-ORBIT LISTINOS, MFICHE
NAG FLD LINE INTERCEPT PLOTS




PROTON FLUID PARAH 6 RE-BI_d SHOCK
ISLE 2,SOLAR wIND IONS
ISFF 2,HOT P_
128- _k512-S RES. pLASMA DATA,TAPE
COLOR E-T Sp_"TRDCRN_, SLIDES
ISLE 2,FLUXCATE HAONETONE'rE_R
24-HR HAC FLD SUNH/_Y PLOTS,FICHE
HAON_-0PAUSE XING, B VS T, HFICH(£
BOW SHOCK CROSSING.O VS TIME.FICH
4-SEC AVC.D HAC FIELD PLOTS,HFICHE
1-HIN AVQD MAC. FLD. (INCLD PROHIS
24-HR DETRE_DEI) _Y PLOTSoFCH
ISLE 2,pLASHA WAVES
24-HR SPEC ANALYZER PLOTS, MFILM
ISFF 2,f_DI0 PROPA_TI_
ISE 2,1_I_TC ELECTRONS AND PRTNS
SURVEY PLOTS ON NFILN
ISEE 2,ELECTRONS AND PROTONS
pARTICLE FLUX&CNT. RATE DATA,TAPE
32 SEC AVCD SURVEY PLOTS, NFILH
24-HR SURVEY PLOTS. NFII-H
32 S_ AVC SURVEY PLOTS ON HFICHE
IU_, ULTRAVIOLET SPECTROGRAPH
]LIE SPECTROSCOPIC IHAQE DATA, FU4
SPECTROSCOPIC IHAGE DATA ON TAPE
_OPEAN SP_. INA_ DATA
EXT_ACT_ ,SPECTRA ON TAPE
IUE (NASA/VI_PA) _ OBS LOG
IUE (NASA/VII-SPA) HERCED OBS LOG
vILSPA PHOTOWR ITES
UV sPECTRAL ATLAS(1983) ON NAG TP
LOW DISPERSION ATLAS VILSPA 1984
ATLAS O-TYPE SPECTRA (1987)
IUE, PARTICLE FLUX MONITOR
ANALOG TELEMETRY CHARTS, HFICHE




ELECTRON FLUX SPECTROCRN4S. HFILN
KYOKKO,UV AURORAL TV IRACINC
KYOKKO, ES PLASMA WAVE
p_ SPECTROORANS ,NFI _
KYOKKO,UV OL_ SPECTROMETER
ULTRAVIOLET AIRCLOW PLOTS. NFILM
KYOKKO. ION MASS SPECTROHETER
ION cOMPOSITION PLOTS, MFILM
ISS-B,SWEPT-FRF-_ TOPSOE sOUNDER
ISS-B,RADIO NOISE RECEIVER
ISS-8.SPHERICAL RE"[ POTB_r TRAP
ISS-B,BI3NNL_I] I0N MASS SPECTROH
ATLAS-H,HE,O, ION DENSITIES,FICHE
LANDSAT 3,RTRN BEAH _OCN SYS(RErV)
LANDSAT 3,NLTSPCTRL SCANI_ (HISS)
HCHH. RADI OM_ ER (HCHR)
RADIORETER DATA ON FIB
INACE DATA ON HAG TAPE
DAYINICHT RE-CISTERE'-[) DATA ON FILN
DAY/NI(_-(T REGISTERED DATA
DHSp-50,OPER LINESCAN SYS (OLS)
AURORAL IHACERY ON MICROFILM
DHSP-SD,HULTCHAN FILT R/_P(TR(NFR) . -
TOTAL oZONE * CALIBRATE"[) RADINNI.t
HER TOTAL OZONE ORID POINT DATA





IONOPAUSE,BO_f3 CROSS TIH_+LOC FIC
PIO78OR oELECTRON TE)qP RRATUR PROBE
ELECTRON TE)4P DENSITY (UADS-LFD)
CD OBSERVED IONOPAUSE LOCATIONS
12-S ELEC Tt_qP DEH_ITY (UADS-LR))
PIOIBOR, RADAR ALTIHE:rER (OtqU_D)
TOPOGRAPHIC HAPS
RADAR I_SURE_ (UADS-LFD FILE)
RADAR ALTIM. COHPOSITE DATA
ALTINETRIC • RADIO_RIC, LFD







































































































10/22/77 09/26/87 • 2B77 •
10122177 12/20/80 • 2977 •
I0/24/77 09/14/87 • 2877 •
03/29/86 06/16/86 • 21177 •
• 2A.51 •
12101/77 12112/77 • 2878 •
10/26/77 09/20/78 • 2879 *
10/27/77 D1/19/79 • 2979 •
• 2A51 •
• 2A51 *
12/01/77 12/12/77 * 2878 •
11/01/77 01110/78 . 21878 •
• 2A51 •
10/22/77 12/27/8.5 • 2B79 •
11/17/77 11/11/78 • 2879 •
I0/25/77 12/31/81 • 2979 •
1012"2177 06129186 2B79 *
1012,2177 02106187 _ 2B79 •
1O122177 0111_I_0 • 2eeo •
2A51 •
10122177 12131184 ". 2B78 *
: _,sz2AS2
11101177 01119179 • 2880 *
11/03/77 04/01/79 • 2877 •
10/23/77 07/31/78 • 2877 •
10/23/77 06/30/78 = 2978 •
01/02/79 12/81180 • 2B78 •
• 5A13 •
• 5A13 *
06/20178 06/22188 5019 *
04/01/78 06130187 _ 5819 *
04101/78 06/30187 • 5819 •
04/01/78 06/30/87 • 5819 •
04101178 03131185 5820 •
O41O3178 O5131187 -_ 582O *
10103178 04104182 • SO20 •
NI A • _ •
NIA • 5820 •
NI A . SEt20 •
• 5AI4 •
0"2/03/78 07/21/83 • 58"20 •
11106/80 07/09/88 • SO20 •
• 3A._4 •
• 3A5.5 •
0"2/04/78 06/29/79 • 3860 •
0"2104/78 06/29/79 • 3860 •
02/04/78 06/29179 ; 3860 •3A-')4 •
0"2/04/78 06129/79 • 3B60 •
3/_54 •










06/06178 09107/80 • 4818 •
05/11/70 12/06179 • 4818 •
07/11/78 09/I6/79 • 4B19 •
05/11/78 06/17/79 • 4BI9 •
• 4A43 •
• 4A44 •
0S1_0/78 09/30179 • 4814 •
• 4A4S •
07123178 0210SlSO • 4B14 ,,

























08/07/81 • 1B89 •
02/18/84 • 1889 •
• 1/_6 *
05/28/80 • I871 •
11/26/81 • 1B71 •
09/01/81 • 1B71 •
03/19/81 • 1B7I •
• 1/_35 •
91
SPACECRAFT NAHE LAUNCH DATE
°*e***°°°°°es**eeoooee**oeooe*eooeeoj.l_.oeeooj.e*****eojeo**eo***eeeo***o.
• INVESTIQATORNANE E_E_IME_iT NAME

















































DIDZTAL HAP IHAOES OR MAO TAPE
OCPP INAGES
PIO780R,RETARDINQ POTBNTIAL ANAL.
PLASMA PARM4ETER (UADS-U=D FILE)
PIO780R-NSfl'RAL PART HASS SPECT
NBJTRAL GAS COHP (UADS-LFD FILE)
0NMS VE]qUS SUMIIARY. LOW FR1E_ DATA
PIO780R-TRIAX _ NAONETOHETBR
24 SEC AVGD DATA (UN_-LFD FILE)
CO 32 SEC. TOTAL MAC FIELD DATA
CD 32 SEC _qC HN: + PEAK ELEC FLD
LIST OF _IS DATA
HI-RES, 12-S, • 2-HIN B • E PLOTS
12-S B_E FIB.D, F_3_IAPSIS
2-HIN OV_qLAPPB) AVO,EVlESTY MIN.
PID780R-E_BCTRIC FIE]J) DET.
24 SEC AVGD DATA (UN_-i.J=D FILE)
CD 82 SEC HRCN_ * PEN( ELE£ FLD
HI-RES, 12-5, • 2-KIN B • E PLOTS




COHP _NHAN(1,1NT OF _ EWISSON
ZONAL AIR TEHP. VS LATITUDE
PIO780R, ]ON _ SP_CT. (1-60 AHU)
_? _ AVaO Im Oe, (U_mS-Lm)
zz-_d:_ I0N DENSl-rIES(R_PLAC_S17A)
PIO780R-SOLAR WIND PLASMA ANALYZR
OPA-S_E_ DATE VELOCITY(ORBIT 1-740
PLASMA ANALYZBq DATA 12-78
SOLAR WIND _ (UADS-LFO FILE)
PIO7_, A_IC DRAG (ON))
ATNOSP141_IC 0RAO DENSITIES
OAO(SED) Py ATH DRAG OBS ORB_-246
PIO780R_, RADIO OCCULTATION (OOCC)
S-BAND.X-EUEND RADIO OCCULTATION
P10780R. CE-qLESTIAL MECHANICS
HI(H-RESOLUTION VE]NUS GRAVITY OAT
QRAVTT POTENTIAL H(N)E]_ BETA RECIO
P10780R, ATH. SOL. CORONA YURBL. OTUR
RADIO OCCULT ATH TURBULENCE
PIO78OR. INTERNAL DENS.DIST. (0101))
LINE-OF-SIGHT ACCL PLOTS • LIST
QRAYITATI(]NAL ACCE]-I_RATION DATA
_RAVZTY AT BETA RE_IO
GRAV.FZELD OF V_dUS,PRELIM.ANAL.
GRAVITy M/OHALIES ON V_JS
GRAVITY ANOM. CORR._. VZTH TOPOC.
LINE-OF-SIDHT DATA ON TAPE
COES S,SPIN-SCAN RADIOI4ETISR-VZSSR
VISSR IR IHAQERY ON 7(_4H FIUN
VISS_ VIS INAQE_Y ON 7OHM FIL_
AOIPS IR * VISIBLE IHAC_ DATA
C0_5 3.SOLAR BqE_t(_-TIC PARTICLES
COES 3•SOLAR X-RAY HONITOR
GOES S,BIAXIAL FLUrXGATE NAONETOHR
SEASAT 1 ,COMPRESS PULSE RADNq ALT
SEASAT 1. INA_INO RADAR
_T loWd WIND SCATTE_R01_-TE3R
SEASAT 1,SCAN VIS/IR RADIOMETER
SEASAT IoSCAN HULTI/M_ RADI0P_-TER
I_EOICTED HAC CONJUNCTIONS, HFIU4
ESCJE92. E(30- 200KEY) e (. 04-1.4kq)EL_-moN AND PROTONCNTRATEPLOTS
_-_,F-D2,_L PLASHA ESA $302
THERMAL _ FLOW PLOTS
_SGED2.LOW _y ION COHP.SS03
ESCt_D2, E+P (2 -20KEY ) p ITCH AND.
L0_-ESNER_y ELECTRON PROT PTCH ANC
ESCED2oYLF TH_R_4AL PLASMA $3OO
E_CJEO_.EW WAVE: FIF.I.f_,SSO0
IqACNE'rIC WAVE FIELD SUle4MtY PLOTS
ESCE02. DC FIELDS, SS(X)
DC FIELD BY DOUBI_ PROBE PLOTS
ESCED2, TR IAX. FLUXC. MAC. ,$331
IX: NAONETIC FIELD COHPONE_IT PLOTS
ES_ED2,EIJ_C.VAVE FLD_. ,S._O0
ELECTRIC WAVE FIELD PLOTS
ESCFn2 oWAVE FLJD.IHP_). $300






































































































12112/76 11/28/79 • 1869 •
• 1A33 •
06/07/80 06/29/00 $ 1869 •
o5122178 o9107188 IreS9
OS12217S 091071_ _ I889
• 1A30 •
12/13/78 0,5128/79 1875
12108178 05114186 : 1B7S
12/05/78 07/lS/79 • 1B76 •
• 1A31 •
12/0S/78 11/26/81 • 1870 •
12/05/76 11/2S/81 : 1A,_S •1870 $
12/24/78 08/13/80 • 1871 •
$ 1_82 •
12108178 11126181 lr/2
04104/79 08103/79 : 10712
06/08/7q 08108/79 • ID72 •
03/05/82 07/23/83 • 1B78 •
12105178 09/05184 • 1873 •
12105/78 05/2)8/83 • 1B73 •
12/06178 09/30/84 • 1873 •
• IA31 •
12105178 11/26/81 187S •
06/08/79 oe/oe/79 ; 1873.,
I2/05/78 O91O5/84 1874
12106178 09130/84 ee •1B74 •
• 1/_3 •
05/29/79 05/29/79 • 1874 •






12105/78 11/28/81 1B7S •
12/05/78 02/18/87 _ 1B7S •
• 1A,310
12/OS/TS 10/21/81 1868
12111/78 12111/78 : •18680
12/05/78 11/26/81 • 1868 •
12/09/78 08/07/79 : 1A36 •1870 •
12/09/78 08/07/79 1870
12/o_/78 OelOTl7_ : 1070
• 1A3,50
12105178 02/27/79 • 1870 •
o412Sl79 0s/28/79 : 1_ •1074 •
04125179 05128179 • 1874 •
1A37 •12/13/78 02/0S/79 1876 •
• IA38 $
03/01/79 019130180 • 1871 •
12/09/79 O6129180 • 1871 •
N/A • 1B72 •
N/A • 1072 •
N/A • 1072 •
NIA $ 187"2 •
N/A • 1872 *
• 4A74 •
• 4A77 •
05102/79 06/015/79 • 4B10 .
05/20179 06/06/79 • 4BI8 •










03/16/79 02/17/81 . 21_7 •
2A26 •08115/78 07/01/82 20"28 •
• 2A_7 •
00115178 07101/82 • 2828 •
: 2A25 •2A25 •
00/15/78 07/01/82 • 2B28 •
• 2A26 •
• 2A25•
08/15/78 07/01/82 • 2828 •
• 2A26 •
06/15/78 07/01182 • 2Er28 •
• 2A_o
08115/78 07101182 • 2828 •
• 2A280
00/15/7S 07/01/82 • 2828 •
• 2A25 *





















































PRESSURE AND TEHPE3_TURE DATA
PT078PB,CLOUD EXTE]qT,STRUC. ,DISTR
SE3) NEP54Et. BAC)(SCATYCR CHN4 DATA
PIO78PB,CLOUD PART.SIZE SPECTRI4_
PIOlOPB, CAS CHR0_kTOGRAPH
tns.a_ A_XOSeH_ coRPosrrm (S_)
PlO78PB. 1R RN)IOHETE_R




(_) _ S0L.o UP, DN, NET
p i 078PB, ATI4S. C IRCULAT I 0N pA'I'[E]RNS
(3) REL. CRUSTAL • ATHOS. V1BL. C014P
PIO76P8°ATHOS. PROPAGATION (1_)
sPECTRAL AHPS, SIC+NOISE SPE_
PROBE SPECTRA OF SIGNAL * NOISE
GAS + PLASMA B_NIR. SIONL STR_
PIO78PC, ATHOSPH_IC STRUCTURE
(_) Sl_ LOW A_ PROPE_TTIE_
PlO78PC,CLOUD EXTENT,STRUC. ,DISTR
SNI(NP) S_ BACKSCT CHAN. DATA
SlED N4B. BKCR. RAID., SPECT. FUNC.
TE_HP VS. TINE DATA
p107B_ ,A_ .CIIq_'IJLATION PA_
SN1 CO REJ_._TAL+ATHOS.VEI--COHP
PIO78PC, INFRARE]) RADIONETI_
SNFR SlED NET FLUX RADIOMETE_
PIO78PC. ATMOS_. TURBULBWICE (NTUR)
p i 078PC, ATHOSPH. PROPAOAT I ON(HPRO) .
SPECTRAL A/qPS, SIG+NOlSE SI_E_I_
OAS • PLASMA E_IR. SIONL STRNOTH
PlO78PD, ATHOSPI_IC STI_
(SAS) SE]) LOW A_ PRDI_IES
PI0IBPO,CLOUD EXTB4T.STR_. ,oISTR
SIE]) TEMP. VS TIHE DATA FN
SED AHB. BKGR. RAD., SP. .
p I078PD, ATMS. CZRCULAT ION PATTE_
CO R;:t._TAL._ATTqOS -VI_L •cQIS_
PIO7EdPD, INFRARED _I_S
SNFR S_) NET FLUX RADIOHETER
p i 078PD, ATHOSPH. TURBULE_E ( ___-2
p I078PD, ATNOSPH. PROPACAT 1ON (1_) .
SPECTRAL A/4PS, SIC+NOISE SPT:LT_
PROBE SPECTRA OF sIGNAL * NOISE
• Pt_ I_IR. SIGIqL STRNGTH
p 1078PE, ATHOSPHE_IC STRUCTURE
(SAS) SED LOW ATHOS PROPEffTIE_
PIO78PE,CLOUD EXTENT,STRIJC- ,DISTR
AMS. BK08. RAD., SP- -
SED TE_P VS TIHE DATA
p I07BPE, ATI_ .CIRCULAT I 0N PATTE_
CD REL, CI_TAL +ATI_. VEL. CONP
PIO7OPE, INFRARED RADIOI_-TBR
S_FR SE]) NET FLU_ RADIOMETER
p 1078PE oATHOSPH. TUR_E (H_JR__)
P 1078P_, ATHOSPH. PROPAGAT 1ON (_0)
SPECTRAL ANPS° SIC+NOISE SPECTRA
PROBE SPECTRA OF S](]qAL •NOlSE
_ PLASMA ENVIR. SI(:NL STRNOTH
EPHE_IS, DATA POOL TAPE
JPL TRAJ cOMET C-Z E]qCOUNT_R
ISEE 8,SOLAR rIND Pt_
pLASMA_SOL.AR WIND DPODL PLOTS.FLM
6-MIN PLASMA.SOLAR WIND.DATA POOL
SOLAR WIND DATA. 5-NIN, NAG TAPE
SOLAR wIND DPODL PLOTS, BEICHE
pLASMA PARAI4ETE_ DPOOL PLOTS°FIC_
SOLAR WIND pARAHETBR LISTINO,FICH
DIST GI4TAIL ELECTRONS, COLOR SP_
HRLY S.t_. pARHS BASED ON ELECTNS
ISEE 3,HAGNE-TIC FIEL_
HAGNE_IC FIELD,DPOOL PLOTS,NFltJq
64-S A¥O B-FIELD, DATA POOL TAPIE_
64 SEC MAC FLD _4_OL PLOTS,HFICHE
1-MIN° 1-H &I-D AVCD mGNETOH DATA
H1-RES. RBDUCED B-FIEIJD DATA(RDR)
84-SEC CSH NAG FLD D.P. PLOT,FICH
AN_ * E-FIELD DPOOL PLOT$,FICH
1 NIN. AVB@.ACdE])FIELD WITH SPEE_D
1-H &I-D B-FIE]-D AVOS (FROM -02D)
5-NIN AVG S.wIND NAG. FIELD, TAPE
1SEE 8,LO_-E_Y COSMIC RAYS
LOt# I_Nl_¥ C.R. DPODL PLOTSoBEItJM





OF DATA P A_'J:
78-078A-0"_ 12109/78 12109/78 , 1876 •
• IA36 *
78-078A-03
78-078A-038 12/09/78 12104)178 • 1B7S •
• 1A2_ •
78-0780 • 1A38 *
78-0780-01
78-0780-01A 12/09/78 12/09/'78 • 1877 •
• 1A37 •
78-0781)-02
78-0780-02A 12/09178 12/09/78 ; 187-f •1A40 •
78-0780-0_ •
78-0780-04 • 1A40 •
78-0780-DAA 12/09/78 12/09/78 • 1877 •
78-078D-05 1876 •76-0780-08A 12/09/78 12/0q/78 : 1A34 •
• 1A36 *
78-0781)-06
78-0700-08A 12/0q/78 12/09/78 • 1877 •
• 1A40 •
78-0780-07
78-0780-07A 12/0q/78 12/09178 • 1670 •
78--070D-0q
78-0780-098 12/09/70 1210ql76 _ 1B76 •
78-0780-11 • 1A38 •
78-0780-11A 12/21/87 02/26/87 • lrT7 •
78-0780-11B 12/21/78 0212&/79 • 1877 •
78-078D-11C 12109178 1210ql78 _ 1877 *1A28 •
78-07BE • 1A38 •
78-07BE-01
78-07BE-OXA 12109/78 12/0%170 _ 1B79 •1A37 •
78-078E-02
78-078E-O2A 12/0q/78 12/09/78 • 1B78 •
78-073E-0_ 12/09/78 12/0%178 1879
78-O78E-O2C 12109/70 121Oq/78 : 1079 :
• 1/k_q •
78-078E-03
78-076E-038 12/09/78 12/0%/78 • 1878 •
78-07SE-04 . 1A34 •
78-07BE-O4A 12/09/78 1210_/78 • 1879 •1A,_7 •
78-078E-048 ; 1A3q •
76-078E-07
78-07BE-O7A 12/21/78 02/28178 • 1878 •
76-078E-07C 12/09/76 12109/78 • 1870 •
• 1A28 •
78-078E • 1A38 •
78-078F-01
78-078F-O1A 12/09/78 12/0q/78 • 1BeO •
• 1A37 •
78-078F-02
78-078F-O2A 12/09/78 12/09/78 • I880 •
78-078F-028 12109178 12/09/78 • 18_0 •
78-076F-0"2C 12/0%/78 1210%/78 • 1B80 •
78-078F-03 • 1A39 •
78-0781:-038 12/0%/78 12/0%/78 • 1BTq •
78-078F-04 • 1A34 •
70-078F-04A 12109178 12/09/78 • 1B_1 *
• 1A37 •
78-078F-08 • 1A39 •
78-o78F-07
78-076F-O7A 12109/78 12/09/78 • 1B79 •
78-078F-078 12109/78 12109178' • 1880 •
78-078F-07C 12/0q/78 12/0%/78 • 1BeO •
• 1A28 •
78-078G • 1A38 •
78-078G-01
78-078C-01A 12/09/78 1210%/78 • 1ERI2 •
• 1A38 •
78-078(;-02
78-070C-02A 12/0%/78 12/0%/78 • 11381 •
78-078C-028 12/09/78 12/0%/78 • 1881 •
78-078G-02C 12/0%/78 12/09/78 • 18_2 •
78-O78G-_
78-078G-038 12/0%/78 12/09/70 ; 11181 •
1A34 •
78-078C-04
78-078C-04A 12/0%/78 12/0%/70 _ 1882 •
78-078G-08 . 1A37 •
78-078(=-07 • 1A39 •
78-078G-O7A 12/21/78 02/26/79 • 1B81 •
78-078G-070 1210%/78 1210%/70 • 1881 •
78-078_-07C 12/0%/78 12/09/78 ; 11381 •2_2•
78-079A
78-079A-000 OR/12/78 01/10/87 • 2880 •
78-079A-00_ 0%/10/8,5 0%/12/85 • 2880 •
• 2A52•
78-079A-01
78-079A-OIA 08112178 02107/67 2B81 ;
78-079A-01B 08/12/78 01/10/87 _ 288_
78-07qA-010 08/18/78 0211ql80 • 2B82 •
78-079A-OIF OR/12/78 04130185 • _ •
78-079A-O10 08/12/78 03102104 • 21_2 •
70-07qA-OIH 08116/78 0211qlBO • 2882 •2882 •78-07qA-OIJ 10/17/8_ DAI20/B3
78-079A-OIK 0e/11/78 10/1E/8:Z ; 21_82 •
78-07qA-02 • 2A53 •
78-079A-O2A 08112/78 0_107/87 • 2885 •
78-079A-028 08112/78 01/10/67 • 2885 *
78-07qA-02C 08112178 DAI_OI6._ • 2BO_ •
78-079A-020 08/18/78 12/81/SS • _ •
78-079A-O2E 01/01/81 0110A/81 • 2885 •
78-079A-02C 08/12/78 03102164 • 2885 •
78-07qA-O2H 08/12/78 03/02/84 • 2885 •
78-079A-O'2J 0_/13/78 0_/2817q • 21B86 •
78-07qA-0_ 08113/76 12/31/83 • 21_ •
78-079A-O2L 06129179 12131/83 _ 2886 •2A53 •
78-079A-03
78-079A-O3A 06/12/78 02/07/87 * _ •
78-07qA-038 08/12/78 01/10/87 * 2883 •
q3









































































RAW UNITS TAPE-TDHS (RUT-T)
RAW UNITS TAPE-SBUV DATA (RUT-S)
SOUV ZONAL HEANS OZONE TP(ZMT-S)
SBUV _ PROFIL OZONE TP(CPOZ)
DAILY CRID TOHS 03 TP(CRIDTONS)
SBUV cONT SCAN EARTH RAD TP,EARTH
SBUV cONT SCAN SOLAR FLUX TP,SUI_
SBUV 1-DAY 03-+PROFIL CONTR(PSC)TP
HINDUS 7,TI_P-HUNIO IR RAD (THIR)
11.S-MICRON CLOUD HOINITN0;E
6.7-MICRON CLOUD HONTAGE
CALIB.-LOCATETD PAD DATA TP(CLDT)
CLOUD DATA ETRB FORMAT (NCLE)
CLOUD DATA TOMS FORMAT (BCLT)
CLOUD DATA (C-HATRIX)
PROGNOZ 7, _ SPECTROHETBR
H* • _++ FLUX, V. T, • DE]N, TAPE
PROGNOZ 7,THRFF-AXlS FLUX HAG
B-BIN AVERAOE_ RAG FIELD VECTOR
HEAO 2, MONITOR PROPORTIONAL CNTR
CATALOG OF oBSERVE]) TARGETS-TAPE
CATALOC OF OBSI_VBD TAROETS-FICHE
HEAO 2, HICH-RESnLUTION IHAC, Bt
CATALOG OF OBSE]RVE]) TAIq_ETS-TAPE
CATALOC OF OBSERVE1) TARQL:_S-FICHE
X-RAY DATA OF JOVIAN AURORAE
_0 2, CRYSTAL )_Y SPE_O_
CATAL_ OF O_V_ T_S-TA_
CATALOO OF OBSERVED T_E'rS-FI(_
F_S R_E_) DATA T_
HEAO 2, IHAOIt_ PROPORTIONAL CNTR
CATALOG OF OBSERVI_) TARGETS-TAPE
CATALOC OF OBSI_RVEO TARCETS-FICHE
HEAO 2, SOLID-STATE SPECTlq_ (SSS)
CATALOG OF OBSE_VE_ TARCE'rS-TAPE
CATALOC OF 0BSBRVED TARC_TS-FICHE
PRB)ICTED HAG CONJUNCTIONS, HFILN
ORRITAL PLOTS FOR PROHIS _I_
STP pTB-2,E-I-E _ DET/_O-402-10
STP P78-2,SC SHTH FLD/SAHSO-402-2
STP P7B-2,HAGNFTIC FIELD HONITOR
STP P78-2oHI E RES PR,SAHSO-402-9
STP P78-2,H1 T RES PR SAHSO-4(Y2-5
STP P78-2,E_ ION SpEc/sAHSO-402-8
STP P78-2,E]N PR _ SAHS0-402-2
STP P78-2,HIOH E_4B_GY PART DETECT
SAGE, STRAT ABR0 + GAS EXP
HI_TEOROLOCICAL,EPHI-_,RAW OAT ARCH
PROFILE DATA ON HACNETIC TAPE
STP P78-1,GN4HA RAY SPECTROHETER
STP P78-1, SOLAR MIND HONZTOR
STP P78-1,SOLAR x-RAY Sp_'TROMo
STP P78-1, _ SPECTROHET6R
STP P7B- 1. HICH LAT. PART. SPIE'C'TRON
STP P78-1o X-RAY HONZTOR
STP P78-1, pRELIM. AEROSOL HONITOR
UK 6, .X-RAY PROPORTIONAL cOUNTBRS
X-RAY PROP cOUNTER sOURCE LIST
DHSP-50,OPER LINESCAN SYS (OLS)
AURORAL IHAC, ERY DN RICRDFIIJ_
DHSp-50,MULTCHAN FILT RADNTR(HFR)
TOTAL OZONE + CALIBRATE]) RADIANCE
NFR TOTAL OZONE (:RID POINT DATA
DHSP-50,PREIP ELEC SPEC {SSJ/3)
DMSp-SO,PASSIVE ]ONOS HON (SS1/P)
DHSp-SD, IONOS PLASMA HDN (SSI/E)
D_P-50,MICRO_ TB4P SOUND(SSN/T)
DHSP-50,ATMOS DETNS SENSOR (SSD)
DMSP-SD.SNOW/CLOUD D]SCRIH (SSC)
NOAA 6, _V VERY HI _ RAD/AVHRR
NOAA 6,0PRATIONL V_ sOUNDR/TOVS
NOAA 6. DATA COLLECTION SYS (DCS)
NO_ 6, SPACE E_IV. MONITOR (SI_)
HEAO 3, GAMMA-RAY LINE SPECTB_frR.
HEAD 3. H_AVY NUCLEI
HEAVY NUCLEI REDUCED DATA-COLD
_VY NUCLEI REI)UCI_ DATA-COBALT
HEAO C-3 VERIFY PROCRAN
HF_O 3,COSHIC RAY ISOTOPE •CHARGE
ORBIT POSITION LISTINC, FICHE
HACSAT, SCALAR HAONE'rOM_:-TE_R
C11RONINI (CHRONICLE INTE}_) ,TAPE
CHRONSC (CHRONICLE SPACECRAFt) T APE
HAQSAT ORBIT REI. SU_ROUT., TAPE







78-098A-ODE 10181/78 04124188 . 4831 •
78-098A-ODF 10/31/78 0_/21/88 • 4B31 •
78-098A-ODK 10/31/78 02i29188 • 4831 •
78-098A-ODq 10/31/78 12/31/87 • 4831 •
78-098A-ODR 10/$1/78 06/30/87 * 4831 •
78-098A-ODU 11/04/78 10/15/85 * 4831 •
78-098A-ODV 11/04/78 10/15/85 • 4832 •
78-098A-ODV 11/07/78 09/30/86 • 4832 •
• 4A30 •
78-098A-10
78-098A-1OA 06/23/79 05/07/85 • 4834 •
78-098A-10_ 06/23/79 0S/07/85 • 4834 *
78-098A-100 10/30/78 05/09/85 • 41334 •
03/31/8,5 * 4834 •78-098A-100 10/30/78
78-098A-lOE 10/81/78 10/31/84 • 4B34 •




78-101A-OIA 11/03/78 06/12/79 ; XXX •20104 •
• 218140 •
78-101A-04
78-101A-O4A 11/10/78 06/0"2/7g . 2B104 •
78-103A • 5A1O *
5All •
78-103A-O1
78-103A-O1A 11/16/78 04/25/81 _ 5812 •
78-103A-01B 11/16/78 04/2.5/81 ; 5812 •SA111
78-103A-02
78-103A-O2A 11116/78 04125/81 • 5812 •
78-103A-02_ 11/16/78 04/25/81 • 5812 •
78-103A-020 N/A • _B13 •
78-103A-03
78-103A-OTA 11/16/78 04/25/81 • 5813 •
78-103A-038 ll/16/76N/A04/25/81 ; 581S5813
78-103A-030 • SA11 •
78-103A-04
78-103A-O4A 11/16/78 04/2S/81 • 5813 •
78-103A-04B 11/16/78 04/25/81 • 5813 •
DA11 •
78-103A-0S
7B-103A-OSA 11/16/78 04/25/81 _ 5813 •
78-103A-058 11/16/78 04/25/81 • 5814 •
• 2A69 •
79-007A
79-007A-000 03/1S/79 02/17/81 • 2B112 •

















79-013A • 4A30 •
4A30 •
79-D13A-01
79-013A-OIA 0"2/21/79 11/18/81 _ 4836 •
79-013A-010 02121/79 11118/81 • 4836 •
• _ATS •
79-017A












79-047A • 5A37 •
• 5A37•
79-047A-02
79-047A-O_A 06/11/79 03/20/81 • 5852 •
79-050A • 4A43 •
4A44 •
79-050A-01
79-050A-OtA 07/01/79 09/30/79 _ 4B14 *
79-050A-0_ • 4A4_ •
79-050A-O2A 06/17/79 02/0_/80 • 4814 •













79-057A • 4A84 *
7g-OS7A-01 • 4A87 •
79-OS7A-(Y2 * 4A88 *
79-057A-03 • 4A89 •
79-057A-04 • 4A87 •
79-08_A • 5A1] •
79-O8_A-01 * SA12 *
• SA12 •
79-08_A-03
79-082A-O3A N/A • 5814 •
7g-O82A 03B N/A * 5814 *
7q-OB2A-OTC N/A * $814 *
• SAl2 •
7g-O82A-04
79-094A • 3AS5 *
FD-O94A-O00 11/02/79 06/08/80 • 3861 *
• 3A,_5 *
79-Oq4A-01
79-094A-OIA 11/02/79 06/10/80 3861 •
7q-O94A-010 1110_I79NIAO6/O_ISO ; 3861 •
7q-Oq4A-01C • 3861 *
79-094A-OID N/A • 3861 *
79-094A-OIF N/A * 3B61 *
gh
•e°•••••••e••e•e'e°•• •lee*e* •• •••sle••e•ee••e•e•o•e•e•s••oe e •••••e,m,•••o•eo•





















































a4R_IN (CHRONICLE FILE-), TAPE
INV-B (INVI_TIGATDR-B) I_TA, TAPE
CONDB_SlE_ I_ITIATI'ITUDE, TAPE
SELECT DATA FOR N_ _, TAPESELECT DATA FOR FIELD . TAPE
INVESTIC.-B qUIET TIE DATA. TAPE
LATITUDE PLOTS-INT ATT, NFILM
LOM-LATITUOE SCALAR ANOMALY. TAPE
L_d-LAT SCALAR ANOMALY DATA,HFILM
ANOMALY PAPS, 8XXO-IN. NECATIVES
MACSAT o VECTOR MA(_qETOIqETSq
CNRONINT (CHRONICLE INT_qBqB)). TAPE
_T'T (_IcLE SP_)TAPEORBIT RET..SUBRIXIT.. YAPE
PURIXJE HAG. FLD. ROUTINES. TAPE
LATITUDE PLOTS-INT Al-r, NFIIJ4
USE_ PRDCRAMS, TAPE
CHRONFIN (CHRONICLE FINE). TAPE
XNV-B (INVESTICATOR-B) DATA, TAPE
CONOBqSE_ ORBIT/A]_rITUDEo TAPE
LATI"HJDE PLOTS-FINE AIr, NEZUN
SEL_'T DATA FOR HODEL M/ADJo TAPE
SELECT DATA FOR FXELD HODE_, TAPE
INVE_TIO.-B QUIET TIHE DATA. TAPE
tPrtOLE-ORB PLT DE]L.T F,X,Y,Z, HFII__
MIOLE-ORB PIT O_LT F,XoY,Z, FICHE
ANOI4ALY NAPE, 8XIO-IN. COLOR NEC
6SS-68N VECTOR ANOMALY Pt-TS,HFILH
PO INT INO LOO
.T_4H CPRONAORAPH/POLAR IHETE_R
COLOR. PR F$_OT_ (DEt.ETB))
SI4M, UV SPECTROHETBR/POLARIHETE_R
U. ¥. SPECTROMETER DATA
LNSP OEr_/IN_ CATALOO ON HICROFL
UVSP 08SB_IN_ CATALOC OR TAPE
SI_, HARD X-RAY INAGIN_
X-RAY HI_ FORMAT DATA
X-RAy E3NISSION CURVES FOR
OOES 4,VISS_ ATHOS _ (VAS)
OOES 4, SOLAR B_BK_ETIC PARTICLES
OOtL-'e.4, SOLAR X-RAY NONITOR
OOE_ 4, BIAXIAL FLUX_ATE MAONETOI,,IR
OOES 5,VlSSR ATHOS SOUNI)Bq (VAS)
COE_ 5, SOLAR ENerGETIC PARTICLES
05E_ S. SOC_ X-RAy _ONZTOR
05ES S.BZAXZALFLUXC*TENACNETORR
NOAA 7,ADV VERY HI RES I_OIAVHI_
NOAA 7.OPRATIONL VERT SOUNDR/TOVS
NOAA 7,DATA COLLECTION SYS (IX:S)
_ 7,SPACE _. _ITOR (SE_4)
-A,NAONETIC FIELD OILS. (MAG-A)
-_._ _AVE INS_ (e,wz)
-a,._._iN SCAN AUROR.IHAGS_(SAI)
-A.RETARD.ION NASS SP_C. (RXHS)
-A.H_I _T._S_ I_SmU.. (._U'I)
-A,_. ION COMP.SPE_(EICS)
DE-A, AURORAL PHYSICS INYESTIC
DE-A, CONT. +NAT. WAVE- PART. 1NTERACT
OE-D, NAONETIC FIELD OB_,. (NAG-B)
DE-B, VE£TOR E FIELD ImTR. (VEFI)
DE- B, NBJT. ATN_. CO_4P. SPECTR (NACS)
DE-B,VXND AND TE_P.SPECTR. (WATS)
DE-B, FABRY-PI_OT INTERFER. (FPI)
DE-B. ION •RIFT NETER (I1_4)
DE-B, RETARDINC POTER. ANALYZ. (RPA)
DE-B,LI_ ALT.PLAS_ I_TR. (LAPI)
DE-B, LAN_IR PROBE INSTR. (L_)
DE-B,NACNETO._iER.COUPLINC TO ATH
DE-B,NBJT. -PLASMA INTERACT. INVEST
DE-B, ATHOS.DYNN4.AND BqBqOET.INV
DE-B,LOW ALT.I=L_S. INVEST-HI RESOL
LIHB VIE_INO UV OZONE SPECTROMETR
DAILY AVO OZONE NiX RATIO PFL.TP
OZONE RADIANCE DATA, TAPE
SHE, INFRARED RADIOHETER
NEAR IR(1.27-HICRON) SPEL-TROHETER
DAILY AYC OZONE NiX RATIO PFL,TP
RADIANCE DATA. T_
SHE, VISIBLE NITROC_M DIOXID_
DAILY Arc COLUMN NO2. TAPE
SHE° SOLAR UY MONIT_
SOLAR I_IANCE DATA. TAPE
SHE. SOLAR PROTON ALAJq_I
VE_ERA 13, PANORAMIC TF-LEPItOTOHTR
Bj_ SURFACE PHOTOS. PANORAMA






79-094A-OIF 11/01/79 G5/19/B0 • 3B&I •
79-094A-010 11102/79 06/10/80 • 3B62
79-094A-OIH 11/02/79 OS/O1/EN) _ 3062 •
79-04_A-011 11/08/7g 04/_0/_0 ,3B62
79-094A-OIJ 11/00/79 04/20/_0 ! 3062 i79-094A-OIK 11/02/79 05/20/80 386279-094A-OIL 11/0'2/79 06/09/80 3063
79-094A-OIM 11/02/79 0_/16/B0 e 3083 •
79-094A-DIN N/A
79-094A-010 N/A e_ 3063 •308379"-094A-02
79-094A-O2A 11/02/79 06/10/B0 ee 3A55 •3063 •
79--094A-020 ll/02/79N/A06/09/80 $ 3063 •094A-02C
7_)-094A_ • 3063 •





79-094A-02_ lz/o,_/7,_ o41_o1_o _s_
79-094A-0"_ 1110SI79 04120100 3eS_
79-094A-020 111o2/79 OSl2OleO 3_ss
79-094A-O2P 11/02/79 04/15/B0 • 3065 •
79-094A-O2q 11/02/79 03/06/B0 • 3B65 •
79-094A -02R N/A • 306S •
79-094A-O"ZS NJA • 3086 •
80-014A • 5A33 .
80-014A~000 0"2/14/80 11/_/80 e, _047 •
80-014A-01 5A33,
80-014A-OIA N/A • 5848 •
DO-O14A -D2 ; 5A&4 •
80-014A-O2A 06/29/80 06/29/80 ,5848
BO-014A-O_B 02/20/B0 02/08/81 _ •5048 •
80-014A-02C 02/20/80 0"2/00/81 • 5848 •
• 0-014A -05
80-014A-GSA 06/2_/80 06/29/80 • 5848 •B0-014A-06
5A&3 •
80-014A-O6A 06/29180 06/29/80 ; 5048 •
BO-Ol4A-06B 0"2/19/80 0%/04/85 • 5048 •80-074A
BO-074A-01 • 4A74 •
80-074A -0"2 " 4A78 •
ee 4A76 •
_0-074A-03 4A76 •80-074A-04
81-049A __ 4A7S *4A74 *81-049A-01
81-049A-02 * 4A78 *
81-04gA-03 * 4A76 •
81 _049A _04 * 4A76 *
81-059A * 4A76 •
81-089A-01 * 4A84 *
• 4A07 •81 -O_gA-O_
81-059A -03 * 4A88 *
81-059A -04 * 4A89 •
8I-O7DA ** 4A07 .3A33081-07OA -O I
81 -OTOA-O_ * 3A3.5 *
81-070A-03 * 3A35 .
81-070A-04 * 3A34 *
81-070A-05 * _4 *
• 3A33 .81 -OZOA-06
• 3A35 .81-070A-07
• 3A34 •81-070A-08
81-O?OB * 3A34 ,
8]-0700-01 * 3A35 *
81-0700-0"2 ee 3A38 .
81-0700-03 3A,37 *
81-070_-04 * 3A36 *
01-070B-05 * 3A38 *
8I-O70B-DE ee 3A36 *3A37 •81-0700-07
81-0700-08 * 3A36 *
81-0700-09 * 8A38 *
81-O700- lO * 3A36 *
81-0700-11 * 3A37 *
81-0708-12 * 3A37 •
ee 3A37 *01-0700-13 3 37 .
81-100A
81-100A-01 * 3A73 *
3A74 •81- IOOA-OIA 12/30/81 09/30/88 3081 .
81-IOOA-018 12/16/81 12/18/86 • 8108_ *
81- IOOA-O'2
81-100A-05 * 3A74 *
3A74 *
81- IOOA-O3A 12/30/81 09/30/85 • 308_
81-IOOA-O_B 19110101 o91_OlU ; _-
-_B02
81- IOOA-04 ,8, DA74 •
81-1OOA-O4A 01/O1/8"2 12/31/84_ • 3B8_ •
81- IOOA-OJ_ * _A74 *
81-IOOA-OSA 01/01/82 09i30/B,5 * 308_ .81-100A-06
81-1060 • 8A75 •
01-106D-01 _ 1A29 *1A30 •
81-IO6D-OIA 03/01/82 03/011W2 . 1083 .
81-10_O-O1B 03101182 03101182 • l_ .
96
_DATESPACECRAFT NAME ......... oooeooeeloes_eososoooeoso_oeolo_eoeeoe°_e°l°°°°
j INNI_TIGATOR N_ EXPI3tIHI_IT
DATA SET NAHE




























































VB_A 14, PkNOIP_IC TB_EITIOTOI(Ill
B/W SURFACE PHOTOS. pANORN_
STS 2,SHUTTLE IHC RADAR-A(SlR-A)
RADAR ZHA_
SIR-A HI]VIE. COLOR
SIR-A HOVIE ON Vll)ED TAPE
STS 2,SHUT _T INFRA RAD(SHIRR)
RADIOHETRZC CALIBRATION DATA
UNCALIBRATE_D RADIOMETER DATA
BLACK AND ttHITE IHAQ_RY
COLJDR IHAGI_Y
STS 2,FEATURE IO + L0C EXP (FILE)
STS 2,HEASURE OF AIR POLU FR SAT
TROPOSPHERIC CO MIXING RATIO TAPE
STS 2,OCEAN COLOR EXPERZHE_T/OCE
CALIBRATED RADIANCE DATA
STS 2.NI(:HT/DAY OPT SURV OF LITN
STS 2,HEFLEX BIOE)iCINR TEST (HBT)
STS 3,_ DAIGNOSTIC PACKAGE
SURVEY, COLON SLIDES
I.B. ANALO¢ DATA (0-30 K]"(Z). NEG.
LANDSAT-D, _TIC HA_rj,_ER((_Iq)H_-
LJU4DSAT -D, NULT I SPECT. SCANNI_ { )
DHSP-F$, _ LINESCAN SYST. OLS
DN_P-FS,IR T PROFILE SOUNDR,SSH-2
DHSP-FS,SCANNING X-RAY SPE£.SSB/A
DHSP-F6. IONOS. Pt_SJ4A HONITON.SSI/E
OHSP-F6, PREC. ELEC/ION SPECT. SSJ/4
IRAS, ZR TELESCOPE
SKYPLATE IHACES 3RD tIC:ON, COLOR
SKYPLATE IHA_ES 3RD HCDN, 9/W
SKYPt.ATE OVBRLAYS
POINT SOURCE CAT VER 2.0
POINT SOURCE CATALOC ON TAPE
WSOg ANCILLARY DATA
HICH SOURCE DENSITY BINS CATALOG
ZOGICAL HISTORY FILE (VERSION 3)
WORKING SURVEY DATA BASE 0 r3OB)
PRESS RELEASE COLON PHOTOS
SKY PLATE (HCON -q) DATA ON TAPE
ALL SKY HAPS DATA ON TAPE
ALL SKY IRAGE_ 1.2,3 HCON, B/W
ALL SKY IRACES 1.2.3 HCON. COLON
ALL SKY OV_YS
_TE 1RA_ 1ST _ON. B_
SKY PLATE (HCON 1) DATA ON TAPE
OALACTIC PLANE IHDES 1ST HCON.B/_
DALACTIC PLANE OVE3_LAY
GALACTIC PLANE DATA ON HAC TAPE
SMALL SCALE STFIUCTUR1E (SSS) CAT.
POINTED oBSERVATIONS DIRECTORY
pnlNTED OBSerVATIONS ON TAPE
NiL SCALE STRUCTURE CAT, HFICHE
SKYPLATE IHACES 2ND HCON, B/l#
SKY PLATE (HCON 2) DATA ON TAPE
GALACTIC pLANE II_JES 2ND HCON.B/W
GALACTIC FLAME 1H(_ES 3_) HCON.B/W




CATAL_ OF LOW RESOLUTION S_RA
NGAA 8,ADV VERY HI RES RADIAV_'m_R
NOAA 8.oPRATIONL VI_I" SOUND_/TOVS
NOAA 8, DATA COLLECTION SYS (OCS)
NOAA 8, SPACE I_N. HONITON (SE_)
NOAA S. SEARCH AND RESCUE (SAN)
005 6, VISSR ATHOS SO_E)B_ (VAS)
ODES 6,SOLAR E_NE3_,ETIC pARTICLES
GOES 6.SOLAR X-RAY HONITOR
COES 6.HETED DATA COLI_ECTIDN SYS
SOLAR X-RAY SPECTROHIE-TER
SOLAR X-RAY SURVEY PLOTS, tqFICH_
o_s_-_. •PER LIN_CAN S_S. OLS
O_SP-_7.MIC_O T_" SOUNDER.SS_r
OMSP-F7. ]ONOS. _ MONITOR,SSI/.E
DRSp - F'7. IqREC. ELEC / I ON S_.SSJ/4
DMSP-F-7, RAQNF_-ORE-'TER, SSiq
DMSP-FT. SPACE RAD DOSIML=TER,SSJo
DHSP-FT. X-RAY DETECTOR, SSB/S
LANDSAT-E. TH_HATIC HAPPER (TH)















81-111A-O2A 06/09/81 08/01/82 4B_8
11112/81N/A11/14/81 4B3881-111A-O2B 4B39
81-111A-02C
81-111A-O2D N/A • 4B3q •
• 4A35 *
81-111A-03 • 4A34 •
81-111A-04
81-111A-O4A 11/14/81 11/14/81 • 4B_q •
81-111A-05 • 4A84 •
81-111A-OSA 11/14/81 11/14/81 • 4839 •
• 4A&5 •
81-111A-06 • 4A,$4 •
81-111A-07 • 30B-2 •
82-022A • 388-2 •
82-022A-01
s2-O22A-OIA 03122/82 03/27i82 • 3B82 •
82-022A-OIB 03/22/82 03/_B/82 • _B83 •
82-072A _ 4A718 •e
82-072A-01 • 4A72 •
82-072A-02 . 4ASO •
82-118A • 4A_1 •
82-118A-01 • 4A5_ •
82-118A-02 • 4A5_5 •
82-118A-03
• 4A58 •
82-118A-04 • _ •
82-118A-0.5 • SA12 •
83-004A • SA13 •
83-004A-01
83-O04A-OIA N/A • ._B14 •
83-O04A-OIB N/A • 5814 •
83-004A-01C NIA _BIS •83-O04A-OID NIA _ 581S •
83-O04A-OIE N/A • 581S •
B3-OO4A-OIF N/A • 5818 •
83-004A-01C N/A • 5BlS •
83-O04A-OIH NIA . 5815 *
B3-OO4A-011 N/A • 5815 •
83-004A-01J N/A • S81S •
83-O04A-O2K N/A • 5816 •
B3-OO4A-OIL N/A • 5B16 •
5816 •
83_004A_01N N/A
83-O04A-OIN N/A • 5816 •
83-004A-010 N/A • S816 •
5B16 *
83-O04A-OIP N/A
83-O04A-OIQ N/A ; 5_18 •
83-O04A-OIR N/A • 5817 *
83-O04A-OlS N/A • 5817 •
83-O04A-O1T N/A • 5817 •
83-O04A-O1U N/A • 5817 •
83-O04A-O1V N/A • SB17 *
83-O04A-Ottd N/A • 5817 •
83-O04A-OIX N/A • 5817 •
83-O04A-OIY N/A * 5818 •
83-O04A-O1Z N/A • SB18 •
BS-OO4A-Olm N/A • _BI8 •
83-O04A-Olb N/A • 5818 •
83-004A-01c N/A • 5818 •
BS-OO4A-OId N/A • 5818 •
83-004A-01• N/A • S818 •SA18 •
83- 004A-02 • SBlq •
S3-OO4A-O2A N/A
• 4A84 •









83-022A-05 • 4A74 •
83-041A • 4A78 •
83-041A-01 • 4A76 *
83-041A-02 • 4A78 •
83-041A-03 * 4A75 •
83-04 1A-04 • SA2S •
83-067A . SA2S •
83-087A-0_
B3-O67A-O2A O7/O1183 01/13184 • 5B35 •
• 4ASO •








83-118A-06 • 4A51 •
4/_4 •
83-118A-07 ; 4AS6 •
83-11SA-08 • 4A71 •
84-021A * 4A73 •
B4 -O'21A-01 • 4A72 •
84-0"21A -0_
• 2B136 •
84-0_ • 2B138 •
84 - 088A-01
84-088A-OIA 08/17/84 06/28/86 • 2B12 •
g7
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/_FrE/CCE,HED. EHERGY PART ANALYZ
COLOR SPECTROCRAHS oSL IDES
6.4-NIN,NASS-BqB_CY SPECTRA, POOL
AMPTE/CCE, CH_E- E - MASS SPECTROR




62-S AVERAGE A PEAK WALUIP, S, SFDU
AH_TE/CCE, CCE HACNETONEYB_
SURVEY PLOTS, MICROFICHE
MAGNETIC FIELD VECTOR SF:DU
ORBITAL PLOTS FOR PRONIS PERIOD
IRH, ION RELEASE EXpERINBCr
IRM, I'_(:NE'TOHE'TER
5-S AVI_R NAG.FIELD VECTORS, TAPE
IRN, PLASMA INSTRU_
5-S AVER PLASMA PARAHETBRS, TAPE
IR_, PL_ WAVE IN_
5-5 AVER PLASMAWAVE ANPLITUDES,TP
]FOq,SUPRATH_L IONIC CHARD ANAL
5-S AVER SUPRATHRP_L IONS, TAPE
STS-410,SHUl-rLE IMC RADAR-B/SZR-B
RADAR INADERY ON FILM
INACE DATA • ANNOTATION ON TAPE
STS-41C,LAROE FOI_HAT CAM_ (LFC)
INAC, E-_Y ON FILN
COLOR IMAGERY ON FllJq
STS-41C,MEASUR AIR POLU IRON SAT
TROPOSPHRIC CO • N20 MIX RATIO TP
ERBS,EARTH RAiN BUDDer EXP/ERBE
RAW ARCH TP(RAT) ZMACJES ON OP DSK
PROD ARCH TP(PAT) IRAGES ON OP DK
TOTAL SOLAR IRRADI/_4CE
SOLAR INCIDE]MCE (S 2) ON OP DISK
ORIDDED EARTH RAD BUDGET OD (S-4)
SCAN FJtRTH(Sg)RAD Q(ITANCE*ALBGDO
N S FJ_RTH(SIO)RAD EXITANCE*ALBE_O
ERBS,STRATO AROSOL • GAS EXP/SACE
MET,EPHEH,RAW ARCHIV TAPE (HERDAT
SAGE II OZONE PROFILE ARCH. TAPE
SAGE I1 AEROSOL PROFIL ARCH. TAPE
NDAA 9,ADV V HIGH RES RAD (AVItRR)
NO/_ 9,0PRATIONL VERT SOLIqDR/TOVS
NOAA 9, DATA COLLECTION SYS (OCS)
NO/_ 9, SPACE ENV. MONITOR (sBq)
EARTH RADN _ EXP (ERBE)
RAW ARCH TP(RAT) IHAQES ON OP OSK
PROC ARCH TP(PATJlRAO_ ON 0P DSK
TOTAL SOLAR IRRADIANCE
SOLAR INCIDENCE (S-2) ON OP DISK
OR'JrDD_D EARTH PAD BUDGET O0 (S-4)
SCAN EARTH(Sg)RAD EXZTANCE+ALBE])O
N S EARTH(SIO)RAD E]KITANCE+ALB_DO
NOAA 9, SEARCH AND RESCUE (SAR)
NO/_ 9,SOLAR 8KSCTR UY RAD,SB.N/2
PR10,E)_RC PARTCLS/SHOQKS, ECHNUV
HR-AVG E_ETIC E-,H+,I-JE*+,AB
PRIO,TRIAXIAL FLUXC.ATE MAC, SC-76
1D-MIX AVER B-FIELD VECTOR
HR-AVG B • _4BRCKTIC E-.H*,HE+,
SPACEJ_AB 3,ATNOS.TRACE MOLECULES






84-088A-01B 08/16/84 12/31/84 • 2812 •
84-088A-02 • 28138 •
84-088A-O2A 0e/17/84 06128186 • 2811 •
84-088A-0_ 08/16/84 12/31/84 • 2811 •
84-088A-03 • 28138 •
84-088A-O,3A 08/17/84 06/28/86 . 2811 •
84-088A-038 08/27/84 12/30/84 • 2811 •
84-088A-04 • 2B138 •
84 -088A -04A 08/27/84 06/28/86 2812
84 -088A-04B 08/28/84 12/30/84 : •2B12 •
84-088A-05 • 20138 •
84-088A-OSA 08/27/84 06/28/86 * 2flll •
84-088A-058 08/18/84 12/29/84 • 2812 •8
2B138 •
84-0688-000 03/29/86 05/16/86 • 2813 •
84-088B-01 • 20139 •
-O888-O'2
84-088B-O2B 03/21185 02108185 _ XXX21113
84-0888-03 • XXX •
84 -0888-038 03/21/85 02/08/86 . _813 •
84-0888-04 * XXX •
84 -0888-048 03/21/85 0*2/08/86 • 2813 •
84-0888-06 • XXX •
84 -0888-06A 03/21/8.5 02/08/86 2813 •
84- IO_A _ 4856 •
84-106A-01 • 4856 *
84- IOeA-O1A 10/07/84 10/13/84 e 46139 *
84- I08A-OlB 10/07/84 lO/1_/84 . 4839 •
84 - lO_A-O'2 • 48S5 •
84-108A-O2A 10/0S/84 10/13/84 • 4839 •
84-108A-O'28 10/08/84 10/11/84 • 4839 •
84-108A-03 • XXX •
84-108A -03A N/A
84-1088 : 41340 *41355 •
84-1088-01 • 4855 •
84-1088-018 10/25/84 01/21/85 • 4815 •
84- IO_B-OlC 04/01/8S 01/31/86 481S
84-1088-OlD 03/01/85 10/31/86 : •4815
84-1088-01E N/A • 4BIS •
84-108B-01F N/A • 4BIS •
84-1088-010 N/A • 4816 •
84- I08B-OlH N/A • 4816 _,
84-1088-0"2 • 4855 *
84- I08B-O_A 11/01/84 09/30/88 • 4816 •
84-1088-0"28 N/A * 4816 •
84-1088 020 10/05/84 11130186 * 4816 •23A
4A84 •
84-123A-01
84 123A-0_ • 4A87 •
84-123A-03 • 4A88 •
4A89 •84 123A-04 4A87 •
84-123A-OS • 4ASS *
84-123A-DSB 01/23/85 01/21/87 * 483S •
84-123A-0SC N/A • 4835 •
84-123A-OSO 03/01/8S 12/31/86 • 4835 .
84-123A-OSE N/A • 4836 •
84-123A-OSF N/A • 41t36 •
84-123A-050 N/A • 4835 *
84 - 123A-OSH N/A • 41336 •
84-123A-06 • 4A90 •
84-1_3A-07 4A85 •
8,5-033A : 28140 •
85-033A-02 • 28141 •
85-033A-O2A D4/26/85 1)/05/8_ • 28105 •
_LS-O33A-D3 • 28141 •
8S-033A-O3A 04/27/8S 11/04/85 • 2B10S •
85-033A-038 04/26185 1110,5185 • 2B105 .,,
8.5-034A • 4BS6 •
85-034A- 14 * 4B56 •
85-034A- 14A 04/01/85 05/31/8,5 • 4840 •
_H
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BI 8XlO IN. BOOKS/BOUND rOE.
BJ 11X14 IN. B00KS/BOUND VOL.
BT VARIOUS SIZES B00KS/VOL.
HI 8X10 IN. PAGES
HJ 11X14 1N, UN_0UND
HK 18X20 IN. PACJE_
IlL _'OX24 1N. PAC_
HS 5X8 IN. UNBOUND
NT VARIOUS SIZE PAGES
OJ 11X14 IN. CO_ QRAPHICS
0T VARIOUS SIZE C_APHICS
PJ 11X15 IN. PRINT(XJT
PT VARIOUS SIZE PRINTOUT
CQ PUN_ CARDS
DICITAL DATA
DA ANALOG DATA TAPE
DB REFORI,tA'rrE_) DATA TAPE










DATA SET FORH COOES
PHGIOGRAPtIIC FILM (FRA/dES)
..........................
q0 35-MM B)q# SLID_ WI 8Xl0 IN. B/l# PRINTS
R0 35-1414 COLOR SLIDES
UC 4X5 IN. B/I# POS.
UH 5)(7 IN. B jl# POS.
UI 8](10 IN. B/W POS.
UM 70-m Bid POS.
UO 35-MM B/rid POS.
UP 16-HH Blew POS.
UR 4X6 IN_ B/_ POS.
US SX8 IN. Bpd POS.
UT VARIOU_ SZ B/W POS.
UV SX5 IN_ B/l# POS.
UW 5X47.5 IN. Bid POS.
UX 9X80 IN. B/W POS.
UY 5.1(12 IN. BjN POS.
VO 4)(5 IN. COLOR POS.
VH 5)(7 IN. COLOR POS.
VI 8XI0 IN. COLOR POS
VH 70-1414 COLOR POS.
V0 35-HH COLOR POS.
VP 16-HH COLOR POS.
_rT VARIOUS SIZES C/P
VX 5X12 IN- COLOR POS.
WK 16X20 IN. Bid PRINTS
WY 5X12 IN. B/q# PRINTS
XP 16-1414 COLOR PRINTS
YC 4X.5 IN. B/l# NE_.
YH 5X7 IN. B/_ NEOS.
YI 8X10 IN. B/l# NECS.
YK 16X20 IN. B/l# NECS.
YL 20X24 IN. B/l# NECS.
YH 70-m B/l# NECS.
YN 9.5 IN. B/l# NECS.
Y0 35-MM B/l# NECS.
YP 16-MM B/l# NECS.
YT VARIOUS SIZE B/t# NEOS.
YV 8X5 IN. B/l# NEOS.
YId 5X47.5 IN. B/l# NEOS.
YX 9X80 IN. B/l# NECS.
YY 5X12 IN. B_# NECS.
ZC 4X5 IN. COLOR NECS.
ZH SX7 IN. COLOR NECS.
ZI 8XlO IN. COLOR NEOS.
Z14 70-MM COLOR NECS.
ZT VARIOUS SIZE COLOR NEOS.
ZY 5X12 IN. COLOR NECS.
MICROFICHE (CARDS)
FR 4X6 INCH (B/l#)
OR 4X6 INCH (COLOR)
PHOTOGRAPHIC FILM (FEET)
........................
B'I 70-NM COLOR NEGS.
EP 16-NH COLOR NE(:S.
IM 70-m B/l# NECS.
IN 9.5 IN. B/l# NEOS.
I0 3.5-NM B/l# NECS.
1P 16-1'94 B/l# N_.
IV 5X5 IN. B/l# NE_.
lrw 5X47.5 IN. B/l# NE_.
IX 9X_ IN. B/l# NECk.
IY 5)(12 IN. B/l# NECS.
JP 16-HH 8/1# HOVIE
LM 70-HH COLOR PIDS.
LN q.5 IN. COLOR POS.
L0 _LS-NH COLOR POS.
UP 16-NH COLOR POS.
TH 70-1,1,I BJV POS.
TO 3.5-L_q B/l# POS.
TP 16-1_ B/l# POS.
T_/ 5X5 IN. B/l# POS.
TW 5X47.5 IN. B/l# POS.
TX 9X80 IN. B/l# POS.
T_ 5X12 IN. B/l# POS.
STRIP/BRUSH CHARTS (ROLLS)
.........................
S] 8XlO INCH S0 35-NH
SL 20X24 INCH ST VARIOUS SIZES
SN 9.5 INCH SW 5X47.5 INCH
i ..,:!:C L,::,: ' ,
159





